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In order that the large number of persons interested in educational
research might be kept informed of intestigations made in the vari-

fields of education, the Office of tclucation in 1927 began the
collection and dissemination of information concerning such. investigations. Each year since that time we have issued a classified
bibliography listing research studies. in education which have been
reported to us by institutions offering graduate work in education.
Although the early issues of the bibliography listed periodical literature as well as bther types, because of the growing number of such
ous

and because the listing of periodical literature is adequately taken care of by other agencies, it was decided in 1932 to
references

limit the bibliography to masters' and doctors' theses and faculty research studies, thus making available to students of education a field
of research which might otherwise be unknown. At the same time

the library of the Office of Education began the collection of copies
of all theses in education which the deans should care to refer to us.
In consequence of this undertaking many of the studies listed in
this annual bibliography are deposited with the Office of Education
library and are available for examination by students of education
through interlibrary loan.
The Office of Education realize4 that the effectiveness of this bibliographical' service depends largely upon the institiitions which supply

it with reports of studies. We are continually gratified by the increasing number of institutions that do cooperate. One hundred and
fifty-nine institutions of higher education this. year have sent in
reports of one or more studies. This represents the largest numher
that have reported to us in tiny year. Again we wish to express our
appreciation to the peisons in those institutions:who make it .possible
for.us to carry through this project.
BEM GOODYHOONTZ,
4i5t

Assistant Committskner of Education.
YEE

4

INTRODUCTORY
NOTE
0
SCOPE OF BIBLIOGRAPI-IY

The BiOiography óf Research Studies in Education for the school
year September 1937 through August 1938 lists 3,890 theses and stud'

reported by 159 institutións, several of which had not reported
previously. The list, which is the twelfth in the series,' includes. 519
doctors' dissertations, 3,146 masters' theses, and 225 studies reported
ies

as

faculty research.

Colleges and universities granting graduate degrees in education,
institutions carrying on graduate work in music and theology, and
some

institutions in which only members of the faculty conduct

research in education have reported the studies listed. *,
The entries give the author, title, degree, and date N-lien the thégts
was completed, the name of the institution granting the degree, number of pages, and a brief descriptive note. The place and date of
publication are given .wherever possible. Annotatibns for a number
of- studies were made in this office; others were furnished by the
persons reporting the studies. It would be helpful to students and
other persons using the bibliographies if brief annotations for all
theses reported as completed could be furnished this office by the

colleges and universities when they report their theses and faculty
research to us.

I

The bibliography covers many timely topics in the several fields
of education: Current educational conditions in thrUnited States
and in foreign countries, Vederal aid for education, democracy and
education, rehabilitation of the disabled, training for the use of
leisure time, the building and subjects of the curriculum, the effect
of current economic and social conditions on education, the training
and status of teachers, the relation between various phases of the
New Deal and. education, the education of racial and exception'al
groups, and the various types of libraries and their use.'
ny of the "studies listed are available for consultation in public
and-inititutional libraries, while the printed material can generally
I Barnet bulletins in the series are: 1926-27, Bulletin, 1928, No. 2 ; 1927-28, Bulletin,
No. 36; 1928-29, Bulletih, 1930, No. 23; 1929-80, Bulletin, 1931, No. 13; 1930-81,
ilulletin, 1932, No. 16; 1931-32, Bulletin, 1933, No. 6 ; 1932-33, Bunk!), 1934, No. 7.
19$3-34, Bulletin, 1935, No. 5; 1934-85, Bulletin, 1936, No. 8 ; 1935-36, Bujletin, 1937,
No, 6; 1938-37: Bulletin, 1938, No. 5.
11529,

A

X
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be obtained from the publishm. The Office of
Education publications can be obtained dirpctly frotn the
Superintendent of Documents.
Unpublished theses are indicated b,y the abbreviation ms. after

the
number of pages, signifying that the study is in
typewritten or
mimeographed form. An astérisk (*) indicates theses, and
a ()
the faculty kudies which are on file in the
library of the Office of
Educatión, and which may be borrowed thropgh the
interlibrary
loan system. All masters' and doctors' theses
received during the
period covered by the bibliography have been starred,
indicating that
they are available for loan, regardless of the
date on which the
degree was granted, or the date of publication.
Except in a few
cases where the theses had not previously been reported
to the Office
of Education, theses for years earlier than 1936-37
are given wiLliont
a descriptive note. Theses not on file in this
office may usually be_
secured tiTpugh interlibrary loan directly from the
institutions under
whose supervision they were made.
110..

Number of research studies in the variotts fields of
education, 1937-38
Subject

Doctors' Masters' Thews Faculty Faculty
received research studies

received

2

6

IOW

1. Educationbistnry tnd biography
2. Current educational oanditionsUnited States_i
3. Current educational conditionsforeign countries

_

*95

68

_

27

4. Educational theory, special ms.thods
5. Psychology, educational and child stUdy
6. Testing and research
7. Curriculum studies, including subjects of the. curriculum _,
8. Elementary education, includhig pre-scgool
9. Secondary education and
junior college

Higher education
11. Adult education, including parent education
12. Teacher training and teachers, status
13. Administration of schools and school management
14. School buildings, equipment, and janitors
15. Sobiology, educational
16. Racial grown, education _ _ _
__
17. Exceptional groups
18. Libraries

.0

Er

47120

71

21

44

33
137

171

1, 268

8
24
25
2

67
199
76
25

10.

A

Total_
alo

11

5
14
5

4

33

165
5

39

26

5
9

17

28

3

5
15

134

5
4

13
16

80

11Q

6

61

5

'air

1,146

428

j

'2

7

52

626
30
39

---

5

31

72

41

'

3

15

41
_

_

1

1-8

25
50

12

4

-

I)

1 tl

4
4

29
3

5
2

2

2

15

1

1

19

2
9

7

4

s

225 ,

101

The thesis collection in the library of the
Office of Education now
trumbers more than 3,500 masters' and doctors'
theses which have
been deposited by 71 institutions granting
the xlegrees,-and in a few
cases by the authors of the studies. Several
institutions have made
the library of. the Office of Education a
depository for all theses in
education, in Order that they may be readily
available
students and other persons interested in educational for the use of
research. The
collection is in constant used& Washington and in
libraries throughout the United StAtes. Theses have also been
loaned to libraries in
foreign countries.
\i,
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

XI

a

Office of Education AppreciAtes the coopekation of authors
and institutions of higher edlication in reporting theses and faculty
research, and in depositing copies in the library. In wider that the
collection may be as complete as possible from 1930 to date, the
library will be glad to receive copies of theses, especially doctors'
completed within that period, which have not already been deposited.
Copies of thò form used in collecting data for this bibliography will
be sent on requesst. It is hope& that in 'addition to the. theses comThe

p.

pleted in the schools of education of.the various colleges and universities, all theses- dealing with any phase of education will be reported,'
including those dealing with profession0 training, personnel problems of the students, personality traits desirable for persons entering professions, the various problems of the professional schools, as
well as the development of the curricula of the gioaduate departments
of the uriiversities.
Form 8-077
RETURN TO-
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ABBREVIATIONS

(
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The list of abbreviations, with thg name and address of the institution to which each refers, is given below: * indicates institutions
from which theses were received during the school year 1937-38.
INSTITUTION

ABBREVIATIONS

and Mech. Coll. of Agricultural and Mechanical College

Agr.

.

I

of Texas,

College Station, Tex.
Texas.
University
of Alabama, University, Ala.
Alabama
Aficlover-Newton
Theological School, Newton CenAndover-Newton_
.
ter, Mass.
Arizona State Teachers College, Flagstaff, Ariz.
Arizona St. T. C
State Teachers College, Tempe, Ariz.
,Arizona
Arizona St. T. C., Tempe_
University
of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Ark.
Arkansas
College, Muncie, Ind.
Teachers
Ball
State
_
*Ball St. T. C
in
New York, N. Y.
Bibical
Seminary
Biblical Seminary_
Boston,
Mass.
Boston
College,
7
Boston College_
Vniversity,
Boston,
Mass
Boston
*Boston University
Providence,
R. 1.
Brown
University,
Brown
Mawr.
Pa.
College,
Bryn
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr__
Buffalo,
N.
Y.
University
of
Buffalo,
Buffalo
Butler University, Indianapolis, Ind.
*Butler _
University of California, Berkeley, Calif.
*California
University of California, Los Angeles, Calif.
California, L. A_
Catholic University of America, W§gington, D. C.
-*Catholic Univ
ljniversity of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
Chicago
-University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Cincinnati__
Clark University, Worcester, Mass.
Clark
Coll. of the City of N. Y _ _ College of the City of New York, New York, N. Y.
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.
Colorado
_ _ Colorado State College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Colo. St. Coll_
Arts, Fort Collins, Colo.
Colorado State College of Education, Greeley,
Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.._ _
_

_

""

-

_

_

_

.

Colo.

*Columbia____
*Cornell

MD

ab

Creighton.:,_ _ 1
-Detroit --- - Drake
*Duke
East Texas St. T. C__ _
mM

.. --

Columbia University, New York, N. Y.
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.
dt.
Creighton Uni4rsity, Omaha, Nebr.
Upkersity of Detroit,- Detroit, Mich.
Drile University, Des Moines, Iowa.
Duke University, Durham, N. C.
East Texas State Teachers College, Commerce,

----- _ _
am.

Ai..

mi

.1M

AID

.0

Tex.

9

Emory University, Emory, Ga.
University of Florida, Gainesville, Fla.
Florida
Florida State College for Women, Tallahassee, Fla.
Fla. 8th Coll
Fordham University, New York, N. Y.
Fordham___ _ ........ _
General Assembly's Tr. Sell_ General Assembly's Training School for Lay
Workers, Richmond, Va.

Emory.. -

gaff/

IND

ID
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00

.11M

AEI

.M 60

01

41111.
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M3BREVIATIONS
ABBREVIATIONS

IN STITT:1110N

*George Washington
*Georgia_ _ _
Grad. Sch. for Jewish Soc.
Work.
*Hampton__ _ _________ _

George Washington University,
Washington, D". C.
University of Georgia, Athens, Ga.
Graduate School for Jewish Social
Work, New York,
N. Y.
Hamiaton Institute, Hampton, Va.
Hartford _
_ Hartford
Theological Seminary,
*Harvard_
Harvard University, Cambridge,Hartford, Conn.
Mass.
Hawaii
University of Hawaii, Honolulu,
Hawaii.
Illinois__
University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.
- Ill. Coll
Illinois College, Jacksonville, Ill.
*Indiana
Indiana University, Bloomington,
Ind. st. T. C_
Ind.
Indiana State Teachers College,
Terre
...
Haute, Ind.
*Iowa_......._
State University of Iowa, Iowa
City,
Iowa State
Iowa.
Iowa State College, Ames,
Iowa.
*Johns Hopkins _
Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Md.
*Kansas__
.
University of Kansas, Lawrence,
Kans. St. Coil
kans.
Kansas State College of
Agriculture and Applied
*Kans. st. T. C., Emporia__ Science, Manhattan, Kans.
Kansas State Teachers College,
Kent Med1.40
Emporia, Kans.
Kent State University, Kent,
Ohio.
*Kentucky _
UniveMity of Kentucky, Lexington,
Ky.
Lawrence
__
_
Lawrence College, Appleton, Wis.
Louisiana State..
Louisiana State University, Baton
*Louisville
Rouge, La.
University
of Louisville, Louisville, Ky.
Loyola
Loyola University, Chicago, Ill.
*Maine
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Marquette....4_
, Marquette University,
Milwaukee, Wis.
*Maryland._ ._
.
University of Maryland, College Park,
Mass. St.
Md.
_
Massachusetts State College, Amherst,
Miami _
Mass.
_
_ ..... Miami University, Oxford,
Ohio.
*Michigan____
_
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Mich:14.- Coll_ _ _ _
Mich.
Michigan State College, East
Lansing,
*Minnesota
Mich.
_ ..... University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Mississippi_ .. it 0. a a eeeeee
University of "Mississippi, University,
Missouri_
Miss.
al
_ University
of Misspuri, Columbia, Mo.
*Nebraska
I
University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebr.
New Mexico
University
of New Mexico,
*New York..
Albuquerque, N. Mex.
_ New
York
University,
New York, N. Y.
N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach....
New York State College for
Teachers, Albany, N. Y.
Niagara_ _....__
Fe
North Carolina_ 5.. _ ___ Niagara University, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
University of North Carolina,
North Dakota....
Chapel Hill, N. C.
University of North Dakota,
University, N. Dak.
*Northwestern._ 0
_
Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.
* Ohio State
Ohio State University,
* Ohio Univ_____
Columbus, Ohio.
__
Ohio University, Athens, Ohio.
*Oklahoma
...
Okla. A. and M. Coll. .... University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oki.a.
Oklahoma Agricultural and
Mechanical College,
Stillwater, Okla.
iporegon
University of Oregon', Eupne, Oreg.
*Peabody-S
George Peabody College for
Teachers, Nashville,
IT
*Pennsylvania....
sm a S.S
University of Pennsylvania,
Penn. State
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pennsylvania State College, State
Gasp, Pa.
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INSTITUTION

ABBREVIATIONS

Phillips University, Enid, Okla.
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Presbyterian College of Christian Education, Chi-

Phillips

*Pittsburgh
Presbyterian Coll

.

cago, Ill.

St,. Louis
Sam Houston St. T. C_

University of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y.
st. Louis University, St. Louis, Mo.
Sam Houston State Teachers College, Huntsville,

South Carolina
South Dakota
Southern Baptist_ _

University of South Carolina, Columbia, S. C.
University of South Dakota, Vermillion, S. Dak.
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville,

Rochester

41

gm _____

Tex.
_ OM.

410

Ky.

University of Southern California, Los Angeles,

Southern California
South. Methodist____
Southwest Texas St. T. C_ _
nr

gib

Southwestern
Southwestern Baptist
*Stanford

_

.011.

4M _______ o

St Coll. of Wash.._

_

or.

_

-----

St. T. C., Bridgewater_ _

m

*St. T. C., Fitchburg
st. T. C., North Adams_

MO,

AM

AMP.

ON&

.1M.

Calif..
Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Tex.
Southwest Texas State Teachers College, San
Marco, Tex.
Southwestern University, Georgetown, Tex.
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, Seminary Hill, Tex.
Stanford University, Stanford University, Calif.
State College of Washington, Pullman, Wash.
Massachusetts State Teachers College, Bridgewater, Mass.
State Teachers College, Fitchburg, Mass.
State Teachers College, North Adams, Mass.

Stephen F. Austin State Teachers College, Nacogdoches, Tex.
Syracuse University, Syracuse N. Y.
*Syracuse
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York:
*T. C., Col. Univ
N. Y.
Temple University, Philadelphia, Pa.
*Temple
....... MEP University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn.
Tennessee _ I
University of Texas, Austin, Tex.
*Texas
Texas Coll. of Arts and Ind_ Texas College of Arts and Industries, Kingsville,
Tex.
Texas St. Coll. for Women. Texas State College for Women, Denton, Tex.
Tultne University, New Orleans, La.
Tulane
Stephen F. Austin

Union Theological _
Villanova
Virginia
Va. Poly. Inst.__ ___
*Washington
--*Washington Univ
Wellesley
West Texas St. T. C
West Virginia
*Western Reserve
Wichita
Wisconsin
Wittonberg
_
Wyoming go to ........
*Yale
IN.

ma.

IM .116

..... ......

de

........

Unicih- Theological College, New York, N. Y.
Villanova College, Villanova, Pa.
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Va.
University of Washington, Seattle, Wash.
Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.
Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass.
West Texas State Teachers College, Canyon, Tex.
West Virginia University, Morgantown, W. Va.
Western Reserve University: Clevelaid, Ohio.
University of Wichita, Wichita, Kans.
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.
Wittenberg College, Springfield, Ohio.
University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyo.
Yale "University, New Haven, Conn.
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BIBLIÒGRAPHY OF RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION
1937-38
(Entries for masters' and doctors' theses are abbreviated. "Master's, 1937. T. C., Col.
a master's thesis completed in 1937 at Teachers College, Columbia University,
New 'York, N. Y. A complete list of abbreviations may be found on p. vu.
* Indicates theses on file in the Office of Education Library. t indicates faculty research
studies on file in the Library. Tbe theses and studies so marked may be borrowed on interlibrary loan unless they are printed in periodicals, i. e. Archives of Psychology and Genetic
Psychology monographs.
Unmarked theses and faculty research studies can probably be borrowed on interlibrary

Univ." signifies

loan

by writing to the institution in which the stildy was made.

EDUCATION HISTORY
1. Ai Ilet, Joseph ltoguet. History of education in Claiborne parish. MasLouisiana Sate. (Abstract in: Louisiana state university. Uni-

ter's, 1937.

Versity bulletin, vody 30 N. S., no. .3: 52)

label

elementary education in America as shown by
Doctpr's, 1938. Peabody. Nashville, George
Peabody college for teachers, 1939. 7 p. (Abstract of Contribution to educa-

*2. Altstetter,

professional

Flick.

books, 1829-1899.

tion no. 230)
Finds that theory was ahead of practice ; that the idea that the needs of the child were
to dominate education grew during that period ; that the curriculum came slowly ; that thé
Oswego system lived and died during the period ; and that modern education is based on the
work of the pioneers who worked and wrote at this time.

3. Atwater, Elizabeth Amanda. A history of classical scholarship in
America. Doctor's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh.
Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of publications,
14: 22-27)

of

Traces the history of American classical scholarship through the colonial period ; the
period of the early Republic to 1825; the period, of German influence to 1880 ; and ttie
period of independence which began with Basil Lanneau Gildersleeve's establishment of tie
American journal of philology and the ensuing enlargement of the opportunities for publishing the results of individual researches.

4. Bale, George Justin. A history df the development of territorial public
education in the state of Wyoming, 1869-1890. Master's, 1938. Colorado. (Abof theses and reports for
stract in: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts,
k
s

higher degrees, 1938: 24)...,
Discusses the early school laws ; the -influence of the territorial teachers' institute in
shaping edicational policies ; the difficulty in enforcing school laws ; the growth in enrollment, in number of teachers, In number of buildings ; the slow devekopment of high schools ;
and the establishment of the state university in488&

in the Western
5. Barger, Esta Aldyi.h. The development of public schools
4
Reserve,4800-1850. Master's, 1937. Columbia.

& Batte, Nary Belle. History of education in Milam county. *aster's,
1938.

Southwestern. 46 p. ms.

"--N twosome histoiry pf

education in Milam county from its beginning to 1900.

155103- 44)----4
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IN EDUCATION

7. Beard, Dee C. The story of white public
education in Marion county,
Mississippi. Master'i, 1938. Louisiana State. 101
p. ms.
Traces the historical background of the county;
in the county and their efforts to establish educatiodescribes the types of people who settled
ties ; and analyzes public-school
data from 1870 to 1938.
L:1

8. Boeszler, Sister St. Alfred of
Rome. -The
of the congregation of Notre Dame of Montreal to education in contribution
the United States. Master's,

1938.

Fordham.

Bourgeois, Henry Louis. Four decades of public
parish. *aster's, 1938. Louisiana State. 93 p. ms. education in Terrebonnt
9.

Traces the development of tbe public-school
system of Terrebonne parish since thè adop
tion of the constitution of 1898.

.

.

eqh.

10. Bowman, Raymond P. G. Secondary
education in Virginia, 1870-18,86.
Doctor's, 1938. Virginia. (Abstract in:
Virginia. University. Abstracts of
dissertations . . . 1938: 38-43)
Discusses the various types of private and public
pupils in Virginia during this period. Describes thesecondary schools for white and Negro
private, semi-public, and public types
of control and support of these schools. Shows
that the school buildings varied from humble
log buildings to large brick structures ; that in
some cases

boarding departments were provided in the buildings, while in others boarding
accommodations were provided elsewhere in
the town or village ; that, in general, the seminary
school buildings for girls surpassed the
average academy for
; that the private home schools were usually
housed in family
residences or in a school plant ronMsting of one or
more buildings located near the family
home ; that the library of the average secondary
school was not large ; that the program of
studies usually embraced courses in the English
branches,
mathematics, history, and the natural sciences; that the Latin, Greek, French, German,
seminary for girls stressed the
English branches of composition and literature, French,
music, drawing, and painting ; that
discipline

was left largely to the masters or principals ; that the
average enrollment was
not large, ranging from 5 or 10 to 250 or 300 pupils,
with the mean between 50 and 100 ; that
the influence of the religious denominations
that many of the ,teachers had no
more than a secondary education although predominated;
there were some well-educated men
and .women
teaching ; that during the, closing years of the period,
Negro teachers were replacing w bite
teachers in Negro

.

schools.

u. Bullock, John. A history of the South Dakota training
school. Master's,
South Dakota. 62 p. ma
12. Campbell, William A history of education in
Morrow county,

1938.

Oregon.
Master's, 1938. Oregon.
18. Carder, Roscoe H. History of education in
Jackson County. Master's,
1938. Kentucky. 197 p. ms.
Divides the history of education in Jackson county into
four parts : (1) education prior
to 1863 ; (2) education from 1863 to 1903; (8)
education from 1903 to 1933 ; and (4)
education from 1983 to 1986.

14. Cathcart, J. L. The development .of education in
Webster parish. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 157 p. m.
Studies education in Webster parish from 1920-1936.

Causey, Maggie Lea. A study of education in
Alabama prior to stateMuter's, 1938. Alabama.
16. Childs, James Mayotte. History
of San Marcos Baptist academy.
Master's, 1988. Texas.
1%*
17. Clayton, R9birt Lawrence.
Contributions of
Louisiana. Master's, 1988. Louisiana State. 157 p Methodism to education in
ms.
15.
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Hist.o?

of education in Hardin county. Mas18. Comer, Hubert Walker.
.
ter's, 1938. Kentucky. 167 p. ms.
the
history
of
Hardin
county
into
thr(xe
periods:
Education
prior to 1838 ; educaDivides
cation from 1908 to 1938:
tion from 1838 to 1908; and
19. Cox, Fred D. The evelopment of the Orangeburg city schools,
burg, South Carolina. Muter's, 1938. South Carolina. 102 p. ms.
,

20. Durham, Myrtle Belle. History
Master's, 1988. Emory. 118 p. ms.

of the Atlanta opportunity

Orangeschool.

Studies the growth of the school fronkAts establishment )n 1921 to date, and discusses the
which it has maintained and the general curriculum with a vocational
Nis whicli is being developed for stUdents of Ugh-school age who ha4e dropped out of the
vocationtil program
rdli.i

.

E

'g r

21.

school program.

.

tzpatrick, Stanley G. Evolution of the graded system In the public
Master's, 1938. Tulane. 96 p. ms.

schools of New Orleans.

22. Fowler, Willi= B. History of Jefferson college of Washington, Mississippi, prior to the War for southern independence.

Master's, 1937, Louisiana

State. (Abstract In: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30
r

N. S., no. 3:97)

23. Geer, Ralph. History of education in Ohio from 1900 to 1938. Master's,
Ohio State. 128 p. ms.
24. Gilmore, H. F. Historical development of the Jefferson county, Alabama,
public schools. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 93 p. ms.

1938.

25. Gobbel, Luther L. Church-state relationships in education in North
Doctor's, 1934. Yale. Durham, N. C., Duke university

Carolina since 1776.
press, 1938. 251 p.

26. Gordon, Mildred. A history of the Hilo boarding school. Master's, 1937.

27. Grusendorf, ArtInit August. The social and philosophical determinants
of education in Washington county, 'Texas, from 1835 to 1937. Doctor's, 1938.
Texas.

28. Hambel, Jlohn F. A history of education in Genesee county. Master's,
1937. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
Traces the educational developments of the county from pioneer, days to the present time,
discussing its eebtralized schools, private schools, and educational experiments.

29. Hammack, gussel G. The history of education in Richmond county,
Virginia. Miner's, 1938. Maryland. 63 p. ms.

30. Harris, Edgar E. Development and progress of education in Okmulgee
county. Master's, 1988. Okla. A. and M. Coll.
Describes the early Creek Indian schools, the neighborhood and territorial schools, and.

the essential points In tbe development of the schools of the county since statehood.

Points out the Importance of continuing a system of complete and accurate school records,
a school spirit amoni laymen.

and a constant eifort to perpetuate

31. Hasenbank, ¡brim A comparative study of the growth and development
of Kansas schools since 1892. Master's, 1038. Kans. St, T. C., Emporia. 95 p. ms.

82. Haley, Pearl Otto. The history of rural education ih, Mason county.
Master's, IA& Texas.
8& Higgins, Lemuel W. The public schools of Jefferson parish before the
Civil War. Master% 198& aTulane 112 p. ms.
.
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RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

Holm-Jensen, Patil Henry. The people's college, its
contributions and
its application to American education and
conditions. Doctor's, 1938. North
Dakota. 170 p. ma.
*34.

*35. Holmes, Lulu. A

history of tile position of the dean of women in
a
selected group of coeducational colleges and
universities in the United States.
Doctor's, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ, New York,
Teachers college, Columbia university, 1939; 141 p. (Contributions to education, no. 767)
Studies tbe history and position of the dean of
women at Boston university. Corn Pli
'university, awarthmore college, Oberlin college,
Northwestern university; University of
Chicago, University of Wisconsin, University of Kansas,
the University of California, and
the University of Oregon. Presents a case study of
Oberlin college showing the .development of the position of the dean of women in chronological
order. Shows that the origin
of the position of the dean of women revolved around
one or
cerned with the housing of women students, their social life more of the problems conand their health ; and that
`r vocational guidance departments
and offices have been built upon the initial
efforts of the
deans of women through which the deans of women can minister
to the needs of their
women students ; that in some colleges and universities the
deans of women are primarily
responsible for
vocational guidance work.

36. Holt, Andrew David. The, struggle for a state system of

public schools
.in TennesAee, 1903-1936. Doctor's, 1937. T. C.,
Col. Univ. New York, Teachers
college, Columbia university, 1938. 502 p.
(Contributions to education,
no. 7.13)

37. Boole, William H. A history of Pike seminary.
Master's, 1937. N. T.
et. Coll. for Teach.
4P

Traces the development of this institution from its founding
in 1854 through the
periods of academic work and teacher training to
a union free school.
14

Hudson, Loring Gardner.

1

The history

Master's, 1937. Hawaii.

of the Kamehameha

schools.

Hutson, Woodfin. A history of the first district
education "association.
Master's, 1938. Kentucky. AO p. ms.
Traces the development of the first district education
association from its organization
in 1885 to 1938, emphasising growth in membership,
types
of programs of district meetings, officers who served the association, places of
meetings,
and its influence in securing
progressive school
391!

als

legislation.

40. Jacobsen, Jerome V. Educational foundations of
the Jesuits in sixteenth century New Spain. Doctor's, 1934.
California. Berkeley, University
of California press, 1938. 292 p.
Tells of the coming of tbe Jesuits to Mexico, and the
flunding of the central establishments from which the work of the order spread.
Johnson, Robert Poster. History of education in Oldham
county. Master's, 1938. Kentucky. 194 p. ms.
Divides the bistory of common schools of
prior to 1888; education from 1888 to 1890; Oldham county into three periods : Education
ediwation from 1890 to 1988. Describes
the type of schools, teachers, buildings, andand
the
educational programs of each period,
and treats the academies, seminaries, and
colleges
41.

separately.

.1

Jones, Albert Iohn. History of education in
Taylor county. Master's,
Kentucky. 104 p. ms.

42.

1937.
Traces the development of the public-school
system from 1848, the date of
of the county to 1988, and propopes
a program of consolidation and finance organisation
designed to
give a more effective program of public
education in Taylor county.

48. Joists, Kyle C. History of education in
Ringgold county. Master's, 1938.
Iowa. 127 p. ms.
44. Kehoe, Sister Theresa Regina.

The work of the nuns In education !luring
the Middle Ages. Doctor's, 1988. Boston
Coll.
,

.
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EDUCATIONAL HISTORY

45. Kling, Frederick William, fr. The history of Southern seminary.
Virginia.

15

Mas-

ter's, 1937.

46. Knox, William Floyd. The °constitutional and legal basis of public education in Missouri, 1804-1875. Doctor's, 1938. Missouri. (Abstract in : University of Missouri. Abstracts of dissertations in education : 32-33)
Traces the evolution of the school system in MissRuri, and some changes that have taken
place in the popular attitude toward public education.
op/

47.

Kohler, Hilda A. A history of public education in Louisiana during re-

construction. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State.

84

p. ms.

48. Lane, Hiram Bictienry. The development of education in Donley county,
(Abstract in: University of Colorado studies.
Abstracts of theses and reports for higher degrees, 1938: 85-88)

Texas. Master's, 1938. Colorado.

Shows the importance of the local disfricts, the influence of beneficial state legislation
for the schools, and the effect of social and economic conditions in the educational growth
of the countY. Points out inequalities of educational opportunity, and indicates that thiy
can be remedied by the cooperation of the county's schools in the progressive program
of the state school administration.
f

49. Lewis, Leonard. A history of the Del Rio public schools. Master's, 1938.
Texas.

50. Lozo, John Peter. School and society in the city of Reading relative to
recreation, 1900-1935. Doctor's, 1938. Pennsylvimia. Philadelphia, 1938. 294 p.
Gives a brief history of Beading, Pa., from the founding of the city in 1748 to 1900.
Discusses the nature of the population, the environment, ipventions, the recreation department, newspapers, outside influences, organisations, politIcs and government, labor conditions, wealth, the schools, the churches, and the relation of these various organisations
to recreation in Reading.

51. Luddon, Stater Mary Eucharia. A history of Catholic education in West
Virginia, 1838-1884. Master's, 1938. Catholic Univ. 59 p. ms.
Finds that Catholic education in West Virginia was uniler ihe control of laymen, of
'religious, and of the diocesan clergy, and that the growth and development of the schools
was affected by the interplay of environmental forces and by the personal influence of
Itt, Rev. R. V. Whelan, first Bishop of Wheeling.

52. McGraw, John Lawrence. Development of education and the democracy
Colorado. (Abstract bi : University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses and reports for higher degrees, 1988: 94)
in ancient Athens./ Master's, 1938.

Traces the development of education and democracy in Athens from their beginnings
until the middle of tbe fifth century, B. C., and describes significant relationships between
education and the democracy during that period. Shows that one dtisen out of every
five was connected with the government in one capacity or another ; that all boys had the
opportunity of education according to the ability of their parents to pay, the state paying
for the last 2 years of tbe boys' training; that the state imposed no censorship on the
quality or quantity of material taught, giving teachers unlimited power to direct educe.
tion; and that harmony prevailed between the government and the educational system.

08. McIntosh, Joseph L. A historical survey' of the development of education in Pratt county, Kansas. Master's, 1938. Wichita. 124 p. ma
54 IlicK.Ana, John Zoseph. Growth of state corftrol of education in Massachusetts. Master's, 1968. Boston Coll.
55. *ages, Car e Clare. Evidences of community interest in tbq 'early public
schools. Doctor's, I '::
Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: Univenity of P1ttsbur
Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of publica
14: 196-201)
Traces elkdences of community interest in the public schools in regions of Puritan
dominance, visits of early supervisory committees, teacher selection, tesuiter communitz

6

RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

relations, the xlse of the schools for meeting places
for things of a secular nature
singing schools and spelling bees; evidences
of community interest in the early such as
sections settled under Dutch streams of
schools in
control of the Board of regents of the influence, until the schools were placed under the
University of the state of New York in 1784
community interest in the early schools in
; and
regions under Quaker influences: supervision
teaching, teacher qualifications, in community
of
homes
for
teachers, the use of singing
schools. .4°'

Manning, Gerald

56.

S. History of education in
Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana Ouachita parish. Master's,
state university. University
bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 8 : 99)

1937.

Manross, William Wilson. The Episcopal
church in the United States,
1800-1840: a study in church life. Doctor's,
1938. Columbia. New York, Columbia university press 1938. 270 pi
*57.

Discusses the colonial background, the
growth of the church, its rector, the
the parish, the services, the
missionary.
layman and his work. Traces the
development of theological
training from the beginning of the nineteenth
century when a candidate placed himself
under the direction of an ordained
clergyman, the

formation of theological societies interested in a different form of theological
New York City in 1819 which in 1821 education, the founding of a theological seminary in
lishment of theological seminaries in became the General theological seminary, the estabseveral other states within the next few
theological colleges, Hobart, Trinity, and
years. The
Kenyon, and the General, Virginia, and
seminiFies have continued to the present day.
Bexley
58. Markham, Sister. Agnes
Immaculata.
Kentucty, 1805-1885. Master's, 1938. .ifttiholic Catholic secondary education in
Univ. 70 p. ms.
59. Mayfield, Thomas J., Jr. The
development of the public schools in New
Mexico between 1848 and 1900.
Master's, 1938. New Mexico. 103 p. ms.
60. Mendoza, Rev. Antonio C. Hittoria
de la educacion On Puerto Rico
(1512-1828). Doctor's, 1937. Catholic -Univ.
Washington, D. C., Catholic university of America, 1937. 191 p.
(Studies in American church history, vol.
27)
61. Miester, Annabelle R4Aertson.
British views of American education
(1800-1860). Master's, 1937.
6

Tulane.

62. Moore, Prances Brown. A
history of the cultural development
of San
Antonio, Texas. Master's, 1938. Colo. St.
Coll, of Ed.
63. Morris, Emma Dean.
OldiSpringhill. Master's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh.
of theses, researches in progress,
and bibliograt of publicátions,u-14 : Abstracts
405-406).
Traces the d elopment of a tflictil
agricultural community of the frontier from ifs
settlement in 1765. Shows that the first school
of which any record is known
school established at Morris cross roads
in 1798 and maintained until the was a private
compulsory wiled law.
passage of the
64. Morris, Vera Gene. A history
of education in McDonough county,
Illinois,
1830-1938. Master's, 1938. Colorado.
(Abstract in: University of Colorado
studies. AbStracts of theses and
re,ports for higher degrees, 1938: 1ft-105)
Reveals the remarkable improvement in
educational facilities over more Ulan a century;
a tendency to broaden and expand the
decline in the rural school enrollment'curriculum to meet ever-Increasing needs ; and a sharp
indicating that this type of school tends to
its usefulness..
outgrow
65. 'hirers, Lloyd W. Growth
and
county, MUMS. Muter's, 1938. Kans. development 4U-education in Franklin
St T. C., Emporia, 109 p. ms.
66. Naugle, Carl Elvin.
History of Washington county
setitinary and its
founder. Master's, 1938. Ind. St. T.
C. 34 p. ins. (Abstract tot: Indiana itate
teachers college. Teachers college Journal,
9: 18445, July' 1038)
Attempts to determine the contribution of
wuhinston
count?' seminary and of Jo
Morrison to the Geld of early education in
L
Indiana.
.
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67.

.

7

Neil, Robert G. - The history of David Lipscomb college. Master's, 1938.

Peabody.

107 p. ms.

A history of American education.
Tulane university)
and Rinehart, 1938. 441 p.

Noble, Stuart

Gr.

New York, Farrar

Presents an Interpretative history of education in the United States from Colonial times

to tbe present. Stresses the soçial, economic, and other environmental influences which
have contributed to the education of the American people, and discusses the evolution of
the curriculum
1%!

Posey, Charles J. History of education in Daviess county, Indiana.

Ind. St. T. C. 137 p. ms. (Abstract in: indiana state teachers
Teachers
college Journal, 9: 188, July 1938)
college.
Master's, 1988.
Shows

that the inadequacy of the early schools and the inequality of educational oppor-

tunities were due to lack of finances and to inefficiency of organization under local control.
Indicates that growth of educational facilities and opportunities kept pace with grob/th in

centralization or state control.
70.

Powell, Oscar Bernard. The development of education in Jack county.

Master's, 19333. south. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university.
Abstracts of theses, 1939: 0-21)
Traces the development of education in Jack, county from its creation as a county to the
46)

4

present

71. Reeves, Elton Traver. An historical study of the "Old Cataldo mission"
and its effect on education in the 'Northwest. Master's, 1938. Washington.
55 p. ms.

71 Reitemeyer, Sister Mary of the Cross.

The history of Incarnate Word

academy, San Antonio, Texas. Master's, 193& Peabody. Fri p. ms.
Presents a historical aciount of the personnel, curricula, student activities, and plant of
the academy from 1900 to 1987.

73, Richter, Sister Mary Angelina.° The' education of a prince -in the Middle
Ages. Muter's, 1938. Catholic Univ. 51 p. ms.
Ism._ Describes

palace and monastery schools, and shows that the young nobles received a

k.seisaical education.

1.

frit. Rinehait, Howard R. The history and -development of education in
Huntington township, Ross county, Ohio. Master's, 1988. Ohio State. 80 p. ms.

75. Winder, Herbert E. A history of educatipn of Clay county, Indiana.
Ind. St. T. C. 84 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana state teachers

Master's, 1987.
college.

Teachers college journal, 9: 185, July 1938)

Traces the history of education of Clay county, and studies its present status. Finds
inequalities in educational opportunity due to the variation in the amount of taxable property in the different school corporations; that school costs have tincreased duewto an
increase in enrollment and enlarged courses of study ; that teachers' salaries are not iommensurate with the salaries of other public °facials and with the amount of preparation
require&
-41
703. Boss, Zoseph S. The development of 'education, in Hughes. county, Okla-

homa. Muter's, 1988. Okla. L and M. Ooll.

,

Traces the history of education in Hughes cointy from the early tuition sthools for white
children, to the modern schools which are financed by ad valorem taxes; gross pro4uction
taxes; and by sales and beer taxes.

*77. Bandison, Mildred Lee. The National education association, 1857-1892.
Master% 1038. Grge Washington. 100 ix ma.
Presents a historical
by of the National education association from its beginnings
as the National towboat association, 181174869, through- 22 years of its history u the
.

NatiOW education isfoclatiOn, 1870-1,092.

gap
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Scarlett, Lelia Aline. The history of education

78.

in Lake Charles prior to
1907. Master's, 1938. Lonlidana State.
147 p. ms.
Traces tbe history of education in Lake
Charles, La., from Its earliest teginnings until
the °city system separated from the parish
system in 1907.
79. 'Schuck, Victoria. Administrative
organization of the state. of California
under the first constitution. Doctor's/ 1938.
Stanford. (Abstract in: Stanford
university. Stanford university buOtin, vol. 13.
Sixth series, no. :°.J. : 96-491)
Covers the period from the first constitutional
convention
in 1899 to th adoption oethe
second constitution fn 1879.
the development of each office and
The governor and lieutenant Considers
institution
governor; the secretary of state and attorney
general:
finance; education ; the militia ; land and
natural resources; hospitals
:

health ; business ; and miscellaneous institutions.
80.

and corrections;

s

Scott, Howard Newton.

The oritin, developmer, disintegration and
influence op Oklahoma ediwation otithe "Old
Lincolnville or 4Quapaw mission" and
related schools, Ottawa 'county. Maker's, 1938.
Okla. A. and M. Coll.
Shows that the present status of education
in
Ottawa
county is the outgrowth of some
pioneer movement concerning IndiAtn life
and Indian education.
81. Seay, Henry Alex.
Master's, 1938. Texas.

The development of education im4' MaSon,
Texas.
411,

82, Siffrin, Susie Utz. A history of
Patapsco female institute. Master's,
1937. George Washington. 147 p. ms.
Describes the founding of Patapsco female
institute in Ellicott City, Howara County,
in 1837, the appropriation of state funds
fot the education of gne poor child for each Md ,
$100 so
appropriated, the authorization of the state legislature
for a lottery for use in financing the
Patapsco female institute. Shows that Patapsco
became the first normal school in Maryland using the free scholarships
the training of teachers: Describes the
schosil under
iames H. Tyng, the first principal,forMary
Norris, Almira Lincoln Phelps, Robert H. Archer
and his wife, Sarah Randolph, Anne Matchett,
tion of the corporation in 1890. Discusses theand Roberta Archer. Describes the dissoluof the college, teacher-training, tuition, school educational objectives, and the curriculum
government, methods of teaching, religious
training, mórals and deportment, school year, examinations,
comMencements, diplomas, and
cer attestor.

83. Smith, Margaret Wolfe. The social and
political backgròund of Public
education in thee United States from 1820 to 1860.
Master's, 1938. Maryland,

102 p. ms.

Shows that a tendency toward equality, the
position of woMen, and other factors in
our social and *economic development creatednew
the
scene in which the American school
daturally came into its own.
.

84. Smith, Sister Mary Catherine. The
educational work of the Sisters of
St. Joseph (Chambery) in the United
States. Master's, 1938. Catholic Univ.
58 p. ms.
Gives a brief account of the origin of the Sisters
of St. Joseph in Le

Puy, France, and of
the foundation in Chambery, and discusses
the educational work of the Chambery Sisters in
the United 1.3tates from 1885 to 1938.

85. Smith, Olive. A historical survey of the
development of education for
special types in Massachusetts. Master's, 1938.
Mass. St Coll. 92 p. ms.
8& Snyder, Rey R. A history of the
development of Vinciinnes public' schools,
1858-1988. Master's, 1938. hid. St T. C. 90 p. ms.
teachers college.. Teachers college jouinal, 9: 188-89, (Abstract in: Indiana state
July 1938)
87. Stark, Willis Orville. A históry of
secondary schools in Kansas. Master's,
1938. Stanford. 196 p: ms.
88. Stout, ifaun Vernon. 'pie
history and
baiger county, 18584987. Master's, 1937. development of education in WilSouth. Methodist (Abstract in:
.

.
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Southern Methodist university. Abstracts of theses : masters' degrees in the
Graduate school, no. 5: 17-18)
Traces the historical background of the county. the establishment of the earlier schools,
improvement in education as a result of supervision by state and county officers, and the
present status of the schools.

80. Tutwiler, Agnes. The story of private white education in Green§boro,
Alabama, prior to 1900. Master's, 1938. Alabama.
090. Waldo, Dorothy. The development of the boarding school for girls in
the state of MassachuSetts. Doctor's, 1937. Harvard. 404 p. Ms.
.

Gives a brief description of early education for girls in Englaud. and shows the effect of
the knowledge of this training on the education of girls in Puritan New England. Quotes
advertisements of the early boarding schools for girls, most of which were short lived, and
established by widows in need of something to do. Describes the academy boarding school,
In which the education of,girls was put on an equal basis with that of boys; the Liberal
school run by Rev. Charles Stearns until his death in 1820; the first strong private boarding
school, run tgr Susanna Rowson. Describes and comments on the acadt.mies and private
schools between 1800 and 1840, and describes two outstanding schools of the period 1840--

e,

Studies the effect of the rapid growth of the coeducational high school and the

1875.

increase in the secondary school population 9n the girls' boarding schools (luring the last

quarter of the nineteenth and the first quarter of the twentieth centuries. Shows that the
girls' boarding school in Massachusetts-has been declining Lnce 1900; that those now in
existence are medium-priced schools; that all but two of t m take day pupils ; that the
boarding departments have pupils from all over the United states, and a few from foreign
countries; that their scholastic requirements are high ; and that they offer a ivide range of
/
athletic and extracurricular activities.
At,
91. Waldrip, William Leroy. History and tolicies of Commonwea'14h college.
Master's, 1938: Peabody. 90 p. ms.
Finds that the unique egperiment as carried on by Commonwealth college attempts to
exemplify the practicability *of the principleb of cooperation toward self-maintaining

v.

education.
92.

tsò

Walker, Judson. A history of education of Dutchess c9u1115r, New Yak.

Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 327 p. ms.

*93. Wickiser, Ralph Lewanda. The development of a public education
policy in Illinois, 181814868. Doctor's, 1938. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody
college for teachers, 1938. 10 p. (Abstrac of Contribution to education, no. 211)
Presents the development of educational ide s and objectives, their effect on practice,
and the factors that influenced the developtne of a public education policy In Illinois
during the period from 1818 to 1868.
j
v.°

t94. Wilson, Carl B. The Báptist manual labor school movement in the
United States: Its origin, developOnt and significance. Waco, Baylor universitY,
1937. 159 p. (Baylor bulletin, vol. 40, no. 4)
Gives a brief history of the Baptist church in America, and describes the flee of the manual

labor schools in various sections of the country and among the American Indians. Shows
that the manual labor schools made significant tontributions to Baptist education; that
they emphasised a democracy of education and of teacher training; that these schools were
later converted into institutions of higher education and paved the way for the rise of the-'
logical institutions; that they contributed to vocational education and to the educatiou of
both girls and boys.
..r.,
-,

95. Witter', Harold Harry. Origin and development of .Cook academy to
1937.

Master's, 1938. Rochester. 150
,
1,.

..

p;ms.'
\'

..

e

,

%

e 96. Worthley, Nark Genn. The history of the private schools of Ports- :
10.

'mouth, New Hampshire, from 1765 to 1800. Master's, 1938 George Washington.
. 194 p. ms.

Mimi& the kinds, of private schools, the curriculum, the hburs school kept, the prices
charged, textbooks u.èd, oeducation, and the preparation and experience of the teachers
sul that methods of teackng.
t.
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*97. Yeakel, 4ister Nary Agnes. The nineteenth century
educational contributio.ns of the Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul
in Virginia. Doctor's
1938, Johns Hopkins. Baltimore, Johns
Hop lans press, 1939. 115 p. (Johns
Hopkins university. Studies in education, no. 27)
EDUCATIONAL BIOGRAPHY
98. Atkinson, Cornelia Louisa. The life of
Colonel John Julius Dargan and
his influence on education in South Carolina. Master's,
1938, South Carolina.

51 p. ms.
Sketches the life and services of The founder of the first
consolidated rural school in outh
Carolina and of the man who established the first
demonstration
farm in connection with a
high school in the United States.
99. Benoit, Dolive. Lakanal et le College
d'Orleans.
siana State. 57 p. ms.

Master's, 1938. Loui-

Presents a study of Joseph Lakanal as educitor, writer,
and

adventurer in France and in
America, and deals primarily with his presidency of the
College of Orleans.
100. Bershen, Louis S. Sinclair Lewis:
His life, his work,' and his influence
on education. Master's, 1937. T. C., Col. Univ. 14 p. ms.
*101.

Brinson, Lessie

Brannen. A study off the life and works of Richard
Malcolm Johnston. Doctor's, 1937. Peabody. Nashville,
George Peabody college
for teachers, 1937. 11 p. (Abstract of Contribution
to education, no. 195)
Traces the early life of Johnston, his career as
in tbe academy, and in the University of Georgia,a teacher in the common schools of Georgin.
the United States Bureau of education, as a lectureras a lawyer in Georgia, as an employee of
on classical subjects to advanced college
students, and as an entertainer on the lyceum platform
in the eighties and nineties. Shows
that during his long and -distinguished career as a teacher
and practices in tbe matter of discipline, a contribution be made, by his advanced ideas
to tbe educational advancement of
Georgia and to general school procedure, but that
bis chief claim for
recognition lies in his

achievements as a writer.

102. Burke, Maurice B. Chauncey ::-: his life and
contribution to education. Master's, 193& Ind. St. T. C. 64 p. -ms.
(Abstract in: Indiana state
teachers college. Teadhers college journal, 9: 187-88,
July 1938)
,

Carlson, C. Allen. M. Bates Stephens, state
superintendent of public
instruction in Maryland. Master's, 1938. Maryland. 118
p. MS.
1Q3.

Discusses the evolution of state school supervision
in Maryland ; early education and
expercienaeaf Stephens?, and Stephens as the state

superintendent

Carr, Arthur T. Samuel Lewis: Educational and social
reformer.
tor's, 1938. Western Reserve.
104.

Doc-

105. Cheves, Monnie T. The ednéational and political
career of James Benjamin Aswell. Master's, 1987. Louisiana State. (Abstract
in: Louisiana state
university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 53-54)

Traces his early life, education, career as a teacher, president
of the Louisiana industrial
institute, state superintendent of public education, and president
of he Louisiana state
normal school, and his political career from 1918 until his
death in 198

Crawford Helen Boyne. The contribution of Benito JIaThZ
to education.
Muter's, 1938. Texas.
106.

.

107. Illmore, Edna E. Calvin Ellis Stowe and American
education. Master's,
1938. Maryland. 8'T p.
.

Gives a brief *ketch of Stowe's life with emphasis
tion. Reveals an interest in education on the part ofon significance for his work in educaStowe that extends much beyond the
study of the European school

taste= made for the Ohio legislature.

414

Cre

p.
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EDUCATIONAL BIOGRAPHY
108.

11

Evjen, John O. The life of J. H. W. Stuckenberg, theologian, philosopher,
Minneapolis, L. F. Church publishing company, 1938. 536 p. (Car-

sociologist.

thage college)

Includes a great deal of material on American colleges from 1855-1880, and on German
universities from 1860-1890.

Feser, Katie. Judge G. Wooten: the father of the Paris public schools.
Master's, 1938. East Texas St. T. C. 124 p. (Abstract in: East Texas state
teachers college. Graduate studies (abstracts), 1937-38: 13)
109.

Traces the development of the public schools in Paris, Tex., from 1893-1930, under the

administration of Supt. J. G. Woote.n.

110. Gough, Josephime Florence. The contributions of Charles W. Eliot to
secondary education. Master's, 1937. Tulane.

111. Houlne, Sister Antoinette Marie. Abbé Lanne as a Christian educator.
Master's; 1938. Catholic Univ. 57 p. ms.
Traces the history of Christian culture from its origin to the present day, and discusses its
relation to Catholic education ; includes a study of education as the agency for the transmission of culture as the determinant of educational theory and practice.

112. Hower, William Clair. Lowell Mason, musician, composer, educator.
Master's, 1938. Temple. 66 p. ms.
Shows that Mason founded national music, made Boston the most musical city in the
United States, introduced vocal music into the public schools, and was the father of a new
church music.

113. Le Fever, Leloy. The reputation of Jean Jacques Rosseau in England
Master's, 1938. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia., 69 p. ms.

from 1750 to 1850.

1144 Santos, Alfonso Pablo. Rizal's educational achievements and influence
on Philippine education. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
115. Seary, Margaret Mary. Horace Mann : His contributions to education.
Master's, 1937. Tulane.
116. Spencer, Margaret. Traits of notable educator& Doctor's, 1937. New
York. 215 p. ma
Studies Plato, A;istotle, Quintilian, Comenius, Rousseau, Pestalozzi, Herbart, Froebel,
Spencer, and James. Discusses the period in which he lived, his life, contribution and
influence, his educational aims and the personal traits of each of these men. Finds that
most of the educational leaders came from culturgd homes, made a worth-while written
contribution io education, felt the need for and acknowledged a philosophy of life and of
education and had an expressed aim with a definite plan for its accomplishment, that all
of them were masters of the fields of knowledge in which they taught, and that there was a
similarity in their personality traits.

117. Thompson, Frances Isobel.- Yates Snowden : a sketch of his life and
as journalist and educator. Master's, 1938. South Carolina. 61 p. ms.
*118. Wade, Elizabeth Williams, A New England Frost : a study of the
life and letters of Robert Frost, poet and genpeman. Madter's, 1988. Boston

seivices

Univ.

128 p. ms.

Describes Robert Frost in relation to different environments and quotes some of his poems

in order to show that they merit a place in tbe literature of the world. Describes Frost's
teaching at Pinkerton academy, and at Plymouth normal school, his life and travels in
England, and his Recognition as a first-rste poet, his life in Vemont, his teaching fellowship at the Unitversity of %Michigan, and his teaching in a number of different colleges and
universities la 1926-21, his work as professor of English at -Harvard university in 1986.

11i. Wieand, David J. William Ernest Hocking as a Christian educator.
Master's, 1988. New York. 129 p. ma.
Presents a critical evaluation of his important works.
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120. Willis, James Otis. Moses Waddel and his
Willington academy. Mas.
ter's, 1938. South Carolina. 57 p. ms.
Records briefly a sketch of Waddel's life and
a abort history of his famous academy.

CURRENT EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS

M.

GENERAL AND UNITED STATES

a

Atyeo, Henry C. The excursion as a teaching
technique. Doctor's,
1938. T. C., Col. Univ. New York,
Teachers college, Columbia university, 1939.
225 p. (Contributions to education, no. 761)

Studies the school excursions as practiced
foreign countries, especially in Germany;
the development of the excursion procedure ininthe
ments carried out in two tenth-grade classes in United States; and two group experiWhite Plains, N. Y., high school.
Compares gains in factual knowledge, the specific the
type of knowledge acquired, and the
increase in interest resulting from the use of
an excursion technique in teaching uffits
ancient history with corresponding results of the
of
class-discussion method, by administering
tests at the beginning and end of the experiments.
Points
to tbe higher value of tke
excursion technique than of all other methods
with which it has been compared.
122. Baker, Wilma Dell. Lobbying activities in
Topeka of the Kansas state
teachers' association for state aid to public schools,
1915-1937. Master's, 1938.
Stanford.

123. Bell, LeRoy. Growth of eQoperation in the
Thornapple N. K. Kellogg%
school district Master's, 1937. Michigan.
124. Bennett, Herman D. A study
of the attitude of teachers toward and
interest in professional organizations. Master's,
in: University of of Pittsburgh. Abstract of theses,1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract
researches in progress, and

bibliography of publications, 14: 362-63)
Analyses information gathered from 405 ti
enrolled in tbe summer sessions of Indiana, achersband students of education who vkere
California, and Slippery Rock State teachers
colleges and the University of Pittsburgh.
Indicates
sional organizations to the extent that they believe that teachers are interested in profesin the theory but disagree in practice;
that the organizations of the district are not satisfying
tbe needs of the teachers; that the
teachers are reluctant to join, know little about the
organizations, do not take part in or
attend meetings voluntarily; belong to too
many organizations; and are too critical of all
of ihe organisations. Shows that the
one-third of the teachers who are professionally
minded voluntarily join the state and national
meetings each year; that the nearly 50 percent ofeduation associations, attend one or more
teachers who join the state education
association do so because it is customary to join in the
their districts or because they are forced
to do so by a zealous administrator.
125. Brown, Fannie Rowe. A study of
certain contemporary American experimental schools. Master's, 1938. Southern
California.
sna. Carter, T. X. Citizens evaluate their
schools. School and society,
47 : 719-28, June 4, 1938. (Albion
college)

Discusses the many demands, other than those
of Albion, Mich., on their schools ; the demands of formal edacation, made by the people
made by parents for more discipline in the
schools, for an increase in character education,
in sex education, and in the teaching of
religion.

127. Caton, Julian W. The organization
and legislatiye activities of the
New Mexico educational association.
*Master's, 1938. New Mexico. 86 p. ms.
1261. Coley, Bertie Iola. The
educational program of the South Carolina
federation of women's clubs, 1898-1838. Master's,
1938. South Carolina.
114 p. ms.
Studies the influence of the club women
40 repro of schbol progress in South Carolina, with particular reference to compulsoryupon
school attendance, the improvement of librari
facilities, and other
measures fostered by the federation.
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Collins, Mary Evans. A study
teacher associations of Los Angeles. M
130. Dougherty, Edwin Shull. Stud
North Carolina. Master's, 1938 Pea
Compares statistically 12 pases of educati G.;
129.

the 1936-37 programs of the parentter's, 1938. Southern California.
of public schools of District 9 of
61 p. ms.
n this section of North Carolina between

1926-27 and 1936-37.

131. Elliott, Travis,

The Nash plan. Master's, 1937. East Texas

St

T. C.

Austin, Steck company, 1939. 46 p.

Describes an experimental study conducted in the Nash, Tex., public schools, showing tbe

of a school program built around pupil experiences, and establishing the cause of
progressive education in a small school system.
132. Ely, Philip L. The status of pupils of different foreign ancestrn-tire'------Valley Wheel schooLs. Master's, 1938. Mass. St. Coll. 55 p. ms.
133. Farnsworth, Philo T. The adaptatitikn processes in public-school systems

success

illustrated by a study of flve selected -novations of educational sqrvice in
Sew York, Connecticut, and Massachusetts. Doctor's, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ.

as

for

Studies the development of library extension in the schools of New York ; of classes
and of
exceptional children and of state supervisory agents in the schools of Connecticut ;
vocational education and of medical inspection in the schools of Massachusetts, using a
initiating the
combination of the historical and case study methods. The pattern for
various services followed a similar plan : Private initiation and support of some phases;

initiation without legal sanction and complete local support of some phases; permissive
legislation and state promotional aid; state promotional aid and Complete state support ;
mandatory legislation ; and, finally, some Federal aid.

local

on the use of an excursion
Southern
California.
in a unit of work.
*135. Frindell, Harold X. The origin and development of the National collegiate athletic association : a force for good in intercollegiate athletics. Master's, 1938. New York. 57 p. ms.
*136. Gilmore, Charles Haygood. Distribution among state agencies of the
control of public education. Doctor's, 1938. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college for teachers, 1938. 12 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education,
134.

Farnum, Martha T. A rotation experiment
Allister's, 1938.

no. 225)

Analyzes and evaluates the distribution among state agencies of seven states, of tbe legal
responsibility for the control and administration of elementary, secondary, higher, and adult
education, education of the physically handicapped and of tbe delinquent, and education of
wards of the itate. Finds that the degree of control over education exercised by the states
of California, Connecticut, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, and Tennessee varied
markedly at all times from 1900 to 1937, but that the states bad jurisdiction over the control
of education. Shows that since 1920 the governors of all of these states have become the

real directors of public educationit that they determine the amount of money to be re-

quested from the legislature for educational purposes, and that they have the final control of
the expenditure of funds available for educational purposes. Finds that the state boards of
education have more authority over the institutions for tbe training of teachers and the
programs of elementary and secondary education than over any other phase of the school

system; that there have been more changes in the control of institutions for the physically
and socially handicapped than for any other phase of the educational system. Finds that
the law in these states does not require that either the chief state school officer or any other
educational official be a member of the governor's cabinet.
f137. Hawthorn, Horace B. The culture of Sioux City youth : a study of the
social !Acton, in the urban culture of junior youth. Sioux City, Iowa, Morningside college, 1937. 24 p (Morningside college bulletin, vol. 21, no. 3)

Studies the social backgrounds of the youth of Sioux City, anil their cultural levels as
shown by their reading interests, affiliation with culture groups, cultural self-expression,
contact with events and situations providing snore shrtensive cultural stimulation, ideals, and
.3,
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attitudes. Discusses the influence of economic and
occupational status on their culturp
levels, the influence of the Girl scouts as a
the youth culture process, and the size of the character-building agency, the racial 1:weir it)
family as a factor in youth culture.
t138. Henry, Nelson B. and Kerwin, Ierome G.
Schools and city governnient
a study of school and municipal relationships in cities
of 50,000 or more population. Chicago, University of Chicago
press, 1938. 204 p. (Studies in public
administration, vol. 8)
Discusses the legal basis of school and city
relationships; tbe selection of boards of Pducaby
to school property ; municipal control of tilemunicipal offices; municipal services in relation
school budget ; and cooperative procedures
functional
in

tion; administrative services to schools
anas.

.

139.

Holloman, Curtis Carson. Comparison of white and
Negro education
in Panola county, Mississippi. Master's,
1938. Peabody. 101 p. ms.
Comma the education of white and Negro pupils in

county for the school year
Finds the white teachers unusually well trainedPanola
trained; 65.1 percent of the educable population which ; tbe Negro teachers inadequately
was Negro received 9.08 percent of
the-total amount expended for .education ; the
average annual salary for white teachers was
$739.88 and $166.29 for Negro teachers ;
expenditiffes for transporting white children wag
nearly double the entire amount spent for all
Negro education ; both white and Negro
are in good condition in the separate school
titchool
but the county Negro schools are in
poor condition; pupil-teacher ratio in whiti districts,
schools was 31.4 and in Negro sehools
curricula in white schools was largely
59.8;
college-preparatory,
and the Negro schools adhere
strktly to the state course of study.
1936-37.

140.

Hounchell, Paul. What is the mind of America
on education?

risonburig, Va., Madison college,

-

19118.

11nr-

141. Howse, William Lewis, jr. The
educational director. Southlyestern
Baptist. 170 p. ma.
142. Johnson, Kenneth Earn. Survey of
achievement and progress in the
skill subjects. Master's, 1088. Southern
California.
148. Lawler, Celia AL A
comparative study of some mass movement's in
education. Master's, 193& Southern California.
144. Lewis, Howard Chapin. A repert of
West De Pere public schools for
193748. Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
145, Loper, Henry Junior. The effects
of the depression on the public schools
of Pontiac, Michigan. Muter's, lima
Rochester. 92 p. ms.
t146. Xoehlman, Arthur B. Social interpretation. New
York, D. AppletonCentury company, 1938. 485 p. (Unitersity of
Michigan)
Discusses the school in society ; the democratie
teaching profession ; educational policies; the process ; propaganda in the schools; tbe
and staff; the building principal; the teaching board of education; the superintendent
state educational authority; the program of personnel; the non-teaching personnel ; the
the,
parent-teacher aliagiciation; parent councils and teaching profession ; the children ; the
variations ; the lay advisory commission ;
community lay groups; ths radio ; tbe
newspaper;
'school publications; the school plant ;
and the school in action.
1,
Wt. Noore, John Prod. A comparative
study
of
white
and Negro education
in Alabama. Master's, lies. Peabody.
89 p. ms.
Com*r . came expense, value of school propsety,
teatime **kris', the relation of
rural-urban, per capita wealth, and the
problems of Alabama. rinds that Negroperantam of Negro population to the educational
schools, with an enrollment of Wadi more than
50 percent of the white enrollment,
receive ally 11.1 pined as meek money for
schools
as do the white schools. Shows that the
'sonata. of Negro population bears a definite
rebates to the problem ; that there fi greats:
diserlastaatlea against Negress la counties
with a very high percsatage el Negro
population thee la counties with a lows percentage
of Negro mulattos ; and that per capita
wealth hears no alai% Matto te comparative
AtbeadeasI expealltaies far tbe h raga
4
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Morgan, Bert N. A study of personality .( neurotic disposition) and its
activities, and schorelation to intelligence, home and family influences, school
g p. ma.
St.
T.
C.,
Emporia.
lastic achievement. Master's, 1938. Kans.
educators are thinking. about
149. Morrow, Zelda. A study of what modern
Master's, 1938. Oregon.
attitudes and appreciations in relation to education.
Mt). Mort, Paul R and Cornell, Francis G. Adaptability of public school
1938. 146 p.
gystems. New York, Teachers college, Columbia university,
148.

the limitations of present knowl-

Discusses the importance of adaptability in education;
it ; the
of adaptability; the earmarks of adaptability and the factors influencing
; local initiative and
Africa
in
South
United
States
and
adaptation
in
the
patterns of
edge

of local

adaptability; the allocation of support and control; relation of adaptability
freedom to tax and to
freedom to tax and to spend; and the effect of various dPgrees of
spend, school
151.

organisation, and level of expenditure on adaptability.

Neil, Jennie teannette. A review and synthesis of experimental in-

(Abvestigations dealing with schoolroom learning. Master's, 1938. Colorado.
for
and
reports
Abstracts
of
theses
stract in: University of Colorado studiés.
higher degrees, 1938 : 105-106)

Reveals a need for wider use of scientillunethod, adequate statistical treatment of
results, e more systematic and better district' id attack on learning problems in subjectunification of procedure
matter fields and on factors in the learning process, and a greater
in order that the results may

152. Olds, Tullye
tor's, 1938. Yale,

be more comparable and self-substantiating.

B. Provision for continuity in progressive education. Doc-

158. Oliver, Horace B.
1938. Drake. 78 p. ms.

The 6-6 and 8-4 types

school in Iowa. Master's,

Of

Compares a representative sampling of 6-6 schools with 8-4 schools, keeping enrollrespects.
ment constant, and finds the 6-6 schools to be distinctly superior in several

Pond, Millard Z. The significance of the American frontier in the development of an educational program for meeting national problems. Master's,
1938. Wittenberg. 121 p. MS.
154.

t155. Purdue university. Division of educational reference. Fiirther
studies in attitudes, seriesrill. Lafayette, Ind., 1938. 151 p. (Studies in higher
education, 84)
Contents: (1) Effect of defined social stimulus material upon the stability of attitudes
toward kbor unions, capital punishment, social insurance, and Negroes, by Wilbur Hall,
instructional matep. 7-19; (2) Experiment onifbe retention of attitudes as changed by
rials, by IL TEL Reamers, p. 20-22; (8) Apprentices' attitudes toward their trarning and
the construction of a diagnostic scale, by H. Eugene Geiger, p. 23-45; (4) Studying workers' attit6aes in industry, by Lyle 'running, pr 46-67 ; (5) Effects of a guidance program on
vocational attitudes, by H. IL Remmers and L. D. Whisler, p. 68-82 ; (6) Effect of instruction on pupils' attitudes toward agricultural policies, by H. H. .Remmers and L. D.
Whinier, p. 83-99; (7) Attitudes of prospective teachers toward certain institutions,
proposed social actions and practices, by Charles E. Emery, p. 100-18 ; (8) Interrelationships of attitudes of parents and children, by H. H. Remmers and L. D. Whistler, p.
114-25; (9) "Reliability" of scores on attitude scales as related to scoring method. by
L. D. Milder, p. 126-29; (10) Valuation of a three axial scale to measure attitudes
toward any existing or proposed social activity, py Lee Hart Dixon, p. 180-41; (11)
Experimental study of limiting response on attitude scales, by John W. Hancock, p. 142-48.

um Ramsey, Grue Fisher. The development, methods, and trends of educational work in museums of the United States. Doctor's, 1938. New York.
.

838 p.

a&

Stadia mom educational work in adult education, in teacher training both for

techers la asamice and for student teachers; the development bf museum educational
gist arm" rganised visits of school groups with tbe trends followed and the methods
Wilk Ws bees &yawed in handling and Instructing dame; the work done t nuesems
1,1* Ilimikeepal ellidhken ; the development of nuns= work in the education a the

.;t.
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individual child and in work with children's clubs, In
tions and other materials for school. use, for branch extension work through loan colle
or neighborhood museums, lecture
centers, nature trails, field excursions, and radio
acetone, experience, and salaries of the educationalbroadcasts. Studies the academic quail.
staffs.
157. Robinson, Bertha L. A study
of the lay opinion on educational issues
in the East Jackson public schools. Master's,

1938. Michigan.

Salisbury, William S. An analysis of the West
Leyden central ;rho())
community and the educational implications
growing out of its peculiar characteristics, resources, and deficiencies. Doctor's,
1938. Cornell.
159. Schrey, Henry Edward.
Effectiveness
tions in the State of Arizona. Mister's, 1938. of the parent-teachers assrin.
Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
160, Sellman, John L.
Characteristics, differences and activities of departmental age levels. Bachelor of Divinity, 1938.
Union Theological.
161. Sheats, Paul Henry. Education and
the quest for a middle way.
158.

Doctor's, 1936. Yale. New York, Macmillan
company, 1938. 190 p.
162. Small, Lyle L. Democratic
ideals of certain elghteenti. century state§
men and implications thereof having meaning
for modern e 2.1.." ion.

1938.
o

Master's,

Oregon.

Snapp, Herbert L. Education for
conservation. Master's, 1938. Ohio
State. 100 p. ms.
164. Snoke, James S.
Home-school-contacts through pupil media. Master's,
1948) Pittsburgh. (Abstract in:
University of Pittsburgb. Abstracts of theses,
researches in progress, and bibliography of
publications, 14 : 378-80)
Finds that most of tbe contacts between
the home and the school are achieved in the
home through report cardé, letters from
child at ho)12e; that 47 percent of the principal'or teacher, and the conversation of the
more definite information about pupil parents wish a different type of report card giving
progress and achievement ; that the school paper
Was k negligible home-school contact;
that
occur in most cases when the parent attendshome-school contacts achieved in the school
cated that school work to be done at home an extraclass activity ; that parents indiwas expected but that it interfered
163.

recreational and social activities.
165,

mans.

with

Stine, Clyde S. Problems of education
among the Pennsylvania GerDoctor's, 1938.
-e

Cornell.

166. Stuart, Judson V. American
education week in the development of
school-community relations. Master's,' 1938. Peabody. 82
p. ms.
167. Swaim, Laura G. The parent
teacher
Burlington county, New Jersey. Master's, 1938. association in the schools of
Temple. 103 p. ms.
Finds that an average of two associations
a
year
have
been organized since 1917, and
that over 98 percent of the schools of the countj have

organised pareirt-teacher associations.

Thorndike, Edward L. The teaching of
controversial subjects. Cambridge, Harvard university press, 1937. 39 p.
(Inglis lecture, 1937)
100. Thurston, L. X. and Miller,
C. New technics for meeting&
Nation's
schools, 21: 4, April 1938. (University of
Pittsburgh)
170. Toler, Mrs. Velta E. P.
Educational activities of Texas Federation of
women's clubs, 1897-1937. Master's, 1938. Texas.
1714 Van Lemon, Vernard L A study of
a public school system in Dexter.
Master's, 198S. Michigan.
t1;%:

4m.

172. Waggoner, Felton Tornet An
analysis \It the growth of certain Rusk
county, Tens, schools during the period of major

Master's, 1988.
ti4e611

development of oil, 1.980-18.
96
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Ward, William Goodman. The Catholic school system. Master's, 1938.

Southern California.

Watson, Mary Lillian. A comparative study of the achievements and
intelligence of students from two schools. Master's, 1938. Alabama.
*175. Wellman, Henry George. A specific record of the growth of community cooperation with the schools of New Rochelle for better understanding of
international problems. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 109 p. ms.
174.

Describes the work done by the clubs and in assemblies in the New Rochelle high schools,
adult education, and in church groups, and in county projects toward the better understauding of international problems ; and lists organizations publishing material for study
in

groups

interested in internationalism.

176. Willis, Joseph F. Local school news in weekly newspapers in towns
of New York state between 800 and 1,100 population. Master's, 1938. N. Y. St.
Coll. for Teach. 69 p. ms.
SURVEYS

A survey of tbe schools of Stonewall county. Master's,
West Texas St. T. C. 114 p. ms.
!178. Alm, L. Oscar. 'An educational survey of Mountrail county. Master's,
1938. North Dakota. 135 p. ms.
Describes Mountrail county, N. Dak.--its population. roads, and railroads; its school

177. Acker, Archie.

1 t44:

4

.

organization and some existing educational inequalities; school incOme from state apportionment, county tuition incomes, federal aid, property taxes and other revenue as a source

of school income, trends in receipts', percentage of income from state sources, and public
utilities a's a Aurce of income ; school expenditures ; the ability and efforts of school districts

Recommends that Mountrail county be redistricted in order to
to gupport education.
eliminate a large number of small, expensive school units; that the schools be located in -4t.
the most advantageous pla0s, and the boundaries between districts be sufficiently flexible
to

permit pupils to attend the schools nearest their homes; that the number of school board

members be reduced, thereby reducing expenditures.

179. Blankenship, William Clayton. State school adequacy survey, Works
administration, district 18. . Master's, 1938. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university. Abstracts of theses, 1939: 6-7)
.

progress

Presents a statistical and research study of tbe administration of the public schools of
three Texas counties, discussing general and scholastic population, trends, enrollment and
average daily attendance, teacher-pupil load, assessed valuation, tax rates, outstanding
debts, current expenses, average annual and monthly per pupil cost, average annual teacher
salaries, and teacher personneL

180. Bringgold, Howard D. Survey of the programs of work offered in the
schools in Stevens county, Minnesota. Master's, 1938. North Dakota. 83 p. ms.
Surveys the. curricula of the 60 one-teacher schools, 5 village and town schools, and the
agricultural school in Stevens county. Discusses the prganization of the schools, the length
of the school day and the length of the school period, tuition paid for non-resident highschool pupils ; the tendency for the schools to cling to the traditional curriculum; teaching
load; high-school curricula and "electives. Offers a plan for the alternation of subjects in
the high schools of the county. Discusses the average training of the teachers in the

schools of the county, their marital status, supply and demand, tenure, their teaching
.

experience and teaching load, supervision. Describes the school library facilities, the library
budget, and the training of the librarian. Discusses the use of textbooks and of reference
books; the extracurricular program of the schools, training for the use of leisure time,
health service, guidance, and testing. Offers .suggestions for equalising educational oppor-

tunity throughout the county, and for raising the standards of the teaching profession.
181. Caul_
Zanies A. Survey of the Lovell public school system. Master's,
1988, Wyoming. 119 p. me.

182. Clark, James J. A survey of Roosevelt school, Phoenix, Arizona. Master's, 1908. Southern Cali oral.

155103-40L-78
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Curry, Edward Clayton. An administrative survey of the schools

of
Smith county, Texas. Master's, 1938. Texas.
184. Cuahman, idartelle L. Natural community school
survey of Mackinaw
county, Mkhigan. Master's, 1937. Michigan.
185. Dalton, Kathryn. An educational survey of a city seven-grade
school.
Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. ColL for Teach. 64 p. ms.
186. Devbraux, Jerome E. A survey_ of rural schools in Sublette
county.
Master's, 1938. Wyoming. 74 p. ms.
/
187. Dutcher, Louis H. A _116.-yeadir pupil 'population survey of the
city of
Rensselaer. Master's, 1988. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 40 p. ms.
188. Egge, Peter Arthur. A survey of mirk programs in Nelson county
schools. Master's, 1938. North Dakota. 147 p. ms.
Attempts to determine tbe status of educational offerings in the rural, graded,
and high
schools of Nelson county, N. Dak.; the daily program of studies ; curricula
; school services;

extracurricular activities; teacher qualifications as shown by their training and
trainingo
the field in which they are teaching; experience, salaries, and
load ; and library
facilities in the various types of schools. Recommends that moreteaching
and the pupils transported to them in buses, giving the pupils classified schools be built,
an opportunity for fuller
sprricula, and more educational services; that the training qualifications
of rural teachers
be raised ; that more service agencies be próvided for all pupils,'
both cfty and rural ; that
old and obsolete boob be eliminated from the rural school libraries, and
the libraries in
consolidated and in classified schools be brought to present state
requirements.

189. Padenrecht, John H. Survey of the arhools of Steele county, North
Dakota, with special reference to transportation. Master's, 1937. North
Dakota.
102 p. ms.
Gives a brief histdry of the county and discusses the
number, size, and kind of school
districts in the county, the eduqttional program, enrollment in the
various kinds, of schools,
teacher status and salaries, finincial support and effort to support
the schools, and the
legal provisions for transportation of pupils and the cost of
transportation.
110,0

190. Griffin, Francis E. A study of certain New York stikte
common-school
districts of small enrollment Master's, 1938. Cornell. 115 p. ms.

Studies the 192 districts whicb failed to average a pupil enrollment of
more than five for
the &year period ending in 1934. Discusses the locations, full
valuations of the districts,
local school tax receipts, receipts from state aid, total
expenses of the small enrollment
districts, total value of all gavot property, training, and
salary of the teacher. Shows
that a particular formula cannot be applied to solve the problem of
the small enrollment
district ; that the arbitrary closing of certain schools does not
answer the problem ; that the
consolidation of these districts with another convenient common
district seems to offer the
method of approach least likely to provide a desirable solution.
Suggests that the central
rural school district would be the best solution to the problem, and
that until this, twit of
administration can be attained, the most practical solution to the problem
seems to lie in
contracting for the instruction of all pupils in the school of another
district, a district
maintaining a high schooL

191. !tart, Mrs. Winattred Will A survey of the present
chools of Travis county, Texas, with a proposed plan for theirconditions of the
reorganization.

Master's, 1938. Texas.
192. Ilikkey, Xarsh411 S. A brief history of the city of Derby,
Kansas, and
a survey of the Derby public school system, 1986-87. Master's, 1968.
Kam St.
T. C., Emporia. 190 p.m&
196. Hornet David J. A survey of the schools or Wythe
county, Virginia,
relative to their improvement. MastAft's, 1938. South Dakota.
56 p. ms.
194. Lints, Barry Alexander. Survey of the Lynwood
elementary school dieWet. Muter's, 11M8. Southern California.
,,

.....d:f.T41.-1
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195. McConnell, Ploy Charles. Administrative survey of the public schools
of Weslaco, Texas. Master's, 193p. Texas.
196. Myhre, Olger. A survey of schools in Eddy county, North Dakota.
Master's, 1938. North Dakota. 114 p. ms.

Surveys the schools of liddy county for the years 1984-37, stressing the ability of districts to support schools and types of income ; expendftures for transportation, ,plant opera-

teachers' salaries; effort of districts to support their schools; assessed valuation of
and instructional services, including experience of teacher* certification of
teachers, classification of schools, enrollment, and school library. Finds a wide 'difference
in ability of districts to support their schools ; that pupils transported by bus have better
attendance and scholastic records than those transported by their families; that equality of
educational opportunity does not exist among the districts; that the total number of board
members, clerks, and treasurers outnumber the teachers employed in the schools; that tbe
teachers were well trained and inadequately paid ; that libraries w,ere poor and inadequate.
Recommends the reorganization of schools along the county-unit plan, settifig up a new
system of taxation, and of a county board of education, employing a county superintendent
appointed lay the school board.
tion,

property;

.01

*197. Nestoss,
county,

Arthur R. A program of work survey of the schooLs in Traill

North Dakota. Master's, 1988. North Dakota. 88 p. ms.

Surveys the program of work offered by all the schools in Traill county to determine
whether the smaller schools offered the opportunities that were offered by the larger
«school& Finds that the course of study in the larger schools was richer in content ; that

in the larger schools was able to devote more time to recitation and instruction, had more training and experience ; that the teacher in the rural school received the
poorest salary which tended to force the best teachers -away from the rural schools ; that
library facilities were better in the larger schools; that pupils in. the larger schools
attended school more days ; that tile larger schools provided more extracurricular activities;
that testing service was better in the larger schools; and that the larger schools had better
records of pupil progress and had better guidance facilities, although all schools were
deficient in this respects Offers suggestions for improving instruction in Traill county.
the teac:her

198. Ross, Ronald H. A survey of the educational needs and possibilities
of a

portion of the fourth supervisory district of Washington county. Master's,
.

N. Y. Eit. Coll. for Teach. 40 p. ms.
199. &ally, Lawrence Edward. A survey of the sch41 population of a rural
community. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 46 p. ms.

1938.

Studies the changes in the educational system in the Morse, La., community Once 1914.
Concludes that the high-school department has relatively less bolding power than the
elementary grades.

200. Shaw, Beryl B. Au educaaPolid survey of the Howard city schools.
South Dakota. 67 p. ms.
VOL Smith, Henry Lester and O'Dell; Edgai Alvin. Bibliography of school
surveys and of references on school surveys (supplement to vol. 8, nos. 1 and
including references to D'ecember 81, 1937) Bloomington, Indiana university,
Master's, 198&

1938. 144 p. (Bulletin of the School of education, vol. 14, no. 3)
202.

Sttkdale, S. X. A survey of education and. bool financecinStaulei
zo

county, South Dakota, and proposed reorganisation of school districts. Master's,
1938. South Dakota. 70 p. ma.
20B. Bumrall, Fulton Franklin. An administrative survey and proposed re
organisation of the schools in Galveston county, Texas, 19136-437.f Master's, 1988.
1

6

:

_

Texan.

.

204. sisrenson, austin Willmore. An educational survey of the progritms of
work In thesschools of Roseau county, Minnesota. Master's, 1938. North Dakota.
99 p gra.,
0
Discusses the school organisation, evollments, general survey of the district ; the training,
A.,.

.

soutane,. teaun, salaries, and aelestiea of tbe teachers of the county; the elementary and
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secondary school curricula ; the types of assemblies, home
room, music, clubs, athletice, declamation, school publications, dramatics, and other
extracurricular activities; the organiza.
tional, instructional, guidance and health, measurement,
as service agencies ; the school grounds, buildings, library vocational placement of graduates
in the high schools, training of the librarian, expenditures for libiary books, services
science laboratories, and school
gymnasiums.

Tampke, Lothar Fritz. An admifiistratill survey and proposed
plan of
reorganization of the public schools of Wilson county, Texas.
Master:11,1938.
Texas.
205.

206. Trevarthen, F. W. A sociological
survey of Leoni number six school
district, Jackson county, Michigan. Master's, 1937. Michigan.
207. Unger, Robert ItIcI1hennt4 ,,t1 survey of the
organization and administration of .the schrls of Carroll county, Maryland.
Master's, 1938.
orth
Carolina.
208. Young, Alfred R. Appraisal of 30 rural schools
of Atchison county,
Kansas. Master's, 1938. Kansas. 82 p. ms.
Shows unequal educational opportunities in the 80
and 4-teachetk schools were more efficient units than rural schools studied ; that the 2-, 8-,
the 1-teacher schools ; that the pupils
studied ,compare favorably in median tratbing with those
of other counties and states ., and
that the faculty and currkulum of the high school entered
by

the pupils included in this

study tittecl his needs and preliminary training.
AND

FOREIGN COUNTRIES

209. Avila, Rev. José M. Bettencourt. Religious
instruction
tary schools of Portugal from 1772 to 1911. Master's, 1938. in the

elemen-

Catholic Univ.

54 p. ms.
Describes the origin and development of public
elentary
viewpoint of r4Igious instruction and analyses the religious education in 'Portugal from the
c4ntent of the curriculum, the
texts, and meThods used. Views the movement for tbe
secularisation of the school as an
indication of the decline of Catholicism in nineteenth ceitury
Portugal.

210. Berman,-

Edward. Comp4rative study of education in present-day
Italy,
1937. Hawaii.
,
211. BryAn, Florence Horn. Survey of China's
program of edvation for
unification. Master's, 1938. Southern California.

' Germany, and Russia. Master's,

212. Burns, Ray G. The American institute
of La Paz, Bolivia. Master's,
1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.
Describes tbe work of a school conducted by North
Americans in the capital city of Bolivia.
Shows that the school meets a real need; that its prograth
conforms to that of the national
department of edpcation ; that through its instruction and
extracurriculy activitits its
students have received a well-rounded development ; that its influtncit
has far-reaching possibilities for better understanding and friendly relations
Bolivia, as shown 'by the fact that its graduates have filled between the United States and
consular positions in the United
States, as well as high positions in the affairs of government
in Bolivia.
XI& Cama, Katayun H. A study of the native

Hindustani melody pattern
and the acquired English melody pattern With special
reference to the 'teaching of
English in India. Doctor's, 1938.. Michigan.

A. Chang, Ta Kum Legions for China

IP.

from the development of public-

school support In the United States of America.
Master's, 1938. 'Michigan.
215. Dixon, Edward Everett. Village-centered
Christian education in North
China; outline of search for constructive hypotheses
to be further testedMaster's, 1997. OoluMbia.
.
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216. Doniger, Simon.. Children's literature in the Soviet Union as a method
socie education. Doctor's 1938. New York. 281 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the degree to wpich the Soviet Union was successful in creating
literature for children more nearly expressing the purpose and ideology of the Soviet Union
than did the children's books of the Tzarist regime. Studies the old books, folk tales, children's anthologies, the Cii1881C11, the books of the more popular children's authors. and prerevolutionary literary critical material ; and studies the writings of the leaders of the
Revolution and other Soviet educational authorities in order to determine the purposes of

.

education in the Soviet Union and the role which children's literature could play toward the
realization of these purposes. Analyses the newer children's books, periodicals, and newspapers, and evaluates them as to their success in meeting the goals of social education;
studies the reading reictions of the children through discussions with children in Russia,
through conferences with educational authorities and writers', and through the study of

written reports, surveys, and other materials; and studies the methods and techniques that

have been evolved to meet the problems of this educational undertaking. Finds that the
Soviet Union, due to its conscious effort, possesses a good nucleus of n socially significant,

artistkslly adequate, children's literature which is easily aecessible in the many libraries in
au parti of Russia; that the books read by the children. especially the older children, are
whiny significant, artistic creations, produced and illustrated by the outstanding writers,
scientists, and illustrators of the country ; that the books attempt to involve the Sovit t child
in the actual building of the new society.

*217. Elwell, Clarence Edward. The influence of the enlightemnent fin the
Catholic theory of religious education In France, 1750-1850. Doctor's, 1938.
Harvard. 502 p. ms.
Part 1 deals with the reactions noticed in the_.field of the general principles on which
French religious education was founded due to te theories of rationalism, naturalisin, rind
nationalism; and Part 2, with the content and methods of French religious education in tbe
period and the changes caused by the theories of rationalism, naturalism, and nationalism.

218. Hartshorne, Edward T. ¡The German universities and national
cialism.

Doctor's, 1938. Chicitgo.

London, G. Allen and,Unwin, 1938.

so-

184 p.

219. Hippaka, Thomas August A suriey of education in Finland, 1800-1925.
Doctor's, 1938.
220.

Wisconsin.

Holadiy, Beverly Eli. 'Educational psychology in the Third Reich.
Ohio State. (Abstract in: Ohio state university. Abstracts of

Doctor's, 1937.

doctors' dissertations, no. 25: 153-60),
Summarises critically the work done in German educational psychology since 1933, the
year in which the National socialist revolution changed the thinking of many Germans.

221. Hoffmeister, Mildred. Primary education in the Punjab Province of
India. Master's; 1938. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist
universiW Abstracts pf theses, 1939: 14-15)

dit

.

¡hat primary,education has not been adequate and that the methods of education
that are _used in many of the schools today are those that were used hundreds of years ago
by tbe Hindu priests ; tharinany children do not finish the primary grades idue to the ignoShows

rance of the parents as to -the value of education ; poverty ; sickness ; and inadequate educa-

tional facilities. Recommends the use of the activity program for children in'the primary
__Joao& Shows that Ihe people of India need rl forpf of education which will prepare them
for the responsibilfties and opportunities obened up by the new constitution which *lent into
sleet in 1937.

222. Houghton, Charles W. A study of the proble& of guidance in the Central collegiate institute, 4amilton, Ontari. Master's,, 1937. Michigah.
328. Hourihan, Nary V. The aide, political, sócial, and economic motives
underlying the Italian foreign policy in central and tioutheasternrAurope from
1920 through 198T, and the results to Italy of this policy. Master's, 1938. St. T. C.,
intebburg. 3.38 p. Ín
Studies especially Italian relations 1,1*, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Rumania, Albania,
Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria, Greece, and Turkey.
a.
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224. Jalali-Shirazi, Xehdi. Education
in Iran and some suggestions for its
bette ent. Doctor's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract
in: University of
Abgtracts of theses, research& in progress, and bibliography of Pittsburgh.
publications,
14 : 160-69)

Presents a brief history of Iranian education in the
pre-Islamic, post-Islamic, and modern
Didalsttell the, aims and objectives of education before and
Arabs and the present educational system which was inaugurated after the invasion of the
in 1921 ; also the position
of women in Iran. Evaluates the Iranian home and
school and the teacher-training instituHops. Elbows that educational guidance is needed as are intelligence
and educational tests
for guidance. Evaluates the health and physical education
courses and offers suggestions for
their improvement
.periods.

225. Leasure, Nettie Norris. Education for the
BaKongo village based upon
a sociological study of B#Kongo life. Doctor's, 1938. T. C., Col.
Univ. North
Manchester, Ind., 1939. 241 p.
j.
Studies tte native customs as they were developed before tbe
coming of the Eurolvan, and
the changes which resulted from the impact
of modern

civilization on
Describes experhnetIrtonducted to find the most effective procedure IA. tift, fe and customs.
ethods of education in the central school, with the village teachers and in
work
the village people.
Compares educailon in the rural scbOols of other parts of Africa
and in rural and Negro
schools in various parts' of the United States. Studies
the eduàtional programs of the Penn
school in Southtqarolina, the rural schools of Mexico,
the Moga school of India, and the
schools conductea fot. the American Indian. Pin& that
missioRs
should continue their educational program%but should be finanCial* assisted by
government ; that the village educational program should include the entire population of the
and be organised to meet
the conditions of liferand the needs of tbe community ; thevillage
school plant should be made of
local materials and so-arranged as to provide for the
educational program of the
village; the teaching staff should consist of at leastdeveloping
a husband and wife wbo have been
trained in community education ; health and religion should
be taught by means of practical
demonstration and application ; literacy should be taught through
the medium of the vernacular and should deal with tbe problems and materials
Presents a tentative plan of education for tbe children of tbe everyday life of the people.
of the village school and for the
adults of the community.

f

226. Ling, Kan Dah. A study of English
textbooks used in China frtm 1900
to 1937. Master's, 1938. Colorado. (Abstract
in: University of Colorado studies.

Abstracts of theses and reports for higher degrees, 1938: 92)
'iraces the rise and:the progress of the study
of English in China,

and analyzes the
English textbooks used between 1900 and 1937.
the government, which shopid allow a reasonable Recommends that textbooks be approved by
of flexibility ; that nationalism and
militarism should be replaced by internationalism amount
and democracy ;.and shows that uniformity
and flexibility may be achieved by cooperation between
the governinent and'private agencies.

227. itclailliard, Virginia D. C2ncept of experience
and its application to the native children of Cameroon, reading for- begivhs
North Africa. Master's,
198& Ohio State. 156 p., ma.
I.

XcParlan, Prances. The training of teachers in France for
the public primary and secondary schools from 1875 to 19M.
Ilaster'sr1938. Fordham.
229. Xann, ,Cecil William. -wine education
system of the Colony of Fiji.
Doctor's, 1988. Stanford. (Abstract is: Stanford
university. Stanford univer228.

,

sity bulletin, vol. VI Sixth series, no. 72: 129-81)

Jo

Traces the early history of the FIJI Islands, and its
In 18T4 as a Crown colony. Shows that education acceptance Was British gaverument
la Fiji dates from
arrival of the
Methodist missionaries
and the Roman Catholic missionaries inthe
1842 ; that until
1909 education was tbe
batty of the missions; that since 1929 the control of education hu bean vested in a
t of education, taut the missions still engage la a cowdderable amoint of educational &cavity. Describes the
constructioa and standardisation of a
Fiji test of general ability composed of aon-verbal
pictures employing completions, classificatimes, similarities, opposites, analogies, number
value of the test to be as an lastrameat for the series; and substitutions. "lads tfie main
internal grading of the separate rues.
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230. Stall* Marts, Sister. Contributions of th
Sacred Heart
Fordham.

.1

Missionary Sisters, of the

to education in Italy and the ,United States. Master's, 1938.
leL

231 Matsumoto, Torn. iihe policy of religious education in the Christian
middle schools in Japan. Bachelor of Divihity, 1938, Union Theological.
Bliohaelides, George Peter. The religious teachings and influence of
iloraes, Kairis and MacraMs : a study in the history of the church of Gre.ece during the ninêteenth ceptury. Netor's, 1938. Hartford.
233. Murphy, Alice Eugenia. The training of laymen for Christian service
in north Cigna. Mast.er's, 1938. Hartford.
234. Ostman, Karin. Physical edtwatlfon in the secondary schools of Sweden.
Master's, 1938. Hichigán.
V
232.

C

.235.

Robinsoit, Clarice Maurine. A c9mparativ study of the educational

systems of Australia.

Master's1,1938.

Indiana. 251 p. ms.

t238. Rockoff, Garson. A supplementary reader on a boy's life in Russia,

1902-1911, and his growing up in America, 1911-1938. Master's 1938. New
York. 75 p. ms.
al, economic, and political conditions
Presents a fictional biographical sketch
of tbe aithor's family and coinmuUrThCzarIst Russia.

..!
Master's, 1938. Cla
237. Rosy

vid. The philosophy of education in Nazi Germany.
Clark university. Abstracts of disserta(-Abstract-

s 157-59)
4
tions and theses:Li
Shows that at present tbe pbilosophyof education in Germany aims to maintain the
totalitarian state wkich repudiates democracy and the autonomy of individuals by enipbasizing loyalty, sacrifice, and work for ,the common welfare, and by educiting an able group
of political leaders ; that the scope of education has been widened and seems to be succeeding
44mirably.

238. Schroer, Cornelia Rodeheffer. An- enterprig& in homemaking fo'r young
persons 15 to 17 years of age in the Korioka Christian education center. Master's,

4938. Hartford.
239. Schroer, Gilbert William. A religious education program for the Nihon
KiristitoKyokwai for Iwate prefecture. Doctor's, 1938. Hartford.
240. Semmens, Lindsay A. A history of the development of education tinder
British administration in Burma to 1886. Doctor's, 1938. Southern California.
C.

1

Preseqs "the early history of Burma, the circumstances anterior to the consolidation of
Lower Burma under British adminIstration, its history pursuant to the annexation of Upper
Burma in 1886, and the union of the three maritime provinces 1110 British Burma. Gives

s

a sketch of the contributions of such missionary statesmen u Jordan and Rice, and the
'gradual development "of government education from the indigenous monastic elementary
school through tbe university, showing British success in Ileveloping European education in
an Oriental setting.
2:41.

Waver, Frances Elizabeth. Twentieth century reorganization of the

French secondary schooL Master's, 1938: Peabody. 100 p. ms.
Studies the reorganisatiOn. Of the administration, programs of study, and various minor
reforms during the twentieth century li France.

242. Smith, Charles S. Protestant theological education in China. 'Doctor's,
1938. Yale.
248. Smuts, Adriaan Josias. The edudittion of adolescents ip South Africa.
poet!" qr. T. C., Col. Univ. capetovyn, Juta and colipany, IN& 283 p.
,

o.

ira
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244. Twinem, Jessie Marguerite. Toward a religious
program for youth
north China. Master's, 1938. Hartford.

in

111114,...

4

245. Ulrey, Dorothy L. The federal rural schooLs in Mexico.
Master's, 1938.
Southern California.
246. Wade, Newman A. Post-primary education in
Sealand, 1872-1936. Doctor's, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ. the primary schools of
Discusses the outstanding educational traditions in
Scotland and traces the development
of post-primary
education conducted under the primary school code from 1872
to 1936.

247. Watson, Helen Rockwill.

of selected European countries.

A, study of the physical recreation activities
Master's, 1938. Southern California.

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

248. Arford, Carroll Wade. International
mindedness
of the individual. Master's, 1938. Washington Univ. 38as related to the status
p. ms.

Attempts to determine whether tbere is a relationship
between a person's international
mindedness and his status as indicated by his
race, education, health, church membership,
politicAl belief, type of home, and aheefitry.
249. Nettings, Dena. Projects that
may contribute to the promotion of
Christian internationalism in high schools undee the Board
of foreign missions
of the Presbyterian church in the United States of America.
Master's, 1938.
Presbyterian Coll.
250. Waters, Bess. The elemeritary child
and international relations. Master's, 1938. South. Methodist. (Abstract. in:
Southern Methodist university.
Abstracts of theses, 1939: 27-28)
Shows that it will require the combined efforts of tbe home,
the school, and agencies that
are actively and

consciously laboring for a better international understanding
among children
to develop the feelings of good AA ill and world friendship
among thi children of the world:
and that the schools must provide the entronment in which

world attitudes can develop.

251. Wellman, Henry George. A specific record of the growth
of community
cooperation with the schools of New Rochelle for better
understanding
of international prSblems: Doctor's, 1938, New York. 109 p. ms.

Describes the work done by the clubs, and in assemblies in the
New Rochelle high schools.
in adult education, and in church groups, and in
county projects toward the better understanding of international- problems ; and lists organisations
publishing matirial for study
groups Interested in internationalism.

EDUCATION

252.

THEORIES AND PRINCIPLES
Barrett, John Qerard. Juan Luis Vives' views on education for

effectivegess.

social

Master's, 1938; Boston Coll.
253. Bero, Sister Mary Monica. Milton's Tractate
on education and Locke's
Thoughts concerning education: a comparative study.
Master's, 1938. Fordham.
d.

.

e

tick, Kenneth Francis. John Dewey's third step in reflective
thinking.
Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
255. Bolin, Ernestine. Educational ideas of Herbert
Spencer. Master's, 1938.
South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist
university. Abstracts of
theses; 1939: 7-8)
254.

Ct

Compares the educational ideas of Herbert Spencer with
current practice.

256 Branch, Sister Marie &Milne. A comparison of Fénelon's
and Dupanloup's ideas on education of girls. Master's, 1938.
Catholic Univ. 66 p. ms.
Compares the ideas of the two French ecclesiastics on the education
of girls, Finds that
each was a defender and champion of women's
education in his particular century; that
4
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striking similarity as to the aim, method, and content of edncation proposed by
educators, and that they diverge on minor points only ; that both discuss the
all of which art.
preschool child, the adolescent, individual differencep. and self-activity,
educational
discussions.
in
current
prominent
257. Brickman, N 'till= W. The contribution ,of Hermann Lietz to education. Doctor's, 193& New York. 382 p. ms.
Dimities tbe.life, educational philosophy and influence of Hermann Liets. Describes the
there is a
(belle two

all-around education in a natural

country educational homes which be founded to provide an
schools had
atmosphere under the direction of understanding educators. Shows that these
the
social
and
physical
the
native
tongue.
with
greater
emphasis
on
curriculum
a modernised
sciences, pupil-centered

instruction, practical manual work, family groups. trips and hikes.
number even

athletics, and age-group separation. Indicates that the schools increased in
:1;
after Liets' death, and that some of the schools are still in existence althouzh not
Shows that Liets was
independent Institutkuur, owing tb coordination by the Nazi regime.
the initiator of the new school movement in Germany.

25& Burton, John Stevens. A study of Alfred Adler's theory and practice
of indiiidual psychology applied to adolescent boys. Master's, 1938. Columbia.
259..Carpenter, John Hall. Educafional influence of Thomas Henry Huxley.
Master's, 1938. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university.
Abstracts of theses, 1939: 10-11)
Discusses Huxley's definition of a liberal education. his conception of life as the norm
of education, his 10 educational aims, his efforts to advance the sciences to an equal place
with the traditional subjects in the school program, his concept of a balanod curriculum,

his analysis of aims as a method of deriving a defensible curriculum, his attack on rote study,
his emphasis on personal observation and individual activity without teacher interference.
and his belief in the necessity of closer articulation and integration as a means of attaining
the objectives of education.

ail). Dame, J. Prank. Naturalism in education its meaning and influence.
Doctor's, 1988. Temple. 166 p. ms.
Finds that tbe influence of natArolism is shown in education today through the emphasis
placed on education, as an end in itself ; that it makes for an education that is practical
and definite, but lacking.somewhat in purpose and ideals.

261. Dodgen, Eva Edith.
ter's, 19381 Texas.

Theory of education in American literature. Mas-

_

.ar

John Calvin and Jean Jacques Rousseau: a contrast
262.
philosophies. Master's, 1938. East Texas St. T. C.
of
their
and comparison
East
Texas state teachers college. Graduate studies (ab(Abstract
in:
88 p.
beck, Orval.

stracts), 1937-38: 14)

Points out the differences and the similarities in the educational philosophies of these
two early modern educators and summarises the chief contributions at the two men to
4

modern education.

*283. Flores, Diego. Las ideas educativas de D. Eugenio Maria de Hostos.
Master's, 1938. New York. 53 p. ms.
Studies de Hostos pedagogical ideas, and finds that he was n follower of Rousseau,
Herbert Spencer, and Pestalossi.

264. Getty*, Joseph X. The philosophy of life contained in the Fourth
Gospel compared with the philosophies of Plato and Dewey. Doctor's, 1938.
New York. 264 ix ms.
285. limas, Helen. The educational theories expressed by Goethe in his
autobiography and selected works. Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
,4
s%

p. ms.
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266. Hill, Charles Leander. An exposition and
critical estimate of the philosophy of Philip Melanchthon. Doctor's,
19(38. Ohio State. ¡Abstract
in:
Ohio state university. Abstracts of doctoral
dissertations, no. 261 85-92)
Surveys his works on education, rhetoric,
shows the relation between his philosophy anddialectic, ethics, psychology, and physics, and
preceding thought
t.
267. Hone, Sarah Noyes. Russell's realism
versus Urban's idealism. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 344 p. ms.
Analyzes the writings of Bertrand Russell and Wilbur
Urban to determine their views
on 19 major
issues.

268. Horne, Herman Harrell, ed.
Quintilian on education: selections from
the Institutes of oratory, newly translated by
Catherine Ruth Smith. New
York, New Tork university press, 1937. 260
p.'ms.
t269. Kandel, L L. Conflicting theories of
education. New York, Macmillan
company, 1938. 177 p. .(Teachers college, Columbia
university)
Presents a critical interpretation of education in the
present social and political setting.
270. Kang, Thomas J. The philosophy of the
Apostle Paul. Doctor's, 1938.
NewtYork. 317 p. ms.
Discusses the origins of Paul's philosophy,
and interprets the ontology, cosmology,
epistemology, and philosophy of education.
.

271. Kircher,

Everett John. Sources of a philosophy of
State. (Abstract in: Ohio state university. education. Doctor's,
Abstracts of doctoral
dissertations, 27 : 63-70)
1938.

Ohio

Discusses the need of teaching the sciences,
social sciences, and art in such a way that
students may be helped to identify the authoritarian
trom the democratic
of mind
in whatever context they may meet it,
and tbe progressive realisation oftemper
the democratic
way of life may be fostered on every front.

272. Koons, Martha Lucile. The rise
of educational philosophy relating to
methods of teaching. Master's, 1938. Colorado.
(Abstract in: University of
Colorado. Abstracts of theses and reports for higher
degrees,

1938: 83)
Surveys the historical and philosophical background
'of
educational
theory and practice
from primitive methods of instruction
to present-day practices.

278. Link, Seymour Gordden. Matthew Arnold's
Sweetness and light in
America, 1848-1938. Doctor's, 1938. Peabody. 12
p. (Abstract of Contribution
to education, no. 209)
Investigate! Arnold's principal educational
the growth of his thinking about America's theory and the times that predicated it;
educative efforts ; the reasons for his initial cultural needs; America's reaction to his
failure ; and the effect in America since his
death of the Arnoldian teachings.
274. Meyer, Alfred John. Philosophy
of four progressive educators.
ter's, 1838. Wisconsin.

Mas-

275. Olson,

Carl. A digest of teaching principles.
Master's, 1987. Michigan.
2761 Overman, Sister Mary Loyola.
The educational theories of Right Reverend Franz X. Eggersdorfer. Master's, 1938.
Catholic Univ. 61

p.-ms.
Discusses his views on the relation of the
science of education to its auxiliary sciences,
on method in general and on various types of ieaching,
and his ideas on the qualifications of
the genuine teacher.

277. Parker, Clara X. Collection of data on stem
courses in education in 48
universitits. Austin, University of Texas, 1988.
278. Porter, Dallas E. The
educational activities
Birehard Hayes. Master's, 1988. Ohio State. 65 p. and ideas of Rutherford
ms.
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Roach, Mildred Sparks. The educational ideas of our presidents from
(Abstract in: Southern
Lincoln to Garfield. Master's, 1938. South, Methodist.
Methodist university. Abstracts of theses, 1939: 22-23)
education of Lincoln, JohnSurveys the education, attitudes, and recommendations for
279.

()rant, Hayes, and Garfield.
The appolication of some modern educational theories
280. Scott, Della X.
East Texas St. T. C. 73 p.
and practices in a rural school. Master's, 1937.

son,

(ibstract in: East Texas state teachers college. Graduite studies (abstracts),

21)
how
modern educational theories advanced by a number of noted educators have
Shows
been successfully applied in a rural school.

%,-.1937-38:

Skipper, James Kin ley. Philosophical presuppositions in H. C. Mor(Abstract in: Ohio
rison's educational theory. Doctor's, 1938. Ohio State.
159-65)
dissertations,
27
:
state university. Abstracts of doctoral
that his
Shows that Morrison proposes a system of absolutes which are outmoded ; and
the
personal
of
any
of
the
challenge
democracy
as
challenge
to
system is as serious a
281.

of its disguised character.
dictatorships in the world today, and is more dangerous because

282. Tarr, Edward Willmore. Study of the origins of progressive educational
principles and their application in modern practice. Master's, 1938, Washington. 233 p. ms.

olic
283. Thomas, Brotker Bonaventure. Deweyism in the light o
thought Doctor's, 1938. Niagara.
"Re
educational
Brumbaugh
and
.his
Martin
Grove
Naomi
Hope.
284. Warren,
philosophy. Master's, 1938. Temple. 111 p. m.

Shows that over a period of 50 years Brumbaugh was constantly and consistently active
in furthering tbe cause of democracy through education.

4pECIAL METHODS OF INSTRUCTION AND ORGANIZATION
HOMOGENEOUS METH066

Comenetz, Naomi. The commuilty of ideas in the associative processes
of a homogeneous group. Master's, 1838. Wellesley.
286. Dresser, Jay Dodge. An experiment with ability grouping in elementary
arithmetic. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
and hetero287. Gerber, 1.4. E. A study of the practicability of homogeneous
Dakota.
South
Master's,
1938.
English.
geneous grouping in ninth-gra&
285.

s

69 p. ma.
ACTIVITY PROGRAMS

288. Brooks, Durward Earmon. A comparative study of the traditional
question and answer and pupil activity methods of classroom procedure. Master's, 1938, South: Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university.
Abstracts of theses, 1939: 0-10)
Describes an experiment conducted with two equated classes CI seventh-grade history
Finds that one method
using two different teach-Ng techniques for two 6-week periods. procedure
holds some adactivity
that
the
pupil
the
other
;
is not distinctly better than
satisfactory
it
is
a
more
indicating
that
vantages over the question and answer method,
their
capacities
nearly
up
to
work
more
that
students
highest
25
percent
;
method for the
of
the
technique
initiative
and
developing
adequate
In
under this method ; that it is more
research ; and that students favor it over the question and answer procedure,

.
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289.

Buchanan, Vertie W. Teaching arithmetic in
an activity curriculum.
Master's, 1938. East Texas St. T. C.
101 p. (Abstract in: East
Texas state
teachers college. Graduate studies
(abstracts), 1937-38: 8-9)
Presents materials and methods of
activities for sefenth-grade arithmetic in the
the modern activity movement.
light of
Uses
room work in the public elementary units of work prepared as a product of actual clan
schools of Commerce, Tex.

Doreler, Tillie. A plan for
Oregon state course of study for correlating the essential requirements of the
third grade with an activity unit.
1938. Oregon.
Master's,
290.

291. Lynch, James M. The
activity school psychologically examined.
tor's, 193'i. New York. 200 p. ms.

Doe-

Studies the relationship between
the practices of the activity
modern experimental psychology.
school and the findings of
Shows
that the proponents of the activity
their highest values upon child
school place
needs. interests, and purposes, and
learn better by natural doing than
believes that children
by
the
mastery of adult imposed tasks. Finds
conceptions of the individual and of
that the
agree with the conceptiong of the learning implied by the practices of the activity school
individual
relativistic experimental psychology ; that the and of learning based upon the findings of
two sets of concepts are in accord.
*292. Martin, Ruth Marie.
The ac i
program versus the
method of instruction at the
second grade level. Master's, 1938. traditional
200 p. ms.
Louisville.
Defines the activity Program, its
aims and objectives, and
practical applications in terms of the
discusses its values and their
Louisville public schools 4t the
Finds that the activity
second-grade level.
program is markedly different from the
more representative of modern
traditional
procedure and 19
education and psychological thought
procedure; that the basic procedures
than is the traditional
of
tbe
activity program may be employed
second-grade level; and that the results
at the
from this type of teaching may be
more effective than the traditional
expected to be
textbook
method
in
of reading, bocabulary,
terms of scores on standard tests
language. spelling, arithmetic. social
justment, and as judged by
personality adteacher's ratings of educational development,
initiative, Interest, pupil
goals such as cooperation,
participation, and pupil opinion.

293. Meyer, Bessie Terrell. An
act
Master's, 1935. Louisville. 157 p.
ms.
Presents a brief historical sketch
of
.

ty program in an elementary
school.

the.activity movement.
the activity program in the
Nicholas Finzer school ; sets-up Traces the development of
artivity movement ; and evaluates
for evaluating the
the school. Suggests a plancriteria
prosy= in the school.
for improving the activity

Smith, James Emery. The
elementary school. Master's, 1938. activities program of the Palatka, Florida,
South Carolina. 46 p. ms.
Attempts to determine what is the
best
practice for tbe activities
mentary
294.

school and how the program in
the ,Palatka elementary school program in the elemay be improved.

CONTRACT PLAN
t295.. Briggs, Thomas H. and
others. Laboratory techniques of
the contrAbution of research to
teaching:
teachers
planning the individualization of
tion. New York, Teachers
instruccollege, Columbia university,
1938. 81 p.
Discusses the

role and
of the laboratory method;
and practice ; acquisition history
laboratory techniques in thtbory
of
as an outcome of laboratory
ests, and hibits as outcomes facts
techniques t 'attitudes, interof laboratory techniques;
the use of laboratory techniques
administrative-probkyls involved in
of
instruction
; and the contribution of rveirch
of laboratory techniques:
to tbe use
296. Pordell, Pat. A

comparison of the unit` system
versus the traditional
method of teaching elementary
American
Master's, 1937. Michigan.

h1p.

A
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Kooken, Nellie. The use and adaptations of the unit in the teaching of
MasteN,
social studies with particular reference to the counties of Maryland.
107
p,
.M8.
1938. Maryland.
297.

surveys efforts to improve teaching with emphasis on the unit ; based on an extensive
Gives opinions of
sampling of the use of the unit by social studies teachers of Maryland.
NNell`as
modifications of
shortcomings
as
advantages
and
unit
method
on
its
the users of the
the unit idea which are now in use.

HOME ROOMS

Burkhalter, Mr8. W. B. A survey of socializing factors in home room
guidance for a junior high school. Mast. 1938. West Texas St. T. C.
298.

128 p. ms.

Dromms, Ruth C. An evaluation of home rooms in Scotia junior high
school. Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 52 p. ms.
'300. Dunsmoor, Clarence Clifford. The role of the home room as an agency
for guidance in-junior high schools. Doctor's, 1938. Harvard. 385 pf ms.
299.

Formulates 18 standards for measuring the effectiveness of the home room as an agency
for guidance, and applies these standards to 33 carefully selected schools. Indicates that
the
tbe borne room has demonstrated its ability to make major contributions to guidance in
areas

of dvic responsibility, ethical character, home membership, and education ; and to

make minor contributions in the areas of health, leisure time, and vocation.

Recognizes the

potentialities of tbe home room for guidance purposes, but conceives it as only one of
the agencies of the comprehensive guidance program. Shows that the home room should be
considered an integral part of the school program in elementary, junior, and senior high
schools. Proposes a comprehensive plan for the use of the home room as an agency for
guidance in junior high schools.
broad

301.

Lancaster, Allen H. A plan for the organization of home room activities

in the Dixon 11,igh school.

Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.

302. Murphy, George Eldred. Pupil interest in the home room. Master's,
1938. Stanford. 41 p. ms.
303. O'Bannon, Norma Council. Some major considerations relating to the
home rooms of the proposed new elementary school building for Greenville, Mississippi. Master's, 1938. Alabama.
INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

304. Bannach, Henry E. Individual instructions vs group instruction in
seventh-grade arithmetic. Master's, 1938 Wisconsin.
METHODS OF STUDY

305. Caldwell, Anita King. An experimental evaluation of a selected prpcedure for the improvement of study habits. Master's, 1938. Drake. 99 p. ms.
306. Fletcher, Rayniond. The historical development and present status of
supervised study. Master's, 1938. East Texas St. T. C. (Abstract in: East
Texas state teachers college. Graduate studies (abstracts) , 1937-38: 14)
Discusses the history, aims, and needs of supervised study and the steps and precautions
involved in initiating a program of supervised study from an administrative standpoint.
RADIO IN EDUCATION

307. Atkinson, Carroll. Education by radio in American schools. Doctor's,
lie& Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college for teachers, 1938. 126 p.
(Oontribution to education, no. 207)

te

Examines tbe put and present radio activities and policies of state and territory departments of education; pubtle-oehool systems representing population centers of 8,000 or more;

hC.
s
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and colleges, universities, and teachers
Finds that the radio is an important
structional tool in modern education andcolleges.
inwill receive increasing attention from
educators ; student motivation as a reason for
professional
educational
broadcasting
is
becoming increasingly important ; city school' systems
are assuming the leadership in building
broadcasting
organizations to provide programs intended
to supplement classroom work ; cooperative
broadcasting will become increiksingly important
in education by radio ; the growth
success of the cooperative plan between the
United States Department of Agriculture and
state-supported educational institutions point
and
cooperation in education by radio development a direction for further federal governmpnt
electrical transcription processes are making ; mechankcal perfection and lower pricvs for
possible enlarged opportunities for
broadcasting; courses for college credit by means of tbe
educational
radio have not proved as suc4sful
as have certain other phases of educational
broadcasting ; curricular offerings planncti
train teacbers to make full use of radio
to
the radio expert in entering educationalas an educative medium promise to increase rapidly:
organizations as a specialist in broadcasting
classroom reception techniques ; and
commercial broadcasting companies are findingand
desirable and expedient to favor the growth of
it
educational broadcasting.

308. Barnes, Edwin H. The utilization of the
radio for educational purposes
in Maryland. Master's, 1937.
Maryland. 89 p. ms.
Discusses the development, ownership,
lems that face the radio industry; the -operation, and control of radio; important probopinions of radio stations o94diicatlona1
Analyzes returns :of 1,000 high-school
programs.
students
Maryland, to a questionnaire to secure informationin 20 high c a6s scattered throughout
and
opinions of thése students on their
use of the radio both in and out of
school.
Maryland as to the status Of radios Finds Studies the opinions of the school officials in
receive in the amount of time devoted to itsthat education does not receive what it should
interest, or in the nature and
programs broadcast ; that educational
of the
authorities own less than one-tenth ofquality
the stations,
and tbe educational stations are not given
the
broadcut. Shows that the teachers- need to favorable wave lengths, power, and hours to
be trained in the 'use of the' radio, and
will h."
ò teach their pupils to be more critical
thtty
listeners and so raise the standards of
radio.
; that many school o cials and
administrators feel that the schools cannot
afford
!sperm of a radio, and
there is little value in radio education.
the state depirtment of education that
Finds that
fe doing practically nothipg for radio
education.
309. Bird, Winfred WylaA. .n analysis
of the aims and practice of the
principal sponsors of education by radio in
the
United States. Doctor's, 1938.
Iowa. (Abstract in: University of
Iowa. Series on aims and
progress of
research, no. 57)
.
Investigates the aims and practice of selected
educational broadcasts of tbe Columbia
and National broadcasting companies
1986; February, April, November 1987;during the typical school year months of November
February and April 1938. Finds that the
when measured by established
programs,
criteria, were appreciably below standard
tional claims of sponsors wereeducational
; educanot substantiated. Reveals the
need for a re-examination of
the educational philosophy of
broadcasters
and
the
necessity
of employing trained
to prepare and
experts
direct educational programs according to
recognised educational theory and

practice.

310. Clark, Weston Robinson.
Radio listening activities of
children In
Washington, D. C. Doctor's, 1989. George
Washington.
811. Courtney, Daniel Charles.
The use of radio in a city school
system.
Master's, 1988. Boston Coll.
.
812. Diehter, Zack B. Radio u an
instrument in the education of physically
handicapped children. Muterig, 1938. Tim*.
171 p. ma.
Analyses replies to a questionnaire sent to 190
institutions
in "the United States, Alaska,
and Puerto Rico. Finds that 84
receiving sets ; that 68 said that institutions were equipped with one or more radioedrational programs for children were available ;
that 62 institutions utilise these prodsames.
and

813. Grove, Elsie. The dramatization
of some phases of home economics
for
radio. Muter's, 1988. Ohio State.
Shows that thus far the home
economist has made little nee of radio
of influencing attitudes, appreciations,
drama as a means
and

.

misunderstandings in tbe Geld of personal, home,

and family living. Dimness the

educational values of dramadc productions
the means for vicarious participative.
is providing
emotional stimulus, maths
7prassisa, sad group
r..
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wriellift, on some of the common problems

activity. Describes two dramatic radio programs
children as shown by the results of a questionnaire answered by
arising betwien parents and
seniors.
more than MO high-school

school
Merrill, Edwin J. A study of the listening habits of junior high
Michigan.
1937.
Master's,
the radio.
.students in regard to music programs on
The influence of radio on the child. Master's,
315. Power., Mary Gardner.
1938. Squthern California.
discussion of some of the probj6ms facing
*316. White, Sidney Parmenter. A
Master's, 193& St.. T. C., Fitchburg.
the American system of broadcasting.
314.

66 p. ms.

tition ;
the present inequalities of
as well
radio
progr:
is
in
improving
government
of
the
broadcaster
and
the part of the
Cif
education
place
and
the
such
improvement
;
play
in
u the part the listening publi can Describes briefly the broadcasting systems of Great
in a commercial broadcasting system.
Muni& Discusses the work of the Office of Education
Britain, Germany, Italy, France, and
broadcasts.
in its radio
Discusses the early history of radio broadcasting ;

317.

Wolf, Ximena Juanita. Educational broadcasting.

Master's, 1938.

Texas.
VISUAL INSTRUCTION

motion pictures in teaching tum-

318. Bartruff, Harry L. The use of slow
bling. Master's, 1938. Southern California.

Blanchard, Harold Roy. An experimental study in techniques emaids. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
ployed in presenting different visual education
319.

175 p. ms.

The significance of visual education
Boston Univ. 63 p. ms.
to the textbook publisher. Master's, 1938.
of
.320. Buckingham, Burdette Hawkins.

teaching ; presents a brief evaluation
Discusses the movement toward visualization in
Describes tbe position of the textbook publisher and offers a

the available visual aids.
suggested program.

Callahan, Harold Robert The relative effectiveness pf techniques of
St. 0911.
using sound films for instruction. Master's, 1938. Kansas
picture in the public school.
322. Carothers,- George Norris. The motion
University
of Colorado studies. Ab(Abstract
in:
Master's, 1938. Colorado.
.stracts of theses, and reports for higher degrees, 1938: 85-36)
321.

in New Mexico, Arizona,
Analyses 246 replies to questionnaires sent to 454 school systems
machines, room
school
equipment,
California
on
Kansas,
and
Texas,
Colorado, Oklahoma,
of them.
the
use
made
pictures,
and
of
motion
conditions, financing and administration
considered,
that
everything
films,
and
}Inds that only relatively large city systems own
generally used than sound
rental is preferred to buying; that silent projectors are still more
dollar
per high-school pupil is
less
than
one
projectors, and few cameras axe owned; that
that classroom use
the
films;
and
show
tellichers
usually
select
that
invested in equipment;
better
suited
to use in sciences
pictures
are
that
motion
I. more general thù auditorium;
in history and biography ; and that there is a wholesome tendency
and geography than

toward stressing educational rather than entertainment values.

328. Chapman, Leland Hildreth. The present status of viival alds in the

Boston Univ. 91 p. ma.
secondary schools of Massachusetts. Master's, 1938.
equipped to use motto/01athn
which
schools
are
Attempts to determine the extent to
Analyses 193 remits to a
classrooms.
in
their
atereographs
and
film
strips,
film, slides,
schools in Massaspcondary
principals
of
to
250
check list on the use of visual aids sent
materials they are
the
visual
one-third
of
using
about
the
schools
are
Finds
that
chusetts,
widely but the schools are well
equipped to use; that the amount of equipment varies
fairly
well equipped to project glass
and
are
equipped to project ailed motion pictures,
of
the
newer visual aids is retail'
and
use
that
equipment
materials
;
slides and opaque
except In school
relatively
uncommon
visual
aids
are
limited; that central libraries of
education.
visual
director
of
a
systems ossployfig
41
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RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

324. Cooper, Charles D. The-reactions
of sixth-grade children to commercial
motion pictures as a medium for character
education. Doctor's, 1938. Cornell.
I

325. Dwyer,

gilder Anita Margaret. The psychology of
visualizatlim in
Master's, 1938. Boston Coll.
326. Erickson, Ernest Victor. The
use of motion pictures in general science.
Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
327. Fanning, Leah Irene. A study of
the use of motion pictures in the
programs of certain Protestant churches. Master's, 1938.
Southern California.
328. Hamer, Paul S. Motion-picture
attendance of the students of Athens.
Ohio, senior high school. Master's, 1938.,
Ohio Univ. 77 p. MS.
Attempts to discover tbe frequency of attendance
of the highTscbool students
mercial motion-picture theaters in relation
to their sex, rank in school, scholastic at con
ment,
achieveeducation.

companions, amount and source of money spent, time
of day, days of attendance,
reasons for selection, and pictures most frequently
rate the movies they attended with the ratings attended. Compares students' ability tu
given by an expert reviewing service.
329. Ranson, Olaf. The use of visual
aids in religious education for primary
children. Master's,
1938.

Hartford.

Hazlett, J. Roy. The organization, administration,
and supervision of
departments of visual-sensory aids. Doctor's, 1938.
Pittsburgh.
(Abstract in:
University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses,
researches in p-roiress, and
bibliography of publications, 14 : 113-21)
330.

Studies the admintstration, organization,-and
supervision of departments of visual-sensory
aids in New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit,
Pittsburgh. Finds that the teacher is the greatestLos Angeks, Cleveland, St. Louis, and
factor in establishing departments of
visual-sensory aids; that the director in the
cities is a staff officer ; that the department is coordinate with the departments oflarge
health, art, and music; that selection of
material is made by the director in 50 percent of
the cities ; that per pupil cost of departments show no uniformity in large cities; that
important
meats of visual-sensory aids are improved classroom outcomes of programs by depart
methods, enrichment of curricular
content materials, and increase in pupil activity ;
that the difficulties encountered
by the
directors are the determination of a sound educational
policy, acquisition of suitable
material, and financing and appraisal ; that tbe
size of the cities bears no relation to tbe
amount of service rendered to schools by the
department
331. Ines, Doroteo Bautista. Influence of motion
children (ages 11-17) of Christian churches of Los pictures upon Sunday school
Angeles, California. Master's,

1938.

Southern California.
332..Jason, Richard E. The use of films in teaching
the unit weather for
grade 9. Master's, 1938. Boston Vniv. 121 p.
ms.
Preents a brief history of general science in the

schools. Discusses tbe use of motion
pictures in education, teaching with alma, the
general aims of general science, methods of
general science teaching. Describes an experiment
with the 830 pupils in 10
clams In general science in a junior high school conducted
for a 2-week period when a unit
"weather" was being taught Two teachers
on
taught the 10 classes, each teacher teaching
two topics on weather with the use of textbooks
and
two topics with the use of films.
Shows the effectiveness of the educational
Alm as an aid to the teaching of
general science.
a unit in

a

333. Johnson, Joe. Analysis
the periodical literature in Oklahoma
argicultural and mechanical college library with
reference to the pedagogy of .
education. Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M Coll.
884. Konopka, Victor Thomas.
The use of motion pictures in the
accredited
public high schools of Florida. Master's,
19$S. F1or1d/1r
SU. Leslie, Lloyd 11. Visual aids in
everyday business. Master's, 1938.
Southern California.
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336. Mc Cowen", Diaz C. A controlled experiment in visual education in general science. Master's, 1938. Ind. St. T. C. 50 p. ms. (Abstract in: Ind lina
state teachers college. Teachers college ipurnal, 9: 190, July 1938)
Describes an experiment conducted with two 7A general science classes in the laboratory
school of Indiana state teachers college for a period of 13 weeks, in which one group was
taught by the traditional method and visual aids, while the second group was taught
wholly by the traditional method and without motion-picture films and lantern slides.
Finds that the experimental group showed definite improvement over the group taught by
the traditional method alone. Indicates that visual aids, when used to present the topics
to be

studied, serve as motivation for the students.

337. Marble, Arth4la. Selected historical photoplays and scenarios as extracurricular aids in eleventh-grade social studies. Doctor's, 1938. Southern
California.
Indicates tbat many pupils gained as much or more understanding from reading the
script of historical films as from seeing the photoplay as actions, costume, and scenery
tend to overshadow the dialogue; that pupils who bad done both remembered content better
than those who had merely seen the film ; that 90 percent enjoyed reading photoplay scenarios and 91 percent felt that historical films increased their enjoyment and understanding of history.
a

338. Mead, Stephen. A proposed moving-picture educational program for
small city schools. Master's, 1938. Michigan.

339. Patrick, Howard. An evaluation of practices in the administration of
visual education departments. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
_fir
340. Posey, Lucy Alice. /the organization and administration of a visual
aids department in a city school system. Master's, 1938. Texas.
341. Ramseyer, Lloyd Louis. A study of the influence of documentary films
social attitudes. Doctor's, 1938. Ohio State. (Abstract in: Ohio state
university. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, 27: 109-17)

on

Describes an experiment carried on in 14 schools located in various parts of Ohio, representing various types of communities and sizes of schools, and using as subjects 1,886
different individuals ranging from pupils from the seventh grade to and including adults.
Uses films depicting the work of the WPA and films on soil erosion. Finds that the
documentary film can change the attitudes of individuals of the various ages used in this
study; that the changes were less consistent with the younger than with the older pupils;
that girls were more favorable to the WPA and government help in the control of soli
erosion than were the boys; tbat environmental background influenced the attitudes of the
individuals; that the pictures helped the individuals to think mbre clearly in relation to
the problems dealt with by the films.

342. Rugg, Kenneth C. A survey, of the use of motion pictures as a means
of visual education in public schools of the Rocky mountain area. Master's,
1938. Wyoming. 85 p. m&
848. Rule, Philip McNeil. A comparison of the effect of certain sound and
silent motion pictures on the 'learning and retention of pupils in high school
biology and chemistry classes. Master's, 1938. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses and reports for higher degrees,
1938: 122-23)
Uses 178 pupils in four biology and two chemistry classes of the Fort Collins high school,
as subjects in an attempt to determine whether factual information is acquired more
readily and retained better when presented by means of the educational sound motion picture than when presented by means of tbe educational silent picture. Indicates that
factors other than the general type of film presentation must be considered in determining
effective use of motion pictures in the fields of chemistry and biology.

34

RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCA'ilON

.

344. Short, Robert it. An analysisOrthe techniques used by small
school
administrators in developing a program of motion picture education. Master's,
1938. Ohio State.- 74 p. ms.
Analyses the motion-picture programs of 80 Ohio schools to discover the°
way scliool
administrators of small schools were administering the programs.
345. Simkins, Ethel Willminna. The use of visual
aids in the teaching4of
high-school biology. Maoter's, 1938. Texas.
'fb

846. Wilson, Eustis DuCote. The administration and use of visual
aids in
the Civilian conservation corps: Master's, 1938. liotilatana State.
71 p. ms.
Studies tbe organisation, administration, and use of sound aiii
silent motion pictures and
film strips
ts educational aids in the camps of the Fourth corps area.

347.
1938.

Yeager, W. A. Progress in visual sensory education. Visual review,
(Univetaity of Pittsburgh)
a
46,

PSYCHOLOGY-EDUCATIONAL

348. Adams, Lois. Five methods of serial rote learning: a
comparailve
Doct si 1938. Columbia. New York, 1938. 67 p.
(Archives of

study.

psychology,

b

221)

re five methods of learning serial rote material by trial
and
year-old boys and girls as subjects, divided into five groups. Eacherror, using 75
tbe material by all the five methods, with a different form for each method. group learned
method, going back to the beginning before correcting the error, the best andFinds the first
most popular
method with the pupils; little difference between the methods
in retention as measured
after an interval of 10 to 1 days.
Co .1
10- an

349. Blado, Ernest Some factors affecting the permanence of
learning.
Matter's, 1988. Wisconsin.

350. Boyer, William Harold. BUM alley length as ,er selective
factor in
maze learning. Doctor's, 1937. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody
college
for
6
teachers, 1937. 38 p. (Contribution to education, no. 218)
851. Drake, Raleigh M Outline-workbook for educational
psychology.
Macon, Ga., R. M. Drake, 1937. 139 p. (Wesleyan college)
f352. Eaton, Aterrill Thom A study of bilateral transfer.
Bloomington,
Indiana university, 1988. Bulletin of the School of education,
14: 25-42, March
1938. (Two studies in education)
Attempts to measure qbjectively the extent of bilateral
by determining the
degree of transfer from one hand to the other in learning totransfer
draw circles under different

learning conditions, the subjects being a group of 40 undergraduate
college students. Indicates that practice without knowledge of results improved
idle hand for both the
control and experimental group; that the conditions under the
which
affected botb the extent of learning and the degree of transfer learning took place
transfer was determined by the conditions under which learning took; that the agency of
place.

853. Fulton, IL E. The effect of review cramming upon retention
immediate
and delayed. Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.
Describes ;in experiment conducted witt high-school students
in the social sciences to
determine the effect of 50 minutes of review cramming on retention
immediately, 8 weeks
later, and 12 weeks later. In4cates that in general a period of 50
minutes df review
cramming has little effect on inks made on a tist immediately
period, and no effect on the marks made I or 12 weeks later. # following the cramming

85t r:: tell, Louise W. An experimental study of tbe relationship
betwéen
so-called trial and error and rational methods of learning
In children, and the
genetic cievelopment of these methods with age and learning
ability. Doctor's,
1988. Minnesota.

A

35

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

855. Gibson, Eleanor J. A systematic application of the concelAs of gen.
eralization and differentiation to verbal learning. Doctor's, 1938. Yale.
856. Guest, Lester Philip. A study of the immediate retention of oral material. Master's, 1938. Clark. (Abstract in: Clark university. Abstracts of
dissertations and theses, 1938: 129-31)
Attempts to determine the effect of temporal position, whole or part methods of presentation, repetition, and amount of material upon the immediate substance recall of orally
presented material, presenting three "fake" 1-bour radio programs consisting of popular
recordings and advertising material to three equated groups of 25 students each.

Kelly, Genevieve Claire. Some of the contributions of educational

857.

psychology to the teaching of mathematics. Master's, 1938.

Wisconsin.

358. Lane, Elizabeth Bobette. Discrimination learning in children. Master's,
Columbia.

1937.

359. Laurent, Grace King. The dependence of learning upon maturation..
Master's, 1938.

Tennessee 182 p. ms.

MO. Lin ley, James Markham. An analytic study of the creative process as
revealed by accounts of specific creative acts. D'octor's, 1938. Southern
California.

361. Loder, James Edyin. A study of aural leacning with and without
Doctor's, 1937. Nebraska. Journal of experimental
education, 6: 46-60, September 1937. (Reprint)
Moritz, Marie Whiteside. The rèlation of "creative motion" to educathe speaker present.

Southern California.
3613. Osborne, B. Travis. A comparative study of the interest and importauce
ratings of several problems in educational psychology as rated ey prospective
Georgia.
teachers attending the University of Georgia. Master's, 1
tion. Master's, 1!1;4:

Sb

p. ma.

Philips, Elinor Grace. The present status
of transfer of training. Masq
Michigan.

ter's, 1937.

365. Pow*, Chester R. An experimental study in teaching improvement in
thinking. D6ctor's, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ.
Attempts to determine the effect of a program planned to improve the ability of pupils
to think on : the general ability to think, ability to kterpret scientific and economic facts
and events of modern life, growth in" general science lubject matter ; and the relation of
the amount of growth in the general ability to think to the pupils' level of intelligence and
age. Describes an experiment conducted with 460 pupils in ninth-grade general science

given the initial tests in December and January 1938, and were taught by three
science teachen, each of whom had a control and an experimental group of students; and
an experiment conducted in another school with a control group of 180 pupils. Shows
that the experimental groups made statistically significant greater growths than the control groups in general intefigence and in verbal abilities, in general science subject matter,
understanding of scientific method,.and ability to coordinate and subordinate items in an
who were

outline.

*a

tail Prescott, Daniel Alfred. Emotion and the educative process : a report of
Washington,
the Committee on the relation of emotioñ to the educative I; ir
university)
D. C., American council on education, 1988. 828 p (Ru
Attempts-to determine whether emotion has been unduly ignored in the stress laid upon
the acqution of knowledge and the development of skill in the acquisition of knowledge;
whether education should concern itself with the strength and direction of desires developed or inhibited by the educational process; whether the stress laid on the attitude of
neutral detachment, desirable in the scientific observer, has been unduly extended into
other spheres of life to the impoverishment of the life of American youth; and to coneider the devices by which emotion say be more accurately described, swasured, and
I
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RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

367. Quinn, Helen Cecelia. The influence of explicit
instructions to plan
upon performance. Master's, 1938. Loyola. 104°p. ms.
etudies the measurable influence by explicit instructions
to plan upon the performance
of complex tasks as contrasted with performance
of the same tasks under spontnneoui
tendencies. Indicates that the Instructions were helpful in
some cases; that they interfered with the performance in some cases and that in others
they had no effect at all
upon the performance. Concludes thitt the influence of
a
single
short instruction to plan
was not predictable.
368. Richards, Lee Randall. The effect of
successful and of emplvsize(l un.
successful responses upon contiguous unsuccessful responses in "aerial
learning.
Master's, 1938. Colorado. (Abstract In: University of Colorado
studies. Abstracts of theses and repc;rts for higher degrees, 1938: 119-20)
369. Ward, Lewis B. Reminiscence and rote
learning. Doctor's, 1934.
Yale. 'Columbus, Psychological review 'company, 197. 64 p.
(Psychological
monographs, vol. 49, no. 4. whole no., 220, 1937)
Describes an investigation of the retention of
completely and partially learned nonsense
syllable lists after intervals varying from 6 seconds
to 20 minutes in length, using 24
subjects ip the
.

".

o

experiments.
370. Yoakam, G. A. The development
of the liigher study and thinking
skills in high school. Modern teaching, September
1938. (University of
.

Pittsburgh.)

_

CHILD STUDY
t371. Abbott, Grace. The child and the state.
Chicago, University of Chicago
press, 1938. 2 vols.
Vol. 1. Legal status in the, family, apprenticeship
and child labor. Vol. 2. The dependent
and the delinquent child; the child of unmarried parents.
'-

0

372. Barnes, Margaret R. Children's explanatbins
of natural phenomena.
Doctor* 1938. Western Reserve.
r
373. Brennen, Marjorie C. Study of
children's imagery in vis al and auditory
comprehension. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ. 79 p. ma.
374. Bretnall, Pearl E. A statistical analysis
of relationships between borne
variables and incidence of behavior probleins in
young children. Doctor's, 1938
[i

California.

375. Burt, Mary K. M. Emergent specificity in the
child as affected by in..
terferince with the development processes with especial
reference to speech
deviations tind mental deficiency. Doctor's, 1938.
Michigan.
376. Carter, William P. The only child in the family,
a comparison with
other orders of birth. Doctor's, 1938. Chicago.
377. Collison, Guilford. A comparative
study of lire
children who are large or small for their ages. Master's, breathing capacity of
1938. Iowa.
378. Coughlan,. William Joseph. The
contributions *G. Stanley Hall to
'the child study movemefit. Master's, 1938.
Boston Coll.
P.

879. Darling, Ralph P. Autonómic action in relation \to
of children in a behavior clinic. Doctor's, 1938. wfllthoIß. personality traits
880. Day, Elma Louise. The endocrine grands
as related to intelligence and
behavior problems of childtern ; a survey of the
literattim Master's, 1937.

Columbia.

s.,

881. Dwyer, Susan Mary. .Case histoxles of.
non-stuttering children. Mas
ter's,j!i:4: Iowa.
.64-446'd

37

CHILD STUDY

Egland, George Oliver. Psychological factors associated with repetitions
in the speech of preschool-age children. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
383. Fairlie, Lillian Howard. Ascendant behavior of young children in an
orphanage. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
t
382.

fl

384.

Foertsch, Fred E. A survey of investigations concerning anatomical

Master's, -1938. Temple. 350 p. ms.
Finds that growth in -ossification processes seems to be closely related to growth in
weight and height. P.
age.

M. Saint Justin. A survey of children's likes; dislikes,
ambitions,
phantasies,
pleasant memories, unpleasant memories, and
wishes,
fears. Master's, 1938. Villanova. 83 p. ms.
t386. Gesell, Arnold, Thompson, Helen, and Amatruda, Catheritle Strunk.
The ,psychology of early growth including norms of infant bel3avior and a
385. Forrest, Si8ter

method of genetic analysis. New York, Macmillan company, 1938.

290

p. (Yale

university)

387. Gordon,
AMerican prose.

Maggie Bell. Portrayal of childhood in pre-Revolutionary

Master's, 1938. Peabody. 65 p. ms.
-Finds that the prose literature of the period presents a morbid picture of children NA)
were mentioned most often in connection with birth, death, and baptism ; that children
had few pastimes; and their life was taken up with obedience and religion.

388. Hausrath, A. H. Child care unit of Triplvtt high school 'lies real
,bables. Clearing house, 12 : 61-52, September 1937. (Iowa state college)
389. Haws, Maggie. A study of techniques for evaluating child growth and
development. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 100 p. ms.
States that there should be a close agreement between the accepted philosophy and aims
of education and the techniques of evaluation which should include all aspects of the
child's development, should be a cooperative undertaking, and should be carried on continuously; that techniques of evaluation should be reliable, practical, and appropriate.

390. Hendrix, Venita Frances. A comparative study of the character traits
of orphanage and non-orphanage children. Master's, 1938; Texas.
391. Hinton, Ralph T. The role of the basal metabolic rate in intelligence
Northwestern.

of children. Doctor's, 1938.

ti

392. Keithly, Rowlen B. The relationship between physiological age and
motor and physical development. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
893. Knott, Virginia Bergstresser. Physical measurement of young children :
a study of anthropometric reliabilities for children three to six years of age.
Doctor's, 1938. Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. Series on aims and
progress of research, no. 57)
Attempts to determine the reliability of 35 dimensions, using 131 children between
8 and 6 years of age as subjects.

ocial
394. tawrence, James F. D. Societal. pressure: a factor in the anti-.s/
behaviorism of children of illegitimate parentage.. Mastsr's, 1938. Boston Coll.
215 p. ms.

.

396. Lederer, Ruth Klein. An exploratory investigation of handed status in
the first two years of life. Doctor's, 1Q38. Iowa. (Abstract in : University of
Iowa: Series on aims and progress of research, no. 57)
Sets up a handedness test with iCvarielty of items to be used for infants between e6 and
24 Months. Finds about an equal number of infants showing right- and left-handed status

during their first year, vilth a predombiance of infants showing right-handedness in the

year of life ; changes in hand preference occur more frequently in the first year
of life than in the second; changes from left-handedness 'status occur more kreq-uently
Man tres right ; infants showing light-handed statue are significantly *higher in tfieir
,
second

*OW prdsrence than infants allowing lett-handed status.
.
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396. Lee, Alice Heakealani. A study of the Hawaiian vocabulary of
certain
groups of preschool children in Hawaii. Master's, 1937. HawaiL
397. Martin, Phyllis Irene. An approach to child study through literature.
Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 153 p. ms.
Shows that teicher can gain insight into the basic growth and development of children
through a study of current novels and books on the psychology oÇ child development.
396. itfusé, Nary Ethel. The emotional, development of the child.
Master's,
1938. Wisconsin.

399. Pratt, Catherine A. A study of the behavior problems of a group
adopted Children. Mister's, 1938. Catholic Univ. 67 p. ms.
.

of

Analyses the case records*of 34 adopted children having behavior problems,

determine
the extent to Which the facts of adoption were causal factors. -Finds that to
in
15 of the&
34 cases facts relating to adoption seemed to have direct bearing
on tbe problems of the

\children.

41.

400. Raney, Edward T. Lateral dominance in identical twins. Doctor's.
Brown.
401. Redfield, Janet E. The light sense in newborn iniants. Doctor's,
1938.
Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. Séries on aims and progress of
research, no. 57) .
193%.

Attempts to evaluate the sensitivity to visual stimulation in newborn

that light of the intensities used in the experiment has an inhibitoryinfants.
effect
bodily
activity of young infants.

Indicate,
upon tbe

402. Ross, Arlene J. The development and training of the emotions in
the
pre-school child. Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.

4403, Skodak, Marie Paula. Children in foster homes: a study of mental
development Doctor's, 1938. Iowa. Iowa City, University 9f Iowa, 1939, 156 p.
(University of Iowa- studies, new series, no. 364. Studies in child welfare, vol.

16, no. 1)

Studies the pattern of the mental development during the preschool years of children
placed in foster homes in infancy; the pattern of those placed during
the
years; and the yelationships between the mental develoqment of the children andpreschool
factors, such as education, occupation, and intelligence of the true and the foster various
Uses 154 children from inferior true-family bickgronnds who bad been placed parents.
perior foster homes under the age of 6 months and who had been given at leastin _sutwo
intIlligence tests; and 65 children who had lived from 2 to 5 years in underprivileged
homes or In institutions and were then placed in foster homes. Finds that
placed
in infancy are above average in intelligence and superior to expetlancychildren
judging from
family histories; children placed at the older"ages gain in IQ after a period of residence
in the foster homes and the greatest gains are made by those initially lowest in IQ.
Concludes tpat a child's mental development is determined largely by the
environmental
influences to which he is exposed and that these influences are culnulative.

404. Stout, Lola- Tracy. A study of the current practices in buiing clothing
for certain preschool children in Oklahoma: Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.

Pictures current practices 'in clothing selection for Rreschool children in Oklahoma.
and compares these practices with accepted standards as recommended
by home economists. Recommends that extension groups, study groups, and home
teachers
make greater effort to get the needed information to-the mothers .of economics
preschool children
in Oklahoma.
7.

405. Swan, Carla. Individual differences in the facial behavior of preschool
children. Doctor's, 1938. Yale.

400. True, Agnes A. A study of tbe development of prehension In the northern colored infant. Doctor's, .,
Michigan.
407. Walker, Constance. A qualitative study of the consistency of dominance
in children. Master's, 1997. Columbia.
Ylb
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SEX DIFFERENCES

Fugitt, Marion Goyer. A study of the anatomical, physiological, and
psychological characteristics of boys and girls. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State.
(Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S.,
408.

Do.

3: 113-14)

TESTS AND TESTING
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS
*409.

tional

Altender, Louise E. The value of intelligence, personality, and vocainterest tests in a guidance program. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 130

p. ms.
Attempts to
tests

determine the fialue of intelligence, personality, and vocatiónal interest
in a guidance program for college freshmen. Describes an experiment in which

tests were administered to 300 college freshmen in two institutions, a teachers college
of
with a general college department, and a junior college. Shows that the tests used are
for
college
freshmen.
guidance
program
value in a

Attwood, Philip Baxter. The relation of -speed and accuracy to scores
18 p. ms.
on intedigence tests. Master's, 1938. Stanford.
411. Baker, Ida May.' The development of testing materials for evaluating
thinking in situations involving quantitative activities. Doctor's, 1937. Ohio
State. (Abstract in: Ohio state university. Abstracts of doctors' dissertations,
no. 25: 19-27)
Attempta to dtvelop tests for evaluating pupil behavior in situations embracing quantitative problems. Constructs four tests of 15 items each designed to discover a pupil's
ability to discern relations between a situation and Its quantitative implications; to secure
evidence of the pupil's ability to reorganise elements in the problm situation toward-a
a solution; to obtain evidence of the pupil's ability to utilize arithmetical concepts, principles, and processeq in the solution of the problem; and to discover the pupil's nbility to
check a problem solution for accuracy and to determine whether or not it satisfied the
conditions of the problem. Finds that the tests furnish evidence of the degree to which
clones and individual pupils are reaching each of the objectives of arithmetic as they
410.

function in social situatiots.

412. Berman,

Leo. A new form of human stylus maze and the effect of

various sign0-combinations upon the learning

of it. Master's, 1937. Columbia.

Bennett, Mary W. Factors influencing performance on group and individual tests of intelligence: 1. Rate of work. 2. Social facilitation. Doctor's,
1938. California.
*414. Bolles, Mary M. Tbe basis of pertinence: A study of the test performance of aments, dements, and normal children of the same mental age.
Doctor's, 1937. Columbia. New York, 1938. 51 p. (Archives of psychology,
413.

no. 212)

415. Christ, Austin P. The relation of mental test ratings to achievement
of high-school pupils. Master's, 1938. Lawrence, 105 p. ms.
Studies the relation of mental test ratings to achievement of 320 high-school pupils,
comparing the records made as sophomores and as seniors during a 4-year period of highschool attendance, using the classes of 1936, 1937, and 1938 in the Washington high
school, New London. Finds that the Hermon-Nelson teihs predicted rather reliably the
probable success of beginning high-echool pupils; and that there is indisputable evidence of
increased selectivity on the basis of mental ability of the senior pupils when compared
with their entering marks.
-.

.

416, Close, Ruth Lucretia. Special aptitudes of students rating low in general
Southern California.
417. Dworsky, Alexander. A comparison of conceptual capacities of non(pupated and educated adults as judged by their performances on the Vlgotsky
concept-formation test. Master's, 1987. Columbia.
intelligence. Master's 1938.

.
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418. Eliach, Ezekial. The influence of bilingualism on the intelligence
tebt
scores of school children. Master's, 1937. Columbia.
419. Finucane, Mary T. Standards and function of tests used in
the child's intellectual equipmeft before adoption placement : a study ofmeauring
10 cases
ill the Boston Children's friend society. Master's, 1938. Boston
Coll. 70 p. ms.
420. Goodman, Howard William. A comparison of group test
Mental age
and performance on the Witmer formboard. Master's, 1938.
Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in
progress,
and bibliography of publications, 14 : 418-19)
Describes an experiment in which 10 consecutive trials
on the formboard were ad

ministered to. 83 third-grade children, and an attempt made to arrive at
some index of
performance that would be more closely related to MA than are the time r(lcords
of the
first trial, and an attempt to investigate the relation of progress over the
10 trials to
learning as reflected in school marks. Indicates that in formboard
performance th» high
academic third of the subjects was significantly higher than the low academic
third.

421. Heaton, Martha. A comparison of the performance of normal
children
and feeble-minded children of the same mental age on the tests in
the PintnerPatterson scale. Master's, 1938. Kansas. 95 p. ms.
Compami the performance of 120 normal cases, MA range 6 to 9
years, 11 months. with
that of 143 feeble-minded with the same mental range.
Finds that the feeble-mindA
children have
a somewhat wider range of successes than normal children.

422. Held, O. C. Do poor students try to avoid taking psychological
tixaminations? School and society, 46: 803, December 18, 1937.
(University of
Pittsburgh)
423. Hilty, Dorothy Pauline. Differential responses of epileptics
and nonepileptics to items of the 1916 Stanford-Binet scale. Master's, 1938.
Ohio State.
32 p. ms.
Finds no differential items applicable to epileptics of all
age groups and mentalities.

424. Hunter, Mary. A study of the Rorschach Erlebnis-typus of
comparable
white and Negro groups. Doctor's, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ.
Describes an experiment in which the Rorschamti ink-blot test
was given to 50 white
men and 50 white

women from among the PWA workers in New York City during
the
summer of 1934, and to 50 Negro men and 50 Negro women from
tbe PWA or unemployed
workers secured through various Harlem social agencies.
AU of the persofis tested were
college students or graduates. Finds that the white group was
more variable in every
respect than the Negro group; that the white gtoup was more introversive
whereas the
Negro group was more ertrotensive. Gives evidence in
favor
of
Rorschach's
claim that
the psycho-experience type of various races is different

425. Logan, Brother E. Thoinas. The need of psychological
and treatment in Catholic schools for the purpose of avoidirk examinations
and treating
maladjustments and delinquencies. Master's, 1938. Villanova. 70 p. ms.
426. McMurtry, Herbert C. The influence of variation in
tasks upon intelligence test performance. Doctor's, 1938. Oregon.complexity of

427. Marsh, Charles giudd. Performance test abilities of adults.
Doctois,
Stanford. (Abstract in: Stanford university. Stanford
university
bulletin, vol. 13. Sixth series, no. 72: 102-104)
1938.

Describes an experiment in which tests were administered
ranging in age from 25 to 82 to determine the adaptability ofto 152 men and 147 women
the human adult mind to
new situations of a controlled tYPe. Finds that the general decline
in test ability over a
50-year period is not as exteolgve as popular opinion
would
dictate;
that correl .
between age and the various tests indicate that prediction
of an individual's score f
his age would amount to little moee than a mere
guess; that although mean scores and
regression coefficients show a loss in score points from yo'unger
to older groups in every
case, there is no major change in variability with
that rillable sex differences are
few; and that decline in performance test ability isage;
not doe to any selection of subjects
by educational attainments or by socio-economic status.
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Merrihew, James Lloyd. Attitudes and the measurement of attitudes.
Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
psychological ex429. Miller, Kenneth. The use of the American council
prNlicting
college
criteria
for
cooperative
Engligth
test
as
amination and the
p.
ms.
70
St.
T.
C.
success. Master's, 1938. Southwest 'texas
428.

Finds that the American council psychological examination
test scores are valuable (riteria for predicting college success,
to succeed in college work.

430. Now,

and the cooperative English
with high scorers most apt

Ilerbert O. The value of intelligence tests in the small high

school. Master's, 1938. Miami. 97 p. ms.
Indicates that intelligence tests have value

and denies the validity of homogeneous

rouping in small schools.

Peiser, Walter Gilbert. The prognosis value of the American council on
143 p. ms.
education psychological examination. Doctor's, 1938. Louisiana State.
431.

university stuStudies the relationship between the.intelligence of 815 Louisiana state
:Academic
success
over
a period of
their
subsequent
freshmen
in
1933
and
entering
as
dents
psychological examinatdx semesters: Indicates that the American council on education
into academic success; that girls
tion isolates a large proportion of the factors that enter

tend to be brighter than boys. younger students than older students, those whose fathers
are teachers than those whose fathers are farme7s, those who do not go in for athletics
than those who do, those who elect abstract or cultural subJects than those who elect
concrete or practical subjects; that brighter students tend to continue their education
whereas the duller students drop-out. Indicates that all five parts of the psychological

)xamination are better for prognosis, except
analogies test than any of the separate parts.

in the case of the mathematics by the

Piersel, William Guthrie. Trends in intelligence testing in the United
States. Doctor's, 1938. Indiana. 314 p. ms.
433. Rhodes, Lucille Kremith. The use of intelligence tests in industry.
Master's, 1938. Southern California.
*434. Rathera, Ralph Edward. A study in extra-sensory perception. Master's, 1938. St. T. C., Fitchburg. 72 p. ms.
432.

Attempts to determine whether, in a number of subjects, such a trait as extra-sensory
perception exists, using tbe methods of Dr. J. B. Rhine in testing. Uses such students at
State teachers college, Fitchburg, Mau., as were willing to try tbe tests. Indicates that
a relation exists between tbe results obtained from some of the techniques used; that

certain techniques do not conform to a chance distribution curve; and that with the
introduction of a controlled time interval, results decreased slightly.

-

435. Ryans, David G. Experimental analysis of persistent behavior: 1.
Measuring traits presumed to involve persistence. Journal of general psychology;
19: 333-53, October 1938. (William Woods college)
An exper1meigit4ttempt to analyze persistent behavior: II. A
436.
persistence test. Journal Jir Aneral psychology, 19: 355-71, October 1938.
(William Woods college)
Constructs a group test of persistence, and administers it to approximately 500 college
and high-school students, ranging in age from 15 to 25 years. Indicates that the test
possesses reliability and validity.

Relationship between persistence test results and intelligence
437.
and academic success. Journal of educational psychology, 1938. (William
Woods college)
Attempts to determine the extent to which persistence is related to intelligence and to
success in school.
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438. Sheehan, Mary Rose. A study of individual
consistency in

constancy.

Doctor,

1938.

Columbia.

New York, 1938.

96 p.

phenomenal

(Arai\ es

of
lisychology, no. 222)
Describes an experiment conducted with a group of
young college women rangit):: from
19 to 28 years of age.
439. Stone, Anna EliAabeth. The
diagnostic significance of the association
motor test with delinquefits.

Master's, 1938. Iowa.

*440. Teepe,

Elizabeth Ada. "Speed" and "power"
as related to age and sex of subject. Master's, on a test of mental ability,
1938. George Washington.

40

II

't

p. ms.

Attempts to determine whether age and sex are related
self-administering tests of mental ability when varying to the scores made on the Otis
time limits are permitted. us1ng
800 students at George Washington
university as subjects, ranging from undergraduates
to graduates in Psychology sand Education.
Indicates that all of the subjects took, on the
average, slightly longer than standard time on tbe tests;
students under 25 years of age
seemed to be slightly quicker in completingthe
test than those between 25 and 64 years
of age ; the older female subjects
took a relatively longer time to complete the
test than
did the males; a high consistency of performance
is shown regardless of age or -ex: the
more mature males (over 40) tended to improve their
time; the female group did not show a consistent gaiilscores slightly on an extension nf
scores were not altered greatly when age and sex groups for any one age group; initial
were combined. Indicates that
neither sex nor age are related to the scores made
on a test of mental ability whIn
varying time limits are permitted.
441. Thomas, Lawrence G.
Yale.

1938.

An appraisal of psychological 'testing.
Doctor's,

442. Thomsen, Anne. The American
council on education psychological examination as a measure of differentiable abilities.
Doctor's, 1938. Southern
California.

443. Vaughn, Vobert E. The
intercorrelation of abilities as measured by
the Dearborn grotp tests of intelligence,
series II, tests C and D. Master's,
1938. Colorado. (Abstract in:
University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of
theses and reports for higher degrees, 1938: 142)
Analyses scores made on tests administered
to 336 children in the sixth and eightb
grades of six
Texas schools.

444. Wellman, Beth L. The
intelligence of preschool children as measured
by the Merrill-Palmer scale of performance test&
Iowa City, University of
Iowa,

1938. 150 p. (University of Iowa
studies, new series, no. 361. Studies
in child welfare, voL 15, no. 3)

Analyzes the results of 510 Merrill-Palmer
them with the results on the Kuhlmann- and tests given to 281 children, and compares
Stanford-Binet tests 'of the same children.
Shows that gains may be expected on retests, and
that the pattern of change on retest at
one week was different from the pattern of
change over a longer period. Finds no significant differences between children from different
whose parents were better educated and thoseocRupational classes, nor between children
winose parents were less well educated.
Indicates that the Merrill-Palmer test is not as adequate
a test for the preschool ages as
the Binet teat,

445. Wilmot, Wilbur G. Predictive
significance of American council on
education psychological examinations in high school.
Master's, 1938. Oregon.
.

448.

SOCIAL

iratuicsma----Turs

AND SCALES

Baer,

Leona Opal. A comparison of ratings on the Bernreuter
personality inventory with case history records.
Master's, 1988. Iowa.
447. Bell, Evelyn Poindexter V. !Evaluation
of two general personality
tests for use in a guidance program in high school
by system of estimate&

Master's, 1938. Sam Houston St. T. C. 174 p. ms.

ÌI
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448. Dillingham, Howard Irving. The i.elationship of certain factors of
87 p. ma.
social adjustment to academic success. Doctor's, 1938. Syracuse.
traits as
non-intellectual
personality
the
relation
of
certain
to
determine
Attempts
scholarmeasured by the Washburne Sapich edition of the social adjustment inventory, to
Finds
city-wide
examination
averages.
York
state
regents
and
determined
by
New
ship as
that boys of high scholarship tend to be somewhat better adjusted than those of low
on
achievement, while girls of low scholarship ittained slightly better adjustment scores
level,
scondary
school
significant
differencetat
the
Shows
no
statistically
the average.
and scholarship as
between social adjustment as measured by the Washburne inst m nt
determined by examination averages.

A

s, Charles Crew. An attempt at the objective measurement of
social ad?.itability. Master's, 1938. Ohio Univ. 67 p. ms.
Constructs a tact test consisting of 42 difficult situations, and a key for the test. Eval449. Gib

uates

the test, and studies the relation between scores on the test, age, sex, and locality.

Hand, S. An evaluation of the University of Minnesota personal qualabilities rating scale. Minneapolis, University of Minnesota, 1937.
and
ities
Analyzes more than 1,000 ratings on home economics students, and as a result the scale
450.

has been completely revised.

Hartley, Paul A. The measurement of personality growth and the relaof Tersonality problems to school achievement during school. Master's,

451.

tion

Vchigan.
452. Huffman, Mrs. Elan Stewart. The construction aild evaluation of a
scale to measure the attitude of stutterers toward any social situation. Master's,
1938.

1938.

Purdue.

453. Huntley, Charles W. Judgments of self based upon records of expressive behavior. Doctor's, 1938. Harvard.

454. Irwin, Ralph A. Stereotypes as materA for attitude test construction. Doctor's, 1938. Ohio State. Ga7 p. ms.
Describes an experiment in which eight attitude scales were constructed using current day

political stereotypes as materials and a test of knowledge concerning the meaning of the
stereotypes used was constructed and administered to 1,368 college students, 276 nonuniversity adults, and 34 high-school students. Finds that tbe factors most closely related
to the attitudes measured were : Sex, education, intelligence, parental political allegiance,
church membership, and magazines regularly read. Indicates that stereotypes are more
appropriate for social attitude test construction than the rational statements of opinion
usually used.

*455. Koran, Sidney K. A study of developmental age, Brown personality
inventory scores, and certain other traits in elementary school boys. Master's,
1938. Penn. State 53 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the relation between the level of maturity of an individuill's

general behavior and his emotional adjustment ; and the relation between his choice of certain modes of securing satisfaction and the rate of maturing of his general behavior and his
emotional adjustment, using as subjects 200 boys attending elementary schools in three
communities in Lackawanna county, Pa. The boys were in the fifth to the eighth grades,
and ranged In age from 10 to 17 years.
11.9
456. Lane, Caroline. A stu
expressed problems, introversion-extro

rsonality questionnaires dealing with
Master's, 1937.

ion and adequacy.

Columbia,

457. Lindley, Clyde Joe. A study of social intelligence at the high-school
level. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
58. Lombardi, Maryellen Maher. 'The inter-trait rating technique. Doctor's, 1937. T. C., Col. Univ. New 'York, Teachers college, Columbia wiiversity,
1938. 99 p.
(Contributions to equcatIon, no: 760)
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459. McVey,

Richard C. An experimental Eitudy to
compare the ratings of
high-school pupils and of selected
delinquents on the Humm-Wadsworth tempera.
ment scale. Master's, 1938. Southern
California.
460.

Martin, Hermon W. Effects of practice
on Judging various traits
1938. North

individuals. Doctor's,

Carolina.

of

Iletour, Gildas Eugene. An intensive case analysis
of some social types
personality: a study of wishes, social
participation,
and
personality
organization. Dottor's, 1938. Pittsburgh.
(Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh
Abstracts of theses, researches in
progress, and bibliography of
461.

of

publications,
14: 207-11)
Presents an intensive study of five
persons in an analysis of personality to
personality affects group choice and
determine hol
and how group participation
personality. Indicates that prim y participation,
groups play an important part in the life affects the
vidual; that the family had littl influence
of
in determining the group? to which the individual belonged; that prejudice-plays
the india
part
in
determining group choice ; that temperament is an important factor in group choice.
f

462. Mosher, Charles I. A factor analysis of
certain neurotic symptoms.
Doctor's, 1937. Chicago.
Psychometrika, 1: 263-86, December 1937.
(Reprint)
Describes an experiment in which

39 of
42 most discriminative items in
neurotic inventory were administered as the
e Thurstone
a
questionnaire
to a group of 5 wale coney
students in an attempt to investigate the
concept of neurotic tendency. Find
no single trait of neurotic tendency
which can be postulated in a parsimoniousthat there 1,
of behavior :
description
rms tentative hypotheses afi to the nature of
these primary traits; finds that
tlfe cons
nu of response to the individual
items
on two occasions a week apart is high;
and : ees in part with other
emp:rical attempts to determine behavior
categories.
463. Munn, Merton D. The
measurement of social maturity in children.

Doctor's,.1938. Cincinnati.
464. Nelson, B.

Lillian. Relation between ratings on personal
grooming
personal and social adjustment scores of
a group of sixth grade girls.

1938.

Iowa State. 45 p. Ins.

O

and

Master's.,

I
465. Price, Mrs. Hazel Huston.
Securing valid and reliable evidence of the
ability of the adolescent girl to make
intelligent decisions concerning the use of
her personal resources.
Doctor's, 1938. Ohio State. 274 p. ins.
Constructs and validates a measuring
device to determine the ability of
girl to make intelligent decisions
the adolescent
concerning the
individuals varied greatly in ability ; that thereuse of her personal resources. Finds that
was little %improvement shown as pupil);
advanced in high school; that there was
some improvement at the college level.
need for more emphasis in the
Shows a
curriculum on subject matter and
help pupils to gain greater ability
experiences
sNhich
might
in the making of intelligent decisions.
1
466. Raylesberg, D. D. The
construction and applicatidn of a scale of attitudes of adolescents toward parental
control. Master's, 1938. Coll. of the City
of N. Y. 124 p. ins.
Constructs a scale of 124 statements
parental control, and administers the scaleto determine the attitudes of adolescents toward
to about 600 adolescents in the
high school grades. Finds that
between the ages of 16 to 18 there is Junior and senior
attitude of relatively increased freedom from
a shift towards an
parental control, the girls being slightly more
subservient than the boys.
*467. Reehling, Harold Arthur.
A
rate students on several traits, other study made on the ability of teachers to
than scholarship, using a graphic- rating
scale. Master's, 1938. Penn. State.
45 p. ma.

Constructs a graphic form of rating scale for
rating Indpstry, appearance, leadership,
reliability, emotional control, and general
in which 10 different teachers rated the ability of the stu nts. Describes an experiment
members of the se ior class of the
high school, Hanover, Pa. Finds
HanOver senior
that
in
degree to which pupils posseis or do not most cases the têacheis are able to agree on the
possess tbe traits gilder consideration ; that some
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of the traits rated do not lend themselves to this rating plan ; and that in most cases the
anything that either the
teacher's ratings on traits other than scholarship does not add
teachers grades or students' IQ cannot give. Inditates that t he use of rating scales by
teachers depends a great deal on their own personality and training; and that the teacher

usually too subjective in his rating of students.

is

Roeder, Wesley Sundae. A measurement and comparison of personality
traits of maladjusted and normal pupils. Master's, 1938, Southern California.
468.

Rosenblatt Judith. A functional analysis of introversion as a personality trait. Master's, 1937. Columbia.
470. Schettler, Clarence H. Problems of personality traits with emphasis
upon the problem of mutability. Doctor's, 1938. Chicago.
471. Schneider Frances. A study of attitudes of boys toward ceriain family
relationships. Master's, 1938. Minnesota. 92 p. ms.
469.

.4

Analyzes replies to a questionnaire checked by 160 boys in five cities and towns and by
22 experts. Finds that the majority of tbe boys, even before instruction, bad attitudes

regarded as desirable by the adult experts; that many of the viewpoints were changed
little by instruction ; and that greater improvement was made by the groups taught with
the major objective of changing attitudes than by the groups in which this was not a
definite aim.
*472. Sheehy, Sister Loretta Maria'. A study of preadolescents by means of
personality inventory. Doctor's, 1938. Catholic Univ. Washington, Catholic

a

universiiy of America, 1938. 76 p.
Constructs a personality test for children and administers it to 777 children ranging in
Finds that these boys and girls represented a fair sampling of the
age from 9 to 16 years
that certain personality traits develop with age ; that boys
sócio-economic
level's;
yarious
of this group are more dominant, fearless, revengeful, and boastful, and girls are more
nervous, moody, suspicious, social, and fanciful ; that teachers' ratings of pupils and the
pupils estimates of themselves show more approach to agreement than a trend toward
disagreement ; and that case studies confirm sufficiently, although not perfectly, the child's
test appraisal of himself.
3

*473. Simpson, Ray H. A 'study of those who influence and of those who
are influenced in discussion. Doctor's, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ. New York,
Teachers college, Columbiá university, 1938. 89 p. (Contributions to eduvation,
no.

748)

Attempts to construct and demonstrate the use of techniques for measuring two types
of influence in discussion, the two types being influence in formulating the group decision
and influence on retest responses of others ; to determine the relationship of ceytain personality and background characteristics to each of the two types of influence studied ; to
determine the relationship of personality characteristics and background influences studied
to being influenced by discussion ; and to discover whether discussion tended to produce
esthetic opinions more or less like those of "experts" than had been the prediscussion
opinions. Finds a tendency for dthose who are most influential in discussion to be least
influenced by the discussion ; that influenceability is not significantly related to scholastic
ability, the personality traits studied, or extremeness of views on the questions discussed;
that the discussion of esthetic problems improved the judgments of students on problems
discussed, and on similar esthetic problems.

4744 Smothers,

Ferdinand. A study of the relationship between scores on

behavior rating scales and actual behavior problems. Master's, 1938. Kansas.
116 p. ms.

Studies 40 students in the Clements rural school during the school year 1934-35,
and finds that the behavior rating score is but tbe starting point for an evaluation of student
behavior.

*475. Spencer, Douglas. Fulcra of conflict: a new fipproacb to personality
measurement Doctor's, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ. Yonkers-on-Hudson, World
book company, 1989.

806 p.

Studies the rationale and methodology of personality test construction, restricted to
instruments of the paper and pencil, self-report tlpe ; personality conflict by quantitative
sp
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methods, including the construction and
experimental try-out of the experience appraisal,
an instrument designed to measure a type of
conflict at the adolescent leveL
47e. Varvel, Walter A. The Rorschach

personality test in relation to perceptual closure. Doctor's, 1938. Kansas.
477. Wetherby, Harold Calvert.
Evaluation
area of common concern. Master's, 1938, Ohio as a device for extending the
State. 111 p. ms.
.

Nroin'ts out the possibilities of emPloying
evaluating techniques for focuAng the
attention of pupils, teachers, and parents onvarious
the significant aspects- of school life
duct that lelp the child to realize his
and conmaximum developmental
p.

potentialities.

EDUCATIONAL MEASUREMENTSTESTS AND
SCALES

478. Beck, Roland Lycurgus. The reliability
and validity of a natural test
in English compositipn for high-school
seniors and college freshmen. Doctor's,
1932. Oklahoma. 7 p. ms.
479. Benner, Keith LaVeni. A study showing
the relationship between roading read ess tests and success in
first-year reading. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
49 p. ms ,
I
480. erg, Homer C. Studies in the
measurement of ability in English correctuess: IV. A study of the use of the
separate answer sheet with multiple
choice types of tests in capitalization.
Master's, 1938. Iowa. 03 p. ms.
481. Bibler, Loren E. A study of the beliefs
of teachelts of Paulding county
with reference to county elimination and
district state scholarship team tests.
Master's, 1938. Dhio State. 104 p. m&
I

Attempts to determine whether teachers
tests upon the schools. Indicates that the approve or disapprove of the effects of these
teachers tend to disapprove of certain aspects'of
ibe test&
482. Bickford, Romich E. Studies
in the measurement of ability in English
correctness: V. A comparison of the supply a 14
the multiple choke- types of
tests in capi
Lion. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 48 p.
ms.
483. Boehncke, Frieda Caroline. A
comparative study of the Goodenough
drawing test and the Leiter international
performance scale. Master's, 1938.
Southern California.
484. Buegel, Herman. An
experimental
of ideational content on the learning of serial comparison of two different levels
motor performanc. Master's, 1938.
North Dakota.
,

485. Burt, Robert Ormand. Studies
in the measurement of ability in Diglish correctness: VL A critical
evaluation of the supply and the error-correction types of punctuation test& Master's, 1938.
Iowa. 68 p. ma.
486. Colvin, Harry Everett. Studies in the
measurement of ability% in EiigUgh correctness: XIIL A cotaparison
of the supply type of punctuation test with
a special kind of multiple-choiee test
Master's, 1988. Iowa. 55 p. ma.
487. Covington, Annie Mary. The
desirability of a functional piipI1 evaluation technique. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 80
p. ms.

Studies the development of desirable *habits,
attitudes, and appreciations, and devises a
technique by which they may be measured.

488. Crane, Dorothy- E. A study of scores in biology
tests. Master's,
Kansas. 104 p. ms.

1938.

Analyses objective test scores of five sections of
a clam in biology for four ennesterg,
193546 and 1936-37, of Senior high school,
Leavenworth, Sans. Shows that long objective
tests may be used effectively to measure achievement
in several sections of the same subject.

i
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Evans, Robert L. Studies in the measurement of ability in English
correctness: I. Comparison of the supply and error-correction types of capitali4

Iowa. 29 p. ms.
Forbes, Robert W. The relationship between the ability to recall and

zation tests. Master's, 1938.
490.

the ability to infer when biological
1938.

materials are used as the situations. Master's,

Kansas:6.56 p. ms.

Studies 386 high-school studrts o( biology using special tests to evaluate ability to recall
Ind ability to infer. Shows tl5at the students experienced more difficulty with the inference

than with the recall section of the tests; that pupils- are acquiring 'a fund of

section

important facts and principles which they are incapable of using because of a lack of training in

the ibility to draw inferences.

491. Giles, Dorothy Ellen and Lillis, Claire Frances. The4.reliability and
validity of the Klar scale for evaluating children's drawings. Master's, 1938.
Penn. State. 53 p. ms.
Describes the construction of the Klar scale for evaluating children's drawings. Uses

unselected groups of children from the kindergarten through the sixth grade in thé public
schools of Springfield, Mass., to determine how well the children oould draw creatively in
response to a given stimulus, and the measuring of seven sets of these drawings by tbe
mar scalt. Finds the Klar scale a fairly reliable instrument in determining tbe ability of .
children to draw creatively when the stimulus is a verbal situation.
q.

lb

Goodfellow, Earl Todd. Progressive validation of test- items on the
basis of internal consistency. Master's, 1938. Kansas SL Coll.
492.

Gordon, Mary Agnes. General and specific factors in transfer of
training within verbal tests. Doctor's, 1938, Columbia. New York, 1938. 41 p.
*493.

(Archives of psycology, no. 227)
Attempts to analyse the effect of trainbag on inter-test correlations in reading colnprehension, sentence completion, disarranged sentences, vocabulary, and analogies, ueing as
subjects pupils of the fifth and the first half of the sixth grades in two public schools in
Lexington, Ky., with the pupils of one school acting as the control group and the pupils of
the other school the experimental group. Shows that the experimental group, which was
trained in analogies, improved greatly. Indicates that the effect of training is specific
rather than general.

494. Gunn, Helen Verda. An objective grammar test for high school. Master's, 1938. Oklahoma. 40 p. ms.
r
Arialyses grammar in seven texts, and builds a valid, reliable, and comprehensive objectin test to measure these elements.
495. Hanes, Glen M. An information test in biology. Master's, 1938. Ohio
Univ. 115 p. ms.
Attempts to construct a test that will conform to textbook material af well as to what is
being taught in the classroom
.

q.

4

496.

Harshbarger, Albert Edward. A study of the high school testing serv-

ices of Indiana. Master's, 1938. Purdue 52 p. ma.
Shows that the latest testa are widely used; that schools misuse them by making tests
the end rather than a tool of teaching; that some qt. the Manchester tests are too easy and
some of the state tests too difficult ; that some of the tests do not fit the course of study ;
that 'some do not consider all tbe texts in multiple lists in test preparation ; that new tests
are wanted each semester as the schools use the* old tests for review ; that norms are
wanted for rating pupils at the time tests are delivered; and that tbe contest situation is a
danger among schools using the testing service.

W. Hartman, Walter Harold. Studies In the Measurement of ability in

English correctness : IL Comparison of the supply type of capitalization test
with a special kind of multiple-choice test. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 62 p. ms.

408. Easlam, Phyllis. The prediction of ability on the Arthur point per.

formance scale from the Merrill-Pidmer scale. Master's, 1938. Iowa.

ts'
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.
Heilman, J. D. Report on the
cooperative testing program of
teachers college personnel association.
the
Give
lee Colorado state college of
tion, 1938.
educa499.

500. Held, O. C. Nelson-Denny
reading test
School and society, 49 : 64, January
14, 1939.

as an English placement

test.

(University of Pittsburgh)
501.
Useful mathematics placement
examination. School and snciety.
46: 503, October 16, 11X17. (
University of Pittsburgh)
502 Hildebolt, iiaryy C. A
senior scholarship test fr`om the comparative study of the results of the 1936
upper one-third and experimental lower
thirds of the high-school seniors from
twotwo Ohio counties with special
attention to
mathematical errors. Master's, 1938.
Miami. 82 p.
503. Howard, Frederick T.
Scaling a' scientific attitude involving
cause and
effect relations. Master's, 1938.
Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
504. Jackley, Martiii Francis.
Studies in the measurement of ability
nglish correctness: IX. A comparison
of the supply type of punctuation in
with a special kind of
tesj
multiple-choice test. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 76
p. ms.
505. Johnson, Charles W.
The
state supervision and accreditation relation of state-wide testing programs to
of high schools. Doctor's, 1938.
Cincinnati.
506. Johnston, David H. A
statistical analysis of the 1935 academic
metic test. Master's, 1937. Iowa.
arith99 p. ms.
507. Johnston, .Martin
McKinley. Diagnostic music test for band
and orchestra, grades 9, 10, 1 1, and 12.
Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
508. Johnston, William Milo.
Validation of an analytical language test
grades 3, 4, and 5. Master's, 1938.
for
Iowa. 94 p. ms.
509. Koch, Kenath penjamin.
Studies in the measurement of ability
English correctness: XII. A
in
comparison of the supply type of
punctuation test
witp a special kind of
multiple-choice test. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 68
p. ms.
510. Krathwohl, W. C. The
)
determination
of
the
minimum
number of tests
to select cooperative students.
Chicago, Armour institute of
technology,
1937.
511. Kupjian, Haig. A
study of testing practices in the
secondary schools,
of Delaware. Master's, 1938.
Temple. 59 pi ms.
.

Studies testing practices In .29 white
public secondary fighools of
Wilmington. Finds that testing practices
'exclusive of
vary, but that 90 percentDelaware,
of the teachers favor
giving tests, and that the most
favoredois
a combination of teacher-made and
testa.
standardised
512.

LeHane, °Kathryn. An experiMental
determination of the content of a
language test for children enteridg
the B1 grade from non-English-speaking
homes. Mastir's, 1938. Southern
California.
At
513. MéCullough, Theodore O.
A study of the relative
validity of two types
of objective punctuation tests.
..Master's, 1938. Iowa. 149 p. ms.
514. McFarland, Adaline. The
validity of the PiirkFranzen test for readiness tordo first-grade work as a prognostic
measure of reading. Master's, 1938.
Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
515. DicKinzie, Helen
Elisabeth. An articulation test for pupils
in-grade L
Master's, 1938. Iowa.
51& Manuel, Herschel T. iA
further report of the ..w;
testing program.
Austin, Texas. elublished by the
Adinistrative
board
of
the
Texas
commisPion
on coordinationTn education, 1937. 27
p. (Research bulletin no. 6) (University
of Texas)
-941.
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Clarence Lee. A study of the norms on file new Stanford
tests
and the Iowa every-pupil tests of basic skills. Master's, 1938.
achievement
517.

Moore,

Iowa. 41 p. ms.
518.

Munden, Cecil Leon. A proposed standardized testing program for the

secondary schools.

Ma'ster's, 1938. Wisconsin.

519. iktzer, Royal F. The evaluation of a technique for measuring improvement in oral composition. Doctor's, 1937. Iowa. Iowa City, University
of Iowa, 1939. 48 p. (University of Iowa studies, new series no. 367. Studies
in education, vol. 10, no. 4. Research studies in elementary school language,
no. 2)
q

520. Noble, Robert Delano. gtudies in the measurement of abilities in English correctness: X. An evaluatiori of the separate answer sheet for a multiplechoice test of punctuatidi ability. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 74 p. ms.

521. Paul, J. B. A comparison of the attainment of the Iowa state teachers
college sopho'mores with the attainment of the sophomores in all colleges participating in the following tests constructed in 1937 by the Coopérative test
service of the American council on edtication : 1. Cooperative general science
test; 2. Cooperative contemporary'affairs test. Cedar Falls, Iowa state teachers
(Research report no. 30)

college, 1938. 8 p. ms.

Report of sophomore testing program, spring 1938: a comparison
522.
of the attainment of the Iowa state teachers college sophomores with the attain-

of the sophomores in all colleges participating in the following tests con-

ment

structed by thé Cooperative test service of the American council on Rducation: 1.
Cooperative general science test ; 2. Cooperative contemporary affairs test. Cedar
Fa114, Iowa state teachers college, 1938. 10 p. ms. (Research report no. 32)
523. Power, Lloyd. The relation of the educational age of the New Stanford
achievement test to the various subject ages 'in an Oklahorta school. Master's,
1938. Okla. A. and 3L ColL
Studies the results of the New Stanford achievement tests administered, to 969 children
in grades 2 to 12, inclusive, in an Oklahoma school. Finds that reading shows the highest
correlation with general achievement, and that the subjects which show the next highest

correlation with general achievement are the subjects which have the highest correlation
with reading.

524. Ramberg, Ruth. The construction and standardization of an objective..
test in foods for the senior high schools. *aster's, 1.9374 George Washington.
1

p. ms.
Comkucts and evaluates a test of 174 items, consisting of 40 true-false, 40 matching,
and 44 multiple choice items on bealth and nutritibn, food preparation, food preservation,
and marketing. Validates the test by administering it to approximately 175 pupils in four
Washington senior high schools, to approximately 500 pupilp in the Philadelphia schools,
and to about 200 in the Baltimore schools.
52

525e Rollins, Frank Eugene. Studies in the measurement of ability i English correctness: XIV. The relative difficulty of the same error sItuatIon1pre.
sented in various forms in a prooireading test in punctuation. Master's, 1938.
Iowa. 90 p. ms.
526. Sachs, Cecelia Silver. The construction 6 an objective test in first
aid for use in the secondary schools. Master'4, 1938. George Washington.
32 p.

ma,

Constructs a first-aid test of 60 questions, and evaluates it by administering it to 20

classes

consisting of 60 college %students selected at random, 824 high-school students,

and 182 junior high school students in II

Washington, D. C., schools.
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527. Skene, Dorothy Margaret. Serial testing
the 1937 revision of the Stanford-Binet Master's, versus non-serial testing on
1937. Columbia.
,
528. Skidmore, John W. Some
administrative uses of tests. Muster's, 1938.
Kansas. 54 p. ms.
. ,

#:

e

f

I

,

.....

_
Analyses data wanted from 48 students in *the
Weida hIgh school, Anderson county,
Kans. Shows that tbe most important
uses of tests in a small system
are to determine the nature and amount ofadministrative
represented by the pupils of the school,
the spread of that ability in class groups,ability
achievement of pupils of the school, and
the general advancement and improvement of the
the school.
*529. Smith, /limn% Othanel. Logical
aspects of educational measurement.
Doctor's, 1937. T. C., Col. Univ. New York,
Columbia university press, 1938.
182 P.

530. Smith, Catherine Jeanette.
Objective test forms in thy measurement
of high-school art. Muter's, nas. Oklahoma. 57
pe ms.
581. Thomas, Mildred Mary. The history and
development of tests and
examinations. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ. 225 It ins.

Studies the history and development, purpose, form,
examinations. Includes a bibliography, a detailed index.merits, and abuses of tests and
of tests, and the addresses of
publishers of edwational tests.

582, Tinkelman, S. The validation and selection of
test items, with special
reference to the fretor of item difficulty. Master's,
i.9,18. Coll. of the City of
N. Y. 286 p. ms. t-!
:
Outlines a plan of procedure for the test
who wishes to select a simple
and effective validiti coefficient for determiningconstructor
the discrinAnatury power of the items of
,T
a test.
A

41

538. Wedel, Leonard Enoch. Approximation
to normalcy of the distribution
of scores on the Rinslaiyi teaching reading
tests from grades 1 to 8. MAster's,
04oma. SO p. ms.
534. Williams, James VA. A program of standard
resting by remedial teaching
in junior high school. Master's, 1938. Tennessee.

.

96 p. ms.
Concludes that remedial teaching based on a comprehensive
analysis of standard test
results and consciously applied over a sufficient
of time will result in greater
increments of achieliement than might otherwise period
be -expected from the same group of
pupils.

585. Wilson, Claude Victor. The relative
values of fcur kinds of tests.
Master's, 1938. Southern Califoinia.

536: Yarborough, 011ie Jean. An attempt
to standardize the Rigg poetry test
for high school& Master's, 1938 Okla. A. and M. Coll.

6

Attempts to determines the reliability of the Melvin
O. Rigg poetry test for measuring
the 'ability of students in the eleventh and twelfth
grades
tering it to 273 high-school students in the eleventh and to judge poetry, by administwelfth grades of four Oklahoma chools. Finds that the test 'has a reliability
of
.71
tor tbe eleventh and twelfth
grades in the four schools tested.
537. Youni, Wesley Emil. ¡tufts in the
measurement of ability in English
correctness : XV. A comparison of the supply type of
punctuation test with a
special kind of multiple-choice test. Masters, 1988.
Iowa. 84 p. ms.

58& Zwald, Xerwin Lester. Studies in the is ..;
I rement of ablifty in English correctness: VIII. A comparison of the
supp and multiple-choice types of
punctuation test& Master's, 1938. Iowa. 72 p. ms.
1
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*539. Altenburg, West Joseph. A study of a method of measuring muscle
compressibility. Doctor's, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ. Ann Arbor, Mich., Ann Arbor
press, 1938. 61 p.
(

Develops an instrument for measuring relaxed and contracted muscle compressibility
and administers it to groups of 10-and 11-year-old boys and girls.

540. Bass, Ruth I. An analysis of the components of tests of semi-circular
canal function and of static and dynamic balance. Doctor's, 1938. Iowa. (Ab¡tract in: University of Iowa. Series on aims and progress of research, no. 57)
Describes an experiment in which two types of tests of balance were devised and given
to twogroups of women college students, numbering 350 and 119, .respectively.

Mt Braverman, William. A comparative study of two sets of motor ability'
tests. Master's, 1938. Tenkple. 98 p. ms.
Describes an experiment in which two motor-ability tests, the B-H and Brace scales, were
administe:ed to two groups of 25 college men, a trained and an untrained group, and the
scholastic aptitude test was administered to all the subjects. Finds the trained group
superior in motor ability on both tests, the untrained grqua superior on the scholastic
aptitude test, and that the B-H scale was a more accurate index of motor ability than the
Brace 'scales.
Ns.

542. Campbell, (ITirginia- Morrison. The development of achievement tests
in badminton. Mastees. I93& Texas.

543. Charlesworth, John. A study of physical efficiency as determined by
the pulse-ratio test, using different types of exercise. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
544. Conger, Ralph G. Percentile scales on seven physical achievement tests
for boys from 12 to 19 years of age. Master's, 1938. Michigan.

545. Cunningham, Glenn V. The relation of selected cardiovascular and
strength measures to physical fitness of outstanding athletes. Doctor's, 1938,
New York. 65 p. ms.
Analyses physical data secured from the measure/I:tent of 47 runners between the ages of
19 and 28 yeats. Finds that three of the individual measurements differentiate extreme
physical fitness of trained athlete', but the 'data are inconclusive to determine the degree
of the reIntion. Finds that the 'best combination of measures to differentiate extremeA
physical fitness of trained athletes in track events as indicated by time is initial pulse rateW
d pulse recovery after exercise for the middle and long-distance events ; a low pulse and
a glow' recovery after exercise distinguishes extreme ability in these fait ents. Finds that
the individual measures do not difrkentiate the physical fitness of trained athletes in trak
events in

a

specific wsy for specific Events.

546. Cureton, Thomas Kirk, Jr. Standards for testing beginning swimkuing.
Doctor's, 1988. T. C., CoL Univ. New York, Association press, 1939. 190 p.
Analysesi the contributing elemUts in beginning and intermediate swimming ability, and
develops standads for swimming tests.

547. Dickinson, Russell Edward. A study of various methods of rating
physical efficiency based on the response of the heart to exercises of graded intensities. Aster's, 1443. Iowa.

54& DuBois, Tenneth B. The relationship of the strength index to performance in track. and field activities for juniot.high school boys. Master's,
'1937.. N. Y. St., Coll. for Teach:
Describes tbe used the strength index in matching contestants in a series of city-wide
athletic events; shows that medals are not needed because the boys like to Participate when
competition is equalised ; and that participation is not limited to a few.
1/4

549. puuwoody, Katherine Xae. 'An objective measure of the motor ability
of high-itch-001 girls with special reference to a subjective criterion. Master's,
1988.

Wellesley.
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550. Elbel, Edwin R. A study in response time before and after strenuous
exercise. Doctor's, 1938. Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. Series
on
aims and progress of research, no. 57)
Attempts to determine the effects of various forms of strenuous exercise on the
time of university students, using as subjects 265 men rangin frpm 17 to 25 yearsresponse
Finds that the mean scores before and after periods of participation in stool stepping,of age
pushups, basketball, boxing, and fencing are not large.

*551. Forsell, Herbert G. A study to show the effect of a program of
apparatus work on individual physical fitness and a correlation of the physical fitness index and the scholastic ratings of 20 freshmen and 20 upper classmen° at
the Massachusetts institute of technology. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ.
28 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the physical capacity and present needs of the individual student
for physical exercise and rest; to determine changes in fitness resulting from a school
year
of supervised physical activity ; and to determine the correlation between physical fitness
indices and scholastic ratings.

552. Gudgen, Prentice Everett. A study of the limitatihs of the pulse-ratio
techniqbe as a measure of physical efficiency. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
56S. liopke, Jack Alonzo. Strength and skill increment of athletes and nOtathletes. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 55 p. ms.
Compares change in performance, In a series of tests of strength and skill of group of
athletes with that of a comparable group of non-athletes during the football and abasketball
seasons. Found that the athletes showed á greater increase in performance than
did the

non-athletes.

1'554. Hutto, Louis Edgar. Measurement of the velocity factor and of athletic
Doctor's, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ. Ann Arbor, Mich.,
Ann Arbor press, 1938. 29 p.
pokver in high school boys.

Attempts to develop predictive measures of contraction speed of muscle, and of
athletic
power which could be used in any physical education claSti by the average teacher.
a battery of 18 selected tests to 406 boys from two high schools in Des Moines, Iowa.Applies

555. Jebens, Herbert H. Push and pull test as a measurement of arm and
shoulder girdle strength for high-school boys!. Master's,,1938. Iowa.
*556. Kelley, Rachel L. Establishing a strength index norm table *for women
between the ages of 20 and 35. Master's, 1938, Boston Univ. 42 p. ms.
Analyses data obtained from groups et women in ileveral evening recreation
Y. W. C. A.s, and from women's physical education classes in Y. M. C. A.s, centers, from
as-shqwn by
tests of physical ca'pacity. Describes the construction of the norm table and its
statistical

technique.

*557. Korb, Edward Martin. A method to increase the validity of measuring
postursi Master's, 1938. Boston Univ. 48 p. nis
DescaBes the construction and use of the comparograyh to increase
the validity of
measuring posture.

558. Larson, Leonord A. A study of the validity of some cardio-vascular
tests. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 130 p. ms.
Administers 11 cardio-vascular tests to typical physiological groups to determine their

validity. Finds the McCurdy-Larson test the only one that indicated
physiological changes
in0training and illness.

559. Laveaga, Robert Everett. An extension of the strèngth index norm
tables for men between the ages of 20 and ar years. Master's, 1937. Boston

Univ. 54 p. ms.
Describes an expei-iment conducted with 998 young men between
the ages .of 20 and 30,
who were given the physigal fitness index testing program.
1
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560. Lynch, William Thomas. A revision of the strength index norms for
girls between the ages of 10 and 20 yeari. Master's, 1938. Boston ,Univ.
92

p. ms.

Tests 2,283 girls
around Boston, in reii
s

menry,
ta
junior and senior high schools,
strength index norms.

academies, and collegcs
.

f561. Mc Cloy, C. H. Appraising physical status : Methods and norms. Iowa
City, University of Iowa, 1938. 260 p. (University of Iowa studies, new series,
no. 356. Studies in child welfare, vol. 15, no. 2)
Discusses

standards of body type, anthropometric measurement of nutritional status,

prediction of normal weight, measurement of skin and subcutaneous fat standards, measurement of limb girths, tests of strength as measurements of physical status, physiological
variants of type, breathing capacity, the problem tot age, antropometry in the service of the
individual, and a school program of authropomeery.

562. McElroy, H. Nelson. A study of the relationship of certain pliysical
skill tests with the strength index. Master's, 1936. New York. 47 p. ms.
*563. Maskell, Seymou4. Saul. A. re-vision of the strength index norms for
boys between 10 years 6 months and 20 years old. Master's, 1937. Boston
Univ.

33 p. ms.

564. Moser, Jake Henry. An attempt to devise a simple method of measuring
potential football intelligence.

Master's, 1938. Iowa.

565. O'Connor, Burton Leemoine. A study of physical efficiency as determined by the pulse-ratio test, using deep knee-bends as the exercige. Master's,
1938.

Iowa.

586. Rains, Horace. Comparison of the physica} efficiency of instructional
classes in track and'other groups by means of Tuttle's pulse ratio test. Master's,
1938. Ohio State. 90 p. ms.
Compares class groups at the Ohio state university in requited physical education
activities.

S. A test of skills performed in the game situation of
Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 63 p. ms.
a technique for measuring the achievement of handball players uhile they are

567. Schiff, Fred
handball.
Develops

actively participating in a game.

568. Smith, Barbara Elizabeth Caroline. A study of the kinesiological and
psychological characteristics affecting the degree of success in the Wellesley college motor test. Mister's, 1938. Wellesley.
569. Snyder, Dorrice. The correlation between the hurdle junlp as a measure
of general motor maturity and handwriting. Master's, 1937. Indiana. 60 p. ms.
Describes an

experiment in which tests of motor maturity and handwriting were given to
Finds that motor maturity is an important
factor in handwriting, but that it plays different roles at various ages.
440 elementary schotil children in grades 1 to B.

570. Sutherd, -Calvin E. A study of the propostic value of the Rogers
strength *Index in estimating probable success of high-school boys in football.
Master's, 1938. Michigan.

571. Ts'ui, Ya 'Lan. A motor abtlity test for high-school girls based upon an
objectivt criterion. Master's, 1938. Wellesley.
*572. Tufts, Mary O. A study in the relationship of physical strength and
personality traits. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ. 26 p. ms.
Describes an experiment in which the Bernrenter personality inventory, and the Rogers
Physical fitness index were administered to students flinging in age from 11 to 21 Years, in
high school, college, and mane training schools. Finds no relationship between physical
fitness and any of the six personality traits measured by Bernreuter.
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573. Voth, Albert C. A study of personillity types through
the autokinetic

phenomenon. Doctor's, 1938. Kansas.

574. Wettstone, Eugene. Tests for predicting
potential ability in gymnastics
and tumbling. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
575. Wu, Thomas X. The prediction of ability in the
high Jump from functional and anthropometric measurements. Master's, 1938.
Iowa.
VOCATIONAL TESTS

576. Avrick, Ethel. A comparison of the
abilities of 200
by the Woodworth-Wells easy and hard directions test and girls as measured
the Girls mechanical
assembly test. Mastér's, 1937. Columbia.
577. Ball, Richard S. The predictability of
occupational level from

intelli.
gence. Master's, 1937. Indiana. 36 p. ms.
Indicates from a study of 60 individuals examined
rated on the Barr scale for their occupation in 1937,in 1918 and 159 examined in 1923 and
that
valuable for long-time prediction in vocational guidance. intelligence tests scores may be

578. Carr, Edward J. The factorial analysis of the
in use in the psycho-educational 'clinic. Doctor's, 1938. vocational guidance tests
Penn. Stikte.
579. Crawshaw, Marshall Richard. testing
the reliability and validity of
the Los Angeles office employment test. Master's, 1938.
Southern California.
580. Croft, Lysle W. An empirical
comparison of the Thurstone vocational
interest schedule and the Strong vocational interest
blank among senior high
school and freshman college students. Doctor's, 1938.
Kentucky.
581. Easter, Dwight Rodger. A study to determine 4e
effectiveness of a
series of equated tests as measures of progress in
typewriting. Master's, 1938,
Southern California.
582. Gerkey, Donald B. The Preparation
and partial validation of a series
of objective tests for use in a course in general
metal work for high sclioola
Master's, 1937. Michigan.

583. Jones, Alicia Lola. Testing needs in a high7school
guidance program.
Master's, 1938, Wisconsin.
584. Jones, Georgian& A study
to determine the reliability of two different
series of printed typewriting test& Master's, 1987.
Michigan.
585. Lackey, Florence Woodard. -A study of the
prognostic value of the
MacQuarrie test for mechanical ability in first-year
typewriting
speed. Master's,
1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.

Attempts to determine the relailonship between speed in
typewriting and achievement in
the MacQuarrie test for mechanical ability
or
in
any
of
its
parts or combinations of parts,
using 192 students, ages 14 to 20 years, in grades
high schools u subjects. States that while 10-12 of the Cushing and Stillwater, Okla.,
there is a definite and positive correlation
betbreen motor ability as measure4 by the
MacQuarrie test and the abilities necessary in
acquiring speed in typewri ;1.... the MacQuarrie test
cannot be considered a highly valuable
instrument for predicting s
first-year typewriting.
588. Marshall, X. V. The va dity of the

Stanford scientific apiitude test
Journal of educational research. (Franklin and
Marshall college)

Compares the marks on the test of 18 seniors majoring
in science, with their mutt in all
science courses, professor's rating*. Finds a high correlation
between the Stanford scientific
aptitude test and the marks in science courses and
professors' ratings.

587. Nickel, Arthur Horace. A survey study of aptitudes
and aptitude testing. Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
*4.
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NW Morris, Charles Mao. An experimental analysis of certain performance
tests. Doctor's, 1938. New York.
589. Norlin, Alvin P. A comparative study of the results of a first semester

typewriting students taught under full-time, supervision and part-time

test of

supervision in schools with less than 200 students. Master's, 1937. Michigan,

590. Pang, Madonna. Selective tests for power machine operating in a
Master's, 1937. Columbia.

vocational high school.

591. Boland, Mary Catherine. A comparative study of performance on the
L E. R. girls assembly test at various mental ages. Master's, 1937. Columbia.
592.

Sanders, Diary Pratt. Relation of certain character traits of some
office practice students with their accomplishment a' s measured by

clerical

Thurstone's clerical test Master's, 1938. Southern Califorñia.
593. Scott,

,

X. J. Devising
a farmer's interest test. Master's, 1938.
,

Wash-

p. ms.
Sets up a test to measure interest in farming as a vocation suitable for vocational

ington Univ.

'T1

agriculture students in high school, and validates it.

594. Simkevich, John Charles. An item-analysis of Strong's interest in-

4

ventory with recommendations for lowering the age level to which It may be
applied. Master's, 1938. Brown. 86 p. ms.
Compares the responses of 21 boys and 21 girls in the tenth grade on the Strong vocational
interest blank with the responses they should have made according to a composite criterion

based upon the opinions of parents, the results of other inventories, and the students' own
expression& Finds that for the boys, the highest percent of good items was found hi occupations, preference of activities, and activities; and for the girls in activities, comparison of
interest between two items, and peculiarities of people.

595. Starbuck, Edmund O. Short-cut scoring of the Strong vocational interest
blank. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 57 p. ms.
Evolves a new method of scoring the Strong vocational interest blank, and finds that
reasonably accurate results can be obtained more economically than by existing methods.

596. Torno, William H. The construction of an industrial arts achievement
test in woodworking. Master's, 1938. Mass. St. Coll. 125 p. ma.
597. Werrell, Angus J. A study to develop an employment procedure through
Job analysis and job specifications.. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. 90 p. ms.
Applies job-analysis sheets to 82 Jobs in the Gates rubber company, Denver, and uses the
sheets to measure applicants for jobs.

RESEARCK EDUCATIONAL
TECHNIQUES

098. Atkinson, Arthur M. Critical analysis of research techniques in educational measureznefits, educational administration, history of education, and
higher education.

Doctor's, 1938. Pittsburgs.

( Abstract in: University of Pitts-

burgh. Abstracts of theses, researchas in progress, and bibliography of publications, 14 : 13-21)
Analyses research techniques which have been used in'the fields of educational measurements, educational administration, history of education, and higher education. Attempts

.

to find the recurrent problems and techniques used in each of the fields; to identify the
major types of research; to analyse the nature of tbe data and the techniques used in their
collection; to analyse the techniques employed in treating the data and to indicate the
Went to which each of these techniques is utilWed in the various major typer of research ;
and to indicate the influence of criticism on Ihe techniques of research. Analyses 640
doctors' dissertations and 150 magazine articles ; the dissertations were from all of the
N.

f
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universities recommended by the American association of
educational research. Finds that although certain specific universities as superior for
quently in one type of research than in another, there is techniques are used more frea tremendous amount of overlapping among the various types as far as specific types
are
concerned.' Recommends that
when research methods are being considered,
rather than on the general type of research. emphasis be placed on the specific techniques

599. Geer, Richard Wilson. An evaluation
of physical education theses.
Master's, 1938 Southern California.

600. Metcalf, John Calvin. The doctorate in
Southern universities. Char.
lottesville, University of Virginia, 1937.

601. Taber, Gertrude Josephine. A critical analysis id.
research teehniquN
in five fields of education as presented in doctors'
dissertations. Doctor's, 193s.
!Pittsburgh (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh.
Abstracts of theses, re.
searches in progress, and bibliography of publications, 14
: 292-300)
Traces the development of educational research as presented in
doctors' dissertations ano
evaluates them as contributions by comparing them
with the standards set in critical
articles appearing in educational Journals.

602. Tirey, Robert E. A study of opinions
as to the value of the master's
thesis as held by graduates of Indiana state teaohers
college. Master's, 1937.
Ind. St. T. C. 33 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana state
teachers college. Teachers
college journal, 9 : 182-83, July 1938)
Attempts to determine what value tbe graduate
students of the

Indiana state teacher!
college place upon the thesis preparation as a partial
to discover whether, in the opinion of the graduate requirement for -the master's degree:
pense with this requirement or make the writing of students, it would be better to disthe thesis optional, requirinz more
classroom work if the thesis should not be
prepared. Finds that the majority of the
graduates favor the thesis requirement.
REPORTS

603. Barlow, James Forace. Subject
bibliography of masters' theses in the
Department of physical education of George Peabody
college. Master's, 1sas
Peabody. 130 p. ms.
Lista the theses alphabetically under the name of the author
and gives an annotation
each study, by subject, and by the year the thesis
was completed.
t6044 Capps, A. G. and Clements, H. I&
Abstracts of
tion accepted ,by the University of Missouri.

1938. 59 p.
1938, no. 85)

dissertations

of

in educa-

'Columbia, University of Missouri,
(University of Missouti bulletin, vo. 39, no. 19.
Education series,

Abstracts all of the dissertations accepted for the
doctoral degree from

inclusive.

1916-1938,

t605. Chicago. University. Register of doctors of
philosophy, June 1893Chicago, 1938. 207 p. (Announcements, vol. 38, no. 14)

* April 1938.

Lists the doctors of philosophy according to the
was taken, chronologically within the department,department of school in which the degree
and gives the latest known address of
the graduates.

t606. Clark university. Abstracts of dissertations aild
theses, 1938, vol. 10.
Worcester, Mass., 1938. 163 p. (Clark university
bulletin, no. 140)
t607. Colorado. University. Abstracts of theses and
reports for higher
degrees, 1938. Boulder, 1938.- 188 p.
(University of Colorado bulletin, voL
38, no. 19. General series, no. 423.
University of Colorado studiesi vol. 26,
no. 1)
t608. Columbia university in the City of New York.
Masters esSays, 1937.
university press, 1937. 43 p.

New York, Columbia

Sit
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609. Davis, Donald Albert. Analysis of master's theses in education, Duke
university,

1934-1938. Master's, 1938. Duke. 106 p. ms.

Analyzes 150 theses on 19 characteristics.

Henry Grattan. Doctors' degrees in modern foreign languages,
Modern language journal, 22 456-59, March 1938. (George Wash-

610. Doyle,

1

193X-34.

:

ington university)

----

Doctor's degrees in modern foreign languages, 1937-38. Modern
(George Washington university)
#611 East Texas state teachers college. Graduate studies (abstracts) 1937-

611.

language journal, 23 : 53-58, October 198.

28 p. (Bulletin, vol. 21, no. 5)
masters'
theses
presented by students in 1937-38 in partial fulfillment for
Abstracts
the degree, of master of arts or master of education, some of which were listed in the
Bibliography of research studies in education, 1936-37, Office of Education Bulletin, 1938,

38.

DO.

Commerce, 1938.

5.

t613. Fordham university. Dissertations accepted for higher degrees in the
Graduate school. New York city, 1938. 94 p.
All of the doctors' dissertations and most of the masters' theses on education were
listed in the Bibliography of research studies in education, 1936-37, Office of Education
Bulletin, 1938, no. 5.

614.

Fraedrich, Vivian Ruth. An evaluation of physical education theses.

Southern California.
1'615.; Gilchrist, Donald G. Doctoral dissertations accepted by American
universities, 1937-38, compiled for the Association of research libraries, New
York, The H. W. Wilson company, 1938. 109 p. (no. 5)
#616. Harrison, Margaret Willgoose, comp. List of doctoral dissertations in
histor now in progress at American universities, December 1938. Washington,
D. C., Carnegie institution of Washington, 1939. 66 p.
t617. Illtiana state teachers college. Abstracts of unpublished masters'
theses, Indiana state teachers college, 1938. Teachers college journal, 9: 175-95,
Master's, 1938.

July 1938.

t618. Iowa.') University: Programs announcing candidates for higher degrees, 1938. Iowa City, 1938. u. p. (University of Iowa studies, new series,
0
no. 360. Series on aims and progress of research, no. 57)
.
t619. Kans4 University. Graduate research studies in education. Bulletin of educat4n, 4 : 31-41, March 1938.
Lists the auth4rs and titles of doctors' dissertations from 1920-1937 and the authors
and titles of masters' theses from 1896-1937.

#620.-r-- Reviews of masters'

theses.

Bulletin of education, 4 : 24-30,

March 19.
4

Gives brief abstracts of some of the theses completed within the past 2 years.

Tiehigh university. Abstracts and bibliographY of the published work
of the members of the faculty, Lehigh university, 1935-37. Bethlehem, ,Pa., 1938.
64 p. (Lehigh university publications, vol. 12, no. 1. Institute of research.
Circular no. 136. Annual abstract no. 1)
s
t622. Louisiana state university. Abstracts of thews, regular session, 1936(University bulletin, vol.
37, summer session, 1937. University, 1938. 130 p.
#621.

a

we

30 N. S., no. 3)
Paine of the dissertations and theses listed were previously reported, and were included
in the Bibliography of research 'audit's in education, 1936-37, Office of Education Bulletin, 1938, no. 5
211..
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t623. New York state college for teachers. Masters'
theses, 1933-1937: an
annotated bibliography. Albany, 1938. 62 p.
(Official register, vol. 33, no. 4)
Many offttese
theses have been listed in earlier numbers
of the Bibliography of research

studies in education.

t624. New York university. School of education.
Abstracts of theses submitted in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the degrees of doctor of
philosophy and doctor of education,
February-June, 1938. New York, 1938.
167
p.

t625. Northwestern universify. Summaries of
doctoral dissertations submitted to the Graduate school of Northwestern
university
in partial fulfillment
of the requirementig for the degree of doctor of
philosophy June-August, 1937.
Chicago, 1938. 285 p.

(Vol. 5)
Several of the educational theses were listed in
the Bibliography of research studies
in education, 1936-87, Office of Education
Bulletin, 1938, no. 5.

#626. Ohio state jiniversity. Abstracts of
dissertations presented by candidates for the degrAt of doctor of philosophy, spring
quarter, 1937. The graduate
school, Columbus, 1937. 338 p. (Abstracts of
doctors' dissertations, no, 24)
Some of these dissertations were listed in the
Bibliography of research studies in education, 1986-87, Office of Education Bulletin, 1988,
.

f627.

-

no. 5.

Abstracts of

dissertations presented by candidates for the degree of doctor of philosophy, autumn quirter,
winter quarter, 1987-38. The
graduate schooL Columbus, 1938. 138 p.
(Abstracts
of doctoral dissertations,
no. 26)
et62.

Abstracts of dissertations presented
gree of doctor of philosophy, spring quarter, 193&by candidates for the deThe graduate school.

Columbus, 193& 198 p. (Abstracts of doctoral
dissertations, no. 27)
t629.
Abstracts of dissertations presented by
gree of doctor of philosophy, summer quarter, 1937. candidates for the deThe graduate school.
Columbus, 1938. 489 p. (Abstracts of doctors'

dissertations, no. 25)
Directory of those granted the degree of doctor
of philosophy
by the Ohio state university. The
graduate school. Columbus, 193& 145 p.
(Ohio state university no. 8)
Gives the names, fields of specialisation, and
dissertation titles of all those upon 'whom the
degree has been conferred

talk

up to July 1988; gives positions and addresses
wherever known.

teal. Pennsylvania state collegi. Abstracts of
studies in education at the
Pennsylvania state college, part 8 (1938). State
College, 1938. 47 p.
vania state college. Studies in education, no. 21)

(Pennsyl-

Several of the theses were included in the
Bibliography of research studies in education,
1986-87, Office of Education Bulletin, 1988, no.
5.

161\(531

MP

tOn Pittsburgh. University. Abstracts of theses, researches
in progress,
and bibliography of pubitCations, voL 14, 1938.
Pittsburgh,
1938.
494
p.
(University of Pittsburgh btilletin, vol. 35, no. 1)
t638. Elouti Atlantic modern language
association. Thesis supplement:
theses in English and modern foreign languages
accepted in thé colleges of North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, and
Alabama,
1917-1937. Chapel Hill,
N. C., 1938. 15 p. (South Atlantic
bulletin, vol. 4, no. 1s)
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t634- Southern Methodist university. Abstracts of theses : masters' degrees
in the Graduate school, no. 5. Dallas, Texas, 1938. 44 p.
Most of the theses listed were included In Office of Education Belletin, 1938, no. 5,
Bibliography of research studies in education, 1936-37.
#635no. 6.

.Abstracts of theses: masters' degrees in the Graduate school,

Dallas, Tex., 1939.

51

p.

t636. Stanford university. Abstracts of dissertations for the degrees of
doctor of philosophy and doctor of education, with tbe titles of theses accepted for
the degrees of master of laws, engineer, master of èducation, and master of arts,

Stanford University, California, 1938. 163 p.

1937-88.

(Stanford university

bulletin, voL 1& Sixth series, no. 72)

t637.

Wane unive;sity of Louisiana.

1885-1937. New Orleans, 1939. 31

Graduate school. Titles of theses,

p.

t638. U. B. Library of Conigess. A list of American doctoral dissertations
printed in 1936, -received in the- Catalog division from January 1936 to September

with supplement to earlier lists, prepared by Mary Wilson MacNair and
Margaret Neal Karr. Washington, U. S. Government printing office, 1938. 416 p.
t639. University microfilms. Microfilm abstracts : A collection of abstracts
of doctoral dissertations which are available in complete form on microfilm. vol.
1, no. 1: Ann Arbor, 1938. 82 p.
#640. Virginia. °University. Abstracts of dissertations accepted in partial
fulfilment of the regtlirements for the degree of doctor of philosophy, 1937. Charlottesville, 1937. 108 p.
1937,

1937.Includes a list of masters' theses completed during
4

6

Abstracts of dissertations accepted in partial fulfilment of the
requirements for the degree of doctor of philosophy. 1938. Charlottesville, 1938.
t641.

119 1).

Contains a list of masters' theses completed during the summer session of 1987, and the
session of 1938.

redir
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.642. Alexander, Charles Edwin. Enriching the program of studies of the
small high school. Master's, 1938. Wyoming. 81 p. ms.
643. Andrews, Bonnie Florence. The factor of a'uthority in determining
curriculk and courses of study in secondary schools as shown in legislation.
Doctor's, 1938. California.
Shows the trends and changes in degree of legislative control over curiicula and courses
of study in 4-year senior high schools in the United States during the first three decades of
the present century.

644. Cary, Niles Elwood. Integration and the high-school curriculum. Doctor's, 1987. Ohio State. (*bstract in: Ohio state university. tAbstracts of
doctors' dissertations, no. 25: 75-84)
Attempts to determine whether the integration movement in secondary education makes
provision for promotion of reflective thinking, especiilly in respect to the meaning of
democracy; makes provision for the study and practice of cooperation ;and whether it carries suggestions, implicitly or explicitly, for a crucial test of social progress. Offers suggegtions for organising a high school in such a way as to promote the democratic integrátbig process.

o. eaughnian, J. X. Newer. practices in developing the secondary cur-

riculum. Master's, 1988. Peabody. 102 p. mg.
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646. Connole, Rev. Roger Joseph. A study of the
concept of integration.in
present-day curriculum making. Doctor's, 1937.
Catholic
Univ. Washington,
D. C., Catholic university of America, 1937.
117 p.
.

Samples the literature on integration; presents
the historical developments of the integration movement; discusses integration in practice,
tbe social philosophy of the movement, the psychological basis of integration, and Integration
in a Catholic program,

(In

647. Couey, Fred William. Certain
guide-lines for relating a junior highschool curriculum to pupil personnel. Doctor's,
1938. Washington. 187 p. ms.
Studies pupil activities, pupils errors, teacher
ratings
.courses of study, and vocabulary studies of 485 pupils in 14of pupils, use of checklist for
ability groups. Finds 74 areas
of maladjustment, and recommends the use of word
relation study to correct the vocabulary situation.
648. Edwards, William Thomas. A
reconstructed curriculum guide for the
promotion of educational insight. Doctor's, 1938.
Ohio State.
Analyzes 20 curriculum guides ; summarizes procedures
which would tend toward hetter or poorer insight ; afid sets forth a plan for a general curriculum
guide to be issued by
a state or large city system.

Garnett, Eleen A. A survey of student evaluation of
curricular
ings and curricular needs in the Peekskill
senior high school. Master's,
N. Y. St. Coil. for Teach.
649.

offer1937.

Shows a n(ved for ti broader and more practical
curriculum, more and better guidance, and

better prepared teachers.

650. Hart, Corinne. An effort to
determine the.. extent to which the present
curriculum meets the needs of the Eureka high sChool.
Master's, 1938. Okla.
A. and M. Coll.

Finds that 72 percent of the 37 pupils who graduated
from the Eureka high school in
the lagt 4 years did not pursue further study
; that 62 percent remained on farms in the
community. Shows that no agricultural or home economics
courses are offered in the
high-school curriculum, although this is a farming
community.
f651. Hendrickson, Andrew. Adult education
courses of study : an appraisal.
New York, Teachers college, Columbia
university, 1938. 27 p. (Occasional
papers on adult education,

no. 1)
Analyzes only -fully developed courses of study
on file in various parts of New York City.
Suggests that better provisions be made for individual
differences; that courses of study
be worked out in short units to be completed in
a single class session; that objectives
be fewer and more informal ; that more use be made
that the physical aspects of the materials should be madeof the contemporary life approach:
more pleasing; that schools should
assume the responsibility of making books in the
bibliographies
available to students ; that
'centers of adult education should install better
great amount of other valuable materials of adultsystems for cataloging courses and the
education ; and that the teaching personnel should be carefully chosen

and trainid.
652. Hernick, Michael E. High-school
curriculum-making procedures in
*Maryland. 11aster's, 1937. Duke. 141 p. ms.
1
Describes the respective contributions of county and
state
officers
to
curriculum
Making,
and treats three typical procedures found in the state.

653. Hambour, George Constantine. Provisions for the
enrichment of the
curriculum of small Massachusetts high schools.
Master's, 1938. Boston Univ.

11.

73 p. mg.

Attempts to analyse and summarize the current problems
the small secondary
face, and provisions for their solution as advocated which
by recognized authorities.
Analyzes returns from a check list sent to the
principal of each of the 109 secondary
schools of Massachusetts located in towns of 5,000
population or less. Shows that the
4- and the 6-year schools used alternation of subjects
enrichment of the.curriculum;
that 7 o( the 91 schools whose replies were received usefor
classes for the same class period, the same room, and the the practice of scheduling related
supervised correspondence study ; that half of the 6:-yearsame teacher ; thitt 13 schools use
and slightly more than
one-quarter of the 4-year schools use the unit assignment asschools
a method of instruction ; that

tools

.
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personnel is fairly common in small schools; and that 6
motion-picture
of the schools report the cooperative ownership of itinerant material, I. e.,
tbe practice of engaging Itineerant

e

projector.

654. Lewis, Russell T. A graphic analysis of integration possibilities in the
tentative course of study, grades 1-6. Master's, 1938. Southwest Texas St.
T. C.

39p.ms.

'McCaskill, James Lane. Procedure for determining the curricula for a
public junior college. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 68 p. ms.
655.

college in Meridian,

Gives procedures for determining the curricula for a public junior
sufficient to meet
Min. Finds that one college-preparatory curriculum would be

the needs
there ;
primary
importance
should
be
of
in this community ; that the terminal curricula
and
commercial
training
in
business
should
provide
for
curricula
and that the terminal
occupations and in homemaking.

Millar, Janet Marshall. A consideration of principles basic to a program of secondary curriculum revision. Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
centers of interest and
657. Musselwhite, Lloyd Pace. Establishment ef
132
allocation of problems of life to grade level. Master's, 1937. Mississippi.
656.

1

P. MS.

and
Attempts to offer a workable program for the core curriculum of the elementary
of interest for the several grade levels
these centers of
and to allocate the major problems of life with their various phases to
gecondary schools through establishing centers

.

interest.

Nock, Rupert A. Curriculum for the eleventh grade of a small Massachusetts high school. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ. 120 p. ms.
An examina659. Patty, William L. A study of mechanism in education : Charters, and
Bobbitt, W. W.
t4on of the curriculum-making devices of Franklin
pragmatism. Doctor's, 1936.
of
relativistic
point
of
view
from
the
C. C. Peters
1938. 183 p.
T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Tevhers college, Columbia university,
658.

.,

(Contributions to education, no. 739)

660. Perry, C. E.
1938.

A

curriculum for southeast Portland schools. Master's,

Oregon.

study for a city

661. Phelps, Victor. Planning a program of curriculum
elementary school. Master's, 1938. Oregon.

Mas662. Poe, Lillian Field. A teacher's guide for organizing instruction.
ter's, 1938. Peabody. 107 p. ms.
and in service the
Attempts to determine the problems which give teachers in training material
that will
available
to
find
most trouble when developing a unit of experience ;
with
dealing
those
problems
are
their
main
Shows
that
help in solving these problems.
development
the
with
those
dealing
the nature and meaning of a unit of experience;
teachers to the unit ; and those
of a unit with children ; those concerning the relation of
teachers
in training and in service
Indicates
that
dealing with the evaluation of the unit.
teacher
to make an effective
difficult
for
a
is
it
that
problems;
'encounter the same
educational leaders.
principles
among
terms
and
confusion
as
to
selection of material due to
training
courses are inadeoffered
in
Indicates that the present materials of instruction
of children
the
experiences
instruction
with
.organize
teachers
to
quate for preparing
as

the basis.

The community attitude survey as a factor in reconState. 249
structing the secondary schbol curriculum. Doctor's, 1938. Ohio
p. ms.
in. Coshocton, Ohio,
Constructs and administers an attitude scale to 34 groups of people
comparison:. Apfactors
for
groupings
as
patriotic
and
using sex. age, family, religion,
level
of community
by
affording
a
plies the scale results to curriculum reconstruction
forums
or other
for
departure
point
of
and
suggesting
a
understanding on certain issues
in their
organizations
social
for
other
types of adult education, tor churches, and
663. Prosser, Don D.

.

activity programs.
4

et
4*.

4:7 AvAki
4W.145.

a
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664. Shearer, Allen Everett. Procedures in
curriculum relsion programs
of selected states. Doctor's, 1937.
Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college
for teachers,11.937. 10 p. (Abstract of
Contribution to education, no. 200)
Investigates the organisation
curriculum revision, including the agencies
for tbe various phases of suchforcurriculum
responsible
the underlying principles that
are incorporated in state curriculum programs;programs;
and the procedures

involved in curriculum
revision, by studying the comprehensive
Arkansas, California, Florida, Georgia, cooperative type of program used in Alabama,
Kansas,
Tennessee, Texa's, and Virginia, for the period Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina,
1927-87. Recommends practices for the
consideration of prospective state curriculum
workers.
665. Slockbower, Edward
Windsor. A
in New Mexico schools. Master's, 1938. course of study for grades one to six
Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
666. Steele, Sister Mary Coletta.
A comparative study of the
curricula In
the elementary public schools of
Connecticut during the periods 1838-1890, and
18604938. Master's, 1938. Fordham.
s.
667. Storms, J. Roy. Trends in
iubjects offered and pupil registration in
those subjects in New Mexico high
schools. Master's, 1938. New Mexico.

p. MB.

.

068. Swift, George A. Developing
a junior high school curriculum
Kansto. Master's, 1938, Kansas. 192 p. ms.
Describes in detail the steps in the
evolution and development

0

67

at Holton,

of a core curriculum,
and gives an account of representative
units as they were° developed by students.

669.

Tracy, Walter X.

Wyoming. Master's,

1938.

qurriculum adjustment in the elementary schools of

Wyoming. 108 p. ms.
Wake, Orville Wentworth. Ability of
teachers to interpret the new
Virginia curriculum:, Master's, 1937. Duke.
139 p. ma
D4elops a test for measuring four phases of
670.

understanding and integration of :the new

states curriculum.

6711 Walker, Alva Alson.
A comparatWe study of state
organizations for
curriculum study in the southern \states.
Master's,
1938.
Louisiana
State. 174
p. MS.
rl

Analyses the curricula of Alabama,
Mississippi, North Carolina, Tennessee, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana,
are being financed by various agencies; Texas, and Virginia. Finds that the programs
that practically al of the teachers participate
in the programs ; that the execution pf the
curOculum programs in the various states
is similar ; that two states have
just
engaged in the try-out phase of -the completed otientation studies, two others have been
program; and that the other states have
courses of study.
produced

672. West, Phebe. An
educationat
ter's, 1938. Washington no p. ms. program for fin Aleut village school. MasPresents a social and psychological
study of Aleut
N

educational program unsuited to native
needs.

village dife.

Finds the present

678. Whitiell, Charles Garland. The
development of the ciirricula in the
public schools of the Philippine
Islands. Master's, 1988. Texas.
674. Williams, Robert Leroy.
A..
Problems
course of study. Master's, 1988. Texas. involved in developing a functional
675,\. Wilson, Tri Clifford.
A curriculum survey of
the Willfam McKinley
judor high school of Los Angeles
with recommendations for
improviiments.
Master's, 1988. Southern California.
4.

L
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SI

READING

676. Adams, "Phyllis biota, A study of individual differences in fourth
grade reading. Mastees, 1938. Boston Univ. 51 p. ms.
Presehts the results,of testing a single school population with a combination of indirecall of
vidual and of group tests to determine reading capacity, written recall, dral
and
general
spelling,
analysis
of
words,
quick
perception
and
anent and oral reading,
reading achievement. Tests were administered to .the entire fourth grade of a school
in Medford,- and of 2 schools in Norwood, Mass. Finds a wide range of abilities and
suggests that well-organized small group work is the beet organization for taking care
of all individual differences, and shows the need for different textbooks for children
of different learning rates.
tment of reading disabilities
0/. Adams, Willie Belle. Diagnosis
Okla. A. and M. Coll.
s,
1938.
-of seven elementary school pupils. Mas :4
factor
in correcting the reading
Finds that individual instruction was the most 1m'port9int
difficuities of these pupils. Points out that motivation with stress on individual instruction isO:nore important in the treatment of reading disabilities than the kind of methods
4

.J.
4,e,

:

or techniques employed.

67& Alcott, Vincént P. A. report of diagnosis in reading conducted in grades

Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
679. Alderman, Everett, The effect of size of type on speed of reading and
the determination of variotis factors that may influence the results. Doctor's,
1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses,
researches in progress, and bibliography of publications, _14 : 7-12)

1, 2, and 8, Horicon public schools.

Describes an experiment in which itories printed in 8-, 10-, 12-, and 14-point types
read by pupils in de first through the sixth grades of two Pittsburgh schools, to
determine the effect of size of type on speed of readidg, and to determine whether various
visual and reading characteristics as shown by telebinocular and ophthalmograph tests
affect speed of reading the various sizes of type, and the effect of mental age and
intelligence upon the resultt Finds that the smaller sizes of type were read faster
thin the larger sizes in all grades; that intelligence seemed to have- little relationship
Up tile of type in speed of reading ; that small size type results in more words per
fixation/ allows more words per line which shortens the length of the paratrapl, acid
of the story thereby saving time, as fewer pages must be turned in reading the story.
were

11.

Amunds4on, Clara T. Problem of setting up a remedial reading pia
gram. Master's, 1988. Wisconsin.
680.

attit

6814 Anderson, Bessie Maxwell. Relation of

r

progriss in re,ding. Master's, 193& Peabody.

;.'

towards reading to

p.

Analyzes data on a group of 104 first-grade children from five schools of Claiborne
6unty, Tenn. Finds a positive relation between reading progress at the first-grade
level and attitude toward reading, and indicates that firit-grade teachers should develop I.
within each child a desire to read.

682. Anderson, Don Edwin. The relation between reading accompl*hment
and mntal maturity. Mister's, 1938. Southern California.
Andrews, Gunby Houston. An experiment to improve the reading ability
b`i
of a group of retarded children of the fifth grade. Master:a, 1938. Texas.
684. Anto, Dolphins X. The effect of high vocabulary ráting on the com.!
prehension of _children's reading. Master's, 193& Pittsburgh. (Abstract is:
University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, tesearelies in progress, and bibliography of publications, 14 : 8e0-e1)

Attempts to determine whether it is more difilcult for a child 'to comprehend the thought
of a selection lt tbe vocabulary hu a high rather than a low rating on tlie Thomas
list. Analyses the 'vocabulary of 27 selections from second and third 'readers to determine
/tare
the average words per page 'and compares the words with the Thorn 9, list, 4y.

teats eos1ng of eight multiple-choice questions with four possible
to children after their completion of selections from five texts. In
pt*bensioa of a selection Is more

\
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Bailey, Eugene C.
effect ot the ordinary and the readerless
methods
of instruction on tile teaching of
intermediate grade reading. Master's, 1937.
Duke. 148 p. ms.
686. Banks, Benjamin. A study
of certain aspects of socabulary research
:
spoken vocabulary, word meanings,
vocabulary teats. Master's, 1938. Temple.
152 p. ms.
685.

Benner, William Raymond.
Identification and remedial instruction
puOils showing ¡ending difficulties.
Master's, 1938. Temple. 47 p. ms.
Studies the
687.

of

seventh-grade Pupils of the West Chester, Pa.,
junior high school during the
second semester of the school year 1936-37
by administering the Iowa silent
to them before and after rkmedial
reading test
instruction.\ grinds considerable improvement
reading ability after remedial teaching.
in their

688. Bennetti Chester Clarke. An
inquiry into

..

the genesis of poor readiug,
Dbctorrir, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ. New
York, Teachers college, Columbia
lullversity, 1938. 139,p. (Contributions to
education, no. 755)
Describes an experiment conducted in three
schools in New York City in an attempt
to determine the causes of poor réading.
a child who was found to be a poor
reader with a child of the same sez in theCompares
in the 2B, 3A, and 3B grades. Studies the'same class who was consideted a .good reader
nance, personality and social characteristics, home background, physical factare and domileisure interests, and
in relation to
their reading adjustment, and
their reading experience historyactivities
in relation to later
adjustment.
689. Bergeron, E. J. A. sCudjr of
of ifistruction in first-grade reading. multiple group and a single group method
stract in : Louisiana state university. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (AbUniversity bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no.
3: 94)
.

Describes an experiment conducted in the
Port Barre high school, St. Labdry parish, to
determine the effectiveness. of ability grouping
as compared to the single group method
of teaching reading.
690. Bevans, Lloyd E. Phonics
in primari reading-(wbAt to teach grades
1 and 2). Master's, 191t8. Iowa. 173
p. ms.
p.
691. Bond, Eva. Reading and
ninth-grade achievement. Doctbr's, 1938.
?T. C., Col. Univ. New York,
Teachers college, Columbia university, 193&
61 p.
(Contributions to education, no. 756)
a

Attempts to determine the relationship
various reading skills and scholastic
achievement in various subject-matter areasbetween
on the ninth-grade level, by analyzing
gathered in the ninth grade of the John
data
Simpson junior high school, Mansfield,
achievement in English, Latin, algebra, general
Ohio, on
mathematics, and general kcience
by results on the 1937 Cooperative
achievement tests in each of the subjects, as shown
Iowa "silent reading test, form 8, the
and on the
Shank silent repd)tg test, and the
reading test: Finds varying degrees of relationship
Traxler silent
between the several aspects of ability
in reading and composite *ninth-grade
achievement; varying degrees of relationship between the several asPects of reading and
each of the various ninth-grade
cates that there is no such thing as a critical
subjects. Indilevel of reading ability above which added
skill in reading is no longer a factor in
achievement) at the ninth-grade level.
692. Bordelon, Wilmore Joseph.
The use of recognized methods for

stimulating, elevating, and making permanent
interest in free reading. Muter's, 1937.
Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana
kite University. University thinetin, voL 30 N. S., no. 3 : 94)
Attempt* to determine the
of tree reading; to discover whether the
and the nature of the readingimportance
amount
of children and adults suggests
a need for itimulating and
elevating interest ; to locate recognized
permanent interest in free reading; to methods for stimulating, elevating, and making
determine the extent to which elementary
employ the recognised methods.; to detprmio
teachers
how teachers rate the methods; to show
the relation between teachers'
evaluation
IA
use
43f4 the Methods;
puzpose for which teachers use the methods.
and to aseertiln the
6-f
.1,

.
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693. Bost, Charles Edward. A study of the reading abilities and disabilities
in 20 schools of Springfield, Ohio. Master's, 1938.

of 955 fourth-grade pupils
Wittenberg. 161 p. ms.

V

the xesults of a testing program in reading administered to .955 fourth-grade(
and4nds that the Springfield pupils are above the nation-Nide median scores Sup-

Analyzes

plied by the publishers.

694. Brady, Mary C. A study of the redling disabilities of 27 clementv6
Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll. for Te 4ch, 69 p. ms.
695. Breidenstein, Charlotte Anita. To Dote the effect of special units of
instruction on reading ability' of seven.pupils in grade seven of University high
school in 1937-38. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
school children.

e.

696. Burns, Barbara. A diagn'ostic study of reading difficulties in fourth
grade. Master's, 1938. Bosjon Univ. 56 P. ms.
Describes an experiment conducted with 143 fouith grade pupils from four fourth grades in

four different towns, in which the Durre I analysis of rending difficulty test was used to

determine what faulty habits and contbsio

se in fourth-grade reading.

397. Byrnside, David S. A comparative stìtfly of reading attainment in free
reading and formal reading program. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 73
P.

MEL

Studies the reading attainment of two groups of pupils in the fifth, sixth, and seventh
miles in three large Fichools in Vermilion par6h, Abbeville, Gueydan, and Kulan. Finds
that extmrive reading under proP*4 Ridance results in.improvement of reading abilities
over that of the formal or traditional method.

698. Campa, Ruth Miller. The evaluation of two procedures in preparing

fr

children to read. Master's, 11)38. Alabamh.

Carver, Dorcas E. A study of the growth in reading as shown by tests.
FNida.
700. Cavanaugh, Hilda. Reading readiness. Master's, -1938. Wisconsin.

699.

Master's, 1938.

r

701. Cavanaugh, Mildred R. A survey of unpublished reading vocabulary
studies from the first to the sixth grade.
er's, 1938. Temple. 345 p. ms.
Shows the need for more research and that writers of children's books should give more
careffill thought to the number of concepts for each word and the frequency of the words
used.

702. Chapman, Carrie S. A study of the reading ability 74 special class
Master's, 1938. Oregon.

pupils.

703. Cornell, Bernice. An experiment with a seventh-grade class in remedial
reading based on.correlátion with the content subjects. Master's, 1937. Michigan
11

704..Cumbee, Carroll Fleming. A study of the reading t4dencies of a
selected group of children.
a

Master's, 1938. Florida.

705. Deal, Hazel Marion. The development of reading readir*s since 1900.
Georgia. 106 p. mi.
706. aivian,
Jeanette. Word perception and,:lword meaning:in silent read.
Ing in the intermediate grades. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ. L1 p. ms.
Master's, 1938.

4

Describes an .expe- 'gent in which tests were devised and 48111Nstered to 128 children
in the fifth-and-sixth grades to detedmine whether they could reco ize -words they did not
know; could gain meanings from the context; toa determine sex differenFes in tire ability
to find unknown words and to find the meanings in the context; AQ find tbe.relatiop of
these abilities/to the different levels of reading achievement; and to deterukine the growth
which took place ip the giving of four prUctice tests. Finds the children generally unable
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to recognise words they did not know ; ability to use context definitions to derive
word
meanings is not well developed ; ability to use context to derive meanings
markedly with reading ability ; sex differences in these abilities were slight improved
amount of improvement in four practice tests was negligible for each of and the
the skills
tested.
fr

707. Elizey, Rose C. A comparative study of the reading ability of
Frenchspeaking and Spanish-speaking polls in the elementary grades.
Master's, 1937.
Louisiana State. .(Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University
bu.Iletin,
vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 84-35)
_

Compares 120 French-English with 150 Spanish-English-speaking pupils,
none of whom
could speak English on entering the first grade. Indicates that French-sPeaking
Pupils,
in general show a higher reading ability than Spanish-speaking pupils
in reading ability are greater in the later elementary grades ; and that; that differences
French-speaking
pupils are moroi variable,- as a group, than Spanish-speaking pupils.

798. Everitt, Bonnie Dean. A critical study of the Texas first-grade
reading
Master's, 1938. Texas.
709.
'° pion, John L The effectiveness of remedial instructioin
reading in the Waller high schooj, Chicago. Master's 1r.4 : Michigan.
*710.9,Friar, Ethel H. The psychology of non-readers. D9ctor's,
8. 'New
York ho p. ms.
program.

1:1

Tests 89 3:ion-readers in a New York City school to find the nature and
causes &their
reading difficulties. Finds that each non-reader must be tested individually
are several factors responsible for reading difficulties in each case ; that thes6 ; that there
pupils need .
more oral and phonetic work, and need to increase their speed of reading ; that
remedial
teaching sho41itegin immediately ; and that more seventh- and eighth-grade
pupils failed
to reach the diffs than did pupils in the first through tbe third grades.

711. Gilbert, H. X. A study of reading ability and teachers' marks.
ter's, 1938. North Carolimi.

Mas-

712. Gill, Lela Merres. A program for fifth and sixth grade reading.
Mas-,
ter's, 1938. Ind. St. T. Q. 165 p. -ms. (Abstract in: (Indiana state
teachers
college. Teachers college jouriiial, 9: 180, July 1938)
fir

Attempts to develop a reading projpam for the fifth 'and sixth grades
which would give
the children enriched experiences. Dtvotes two periods a week to work-type
reading and
three periods to recriatory reading. Shows that pupils in the middle group improved
more
than did pupils in the upper and lower quartiles.

ilia Gray, William S. and Holmes, Eleanor. .4f The development of meaning

vocabularies in,readihg : an experimental study. Chicago, University of Chicago,
1938. 340 ix (Publications of the laboratory schools of
the University of Chicago no. 6)
ed
Discusses the importance of a meaning vocabulary; the narure and
development of

meaning; tbe natiare of the experimental probleni; the relativé' merits of two methods of
promoting vocabulary growth ; tke. influence of rely:dins effigiency of two methods of
promotin; vocabulary growth; the Influence of *the context upon word meanings ; and enriching and clarifying meaning in content field&

,

O

714. Guthrie, Paul Lawrence. A study qf certain reading skills in

4, 5, aixl 6. Master's, MP. sIndian.p. 66 p. n;s.

.

grades

715. Hale, Louise Kent. Construction of reading m&terial in games by children of grades 8 and 4. Muter's, 1938. Iowa.
716. Hamilton, Mary Zvelyn. The relationship of reading comprehension
and speed to student success in the Lexibgton, Virginia, high Nebo& Master's,
1938 South Carolina. 40 p. us.
.

".

717..Harajlan, Zleanor.' The aintribution of a free teading program to the
students' taste tin reading vocabulary and general infortion:. Muter's, 1938k
Southern

Califon*.

.

o
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Harvin, Ila Maria. A county wide study of activities used to develop

reading rdiness. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 78 p. ms.
Attempts t.o determine to/ *hat extent activities for the development of reading readiness
were used by 87 rural first-grade teachers in Nacogdoches county, Tex. and the relation,

ship between
200

.

the reading actitrities used and reading *suit& as shdwi by tests given to

first-grade Fhildren.

719. Harris, Viva Emba. Teaching Corpus Christi beginners through first
grades to read with a critical analysis of objectives, materials, methods, apd procedures in the light-of modern theory and practices. Master's, 1938. Tex. Coll,_
of Arts and Ind. 71 p. ms.
720.

Heflin, H. B. A comparison of two methods of remedial reading in-

gtructions. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 92 p. ma
Describes an experimental study of retarded seventh-and ninth-grade pupils in the Peabody
demonstration school.

721. HonsingF, Richard W. Case studies of a remedial reading program
In an elementary school. Master's, 1937. St. Coll. of Wásh. 75 p. ms.
TM. Hopkins, Lenore Livingston. An experimental study of the use of
visual aids in the teachin of beginning reading. Miter's, 1938.

Southern

_Ca?1-fornra.

723. Hopkins, Walter C. The relation of.reading ability to scholastic #chieve-ment and the effects of remedial reading in the ninth grade. Mairtf's, 1938.
Wittenberg. 48 p. ma.
Describes a 1-year experiment in remedial 'reading. Finds that reading ability is closely
relqed to scholastic achievement, and that inefficiency in reading was corrected or improved
by a 1-semester course in remedial reading.

724. Hoying, Buster Mary Justiniana. The relation between the length of
words and the time required to perceive them. Master's, 193& Catholic Univ.
35

t

p. ms.

--

Selects 224 words varying in length from two to eight letters, from the first 10r000 of
Thorndike's TeachprIto word Usti and presents them to 50 college students by means Of a
Kartenwechaler. Measures perception timi with a precision timer chronometer in htindredths of seconds. Finds that the increase in perception time was gradual and consistent Colcludes that the word is nòt perceived by one mnitary act, but by a rapid
succession of acts, the duration of which increases with the length of the word.

;Ns

725. Inness, Marjory. A statistical analysis of the effect of word content
the situation on stuttering dUring oral reading. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
726. Johnson, Paul Adrian. The apparent contributions of knowledge of
grammar 'to eolgehension in silent reading. Master's, 1938. Iowa. -51 p. ins.
versus

727. La Tetra, Edgitie Curray. An experimental inVestigation of the improvement in reading ability of a low group B8 class. Master's; 1938. Southern
... California.
o

s723. Lamport, Harold- Boyne. A history of the teaching of beginning readeing. Doctor's, 1985. Chltago. Chicago, Universitt of Chicago libraries, 1937.
113 P.

729. Larsen, Robert P. Common and differetaial fáctors in reading
Iowa. (Abstra
/
aims
and
progress
of
research,
no. 57)
on
Unisetlity of Iowa. Series

prehension ,and hearing comprehension. Doctor's, 1938.

..

r

'in:

Describes an experiment in which the Paragraph sections of Form A of the Ndokn-Denny

raiding testirere used to measure hearing comprehension, and the comparable part of

Porn B was lased, to measure reading comprehehslon of 156 freshmen, 8 sophom4es, and
1, junior selected at rando6 ftom the University's freshman speech classes. Concludes

that eomprehession la a centrally determined function, operating, plurally, quite Ind&
mine; ot the mode of presentation pf thi astarial.
It%
o

Ir

1
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730. Lefever, Viola Helen. Ah analysis of professional literature
relatinz
to free reading in the junior high school. Master's, 1938. Southern
California.
731. Le Hew, Helen. Imvery characterigtics of retarded afid
accelerated
readers. Master's, 1938. Washington Univ. 94 p. ms.
Describes an experiment in which a group of tests designed to sample
the various types
imagerf\urd in learning to read was administered to 88 matebed pairs of readers.
Indicates that on non-kinasthetic tests involving visual or auditory imagery alone,
the
accelerated readers are superior in learning to the retarded readers, but that
kinaesthetic
imagery is used with visual or auditory imagery, the accelerated readerswhen
do not maintain
their superiority. Shows the desirability of using kinaesthetic
aids
wth
the retarded
reader.
of

.3

O

732. McCallister, Mallet A comparison of two methods of teaching
reading
to extreme reading disability cases. Masteibs, 1938. Washington
Univ. 107

p. Iils.

Describes an experimental study of individualized remedial instruction
matched groups of seriously retarded ,rers. using the sound tracing in reading of
method with
group and 'the combination method wit oie other.

two
one

*733. Mann, Gilbert Chauncey.

Administering a corrective reading program
in ninth-grade English classes of a small high school.
Master's, 1938. Boston
Univ. 195 p. ms.
Describes an experiment conducted in the ninth grade of a high school of

North Eagton.
Mass., in which a correctiv4 reading program was given to the poor readers
who were
selected on the basis of scores *lade on tbe Haggerty reading
examination, and the Trailer silent reading test, and the Terman group test of mental ability. Shows that
when the
classes

were retested at the end of the eiperiment, reading gains had been made by tbe
entire class and by the 50 pupils who were the best readers at the beginning
far greater than the gains made byathe members of the corrective reading of the study,
groups.

734. Manor, Bertie. Relation between reading and activities in a first-grade
program. Master'sr 1938. Petkbody. 75 p. ms.
Finds that first-grade pupils show more effective progress when their reading

to thelr actibvities.

Ste
.

is related

735. Messenger, Thomas William. A program of remedialreading-in the
ninth grade based on reading difficulties encountered in general science. Master's,
1938. Iowa. 53 p. ms.
736. Michel, Gladysllosa. A study-ef the reading errois of a se1ect6d group.
Master's, 1938. Stanford. 104 p. xns.
737. Morgan, David Hitchens. Motor factors in reading: a cinemanalysis
of
eye'kmovements of identical and like-sex fr4ternal twins in reading prose.
Doctor's, 1938. California.

ComPares the reading performance as shown by rate of reading, ocular
progressions, total
regressions, fixationi, and average pause duration of 35 pairs of identical and
83 pairs of
fraternal twins selected from 102 pairs in grades 8 through 10. Finds
that
measures except regressive movements, both groups of twins yielded significant on nil the
inter-pair
correlations; that the curves of p
differences revealed a similarity greater in flip
identical group,than in tbe fraternal for
e of reading and average pause duration.
%P

738. Most, Ida Dorotliy, The established scientifiC aids for the
supervision
of reading in the first six grades. Master's 1937. Silk-Coll. of Wash. 68 p.ms.,
7g9. Neeb, Marie Marguerite. The prognosis of success in 1A
tiii4InV
Master's, 1937. Gporge Washffigton. 44 p. ms.
Describes an experiment in which the I5etroit first-grade intelligence
test, the Metro-

pólitan readiness tests,- and. the Monroe reading aptitude tests
given .to 170 pupils
in 11 white public schools in Washington, D. C., at the end of we2
ter
first
semester of the
school year 1985-8% at which time the children were enrolled in t#e
After
a semester in the fink grade, these pupils were given the Metropolitan kindergarten.
primary
1
battery
A
tests of reading achievement. Indicates that the Metropolitan readiness
test Is 4,he best
single means of estimating probable gnome In first-grade reading.
4

a
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Nicholson, Novella Motley. An investigation to determine the relative
0

value of systematic and incidental instruction in seventh-grade reading. Master's,
1938.

Southern Oalifornia.

741. O'Connell, Sitter X. Philona. The relation between the time of
and the length, and other characteristics of words. Master's, 1938.
Catholic Univ. 38 p. ms.
Describes an experiment conducted with 50 sixth-grade children to determine the relation between the -length of words and the time it requires to perceive them. Finds that
perception

of inb.case in perception time.
familiarity is not the ZI-e__cause
-N.

742. Ogg, Helen Loree.
literature. Doctor's, 1938.

"AA

vitique of the oral and silent reading of poetic

Southern California.

743, Page, Princessa.. A critical study of the aims, yilues, 4tu1 techniques
reading in secondary schools. Master's, .1938. Southern California.
744. Paul, Jeff P. A study of the relationship betwee.n the entrance age of
first-grade pupils and teachers' marks in reading,- aikd promotions in Avoyelles
parish, 1934-37. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 20 p. ms.
of reniedial

.

.

Indicates that the age of pupils making the best record was slightly under 61/2 years,
that pupils just under 7 scored second best, and that the groups 6. years and under were
comparatively weak.

745. Peter,3on, E. E. A study of the effect of the use of Better study habits
by Salisbury on reading comprehension and /Vading rate. Master's, 1938.
Michigan.

746. Poindexter, James Edward. A study of the size of the basic recognktion
vocabularies ote a group of Emory university students. Master's, 1938. Emory.
77 p. ms.
Computes the size of the vocabulary of the members of a group of 46 persons, and compares the relative accuracy of various methods of testing the size of reading or recognition vocabularies. Finds that the mean size of recognition vocabulary is 60,759 words,
which is about the average for college etudents; that there is a tendency for mean vocabulary size to increase with advancement in class standing in college about 2,000 words a
year; that Mudents score higher on multiple choice tests than on any of the three subsidiary tests; and thatethere is a definite correlation between multiple choice scores and
each of the three subsidiary scores which measure recognition vocabulary.

747. Porter, Willis rutnam. A study of the reading progress of one class
of beginning feaders. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 214 p. ms.

a

t748. Rinsland, Henry D. and Moore, James H. The vocabulary of elementary school children of the United States. porman, University of Oklahoma,
1938. 46 p. ms. (Works progress 'administration of Oklahoma, project 48565-347)

749. Ritter, Esther. Remedial -treatment of oral reading difficulties -in the
junior and senior high schools. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
750. Robinson, Joseph Cook. A comparatije study of two methods of grouping for reading instruction. Master's, 1938. ikuthern California.
751. Sampson, Sarah I. An evaluation for the teaching for efficiency in read-4
ing, arithmetic and spelling 42 a third-grade class. Master's, 1938. Ohio State.
.

V.

126 p. ms.

Attempts to determine bow individual instruction could be carried out with a view to
democraty in education in a regular classroom of 40 children and by the regular classroom teacher. Finds that special training is necessary for 0% teaching as planned; that
the teaching load must be lighter ; and that there are few failures when the full expression
of hxlivittuat capacity is based on taking sympathetic account of each child using information as to his whole personality.
14

f.
,

97.
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*752. Schlegel, Albert G. W. An
experiment to determine the relative
effectiveness of two different types of supplementary
reading materials in the
intermediate grades. Doctor's, 1935. Penn. State.
State College, ,Pennsylvania
state college, 1937. 42 p. (Pennsylvania state college.
Studies in education,
no. 18)

753. Scott, Ethel O'DelL An experimental
study of the relation between
personality traits and reading ability. Master's, 1938.
Texas.
0
754. Shoulders, William B. A study
of a program of extensive-intensive
reading in grades 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Master's, 1938.
Tennessee. 94 p.° ms.
Finds that undirected free reading had educational
value
in all grades except the eiath
where physical development seemed to be
a
factor,
and
led
to the reading of a more
emotional type of, literature.

T. Simpson, Wendell H. A course in reading for liberal
arts graduates
who irish to supervise an elementary schooL
Master's, 193& N. Y. St. CQ1L
for Teach. 144 p. ms.
756. Slater, Lillian. An investigation of reading
disability in the
grade of a central rural school. Master's, 193&
N. Y. SL Coll. for

106 p. m&

ninth
Teach.

757. Slimer, Grtrude. Trends in reading objectives
in the upper elementary
grades. Master's, 19a& Peabody. 135 p. m&
Finds that reading instruction is considered
present trends are away from oral reading andmore important than formerly; that tbe
silent reading ; that objectives
in the early courses of study were state* in a toward
generalized form ; that they are not
presented
as detailed, definite aims, goals, attitudes, habits,
and ideal&

758. Sloan, Elsie Janette. Overlapping of
reading abilities in Edwardsville
high schooL Master's, 1988. Washington Univ.
62 p. ms. ,
Presenb the /Insults of the Iowa silent reading
advanced
tests, form A, administered
to 625 pupils it grades 9-12. Gives information
on pre-high-school training,

and IQ's.

ages,

*769. Smith, Esther X. Tachistoscope
studies
the second grade. Master's,.1938. Boston Univ. of ivord-perception abilities
& p ms.

in

Describes an experimental!' which various
lected children- in the 'second grades in each reading tests were administered to 50 unseof two
whether the phonetic or the word u a unit approach tbwns in' an attempt to determine
is the better metllod of starting the
teaching of reading. Finds the direct phonic
group
superior
in all of the tests except in
reading achievement tests in which the
groups showed no significant difference.

760. Smith, Floyd L. An analysis of the cotnponent
mental factors that contribute to the reading ability of tithe good
readers and nine poor readers. Mas-

ter's, 1938. Michigan.
4

a

761. Smith, Gertrude Bain. Word mastery
of first-grade children. Master's,
1967. George Wuhington. 43 p. ms.
a

Attempts to determine the number
of repetitions.necessary for the mastery of an unfamiliar Word by first-grade pupils, and
whether this number is different in the case -of
children who vary with respect to general
and mental age. Describes an
experiment conducted with the same section ofintelligence
the first grade in sevefi different schools in
Arlington county. 'Va., in which 60 unfamiliar
words were given to the children until
each child bad mastered all of the words.
Finds that each of the 140 pupils used in
the experiment needed to be told what
they were able to recall it independently a new word wu about fire or six times before
successive dais; that the nynber of necessary
repetitions nried greatly from one word on
to another and from one pupil to another;
general intelligence is an important
factor, bat .nOt the only one in determiningthat
the
number of necessary repetitions of a word;
and that there is no important mu difference
in the Limber of repetitions rieeenary for word
mastery.
et

et
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41.

Smith, Jane Elizabeth. A case study investigation of factors refated
to reading ability ftrks 30 first-grade children. Master's, 1938v Iowa. 133 p. ma
.763. Smith, Mary Elizabeth. An investigation of six possible factors in
762.

word difficulty. Master's, 1938. George Washington. 35 p. ms.
Analyzes the 10,000 words in Thorndike's Teachere wored book to determine the permntage of consonants and vowels, taU letters, tall and descending letters, ratio of
syllables to letters, ratio of syllables to words, and average number of letters per word;
and analyses 1,000 words from one book for each giade from the first through the sixth.
Finds that three factors included in this analysis showed no, or a nekligible, relationship
to word difficulty, and that the other three factors were associated with word dificult.v.
Shows that grade placement must be based not only on the relative difficulty of single
words,

but also on interest factors, sentence structure, and other factors.

flepti.

Smith, Ni la Banton. Remedial instruction in reading with college
Bloomington, Indiana university, 1938. 85 p. (Bulletin of the
.

freshmen.

School of education, vol. 15, no. 1)

Describes au experiment conducted during the school year 1937-88, with 21 students
at Indiana university who were receiving financial aid through the National youth administration, to determine the possibilities of improving the reading ability of good readers
as well WI of poor readers. Shows that students who were given remedial instruction
made substantial gains in all of the aspects of Fefding measured by the Iowa silent reading
tests, And the Minnesota reading examination for college students ; that students who were

the best readers at the beginning of the experiment made the greatest total gains
in both comprehension and speed as a result oll.their course in remedial instruction.
Shows a wider difference in gains between the high group and the middle group than
between the middle group and the low group.

765, Spitzer, Herbert F. A study of retention in reading. Doctor's, 1938.
Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. Series on aims and progress of research,
no. 57)

Attempts to determine what effect recall tests have qn retention of facts which children acquire through reading, when the materials and the methods of study are similar
to those used in classroom situations. Divides 8,605 sixth-grade pupils, representing gi
elementary schools in 9 school systems, into 10 groups ; uses 2 of these groups to obtain
information on previous knowledge and the effect of immediate test repetition ; uses thie

other 8 groups to obtain data on retention. Shows that retention benefited significantly
from recall.v Suggests the use of immediate recall tests as one means °of aiding retention
in the elementary, school.

766. Sterling, Helen Winfield. A comparison of basic factors in reading

a

patterns with intelligence. .Master's, 1938. Peabody. 23 p. m&
Finds that the less intelligent children make significantly more regressions than

the

more intelligent pupil&

767. Stipe, Agnes Amy. A study of the effects of remedial training on the
reading comprehènsion maturity 'of college freshmen. Master's, 1938. Iowa.

768. Sullivan, Sister Nary Christina. A phonetic analysis of the

new

Gates' primary reading Ivo'cabulary. Muter's, 1937. Catholic Univ. Washington,
catholic education press, 4188. 47 p. (Catholic univeisity of America. Educational research monographs, vol. 11, no. 2)
769. Wallace, Mrs. /Cary teems'. The improvement of reading in the primary
grades of Smith county schools. bl4ster'er4938. Texas.
770. Ward, ()nets Askew. biiiiciptations in reading. Master's, 1988.
A .74*
Emory. 106 p. ma.
Investigates maladaptations In reading, and their consequences .and treatment. Finds
maw makdaptations in reading and undesirable consequences in behavior in tbe classroom, au the playground, and lii the home u well as in the reeding situatioi. Shims the
seed tot bettor teaching of reading.

.
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Warren, Arthur ,ja ert rand. The effect of
acrophobia on the reading
habit Master's, 1938. Clark. (Abstract iv: Clark
university. Abstracts of
dissertations and theses, 1938: 161-63)
V

771.

Attempts to determine whether the fear of
height would cause .chanes in the
movement records when the subject read a passage
eyefalling, and when he read the same type of material vividly descriptive of heIght and of
while
that acrophobia causes disturbances in eye-movement ; it seated on a high place. Finds
causes a reduction in Unpruil
when the- subject is seated on a high place,
and tends to ieduce the amount remembered
.when the subject simply reads material
descriptive of height; that acrophobia
noticeable effect on 4he speed of reading, number
of fixations per hundred words, has no
of regressions per hundred words, reading
number
time,
span of recognition when each of the factors is average duration 1.4 fixation; and avvrage
taken singly.

.

"Jaw

West, Alice. The effect of simplified reading
ment of first-krade children in reading. Master's, materifil upon the naive1938. Southwest Texas
St.
772.

,

T. C. 42 p. ms.
vo

Whittaker, Bernice. A professionalized study of
the teaching of
mentary reading. Master's, 1938. Tennessee. 244
p. ms.
773.

ele-

Studies the history, aims and objectives,
of reading, and tests and measurements in psychology, methods of teaching, and hygiene
reading.

774, Wilson, David W. A suggested
skills of pupils in the Nórth Baltimore highprogram for improving the reading
school. Master's, 1938. Ohio

State*
152 p. ms.
Surveys recent trends in the teaching of
school reading abilities. Gives a specific reading and the present status of secondary
ppogram for remedial reading
the North Baltimore, Oio, high school,
and shows that remedial reading instruction in
be a continuous part of the
teaching must
high-school curriculum.
s

fr

a

HANDWRITING

eS,

Ashton, Recene V. A study öf illegibilities In
handwriting. Master's,
1938. Iowa. 68 p. ms.
776. Grabill, Gladys B. A comparative
study of supervised and unsupervised handwriting. Master's, 1938.
Southern California.
777. Myers, Migent Ekander, A
beginning course in lettering. Master's
1938. North Dakota.
778. Nugent, John Joseph, Jr.
Experimental study in bilateral transfer in
the vise of handwrfting. Master's, 1938.
Clark. (Abstract in: Clark university. Abstracts of dissertations and theses,
1938: 154-56)
'775.

Attempts to determine if improvement due
to practice in handwriting with tbe
preferred.hand in the incorrect position would, in any
nonmeasure, transfer to the preferred
band in the correct position. Finds that
writing
'with
the
preferred hand in the correct
position would be aided by practice in the
non-preferred hand in the incorrect position.

*779. Rowley,' Florence. Motor coordination
it the field of handwriting.
Masier's, 1938. Boston Univ. 56 p. ms.
Compares speed of handwriting from copy with
results of Sour motor tests, to determine whether motor coordination as shown by tile
slow handwriting is tbe result of
muscle coordipation. Peecribes an experiment
low
in which tests were given to 209 Children
in grades 4, 5, and 6. Indicates that low
motor coordination is not the cause of slow
handwriting.
780. Ether'mAn, Eva Edith. An
experimental investigation 9f the modifiability
of slant in the handwriting of elementary
selpol pppils. Master's, 1938. Pittii..burgb. (Abstract in: University of
Pittsburgh. Abstract; of
-

theses, researches
-in progress, and bibliography of
publications, 14: 420-24)
Describes an experiment conducted with
44..0 Children in the 513
grade of 10 Pittsburgh
public schools, givided into ezpvemental
and contiol
schooli, in which the childien.in the
"4:

ct.
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experimental schools were given a short lesson analyzing the elements of slant orally
with no practice, and the children in the control schools were allowed to practice writing
instead of having an oral les,Ron. Shows that the children in the experimental classes
showed consistent gains betvrt;en sample 'one and simple two of their handwriting, whereas
the children in the control classes did not make a positive gain.
781.

Whittaker, Mrs. Margie Harvey. The status of manuscript handwriting

in the United States with special refererice to its use in Texas.

Master's, 1938.

Texas.
SPELLING

782. Barker, Thomas. A spelling list for giades seven and eight from the
Oklahoma WPA list of children's words.
783.

Master's, 1938. Oklahoma.

109 p. ms.

Billings lea, Edith Ellen. A spelling list for the sixth grade from the

Oklahoma WPA list of children's words.

Master's, 1938. Oklahoma.

84

p. ms.

784. Cajero, Manuel. Study of spelling difficulties. Master's, 1938. Arizona
St. T. C. 38 p. ms.
Attempts to ascertain how far phonetic differences between Spanish and English play
a *part in a learning situation of the Spanish-spegking child, as in the case of spelling.
Shows basic difficulties and offers suggestions for improvement.

785 Crews, Inez Smith. A comparison of the test-study method with the
informal-functional method of teaching spelling to third-grade pupils. Master's,
1938. SouthWest Texas St. T. C. 38 p. ms
Finds no statistical merit at the dote 9f the experiment that would favor either method ;
that there is a saving of time on the part of the pupils in the informal-functional method,
but this method required more time in preparation and more alertness on tbe part\of the
teacher; and that there seemed to be a more natural motive to learn on the part of the
group taught by tbe informal-functional method.

786. Dinsmore, Robert Louis. An analysis of certain fifth-grade spelling
Colo. St. toll. of Ed.
787. Engelhardt, Sister X. Veronica. The influence of the degree of difficulty af the interpolated activity on the amount of retroactite
inhibition.
.
errors. Master's, 1938.

.

Master's, 1938. Catholic Univ. 18 p. ms.
Describes an periment conducted with 885 children from the third, fourth, sixth, and
seventh grades to determine the influence of degree of difficulty of the interpolated material on the amount of retroactive inhibition, using for original learning a serial list of
verbs taken from the first 1,500 woras of Thorndike's Teachere word book, and for interpolated activity, lists of spelling words selected from the boy spelling scales. Notes retroactive inhibition in all experimental groups. Concludes t
gree of dtiliculty is a qualify:
ing factor in its influence on retention and that as the d
'7 of the interpolated learning
increases, the depilate of retroactive inhibition decreases.
H.

11

788. Good, Raymond K. A compar1so4 of three methods of testing In spellbffster's, 1937. Michigan.

ing.

,

789. Mires, Lassa Iona. A spelling list for the second grade from thee Oklahoma WPA list of children's words. Master's, 1938. Oklahoma. 61 p. ram
790. Norvell, Mrs. Juanita S. A vocabulary study of the words misspelled
by fifth-grade children. Master's, 1938. Texas.

791. Skalbeck, Oliver M. A statistical analysis of three measures of word
length. Master's, 1938.

Iowa.

P.

792. Vendegrift, Nellie Mae Davis. A spelling list for the third grade from
the Oklahoma WPA list of children's wads. Master's, 1938. Oklahoma,.
.

102 p.rmg.
't4

ov.

4
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE
GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION

793. Allison, Helen Gould. A year's
teaching of ninth-grade .English.
ter's, 1938. Peabody. 808 p. ma
Studies the daily work of a ninth-grade class in
English for 1 year. Finds that
life and work progress more satisfactorily if

Masschool

pleasanterelationships between pupils and
teacher% and between pupils and -classmates can
be maintained if individual differences
are taken into account, if provision is made for creative
expression, and if the school
work is challenging.
794. Aubrey, Jane. The composition
interests of Ohio state university highschool pupils as exhibited in a free-writing
program. Master's, 1938. Ohio State.
250 p. ms.
Analyzes the interests exhibited in the
of a class of 57 students at the Ohio
state university school, during the school writing
years
1932-33
and 1933-34. Compares major
soand minor interests, boys' interests With those of
the 2 years. Finds that the free-writing program girls; interests shown during each of
was
conducive to growth.
e
795. Beckham, Carolyn.

The history of the teaching of high-school
English
from 1870 to 1900. Master's, 1938. Stanford. 160
p. ma.
.0

796.

Beitelspacher, Norma Katherine. A grammar
usage workbook for
eleventh- and twelflth-grade pupils. Master's, 1938.
Colorado. (Abstract in:
University
Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses, and
reports for higher
degrees, 1938 :

a

26) ,.
Constructs a workbook on the educational principles of
individual pupil differences,
pupil self-activity, individualised instruction,
overlearning through drill, and incentives aed
intere,s, to mebt the needs of maturer students.

797. Bellows, Susie M. Content and form of
fourth-grade children's writings.
Master's, 1938. Peabody.
p. ms.
Analyzes all a the writings of the _children in
a fourth grade for 1 year, to determine
the form used, thiir main interejts, whether there
were sex differences in the fqrm and
content, of their writings, and the relation of
intelligence
to interest themes. Shows that
fourth-grade children write more stories than
other children, familiar situations, and nature any other form, using their own experiences,
as their subjects ; that there is no appreciable
difference in the forms and niain interest themes
chosen by boys and girls; that the brighter
children used nature, fanciful characters, and children
u their subject matter more than did
children with lower intelligence.

a

4r

79& ierns, Mayme Elizabeth.
.1938. Inclittna. 194 p. ms.

A study of levels of English usake. Master's,
116

*799. Blair, 'Mary FliirCaeth. At study
of the types and causes of sentence
structure errors made by typical junior high
school pup9s. Master's, 1938.
New York. 63 p. ms.
800. Boutelle, Mrs. Margaret W. band
Maguire, Lillian. Constructions in
English which children must learn.
Gainesville, Univrifrof Florida, 1938.
.

801. Bowen,

.

.

Brita

Rose. An
of subject A English as taught
at the University of Californiainvestigation
at toe Angeles. Muter's, 1968. Southern

California.

802. Burton, Mai" Ada Elisabeth. A
year's teaching of English in ninth
gradé. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 276 k ma.
Revels that the informal method of ftwicitne whiCh
allowed the pupils to enter into
class work Intl freedom and to suggest
ask questions whenever they wished to do
so added nest °to the elm warp and was or
a means U.) furthering their growth.
WS. Chemberlen, Frederick T. A
comparative
English usage of elabth-grade pupils subjected survey of the proficiencies.in
to the different attitudes held
.

p.

Ifiler 4
".`

I
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by two secondary schools toward entering freshmen. Master's, 1938. Southern
California.
8044 Clark, Isabelle Totten. An analysis of typical projects in English composition in secondary schools. Master's, i938. Southern California.

f805. Coale, Willis B., Smith, Madorah E., and blasuoka, Iitsuichi. Successful practices in the teaching of English to bilingual children in Hawaii.
Washington, United States Government printing-office, 1938. 16a p. (Office of
education. Bulletin, 1937, no. 14. Preject in research in universities) (17n1

versity of Hawaii)
Presents a study of practices used by successful teachers of Hawaii in working for
English improvement; and a comprehensive analysis of usage errors among public-school.
children of Hilly/alt.

Conrad, Hazel Loii. Syllabus fór the teaching of oral )11ng lish in grade
Iowa. 78 p. ms.
.
807. Corbert, Edith "Williams. An investigation into the method of teach

806,

eight Master's, 1938.
ing grammar.

Master'i, 1938. Southern California.

,808. Corson, Hazell Individual differences in the extent and level of the
education. Bulletin, 1937, no. 14. Project in research in universities) (14137 p. ms.
Attempts to determine bow intermediate grade children differ in number of words used
to describe the same situation ; wh.lt differences in vocabulary leve1 can be determined ;
whether it is possible to determihe definite vocabulary growth from year to year;

whether there are significant sex differences in written vocabulary

;

whether there is

any relationship between the amount written and the general level of vocabulary ; and

what indications there are of a core vocabulary, 'as shown by the written descriptions
of a film shown to groups of fourth-, fifth; and sixth-grade children. Indicates that
intermediate grade children tend to express their ideas in a narrow vocabulary range ;
and that girls tend to use a more iaried vocabulary, 'although the differences between
boys and girls of the same grade are not statistically significant
NIP

809. Crink, Mary Elizabeth. A year's English for the non-academic pupil.
Wisconsin.

Master's, 1988.

.

810.1Crowley, Margaret Mary. Course of study constancy in English grammar. Master's, 1938. Fordham. 65 p. ms.
Studies the New York state elementary school courses of study in English grammar
from 1889 to 1988, and finds that the objectives and grammatical content have remained
practically constant, and that there has been a steady progression toward beginning
grammar later on in the school life of the child.

811 Davis, Bettie Freeman. An eilIerimental evaluation of home work in
English composition in first-year high school. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State.

(Abstract in: Lluisiana state university. University bulletin,.vol. SO N. B.,
8: 96)
812. Deter, Francis- H. The develòpment of thinking through the medium of

no.

English teaching.. Master's, Villa Ohio State. 139 p. ms.
813. Dingmanr Erwin. A survey of spoken language errors. Master's, 1938.
Michigan.
814.

Doney, Wesley P. A study of the general language and written

p:WU/3u

com-

abilities of seventh-grade pupils in public schools of Wyandotte, Michi-

gan. Master% 1988.

Michigan.

1.

815. D4ohen, Nora. A study of prevailing practices in the teaching of tenthgrade English In South Dakota. Master's, 1988. South Dakota. 8.5 p. ms.
f.!'
.
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816. Eckersoh, Lois Dorothea.
The estimation of individual differences
in
the total size of general English recognition
vocabulary. Master's, 1938. Southern Çalifornia.
817. Fry, Eleanor. English in the prog;essive

jufiior high school. Master's,
46 p. ms.
Covers 46 progressive junior high schools
in the various sfhtes by
questionnaire
concerning progressive racticee) in English.
Finds
that English has not been greatly
Influenced by progressive principles.
1938.

Oklahoma.

818. Gardner, Elizabeth Pearl.
Minimum esseniials in English for the
ninth grade. Master's, 1938. Ohio Univ.
117 p. ms.
819. Grider, 'Marcella Hetmine.
A study of the instructional Materials used
by inglish teachers in grades 7 to 12 in
village and rural consolidated high
schools of northeastern Oklahoma. Master's,
1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.
Finds that the effectiveness of any device
depends
largely on the Personality,
and enthusiasm of the teacher using it
that workbooks are useful 4f properlyattitude,
that teachers cannot do their best work ;without
used;
I

leisure for recreation, and for cultural

and professional development.

Haas, Virgil Lee. The English efficiency of
college freshmen. Master's,
Kansas St. Coll.
821. Ifanson, Riia Mary. A
critical evaluation of form elements in
letter
writing._
820.
1938.

4

Master's, 1938. Iowa. 115 p. ms.

822. Hardie, Leonard R. H. How
to teach English expression cooperatively.
Master's, 1938. Southern California.
823. Hartman, Theo Campbell. The
department of superintendence and the
teaching of Engliih, 1865-1937. Master's, 1938.
George Washington. 95 p. ms.
Deals with the historical development
schools as reflected by the addresses and of the teaching of English in the American
proceedings of the Department of siiperintendence
of the National education association.

824. Heil, Clinton Fripaklin. Predicting
success in ninth-year English,
algebra, and civics on the basis of seventhand ^eighth-year records. Master's,'
1938. Penn. State. 38 p. ms.
,
Studies the records of of 111 pupils in
the Punxsutawney junior and senior
school. Finds that grouping in
high
ninth-year algebra, English, and civics
predicted scores, computed
on the basis of

from actual scores riceived in the
separate seventh- and
eighth-year subjects, would be the most reliable
method.

825. Henley, Ruth Evelyn.
Comprehension difficulties of various sentence
structures. Master's, 1938. Thwton Univ. 68
p. ms.
Prep.ares a true-false and a completion
test
to
check '47 most frequently used construction firms, and a question form test with
five multiple choice 1-word answers.
all three tests to four third and
to four fotirth grades. Indicates that Administers
a sentence structure bas little influence
frequency of
on difficulty of comprehension.

826. Hoffman,

Howardine G. Bilinglialism and oral and
written expression
in fifth-grade children. Master's,
1938. Southern California.
827. Jacksmi, Mrs. Lucile Prim. An analysis
of the language difficulties of
the
Spanish-speaking children of the Bowie high ichool,
El Paso, Texas. Master's,
Texas.

1938.

828. Kaapu, Myrtle King. A study
of the influence of Japanese syntax and
idiom u0on the spoken and written
English of a group of ninth-grade pupils.
Master's, 1937. Hawaii.
O

a
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Kennedy, Sister Marie Ancille. A modern program in English for
Catholic high schools. Master's; 1938. Peabody. 908 p. ms.
English for
Analyzes 47 outstanding courses of study and ,prepares units of work in
829.

grades

9 to 12.

Kinhart, Howard A. Thevirect of supervision .on high-school English.
Doctor's, 1838. Johns Hopkins.
831. Lawrence, Christine. A workbook for the correction of English errors.
Master's, 1938. Southern California.
830.

Call, Harlan R. A survey of the pupils taking English 11 in the
high
school in respect to their grades in English: their intelligence, and
Charlotte
their reading ability. Master's, 1938. Miohigan.
832. Bic

833. McPhail, Harry Roderick. Measured evidences of growth in primary
language abilities. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 78 p. ms.

Maguire, 'Agatha Catherine Frances. Three units in eleventh grade
English. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ. 96 p. ms.
*834.

Presents units based on Charles Dickens' Tale of two cities, stories from mythology,

a

and an examination of the English language.

I

835. Melton, James O. An evaluation of a fused p.rogram of English and
American history with respect to capitalization and punctuation. Master's, 1938.

&Ahern California.
836. Nowlin, Lela. An experiment in the use of school publications as
'4
3.
laboratory work in English. Master's, 1938. Texas.
i
837. Painter, Florence M. Children's interests and writte4nformat1on.
-

.

Master's, 1938. George Washington. 80 p. ms.

Invegtigates the interests of 36 pupils in the third grade of the Henry D. Cooke
school, Washington, D. C., and the use of those interests in the children's written expression.

Builds the curriculum around the interests of the children as shown by their

replies to a questionnaire, and the replies of their parPnts to questionnaires.

Finds a
tendency for children to write voluntarily about 4heir strong preferences ; for the char-

of their writings to participate in activities interesting to the writers ; that most
titles to their written coaributions, which took the form of poems,
stories, letters, reports, plays, and descriptions; that characters were used in almost all
of the writings; that the settings of the writings revealed the use of major interests;
that actual experience and secondary sources of subject matter were used in most cases ;
and that considerable.variation Was found in the titles, form, anSkontent of the written

acters

of the children gave

contributions of th'ese children.
.1

838. Pallissard, Rene Lovis. A suggestive ,procedure for securing and kpepIng up-to-date7vela-6d English subject matter 134 trade and industrial educatron.
"t)
-Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.
Attempts to determine the subject matter and the be

related English in a cooperative part-time program.
in teaching the subject to employees or students.

Find

,

method of teaching students of
that lesson sheets are valuable

8i9. Peters, Annie Laurie. A critical evaluation of evitallzed program of
English composition in Bolton high school. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State.
(Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S.tno.

.
-

3: 101-402)
Compares the achievement in basic skills and in English composition of two groups of
134 pupils in the senior class of the Bolton high school in 1936-37, as shown by test
results. Finds that the grup using the vitalized program made a slightly superior achievemeat in basic skills, and was decidedly superior in composition.

840. Phelps, Ella. English in some consolidated rural agricultural .high
schools of Michigan. Master's, 1938. Michigan.

,
.1.
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841. Rhuw, Gordon Julius. A study of how
well group instruction in Eng.
lish correctness meets the needs oaf the pupils
at the high-school level. Master's,
1938. Iovia. 72 p. ms.

ge12. Rudoiri, Esther An.English course of study
for non-college-going highschool pupils. Master's, 1937. Michigan.
848. Russell, Jean L. A study of the relation of
formal and applied grammar
as studied in the standard rest scores and compositions of
ninth-grade students
in the Lawrence junior 1 school. Master's, 1938.
Kansas. 47 p. ms.
Inditates that forma nd applied grammer needs to be
integrated in the school curriculum
in such a way that
d&ts may come to appreciate good
0

English form and to use it.

844. Shanahan,

Sister Very St. John. .The language courses in the
secondary schools of the thirteenth century as measured by
twentieth
century
standards.
Master's, 1938, Fordham.
Finds that thirteenth century language
courses compare favorably
with twentieth

century language courses.
*845. Shea, iglarion Emory.

A working plan for the integration of English
with the other subjects of the general
elementary
state teachers college at NewArk. Doctor*, 1938. curriculum at the Ne Jersey
New York. 115 p. ms.

Includes a brief sketch of the integration and free
dpression movements and their appli:
cation to the practical problems of -integrating
English with other subjects. 'Finds that
a workalite plan is possible which includes a handbook
departments, reports from all faculty on student strengthof standards, cooperation among
,and deficiencies, deferred credit
plan, and personnel work.
I

846. Shepherd, Lou A.

-a%

t

Suggestions for language lessons (course of study)
for 24 weeks. Cedar Falls, Iowa state teichers
college, 1938. 31 p. ins/
847. Sherer, Velen Hathertne, Means of
motivating composition in rural
junior high school. Master's, 1988. Ohio State. 89
p. ms.
'Advocates that the pupil exercisfe+edoni in the
choice
of his subject matter and in
the form of his writing that oo)nposition
should grow out of lifelike situations in the
school or community antbeielated to the
that the teacher foster such individual and interests and needs of particuiar pupils;
enable pupils to find new Joys in composition group activities within the classroom u
work

that tbe composition program should be flexibleand satisfaction in its accomplishso that the abilities, needs, and
tastes of rural youth may be provided fore
848. Shermsth, Dorothy Helen. %An
objective study of the ability of junior
high school pupils to
ment ;

use descriptive language. Muter's, 1938.
Iowa..
Bernard J. A survey of the prevailing practices
of teOhing
ninth-grade English in the high schools of South
Dakota._ Muter's, 193& South
Dakota. 77 p. me.
'
849. Smit4,,

a

Smith, John J. A study some Important
investigations in the téaching
of correct usage and functional grammar.
Master's, 1938. Bt. T. C.,.13ridge850.

q.

water. 68-p. ms.

Includes the effect of popular speech on the lantsage,
selection, Thrmal grammer, and
functional grammer. Finds little evidence
of popular speech ruining the language ; that
selection should Include only the beet writers
and speakers ; and that functional grammar
should be stressed rather than formal
grammar.
851.

Smukler,

Columbia. o

4

a

The language handicap of bilinguals.
Master's,

1937.

852. Spielman, Esther Prene.,
Adjectives and adverbs in spontaneous letters
oi children in grades kour, five, and six.
w:fr's,, 198& Colo. St. 135)11. of Ed.
853. Spigner, Hubeit West.
Creative Englyh through the training a. the
senses. Muter* 1938. Moutlia
1..i

1614

i

Carolina. 77 ix ma.

4:1-46,":431
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Stafford, Lloyd Albert. An analysis of the spoken vocabulary and
sentence usage of prospective teachers. Master's, 1938. -Iowa.
855. Tholl, Anna C. An analysis of some of the factors affecting the scholarship of pupils in eleventh-year English. Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
854.

38

p. ma.
LITERATURE

858. Bricher, Marie Suzanne. A suggested list of world poetry for heterogroups of children in thé Junior high school. Master's, 1938. Ohio State.

geneous

,

100 111 Ins-

*857. Cerveny, George R. A study of Vernon Louis Parrington's method of
literary. criticism :rifts origin, its content, its influenc. Doctor's, 1938. New
Virk. 156 p. ma. ,-,1
4/es of literary criticism followed by Professor Barrington in his
Examinee the
Amedban thought, and studies thé historical view of the principles
book Main ourrents
critical
be followed, hii modification and use of the principles, and his influence on
.

mot

¡points of view.,

Christewon, Alfred B. A unit of work cofrelating American literature
America &story. Master's, 16. Wisconsin.
859. .1)9marest, Marguerite S. An evaluation oi 55 articles pertaiping to the
-.'of poetry found in five educational periodicals issueil between 1980
teac i .
858.

C. and

Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 144 p. ms.
and 1
Evaluates articles published in The English journal, Progressive education, Juniorsenior high school clearing house, Ohio schools, and High-school teacher.
*860. Eller, Dorothy May. The developMent of American Negro poetry and
its African background. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ. 109 p. ins.
861. Hattie, Anna Catherine.' An experiment in contrasted methods of rire-i
senting poetry in the ninth grade. Master's, 1938. Colo. St: Coll.of Ed.
862. Hall, Phyrne Leland. Appreciation units in English literature. Mas-,
ter's, 1938. Boston Univ. 84 p. ms.
Presents appreciation units at the ninth-grade level for The Odyssey, fiiias'llarner, The
merchant of Venice, and Tlies of a waviide inn.

863. Harrigan, OliTie Katherine. Disguise in Shakespeare. 'Master's, 1937.
Boston Univ. 106 p. ms.

*

A

Studies 12 plays anti finds that T disguise situations fundamental to .plot development,
,
and that Shakéspeare borrowed many of his 'disguite plots from early writers.,

864. Higbie, Dorothy. Reading T.' S. Eliot in high shool. Master's, 1937.
T:C., Col. Univ. 32 11 ms.
Criticises eight works from Eliot's poetry as to its suitability for high-schobl study, and

finds that he demands attelitiog as a contemporary poet-critic because no other poet shows
so deep a sense of this era.
866.

Midus, M. N. Factors affecting thé 'evaluative Judgments ot ,poetry

made by advanced colleg4 and postgraduate English students. Master's, 1
Coll. of the City of N. Y. 68 p. ms.
bi Attempts to determine the influence Itof authoritative cri cttliopion and the names of
famous poets on the judgments of yosthetic value made by sadvineed literary^ students,
using an

examination containing nine poems with questions to check the comprehension

abilitlis of tINt students and to discover the conscious criteria used L forming thkr Judg-

Concludes, trom the reactions.; of 45 volunteer advanced English itudents, that
students tend tò show ss,.. lick of discernment of poetic Awe when kept in ignorance of tin
sums; of tbe authors dr the authoritative critical opinions.
ments.

1,
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Howard, Dorothy G. M. Folk jingles of
American children. DoOor's,
New York. 235 p. i s.
Collects and studies rhymes sed by
children in various sections of the United
Finds that the folk-rhyming tr dition among
children is a live and growing art;State'
rhythm forms of rhyme play ar intricate
that
and
of the rhymes indicates a major in rest in the unanalyzed ; and that the subject matter
physiological processes.
*866.

1938.

867. Kangley, Lucy. Poetry preferences

in the junior high school. Doctor's,
1938. T. C., Col. Univ. New York,
Teachers college, Columbia university, 1938.
153 p. (Contributions to education,
no. 758)
Describes an experiment conducted with
classes in the Bellingham. Wash., public approximately 860 eighth-grade children in 10
schools in the spring of 1937, to whom
poems were read, and the preferences of the
120
scribes two subsidiary investigations, a prose children noted on preference sheets. De.
study and a pupil interest
used to discover to what extent
preerences for interest appeals in prose, inquestionnaire,
tures and in related amusements of
moving pie.
cultural nature paralleled poetry
preferences. Finds
that in all types of materials the a majority
preference was for the simpler and
obvious; sex differences in prekrence
as a significant factor in influencing more
erences in all three types of material; appeared
girls tended to be more mature in their tastes prefdid the boys; children lik(d the adventurous
but were indifferent to other typesthan
romantic subject matter; they had
of
well-defined
if rudimentary critical
poetry ; they were aware of and
responded positively to rhythm. ShoWs standards of
that if
appreciation is to be developed at this level,
poems must be selected that are much poetry
than many 'now used, and"that in
simpler
paitively should be kept in mind. selecting material, the appeals to which children respond
868. Kleist, Evelyn Vallory.
Development of appreciation and understanding in young children of poetry. Master's,
1938. Wisconsin.
869. Kurke, George S. The correlation
of the

educational classics and the
junior high school theory and practice.
Doctor's, 1938. New YOrk. 272 p. ms.
Attempts to determine to what .extent the
educational classics
correlate with

theories and practices of the modern junior
high school.
ii
870. Livingston, Ida. Fostering

the

social consciousness in high-school pupils
through the reading of long prose fiction.
Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 128 p. ms.
871. Lyons, Mary F. The development of
literature in the Boston public
kindergartens. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ. 71
p. Ms.
Gives a brief hietory of the kindergarten
movement
in hoston, of early literature for
childien, and of the development of the
children's room in libraries. Includes a brief
biography "Cf Mother Goose and her
Gives lists of the books, stories, andsongs, of Sara Wiltse and ber kindergarten stories
poems used in the kindergartens during various
periods since their
founding.

872. McKay, Jeannette Ellen&
Some aims, methods, and devices in the
teaching of literature in the high school.
Master's, 193& Ohio Univ. 86 p. ma
873. McKellan, Isabelle E. A
program of study
literature in the Grosse Pointe high school, Grossé for a class in eighth-grade
Pointe, Michigan. Master's.
1938..

Michigan.

.

,

874. Marshall, Frances.

in the senior high school
117 p. ms.

The selection and use of contemporary
short stories
literature program. Master's, 1938. Ohio State.

1/4

875. Mays, Jessbie B. The development
of children's poetry in the primary
grades since 1700. Master's, 1938. South.
Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern
Methodist university. Abstracts of theses, 1939:
19-20)

4

Traces the historical background of childron's
poetry from the time of the Greeks and
Romans to the eighteenth century. Surveyi
primary textbooks since the time of the Newbriefly the children's poetry found in American
England primer ; and studies le second-grade
readen published from 1929 to 1988 t
determine
whether or-not the amount of Oetry
in primary textbooks is being reduced.
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876. Miller, Josephine E. An organization of literature around social and
economic problems. Master's, 1938. Nebraska. 113 p. ma.
Shows trends in the teaching of English, and correlates the subject with the study of
social and economic problem&

ii1gr. Miller, Pearl Louise. Development in the methods of t e ing English
112 p. ms.
literature in the secondary schools, 1912-1937. Master's, 1938. Brown.
.-878. O'Leary, Mildred Julia. Tristram in song and s.tory. Master's, 1938.
Boston Univ. 156 p. ms.
Retells, with quotations from the originals, seven well-known versions of Tristram and
versions of the story.
Isolde$ and' evaluates,.
.

879. Oppy, Gene B. The implications of a pragmatic theory of art for the
teaching of literatute. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 175 p. ms.
Studies various theories of art, and finds that art appreciation has certain characteristics
in a democracy due to the context, and presents a theory of art appreciation.

..

880. Park, Ethel Mary. Four units in English literature for children in
their eighth school year. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ. 191 p, ms.
Discusses the evolution of the unit method, the teaching cycle, building units, and assignPresents units on the shori story, long narrative, long narrative poems for use
with children in the eighth grade in one of the poorer districts of Boston where the
children are of Italian and Irish parentage. Gives bbjective tests of mastery tor each of
the units.
ments.

881. Petsiek, Annie Laurie. Units for use in an integrated course in eighthgrade literature. Master's, 1938. Texas.
.882. Smith, Irene P. Reinterpretation of character traits and valueR through
five of Shalespeare's dramas : Julius Caesar, Macbeth, Othello, King Lear, and
Hamlet. Master's 1938. St. T. C., Fitchburg. 91 p. ms.
Attempts to evaluate character traits in these tragedies, sand to point out the application of the situations experienced by Shakespeare's characters to the students' private lives.

.888. Van Cleve, Charles Fowler. The teaching of Eihakespe.arean plays in
American secondary school& Doctor's, 1937. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college for teachers, 1937. 9 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education,
no. 213)

Describes current practices in the teaching of Shakespeare's plays in American secondary

schools u obtained from the statements of a representative sampling of the superior
teachers of English throughout the United States. Gives a historical account of the
methods employed in the teaching of the plays of Shakespeare in American high dchools
during the last 80 years.

884. Vaughn-Baines, Lenore. A study of student backgrounds for literary
New York. 81 p ms.

appreciation. Doctor's, 1938.

Studies the reactions of 114 freshman college students. Finds that freshman students
have ,a definite personal background; that they know what' appeals to them and why;

that they know how it can be made valuable to them ; that they have definite aids in
enjoyment which appear to be lacking when the lack of enjoyment is reported; that th
major part of the task of building enjoyment in the clauroom can be the responsibility
gof the teacher's presentation; th
there must be a relaxed atmosphere, some good oral
reading, and reasonable dramatic

aV visual aids.
885. Wilcox, Tim ¡ay A 'Andy of the interpretative ability of English

students and English teachers as revealed in a ,survey of certain lyric poetry of
the South: Muter's, 1988. Kans. St. T. O., Emporia.. 88 p. ma.
MI Wirth, Bessie Coat. The ethical values of Shakespeare as presented to
the high-school students of Julius Caesar, Macbeth, and Hamlet. Master's, 1938.
.
Loyola. 200 p. ms.
/11
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887. Baker, Althea Eunice. Study of the
sources of the twelfth book of
The Aeneid. Master's, 1938. Southern
California.
888. Bertrand, Roger. The transfer
of Latin to English usage. Master's,
1938. Mass, St. Coll. 39 p. ms.
.4Ito
*Brookes, Mary Etta Stephens. A study of the
sources of the eleventh
book of The Aeneid. Master's, 198a Southern
-California.
890. Burton, rauline Olga. The
development of appreciation in the teaching
of second-year high-school Latin through the
vised notebook. Master's, 1938. Michigan. preparation and use of the super1 Callaghan, Sister Honora.
Moral values in Caesar and Cicero.
tor's, 1938. Boston Coll.

Doc-

892. Couch, Evelyn Isabelle.
Objective tests in Latin for the classroom
teacher. Master's, 1838. Oklahoma. 102 p. ms.

Analyses

28 published Latin tests,
the first and secynd years of Latin.
the study of the objective forms used measuring
in the testing of Latin items. Finds a wide for
range
in the kinds of objective forms applicable to the
testing of the numerous elements in
Latin; that the simple recall !Lnd the multiple choice
and that the alternate respo se was used only in forms were most commonly used;
measuring translation and 'cultural
facts.

893. Douglass, Harl R. and Smith,
Mary E. The relation of high-school
Latin to marks in the first year of arts
college. School review, 45: 695-79,
November 1937. (University of Minnesota)
894. Elbit2g, Amanda. An analysis of the
Latin derivatives found in a
combined word list by Buckingham and Dolch
and an enumerations! the Latin
words used moat frequently as sources in
this list. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
895. Holloway, Sister Mary Celine.
Motivation of high school Latin through
religious correlation. Mister's, 1988, Loyola.
109 p. ms.

Investigates the possibility of makiniLatin
students. Recommends the teaching of liturgicalmore attractive and useful to high-school
Latin along with clasaical Latin.
'896. Judge, Helen C. The changing aims of
the teaching o Latin. Master's,
1988. Drake. 75 p. Ms.
Studies the changing aims in the teaching
have shifted from faculty discipline aims toof Latin from 1822 to 1988 and finds that they
aims
also from college preparatory to cultural aims and dealiNg with improved language ability
thatLatin derivatives are increasingly
recognised.

iSgr. Thompson, James Westfall. The literacy of the

laity in the Middle
Ages. Berkeley, University of California
press, 1939. 196 p. (University of
*California publications in education, vol. 9)
Attempts to determine how extensively
how deeply a knowledge of Latin /obtained
in the upper class of medieval society or theand
noblesse.
898. Ulm, Carmen. Parallels in Roman and
modern civilizatioba plan for
vitalizing the study Of Latin. Muter's, 1988.
West Texas st. T. C. 121 p. ms.
*899.
Edith Owen. The notes on philosophy ifi the
Commentary
of Beryls, on the Eclogues, the
Georgics, and the Aeneid of Vergil. Doctor's,
1988. Columbia. New York, Columbia
university press, 1938. 200 p.

We*
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900. Woods, Miles Walker. Compaund verbs Used with the dative in Caesar.
Master's, 1938. Peabody. 440 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the force of the prefix of compound verbs used with the dative
Finds that the prefix does not alone determine the dative case; that it is merely
tntensive in meaning, vividly emphasizing the idea contained in the simple verb.
caw.

MODERN LANGUAGES

901. Anderson, Charles E. A comparison in terms Qf pupil hours of the
foreign languages- and commercial subjects in the consolidated schools of Iowa
from the year 1928 to the year 1987, inclusive. Master's, 193& Drp.ke.
Finds that commercial rabjects have replaced foreign languages to a large extent in

the consolidated schools of Iowa.

902. Arsenault, Philip Elwyn. The objectives and methods in the teaching
of French in secondary school& Master's, 1938. Clark. 64 p. m&
Finds that students study French to learn to read, understand, write, and speak the

1,

language.

903. Ballard, Viola. Organized units to be taught in first-year Spanish in
secondary .schools. Master's, 1938. West Texas St.. T. C. 316 p. ms.

904. Briones, Ignacio Tabuno. A study on the efficiency of linguistic learning.

Indiana. 120 p. ms.
905. Campagna, Gerard L. The reading of French in secondary schools.

Doctor's, 1938.

Master's, 1937. T. C., Col. 'Univ. 12 p. ths.
Constructs a course of study for the reading of French, intended for a 8-year course.
Shows the importance of individual attention to abler students.
t906. Coleman, Algernon and King, Clara Breslove. An analytical bibliography/of modern language teaching, vol. II, 1932-1937. Chicago, University
of Chicago press, 1938 561 p.

907. Crain, Britt W. Modern language teaching in tag United States wiai
special study of the status of Spanish in 15 East Texas counties. Master's,
1938. East Texas St. T. C. 103 p. (Abstract in: East Texas state teachers college. Graduate studies (abstracts), 1937-38: 10)
a

Traces the trends in objectives, content, method, class organisation, and preparation of

modern foreign-language teachers.

908. Farr, Geraldine. Student recognition of some Spanish-English cognate&
Master's, 193& Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 121 p. ma

900. Felder, Mrs. Grace Gilchrist. An evaluation of French as taught in
the public junior colleges of Mississippi. Master's, 1938.
t
Louislina State. 63
p. ms.

*910. 'French, Milton L. Professor Lapper's new method of teaching modern
languages : Composition, comparison, andfritical evaluation. Doctor's, 1987.
New 'York. 270 p. ms.
Decribe Georg Lapper's method of teaching
n to Arabian students, and to German
childrei learning their own language. Show*
,t be bad his pupils learn a song daily,
and repeat the songs previously learned ; that
had them write at least one page of a
diary daily, and acquire the necessary voca !:, % through drkwing. Suggests that the
method be adopted in tilt teaching of moOrn knolges in American schools insofar as the
teacher has the ability a nee the method with seems.

(

Giles, Pearilie Louise. Latin basis for. syntax of French prepositions,
pronouns, and word order. ,Master's, 1988. Peabody. '; p. ms.
911.

911 Groats, eadys Glasser. The socialisation of the
ter% 1211i Southern California.
7;

e
.
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913. Greenberg, Jacob. The relation of mental ability
to achievement in
foreign languages in the junior high schools of New
York City. Doctor's, 1938,
New York. 209 p. ms.
Studies the intelligence and achievement of 8,243
junior high school pupils, and finds a
positive

correlation between intelligence and achievement in language
study.
914. Greer, M. Margaret A technique for guiding
learning
Master's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University

in

German.

of Pittsburgh. Abstracts
of theses, researches in' progress, and bibliography
of publications, 14 : 367-68)

Emphasizes the value of learning tests as a techniquefox
guiding learning and developing self-dependence and competency in the stùdy
of German. Shows tbat by organizing
his thinking, rating his accomplishment, charting his
progress, diagnosing his difficulties,
and correcting his errors in thinking, the pupil accepts the
responsibility for his progress in
learning. -

915. Henry, Martin Albert. Intensity and grammatical
meaning, studied
with special reference to the grammar of German.
Doctor's, 1938. Harvard..
916. Hopkins, William C. An analysis pf the
French two
papers of June, 1936. Master's, 1937. N. Y. St. T. Coll. for Teach. years regents'
Studies papers from six schools with enrollments
ranging from 200 to 430 pupils and
averaging 281 students; tabulates eyrors classified by types of
errors and by schools

917.*Hottell, Marion Ray. A study of the status of modern
and ancient
languages in the high schools of Kansas. Master's, 193a
Kansas St. Coll.
918. Ledin, Velma. Grammar for reading seven French
texts. Master's,
1938: Southern California.
919. Levitan, Leon Samuel. Grammar for reading six French
texts. Master's, 1938 Southern California.
920. Litten, Carol Howland. Grammar for
reading 10 French dralin4s. Master's 1938. Southern California.
921. Mc:Guineas, Mary Josephine. A
broadening and finding course in
French. Maitees, 1938. Southern California.
922.. Martin, Dorothy Elliott. Grammar for reading
selected French texts.
Master's, 198, Southern Californii.
923. Mattes, John Battist. A comparison
of Spanish grammar vocabularies
with the Spanish frequency lists. Master's, 1938. Stanford.
924. Meyer, Dorothea. Enrollment trends in
foreign
and the private secondary schools of the United States.languages in the public
Master's, 1938. 4.New

Mexico.

p. ms.
925. Morgan, Gladys V. D. A study of the
direct method in modern foreignlanguage teaching in the United States. Master's, .1937.
St. Coll. of Wash.
111

87 pi ms.

Finds that the direct method reached Its peak of
poplilarity in the United States about
1028 and has now given way to greater emphasis

on reading.

Palmer, Esther Elizabeth. The development of the eclectic
method of
teaching French in the United State's since 1875. Doctor's, 1938.
New York.
927. Peebles, Sally. The phonetics laboratory and its
usefulness. Master's,
1938. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of
Colorado studies. Abstracts of
theses and reports (or higher degrees, 1938: 109-10)
Analyses the results of an okjective test on pronunciation
given to °:
ts of
Trench to compare the knowledge
926.

of those who hail done phonetics laboratory
- with that
of those who had done none. Shows that the laboratory
students were su r or to those
who had no phonetics laboratory work. Gives rules and
tables for the pronunciation
of frock and exertion for use in connection with a phonetics
laboratory.
.
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928. Robb, Lois English. French pronominal verbs. Mester's, 1938. Southern

California.

929. Roth, Maybe lle Felker. A tentative three-year secondary course of
study

in Spanish. Master's, 1937. Hawaii.

930. Rowan, Ferd Hall. A bibliography of old and middle French, Italian,
Provencil, and Spanish articles, reviews, criticisms, _notices, and etymologies
appearing in the modern language journals, 1924 to 1938, in the University of
Colorado library. Master's, 1938. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses and reports for higher degrees, 1938 : 1=)

931. Russell, Harry James.. Trends and techniques in the construction of
reading materials for the modern foreign languages. Doctor's, 1938. Ohio
State.

(Abstract in: Ohio state university. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations,

27: 129-38)
Describes an experiment in which the author constructed a Graded Spanish reader
with its accompanying developmental exercises and vocabulary-index, and used it with
a freshman class at Miami university. Shows that college freshmen taught by a direct
reading method and by means of graded, simplified reading materials learn to read
Spanish early ; learn to read better and more efficiently than groups taught by other
methods using non-graded materials; and that they can read from 1,300 to 1,400 pages
of Spanish in 1 school year as compared with approximately 900 pages less read by the

control groups.
as

932. Stemler, Margaret Marie. Concepts in the teaching of modern languages
illustrated by German. Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.

933. Tabaka, Victor Philip. Changing concepts in the teaching of foreign
languages.

Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.

934. Tessier, Marie R. The history and present status of the direct method
high-school French in the State of New York. Master's, 1938. N. Y.
St. Coll. for Teach. 33 p. ms.

of télaching

MATHEMATICS

935. Ackley, Duncan McKenzie. A comparison of the achievement in calculus of students who had trigonometry in high school and those who had it in
'college as shown by the marks of students at Western state teachers college,
Kalamazoo, Mich., from 1921 to 1937. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
936. Bakst, Aaron. Approximate computation. Doctor's, 1936. T. C., Col.
Univ. New York, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1937. 287 p.

937. Barnes,
David P. Motivation of mathematics. Master's, 1938. Wis.,
.

COni341.

938, Benjamin, Edith. Application of the principles of appreciation to
v

mathematics.

Master's, 1938. Oregon.

939. Bing, R. H. The mathematics that junior high school pupils use.
Master's, 1938. T.

4111k

94o. Bradley, Ca rine C. Unit on banks and banking for junior high
school mathematics. Master's, 1938. Wesconsin.

941. Carter, Lyda Marie. An analysis of the outstanding interpretations
of =relation up to 1910. Master's, 1937. George Washington. 23 p. ms.
Discussas Herbert's principle of correlation; the historical development of correlation;
the theory of concentration of Ziller and Rein; the Committees of 10 and 15 and coriektion ; Charles DeGarmo's plan of comlation; William T. Harris and correlation;
Ifraseis W. Parkees theory of concentration; and Charles McMurray and correlation.
.

.
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942. Caulfield,

Annabelle. String models of certain mathematical
configurations. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 59 p. ms.
943. Clark, Daniel Hendricks. A comparison of the
factors related to sneees
in problem solving in mathematics for
Latin-American and Anglo-American
students in the Junior school. Master's, 1938. Texas.
944. Cleveland, Willia:in R.
Non-vocational course content in graphic representations. Master's, 1938. Colo. SL Coll. 92 p. rna
Studies the need for non-vocational making of charts,
diagram', maps, and,aketches
by residents
%

of Downers Grove, Ill. Finds that people who had
studied mechanical
drawing found a greater need for such knowledge
than those who

bad not.
945. Collins, Emaline. Mathematical
abilities involved in secondary school
home economics courses. Master's, 1938.
Oklahoma. 43 p. ms.
Shows that mathematics is involved in all phases of
homemaking.

946. Cordrey, William Alonzo. Some significant
applications of mathematics to the physical sciences. Doctor's, 1937.
Peabody. Nashville, George
Peabody college for teachers, 1937. 10 p.
(Abstract of Contribution to education, no. 196)
Mows the ways mathematics enhanced the
development of the natural sciences.
047. Dodderer, hiaiian E. Analysis of
literature to discover devices for motivation in mathematics. , Master's, 1938.
Nebraska. 116 p. ms.
Finds 11 major groups of devices for motivation ; that motivation
devices cannot be
reduced to definite procedures; that personality
and individual abilities of the clan
are important factors; that variety is essential andkno
one device is applicable to all
situations. Shows that devices should help the
student acquire necessary skill, knowledge, and
*

appreciation of mathematics.
948. Dossey, Maurice. Recent &tinges in the
attitude toward mathematics in
high school. Master's, 1968. Texas,
.

949.

Dunlap, Mary Lelia. A study of materialA and
methods of instruction
in ninth-grade mathematics. Master's,
1938. Oklahoma. 127 p. Ins.
950. Fanning, James C. The mathematics
used in
adult citizens of Atlanta. Master's, 1938. Georgia. 64 everyday living by 611
p. ins.
Studies the nthematical uses of the community in
an attempt to

determine what should
be emphuised in the teaching/of mathematics in the junior
high school.

*951 Punkhouser, H. Gray. Historical
development of the graphical representation of statistical data. Doctor's, 1935. T. C., CoL
Upiv. Bruges, Belgium,
Saint Catherine press, 1938. 184 p.
'952. Gallagher, Gertrude Burke. Atpsurance,
an informational unit for
junior high school mathematics. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ.
214 p. ma
Discusses tbe main tipes of insurance companies,
and includes life insurance in its
different forms, automobile, fire, rain and hail,
burglary and theft, accident and health,
workmen's compensation, professional liability, and
miscellaneous toils of insurance ;
describes the type of policy one may buy and
differentiates among the

tyPes; discusses
the basic principles of insurance, the basis of
insurance, the work of the actuary, and the
meaning of loading. Describes the method of
teaching the unit. Gives units of work
so planned that the pupils may have ample opportunity
to use judgment in the selection
of insurance and be- able to find out
what such insurance will coat; includes tables of
insurapcs and practice examples.
.

953. Hanson, Harland Hudson. A study of the
mathematics needed in other
school subjects in a local school situation and a reorganisation
of the mathematics
curriculum to meet those needs. a Master's, 1988. Iowa.
ti

954. Hart, Ina iiiall. Fundamental principle of accruals and
prepayments
for beginners of
amounting. Master's, 1988. Peabody.

112

.

p. ms.
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.955: Hopper, Vincent Foster. Medieval number symbolism : Its sources,
Doctor's., 1938. Columbia.
D2e4n1ng, and influence on thought and expression.
(Columbia' university
p.
241
1938.
Columbia
university
press,
New York,
132)
comparative
littlrature,
no.
in
English
and
studies
956.

Irvin, Charles Vemer. The status of mathematics in selected North

central association high schools in Colórado,
Master's, 1938. Wyoming. 101 p. ms.

Itansas, Nebraska, and Wyoming.

957. Johnson, William Marvin. A study of the originland development of
general mathematics .ft)r the junior high school. Master's, 1938. Alabama.
958. Joseph, Belle V. A study of the development of the objectives of secondMaster's, 1938. Ohio State.
ary school mathematics from 1890 to the present.

Ray, George William. The organization and evaluation of 15 mathematics projects for grades 6 to 10. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 199 p. ms.
30. Belly, Robert Ellis. An experimental study of the teaching of seventhgrade mathematics. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
961. Knolle, Lee M. Attitudes on mathematics of seniors of Arts and sciences
college and Teachers college of the University of Nebraska. Master's, 1938.
Nebraska. 60 p. ma
959.

Finds that 18 percent of the seniors in Teachers college took some course, or courses, in
while 42 percent of tbe seniors in the Arts and sciences college took

mathematics,
mathematics.

962. Kunkel, Allison. A determination of some of the words in mathematics
books which are not within the reading comprehension of ninth-grade pupils of
Cooley high school. Master's, 1937. Michigan.
963, Lawrence, Anna Trask. Functional mathematics for the seventh grade.
Master's, 1938. Stanford. 204 p. ms.
964. Levick, S. Samuel. The nature and the development of certain math&
matical concepts at the junior high school level. Master's, 1938. Temple.
ms.
Studies the general understanding of 72 mathematical termi by 480 children selected
from grades 7A-9B of the Jones junior high school, Philadelphia. Finds some gains
in mastery of the concepts in every grade-to-grade interval; and that boys seemed to
show a higher degree of mastery of the concepts than did the girls in ealch grade.

60 p.

965. licCamey, Kathryn Elizabeth. Objectives of ninth-grade mathematics
inrecent courses of study.. Master's, 1937. Duke. 112 p. ms.
Analyses courses constructed since 1929, comparing the objectives of conventional and
reorganised courses.

966. Mallory, Virgil S. A course in mathematics for slow-moving ninthgrade pupils. Doctor's, .1938. T. C., CoL Univ.
Describes an experiment in which a special course 'in mathmetics was given tO 511
ninth-grade pupil', from 27 classes in 11 different communities in New Jersey taught by 15
different towhee& All of the pupils had a history of failure in mathematics. Finds
that these pupils were below norm in ability to compute and in arithmetic reasoning;
that they made 4 eignificant improvement after the, study of the experimental course in

I mathematics ; that there

wu a significant relation between the IQ and many items in

computation, arithmetic reasoning, algebra, and intuitive geometry ; that many simple items
In 'algebra coiild be done by them ; and that the pupils enjoyed the course.. Gives a detailed
Wags of a' course iii matiaematics for slow pupils.
1:

get Itiller, Fred A. Enrollment changes in mathematics in 40 selected high
schools In Pennsennia. master's, ma Pittsburgh (Abstract in: University
AN.

'4

,

.
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of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, reseárches in
progress, and bibliography
of publications, 14 : 273-74)
Studies
changes in traditional compartment mathematics and in
other courses
In matheniatics ; compares the rate of change
in mathematics enrollment with the total
enrollmed; and studies enrollment changes in mathematics
in different types of school
districts, for the period 1919-37. Finds that the
rate of change In traditional comport.
ment mathematics was less than that for total
enrollment ; that the combined enrollment),
arithmetic, shop mathematics, general mathematics,
and commercial arithmetic had
greater *rate of Increase than total
that traditional mathematics rankeda
highest in the teachers-college trainingenrollment;
school, good residential districts, and the
) high school, and ranked lowest in poor residential
boys'
and first-tiass districts, and in girls' high
school ; that traditional mathematics as well
as total mathematics
percentage a enrollment in each district. during the period of the showed a decrease In
study.
968. Moore, Gilbert Roosevelt. The
mathematical problems found in a rural
district. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
969. Morton, R. L. The high-school

a

mathematics preparation of Ohio
versity graduates. Matlfgaatics teacher. (Ohio
university)
Shows in

uni-

el

detail
mathematics patterns pursued in high school by 2,734
persons 'who
received baccalaureate degrees from Ohio
31, 1936. Finds 172 different ligh-school university from January 1, 1931, to December

patterns.

970. Mtinshower, Carl Wallace. The concept ofkfunction in the material
modern courses in
mathematics for

of

freshmen in liberal arts colleges. Doctor's,
1938. New York. 260 p. ms.
Analyzes data on the freshman mathematics
*courses for 1935-36 in 13 liberal arts
)colleges; analyzes the functional material
found in two series of textbooks for junior
and senior high school pupils, the textbooks having been
published before 1930 for one
aeries, and between 1930 and 1936 for the other series.

971. Pummill, Lawrence Edgar.

The function of mathematics in adult
Doctor's, 1938. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody
college for
teacters, 1938. 7 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education,
no. 204)
Attempts to determine the previous mathematical
training oPadults. in adult education classes and the degree to which this
training has functioned in their lives; their
mathematical deficiencies according to their expressed
their mathematical
as measured by a widely used examination ; the skills needs;
in arithmetic possessed by ability
highschool graduates. Presents a syliabui0for
mathematics in adult classes based on this
Information.
eductition.

s

t

*C-

,

.

,

*972 Radell, Neva Thinrietfa. Accounting
for the individuai and family:
A textbook with laboratory problems. Doctor's,
1988. New York.. 243 p. ms.
Studies methods of keeping individual aiid family
records and presents a method for
teaching record keeping to junior college studenti.
,
.
973. Reddick,- Kenneth John.
Undetermined coefficients in matliematth.
Master's, 1968. Iowa.
974 Reid, Norma Pearl. Some
creative activities in teaching Junior. high
school mathematics. Master's, 1938.
Michigan.
41.

975. Ritland, Hubert Oliver. A study
of the efficacy of reView immediately
preceding college mathematic& Master's, 193&
Stanford. 43 p. ms.
978. Shuster, Carl N. A study of the problems met in
teaching the slide rule.
Doctor's, 1988. T. C., Col. Univ.
Attempts to determine tbe chief circumstances
that have Ikerate!d to prevent a wider
use of the slide rule in high-school and college classes
in mathematics; whether the slide
rule Is sufficiently accurate to be of real vat* as an instrument
for approximate computation ; the degree of accuracy expected in modern
business, industry, and science in vonnection with practical measuriment and
computation ; the training in computation and
measurement that should precede actual instiuction in the
errors made by students learning to operate the slideuse of the We rule; the common
rule; whether or not special'
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41.

techniques or methods can be
and to determine a satisfactory
*977.

devised to reduce the ,erttrs in slide rule computation ;
course of study for teaching the use of the slide rule.

Stallings, Frank Hall. The teaching of inhthematics in the Ainior

' high schools of

Kentucky. Master's,

1937.

Louisville. 186 p. ms.

Traces the historical development of the junior high school curriculum in mathematics
shaping themselves into &dual practice in 'progressive
and shows how these trends are
schools over the country. Gives a general picture of the organization of the teaChing of
of
junior high school mathematics in Kentucky and evaluates the curriculum in the light
the

earlier trends.

46,

Whelan, James Francis. Correlation of the professional and subjectmatter training in the preparation of teachers of high-school mathematics.
Doctor's, 1938. Ohio State. (Abstract in: Ohio State university. Abstracts of
doctoral dissertations, 27: 193-98)
979. Wickliffe, Letty M. An experiment in teaching methematics to a class
of the mentally subItormal. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
*980. Williams, Avery E. A survey of contrnt in ninth-year mathematics.
Master's, 1938. Penn. State. 92 p. ms.
Surveys the mathematics that has been presented for instructional use at or near the
978.

ninth-grade level from the early Greek to the present time ; to discover elements common
the whole mslia of materials offered; and to suggest guiding principles and procedures
for selecting materials suitable for the mass of students of the average public high
school at the ninth-grade level. Analyzes thè content of seventh- and eighth-grade texts
as well as the content of ninth-grade texts and of courses of study.
to

Worley, Melbe Dorothy. A study of some CA the factors that influended
achievement in freshman mathematics at the Louisiana state university for the
academic year 1938-37. Master's, 1938. Lou tuna State. 78 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the relationship betw n general academic achievement during
!.: 1

freshman year, general high-school achievement, high-school achievement in mathematics,
number of units in high-school matheinatica, and ratings made on the American council
psychological examination, the Purdue English placement examination, and the Nelson-

Denny reading test to the choice of and achievement in freshman mathematics at the
Louisiana state university. Finds that the number of units in high-school mathematics
and achievement in high-schooilhmathematics are directly related to the choice of freshman mathematics; that/Pere is a high correlation between general academic achievement
in freshman year and,achievement in freshman mathematics ; that the decile rank on the
Purdue English placement examination and Nelson-Denny reading test are somewhat related
to achievement in freshman mathematics ; and thht the number of units in high-school
mathematics is not related to achievement in freshman mathematics.

982. Wright, James Thomas Carr. The function of matiiematics in estate
°NducatIonal program. Doctor's, 1938. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college for women, 1938. 12 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education, no. 212)
Studies the outstanding problems Qf tbe North Carolina state teachers colleges, state
normal schools, and schools of education in the larger colleges and in the universities
in preparing future mathematics teachers to meet the responsibilities of pupil training.
Analyzes such problems as soil erosion and its control, rural rehabilitation, water resources, transportation and highways, agricultural problem.), and school consolidation,'
to determinesuch mathematical principles and techniques as are contained or implied' in
them. Outlines a mathematical program for the public schoolm and for the colleges of
North Carolina which would give the students the skills which they could apply to actual
life problems and enable them to make a .better adjustment to their environmental surroundings and enable them to better understand the outstanding problems of the state.
AaITHMETIC

981 Bailey, Rose. Evaluation of a technique for remedial instruction in
arlthnietle. 'Master's, 1938. Peabody. 48 p. ma.
Inangeates; mind okaluates a plan for reteaching the fuidamental facts in arithmetic
is functional situations to 52 upper elementary pupils. Finds that the remedial effort
ts develop proper concepts of all fundamental arithmetic facts in life-like situations

4
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produced an increase in pupils' ability to solve both reasoning and
computation problems.
and that the greatest increase was in reasoning ability.
4.

984. Baker, Minnie M. The effects of the study of elementary
bookkeeping
on speed and accuracy in the use of the fundamental processes of arithmetic
and in problem solving. Master's, 1938. Kansas. 100 p. ws.

Studies two groups of 20 students each enrolled in East
high school, Katmai City. Mo.
bookkeeping tend to increase in speed and accuracy with
Ntlich they employ the skills and knowledges of arithmetic.

finds that students enrolled in

985. Becker, Fredericka M. Effect of the processes and their
order upon
the difficulty Of arithmetic problems. Master's, 1938. Pittsburgh.
(Abstract
in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in
progress, and
bibliography of publications, 14: 361)
Attempts to determini whether or not the processes used in the
solution of concrete
problems and the sequences of these processes are elements of
pretation. Finds that the sequences of processes are elements indifficulty in their interdetermining the difficulty of concrete problems; and that the processes aside from their
sequence do not

seem to be elements which determine the difficulty of concrete
problems.

9136. Berglund-Gray, Gunborg.
The effect of process sequence on the interpretation of two-step problems in arithmetic. Doctor's, 1938.
Pittsburgh. (Abstract in:.University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches
in progress,
and bibliography of publications, 14: 35-39)
Tries to discover whether or not the order in which thi
fundamental arithmetical

processes appear in arithmetic problems affects the difficulty dr
the problems.
Constructs two tests (forms A and B) of 36 two-step problemsinterpreting
level of arithmetical ability. Describes an experiment in which each for the sixth-grade
test and one form of the thesis test was administered to 4,444 an arithmetic placement
pupils in the fifth, sixth
and ieventh grades of schools in various school systems. Finds
that the difficulty of
interpreting arithmetic problems is definitely affected by the
order
of occurrence of the
fundamental solution processes.

987. Byrd, Nancy Ann. Outd-otschool uses of arithmetic of
sixth-grade children. Master's;
Peabody. 44 p. ms.

Studies records k
by 58 sixth-grade children for a period of 18 weeks of
tbe arithmetic actually used by them in their out-of-school life.
Finds that nearly all of their
recorded activities dealt with the use of money.
988. Cusat, Rowena W. The effect of certain
factors in the home environment upon the development of behavior relating to the
use of money. Master's,
1938. Iowa.
989. Chamberlain, Ethel O. A study of the
social activities in third-grade
arithmetic. Master's, 1938. Sam Houston St. T. C. 78 p. ms.
'900. Connon, Isabella Mary. Units in mathematics
for groups of different
abillU
with special emphasis on the slow-learning" group. Master's,
1938,
Boston Univ. 185 p me.
Presents a series of units and unit assignments
based on situations involving tbe use
of money, especially pianned for mentally
retarded children, and one unit designed for

a group of gifted children is the eighth or ninth grade.

901. Cooke, James Vintsoa. The intep:ated method
method in teaching arithmetic Doctor's, 193& Peabody. versus the formal
Nashville, George
Peabody c9llege for teachers, UK 10 p. (Abstract
of Contribution to educa-

tion, no. 217)
Describes an experiment conducted with 203 pupils
in the sixth grade in one of thse
public schools in Denton, Ta., divideck into
four sections which were further divided
into a formal and an experimental group. Subject
matter in arithmetic
to the formal
erOs using a logical; test, teach, reteach, and retest was preeented
mettle& The
empstinesetal groups ellected far classwork tbe
which arose la couseetlos with
their other °woos la embody teptbee With arithmetic
eertais
amitbessatical material found In
_
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Finds that in eight different
that no difference

activities on tbe playgroup&
their reading and their
experimental
group exceeded the formal group, but
the
rfsons,
comPa
significant.
was statistically

arithDinneen, Ellen, X. A study of the development of commercial
p.
ms.
90
Teach.
193& N. Y. st. Coll. for
metic in New York state. Master's,
and fundamental computa993. Dowd, Mary Josephine. Early numeration
tions. Master's, 1938. Boston Coll.
*
in
the light of reflective
summation,
Denise.
A
Marguerite
DuBois,
*994.
in the field of the
emphasis
textbook
thinking, of research and the changing
177 p. ms.
Boston
Univ.
written problem in arithmetic. Master's, 193&
in educational
the
changes
textbooks, and
Traces the history of written problem in
992.

.

textbooks.
thought on the type of problems io be included in
995.

encountered in
Froehlich, Gustav J. An analysis of the difficulties

fractions. Master's, 1938.

Wisconsin.

with seat
Gillette, John Ekillitord. A comparison of blackboard
1938.
TeL
Master's,
arithmetic.
method of doing drill work in seventh-grade
Coll. of Arts and Ind. W p. ma'
996.

in arithmetic reasoning and
Attempts to learn whether pupils learn more readilythe
blackboard. Indicates that
br
at
arithmetic computation when drilling at tbe seat
reasoning, and that
arithmetic
results
in
slightly
better
drill
gives
blackboard method of
computation.
arithmetic
seat drill gives slightly better results in
.

Haminway,. Bessie E. A study of the comparative merits of two

997.

1938. Michigan.
teaching methods in business arithmetic. Master's,
arith998. Huffman, Helen. A suggested syllabus for teaching high-school
metic. *aster's, 1938. Peabody. 58 p. ms.
of the New York City course
*990. Jaffe, Samuel B. Proposed modification
grades 1-6. Doctor's, 1938.
pupils
in
in arithmetic for dull normal

of study

New York. 137 p. ms.
pupils and evolvates
Revises the arithmetic course of study for use with dull normal
schools.
it by use in 18 elementary
methods of
woo. Johnson, John Theodore. The relative merits of three
method of subsubtraction: An experimental comparison of the decomposition
Doctor's,
traction with the equal additions method and the Austrian method.
1938.
university,
Columbia
cdllege,
1938. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers
76 p. (Contributions to education, no. 738)
the most evilly taught
Indicates that the Atistrian method I. the most efficient and in
order of merit; and
method
next
additions
the
equal
procedure in subtraction, with
in both speed and
being
inferior
showing,
that the decomposition method makes a poor
other
methods.
of
the
accuracy to either
for cardinal arith1001. Jorgensen, Raymond CarL A set of poskulates
4

?IGI

Master's, 19118.

Iowa,

King, Bettina. A method of itikovering interests and experiences of
problem-solving units in
-111:77.-tri: h school pupils as a basis for informational
p.
ms
arithmetic. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ. 212
r01

experiences in and
Develops an 11-part quest1on4aire on the child's interests and of
seven towns and
and
8
grades
6,
7,
children
in
to
500
around his home, and gives it
questionnaire
brings
and
worded
cities la Massachusetts. Elbows that a carefully planned
which
Waists,
and
experiences
their
concerning
from
pupils
out valuable information
arithmetic.
units
in
problem-oolving
tbe teacher ean use as the basis for informational

and two
loos. Lincoln, Madeline. Thè details of mathematics of years one
p.
ms.
that funetioft 'tutees, 18, Mosig. SI Ooll. 39

.
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1004. Lindberg, Olive M. A study of
the
facturing. Master's, 1937. Boston Univ. 65 present use of decimals in
p. ms.

manu-

Attempts to discover the usage of
decimals in manufacturing, and then
the present school practices.
compere it with
Analyzes data from 21 factories.
employed in factories use decimals on a highly
Indicates that adults
vocationalized basis, if at all. Indicates,
from a textbook study, that
unnecessary drill is given to problems
far surpassing in difficulty the much
and examples
needs of adults in industry.

1005. McClelland, Hervey
Horatio. A survey of the social
uses of arithmetic. Master's, 1938. Kansas. 36
p. ms.
Analyzes 147 replies to a questionnaire
distributed to the patrons of the
served by. the Humboldt high
community
school, and finds that aside from
little arithmetic used by a majority
of the adults in the Humboldtvocational uses, there Is
community.
1006. Mahoney, Olive G. Extending
first-grade
experience
in number. Master's, 1938, Boston Univ. 77 p. ms.
Attempts to deevlop units which will
utilize to

of first-grade children, to the
advantage the number experiences
of formal arithmetic.
carried out with an unselected exclusion
Describes an experiment
group of first-grade children
in Boston, 89 of whom
come from homes where a foreign living in a congested district
part of the time.
language is spoken at least

1007. Mayfield, Henry Louis.
A comparative study of
the effects of homogeneous grouping upon the mastery of
fundamentals
in
elementary school arithmetic. Master's, 1937. Louisiana
State. Abstract in: Louisiana
vergity. University bulletin, vol. 30
state uniN. S., no. 3: 100)

Describes an experiment in which
pupils in
homogeneously were compared with pupils in a school in- which the pupils are grouped
a school in which tbe pupils
heterogeneously to determine the effects of
were grouped
homogeneous
grouping on the
fundamentals of

arithmetic.

mastering of the

1008. Mellon, A. M.
Evaluation of commercial arithmetic
sessed by applicants °for the
knowledge poscommercial teacher-training course of
of business and civic
the School
administration of the College of the City
of New York.
Master's, 1938. Coll. of the City of N.
Y. 72 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the levels of

achievement in
by prospective commercial
arithmetic attained
teachers, by analyzing the typescommercial
of errors made
who

participated In the qualifying commercial
by 284 students
New York. Recommends thatarithmetic examinations given at the College
students be given more basic
principles underlying problem-nolving.
training in
1909. IOUs, Lucy. A
study of improvement in
.problem-solvinc ability.
Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. ColL for
Teach. 50 p. ms.

of the City of

1010. Nelson, Helen Grace. The
corrective load is arithmetic in
high school. Master's, 1938.
a junior
Boston Univ. 80 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the
need remedial instructions in percentages of students of a junior high school
who
any or all of the fundamental
Administers five of the Wilson
inventory and diagnostic tests in processes of arithmetic.
in a junior high school in
arithmetic to 1,215 pupils
Springfield, Illus. Finds that
nearly all of the
needed rimedial
teaching in arithmetic. Offers
children tested
Suggestions for corrective

work.
Ray, Elizabeth. Arithmetic
readiness
in
the
kindergarten and primary grades. Master's, 1988, Boston
Univ. 170 p. ms.
Attempts to discover a test or plan
that will disclose

*1011.

which children are ready for the
beginnings of arithmetic and at what
may be made. Compares children's point or through what units the beginning approaches
whom have a formal drill in grades attainments from various school system, some of
1 and 2. Describes an experiment
constructed and given to 21
in which a test vas
1:14dergarten
children, 218
children in fife towns near Boston
and MO second:grade
and in s small mikefirst-grade,
town in Massachusetts.
1012. Robinson, Clark Norval.

arising in the home environment Elemstititi-yboo1 children's arithmetic needs
Water's, 1988, Stanford. 90 p. ms.
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iola Saylor, Sister X. DeChantal. An analysis of certain factors involved
junior high school
learning of percent computations by slow groups at the

in the
level. Doctor's, 1938.

Michigan.

ability of pupils
Sheehan, Elizabeth R. An analysis of the arithmetical
N. Y. St. Coll.
Master's,
1938.
second-class city.
ID grades 6B through 7A in a
for Mach. 97 p. ms.
study comparing two ways of
1015. Silverstein, Sadie. An experimental
of fractioni. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
teaching addition and subtraction
Eaton, Merrill Thomas. The relation of
f1016. Smith, Henry Lester, and
Indiana university, 1938. (Bulaccuracy to speed in addition. Bloomington,
1938.) (Two studies in
5-23,
March
:
letin of the School of education, 14
1014.

education)

methods the extent to which accuracy in
Attempts to determine, by exact objective
Describes
an experiment conducted with 24
speed.
changes
in
addition is modified by
from
19
to 26 years, half of whom were
ranging in age
undergraduate college students,
optimum speed of addition; and that

individual there Is an

women. Finds that for each
is reduced, but that accuracy is not reduced
when this optimum is exceeded, accuracy
optimum
rate; that the optimum rate of adding
the
addition
is
below
when the rate of
speed of adding does not

varies with the length
increase accuracy.

'1017. Strickland,

of the probleiiis; and that increasing the
go-

Ruth G. A study of the-possibilities of graphs Ks a means

elementary schooL Doctor's, 1937.
of instruction in the first four grades of the
university, 1938. 172 p.
T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college, Columbia
(Cohtributions to education, no. 745)
the learning of
1018. Thiele, C. L. The contribution of generalization to
Teachers colNew
York,
Maly.
T.
C.,
Col.
the addition facts. Doctor's, 1938.
education,
no. 763)
(Contributions
to
lege. Columbia university, 1938. 84 p.

children who engage
Attempts to determine whether addition facts are learned better by
number relationthe
useful
themselves
discover
for
children
who
in repetitive drill than by
the combinations by conand
then
master
combinations,
of
addition
groups
ships among
Uses the equivalent-groups
tinued application of those relationships or generalisation.
schools of Detroit,
elementAry
typical
classes
in
method with nine beginning second-grade
method and for 270
generalization
the
taught
by
242
pupils
records
for
Mich. Analyzes
that the achievements of
pupils taught by the drill method. Indicates quite conclusively
emphisizea
generalized
learning
are superior to those
method
which
taught
by
a
the_ pupils
combination u a
number
treats
each
method
which
attained by the pupils taught by a
specMc fact to be learned by repetitive drill.

Tobin, Sister Mary Emeria. A study of repetition and motivation in
Univ. 22 p. ms.
the learning of arithmetic. Master's, 1938. Catholic
administered on
Describes an experiment in which arithmett computation tests were
1019.

competition, and selfeight successive days under conditions of simple repetition, group
make the greatest
higher
ability
pupils
of
Finds
that
arithmetic
pupils.
competition, to
gain most when
lower
ability
while
those
of
self-competition ;

gains when stimulated by
of high
working in group vlompetition; and that repetition yields improvement with pupils
ability.
lower
ability, but has little effect on those of
1020.

Washburn, Stephen Merle. The rplative difficulty of the number com-

binations in 1987 as determined by repeating Clapp's investigation. Doctor's,
Abstracts of theses,
1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh.
322-28)
publications,
14:
researches in progress, and bibliography of
of
Frani
L. Clapp, in a
Seeks to determine, by exactly duplicating the Investigation
to the
pupil
response
differences
between
situation, similarities and

comparable school
those made by pupils 15
number combinations at the time when he made his study, and
administered to more
set
of
tests
was
in
which
one
years later. Describes an experiment
and Washington
than $,800 pupils in the schools of Bellevue, McKeesport, Pittsburgh,
than
2,000 pupils in
administered
to
more
of
tests
was
la Pennsylvania ; and another set
Finds
the results
Pennsylvania.
the same grades, S-41, of more than 50 schools in western
fr

1
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of this investigation very similar
pupils have a,considerably higher to the results found by Clapp; and that rural
school
percentage of error than urban pupils
fotall processes, and a higher percentage
in the lower grades
of error In mtitiplication in all
grades.
1021.

4

Whiteaker, George Henry. Contributions of
research to the psychology
and teaching of arithmetic.
Muter's,
1988. Colorado. (Abstract
in:
sity of Oblorado studies. Abstracts of
theses aild reports for higher degrees,Univer148-49)
1938:
Indicates that arithme is learned
isations and that the tren4 in textbooksmore effectively by methods that encourage generalsince
1930 bas been
rd the formailon of meaningful away from the use of drill
concepts.
1022. Yarbrough, Dorothy. A
diagnosis of pupils'

a tool of learning and to

u

errors in arithmetic with
a view to corrective work carried
on through the cooperation of the
Master's, 1938. Boston Univ.
teachers.
116 p. ms.

Describes an experiMent iT which
tests were administered to 127
sixth grades of Alementary schools
in four
near
Boston, to determine how manychildren
needed porrective work in the
of the children
fundamental
processes,
and
to diagnose the errors of each
child in each process, and to
determine the causes of the errors.
Finds that on tests administered after remedial teaching of the
fundamental processes, the children
marked improvement
showed
all

1028. Yeksigian, Leo. The
value of homework in
eighth-grade arithmetic.
Master's, 1938. Kentucky. 65 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the type of
student who profits most from
grade arithmetic.
homework in eighthALGEBRA. GUMMY

1024. Albers,

Herbert H. A comparison of two
methods of teaching
year high school algebra. Master's,
1988. Washington Univ. 40
p. ms.
Finds that students achieved

first

slightly
intensive individual assistance during more in freshman algebra when the teacher gave
the directed study period than
gave little individual assistance during
when the teacher
the directed study period.
1025. Atkinson, Zula Lee.
Supplementary material for

the teachiwof plane
geometry. Master's, 1938. Alabama.
1026. Ayre, Henry G. An analytical
study of individual differences in plane
geometry. Doctor's; 1988. Peabody.
Nashville, - George Peabody college for
teacher% 1939. 5 p. (Abstract of
Contribution to education, no. 234)
1027. Banks, John Houston.
Grade placement of fundamental
theorems and
concepts of plane geometry. Master's, 1938.
Peabody. 88 p. ms.
Attempts to determine at what level
intuitively are first introduced. Finds the materials of geometry which can be treated
small amounts of material are introducedthat work of this kind is begun in gm, . ; that
in grades up to 7; that the so -1)
is first introduced in grade 7; that
al
some new material is introdu
in grade 9.
grade 8 and
,

none

10:S. Beaty, Emily IL A history
of the tea
of elementary algebra in
New York state since 1880.
Mastei's, 1938. N. Y. -` Coll. l'ot Teach. 100
p. mg.
1029. Bishop, Raymond D. The
predictio
of
success in plane geometry.
Master's, 1988. Iowa. 45 p. ma.
,

1080. Boggs, Loyd. Pupil
errors in first semester freshman algebra.
' ter's, 1938. Ohio Univ. 81
!flagp. ma.
Attempts to discover the errors and
diktat,* of pupils studying first
and to find the educational
significant* of thus errors and &acuities, serester algebra,
remedial program.
aid to 6rrelop a
.

lane Bond, Naroissa. A study of
various bases for prognosis in plane
geometry. Master's, 1988. Southern

oatorsim.
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algebra
Bostwick, Dora Word. Trends in the content of elementary
p.
m&
53
State.
since 1890. Master's, 1938. Louisiana
algebra reDU Branham, Arthur Kenneth. Knowledge of high-school
1938. Iowa. 60 p. Inge
Mined by high-school senibrs. Master's,
Measurable outcomes of two methods of teach*1034. Brownman, David E.
with parallel equated groups
ing experimental geometry : a controlled experiment
the lecture-demonstration
*of
achievement
remote
to determine immediate and
New
York. 231 p. ms.
Doctor's,
1938.
and individual-laboratory methods.
and
tenth grades of an
the
ninth
with
pupils
in
experiment conducted
1032.

-

Describes an
method is superior to the
lndustrial high school. Indicates that the individual-laboratory experimental congepts, but
and
scores
respect
to
test
lecture-demonstration method with
methods of teaching are not of sufficient
that differences in the results from the two
either method when the factors, applicasuperiority
of
claim
the
statistical significance to
considered.
problems
are
integrated
and
tions,

Additional tools for the plane geometry student.

Cady, Doyle Fagan.
Master's, 1938. Iowa.
1035.

An analysis of various factors itifluencing retenMaster's, 1638. N. Y. St. Coll.
tion of the subject matter of plane geometry.
for Teach. 35 p. ms.
school geometry. Mas1038. Crawford, Leonard. TS content of senior high
1037.

Collins, Norman O.

ter's, 1938. Peabody. 90.p. ms.

study.
junior and se r high school ihtbooks, and some state courses of around
center
of
study
and
courses
school
textbooks
senior
high
Shows that the content of
mathematical requirements and the
the recommendations of the National committee ,on
Analyses

College entrance examination board.

1039. Box, Margaret
in motivating
p. MS.

1040.

Edna. A compilation of practical applications for use

pupils in the study of geometry. Master's, 1938. Oklahoma.

121

Prank, Nihle B. A measurement of reasoning ability and its relation-

ship to ability in geometry. Master's, 1938. Ohio Univ. 56 p. Ms.
and correlates
Designs a test for measuring ability to reason in familiar situations and
IQ.
grades
in
geometry
this
test
with
students
on
the scores made by geometry
effect of mathe*1041, Henry, Albert LeRoy. A study to determine the
Master's,
1937. Penn.
algebra.
ninth-grade
matical recreations in the teaching of
State. 40 p. MS.
school during
Describes an experiment conducted in the Worthington-West Franklin high
the work
algebra
did
only
ninth-grade
section
of
which
one
the who'd year 193647, in
and bad one period
called for in the course, and a second section did the regular work
the recreational
each week for mathematical recreations. Finds that the pupils who did better attitude
work showed an increase ill achievement over the other group and had a
toward the subject,

1041 Johnston, Eugene

Molain. The achievement` hi plane geometry of

students using a workbook *lid students using a textbook. Master's,

1938.

Southern California.

of
106. Xgpatriok, Sidney X. A study of %he comparative achievement
Master's,
1967.
school.
levels
in
high
pupils who begin algebra at -different
Louisiana State. (Abstract is: Louisiana state university. Unlyersity bulletin,
vol. SO N. 8., no. 3: 9640)
coria Francis Greenfield, Ir. A study of elements and proofs of
1014.
plane geometry. Doctor% 1088. Virginia. (Abstract in: Virginia. University.
Abstracts of dbeertationa . . UN 4740
et tins
Carets Items 'ea pkna gsamata treat Mutd semen. and widow to each
.

Mane
a aumardsal vales ladieatinig Its relative bapostance for a course la bisb-aelhool
.
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geometry, by applying a statistical
technique to the items. Provides
with a ranked list of itms from
geometry teachers
which they may select content for
their courses.
1045. Linscheid, Harold
Wilbert. A study in the prediction
of plane
geometry marks in high school. Master's,
1937. Phi
108 p. ms.
1046. Marshall, M. V.
Some factors which influence
success in college
algebra. Mathematics teacher, 32:
172-74, April 1939. Lancaster, Pa.,
and
Franklin

Ilire

Marshall college, 1937.
Studies the relationship between
success in college algebra and various
and psychological tests.
types of aptitude
1047. Miller, Eatl Justin.
Recent trends in verbal algebra
problems. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 45 p. ms.
1048. Nielson, Mildred
Rosamond.
teaching plane geometry by two different Permanent outcomes resulting from
methods. Master's, 1938. Iowa State.
1049. Novak, William
Woodrow. A survey of geometry
methods and their
application to Tuscaloosa county, Alabama.
Master's, 1938. Alabama.
1050. Randerson, Hattie Irene.
Intuitive geometry as a basis for
aye geometry. Master's, 1938. Texas.
demonstra1051. Rtdd, John H. Current
trends in the teaching of algebra in
the junior
high school. Master's, 1938.
Southern California.
1052. Shasteen, Richmond
Clay. The teaching of locus
problems. Master's,
1938. Peabody. 86 p. ms.
Analyzes six plane and six solid
geometries, and 12 courses of study.
that the tri-dimensional concept .of locus
Recommends
be studied in plane geometry;
method of proof be recommended
that the one-way
over the two-way

method.

significant in the study of mathematics.

Finds the concept of locus

1053. Sanders, Edna M. A study of
study periods and the achievement of the the relationship between the time of
pupils in ninth-grade algebra.
1938. Ind. St. T. C. 32 p. ms.
Master's,
(Abstracf in: Indiana sitate teachers
college.
Teachers college journal, 9: 178, July
1938)

Attempts to determine whether a study
period just preceding or one
lowing the recitation in ninth-grade
immediately folthe test scores of the pupils in that algebra will give tbe better results, as determined by
subject,
as
shown
by tbe results of four tests administered at the end of each 6-week
period. Finds that the group studying
tation showed a slight superiority over
before the recithe group studying after the
students of high ability it made little
recitation ; that with
difference
whether their study period preceded or
followed the recitation ; but that with
students of low ability it wits better
study period precede the recitation.
to have their
1054. Soelberg, Gunnar Porseth.
The relation of standardized tests
to ODjectives in teaching plane geometry.
Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
1055. Shuster, John B., jr. A
study of functional thinking in
algebra. Master's, DM. Ohio State. 250'p. ma.
1056. Stacy, Starr Neely. A
comparative study of trigonometric
content in
freshman college courses. Muter's, 19386
Peabody. 208 p. ms.
Compares the trigonometric content,of 18
trigonometry textbooks with that of 18
man college textbooks in general
freshmathematics, rinds that mote than V,
trigonometric content in the trigonometry
percent of the
textbooks is
found in

textbook&

4I

mathematics

Strand, Vivian Grime. Recreational
material organized by units to accompany a course in plane geometry.
Master* lift Iowa. 142 p. ms.
1068. Taft, Harry Humphrey.
Pupetional thinking and verbal
solving in the teaching of ninth-grade
problemalgebra. Mister% 1938. Ohio State.
,
101 p. ms.
1057.

e
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Taylor, William W. Supplementary material on the triangle for teach1019p. (Abstract in;
ers of plane geometry. Master's, 1938. East Texas St. T. C.
East Texas state teachers college. 9raduate studies (abstracts), 1937-38: 22)
1059.

1060. Treece,

Walter Allen.

A4

analytical study of sequence in combined

geometry course. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 88 p. ms.
and solid
Studies the logical sequence of propositions for a 1-year course in plane
high
school.
for
the
geometry

Norman Elwood. Methods of elimination in algebraic equations.
44
1938.
-Iowa.
Master's,
1062. Vail. Adestine, Robert Frank. Changes in pupil achievement in ninthyear algebraNi Iowa high schools since 1930. Master's, 1938, Iowa. 34 p. ms.
1061. Ude,

Van Wie, Claude. A follow-up study of the pupils electing mathematics beyond intermediate algebra in Saratoga Springs high school from September 1931 to June 1935. Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 122 p. ms.
1064. Vopni, Sylvia. A reorganization of the tenth-grade mathematics curriculum in terms of an analytic approach. Master's, 1938. Washington. 64

ao

e

1063.

p. ms.
Proposes

that analytic as well as synthetic methods of proof be included in the tenth-

grade geometry course. Shows that the use of analytic geometry at the beginning integrates the fields of arithmetic, algebri, and geometry which are essentially segregated in

educational experiences of mostipeople, unless they study mathematics in college.

the

Describes an experiment conducted in tbe tenth grade of a Washington school.

1065.

Weigel, Henrietta. A professionalized study of high-schopl algebra.

Master's, 1938. Tennessee. 117 p. ms.
SCIENCE
GENERAL SCIENCE

1066. Ahner, Walter Lewis.
cepts of physical science for

tentative determination of the major con-

secondary school curricula. Master's, 1937.
p. ms.
1061. Alderfer, A. Graff. Free enriching materials available for use in highschool science courses. Master's, 1988. Temple. 879 p. ms.
1068. Anderson, Te4 C. An experiment to determine the effect of n workbook on achievement in general science. Master's, 1938. Okla, A. and M. Coll.
84

Rochester.
1

NA

Describes an experiment conducted with twobteontrolled ninto-grade groups of 40 students
each over a period of lit weeks. Finds that each group made greater progress from using
the workbook ;.that the pupils of higher intelligence tended to profit more from tbe use
of a workbook -than students of lower intelligence; and that the omission of the workbook
tends to effect adversely the higher group more than the lower group.

1069. Baker, Adrian Leroy. The development of science content courses for
the training of elementary school teachers. Master's, 1938. Texas.
1070. Diana, Antos Bates. Some selected units of it handbook in phisical
science for elementary teaChers. Master's, 1988. Sam Houston St. T. C. 251
P Ins.
1071. Bronspiegel, Philip. The organization of general science in the Junior
high school. Mastorl, 19(18. Bt. T. 0.9 Bridgewater. 56 p. me.
Riess tbe nature and quantity of content material, organisation in the curriculum,

Gad methods at tiscaing the Suliclect la miens parts of the country. Finds Considerable
egrisemeat In content which le largely, physical in nature ; that the course covers a full
felt is the majority of mass ; and that teachers are permitted much freedom.
4
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1072. Conn, IL D. A plan foi the reorganization of a gourse in ninth
grade
general science. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 200 p. ms.
Presents three gentral science units on an activity grogram basis.
1073. Cook, Florence Marie, Reading guidahce in high-school

science

classes.
Master's, 1938. Southern California.
1074. Crawford, Carl Edwin. A study of the amount of science training
and
supetaitious beliefs of Ohio public-school students. Master's, 1938. Indiana.

69 p. ms.

1075. Davies, Mary Thompson. A comparison of two
types of assignment
in general science. Master's, 1988. Louisiana State. 81 p. ms.

Describes an experiment conducted with four general science
school, Shreveport, La., to determine whether or not the method classes at Pair Park high
of assignment is a determining factor in classroom achievement. Recommends the
use of the definite

rather than

the indefinite type of assignment.

1076. Davis, George Warren. The knowledge
of physical and chemical
sciences needed for personal use. Masterli, 1938. Southern
California.
1077. Doss, Charles Lester. Generalized physical science in
the senior MO
school. Muter's, 1988. Southern California.
1078. Finger, Mary Elizabeth. Interests
revealed through the science experiences of a second grade. Master's, 1968. Peabody. 65 or ma
4

Attempts to determine children's interests as revealed through
science experiences in a
second-grade situation where the children were free to take part
in different types of
activities.

1079. Gettle, Rollin Brown. A unit for senior science
drugspoisons and
cbsmetics. Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.

1080. Hale, John Elden. The simple experiment in the
general science laborá
tory. Master's, 1988. Colorado. (Abstract in: University
of Colorado studies.
Abstracts of thesis and reports for higher cbgrees, 1938 : eo)

Offers a simple experiment of minimum complexity
and requiring a minimum amount
of apparatus, and demonstrates its value in the
solution
of two significant problems in
the field: Inadequacy in specific preparation to teach general
science and to employ its
specialised techniques and inadequacy of laboratory facilities.

Hancock, Cyril Henry. An evaluation of certain rpular
science misconception& Master's, 1988. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
11)82. Hannigan,
beth A. A comparative study of junior high school
science curricula. Master's, 1938. St T. C., Fitchburg.
92 p. ms.
1081.

Presents selected units of study in science with
interpretation of their adaptability
from the standpoint of the teacher and of the pupil;anand
a study of the relationships and
relative importance of science subjects as shown by
in science, and of outetanding science books prepared a study of junior high school courses
for the junior high schooL
1088. Hollandsworth, James G. Contribution
of the summer camp to a
eral science course. Master's, 1988. Peabody. 75 p.
ma.

ge\n-

Attempt to determine how much of & general
normal camp activities in a progressive Private science course a camper may contact jn
camp. Discovers that 62 percent of the
camp activities afford a background pf experience
and activities for the general science
course, and that 75 went of the generarocience topics
in a state course of study were
found in camp &cavities.
1084, Houk, Willa Na4). A study of idea*
teachers and seine* instruction
in a selected group of Indiana eldss. lissteest 1988.
Ind. et T. C. 87 p. MS.
(Abstract is: Indiana state teachers collage. Teach&
college journal, 9: 18884, Ally%
6k

.

Anions data on the aealleade
professional baffling of seisms
tz 18 titles
ta 18 sound* ot Indiana. Findsaad
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the cities

studied; that the average number of students in a class was 28 ; that most

in
thit the average number.
of tbe science teachers were tenure teachers as shown by the fact
thit
only
27
of
the
139 teachers studied
is
19.67
and
teaching
experience
of
of years
biology
teachers
were better trained
that
22.6
percent
of
the
bad taught 10 years or less;
studied had from
science
in
the
cities
the
teachers
teaching
science;
that
other
in some
for
attending
school
was 1926 for
and
that
the
lagt
year
major
in
science
;
24 hours to a
teachers
studied.
of
the
average
.
the

Huffman, Oscar T. Integration of science concepts of the major science
gelds in ninth-grade science. Master's, 193& Iowa.., 98 p. ms.
1086. Johnson, A. Laborator4 lessons in related general science and physiology for vocational homemaking schools in Kansas. Manhattan, Kansas state
college of agriculture and applied science, 1937.
1087. Johnson, Ellen Victoria. A correlated science-language course of study
for the fourth grade. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 210 p. ms.
1088. 'Jones, William J. Evaluation in secondary school physical science.
Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 153 p. ms.
1085.

Surveys available testing procedures for various aspects of scientific thinking.
1089.

Kelley, Mary Annie Grace. Revision of the eighth-grade general

science course of study of Fort Worth, Texas.
1090.

Master's, 1938. Texas.

Kinnear, D. L. 'Mite of work idea, general science, and biology.

Master's, 1988. Va. Poly. Inst. 58 p. ms.
Describes a 2-year experiment with trainees teaching science 'and biology at the Blacksburg
high school. rinds that splendid teaching units were worked up Aid used satisfactorily,
and that the student teachers did etperimental work using different types of units.

*loot Knowlden, Nary Van Ness. Elementary science historical background
as revealed in the Proceedings of the National education association, 1857-1896.
Master's, 1938. George Washington. 132 p. ms.
Traces the early interest in science in America. Investigates every citation of science

teaching in the Proceedings of the National education association for the period covered
by the study, to determine the attitude of the outstanding leaders of the time toward the
introduction of science into the curriculum.

1092. Lazarus, A. A survey of extracurricular student project work in the
sciences in the secondary seiools of the City of New York. Master's, 1938. Coll.
of the City of N. Y. 88 p.
Surveys and evaluates the volt itary extracurricular student project work in the sciences
in the New York high schools. Concludes that there is a serious lack of objective knowledge
about extracurricular activities in general, and that a large school system offers serious
obstacles to extracurricular project work.

1093. Mack, Morris Quinn. A study of the adaptation of secondary school
science to the life-activities of the pupil. Master's, 1968. Southern California.
1004. McKinney, George Tempel. Scientific knowledgg contributed by general science, biology, chemistry, and physics in relation to teachers' grades.
Mutes's, 1988. Okla. A. and M. Coll.
Attempts to determlle whether there is any relationship between* general intelligence,
scores made on the Cooperative general science test, and school marks made in general
science, biology, chemistry, and physics by the 800 seniors of the class of 1988 of the
Muskogee, Okla., Central high school. Finds a positive correlation between general
intelligence and scores made on tbd Cooperative general science test and school maxis in

gated science.

1095. XeKnelly, Cal. An experiment in the use of free reading in general
Muter's, 1988. Southern California.

science.
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1096. Maitin, Robert William. The relation of certain factors of instruction
to pupil growth in general science, with reference _to certain schools in
Missouri.
Doctor's, 1937. New York. 280 p. ms.
Attempts to determine tbe relation of pupil growth to the experience of the
teacher, to
his preparation, terching load, and to instructional equipment.
Analyzes data secured
from pupil achievement scores, from inquiries sent directly to the general
of the pupils tested, from official reports and publications of the Missouriscience teachers
ment of education, from unpublished data in its dies, and from the catalogs, ofstate depart.
the collegeA
in which the teachers received their training. Concludes that the more
successful teachers
of general science have had 6 or 8 years of teaching experience, preferably
experience at both the elementary and secondary levels; that the pupils who including
made tbe
most progress in general science were instructed by teachers who had
taken special methods
courses and had done practice teaching in sou e science field or in mathematics ; .that
there
is a definite relationship between teacher I.
and the progress made by the pupils; that
teachers who have a variety of responsibilities in school service are more effective
teachers
of general science than are those with a full teaching program ; that pupils
make greater
progress in schools where provision is made for eXperimental activities.
1097. Meyers, Dorothy Ruth. The construction, teaching, and
i

evaluation

of

a unit on air in science in the third grade. Master's, 1938. Drake. 198 p. ms.
1096. Reed, Charles Gordon. Popular misconceptions in the field of science.
Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
1099. Reynolds, Charles William. The Velopment of generalized science
courses in state teachers colleges. Doctor's, 1M8. Peabody. Nashville, George
Peabody college for teachers, 1938. 7 p. (Abstract of Contribution to educar]

tion, no. 210)
Analyzes replies to a questionnaire sent to the state teachers colleges,
catalogs from
the teachers

colleges which did not reply to the questionnaire, research investigations
other periodical literature, textbooks, and answers to letters written to influential menand
the field of science education, to determine the development and status of orientation in
or
survey courses in science in the teachers colleges. Finds that in every state that has
state teachers colleges, survey science is offered in one or more schools ; that
enrollment in survey science id- 64 schools is 8,542, ranging from 6 in one collegetotal
to Cal in
another; that generalized science courses are required in a large number of teachers
colleges; that there is no wholly utisfactory textbook for the teaching of generalized
science; that the courses have become well established at the freshman and sophomore
college levels ; tbat the favorite methods of presenting the course are the lecture
and the
lecture-demonstration methods; that there boa wide variation in the maximtim amount
of credit allowed for the course ; that the kind of testing used for the survey courses
varies with the class 814 and method of instruction; and that of the 69 schools reporting,
75 percent report that Ape instructor teaches the class throughout the course, while 25
percent change teachers for the different subject-matter divisions. Indicates that generalised science is serving a unique "and distinctive purpose in the teachers colleges.

1100. Ruble, Harry Charles. A functional course in science. Master's, 1938.
Souther!' California.
1101. Russell, David W. Analisis of opinions and practices concerning the
teaching of science In elementary grades. Doctor's, 1938. Western Reserv:,
.6,
1102. Selditch, H. G. The science survey course in the college curriculum.
Master's, 1968. Coll. of tbe City of N. Y. 52 p. ms.
Describes the science survey courses given in 12 colleges in various parts of the United
States and compares their alms, instructional method's, and subject matter.

1103. Smith, Elliott Vantine. Problem solving as a method of science

ing.

teach-

Master's, 1988. Wisconsin.
1.104. Smith, dawns -Warren. A study of the difficult vocabulary encountered by 56 pupils hi an eighth-grade general science class and a study of the,
scientific vocabulary appearing in the scientific articles of two daily newspapers.
Mister* 1938. Michigan.
a
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Southwell, Cash J. A study of the vocabulary, difficulties encountered
pupils
studying general science in eightli grade and study of scientific
by 70
Master's, 1938. Michigan.
in
two
newspapers.
terms
1106. Thurber, Walter A. Suggestions for improvising material and resources
for use with the New York state syllabus in elementary science. Master's, 1938.
N. Y. St.. Coll. for Teach. 103 p. ms.
1107. Ulrey, Everard O. Important scientists and their contributions with
referènce to physical science teaching. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 143 p. ms.
n081 Vicklund, O. W. The elimination of superstition in junior high school
1106.

ocience.
1109.

Master's, 1938. Michigan.

Williams, Essie Harris. Third-grade elementary science materials in

Master's, 1938. Peabody. 115 p. ma..
Finds that the materials, teld trips, units, and activities used in teaching elementary
science in thew eounties jneet state requirements.
four east Texas counties.

1110. Williamson, Chares Brainerd. Needs for a vocabulary study in ninthgrade general science as revealed by a word analysis of a portion of a text.
Master's, 1938. Iowa. 157 p. ms.
1111. Word, Aubrey Hugh. Learning and forgetting in seventh-grade general
science. Doctor's, 1938. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies.

Abstracts of theses and reports for higher degrees, 1938: 155-59)
Describes an investigation conducted with three sections of seventh-grade general science,
roighly sectioned according to ability and previous achievement, in the Northside Junior
high school, Boulder, Colo., to study acquisition and retention as simultaneously func-

tioning processes; to study learning cumulatively its the net result of acquisition and'
retentioh ; to study retention after varying time intervals; and to study retention following summer vacation.

1112. Woasman, Tuna Caroline, Eight years of adventuring in elementary
science teaching. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 87 p. ms.
Gives

atOtory of science teaching in an elementary school in )which study

was based on

the materials of the local environment, taught by teachers with no training in science
teaching and ratios() knowledge of nature materials was no greater than that of the average layman of the community. Shows the vitalising effect on school procedure; the
growth of interest, curiosity, and knowledge on the part of the children and the teachers; and the reaction of the community.
-a*

1113. Zeigler, Robert Terry. A study of fact retention in general science.
Master's, 1938. Iowa. 111 p. MB.
NATURE STUDY. BIOLOGY,- BOTANY
NI

1114. Baker, Arthur 0.4 A survey of occupational opporfunities dealing with
work of a biological nature and its significance for the secondary school program.
P:N
Muter's, 1938. Stanford. 170 p. ms.
1115, Bayley, John S. Success in college zoology and botany as affected by
the study of high-school biology. Master's, 1938. Maryland. 48 p. ms.
Finds that the study of high-school biology makes only a slight, probably negligible,
contention to success in college soology and botany.

*MO,. Bingham, N. E. Experimental investigation oi high-school pupils in
their study of the relatIon f food to physical well-being. Doctor's, 193& T. O.,
Col. Univ. New York, Teac
college, Columbia university, 1939. 117 p.
Describes a aeries of experiments conducted at the Lincoln school, of Teachen col4:

lege, in two private schools in New York City, and in eight selected schools in New Jersey,
li4Dassy1vania, Delaware, and Ohio to determine whether the study of the relation of food

.0 *dial wiell-bei* In high-school biology classes is truly educative, whether the out.

.
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copies can be detacted and measured, and whether they are such that they function
In daily
life. Finds the study of the relation of food to physical well-being to be truly
educative;
that pupils retain most of the gains made when tested 1 year after the experimental
%period.

'1117. Christy, Ott6 B. The development of the teaching of general biology
in the secondary schooli. Doctor's, 1936. Feabody. Journal of the Tenney**

academy of science, 12 17G-350, July 1936.-/( Reprint.)
tion, no. 201)

(Contribution to educa-

1118. Church, Holt S.. The effect of biological knowledge on beginners
In
high-school biology. Master's, 1938. Sinus. 67 p. ms.
Studies 74 students enrólled in beginning biology in three high schools in Cass
county.
Mo., during 1936-87. Finds that biological knowledge is related to the environment
the pupils as exemplified by the advantage rural boys and girls have over urban boys andof
girls before taking the unit of biology 'In high school.
- 1119. Crowley, Cecil Carl.
An experimental investigation of a How to study
coarse giveri to ninth-grade biology pupils. Master's, 193& Louisiana State.

57

p. ms.

a

Describes an experiment conducted in the Haynesville, La., high school for 4% months

during the fall session of 198748.

1120. Evaul, Clarence Benjamin. A vocabulary study of tenth-grade general
biology. Master's, 1938. Rochester: 96 p. ms.
1121. Pelty, L. T. The priterion of biolotical compromise applied to current
physical education programs. Master's, 1938. East Texas St. T. C. 90 p.
(4bstract in: East Texas state teachers college. Graduate studies (abstracts),

1967-3#: li*)
Develops the idea that while civilised man has made adjustments to his material
environment for which he is not biolOgically fitted, biology has also made concessisona.

1122. Forbush;

t.

Keith C. A study of the v

lary difficulties eneountered

tr

by 63 pupils who were studying biology in the nin grade, and a study of scientific terms appearing in two daily newspapers. Master's, 1937. Michigan.
I

1123. Hance, R. T., Miller, L F. and Harris, Olive. Some advantages of
national organization for teachers of biology. Proceedings of the Pennsylvania
academy of science, 12: 1938. (University of Pittsburgh)
1124. Hard, Harry Orson. Natural science survey, courses in colleges. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
1125. Hodgson, William C. An analysis of the content of courses and
methods used in teaching biology in the. secondary school. Master's, 1988.
Southern California.
1126. Iammarino, Joseph A. A teaching experiment with current interest
problems in high-school biology. Master's, 1988. Ohio Univ. 102 p. ms.

1

.

Reports the eicperienue, the study, and the experiment of a teacher and his pupils in
tenth-grade Wolin' during the year 1987-88 in the Maple Heights, Ohio, high school, to
compare the learning performance of a group of pupils taught by the traditional or textbook
method, with the learning activity of another group of pupils who were taught according
to the current interest problem method.

1127. iban, F. C. iind Hard, H. O. Natural science survey courses in col-.
Science education, 22; 294-00, November, 1938 (Colorado state. college
of education)
leges.

Finds a strong trend toward the introduction of these mums for purposes of general

*haulm

usb z'ohnson, Clifford O. Social hygiene In high-schoOrbiology. Master's,

UK Iowa.
.

eti P.3IIL

,
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McCullough, A. W. A study of student opinion in its relation to prog-

ress in biological science cOurses. Master's, 1938. Kansas. 68 p. ms.
Analyzes data obtained from 200 college students enrolled 'in six different courses in the
Department of zoology at the University of Kansas.
1130.

.

Martin, Hugh Arlin. The amount of chemistry a teacher should know

4

to Intelligently teach geology. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
1131. Matheson, Mary Anderson. The rise of zoology as a secondary school
subject as reflected in representative textbooks published during the period 17971897. Master's, 1938. California, L. A.
Analyzes the authorship, mechanical and topical content, and the general organization
high-Rchool
of subject matter in 82 zoology texts. Finds that by the end of the century
biology teachers were writing textbooks of high-school zoology ; that illustrative devices
improved in quality but were used more sparingly except in the case of the wood cut;
that by 1897 the high-school text had ceased to be a short replica of the college text and
had achieved an identity of its own in keeping with the better understood function of the
high school: and that the subject matter was so organized that the pupil's environment .
received

major emphasis.

litichener, Guy LeRoy. Diology in the most widely read newspapers
magazines
of an Iowa community of 5,000 people. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
and
1132.

37 p. ms.

--ms°

e

'1133. Mullen, *osemary F. An analysis of the mental reaction of children
at different grade levels to certain living animals. Doctor's, 1938. New Yotrk.T*
4b.
p. ms.
Analyses the reactions .ot 'children in grades 88 through 58 to living birds, fish, boneYbear, monkey, racoon, skunk, snake, tortoise, and woodchuck. Finds that the children considered the animal as a whole first, then noted specific parts, and finally differentiated
198

between the parts already noticed.

1134. Orudorff, Frank C. Supplementary materials for the teaching of bioE
logical topics. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 70 p. ms.
1185. Rust, Carolyn Davis. Biology as a career. Master's, 1938. Peabody.
I. p. Ins.
Studies the positions filled, the salaries and qualifications for each.position filled within
the past 5 years as reported by 203 professors of biology in American colleges and universities. Finds a steady demand for people trained in biology, and that the amount of
graduate study determines, in part, the chances tor employment and the salary paid.

113& Schult, Veryl Gladys. The teaching of physical geologY. MaiLter's,
4
George Washington. 54 p. ms.
museums in Pennsylvania high
1137. Taylor, Noel Alexander. Biol
:

schools. Master's, 1937. Duke. 14$ p. ms.
Reports the contents and management of museums, based on questionnaire data.

1188. Theus, Mildred ,Marietta. A unit project' plan for the teaching of
biology. Masteep, 1988. Fordham. 234 p. ms.
Discusses the use of the plan in a secondary school of Raleigh, N. C.

Shows that it

presents biology as problems to be solved and purposeful activities to be enjoyed.

1189. Winokur, Morris. A reading book for orientation in biological science.
Doctor's, 1988. New York. 2 volt
1140. Yourd, Roland B. Apparatus and materials for high-school biology.
Master's, 1988. Nebraska. 50 p. ms.
e
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1141. Aber, Lee Allen. A study of the relative functional value of
items of chemistry education. Master's, 1931. Penn. State. 58 p. ms. certain
1142. Abramowitz, Louis H. Teaching chemistry via generalizations; a unit
on synthetics. Master's, 1937. Columbia.
1143. Bjorlie, C. Sidney. Chemistry activity units for the
integrated curriculum. Master's, 1938. North Dakota. 131 p. ms.
1144. Bockwitz, Carroll Franklin. An analysis of the mathematics
skills
used In solving the problems in Eldridge's College physics. Master's,
1938. Iowa.
65 p. ms.
*1145. Chandler, Eric Byron. A survey of the chemistry course in the
Carolina colored high schools. Master's, 1937. Boston Univ. 65 p. ms.

South

Attempts to discover the general conditions under whitch the chemistry
courses are being
given, such as the school year in which it is offered, the number
of students
and the subjects additional to chemistry handled by tbe teacher ; to determine in each clue,
the training.
major studies, and courses in methods of teaching taken by the
teacher; the textbook.
laboratory manual, and eupplementtry and outside problems used in
the course; and tó
obtain the personal reaction of tbe high-school teachers of chemistry
obstacles in the course and the posaible changes in methods and materialsto the existing
for making it
more effective. Shows that many students are prepared in
science
before
taking tbe
chemistry course ; that many teachers are handicapped by having
to teach a variety of
unrelated subjects.; that the lecture-demonstration method is
not used enough ; that
there is considerable variation in the training of the teacher ; that
outside material is
not used as a part of the course but to popularise tbe course ; that laboratory
equipment
and facilities are inadequate; that in several schools the course is
a textbook subject ; that
there is dissatisfaction with the textbook now in use; and that the
course now offered is
unrelated to the student's life and experience.
n443. Conrey, Lawrence

physics courses.

A. Ability and achievement correlations in college
Master's, 1938. Wyoming. 124 p. m&

Culp, William Russell. A study of laboratory apparatus in
a number of littrt-cliegr small-town high schools in northwest physics
Missouri.

1147.
in

.%

Master's, 1938., Iowa. 225 p. ms.
1148. Ford, Leonard A. Experimentation in teaching
chemistry. School
science and' mathematics, 924-26, November 1938. (Sioux
Falls college)

Describes an experiment conducted during the fall
semester of 1937-38, In which various
teaching procedures were ussefrAn ilaching a beginning class of 65
and tbe reactions of the students to the various methods of teachingstudents in chemistry,
were tested by their
answers to a questionnaire. Concludes that students are more responsive
to some methods

of instruction than to others.

1149. Geyer, Warren Francis. Functional chemistry
school. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

in the Junior

high

1150. Green, Vim A. The effects of mathematics on achievements
in physics.
Master's, 1938. Ind. SL T. C. % p. ma (Abstract in: Indiana
state
teachers
college. Teachers college journal, 9: 185-86, July 1988)
Analyses data secured from tbe records in Sbortridge high
termine whether or not mathematics and high-school physics school, Indianapolis, to de
are closely related; what
mathematics should be required in order for a pupil to do successful
work in physics;
the relation of achievement in physics to native
whether or not girls succeed in the stud¡ of intelligence and to ADO& marks; and
high-school physics. Finds that achievement in highschool pllysics is not greatly affected by mathematical
mathematical requirement could not be determined by this stpdy preparation ; a definite
; intelligence is a factor
In achievement in high-school physics; the
correlation
physics marks is fairly high ; and girls make good marks between English averages and
they have had less mathematical preparation than boys. in high-school physics even though
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Gwinnell, Russell. A study of the vocabulary difficulties encountered
by a class in high-school chemistry. Master's, 1937. Michigan.
subject matter
1152. Horowitz, Charles Z. A functional reorganization of
in secondary school physics. Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
19131158. Huff, Creed Fulton, Jr. The content of trade books in chemistry,
p.
ms.
74
Peabody.
1937. Master's, 1938.
the number of
Classifies 30 trade books by topics, ixnd studies the amount of space;
1151.

occurrences

of a topic ; and the kind, number, and size of illustrations.

Hydrick, Calla. Physics in the elementary

1154.

school.

Master's, 1938.
-.mow

58 p. ms.
science in the
Analyses 50 courses of study. Finds a tendency to include elementary
supply
motives
self-discovery
and
to
grades in order to give children an opportunity for
the
various
might
be
taught
in
concepts
which
list
of
the
a
Presents
study.
for further
Peabody.

grade..

Hymer, Mac R. Mathematical skills involved in the solution of prob-

1155.

Henry Black's College physics. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 53 p. ms.
1156. Realms, Everett Sanford. Developing a practical high-school chemistry
course. Master's, 1938. Ohio Univ. 113 p. Ms.
lems in Newton

lives of adults
Attempts to discover what chemical knowledge is of value in the daily
as a part of their work, interest, or reading; and to set up criteria which will serve as
guides in selecting material for a count in high-school chemistry which is practical,
interesting, and useful to the liberally educated adult

1157. Xarler, Leo. A study of prognosis of success in high-school chemistry.
UniMaster's, 1937 Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state university.
versity bulletin, vól. 30 N. S., no. 3: 100)

Describes an experiment conducted in two Louisana high schools to determine wbether
the Iowa aptitude test, a general survey test prepared by the teacher, and the average
mark in the tenth grade, taken singly or in combination, would indicate success in highschool chemistry.

1158. Miller, Richard Landon. The trends in the &aching of chemistry in
the secondary schools of the United States as shown by tbe textbooks in use
since 1800. Master's, 1936. Southern California.
1159. Mudge, Evelyn L. Transfer of training in chemistry. Doctor's, 1935.
Johns ilopkins. Baltimore, Johns Hopkins press, 1939. 76 p. (Johns Hopkins
university studies in education no. 26)
1160. Xuhleinan, George W. The teaching of chemical history through
biographical studies. Journal of chemical education. (Hamline university)
Studies approximately 100 biographies of eminent chemists ; and finds that no comprei
bensive biographical studies have thus far beet completed and that there is a depart,/
of histories of chemistry.

1161. Pancost, Maurice H. Chemical information for beginning workers in
metal working plants at Lansing, Michigan. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. 64
p. m&

Studies the topics which sholAd be included in a course in industrial chemistry at
Central high school, Lansing Mich., based on the need for such instruction for students
darting thotr, first 8 years in the metal working pdustries.

1162. Peretz, X. A suggested syllabus for a college 'course in paint, varnish,

Coll. of the City of N.Y. 1 p. ms.
*am the rise of industrial education in the schools; dismisses the importance

and iiequer Chemistry. Master's, 183&

of

science, especially of chemistry, In industry ; compares the chemical and allied industries.
the paint, varnish, and lacquer industry u a basis for a course in college chemistry
&"-4
1:1 of Me lower cost of re-equipping a laboratory, lower per capita cost of instruction,
for trained meat and a demand for research in quality and cost reduction.
a Ida
,,
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Powell, G. W. H. A unit plan of teaching the beginning
general college chemistry. Master's, 1938. Wittenberg. 48 p. ms. course in
Reports an 8-year experiment with different
of individual instruction and
finds that it increases the interest of the studentmethods
and the amount of work covered.
1163.

1164. Reynolds, William Nathan. The
status of
teaching of chemistry
in the public white high schools of North Caroliia.theMaster's,
1938. North

Carolina.

1165. Richards, Raymond Z. Essential
equipment for teaching high-school
chemistry. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 148 p. ms.
1166. Scott, J. Irving E. In experiment : the teaching of
chemistry through
the life situation method. Master's, 1937. Wittenberg. 133 p. ms.
Compares the life situation and the traditional methods of
teaching high-school chemistry. Finds that pupils taught by the life situation
made greater average gain.
and worked harder and more earnestly when taughtmethod
by this method, and acquired a

technique for attacking problems more readily.

1167. Sharp, Clinton Harry. The trends in
tbe subject matter of high-school
chemistry. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 143 p. ms.
Studies trends in 24 high-school chemistry textbooks
Shows an increase in new material emphasizing subject published between 1980 and 1937.
matter beneficial in everyday life,
such as chemistry in health, the home and in industry.
Also shows an evolutionary

change in physical make-up.

Stein, Pauline Kollmann. An evaluation of the Louisville
study in chemistry in relation to the educational and vocational course of
interests
*1168.

of
girls as discovered among pupils of the Louisville public
schools from September
1935 to February 1937. Master's, 1937. Louisville.
117 p. ms.
Presents a brief history of the teaching of chemistry
to
the girls of Louisville from
1856 to 1937; studies the IQ's, chronological
ages, grades, and

of the girls enrolled in chemistry from September 1985 to Februarysocio-ticonomic status
responses of 303 girls to a questionnaire on the study of chemistry 1937 ; analyses the
; and evaluates the
Louisville course of study in chemistry in relation
to the educational and vocational
interests of the girls.
1169. Steketee, Charles A. Survey of facts, skills,
and procedures of mathematics required for success in high-school physics and chemistry.
Master's, 1938.
Michigan.

Stolar, Joseph Albert. A mathematical analysis of the
College physics
problem by Foley. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 701 p. Lim
1171. Ward, William T. Practical laboratory exercises in
elementary chemistry. Master's, 1938. Alabama.
1172. Weiser, Raymond & The evaluation of subject-matter
topics in descriptive and consumer chemistry. Master's, 1937.
Michigan.
1178. Wetzel, Junius Charles. Deficiencies of elementary
cOemistry students
in college and university. Master's, 1938. Colorado.
(Abstract loi: University
of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses and reports for
higher degrees, 1938:
147
1170.

f

Attempts to discover the weaknesses of elementary
ascertain what discrimination is made in colleges-betweencollege cheMistry students; to
wbo have had and those who have not had high-school elementary chemistry students
general type of high-school chemistry course is preferred chemistry ; and to learn what
by college instructors. Analyses
data obtained by questionnaires seat to 62 college instructors
Finds that the chief weaknesses are : Difficulty in handling representing 88 colleges.
mathematical calculations,
inability to write and balance cheekiest equstioss, inability
to 66 logical chemical thinking;
possession or z large assortmest of earekted tads, la&
of MD- is handling laboratory apparatus, and Inability to lase good English and
t6
read
satisfactorily. Shows
that 61 percent of the mileags moats, separate dame for
students who have bad MO-
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83 percent of the college instructors prefer a
whool chemistry ; that approximately
theoretical course in high-school chemistry ; and the need of
student to have had a
college cbemistry teachers.
coordination between high-school and

Trends hi high-school chemistry as revealed by a
1938. California,
study of textbooks covering the period 1877 to 1936. Master's,
1174.

Wood, Everett

M.

L A.

high-school chemistry courses to

Finds that a definite effort is being made to adapt
effort is being made to stimulate the pupil to think%
the needs of the pupil; that an
and
facts
are being presented in functional sequence ; that
for himself ; that principles
being made to aid
attempt has been made to popularize chemistry ; that an effort is

an
the pupil

in developing understandings through textbook materials; that authors are
keep the content 6f textbooks up to date ; and that textbook writers are
trying to increase the pupils' respect for scientists.
trying to

SOCIAL SCIENCES

Bernard, Harold. The content of social science survey courses in the
junior college. Doctor's, 1938, Northwestern.
4
attitudes of persons
1176. Brummett, Anna Strassner. A comparison of the
who
majored in matheschool
with
those
who majored in social science in high
p. ms.
43
Washington
Univ.
matics in high school. Master's, 1938.
and effec1177. Cameron, Wallace D. An experiment testing the efficienty
curriculum
of
tiveness of a human relations course as means of expanding
&all or consolidated schools. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
with a
1178. Carrothers, Chester Coe. The significance of an experimen't
and
use
of
source
further
development
for
the
source unit in the social studies
ms.
p.
400
units. Doctor's, 1938. Ohio kitate.
1175.

Describes the use of a source uhit on Civil service in the United States with 506 pupils
in nine high schools. Finds the unit favorable to an increase of information, an affirminvestigation, and to contact with
ative attitude toward the merit system, cooperative
high-school
students.
affairs
by
community
1179.

Cornwell, Ida Emilie. A critical examination of second-grade social

Master's, 1968. California, L. A.
Surveys eductional practice from 1919 to 1936, and finds that many topics are con-

studies.

sidered suitable for the second grade.

Fowler, Zedna. Changes in the social studies in junior high school.
Master's, 1988. Ohio Univ. 51 p. ms.
Gives a record of the changes in the curriculum of the social studies in American
1180.

it has developed from its early emergence to the present time.
1181. Grim, Paul Ridgeway. A technique for evaluating attitudes in the
social studies. Doctor's, 1988 Ohio State. 136 p. ms.
Attempts to develop a technique for evaluating the point of view, whether liberal or
conservative, the certainty and consistency of pupils on a number of social science concepts.
1182. Gruis, Carl B. A comparison of the social science curriculum of 338
Iowa high schools in ing-io and 1986-87. Master's, 1988. Iowa. 106 p. ms.

schools as

1183. Babel, Marvin Z. The social studies and consumer education. Master's, 1988. Ohio State. 110 p. m&
Survelle the need and actual u compared with the possible provision for consumer
education in grades T to

12.

Outlines a course of six units in consumer education.

118t Hanna, Corsielia Johanna. Cirrent trends in secondary social studies

curricula as &dam by a survey of state-courses of study. Master's, 190& Stan-

ford. Vîpbm

.
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1185. Kelley, Ersa Dalton. Training
of high-school social-studies teachers
for the new curriculum. Master's, 1938. Texas.
1186. Kellough, Kenneth L.
Status of social science in

accredited secondary
schools in Nebraska in 1936-37. Master's, 1938.
Nebraska. 92 p. ms.
1187. Kasombi, Kama la. Methods of
teaching discussed in the books On
teaching the social studies published since 1932.
Master's, 1938. Michigan.
1188. Lewis, Joseph Dean. A
functional social science program as based
on
the Report of the Commission on the social studies,
American historical association, parts 1 to 15. Master's, 1937. Ball St. T. C.
.78 p. ms.
Finds that for the social studies to function
they
must
enter and enlighten the daily
lives of those who come in coutact with them.
Presents some of the limiting conditions
surrounding the teacher and
suggests methods of dealing with those
conditions.

Little, Horace Wilson. Analysis of the
trends in the organization of
the social studies for the intermediate grades.
Master's, 1938. Texas.
1f90. Lucas, Arthur F. The special
vocabulary of sociology and the words
and expressions common to that vocabulary
and the special vocabularies of
American history, civics, and economics.
Master's, 1937. Michigan.
1191. McNeill, Althea.
Communication as a unit of instruction in social j
studies. Master's, 1938.
1189.

Peabody. 131 p. ms.
Selects and organizes material on the development
of communication for use in junior
high school social science courses.

1192. blotter, George. A
comparative stucly of the results obtained from
teaching social science by the workbook method
and the discussion method.
Master's, 1938. Miami. 98 p. ms.
Indicates that in general the
superior to the workbook method. teacher-directed method of teaching social science is
.

1193. Palmer, Irene. A study of
social science as the culminating point of
changes in the educational theory and practice in
the present public-school system
in New York state. Master's, 1938.
Fordham.
1194. Paul, J. B. Acquaintance
of the Iowa
field of the social sciences. Cedar Falls, Iowahigh-school graduates with the
state teachers college, 1938.
4 p. ms.

1195. Price, Roy Arthur. The use of activities
in social studies : A critical
study of the effectiveness of 52 pupil activities
as judged by teachers and students.
Doctor's, 1938. Harvard. 806 p. ms.
Prepares a master list of types of activity
available for social studies teaching:
analyses the opinion of a group of superior
social studies teachers in grades 4 through 12
as to the effectiveness of the types of activity
included in the master list ; and collects
and analyzes the reactions of

students in grades 7 through 12 as to those
activities which
they found helpful and those in which
they liked to engage in studying social
material. Finds that the most essential
studies
by teachers are those which require theactivities in the social studies classroom u selected
such as textbooks, maps, graphs, tables,gathering of information from numerous sources
etc., 'and
classrpom of the facts gathered; that there is little the recitation and discussion in the
variety in the activities which most
teachers regard as essential to social studio'
greater effect in determining the selection ofteaching; that the subject taught is of slightly
activities by teachers than is the grade level
of teaching; that students are able to distinguish
like and those which they regard as helpful ; that inbetween those activities which they
general, the ratings of
helpful conformed to the same pattern
u
as the ratings of teachers as essentialstudents
and
used;
and that the activities which students rated
highest u liked are quite different from those
which they rated highest as helpful.
Indicates that *name may place too. much
emphasis on the printed word and not give
!sufficient attention to other activities such
as listenAg
to the radio or to illustrated lectur;as,
etc.
.r..e-
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Reed, Curtis J. A survey of the social studies in the secondary schools
Kentucky. 46 p. ms.
of Kentucky. Master's, 1938.
studies instruction in terms of their estimated imof
social
the
objectives
Considers
certain areas of instruction, analysis of courses
importance
of
portance, adequacy and
of teachers, and the use of the community
instruction,
preparation
techniques
of
of study,
1196.

is a social studies library.

,

Seewatt, Mae Corn. The teaching of equal racial opportunity in the
South Carolina, and Virginia. Master's,
social studies programs of North Carolina,
1197.

Michigan-

1938-

Strout, Harold Arthur. Trends in the social sciences in the senior

*1198.

of Massachusetts. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ. 53 p. ms.
replies to a check-list received from 151 senior high schools of Massachusetts,

high schools
Analyzes

the social studies courses offered in each grade; whether the courses were elective
method of presentation of the courses ; pupil participation in the control of
studies program.
the school ; content ot social studies courses ; and evaluation of the social
in teaching social sciences
Shows that school officials are aware of the change of emphasis
practical application of the facts
from the study of functions of government to the more
placement of subjects shows a
of social sciences to successful group living; that grade
decided trend away from the traditional arrangement of social science courses allowing
se unit plan indicates an attempt
greater freedom in the choice of subjects; that the use

giving

or required ;

the courses and to give pupils more upI tunity to work together than the
type
of class procedure would allow; that informal tests are used rather generrecitation
ally, indicating that teachers and school officials are qualified to successfully constrnct
such tests and to make their use a part of the required work in the subjects; that student
council organizations have been established in relatively few schools; and that there iB a
general lack of use of systematic records of teachers observations of changes in pupils'
attitudes in social situations.
to modernize

Swindler, Robert Earl. A brief summary of developments in the soscience curricula in the secondary schools. Charlottesville, University of

1199.

cial
.

Virginia, 1937.

1200. Taylor, George William. The development of human relations as an
educational function of the eledientary principal. Master's, 1938. Ohio State.
176

p. ms.

1201. Tracy, Elsie. The effectiveness of three methods of teaching social
studies on the development of pgpil personality. Master's, 1938. Michigan.

1202. Wright, Fannie Hardin. The development of the teaching of the social sciences in secondary schools in Arkansas. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State.
(Abstract in: Louisiana skate university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no.
8: 37)
Bmphasizes the +caching of the social sciences in Arkansas during the past 25 years
and discusses the meaning and significance of the 5-year program for the improvement
of instruction, as it affects the social sciences.

1203. Young, X. X. The development and present status of the social
studies in the Port Arthur schools. Master's, 1938. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university. Abstracts of theses, 1939 : 28-29)
GEOGRAPHY

1204. Brady, Kathleen D. Place geography knowledge of high-school history
,students. Master's, 1938. Rochester. 156 p. ma
'1205. Burke, Helen F. Appreciation units in the teaching of geography
In senior high school. Master's, 1988. Boston Univ. 154 p ma
Analyses commercial geography textbooks; gives a historical comparison 4:4 methods of
teaching geography ; discusses the appreciation technique. Presents local, regional, and
world-wide units, and industrial units for the teaching of commercial geography. '
-14If
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1206. Glantz, Evelyn. Geography and the retarded child.
Master's, 1938,
T. C., Col. Univ. 86 p. ma.
Shows the need for special attention to the slow learner in
geography ;
experimental methods used, no one method has been found to be the best, that of the
although the
activity program and the unit study method have been favored.
Indicates
that
tbe method
which best fits the needs of the chilli and of the lesson, should be used ;
work should be given not only in the subject, but in correcting the physical and that remeditl
and psychological
factors which have made a slow learner of the child.
12V7. Harper, Helen Virginia. Readjustment of the
existing
of
study in geography and history in the fifth and sixth grades of courses
the public
schools of the District of Columbia. Master's, 1938. George
Washington. 71
p. mg.
Attempts to show how the existing courses of study in geography
and history in the
fifth and sixth grades of the Washington, D. C., schools may be
readjusted to function more
effectually and to furnish more occasions for character training.
Presents a revised cur
riculum which will allow the individual teacher to adapt the
curriculum
to the needs and
interests of pupils in particular classroom situations.

O

1208. Holland, Mary Louise. Sensory aids in the teaching of
geography in
the intermediate schools. Master's, 1938. Boston ColL
401
1209. Metcalf, Ruth E. The evOlution of geography as a high-school
subject
Master's, 1938. St. T. C., Bridgewater. 59 p. ms.

Studies the historical background, present-day geography
advocated. Shows that commercial geography is dominant, courses and type of courses
but recommends the study
of polittcal geography.

1210. Payne, Sarah Arvella. Human geographical relations'
in the African
Gold Coast as evidenced in the cacao industry : a unit in
commercial geography.
Master's, 1938. New York. 42, p. Mg.
Presents a unit .P1 commercial freograPhy, discussing the
physical, economic, and
litical conditions in the African Gold
Coast, emphasizing the cacao industry.

po-

1211. Peters, Mrs. Florence McKinney. Are
visual aids and other enriched
materials superior to the textbook method in teaching
geography? Master's,
1988. Louisiana State. 85 p. mks.

Describes an experiment conducted in the Nicholson
school in Baton Rouge, La., during
the first semester of the session 1987-88 in the sixth grade,
to determine whether or not
visual aids and other enriched materials are superior to
'the
textbook
method of teaching
geography. Finds the group that-used the enriched materials
superior on all given tests.

1212. Schell, Paul L. The development of aims and objectives
of geography
teaching in the elementary schools. Master's, 1987. Ohio Univ.
176 p. ms.
Traces the development ot aims and objectives by an examination
of textbooks and
courses, of study from the beginning of geography teaching
in the United States to the
present.

Mg. Shoffstall, James D. Variability in criteria and
content sr secondary
geography texts and representative periodical material.
Master's, 1938. Tow
ple.
1214. Wise, Gertrude K. Do formal instructions in how
to read maps result
in improved ability? Master's, 1988, N. T. 13t.
Coll. for Teach. 24 p.
HIIMAY

A215. Allen, Jack. Grade placement of history.
Resew% 1988.

91 p. m&
fr

Peabody.

1216. Arnold, Dwight Lester. A study of attitudes Upward
war and peace of
pupils in fifth and sixth grades. Dodoes, ISM Olgo suite.
(Abstract
is: Ohio
state universit7. Abstracts of doctoral dbleirtatiesill, 21: 1ii49)
Describes an experiment comineteisla the elementary

public ettlboole et Lakewood, Ohio,
awing the wheel yeas IOW* to &tend= the attitude
et tbe Mama toward the
r
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after a series of 26 stories was read to the children ; using an attitude scale,

Germans,

post writing on tbe reasons for their attitudes, an information test on

information

Germans, and a mental ability test. Indicates that the attitude scale is
reliable for use b nwasuring group attitude toward other races and nationalides; that pupil writing gives significant information as to many of the sources of inforstation which accompany or support the attitudes ; that teaching pupils good methods
of use of data improved their ability to do that kind of critical thinking. Indicates that
the development of more friendly international and interracial attitudes should go hand
in hand with the attempt to make these attitudes more intelligent ; and that greater
emphuis should be placed upon critical thinking all through the school program.
1217. Bray, Nell Hogan. Fifty years in the teaching of history. Master's,
1938. Peabody. 100 p. m&
Surveys the changes in the methods of teaching history in the United States and

about the
sufficiently

t

tr

Great Britain from 1883-1985, and finds that
in the teaching methods during the period.

comparatively little change has taken place

Browning, Clark Witter. A unit plan for the teaching of medieval

1218.

Master's, 1988. Brown. 113 p. ma.

history.

1219. Buckley, Margaret Mary. History program in the secondary schooL
Master's, 1988. St. T. C., Bridgewater. 55 p. m&
Includes historical development, Present content, and articulation of program in junior
and eenior high schools. Finds that history teaching occupies an increasingly important
place; that emphasis is on broad movements ; that citizenship is stressed ; and that increasing attention is given to insure better articulation based on units'of work.

Clifford IL An investigation of the emphases and trends in
high-school American history. Master's, 1938. Kans. St. T. C. Emporia.
1220. Carr,

71

p. ma.

1

1221. Collins, Alton W. Pupil comprehension of place location data in highschool United States history. Muter's, 1938. Iowa. 85 p. ms.

Functionailzing history through
1222. Donlon, Sister Catherine Patricia.
Boston
Coll.
teaching methods. Master's, 1988.
1=3. Grande, Harold B. An experimental evaluation of the counter-chronological method of teaching history. Muter's, 19613. North Dakota. 43 p. ms.
Describes an experiment conducted with four sections- in modern history in the high
school at Litch3eld, Minn., during the school year 1937-38, to determine the relative
effectiveness of learning history chronologically or counter-chronologically. Uses a total
of 28 boys and $8 girls In tbe control group, and 32 boys and 34 girls in the counterchronological group. Finds that the counter-chronological method of teaching history
brought better results on two modern history tests and on contemporary affairs tests ;

that both methods required about the same amount of time to cover the same period of
time when the textbook method was tined ; that a technique must be developed that will
coordinate the subject-material in modern history with the study of conemporary affairs ;
that a textbook should be written for tbe teaching of modern history at tbe secondary
school level, presenting representative and outstanding pekods and ages, tracing backyard to animal relationship&

UK Greene, Carroll Owen. Fmk units for an eighth-year class in American
history. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ. 110 p. ms.
Defines aad explains the terminology used in the four history units.
assignments and tests to be used at the completion of the units.

Presents the unit

Ink arsene, Mary Miaabeth. A professionalized study of elementary school
history. Master% 1988. Tennessee. 141 p. ms.
Memo tbe sociology of history in the ekmentary school, objective tests, mental
_

hygiene of 'the teaching of history, content of elementary school history in textbooks and

emus of study, and the Integration of history with other subjects of the elementary school

I.

curriedbus.
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1228, Hartwig, Caroline E. E. The integration of Missouri
history and Aimedcan history for the senior high schools of Missouri. Doctor's, 1938.
Missouri.
(Abstract in: University of Missouri. Abstracts of dissertations in
education:

27-28)
Finds that pupils taught the integrated history course score as well
Missouri hjj
tory and better on American history than do pupils taught each subjecton as
a separate
course; that Missouri history does not aid American history marks, but American
history helps the marks.in Missouri history.
1227. Herrington, Byron X. A study of the development
and content of the
course in American history in the secondary schçJ of. New York state
as shown
by the Regents syllabi and examinati .
aster's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll. for
Teach. 68 p. ms.

Hirschman, Ruth. The effect of school and other selected social factors
upon the attitude of high-school students toward war. Doctor's, 1938. Stanford. (Abstract in: Stanford university. Stanford university
bulletin, vol. 13.
1228.

Sixth series, no. 72: 33-38)

Describes an experiment conducted with students

-

in the

second

junior year.
United States history classes of six northern California high schools semester,
to determine whether
realistic anti-war books, written in a vivid and forceful way, and selected for the
range
of abilities and interests represented in an unselected class, influence
the
attitude
of
high-schodi students toward war ; and whether a teacher-plafined study of
in which
these anti-war books and any additional materials the teachers judged war,
valuable and
effective were used, could influence the attitude of high-school students
toward
that the teaching of a unit on war in which materials are used that combinewar. Finds
emotional
power and concrete presentation can influence students to become
more
opposed
to war;
and that the change in attitude toward war was retained by the studmts in the
three
high schools in which attitude toward war tests were given at the end
of the school
year.

.111

1229. Kelley,

Thomas Francis, Jr. A workbook in ancient and medieval history. Master's, 1938. Brown. 72 tp. ms.
1230. Knurow, Edward R. The activities of Gen. Thaddeus Kosciuszko
in
America. Master's, 1938. St. T. C., Fitchburg. 181 p. ms.
1231. Lipke, Melvin J. Technique of study fore eighth-grade history.
Mas-4

ter's, 1938. Wisconsin.

1232. McCorvey, Dave M. A history of world peace.
Master's, 1938. Peabody. 60 p. ms.
Bresents a unit of instruction on the principal developments in the history
of the peace
movement

1233. Magnie, Bernice E. An illustrated story of the Oregon trail for
sixthgrade children. Master's, 1938. Colo, St. Coll. of Ed.
1234. litichener, Charles Vernon. Pupils' information
bearing on important
concepts in American history, 1808-1815. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 75 p. ms.
1235. Miller, John William. The interrelationships
between attitude toward
subject and teacher, and achievement in junior high school history.
Master's
1938, Purdue. 29 p. ms.
Finds little relationship between the attitudes of the pupils
toward the subject or toward their teacher
and achievement in history.

1236. Moody, W. P. Critical summary of selected periodical
articles in teaching history, 19364988. Master's, 1968. Peabody. 103 p. m& .

Mullins, Ervin E. Units of work tn Texas history for high schools.
Master's, 1938. But Texas St. T. C. 187 p. (Abstract in:
East Texas state
teachers college. Graduate studies (abstracts), 1987-88: 19-20)
Draluates the specific type of. workbook, designed to fit a particular textbook
; and the
general type of workbook, designed to fit the subject rather than
a single text. Constructs 10 wits
of
work covering tbe history of Texas,voustructed on tbe fames principles
dr
1237.

_
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which

characterise the general type of workbook.

413

Offers suggestions for the correlation

of Texas history with other high-school subjects.

1238. Palmer,

Edward Y. The value 'of directed study guides in teaching

high-school American history.. Master's, 1938.

Southern California.

1239. Phipps, William Rodgers. An experimental situdy in developing history reading ability with sixth-grade children
vocabulary. Doctor's, 1938. Johns Hopkins.

through development of history

*1'240. Eiger, Lester David. The development of the teaching of history in'
the public senior high schools of Washington, D. C. Master's, 1938. Gorge
Washington. 80 p. ms.
Traces the introduction and growth of history as a subject in the secondary schools
of the District of Columbia. Gives a brief description of the teaching of history in England

1623 Until the eighteenth century, when it was considered a discipline intended to
train the mind; traces the teaching of history in Colonial America, and in the secondary
from

schools

of America prior to the Civil War. Discusses the origin of the Washingtbn, D. C:,

schools in 1806, and their subsequent history, and the development of secondary teaching
A 1871; the influence of the Committee of 10, in 1892, on the teaching of history in the

Washington secondary schools ; tbe influence of the Committee of 5 on history teaching;
the growth of interest in modern history ; and the modern course of study.

Roark, Grace Beryl. Early history of Fayette county, Iowa, for elechildren. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 72 p. ms.

124i:

mentary

Finds that a county can provide historical stories and legends that will increase
children's appreciation of their home environment, and that will furnish a basis for
interest in the study of history.

1242. Rodgers, Myrtle May. Folks and folks : A study of the three races of
man on an elementary school level. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract
*: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 103-104)
Designs the study of the races of men as supplementary reading material for elementary pupils in an attempt to give them- an open and inquisitive mind about people,
past and present ; to arouse their desire to know about the development of the races
and their contributions to civilization ; and to acquaint them with the names of many
people in the world today, where they live, and the conditions under 4hich they exist ;
and to give the children a sympathetic understanding of all human life, a wider social
vision, a larger group consciousness and a greater appreciation of man.

1243. Sandborn, William. The rise of nationalism : a unit in world history.
Peabody.

Master's, 19/18.

87 p. ms.

1244. Tait, Marion Jessie. A proposed t4se of study in the cultural. history of India. Master's, 1937. Stanford,
1245. Wegener, Prank C. An experimental study in the teaching of history.

Drake. 67 p. ms.

Master's, 1938,

1246. Whitten, Woodrow Carlton. Concepts relating to the development of
religious liberty I& America. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 74 p.
Analyses six AmeAcan history textbooks for concepts relating to 5fIgious liberty. f
1247. Widoe, Frederick. A study of the place concepts of pupils iv world
history. Masteis's, 1938. Iowa. 52 p. m&

1248. Wilson, Alma Z.

A comparison of two methods of teaching history.

Hampton. 79 p. ms.
Compares the form§1 recast ion plan with the directed study plan as procedures in
teaching American history to secondary school pupils. Describes an experiment conMaster's, 1937.

ducted at Huntington hjgb school, Newport News, Va., during the first semester of the school

year 1986-38. Finds the directed study plan superior to the formal recitation plan, as
gown by higher "scores on standardised testa, more accurate application of their informa-

tioa to concrete problems, greater films in ability to read, and broader reading interests

elm*
toot
by the directed study plan.
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1249. Cash, A. Burleigh. Development of social intelligence through a
posed
civics course iff senior high scbool. Master's, 1938. Oregon.
w P-0

pro-

,

1250. Clifton, William F. An analysis of the unlerstanding of contemporary affairs by high-school pupils. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 88 p. ms.
1251. Dyar, Jessie. The results of a unit of work on conservation in the
firth'
grade. Master's, 1938. Emory. 127 p. ms.
Describes a course in the conservation of natural resources given to a fifth-grade
as training in citizenship.

class

1252. Edney, Clarence W. Practicettyk responsible citizenship. Master's,
Nebraska. 186 p. ms.
Attempts to develop general alma and definite content for a course in citizenship for

1938.

the secondary school.

1253. Herman, Mildred Sarah. A course of study for vocational civics.
Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
1254. Holt, Naonii. Current events in tke social studies program. MasteeK,
1938.
Peabody. 67 p. ms.
Shows that current events instruction is ordinarily treated as a part of other courses
and is designated as a separate course in a minority of cases. Indicates the probability
of the decline of the teaching of current events as such and the greater use of current
periodicals in teaching the social studies.
1P+

1255. Hultgren, Lamont Wilbur. Knowledge of contemporary affairs pos
sessed by college seniors planning to teach. Master's, 1938. Iowa, 61 p. ms.
*1256. Jones, Arthur C. The construction and application of a 4-yeas e(mrse
for non-aéademicallx,.minded pupils of Walpole high school. Master's, 1938.
Boston Univ. 122 p. ms.
Describes the curriculum revision program of the Walpole high school, the creation
of the civic arts curriculum, and the operation of the program duiing a 4-year
period.
Finds that the civic arts curriculum offered work which the retarded pupil could
do:
that the pupils taking this program were of approximately the same level of ability
or exhibited approximately the same willingness to work; that tbey have been given a
maximum of work of an academic nature; that the emphasis has been on citizensbtD;
and that the work was informal.

1257. Roberts, Sam T. The citizenihip values tcr"be realized through the
teaching of certain high-school courses. Master's, 1938. Southern California.

1258. Stewart, Donald G. The contribution cif Protestant church education
in the preparation for citizenship. Master's, 1938. California, L. A.
.
Analyzes curriculum materials, objectives, and procedures recommended by a cooperative
agency of church education

representing 41 denominations, and the lesson units and
curriculum plans of five major denominations. Offers suggestions as to content and
procedures which the church educator might employ u a basis for preparation for
citizenship under church educational auspices.
ECONOMICS

'1259. CApe, Alvin Burton. Interpreting economic democrady to the highschool student. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ. 99 p. ms.
Gives a brief history of work in Europe and in America
; compares capitalism, com-

munism, and fascism.; outlines a course of study in economics; and gives a sample unit
on economic nationalism.

1260. Grace, Russell laid. The economic contents of labor that should be
taught in the high schools, Master's, WA Iowa.
1261. Turpin, Oren Edwin. A course of study in economic problems for tie
twelfth grade. Master's, 1988. Iowa. 232 p. ms.
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,

1282, Bone, Hugh Alvin, jr.
political attitudes. Doctor's, 1937.

The effect Of college training on student

Northwesttrn. (Abstract in: Northwestern
1937: 5: 120-26)
. . .
Summaries
of
doctoral
dissertations
university.
Analyzes replies of 2,475 student& of eight schools of Northwostern university to a

questionnaire

in an attempt to discover which agencies 'of political education bad the

greatest influence on political attitudes. Finds the home the most important agency in
the development of political interests; the influence of university classes on the development of political interest moderate but not great ; informal discussion on the street,
in dormitories, and at home influenced the molding of political attitudes greatly ; students
prefer to get their news through dramatized radio programs, picture news weeklies, and

sensatiOnal newspapers although skepticism of the reliability of newspaipers is obvious;
Northwestern university makes little effort to facilitate and promote political activity
among its undergraduates; student government at Northwestern university was found
to be the concern of only a small minority ; the influence of civic societies and associations on college

students is small; approximately 25 percent of the student body desires

to run for public office; interest In active citizenship and intention to enter into such

citizenship increase from the freshman to the graduate years.
,

1263. Flaherty, Paul Frederick. Communism versus democracy n comparison of the governmental principles of communism, as in the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, with democracy, as in the United States. Master's, 1938.
:

SL T. C., Fitchburg. 97 p. ms.
Discusses concepts of government ; thetbasis of government in the United States; czarism;
bolshevism ; communism ; the 5-year plans; communism and 'liberty ; suffrage in Russia;
'octal conditions in Russia ; education in Russia ; concentration camps; Trotskyism ; and
tbe communist international.

Mireerite Shepard. A study of, children's knowledge of
political
and
civic information. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ. 136
current
1264. Frierson,

p. me.

k

Constructs and administers a test on current political and civic information, uk children
in the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades of a school in Keene, N. H., and in the same

grades of a school in Sumter, S. C., Raleigh, N. C., Method, N. C., Bellingham and
Mass. Compares the results of the testing program in these schools, and
attempts to determine in what ways the fichools differ, and whether or not it is possible
to devise a test which will reveal differences in teaching efficiency. Shows, from the
small percentage of questions correctly answered, a limited knowledge of current affairs
and suggests that little emphalls is placed on such knowledge in most of these schools.
Indicates a difference in the amount of emphasis in different schools and in differênt
grades of tbe same school; that the difference between rural and city schools is not
appreciable; that tests can be constructed by teachers and should be brought up to date;
that tests constructed by teachers will reveal diffe'rences in teaching efficiency.
Walpole,

1265. Miller, Eleanora. Ameiican women in polities. Master's, 1938.
body. 50 p. ms

Pea-

Presents a teaching unit on American women in politics.

t1286. _Murphy, Gardner and Likert, Bends. Public opinion and the india

a-- _psychological stud:if of student attitudes, on ifublic questions, witb a
retest 5 years later. New. York, Harper and brothers publisher, 1938. 316 p.
(Columbia university)

vidual:

Investigates, qualitatively and quantitatively, a number of problems relative to individual
differences in opinion on public issues, and checks empirical results against the result)]
of common-sense analysis, And common-sense analysis agaidat empirical 'results. Describes
an experiment conducted with students at nine colleges and universities, to whom a test of
opinions Was administered. Indicates the importance of home influences and of peruivgi
reading habits on students' attitudes.

1207, Paoe, Charles 31. Thé rélation of liberal-conservative attitude to knowledge of current affairs. DoctOr's, 1938. Minnesota.-

1248. gmy Rollo Clifton. Units for class use in the field of Problems in
Asseftes disearsoy. &tutees, 1 1188. Wisconsin.
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1269. Sonrrville, John MacPherson. Methodology in social
critique oPiarx and Engels. Doctor's, 1938. Columbia. New Y*k,
4

science: a
1938.

Discusses the intellectual cooperation of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels and
political, economic, and social belief&

72 p.

their

PSYCHOLOGY

1270. Anderson, Virgil A. Auditory memory Rpm)
sounds. Doctor's, 1938. Wisconsin.

as tested by

speech

1271. Batcheler, L. R. A. comparison of the efficacy of immediate review
and delayed review. Master's, 1938. Penn. State. 89 p. ms.
Tests objectively grosp.retention of the subject matter of a first course in
psycholtogy
under immediate correction and discussion of test items foollowing the test, and
undfr
delayed correction and discussion of test items, 29 hourwaifter the test. using stildfint,
punning a first course in psychology at Pennsylvania state college us subjects... Fhj
no significant difference between the two types of test procedure.

1272. Bugelski, Bergen R. Factors determining individual
the pattern of work decrement. Doctor's, 19118. Yale.

o

r}

erences

In

1273. Bures, Charles Edwin. A logical analysis of the
definitIon and forma.,
tion of scientific concepts. Doctor's, 1938. Iowa. (Abstract. in: University
of
Iowa. Series on aims and progress of ref;eafeb, no. 57)

*1274.- Cameron,

Alister. The Pythagorean background of the theory

of

recollection. Doctor's, 1938. Columbia. Menasha, Wis., George Banta
publighing company, 1988. 101 p.

1275. Carlson, Hilding Bror. Factor analysis of memory ability. Doctor's,
Chicago. Journal of experimental psychology, 21: 477-92, Novembei
(Reprint)
Attempts to test the truth of the assumptions that memory ability
can be divided into r
rote and logical memory, and that rote
1937.
1937.

bt

memory can be divided into
factor. Describes an experiment voluntarily completed by 121 girls a visual nd a vocal
and 81
s, 15 yeses
of age or over villo had completed at least the freshman
year
in
high
school,
which
differ* tyPes of words were abed to test memory ability. Finds that the truth in
of these
hypotheses is not definitely established.
1

Ckrisof, Cleo. The formulation and elaboration of thought-problems:
an experimental study of thinking. Doctor's, 1938. CornelL
1277. DeAngelus, Angelo F. Knowledge of results as a factor in
motivation.
Master's, 1938. Mass. St. Cop. 74 p. ms. 11
1276.

t1278. Deutsche, Jean Marquis. The development of childreks concepts of
causal relations. Minneapolis, University of Minhesota press, 1937. 104 p.
(Institute of child welfare, monograph.series no. 13)

Uses the group-testing technique with thildre% in three elementary
and junior high
schools in an attempt to analyse quantitill rely and qualitatively
their causal thinking.
1279. Forest, Susan Elisabeth. The effect of the
\nib

'combined factors of

race

and environment upon general intelligence. Master's, 1937.
dolumbia.
1280. Gammeter, Walter. Percentage differences of opinion
items between
chance group& Master's,
ashington Univ. 51 p. ms.
Compares group responses to C.! r_

1281. Gaston, E. Thayer. A study of several physical factors
in tonal think-

ing. Master's, 1988. Kansa& 138 p. ms.
etildies the literature pertinent to the problem and surveys the development
of musk.
finds that there is no anatomical structure or physiological
function of tbe ear which
indicates
1,:s tion of the ear to any tonal
sequence.
.
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,

Gustay. The hedonistic factor in memory in children and
1. Gilbert,
Columbia.
Master's,
1937.

adults.

,
p.

Mi.' Gould, Rosalind. An experimental

analysis of "leveL of aspiration."
Columbia. Provincetown, Mass., The Journal press, 1939. 114 p.

Doctor's, 1938.
(Genetic psychology monographs, vol. 21, no. 1)

Htrrison, Ellwood R. Personal tempo and the interrelationships of
voluntary and maximal rates of movement, Doctor's, 1938. Johns Hopkins.
1285. Hubbell, Marian B. An invetitigntion of the principles underlying

4?.

1284.

"good" visual configurations. Doctor's, 1938. Bryn Mawr.

*1286. Rao, Dji-Lfh. Plateaus and the curve of learning in motor skill.
Doctor's, 1986. Michigan. Columbus, Psychological review company NT. 94 p.
(Psychological monographs,-vol. 49, no. 3. Whole no. 219, 1931)
1287. Letzter, ligargaliet Catherine. The rate of forget lg for inci4ibtal
learning. Doctor's, 1937. Northwestern. (Abstract in: Northwestern univ(ffsity.
,

-

,
4

1#1::1=.

...,

Summaries Qf doctoral dissertations . . . 1937; 5: 220-25)
oU
Describes an experiment conducted with 629 college men and women, mem s
- -4....,.:
r:
-CH
-..
psychology classes at Northwestern university and Lewis institute in Chica
dental memory of a motion picture to determine the rate otiorgettti the picture . if,
.
at individual's vary great in
intervals of'24 hours, 48 hours, 1, 2, and 4 wee
imm
ti
cts, some remenaering much on
their ability to retain incidentally learn
while others learn 1Mie but retain -1t. 'er a
en
recall but' forgetting muc
ediate
longer period; that more items _lb.,: be remembered at delayed recall than .at
recall, in the case of both incidental and rote learning; Ind that motion-picture terlii
_..
acquired through incidental learning is retained longer than nonsense syllables
e.0
,e y,
/,.., .N1,:
under the conditions of learning and of recall aS reported by other investiegatois.
0

r_

1.1*

7

,

.
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.
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1288. Madigan, Marian, East. A study of oscillation as a unitary tr
Doctor's, 11166. Chicago. Journal of exiierimèntal education, 6: 3-10, Marc
1938.
.

(Reurint)

1289. itarsolf, Stanley Smith. Problems in the use orthe case meihod
(Abstract in: Ohio state university. Abstracts of

Doctor's, 1987. Ohio State.

doctors' dissertations, no. 25: 251-57)
1

Attempts to develop criteria for the !scientific method and show to what extent tbe case
method conforms to these criteria; to develop criteria for the proper use of the case
method ; fo select msl'eans of presenting these principles to the student ; and to organise

that it will aid the student to develop a proper understanding and use.of the
method. Shows that training students in the proper use of the case method will be a
contribution to clinical psychology and Indirectly to general psychology, for satisfactory
case studies will lead" to better clinical work and will contribute to the development of
material so

case

principles in general psychology.

. 1290. Merchant, F. Educational implications of a self-psycholoty. Master's,
1938. ColL of the City of N. Y. 120 p. m&
Includes a historical presentation', a consideration of tbe role of tbil self in contemporary
schools of psychology and tile powers and potentialities of the self as discovered through
modern research. Inklicates that significant potentialities exist within the human being
of which educational theory and practice take little account

a

.

112914 Peabody studies in psychology. Peterson memorial number. Columbus,
American psychological association, 1938. 237 p. (Psychological monographs,
whole o. 225. Vol. 80, no. 5)
ts: a) Bibliography of the writings of Joseph Peterson, p., 6-11; (2) Does
Co
¡Patties with inverting lenses make vision normal, by Joseph Peterson and J. Himbark
Peterson, p. 12-87; (3) Factors affecting speed in serial 'Verbal reactions, by J. Ridley
iltroop, p. SG-48 ; (4) Maturity and learning ability, by Wendell W. Crate, p. 4046;
t and wrong responaes during work add rest intervals, by
(8) The behavior
Katherine 'Vickery, p. 66-83; (6) 'Learning to generalise, by James L. Graham, p. 84111; en Comparative studies of sfUll- and mized-blood North Dakota Indian; by C. W.

j

Co
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Telford, p. 116-29; (8) Comparative studies of certain mental disorders
among white!
and Negroes in Georgia during the decade 1923-1932, by J. E. Greene, p. 130-44
measurement of attitudes towards mathematics. tly Euri Belle Bolton. p. 155---R*2; (9(10,Th.A
study of,tbe interests of college students, by K. C. Garrison, p. 1g3-202; (II) mi.
w

relation of intelligence of college frealwshmen to paaantal occupation. by B. F.
p. 203-10; (121 The descriptive categories of psychology. by Lyle H. Lanier, p. 211-3711augh.

1292. Peixotto, Helen Esther. An experimental study of personality
factoN
in achievement Master's, 1937. Columbia.
1293. Riley, SiRter Rose Francis. Primacy and recency as factors in
as

elation. liaster's, 193a Catholic Univ: 34 p. ms.
Devises a test of 599 items in an attempt to detA-mine the relative
and recency when combined with frequency as factors in association. strength of prima(T
Administers Ow te.
to 188 college and university Women students, and to a group of 23 students
in reverse iird..!
Shows a consistent advantage for recency.

1294. Rush, Grace Preyer. Visual grouping in relation to age.

1937. Columbia. New York, 1937.

1295:

96 p.

Doctor's,

(Archives of psychology, no. 217)

Ryans,

David G. The concept of intelligence. Journal of educationm
psychology, 29: 449-50, September 1938. (William Woods college)
Discusses the various ways that intelligence has been described during
the past 50 year,
1296.
An experimental investigation of persistént behavior.
Doctior'.
1938. Minnesota.
1297.
The major observable dimensions of behavior. Journal of gcneral psychology, 19: 65-77, July 1938. (William Woods college)
Discusses the scope of psychological interest and research.
rinds that the unique &Id
of psychology is that which includes the problems of variable
behavior or learning.
1298.
The meaning of persistence. Journal of general psychohg-y.
19: 79-96, July 1938. (William Woods college)
Studies the nature of persistence and its mea56og in
literature. Shows that persistence
is related to continued

energy release in the o

1299. Schreier, Albin P. Abstinence from smoking and mental
efficiency.
Master's, 1938. Catholic Univ. 22 p. ms.
Measures the influence of abstinence from smoking on
in logical learning
Finds that among habitual smokers. abstinence causes aiperformant4
consistent but statistically insignificant loss in the rate and accuracy of translation; that the
maxImmn unfavorable
effects tend to appear, Immediately aftAr abstinence, but the
tendency toward more favorable effects increases as the experimental period is prolonged.
Finds some evidence for
the existence of individual differences in tbe reaction to abstinence
from smoking
1300. Shlaer, Simon. The relation between visual acuity and
illumination.
Doctor's, 1937. Colakabia. Journal of general psychology, 21:
165-88, November

20, 1937.

litepritit)

Describes an apparatus for measuring the visual acuity of the
eye at different illuminations.

1301. Starkweather, Elizabeth Keck. IQ change
over a long interval in
relation to sex and group mental level. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
1302. Staubly, Ralph Franklin. ..A study of
certain psychological factors iu
relation to belief. Master's, 1938. George Washington. 23 p. ms.
130*3. Stearns, Isabel & The nature of the
individuaL Doctor's, 1938. Bryn

Mawr.

1304. Tiernan, John Joseph. The principle of closure in
terms of recall
and recognition. Doctor's, 1935. Nebraska. Lincoln,
University of Nebraska.
1935.

12 p.
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*13(5. Watson, Robert Irving. An experimental study of the permanence
of omrse material in introductory psychology. Doctor's, 193S. Columbia. New

lurk.

193$.

Investigates

p. (Archives of psycholou, no. 225)
the retention of erbai material in eitmcntary pa.zychology learned in the

C5

classroom. with delay intervals extending over i period Of approximately 5 years. nsing
as subjects students in three schools of the University of Newark. Finds that although
forgettim: increased- with time. the point Of complete forgetting was not reached even

after a delay of 58 months; that the recognit ion curvits decreased gradually and progressively
throughout the delay periods; that recall curves &creased -abruptly and progresAively
throughout the delv periods; that the ratio of recognition to recall scores in favor of tht

.

1:reater efficiency

0( recognition, increased as the retention periods increased in

1( ngth

MUSIC EDUCATION

1306. Allen, Warren Dwight. Philosophies of music history. Doctoi*. 193
T. C.. Col. Univ.
Surveys general histories of music from 1600 to 1937. and discusses the pliilo.ophiek
of music history for the use of students and teachers of the history of music.

State and county super\ kilin of publi,
Cincinnati.
130S. Bain, Wilfred C. The status and function of a cappella chuirs in colleges and universities of the United States. Doctor's 193S. New York 39.,

1307. Annett; Thomas H.

music. Doctor's, 1938.

,

p. MS.

Surres prelient practices and
American

offers

recommendations for a cappella choirs in the

colleges and universities.

1309. Barrigar, Roger. Problems in arranging the (b.etniil and third movements from Beethoven's Symphony no. 8 for high-school band. Master's, 193S.
Iowa.

1310. Baskerville, Gail Haroldson. History of music education in Ow Seattle
Master's. 1938. Washington. 152 p. ms.
*1311. Bean. Kenneth L. An experimental approach to the reading of mush.
Doctor's, 1938. Michigan. Columbus, American psychological -association. 193K

public schools.

p. (Psychological monographs, whole no. 226. Vol. 50, no. 61
Attempts to determine the complexity of tbe musical pattern that can be perceived at
one fixation of the eyes by individuals with different amounts of musical training and
experience, and to study the effects of practice with a tachistoscope on the span of
musical material. Finds, using 50
perception of these individuals for various kinds
subjects with varying amounts.of mu.4ica1 training. Mat efficient readers are able to grasp
groups of three, four. or more notes at a glance. and that slow readers can giasp not more
than one or two notes at a glance.
Sto

j

1312. Beck, Chester Louis. The organization and development of n junior
high school instrumental music department. Master's, 1937. Stanford. 1
p. MR.

1313. Berchekas, Gregory Anat. Problems in arranging Weber's Euryanthe
overture for symphonic band. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
1314. Bogard, Arlon O. Problems in adaptiug standard compositions for
brass chamber music groups in high school. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
1315. laity, Marjorie Elisabeth. A survey of instrumental music instruction
in Kern county. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
181a Bulber, Francis G. The relation of acoustics to music. Master's, 1937.
Louisiana State. (Abstract in : Louisiana stale university. University bulletin.
rol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 63)
Mecums the bask acoustical laws, the nature and transmission of sound. the properties
d ameical tone, resonance and tile behavior at wind waves; the acoustical design aad
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411,

the working principles of the instruments of the orchestra, piano. organ, and the
voice; the development and physical analysis of the musical scale, as a basis human
for a
course of study on the relation of acoustics to music.
)4

1317. Bunch, Edith Frances. Musical likes and dislikes of children.
ter's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

1318. Calvi, Mrs. Jane C.
Wisconsin.

Mas-

Objectives in public-school music. Master's,

1319. Castelloe, Dorothy. A critical selection of materials for small
ensemble in secondary schools. Master's, 1938. Iowa.

1;13 8.

\

1320. Cecil, Margaret Wertz. Music in rural consolidated sChools
of Deia.
ware county. Master's, 1937. Ball St. T. C. 70 p. m.
Surveys the status of music teaching in the rural consolidated scbools of Delaware

county, Ind., and administeN the Kwalwasser-Ruch test of musical accomplishment
23 students in each of the 11 high schools. Finds that the children in these schools

to

hare
lens opportunity for studying music than do city school children.
1321. Chambers, Lawrence Boyd. A critical selectidn of unison
octavo music
for voice students. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 194 p. ms.
Surveys tbe unison octavo publications and selects 600
songs, mostly in the classical
grouping. suitable for supplementary material for voice class.
able at a much lower cost than that of sheet music publications. Finds this material obtain

1322, Cleland, Walter Eugene. Problems in arranging the. first
movement,
Allegro eon brio, from Beethoven's Sonata, opus 2, number 3, for
high-school
orchestra. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
1323, Custer, Brooks O. A study of musical aptitudes and attitudes of
highschool students who are non-participants in music. Master's, 1938.
Colorado.
(Abstract in.: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses and
reports
for higher degrees, 1938: 38-39)
Attempts to determine the influence of musical aptitude and
as factors causing
students to cease participation in music when it becomes anattitude
extracurricular acUvity.
Shows that music was taught as a technical requirement ; that the
school program made
no provision fc;r students not talented in music ; that these
non-participants
liked music
and made some use of it in their daily life on their
initiative; and that undoubtedly a
number of the non-participants would take music own
if given individual
attention.

Mt Doty, Frances Vanice.

Junior high school music in
large
of the United Staten. Master's, 1938. George Washington. 101six
p. ms.

cities

Analyses courses of study in music for the junior high schools
of New York City.
Washington, D. C., Pittsburgh, St. Louis, San Antonio, and San
Francisco, to determine
their general objectives, suggestions for chorus work, and
training in appreciation.

1325. Dougan, Roy E. Problems in adapting a selected composition
of Mozart
as training material for high school band. Master's, 193& Iowa.
1828. Eberle, Alma X. A controlled experiment to determine the value

technical analysis in music appreciation. Master's, 1988. Penn.
State.

p. MS.

of

26

Describes an experiment conducted with 24 pairs of pupils
of tbe Altoona senior high
school to determine whether free discussion with
a
minimum
of
a technical analysis of the theme, motives, and figure!' of content andtechnical analysis or
the effects produced
through instrumentation affect music appreciation. Indicates
that
technical analysis
is superior to tree discussion in teaching music appreciation.

1327. Bisamank Lourene. Relation of aesthetic mindedness
in music to musical sensitivity, personality traits, and interests.
Master's, 1981 Pittsburgh.
(Abstract 6s: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses,
researches in
progress, and bibliography of publications, 14 417-18)
Measures the relationship of types of naudeal resposse to
sensitivity and to
personality traits and Interests, miss the Ilisasbers and the ¡salsa
Moen tests of Udall .
IIIP
.4.)

.-
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went, and four personality tests. rids a definite relationship between aesthetic mindedness and aesthetic interest, and little relationship between aesthetic mindedness and the
other musical and personality traits and interests.

1328. Emerick, Lucille Mae. Predicting success in music education for
adults. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 229 p. ms.
Attempts to discover which element or combination of elements, age, intelligence scores,
and scores on musical talent tests may best be used to predict probable success in the
study of music; to survey factors relative to the status of the group with regard to
achievement and performance in the light of general education, professionil incentives,
and previous musical experience. Describes an experiment conducted with adults studying
in the free ikusic schools of New York City. Finds that probable success in either music
achievement or performance may be forecast for adults who wish to study music.

X. A survey of available material for the adolescent
with suuested original arrangements. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
1330. Gilchrist, Gloria Helms. A study of the kinship of music and literature. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 206 p. ms.
1329.

Inlow, Cloyce

boy's voice,

Studies literature as an inspiration to music ; musicians who contributed to literature;
musk that has inspired literature ; and authors who have been musicians.
1331. Glover, Carolyn May. Curriculum of music for Kentucky state college
based on the public-school system of Kentucky. Master's, 1938. Ohio State.
78

p. ms.

Finds that little music is taught _in the public schools of Kentucky, and that tbe

Kentucky state college course is inadequate.

4.

1332. Gunderson, Hugh. Problems in arranging Bacb's Toccata and Fugire
in D minor for full orchestra.

Master's, 1938. Iowa.

$1333. Harding, Paul E. A study of the load of instrumental music teachers
of Pennsylvania. Master's, 1938, Penn. State. 57 p. ms.
Analyses replies to a questionnaire sent in by 37 music teachers in high schools in
25 counties of Igtnnsylvania in 193647.

Finds that these teachers taught various kinds

instrumentarraiid vocal music, music theory and appreciation; that the medilii time
spent by the instrumental teacher was 40.3 hours a week, of which 84.4 hours were spent
in instructional activities ; that the median amount of time spent by instrumental music
teachers in activities connected with music instruction outside of school hours is 5.4
hours a week ; that the average instrumental music teacher does not teach an academic
of

subject ;

that the size of tbe school has little bearing

on

the load of the teacher; and

that increased experience tends to increase the load to a slight extent

1334. Herbert, Henry Octave. Problems in arranging the fourth movement,
Allegro vivace, from Schubert's Symphony in B flat major for symphonic band.
Muter's,e1988. Iowa.

1835, Kill, Elisabeth Marsh. The status of music in the public schools of
Georgia. Master's, 1938. Emory. 164 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the status of music in the public schools of Georgia ; to compare

it with that in certain other states; and to discover the opportunities offered the young
people for experience in music either as a part of tbe curriculum or outside of it. Finds
that musk experiences begin with tbe nursery school ; that opportunities are provided
those who desire further knowledge and experience with music to acquire it as a regular
accredited part of their achool work to tbe extent of as much as four high4cbool units
toward graduation with credit usually extended to study under private teachers; that
regulations concerning both teachers of hawk in the schools and private teachers under
whom work is accredited are definite and high in most states ; that 4 years of academic
work with adequate professional training is the desired preparation ; and that all of
the states studied base a definite program of music and opportunities for musk study
are being extended to the rural schools.

1336, Ruff, Arthur L. A survey of community and public-school music in
Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 93 p.rma.

Licking county, Ohio.

a

4
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Hamphrey, Louise Besse. Musical moods in Shakespeare. Master's,
Boston Univ. 96 p. ms.
Stresses the various moods of the musical selections found in the plays;
tbe allusioas
to music; and
*1337.

1938.

the moods found in the music of the line and word.

1338. Jacoby, Dean Stewart. The efficacy of
the round in the teaching
part-singing. Master's, 193& Ohio State. 114 p. ms.

of

Finds that the round is relatively little used to promote part-singing
due to the teachers'
lack of knowledge in round material.

fr

1339. Johnson, Dorothy Grace. lioblems in
arranging Haydn's .String
quartet, op. 71, no. 1, for small high-school orchestra. Master's,
1938. Iow:i.
*1340. Johnson, M. Orville. A study of choral music
methods In third-las%
cities of Kansas. Mastr's, 1938. Kansas. 69 p. ms.
Shows that much of the mediocrity in choral music in
the secondary
school is due

to lack of 'sufficient grade-school training.

1341. Kaplan, Leon Lawrence. Music
as an aid in the social treatnwnt of
boys in training schools. Master's, 1938. Southern
California.
1342, Kennedy, Ina Mae. Contribution of
music' to character building.
Master's, 1938. Nebraska. 79 p. ms.
Shows that musk contributes to character building in general ;
that it has a direct
bearing on physical and mental health and the general
well-being of school children; that
it functions as a satisfactory occupation for leisure time; and
that it

contributes to worthy

citizenship.

.t

1343. Kirk, Ruth Elizabeth.

Music education in the elementary pchools
Mississippi. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 61 p. ms.
Surveys current practices in music education in 115
representative elementary

grades 1-6, in Mississippi.

of

schools,

.

1344. Lenicek, Edna. Problems in adapting selected
classical
study by small or incomplete orchestral groups. Master's, 1988. material for
Iowa.
1345. Lindeman, Howard W. Pennsylvani s music and
musicians. Master's, 1938. Penn. State. 72 p.Ems.
Traces the history of music in Pennsylvania, *discussing hymn
music, Pennsylvania's
composers, folk songs, musical activities in Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, and Bethlehem,
patriotic myic, state songs, college music, music in Pennsylvania
schools, and the Ftderal

music projeCt.

1346. Lunde, Millard Orlo. A study of methods of caring
for aud adjusting
school orchestra and band instruments. Master's, 1938.
Southern California.
1347. Modell, Clarion. The cultural setting of the
works of Mozart, Beethoven, Wagner, Debussy, and Stravinsky as an element
in an appreciative
study of their music. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
1348. Monroe, AnAa X. Origin and development
of music education in the
public schools of Philadelphia. Master's, 1938. Temple. 120
p. mg.
1349. blumaw, Otis J. The provision of facilities and
some other aids for
the teaching of music in the high schools of Osage
county, Kansas, 1937-38,
Master's, 1938. Kansas. 44 p. ms.

Shows the

,

provision of rooms, music,
racks, and time for teactint music
in the high schools. Finds dust some instruments,
schools are well equipped and have adequate
facilities and other aids for teaching music, but th
in ether schools tbe facilities
are meager and inadequate ; that small enrollment in
possibility of developing large musical organisations e ne of the schools precludes the
all desirable facilities;
that the administration of a school is handicapped when ith
trying
to secure a music
teacher wbo can aid) ¡overall other subjects ; that the small
ensemble is a good way
to stimulate the students to greater accomplishment
; tbat tbe radio plays a very small
.

Q.

s
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1 re old and seldom
part in some of tbe schools and no part in others; that the victrola
teaching
music; that books
radio
and
victrola
in
greater
use
of
the
used. Recommends
musicians, operate, compositions, and composers be included
on music history, theory,

tbe less common and more expensive instruments
; that
provided by the school; that future music rooms be planned carefully before
be improved by treating
the building is constructed, and that present mnsic rooms
indirect
lighting;
and that a long-time
acoustically.
installing
and
ceilings
the walls
aids for teaching
plan should be worked out for providing the necessary facilities and
the high-school libraries

in

should be

music.
i

1350. Owen, Cyril Maurice. The place of music
Master's, 1938. Brown. 43 p. ms.

in liberal arts education.

4

Parke, Mrft. Fandee Young. A study of tio, musical talents of the
Mexican, and white children in the public schools of San Marco9eTexas.
MHster's, 1938. Southwest Texas St. T. C. 60 p. ms.
Finds that on each of the 10 separate tests the white children rank highest ; that there
1351.
Negro,

is no significant difference in tbe ranking of the three groups in rhythm discrimination

the ranking of the white

or pitch imagery; that there Is no significant difference in
and Mexican children on the tests for time discrimination, quality

discrimination, ang
there
is no significant
7
of
the
10
tests
that
in
the
scores
on
for
melodic
taste
;
the tests
difference in the Mexican and Ne.g.o children; that or the tests for tonal memory,
quality discrimination, and pitch discrimination the Mexican children rank higher.
1352.

Perry, Hazel T. The scale (introduction to the study of music).

Master's, 1938.

Peabody.

217

p.

ms.

Pihlblad, Marie Louise. A study of the German romantic composers
of the nineteenth century in relation to political and cultural trends as a new
1353.

technique in teaching music appreciation. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
*1354. Pornoy, Julius. Music-therapy. Master's, 1938. New York. 45 p. ins.
Describes the use of music and free association with maladjusted persons as a psychological treatment. Finds that positive results can be obtained by the methods described
in less time than by ordinary clinical conferences.

1355. Prescott, Gerald R. Problems in arranging Wagner's overture to Die
Mcisterstinger for symphonic band. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
1356. Reeves, Isabel Boyd. Some values of the public-school music programs
in the Evansville schools. Master's, 1938 Indiana. 102 p. ms.
Finds interest and the will to learn manifested in the child's interest in individual

practice, attendance at concerts, listening to the radio, and participation in group music;
interest in popular versus classical music seems dependent on the development of both, and
that tne serious student chooses better music because of its lasting qualities and satisfaction from performance; that music has found its place in education; that festivals and
contests are valuable to young and older students; that the carry-over of school music
Into community groups is small; that the promotion of private study for perfection of
individual skill was indorsed by parents and students; that leisure time tiRe of music needs
careful correlation of the work of the school with leisure-time activities to promote better
programs on the radio and in concerts; the need for teaching theory in relation to performance; the vocational use of music evident from the fact that teachers of music,
orchestra members, and choir members received their early training in the public schoo16.

1357. Richard, Luther

A.

The status of music education in the public

schools of Virginia. Doctor's, 1938. Cincinnati.
1358, Ross, Eugene R. The woodwind instruments: Their development and
use. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 72 p. ms.
as

Presents a brief historical account of the members of the woodwind family and their use
the orchestra developed from the sixteenth century to modern times.

1359. Rubin-Babson, Grace. The influence of analytical prestudy in memorising piano music. Doctor's, 1987. Columbia. New York, 1937. 53 p. (Archives of psychology, no. 220)

Compares the efficiency of two procedures in memorising piano music; one includes the
study and analysis of tbe musical material before continuing the learning at the keyboard,

4
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the other omits this analytical study and confines the entire learning

Describes an experiment in which four different methods of learning four to the keyboard.
different expert.

mental compositions were used by four groups of experimental subjects, each
group containing an equal number of subjects.. Finds the use of analytical
study periods before
keyboard practice superior to the method in which the analytical
study period is omitted.

Ism Sanford, Jean Miller. Musk

experiences recommended for young vhilPeabody. 185 p. ms.
Analyzes 16 outstanding courses of study in music. Finds that free
music experiences,
which lead to creative expression, are recommended more often
than formal technical
teaching.

dren. Master's, 1938.

1361. Schaefer, 'Eugene Vern On. Problems in arranging the second
molewent, Andante cantabile con nioto, from Beethoven's
Symphony no. 1 for symphonic band. Master's, 1938. Iowa.

Schalansky, Ella. A study of music instruction in cities of the
third
class in central and western Kansas. Master's, 1938. Kansas
St. Coll.
1363. Shackson, Lucius Lee. A study of curriculum
requirements for publicschool music majors in the teacher-training institutions
of India,..1111nois, and
Michigan. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 115 p. ms.
1362.

Attempts to determine how much agreement there is
among institutions as to curriculum
content ; the relation between curriculum requirements and
state certification requirement* in
eich state. Compares these findings with state
requirements
Investigates the problem of interstate certification. Shows bow and practices in Ohio
state certification requirements may help in stabilizing the existing confusion In
teacher education. Finds that
there is too gr
a variety in the distribution of curriculum content; laxity in state
requirements a
specification of course content; and divergent and widely
separated
philosophies as
_le euet function of the t
cher-educating agency.
1484. Shaw,
vis, Jr. The orga zation and direction of
public-school
bands. Master's, 1938. West Texas E3 T. C. 96 p. ms.
1365. Sherman, Sadie E. A critical survey of general

music classes in the
junior high schools of Los Angeles. Master's, 1938.
Southern California.
1366. Smith, Gail Arthur. Problems in arranging the first
movement, Adagio
moitoAilegro con brio, from Beethoven's Symphony number 1 in 0 minor
for
symphonic band. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
1367. Somerindyke, Ruth Howard. The musical
interests and activities of
music students in a junior college. Master's, 1938.
Southern California.
ones. Stout, Barrett. The harmonic structure of vowels in
tion to pitch and intensity. Doctor's, 1937. Iowa. Journal singing in relaof the acoustical
society of America, 10: 137-46, October 1938. (Reprint)
1869. Swanson, Frederick John. A course in the
beginning study of stringed
instruments. Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
1370. Szepessy, John Elmer. Problems in
arranging training material for
elementary string quartet groups. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
1371. Terry, Mrs. Anna Mae. A study of the
achievement of college students
in music in relation to their musical capacity. Master's,
1937. Wittenberg.
46 p. ms.
Studies the achievement of 800 college students over a period of
1 year, and ends a high
correlation between tbe achievement of college students in
music and their musical capacity.

1372. Tipton, Maxine Louise. A stay of the
interpretative problems in
Schumann's /41:-%:- -Ards. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
1878, Van Cleave, Emerson & Music
achievement
the 4A, 6A, and 8A
Vast of the Terre Haute public schools as measured by in
Knuth achievement test.

-

.
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p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana state teachers
.
9:
Teachers college Journal, 191-92, July 193811.4'
of the Terre Haute
grade
levels
the music agievement standards in the throe

MRster's, 1938.
college.
Finds
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Ind. St. T. C.

31

12 points lower than the nation-wide norms; that the median

public schools approximately
having
of achievement for those

schoolroom training only ;

private music training was far above that of those with
that there was little correlation between the9Q and music

in the chosen group.
Problems in arranging Dvorak's Cartterai
1374. Van Doren, Howard W.
1938. Iowa.
overture for symphonic band. Master's,
musical ability as meas1375. Weiner, N. The effect of home practice upon
music tests. Master's, 1938. Coll, of
ured by five of the Kwalwasser-Dykema
the City of N. Y. 54 p. ms.
home improves the ability oi4.
Attempts to determine whether instrument practice at
Kwalwasser-Dykema musk tests to 'a
the
Administerli
five
of
superior
group.
a musically
from the High school of music and art in
group of 129 second- and third-grade pupils
under similar conditions 1 year later. Indicates
New York City in January 1937, and again
effect
on improvement in the functions tested ; that
had
little
of
practice
that the amount
and
do not seem sensitive enough to detect small
the tests seem to have a low reliability
achievement

musical ability.
individual differences in a group of more than average

Wetherill-Walther, Ethel Jane. Reed instrument methods for school
(Abstract in: Louisiana state
music teachers. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State.
tukiversity. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: IV)
reading through modification
1377. Wheelwright, Lorin F. Improved music
1376.

of the printed score. Doctor's, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ.
musical symbols,
Studies the visibility of musical symbols, current practices of spacingmusic in rhythmic
of
spacing
the
effects
rhythmic
ratio,
the
limitations
of
the theoretical
probable error of judgment
ratio on the speed and accuracy of visual perception ; themusic
are compared; and the
printing
of
the
used
in
linear
distances
where horizontal
performance at the
sight-reading
ratio
on
in
rhythmic
effect of spacing musical symbols
eighth,
and
ninth grades of
the
seventh,
selected
from
subjects
students
using
as
piano,
widely in their
musical
symbols
vary
Finds
that
the Salt Lake City public schools.
certain that identical
practically
chances
are
given
song
the
that
within
a
visibility
;
relative
is consymbols will vary in horizontal linear spacing; that when the perceptual process
with
greater
ratio
is
read
in
rhythmic
trolled by tachistoscopic exposure, music spaced
traditional manner ; and that *a highly
accuracy and speed than music spaced in the
performance
of music which is sight read
significant improvement exists in the rhythmic
of
one
to
one.
rhythmic
ratio
spaced
in
the
from notation
1878.

Williams, Selina East. Choral singing and speaking in the elementary

Master's, 1938. Peabody. 124 p. ms.
reading
is
more valuable than singing in developing poise, good
Finds that choral
ability in writing

grades, Drew, Mississippi.

that it stimulates creative
valuable than choral reading in developing
singing
is
more
poetry and in drawing; and. that
resonance in speaking and singing.

posture, pronunciation and enunciation;

1879.

Wisdom, Paul E. An analysis of teacher needs in music training in

small towns of the Rocky Mountaintarea.

Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

ART EDUCATION

in the

1380. Atwell, 111usanna. Color vision in relation to artistic ability
third, fourth, fifth, and sixth grade. Master's, 1938. Stanford.
perspective
1381. Barnes, Joseph Curtis. Comparative analysis of methods of
drawing. Master's, 1938. Stanford.
1381 Bell, Kendrick. Aspects of the social and economic factors affecting
artistic expression. Master's, 1938., Obit) State. 42 p. ms.
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1938. Oklahoma.
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Opal C. Teaching art in the elementary grades.
Master's,

58 p. ms.
Finds that the general principles of progressive education lend
themselves to the
ing of art to young children.

teach

1384. Cashdollar, Margaret. Etruscan
art for seventh and eighth grades.
Master's, 1938. Peabody. 200 p. ms.
1385. Cole, Emma Julia. Contributions of art to
everyday life. Master's,
1938. Washington. 59 p. ms.
Attempts to determine thé uses made ef art principles,
especially those studied in the

elementary grades, with a view to improving the elementary
art curriculum.
1386. Duryea, Ruth. The
lioa& Southern California.

status of art training on the college level. Master's,

" 1387.

Earley, Robert Marvin. Instructional aids in pre-vocational
mechanical
drawing. Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.
Studies the methodology and fundamental practices of diagnostic
testing recommended
by the American standards association. Shows
leally and are large enough to be used in regular that all tests, which are drawn merhan.
classroom instruction, can be administered
to the entire class at one time, can be used repeatedly,
and are easier to care for than
-

individual tests.

1388. Foster, Elizabeth Jane. The major
curricula in fine arts in the leading
institutions of higher learning in the United States.
Master's, 1938. Indifina.
120
p. ms.

*1389. Gridley, Pearl learwell. Graphic
rpresentation of a man by fouriTear-old children in nine prescribed drawing
situations.
'Genetic psychology monographs, 20: 183-350, May 193a Doctor's, 1936. Yale.

1390. Halsey, Margaret Jeanne. A method
for evaluating children's use of
ivrtain plastic materials. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
1391. Hart, Dorothy P. A study
of the development of artistic and nonartistic. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
1392. Hysell, Margaret.. A st edy of
three art principles as used by certain
elementary school children in Mel :nd Athens
counties. Master's, 1938. Ohio
Univ. 29 p. MS.

Attempts to determine whether children
progress in art ability as they move from grade
to grade; how the work of a sixth-grade child
with no art instruction compares with that
of a child with 6 years of instruction;
and how the art products of the first-grade child
and the sixth-grade child with no instruction
compare.

Jennings, Florence. The conform* of children to aesthetic
principles
graphic art. Doctor's, 193& Johns Hopkins.
1394. Kelly, Irene Elliott. Teatshing
art in the intermediate grades. Master's, 1938. Stanford. 261 p ms.
1395. Kendall, Eleanor L. A tentative
course of study in art and mechanical drawing for the junior and senior
high schools of Beverly. Master's, 1938.
Boston Univ. 323 p. ms.
Discusses the scope of available positions
in the fields of art, mechanical drawing. and
architecture in order to guide the prospective
universities and colleges offering a major in artist, draftsman, or architect Lists the
fine arts, with tbe tuition fees, for
and non-resident pupils, lists
independent nonprofit art schools with their tuitionresident
costs.
Describes architecture, civil, mechanical,
and electrical engineering as careers, together
with chances of employment, salaries,
institutions giving training In these professions,
with entrance and graduation requirements
teaching art and mechanical drawing in the and cost of training. Discusses objectives in
junior
1393.

in

and senior high schools, and presents
tentative courses of study in the various
phases of art and mechanical drawing.
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Lark-Horovitz, Betty. On art appreciation of children : preference of
Purdue.
picture subjects in general. Master's, 1938.
461
children,
age 8-16, and 72 especially gifted
appreciation
of
Investigates tbe art
with different subjects and the repictures
by presenting to them 12
children. age 11-16
they did not like any of them.
nonelf
rhoiee
or
later
second,
and
their
first,
to show
1396.

quest
Studies their

replies to a questionnaire asking for the reasons for their picture choices.
and
that
the average children have a crudely aesthetic or non aesthetic attitude,
Indfrates
aesthetic
view
point.
analytical
and
more
that the special children have an
Art knowledge and skills required 14 some v uca
1397, Lemons, Mary Ruth.
Peabody.
134 p. ms.
Owls. Master's, 1938.
kiim.lcdge. a tendency to stress
Finds an ever-growing field in vocations involving nrt
industry and art are being
vocations,
,.basis
for
such
education
as
a
general cultural
positions
are in the itidustrial and
remunerative
brought closer together, and the most
field.
commercial art
of the art ability and interest of
1398. McCloskey, Ann Green. A study
sixthgrade boys and girls. Master's, 1938. Temple. 85 p. ms.
Cassidy school, Philadelphia.
Studies 182 pupils of sixth-grade classes of the Lewis C.
given. Finds a positive correla
subject
matter
were
in
art
and
objective
tests
to whom
ability.
tion between scholastic standing and art

McElhanon, Hazel. The child's expression of_ leas through picture
(Abstract in: East Texas
writing. Master's, 1938. East Texas St. T. C. 134 p.
: 184
1937-38
(abstracts),
state teachers college. Graduate studies
1399.

in the public
Describes an experiment conducted with 150 elementary school pupils making
in the
of
picture
teachers
think
that
art
Tex.,
and'
suggests
schools of Hearne,
art.
than
R8
expression,
rather
written
elementary grades as the child's tirstaormikpf
MOO.

1938.

7

Art in junior high school education. Master's,
AbSouth. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist univèrsity.
McGill, Leona Leti.

stracts of theses, 1939: 19)
Finds the study of art in the junior high school of value because of its ability to release
social, and
creative energy and proMote the art of living; because of the specific% physical,
which
; and because of the nature of art activity,
children
adolescent
needs
of
industrial
school
program.
lends itself readily to the modern integrated

MacLean, C. Blair. A study of tbe ability of students of mechanical
drawing to read drawings. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
'1402. literdian, Bertha. A job analysis of the rpquirements of the Federal
government for employment in art and related lines. Master's, 1937. George
Washington. 63 p. ms.
1401.

Attempts to suggest a method by which an art curriculum could be developed that would
themselves
enable applicants for Government positions in art and related lines to prepare
job
requireCommission
and
the
Civil
Service
requirements
of
the
to meet the eligibility
Commission's
eliService
Surveys
the
Civil
ments of the various Federal departments.
forth
requirements
as
set
its
duty
and
appointment,
for
examination
gibility requirements
in the printed announcements of competitive examinations in art and related lines; interviews the heads of art divisions and drafting rooms of the various Governmental departments to determine general art requiremenft,' specific art requirements, and the relative
Governimportance of the respective art activities of persons actually employed in the
mental service.

1408. Meyer, Anita C. Art in relation to the elementary curriculum of
the Louisville public schools. Master's, 1931 Louisville. 136 p. ms.
'1404. Morgan, Norman W. A controlled experiment on relative value of
models and textbook versus the textbook in the teaching of mechanical drawing.
Master's, 1988. Penn. State. 43 p. m&

an experiment conducted with the 11B students taking architectural drawing
during the first semester of the 1937-38 school term in the Technical high school, Scranton.
Pa., to determine the relathe value of using models with the teitbook, or of using the
textbook alone in teaching mechanical drawing. Shows a slight tendency in favor of the
Describes
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group using models and textbook, but that the
difference was not great enough to
a definite conclusion in its favor.
warraut

'1405. Muller, Erwin T. A comparison of
two methods of teaching
sentational drawing in a secondary technical
school.

repre-

Doctor's, 1938, New
York. 179 p. ms.
*
-p
Compares and evaluates two Methods
of teaching freehand representation to first
students in the Hebrew technical institute, New
year
York City.
1406. Overturf, H. James. An
analysis of the drawing of pre-adoitiefInt
children. Master's, 1938. Oregon.
A

Raab, Luella May. The effect of aesthetic
insight upon art Production
at the fifth- and sixth-grade levels. Ilioctor's,
1938. Iowa. (Abstract in: Uni.
versity of Iowa. S#ries
MOT.

on aims and progress of research, no. 57)

Describes an experiment conducted with
matched groups of 25 children each
were selected for an art triining period of 2two
school

years.

who

Reynolds, Claude W. Extracurricular fine arts
participation in% high
school and college. Master's, 1938.
'Nebraska. 88 p. ms.
Finds extensive participation in till types of high
schools, and very little carry-over
high school to college in participation in
from
extracurricular fine arts.
1408.

1409. Rising, James S. A critical
analysis of the (;ourse outlined in the
syllabus for mechanical drawing for the state of
New York. Master's, 1938.
N. YoSt. Coll. for Teach. 51 p. ms.
1410. Sawyer, Josephine. A
comparative study of the direct and indirect
methods of teaching the major principles of
design to seventh- and eighth-grade
students in the Chester township schools,
Wabash county, Indiana. Master's,
1938. Ball St. T. C. 80 p. ma.
Analyses data secured from creative ratings
and from

students, and indicates
teaching design.

that the indirect method

judgment scores made

by

is the more satisfactory method 100
of

*1411. Severino, Dominick A. An art
day graphic arts. Master's, 1938. Boston course for grade
Univ. 91 p. ms.

10 based

on every-

Studies art objectives; the junior high sthool
course of study in art.
of activities for the graphic arts course
in grade 10; and discusses the Gives a program
organization of the
graphic-arts course..
1412. Shukotoff, A. Z. the
development of art education in the public
of the City of New York from 1805 to 189&
Master's, 1938. Coll. or

schools

the City of
N. Y. 90 p. ms.
Traces the changes that occurred in art
of the publicschool system, and analyses theeducation in the primary and grammar schools
which occurred from the time of the
introduction of. the subject in 1805 to 1898changes
when the present City of New York was
created. Finds that the subject of art
education, which was first advocated as an aid
to the study of penmanship, passed through
a series of intermediate stages to the industrial arts; that art education has become more
was less formal in 1898 than at the start, and complex in method and content ; that it
rest of the curriculum than it did at the start. that it bears a better relationship to the
1418. Tearney, Orville Addison. The
evolution of linear drawing as a subject of study a critical study of the cumulative
ing of drawing with special reference to educationphilosophies affecting the teachin the United States. Doctor's,
1938. Louisiana State. NS p. ma.

Finds that linear drawing has been under
discussion for more than 604 years as an
important factor in formal education, and that
it his been a4yanced as a part of the
aesthetic, industrial, alid visual education

movement&
1414. Triplett, Liitra Sherwood.
Background for appreciation
Sty Louis churches. Master's, 1988.
Peabody. 62 p. ms.

_

4

of art in seven

).

s.
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1415. Ullom, Cora Bertha. The project method in art education Tor junitIr
and senior high schools. Master's, 1938. Wittenberg. 97 p. ms.
Studies meaningful and purposeful activity in art education, grades 1-12, with emphasis
on work for junior-senior high schools. Finds that art should be a major subject as
Are English, social scence, music, and health ; that the learner's potential abilities are

developed through self-directed, creative self-expression of art, through broadening of
tnteresta, cultivation of desirable attitudes, habits, skills for self-reallution, and group

participation toward his highest development his contribution to the community.

Wheatland, Ruth Dorothy. The development of colemanite glazes for

1416.

use in schools and studios.
1417.

in the

Master's, 1938. Southern California.

Whiting, Mildred R. The use of art in the teaching of other subjects
secondary schools with implications for teacher training. Doctor's, 1938.

Nebraska.

*141& Winslow, Leon Loyal. A comparative study of 20 9A pupils ranking
tighest and 20 ranking low in the assigned problem in visual art. Master's, 1937.
Penn. State. 75 p. ms.
Studies the comparative ranking of 39 girls and 21 boys in the 9A grade in a problem

In vbsual art, comparing especially tbe ranking of the two top groups, those ranking highest
and those ranking low. Finds that the artistically superior pupils surpassed the artistically inferior pupils in IQ, were slightly older in both chronological and mental ages,
Made the highest marks in school, ranked slightly lower in conduct, higher in perserverance, preferred drawing or some other artistically significant activity as ehobby and as a
school subject. Finds that many of the gifted children had received special art instruction
outside of the public schools, that their parents had received superior educational advantages,

that these children came from the smallest families where English is the only

language spoken, from the best appearing neighborhoods,
to fit them for work as artist or teacher.

and contemplate higher training

DRAMATICS

1419. Brown, Wanda Mae. A study of the nature and extent of dramatic
activities in church-sponsored summer conferences for seniors and young people.
Master's, 193§. Presbyterian OolL

1420. Everitt, Ash& Aline. A study of drama in the
Master's, 1! : Peabody. 47 p. ms.

M1/2,4m1Fts1ppi

elementary

schools.

Contrasts the use of original drama with adult developed drama in the elementary
Finds that original drama was used more in the first 4 grades,
and adult developed drama in grades 5 and 6; that each grade averages 2.21 plays a year,
schools of Mississippi.

and that 1&4 percent of the grades have weekly dramatic clubs.

1

1421. Hall, 'Betty Katherine. A comparison of three creative dramatic productions by grad4 school children motivated by like stimuli. Master's, 1938. Ohio
Univ. 40 p. ms.
Attempts to determine which grade or grades in the eleinentary school are best suited
for the creative approach to dramatic production.

1422. Hildreth, Frank LeRoy:- The extent to which Shakespeare adapted his
dramas to the members of his acting company. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll.
of Ed

142S. Holmes, Dorothy Ann.

The problem a costumes in junior high school.

Master's, 1988. Texas.

1424. Jackson, Homer Herbert. An evaluation in the dramatization in teachbig elementary American history. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. ColL of Ed.
1425. Kelly, Marcella Rose. Functional drama in elementary school.
ter's, 1988. T. C., Oa Univ. 75 p. ma.

156103-40-10
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1426. Lathrop, Miriam Coleman. Dramatics, an essential factor in
religious
education. Master's, 1938. Andover-Newton. 50 p. ms. -

1427. Mdeira, Sheldon. Some current practices in high-school ptay pro.
duction in Pennsylvania. Master's, 1938. Penn. State. 47 p. ms.
Analyzes 123 replies to a questionnaire sent to 284 high schools in
determine current practices in play production. Recommends that the Pennsylvania to
emphasis in play
produ(tion be shifted from revenue to education ; that play
production be added to the

4.

curriculum as a regular activity ; that play writing by pupils be
encouraged ; that studentp
he allowed greater responsibility in choosing plays and players,
and in coaching: that
anyone who casts well be permitted to take a part in a play; that
eient to meet expenses incidental to production only be charged; thatana admission *gum.'
audirorium
schedule for practices be worked out : that a trained person should definite
coach
and should
receive at least a time subsidy for coaching.

142S. Moody. Aileen. Pageants for school and college use.
Master's, 1937.
T. C., Col. Univ. Minneapolis, Burgess publishing company, 1937.
139 p.
149. Park, Marie. Diagnostic study of development in rehearsal and
permanee of students in dramatic interpretation. Doctor's, 1938.
Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. Series on aims and progress of research,
no. 57)

Analyzes the characteristics and development of 36 student actors
as revealed in
rehearsal and performance of university theater productions at the
(luring the academic year 1936-37. Analyzes tbe rehearsal logs of theUniversity of Iowa
36 student actors
Finds a systematic tendency downward from the performance
of the excellent group
to the good and average groups.

-

4-1430. Plugge, Domie E. History of Greek play production
in American
colleges and universities from 1881 to 1938. Doctor's, 1938.
T. C. Col. Univ.
New York, Téachers college, Columbia university, 1938. 175 p.
(Contributions
to education, no. 752)
Shows that in producing Greek drama, directors in American
colleges and universities
have followed three distinct methods: A traditional method based,
on literary sources,
a traditional method based on archaeological soufces, and a modern
method of star
presentation.

*1431. Rooker, Henry Grady. The stage history of the
portrayal of Shakespeare& character, Hamlet. Doctor's, 1932. Peabody. Nashville, Ge
Peabody college for teachers, 1932. 38 p. (Contribution
to education, no.
)
DISCI ItisP14 the theaters of London -during
and succeeding
time; the first
performance of the play ; -the sources and principal editionsShakespeare's
of the play ; its popularity
and fame from it* first performance to the present; the
Hamlet and the challenge of the character for the greatest popularity of the character
actors; and the outstanding
British, American, and foreign aetors of tbe character.

1432. Rushing, §ammie Janette. A correspondence course in the
art of
producing pageants. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State.
(Abstract in: Louisiana
state -university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 49)
Compiles and arranges materials on pageantry for use in a university
correspondence
.

course.

410
1433. Sherman, 'June Elaine. Analysis and evaluation of
nine books on
acting. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
1434. Smith, Estelle. Pageants and plays in the elementary
schools. Mailter's, 1938. Barn Houston St. T. C. 340 p. ms.
\.
1435. Smith, Thelma. Standard techniques of interpretation a'fi
applied to
Oscar Wilde's Lady Windermere's fen. Master's, 1937. LoUisiana
State.- (Abstract it: Louisiana state university: University Milletin, vol. 30 N. S., no.
3: 128)
Surveys the development of interpret
reading, and applies the .principles and
techniques to preparing a play for platform interpretation.
Studies the inetbods of, tbe

older teachers in order to give a background for later methods
And to show the

"of 'ideas concern[pg interpretative reading.
q

evolution
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Stone, Vera Jones.

1436.

131

Pageantry as a community art.

Master's, 1938,

95 p. ms.

peabeidy.

Finds that pageantry provides wholesome recreation. au opportunity for creative
work; it dignifies the past and has historical value; it has educational value as a teachor
of science because it clothes scientific facts in wore attractive gnrnients than those
generally

employed; it presents moral questions in an interesting and 'convincing manner!

it encourages the collection and preservation of valuable local traditions and histgory that
otherwise might be lost ; ft-points the
incidents of the past and forecasting a

way to a better citizenship by emphasizing inspiring
better, brighter new day.

'1437. Ting, Margaret. Crucial problems in educational dramatics. Master's.
1937. Hawaii.
1438. Tyree, W. Woodson. A study of methods of teaching dramatic literature in high schools through exercises in certain mediums of dramatic expressiò,n.
Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.

Indicates that a draiha is best taught by physical presentation as

it

consists of

a

musical nature in tones and melqies of speech. of a dance nature in florin and Mu%
went of bodies, and of a pictorial nature in the line, form, and color of its scenery
and costume; and that an experience of drama is incomplete when only read and studki,
as the sensory nature of sight and sound make direct experience (kf it essential for th,
greatest response.

Wier, George Washington. Present practices in the, use of the carniNal
ale small high schools of Texas, 1937-38. Master's, 1938. Texas.

1439.

hi

1440. Winbigler, Hugh Donald. The teaching of dranlatic art in 103 Iowa
Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. Series on
aimii and progress of research, no. 57)
Shows that although plays are reffularly produced in every school investigated, and
although administrators are generally favorable to the development of programs in speed)
and dramatic art, play production is for the most part au activity lacking in comprehensive
pinning and integration with the school programs.
high scho91s. Doctor's, 1938.

SPEECH EDUCATION

1441. Aly, Bower. Alexander Hamilton : a study in persuasion.
T. C., Col. Univ.

Doctor's,

1938.

standards of criticism and methods of 9rocedure; evaluates the extant critici m
of Alexander Hamilton as an orator; discusses Hamilton as an orator and the occasion a d
audience for his speeches; and criticizes the text of and testimony about his speech
Sets up

.

Contributes to speech education by its emphasis on thoughtful speech as a whole process. .
opposed to the idea of speech involving the more limited attributes of voice, Iliction, and
elocution.

1442. Arnold, Jean Margaret. Pronunciation errors by junior high school
students, Part 1. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
1443. Bauman, 'kelvin Walter. A survey of high school debating in South
Dakota. Master's, 1938. COlorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies.
Abstracts of theses and reports for higher degrees, 1938: 24-25)
s-

Finds that 55 percent of the high-school students of South Dakota are in schools whivh
provide debate activity ; that only 2.7 percent participate in intertcholastk debating. and
5.8 percent in intramural or interscholastic competition ; that in one-third of the schools

the coach bas training equivalent tg at least a speech minor; that 93 liercent of the
debaters rank above the average scholastically and the maJority are active in one or more
other extracurricular activities. Shows that a larger proportion of the large schools include
debating in their programs, the squads are larger, more money is spent, and more debates
are held; that a larger proportion of Itudents.participate in debating in the small schools.

1444. Beene, Mari6rie W. A collection of exercises for the tongue, lips, and
Jaw, together with a study of the efficacy of certain selected exercise& Master's,
41/..

.

.

,
-4.

La_

-qs
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Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state university.
bulletin, vol. 30, N. S., no. 3: 125-26)
1987.

University

Attempts to determine objectively the efficacy of repetitive
tongue, lips, and jaw in speeding up the movements of the muscular exercises of ibp
articulatory organ ; and in
collect all available exercises and test them out with an experimental
and a control group of
10

persons each.

1445. Belfour, C. Stanton. Selecting a national
debate question. School activities, 9: 354-56, 'April 1938 (University of Pittsburgh)
1446. Bohannon, Dorothy. A course of study
in speech for junior hid
school pupils in Joplin, Missouri. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
1447. Boyles, Loverna Stealey; A study of the need and
facilities for spopcil
correction in Oklahoma elementary and secondary schools for
the school year of
1937-38. Master's, 1938. Oklahoma. 81 p. ms.
1448. )3reen, Grace. A case study of seventheighth- and ninth-grade pupils
in University high school, State University of Iowa,
as related to the development
of a speech program in these grades.
Master's, 1938. Iowa.
1449. Chenoweth, Eugene. A study of factors
influencing the adjustment of
college freshmen to the speaking situation. Master's,
1938. Iowa.
1450. Craiglow, Richaid E. Fear in
relation to speech. Master's, 1938
Ohio State. 57 p. ms.

Studies the sources of children's fears,; their fear of speech
and stagefright
v/
t1451. Davis, Edith A. The development of
linguistic
tons with siblings, and only children from age 5 to 10 skill in twins, singleyears. Minneapolis,
University of Minnesota press, 1937. 165 p.
Studies a total of 486 children, twins,
year age groups. Finds that only childrensingletons, and only children in 5.5, 6.5. and 95
are definitely superior to children with sibling);
in every phase of linguistic skill ; that singletons
with siblings are superior to twins ; that
twins from the upper occupational
groups
by
9.5
years have practically overcome their
language handicap, but twins from the lower
occupational groups have made relatively little
progress; that the twins of the ages studied
were especially retarded in perfection oa,
articulation ; and that at least during the kindergarten
year, a child's mastery of articulation is closely related to dber phases of language
development.
1452.

Dilley, Rita H.

Master's, 1938. Alabama.

Suggested course of study in speech for high
schools.

1453. Rusher, Beatrice A. Speech
education in the high twhools of the
United States. Master's, 1938. St. T. C.,
Bridgewater. 81 p. ms.
Studies the aims, values, and status of
various
forms of speech training and offers
suggestions for a program of speech
educatiOn. Recommends a speech department indPpendent of the English class, and compulsory
courses in the

fundamentals of speech and in

public speaking.

1454. Farley, Helefi Frances. An
approach to the enlargement öf the vocabulary of students in speech. Master's, 1988.
Iowa.
1455. Groneman, Virginia K.
The choric choir in modern education. Master's, 1988. East Texas St. T. C. 128 p.
(Abstract in: East Texas state teachers
college. Graduate studies (abstracts),
1937-38: 15)

Presents

the history of choric speaking ; offers
suggestions for teaching it ; discuses
specific considerations especially
eboir ; presents technical exercises applicable to orienting the student and adult to the
employed to aid proper speech development, and
comprebensive lists% of materials suitable for
secondary school pupils and adults.

J456. Henderson, Lois Elizabeth.
men, Part V. Master's, 1988. Iowa.

tr.

Pfnunelation drills for college fresh-

O
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1457. Jackman, Gertrude F. Pronunciation errors by junior high school
Part II. Master's, 1938. Iowa.

students,

1458. Johnson, David Livingstone. An analysis of the voice and articulaof students enrolled in a required course in speech. Master's, 1938.

tion abilities
Iowa.

1

1459. Karr, Harrison X. An investigation of the speech activities in the
high schools of Los Angeles county. Doctor's, 1938.

Southern California.

Finds that the modern integrated program has materially increased the speech activities
through the medium of oral reports, class discussions, and open formus, with no tendency
to eliminate special speech classes. Recommends that all prospective teachers in any field
lave speech training; that speech teachers have as their objective, in instruction the
preparation of students for democratic,citizenship, and that open forums, wymposiums., and
discussion groups replace debate and oratory contests.

*1460. Kavanagh, James P.

Speech reeducation in the Binghamton, New

York, schools. Master's, 1938. New York. 28 p. ms.
Describes the administration of the corrective speech program. Finds that 6 percent of
the school children in Binghamton have defective speech ; that an children who completed
their treatment were cured or improved ; that speech in American schools in general is
faulty and neglected; and that the responsibility for the evils of poor or defective speech
lies in tbe administration of secondary schools.

1461. Keys, John W. The speech training of Edward Everett. Master's, 1938.
Iowa.

1462. King, Clifford A. The effectivenesa of group speaking on the acquisition of certain speech skills. Doctor's, 1938. Louisiana State.

1463. King, Wren. Rhythmic forms in first-grade children's conversations.
Master's, 1938. Peabody. 65 p. ms.
1464. Knudsen, Orlando S. The frequency of occurrence of speevh sounds in
.
the speech of college freshmen. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
1465. Koepp-Baker, Herber*. An electrical phonokinesigraph and it& applications to the study of speech. Doctor's, 1938. Iowa. (Abstract in: University
of Iowa. Series on aims and progress of research, no. 57)
.14

Describes an instrunient constructed to record various speech events, providing records

for a

detailed analysis of the temporal relations in the articulatory process.

1466. Konold, Florence. A workbook in speech correction for high-school
teachers. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 126-27)
Attempts to provide high-school teachers who have had no training In speech correction
with an adequate understanding of the common defects of speech and their underlying
causes, and to point the war to tbe correction of the defects, so that the teachers may
help their students with speech defects to improve their speech.
*1467. Kuhn, Effie Georgine. The pronunciation of vowel sounds: an evaluation of practice material for college freshmen. Doctor's, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ.
New York, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1938. 88 p.
Studies tbe improvement in the pronunciation of five English vowel sounds as they occur
in tbe normal speech patterns in approximately 8 minutes of oral reading recorded electrically, of 80 college freshmen after they had received class training with two different
types of.practice material, using selections from modern poetry with one group and disconnected sentence drills with the otber group. Studies two classes of freshmen at the
State
teachers college, Trenton, N. J. Finds sentence practice material and poetry practice

material about equally effective in bringing about the desired improvement in vowel
pronunciation.

146S. Lance, Harlan E. Projects in reading aloud for junior high school
student( epphasizing voice improvement Master's, 1938. Iowa.
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1469. Larson, Vivian M. K. A study of
certain enunciation and pronuncia
tion differences in children's speech and oral
reading. Master's, 1938.

Iowa

43 p. ms.

1470. Nesom, Lucia Morgan. A
pfogressive
of speech. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. method of teaching the sound,
(Abstract in: Louisiana

state
university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 127)
Sets forth a progressive method of
teaching the sounds of speech to beginning
speech
students.
4.

1471. Nicholson, Hazel. An
analysis of the vocabulary findings of the Texas
interscholastic league debates. Master's, 1068. Southern
California.
1472. Peterson, Axel. A survey of debate
programs in South Dakota high
schools in relation to the aims and purposes of
debate. Master's, 1938. south
Dakota. 64 p. ms.
1473. Peterson, Gordon E. The
theory of the operation of the vocal nwclianism. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State.
(Ab4r.act in.: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 127)

1474. Ritter, Paul J. Speech education in
public secondary schools with
emphasis on the training of teachers of speech.
Doctor's, 1934. Southern california. Speech monographs, 4: 135-73,
December 1937. (Reprint)
1475. Rose, Forrest H. Training,
in speech and changes in personality.
Doctor's, 1938. Wisconsin.
1476. Shaffer, George Lewis. The
temporal relation between the initiation
of jaw movement and the initiation of phonation
in the non-stuttered and
stuttered production of the voiced and voiceless
plosives. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
1477. Skelly, Loretta. A
comparison of the rhetorical devices used in 12
intercollegiate debates with accepted textbook
isiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state principles. Master's, 1937. Louuniversity. University bulletin,
vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 127-28)
vet

Attempts to determine how closely the rhetorical
devices used in 12 intercollegiate debates
follow accepted textbook principles. Finds
weaknesses to be a serious impediment to persuasion and conviction, and the rhetorical
toleration
of such weaknesses detracts from
debating as a means of training effective speakers.
1478. Steer, Max David. Studies in the
psychology of speech. Doctor's, 193s.
Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa.
Series on aims and progress of
research, no. 57),

Studies qualitatively trip breathing of
stutterers ; symptomatologies .44 young
stutterers ; general intelligence of college young
stutterers;
the use of intensity by superior
speakers; and the use of emphasis by trained
speakers.
1479. Temple, William Jameson. The
objective
trainiug on the use of frequency, intensity, aud evaluation of the effects of
duration in speech. Doctor's,
1938. Iowa. (Abstract in: University
of Iowa. Series on aims and progress of
research, no. 57)

Attempts to apply a combination of
psychophysical methods and phonophotographic
techniques to the problem of speech training,
using as subjects 23 beginning speech
students.
judged poor in voice flexibility but lacking conspicuous
deviations in voice quality, who were
divided into three matched, groups and trained by three
different procedures; uses eight
additional students, judged as adequate or superior
in flexibility, as a control group.
Demonstrates the necessity of a thorough re-evaluation
of the applicability of psychophysical methods to the study of speech, especially
when short samples are used.
1480. White, Mrs. Eva B. tvidences of

ties outside the classroom
Mexico. 64 p. ms.

by

need for speech training for activiteachers of New Mexico. Master's, 1938. New
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Williams, Dallas. A comparison of ,two methods of teaching pitch
Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state uniUniversity
bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3:129)
versity.
1481.

variation.

Compares drills in the stroboscopic technique 4nd training interpretation in teaching
pitch.yariation In continuous speech. Shows that the two methods are nearly equal in .
effect iveness.

Wood, Marguret Louise. T. B. Macaulay's theory of public speaking.

1482.

Master's, 1938.

Iowa.
JOURNALISM

1483. Abney, Velma Overne. Study to determine the opportunities for creaative-writing instruction offered in special classes with suggested placement in a
program of studies. Master's, 1938. Southern California.

1484. Fountain, Alvin Marcus. A study of courses in technical writing.
Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college for teachers, 1938.
(Abstract of Contribution to education, no. 203)

Doctor's, 1938.
11

p.

Investigates the occurrence in engineering colleges of courses in English composition
planned especially for or adapted especially to engineering students. Examines the qualifications and methods of the instructors who teach such cdtirses. Analyzes the development
of textbooks for such courses and the contribution that each text made at the time of its
publication.

1485. Hartman, William Frederick. A workbook for high-school journalists.
Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

Master's, 1938.

1486. Holmes, G. H. Teaching methods in reporting.

Cedar Falls, Iowa

state teachers college, 1938.
1487. Hyde, Frances C. A study of procedures in training court reporters.
Master's, 1938. Iowa.
14S8. Mannschott, Robert Maxwell. The status of the elementary school
newspaper. Master's, W38. Iowa.
1489. Mitchell, Margie. Children's interests in creative writings. Master's,
1938.

Peabody.

48 p. ms.

1490. Montgomery, Reid Hood. 1-ligh-school journalism in South Carolina,
Master's, 1938. South Carolina. 103 p. mg.
Studies the types of high-school publications, their purposes, functions, and educational
values, and the problems encountered in their issue.

1491. Nance, Herbert T. Status of the newspaper in Tennessee public county
high schools. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 47 p. ms.
Finds a lack of student newspapers In lianA of the small high schools, and that too little
use is made of mimeographing and other INet*ds of duplication.

1492. Norton, Stanley K. The 1$37 status of Journalistic activities, theoretical and applied, in 128 high schools of Wisconsin. Master's, 1938. Michigan.

1493. ratmore, Charles Upham. A manual for the publication of high-school
Southern California.

newspapers. _Master's, 1938.

1494. Stover, Kermit Martin. Student yearbooks in Pennsylvania high
Master's, 1937. Duke. 216 p. tns.
Analyses the content of yearbooks and the organization for producing and for financing

schools.
them.

1495. Swan, Warren X. Extracurricular publicitions participation in high
school and college. Master's, 1938. Nebraska. 90 p. ms.
rinds that the larger high schools furnished opportunities for participation in school
publidations, and that there was a carry-over from high-school participation to college
participation.
atia;-
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SAFETY EDUCATION

.1496. dannon, W. Lawrence. A study of accidents
and safety teaching in
Southwest high school, Kansas City, Missouri.
Master's, 1938. Kansas.
84 p. ms.
Shows that the number of aecidellis is
more rapidly than the enrollment
that community life and culture is tbf only increasing
course
which
definitely plans for the inclusion
of a unit of safety instruction ; that there
is a tendency for boys to know more about
safety
facts than girls; and that the incidental method
employed at Southwest
;

high school
teaching safety approximates its maximal results by the
close of the sophomore year.

for

1497. Covey, Alvin Earl. A study of safety
in the industrial arts woodworking department of the public schools of Texas.
Master's, 1938. Agr. and
Mech. Coll. of Texas. 82 p. ms.
Studies the need for and type of safety

that should be taught in industrial arts woodwork, based on tbe study of 141 industrial
Shows that schools in general
lack in safety teaching; that schools teachingdepartments.
safety had fewer accidents.
1498. Fawcett, Beecher Walter.
Filiwtjonal safety for secondary schools.
Master's, 1938.

Southern California.
Howeg, Edward. Safety education in home,
occupational, and traffic
situations. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State.
(Abstract bt: Louisiana state
university. University bulletin vOl. 30 N. S. no. 3: 47)
Studips the types and causes of accidents occurring
in the home, occupational pursuits,
and traffic
1499.

situations; discusses the principles of accident
prevention.
Jeppsen, Ernest C. A prbeedure for determining
the content of a
course of study for automobile drivers. Master's,
1938. Colo. St. Coll. 114 p. ms.
Outlines a course of study for an adult evening
class based on information on how to
drive and on a survey of the actual needs of
experienced drivers from various parts of the
county and in representative industries.
1500.

Johnson, Norman 1-Z. The status of safety
education and the adminktration of a program in the public school. Master's,
1937.
1501.

Washington.

P. MM.

100

Studies traffic accidents in Seattle, and building
and playground accidents in the public
schools of Seattle from 19112-7.

1502. Kaloupek, Walter E. The history and
highway patrol. Doctor's, 1938. Iowa. Iowa City,administration of the Iowa
State historical society of
Iowa, 1938. 35 p. (Reprinted from Iowa journal
of history and politics,

p. 339-86,
October 1938)
Traces the history and administration of the highway
patrol, and discusses the course ot
training given in first aid, physical culture, jiujitsu,
small arms, auto mechanics, motor
vehicle law, court procedure, statutory
law, and public relations, including courtesy. Finds
that the majority of the first 50 patrolmen
college graduates and that many of the
other applicants had college work to their were
credit. Describes the weekly traffic schools
maintained for traffic violators, and the talks given
by the members of the traffic patrol on
safety in schools and churches.

1503. Keister,- Gerald H. An analysis of the
need for a program of street
safety in Mason City, Iowa. Master's, 1938. Colo. St.
Coll. 83 p. ms.
Analyses 2,012 street accidents over a ptriod of 5
years to determine

type of accidents and those which students
must be taught to avoid.
1504.

McCafferty, Carl Leland,

A

manual for

the most prevalent

safety education in high
schools. Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.
Attempts to present practical safety materials
which can be used as a handbook of inforination and suggested means of introducing
safety in correlation with the adopted
curriculum.
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1505.

Schaude, Ralph H. A study to determine a safety program for indus-

trial arts shops. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. 93 p. ms.
Studies accidents in industrial arts shops in 300 cities in 10 middle western States for the
school year 1936-87. Finds that accidents resulting from the use of hand tools were most
common, with the chisel responsible for the greatelit number.

1506. Shepherd, Donald W. An evaluation of safety tewitil in Oh
Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 177 p. ins.
/
Studies the curriculum of 105 Ohio secondary schools, ind finds tha i.,51) percent of the

ary schools.

schools were making
with

e

effort to organise safety teaching, usually by means of correlations

other subjects

1507. We lday, Roy A.

A study to determine subject-matter content suitable

for a one-semester course in automobile driving for secondary schools.
1938. Michigan.
HEALTH EDUCATION

Master's,

1508. Allen, Henry Grady. Laboratory materials in health education which
be used in functional integrated curricula in high schools of limited means.
Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 118 p. ms.
may

Desc,ribes an...swperiment in which laboratory materials in health education were tested
Tchula, Miss., consolidated school.

la *the

1509:"Alli, Joseph H. Amoebiasis and parasitic infestations among students
from 40 countries of the world enrolled in the University of Michigan for the year
1936-37. Doctor's, 1938. Michigan.

1510. Armstrong, Margueritte Bridges. The status of sex education for
girls in the high schools of Marshall county, Alabama. Master's, 1938. Alabama.

*

1511. Aulbach, Siiter M. Dolorita.

,

Health education practices in Catholic
elementary schools: a study of the schools of the Diocese of Brooklyn. Doctor's,
Fordham. 187 p. ms.
Analyses data received from answers to a check list by principals of 168 Catholic elementary schools. Shows that the school health program was administered cooperatively by the
diocesan school administrators and the department of health ; that the former was concerned
with the health program, phyaical (raining, and preparation of teachers for health instruction ; that the department of health was composed of nurses, physicians, and dentists ; and
that 70 percent of the schools have health service rooms with standard eqUipment.
1938.

1512. Bailey, John H. The types of hemolytic streptococci found in scarlet

fever patients and in throats of grammar school children.

Doctor's, 1938.

Michigan.

1513. Beckwith, Grace Rea.

A study of health teaching in home economics.

Master's, 1938. Ohio State.
Analyses data on the nature and scope of health subject matter found in home economics
courses of study and textbooks published between 1930 and 1938. Indicates that health
Instruction is included as a part of the home economics program andgmore health teaching
is done indirectly than directly ; that health is el,ph
:1 in units of child care and development and foods; that more subject matte;
in courses of study and textbooks
t.
on housing as It is concerned with individ
health. Finds a wide gap between
present health knowledge and health subject matter ,ed
; in textbooks and courses of study.
1514. Beebe, Mrs. Ruth White. The sex questions of undergraduate college
students. Muter's, 1937. Columbia.
.

:

i

_

1515. Bie, Elizabeth Hyndman. A study of the health knowledge of grade 12
students in Saskatchewan. Master's, 1938. Washington. 45 p. inL
Describes an experiment in which a health knowledge test was constructed and administered to 686 students from different schools ,throughout the piorince and their answers
.

analysed. Offers suggestions for a new course of study.
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1516. Binion, Thomas F. The status of health and physical
education for
boys in class A and AA high schools of Louisiana. Master's, 1938.
Michigan.
1517. Boze, Floyd D. Health education in the elementary grades.
Master's.
1938. East Texas St. T. C. 123 p. ms. (Abstract
in: East Texas state teacher
college. Graduate studies (abstracts), 1937-38: 8)
Studies the importance of health education in the elementary school curriculum
; shows
the responsibility of the school in organizing a health
program so as to prevent healthy
children from becoming ill ; and stresses the need for giving
special attention to children in
school who need help in the solution of their health problems.
1518. Cartert Caroline De loss. Unguided food
selection of men and wi,inet,
patronizing Peabody cafeteria. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 28 p. ms.
1519. Couch, Frances. A study of t
health education program and facilities
and equipment for the physical edu tion program for
women relatrve to a
sampling of southern colleges. Master's, 1938, Texas.
152o. Cox, Helen Ware. A study of the health knowledge of
women students
at Glendale junior college. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
1521. Fraser, Lily Paul. Sex education of high-school students in
°Only v
Texas. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 74 p. ins.

Finds that students a -e receiving sex information from a number of
sources ; that parents
are not assuming the all responsibility for sex instruction
; that girls prefer to have their
mothers provide
instruction while boys prefer to get it from
school; that students
react favorably o sex education ; that there seems to be a lack ofthe
scientific sex knowledge
among the students, the girls' knowledge being somewhat inferior
to that of the boys.
;A

1522. Graves, Stuart. The relation of public
welfare and industrial development to public .health and medical education in Alabama.
Journal of the medical
association of the state of Alabama, May 1938. (University of Alabama)
k

1523. Harding, Marion Sanders. Unit organization of five
topics in health
education for twelfth-grade pupils. Master's, 193& Boston Univ. 127
p. ms.

Presents units on healthful living, personal appearance, nutrition,
infectious disease. and
on mental hygiene, with a discussion of experiences
in teaching the units.
1524. Henderson, Winfield Lester. An analysis
of health education subject matter for secondary schools together with specific
enrichment materials.
Master's, 1938. Washington. 81 p. ms.
1525. Hottel, Kathryn X. The food intake of adolescent
girls. Master's,
19.38. Temple. 98 p. ms.

Studies 24 healthy, normal girls between 13 and 14 years of
age in the Iladdon Heights
high school. Finds that the average daily intake for the
group
minimum of 1,004 and a maximum of 3,846 calories; that their was 2,079 calories with a
protein intake was adequate.
but calcium and iron were somewhat under the standard.
dB,

t1526. Hussey, Marguerite M. Teaching for health. New York,
New York
university bookstore, 1938 812 p.
Discusses the historical approach to methods in teaching
for health, health and factors
influencing it, teaching for health, development of traits,
general methods and personnel in
teaching for health, leadership organisation of the activities
ing process, studying out-of-school life, studying school life, program for health, conditionstudying the individual, homeschool cooperation, technical teaching, units in teaching
for health,
ing ideas and ideals about health, evaluation of certain motivating reinforcing and expanddevices, printed matirlabt.
and measuring results and reports of progress.
1527. Johnson, Cletis F. A study of the

.

serious proble IL-. facing health and
physical education in Ohio. Master's, 1938. Ohio State,
1528. Jones, Christina Carolyn. The
historical development of health education in Ohio. Master's, 196& Ohio State. 76 p. m&
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Jones, Hazel Pearl. A study of the food habits of a group of adolescent
boys and girls as a basis for the selection of nutrition problem& Master's, 1938.
1529.

Iowa.
1530.

Jones,, Maurice H. The residual functions of the public school in
East Texas St. T. C. 121 p. (Abstract in
Graduate studies (abstracts), 1937-38: 18)

health education. Master's, 193&
East Texas state teachers college.

Develops the thesis that the school should attempt no health education or service which
is better performed by other agencies ; points out pertinent distinctions in health educa-

terminology along with the functions of several agencies concerned with the health
Submits a 6-point program for health education which recognizes those
residual functions.
tion

of the child.
1531.

Keel, John Lewis.

Master's, 1938.
1532.

Health instruction material in high-schooj subjectk

Texas.

Kelley, Marykatherine.

Parental attitudes toward the treatment of

children's health problems. Master's, 1938. Southern California.

1533. Kendall, Arlie L. A study of the questions regarding sex asked by
high-school pupils. Master's, 1938. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of
Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses and reports for hiiher degrees, 1938: 82)
Shows that pupils' interests are mote closely allied with the biological and physiological

effects of the uses of the sex
than they are will' the psychological or sociological aspects of sex.

maturations, developments, functions, uses, and results or
organs,

The present status of health and physical education in
8 schools of Mississippi, with guiding standards for future development.

1534. King, John.

the Big
Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 123 p. ms.
Studies the status of health and physical education in the schools of Vicksburg. Jackson,
Meridian, Laurel, Hattiesburg, Biloxi, Gulfport, McComb, and Brookhaven which comprise the Big 8 conference. rinds that the function of administrators is not only to plan
the organisation of health and physical education, but to coordinate it with the government health units, the city recreation units, and with other outside agencies.

1535. Klinger, Bertha Kathryn. A study of the food habits of 100 selected
students in the senior high school of the Normal community high school, Normal,
Illinois., Master's, 1938. Iowa.
1536. Langton, Claire. The organization of a college health program. Doctor's, 1938. Oregon.

1587. Ligon, Delma Lee.

Health and physical education for men in Texas

junior colleges. Master's, 1938. Texas.

1538. McNeely, Simon August. Contemporary considerations of health and
physical education, a suggested course of study to be used in the professional
training of teachers in Louisiana. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 315 p. ms.
Finds that until the State department of education required physical education for the
certification of teachers, this phase of their professional education was neglected; that
under the present system of accreditation many teachers are able to satisfy the requirements without receiving training that will give them an insight into some of the
important fundamentals and principles of physical education, or give them an appreciation of the valuable elements of the physical education program.

1539. Xassey, Wayne Wellsworth. A critical study of objective methods for
measuring antero-posterior posture, with a new and simplified technique. Doctor's, 1938 Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. Series on aims and progress of research, ncl. 57)

.

Analyses silhouette pictures taken of 200 male, University of Iowa students, and

applies selected measurements to the pictures. Results indicate that in the erect position
the segments, head, neck, trunk, hip, thigh, and leg form varying angles with each other
and with the long axis of the body. Indicates that the resulting angle. when measured
111 taus a degree deviation from a straight line, ate highly satisfactory as a measure
et sound aid segmental poise.

4\
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1540. Moore, James A. A technique for
of a large elementary school. Doctor's,
1938.

the appraisal of a health program

Cincinnati.
Lucy S. An evaluation of health education in
dietary hygiene
in secondary schools in Tennessee.
Doctor's, 1938. Yale.
1542. Osborne, Melvin Robert. An
experiment in the teaching of health by
the life situation method. Master's, 193/. Wittenberg.
215 p. ms.
Finds that this method adds to pupils'
pleasure and information
1541. Morgan,

by cultivating
of scientific obsfrvation and experimentation
as brought out by the life situations
selves.
1543.,

Paradiso, Robert R. Health supervision and instruction
in the

delphia public schools.

habitg
them-

Phila-

Master's, 1938. Temple. 161 p. ms.
1544. Perry, Ralph F. The contribution
of the public schools in the elimination of tuberculosis. Doctor's, 1938. Rutgers.
1545. Peterson, Kenneth Martin. Early
sex information and its influence
on later sex con ts. Master's, 1938. Colorado.
(Abstract
Colorado studIer Abstracts of theses and reports for higherin: University of
*110-11)
degrees, 1938:
Attempts to determine the nature and sources of early
sex information u and whpn

received by boys, and to establish its
connection
analysing replies to a questionnaire administered

with their later concepte oisi

sex, by

to 419 college students. Indites that
percent of the boys received their, earliest information
at 12 year's ; that in 452
percent of the cases information came from playmates
and in 51.4 percent of the caseq
from parents and adults. Concludes
that the
cate inadequacy of early six instruction; tbat many misconceptions concerning sex indisex education is not given early enough;
that sex information is not progressively
to age ; that parents are reluctant
to discuss sex problems; and that schools graded
do not provide
88.7

InstructiOn.

sufficient supplementary

sex

Petty, Ruby Tidwell. Beginnings of the science of
nutrition. Master's,
Peabody. 57 p. ms.
Traces tbe foundations of the science of
nutrition previous to Lavoisier. Shows that its
foundations date from about 5500 B. C., and
were influenced by Babylonian, Egyptian,
and Greek
1546.

193&

medicine.

1547. POlhemus, Ralph Edward.
An evaluation of the Junior high school
program of health education. Master's, 193&
Southern California.
1548. Schaufert, Marge. A survey
'of methods of teaching sex education in
selected high schools. Master's, 193& Southern
California.
1549. &neck, Louise Kroger. A
supplement to the Louisiana manual of
health and physical education for women.
Master's, 1937. Louisiana State.
(Abstract in: Louisiana state university.
University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S..
no. 8: 49)

Lists materials and methods on pliysical
education for high-school girls in Louisiana,&
based on manuals of 22 states.
1550. Shaw, John William. An
inventory of adolescent boys' health ,interests, Master's, 1938, Southern California.
1551. Shepard, F. C. Relation
of physical changes to changes in social attitude& Doctor's, 1938. North Carolina.
.

1552. Smith, William A. A
suggested program of health and physical education. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 186 p. ms.
1553. Sparks, Lestle Jesse. Procedures
used for admission to professional
education in health and physical education. Master's,
1938. Stanford.
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1554. Speer, Mrs. Edith Lovell. Health and physical
West Texas state teachers college for elementary grades.
Texas St. T. C. 112 p. ms.

141
education offered at
Master's, 1938. West

Steitz, Jessie Howard. The development of a program of dental health
school children in wild Monroe county, New York. Master's, 1937. Roch-

1555.

for

ester.

163 p. ms,

Stout, Mary Louise. A history and survey of the health services to the
student body of Oklahoma agricultural and mechanical college over the years
1556.

Master'i4, 1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.
Finds that a health examination is of little value unless followed up by correction of
faulty health habitat and where possible, of physical defects, to be judged by recurrent.
regular examinations; that a college health program should consist of a student health
service for individuals, a campus public health service for the student body, classroom
instruction in health matters, and physical education for all students as a health activity
the
and for correction of physical defects. Shows the need for more complete data on
of
each
student.
health
1928-1937.

1557. Sutter, hiarFuerite Zweimer. Extensive reading in healthful living
courses for girls in a junior high school. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
1558.

*minor, John F. The utilization of the Cal t III the teaching of human

anatomy.

Master's, 1938. Temple.

1559. Webb, Grvan Wilburn. The history of the department of health and
ot the Los Angeles city schools. Master's, 1938.

corrective physical education
Southern California.

1560. Winter, 'Fred Aldrich. A school hehlth program for Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. Master's, 1938. Stanford.
1561. Wisman, Harold P. The advisability of free dental work in the Mineral
Ridge schools. Master's. 1968. Ohio State.
MENTAL HYGIENE AND PSYCHIATRY

1562. Aloe, Mary Grace. An experiment in school and agency cooperation.
Master's, 193& Pittsburgh. (Abstracts in: University of Pittsburgh. AbsOacts
of theses researches in progress, and bibliography of publications, 14 : 421-22)
Describes the work of the Mental hygiene committee of the Herron Hill Junior high school,
and its ability to adjust Its methods, techniques, and polities to meet the daily problems
that come up in the daily routine of tbe school.
1563. Clark, Dorothy Torkelson. An investigation into the possibility of

using literature as a means of teaching mental hygiene in the junior high schools.
Master's, 1938. Southern California.
1564. Cook, Sallie Mildred. The mental hygiene program of a classroom
teacher; its development and use. Master's, 1938. Texas.
1565. Esealóna, Sibylle Korsch. The effect of Rumens and failure upon the
level of aspiration in manic depressive psychosis. Mamter's, 1988. Iowa.
1566. Francis, Raymond E. The effects of psychiatric counseling on the
scholarship, citizenship, and attendance records of 66 high-school boys. Master's,
1938. Rochester. 84 p. ms.

*1567. McPherson, John J. Elementary school grouping for better mental
101 p. ms.
res. Murphy, Earl P. A study of the knowledge of mental hygiene of

health. Master's, 1938. North Dakota.

stndènts In Indiana state teachers college and of teachers with experience.

`31

-
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Master's, 1938. Ind. St: T. C. 58 p. ms. (Abstract ittl
Indiana state tea'chers
college. Teachers college Journal, 9: 190, July 1938)
Attempts tio discover how well teachers and prospective teachers
understand the principlep
of mental hygiene as they apply to the teacher, to the
teaching act, to classroom discipline,
to other relations that a teacher might have with pupils,
to school administration.
Finds that teachers knew little more about the principles and
of mental hygiene than the
students.
1.569. Nadel, Aaron B. 4 qualitative analysis of behavior
following cerebral
lesions diagnosed as primarily 'affecting the frontal
lobes. Doctor's, 1938. Columbia. New York, 1938. 96 p. (Archives of
psychology, no. 224)
Compares the achievement on psychological tests of
having organic disease of the left or of both frontal a group of 15 subjects, diagnosed as
lobes of the brain with concomitant
mental changes, with n group of 15 subjects diagnosed as having
organic disease located
elsewhere in the nervous system or of having functional
changes without mental concomitants. Shows that the subjectt demonstrating
mental change had lost the ability to
choose a course of action and to shift ; that they reacted
with a restricted form of behavior,
wherens normal adults react with both forms of behavior.
Finds consistency of the
reaction patterns for each group of subjects in all of the tests
administered.

M70. Rice,

Sister M. Berenice. Diagnosis or the mental hygiene
problems
of college women by means of personality ratings.
Doctor's, 1938.

Catholic

Univ.

1571. Stringer, Ivan C. A study to show
the worth and need of a mental
hygiene program in the secondary school. Master's, 1938.
Michigan.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
1572.

Anderson,

Newton S. A survey of physical education in the
junior
high schools Of the Monongahela Valley junior high
school athletic association.
Master's, 1937. West Virginiat 166 p. ms.
1573. 'Arbelbide, Garrett Walter.
Selected mediums for publicizing the
pi*sical (Attention program to the home and community.
Master's, 1938, Southern California.
4

1574. 'Atwell, Ardis A. A survey of physical
education in the elementary
schools of Michigan. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
1575. Atwell, Gladys. A study:to
determine which physical education aetivitiils carry over 2 and 3 years after graduation from
high school. Master's,
1938. Michigan.

.

Baran, Aloysius M. A study of the gontemporairy
gymnastic systems.
Master's, 1938. Temple. 127 p. ms.
Studies the history of gymnastics, and the alms,
principles, and techniques of the German,
1576.

Swedish, and Danish systems, and compares them with
current practice.
1577. Barbe, Dorothy B. Principles of method in
teaching

t

physical education
based on the Gestalt psychology. Master's, 1938,
Louisiana .State. 57 p. ms.
1578. Barra, Ned D. Hunting activities
and conservation in physical education. Master's,' 1938. Pe#body. 80 p. ms.
Shows an increase in the propagation of wild life and
an increase in hunting activities.
1579. Bartley, Lula Stewart. A

comparative study of the status a physical
education for girls in white and Negro high schools of
Michigan. Master's, 1937.
Michigan.

1580. Brady, Georg4APrancis. Sex
diffeences of elementary school children
in physical traits related to physical education
programs. Master's, 1988. Iowa.
.
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Bridge, Barton L. A survey of physical education in the elementary
of
Buena Vista county, Iowa, in 1937. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 54 p. ms.
schools
Mas1582. Brumfield, Jesse W. Methods of motivating physical activity.
Uniuniversity.
(Abstract
in:
Louisiana
state
Louisiana
State.
ter's, 1937.
3:
112)
no.
30
N.
S.,
versity bulletin, vol.
Attempts to show the importance of motivating the physical activities through appeals to
1581.

fundamental instincts of individuals ;4 gives a brief historical background of modern
education with the reasons for and attitudes toward physical education today.
Describes a number of motivating elements, and applies them to individual, team, and mass
in the physical education program. Summarizes the effect of the play life on the child and
tbe ways through which the physical activities program helps to attain this effect.
the

physical

1583. Carr, Lawrence Whitney. A physical education curriculum
Diego city high-school boys. Master's, 1938. Stanford. 100 p. ms.

1584. Cole,
Wyoming.

for San

Edna. The status of physical education in the high schools of

Master's, 1938. Michigan.

I585_ Colson, Ralph Harold. The progress made in improving the physical
fitness of freshmen in six state teachers colleges of Massachusetts for the school
year 1937-38. Master's, 1938. Boston Unii. 67 p. ms.
Attempts to determine tbe stattis of all freshmen students in the state teachers colleges

Salem, Fitchburg, Lowell, Framingham, and first-year men at Hyannis ; to
determine the extent to which progress was made in improving their physical fitness near
the close of tbe school year ; and to give data which would be helpful to administrators and
instructors in the future iedirection of the health and physical education programs in
at Bridgewater,

teacher training institutions. Describes tests given during the early part of the school
and tests given during May 1938; and the, new program introduced in each of these

year,

teachers mikes In health and physical education in
physical fitness of their students.

order to improve the health and

1586. Cope, Esther Elaine. An analysis of the fundamental elemeglits that determine motor ability in high-school girls. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
'1587. Corey, Edward Atherton. Causes of changes in grip strength in college
men. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ. 134 p. ms.
1588. Crepps, Dorothy M. A proposed curriculum for the training of physical

'education teachers for women at tbe University of Arkansas. Master's, 1937.
Arkansas. 92 p. ms.
o-

ical and health
Presents a suggested course of study for training women teachers in
education in the public schools of Arkansas, based on a study of the n ) of the pupils
and the educational facilities tor administering a physical and healtivducation program.

Curtiii;Bose M. Some defects in the philosophy of physical education
for girls. Master's, 1938. St. T. C., North Adams. 92 p. ms.
1589.

Compares objectives of various programs of physical education and outlines a
specifically adaPted to girls in modern life.
1590.

ogram

Dalrimple, Gerald Richard. A survey of coeducational physical educa-

tion In leading American colleges and universities. Master's, 1937. Lbuisiana
State. (Abstract in: Louisiana -state university. University bulletin, vol. 30
N. S., no. 8: 113)
Analyzes replies of 52 of the 98 coeducational colleges to wall questionnaires were
sent concerning the nature of the institutions, administration of pVysical education, activity
prògrams, and the opinions of directors of physical directors.

1591. DeGroot, Edward Burton. A suggested program of boys' physical education class activities for the high schools of Yolo and Solano countie& Master's,
1938. Stanford. 177 p. ms..

1591 Donovan, liabi Agnes, Correlation of phxsical education in the kin&rotten and the eleilientary grades. Master's, 1938. Boston CoiL ge.

t
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1593. Durning, Donald O. A critNal
study of physical education prograillSof
certain schools of Colorado. Master's, 1938. Colorado.
(Abstract
University
of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses and reports
for higher

degrees, 1938: 52)
Analyses data on pupil participation, time givep to physical
education,
conditions under
which the activities are offered, equipment for physical
education, 'training of physical
education instructors in physical education, and
86 Colorado high schools. Finds that the physicalintramural and sport-club activities in
education program is not reaching flu,
desired percentage of pupils; that the time
devoted to physical education is not sufficient
to meet the needs of the pupils; that additional equipment
and facilities are needed tft
formulate an adequate physical education piogram
in
most
schools;
that most instructors
in physical education are well trained in the
field of physical education except the
structors of the girls' physical education classes
in.
and sport-club activities are not being used asi fbey in small schools; and that intramural
might be to promote interest in Physical
education.
1594. Duvall, Clarence Edward. Status of
)hysical
.elementary schools. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 67 p. ms. oducatkm in Florida
Finds that classroom teachers handle physical
education activities in the elementary
schools, and that their training and physical education
equipment
1595.

are inadequate.

Esslinger Arthur Albert.

A philosophical study of principles
for
selecting activities inl'physical -education. Doctor's,
1938. Iowa. (Abstract in:
University of-Iowa. Serivi on aims and progress of
research; no. 57)
4

Develops fundamental prinpples based on a study of
biology, anatomy, physiology,
psychology, education, premenit.ds7 society, and social
trends, for the selection of tbe content
df a physical education progeim.

.

'

rieger, Erwin Q. The contributions of physical
tIduilation
acceptance
1596.

to

social
among junior and senior high school boys. Master's,
1938.
Ohio
41
State. 110 p. ms.
Shows, as the result of a curve, of 245 boys by
means of a social distance test,
-

that
remedial work was tiressary with The maladjusted
group ; and that determining the social
rank og-telich boy inibe group gives teachers
an
opportunity
to see cases of maladjustment
as seen by members of the group.

1507. Galloway, Frank E., Jr. Prospectus for the
physical education of
atypical individuals at the City college of the
College of the City of New York.
Master's, 1938. New York. 114 p. ms.
Studies tbe physical examination,

follow-up program, facilities and equipment, and teacher qualifications in classification,
the admInlitration of physical education for the

atypical student.

1598. Godsill, Catherine Mary. A
program of physical education to meet
the needs of High school girls. Master's, 1938.
St. T. C., Bridgewater. 74 p. ms.
Deals with the activities and their
organization to meet the needs of high-school girls
based on replies to questionnaire by 75 cities.
Finds that prcigrams

need to be adjusted
to counteract a tendency toward individualism; they
should be wide and varied; and the
girls must be examined and classified.
1599. Graichen, Charlotte C. A
seasonal program of
tivities for girls in the small high schools of North physical education -acDakota. Master's, 1938.

Iowa.

4

Griffith, Art Weight gain- comparisons between
non-weight-making high-school wrestlers. Master's, 1938.j weight-making and
Okla. A. and M. Coll.
Studies the weight records of the Tulsa
Central
high
scbo,I
wrestling squad oAr a
period of 18 years. Indicates that weight-making
assists rather than hindeiv
1600.

development.

physical

1001. Houpt, Alma X. landmarks in the
development of physical education
for girls and women. Master's, 1938. Colorado.'
(Abstract in: University of
Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses and
reports
for higher degrees, 1938:
68-69)
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1602. Huddleston, L. Delma. A suggested physical education program for
high-school girls in Tennessee. Master's, 1938. Tennessee. 133 p. II18.
Studies the present status of physical education, the general principles underlying its
organtiation and administration ; suggests a physical education program, lists of activities
with their objectives, and extracurricular activities.

1608. Jacobs, Grace Geneva. A history and evaluation of physical education
'at the Ohio state university. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 97 p. ms.
1604. Kidel, Joseph B. Emotional and physiological reactions associated with
ipparatuS work. Master's, 1938. Temple. ;.i p. ms.
Attempts to determine the nature and extent of cardio-vascular changes induced by
gymnastic work employing the horizontal bar, by studying live groups of seven pupils each.
representing different age levels (18-17) without previous training. Finds the emotional
effects of gymnasium exercises involving the horizontal bar very noticeable, particularly
the changes induced by the anticipation of the exercise ; finds no changes in emotionality
&pending on age, on a 4-week period of training, or upon a high degree of skill and
training.

1605, Kim, Shinsil Soome.
schools

Physical education prograni for college women
a
.4-year
required
curriculums Master's, 1937. Michigan.
having

1606. Kirehner, George Fredrick. A

corn. parison

in

of the physical educator)

prograins in the 16 colleges of the Southern conférence with ideal physical education programs from selected schools. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 135 p. ms.

1607. Lawrence, Larry E. The motivation of restricted and corrective activities in physical education. Master's, 1938. Southern California.

1608. Liljestrom, Leo. Physical education programs of 16 selected Kansas
high schools. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
A

1609. Lyon, Janice Ewing. A comparative study of state physical education
manuals for high-school girls. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in:
Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 48)
Compares the physical education programs for high-school girt. contained in the courses

of study of the various states.

1610 Mc Hough, Lillian Peterson. A study of attainment in physical

edu-

cation and ther subjects made by high-school girls. Master's, 1938. Kansas.
26 p. ms
wif
Studies 172 high-school girls representing all ¿our senior high school years in the city
high school of Chariton, Lucas comity, Iowa. Finds that physical educationi*averages compare with averages in academic subjects when the study is taken as a whole and especially
when mathematics and English are considered.

1611: Martin, William Foy. A suggested prograni for teacher training in
physical education at Appalachian state teachers college. Master's, 1938.
isiana State. 91 p. ms.

Lou-

1612, Millar, Jane Carree. Procedures for the organization and administraMaster's, 190. Ohio State. 80

tion of special events NI physicaleducation.
p. ms.

Studies the organization and administration of such special events as tlie circus, carnival,
air
and pageants, for leaders in secondary schools.
,

16111. Miller, Albert H. The teaching 'combinations of men physical educa.tion teachers in first grade 4-year county high schóols in the State of Ohio.

Master's, 1938. Michigan.

1614. Milligan, Gladys Buckley.

A

stiidy 44.physical education in the public

schools of Honolulu.- Master's, 1937. Hawaii.

155103--40---11
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1615. Mitchell, Elmer D. The growth of physical education and
allied nioeInputs in the State of Michigan: n study of institutional acceptance
and integra

tion. Doctor's, 1938. Michigan.

1616. Pearson, Anne. A comparative survey of physica.I
education in
industrial schools with a proposed program for the Utah State Industrial state
school
Master's, 1938. Southern California.
1617. Penner, G. D. A. survey of the status
of physical education in ropresentative high schools of Colorado. Master's, 1938. Southern
California.
1618. Phail, Allen M. An analysis of physical education
programs in Ohio
county high schools. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 79 p. ms.
411.

Studies the programs of 928 county high schools in 88 Ohio
training status, physical facilities, personnel, and administrative counties, including teacher
policy.

1619. Roell, Candace. A survey of physical education for girls in
the cicondary schools of Michigan. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
1620. Bosnick, Hyman. Administration
of physical education programs for
Jewish comMunity centers with limited facilities. Master's, 1938.
Mass. St. Coll.
64 p. ms.
1621. Schwehri, Hilda M. The educational
responsibilities outside the
room of women instructors of physical education in
the State of Indiana.
ter's, 1938. Purdue. 103 p. Ms.

classMas-

Finds that teachers of physical education have a great
many and varied additional duties
for which they are not adequately prepared.
1622. (Scouller, John Dean. A study
of physical education in the grade
schools of Illinois. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 29 p. ms.
1623. Shelton, Robert Ernest. Trends in
physical education in schools for
the deaf. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in-:
Louisiana state universtty. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 116-17)
Surveys and appraises physical education pr9graiils in schools
practices in schools for the bearing and of ideals in schools for the deaf in the light of
for both the normal and the
handicapped.

Smith, Elizabeth S. Pupil planning in physical education.
Master's,
Ohio State. 59 p. InfL
r
Describes an experiment conducted in grades 8 to 6 in
Elmwood elementary school. Des
Moines, Iowa, in the adaptation of pupil planning
to classes in physical education. Shows
that pupil planning resulted in a varied program showing
a progression of activities suited
to the age and grade levels and the development of
many desirable social traits.
1624.

1938.

1625.

Sprague, Barsha

Work. A survey and proposod procedures in developing a moderetprogram of physical education
in the elementary schools of Columbus, Ohio. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 63 p. ms.

Stollen*erck, Fannie Inge. A study of the development of
fundamental
motor skills through games of low organization. Master's,
1937. Louisiana State.
(Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University
bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no.
1626.

3: 50-51)

Stresses the value of games of low or simple organisation
as a means of developing the
fundameiital motor skills found in highly organised team
games;
emphasizes 'the fact that
definite play characteristics are dominant at different
age%levels, which guide the plaY
leader in the choice of activities. Shows that games of low
organization fit the nature of
the child in the upper elementary grades, and indicates
that this play period of the school
child is most adaptable for the development of
fundamental motor skills necessary for the
highly organized team game.
"h.
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1627. Thompson, Florence. Intekrating the physical education program with
adjustment program on a college campus. Master's, 1938. Ohio Univ.

the social

218 p. MIL

Attempts

to show why tb nrRica1 education department is

one

of the most effective

agencies upon which the deati
F rely to assist in her job of adjusting the girl to society
and to show ways in which it ma be done.

Francis P. Origin and development of physical and health
in the public schools of Philadelphia. Master's, 1938. Temple. 245

1628. Tierney,
education
p. MS.

1629. Torregrosa, Felicio M. "A study of certain phases of physical education for boys in the public high schools of Puerto Rico. Maier's, 1938. Syracuse.
77

p. ms.

.

.

Studies the objectives of physical education, the instruction period, corrective physical
education, intramural sports, interscholastic athletics. number of boys participating in
physical education and facilities available for the operation of the program in the public
high schools of Puerto Rico.
4

1630. Vercoe, Sam G. A %determination of some of the factors tending to
hinder the attaininent of a more sound physical education program for boys in
the rural high schools of Ohio. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. & p. rus.
Describes an experiment in which teachers of physical education were interviewed to
determine the factors that caused them inconvenience while working in their field. Lists a
total of 28 disturbing factors.

1631. Vienne, Marguerite Adelaide. A comparative study of recent trends in
physical education as indicated by pertinent literature. Master's, 1937. Louisiana
State.

(Abstract in: Louisiana state university. Universtty bulletin, vol. 30

N. S., no.

3: 117)

Discusses administration of physical education, the program itself, and health and
leisure training.

1632. Warner, Nita Bob. A survey of physical education for women in the
colleges and universities of Louisiana. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Absteact in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 52)
Studies current trends and progress made in physical education for women in the colleges
and universities, the place it tolds in the college curricula, any influences exerted upon it
from outside agencies; compares this field in different sections of the state and in different
types of colleges; and compares its advancement in Louisittna with that of other states.

1633. Williams, Harold Hudson. The status of the physical education and
the health programs of the Junior high schools of Kansas. Master's, 1938. Colorado.

(Abstract in: University of Colorado studies.

Abstracts of theses and

reports for higher degrees, 1938: 150)
Analyzes data secured through the use of a questionnaire mailed to the 110 junior high
sclìools

of Kansas, from wAich 89 were returned.

Finds that all but 5 schools have

gymnasiums ; that all schools have playground, but only 25 percent have sufficient playing
space; that 65 percent of the program consists of game activities, and 50 percent of the

time is spent indoors and 50 percent outdoors ; that mcn instructors usually coach athletic
teals; that in theomaller schools the instructor is a classroom teacher ; that classes vary
from 12 to 80 pupils per class, stpd class periods from 25 to 60 minutes in length; that 85
percent of the schools require students to participate and 65 percent grant credit; that the
larger schools emphasise intramural activities ; that 68 percent of the schools participate in

interscholastic act4vity ; that 39 instructors have neither a major nor minor in physical
education ; that 54 schools make no provision for the physically handicapped ; that most of
the schools do not require physical examinations of students ; that 15 schools have parttime physicians ; and that 50 percent of the schools do not have a school nurse.

16844 Woodward, Jean X. A study of physical education as
women. Master's, 1938. Kans. St. T. C., EmPoria. 43 0. m&

e career for
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1635. Anderson, Melvin Sidney. History of wrestling at Agricultural
and
mechanical college: Brief biography of E. C. Gallagher. Master's,
1938. Okla.
A. and M. Coll.
Describes the growth and progress of wrestling at Oklahoma agricultural
and mechanical
college and the work of E. C. Gallagher as bead wrestling coach for the
past 22 years
1636. Ansorge, Leslie C. A study of the
accident benefit plan of the Wis.

cousin interscholastic athletic association. Master's, 1938.
Iowa.
*1637. Barclay, George Davis. The relationship between efficient
vision find
certain sensory motor skills. Doctor's, 193& New York. 87 p. ms.
Investigates the relation between efficient vision and skill in throwing the
basketball into
the basket u part of tbe general problem of establishing
prognostic
tests
for
the
selection ot
'Participants in athletic contests, using as subjects boys on the varsity
York high schools, and an intramural group within one high school. teams of seven New
Finds no significant
correlation between vision and scaring success in basketball
competition in any of tbe 13
measurements taken.
1638.

ington.

Barrett, Vince. Liability in athletics in Oregon. Master's,
73 p.

ms

,

1938. Wash.

Studies the liability of school districts in athletic
and spectator and transport&
tion injuries. Shows that the prevailing practice forinjuries
athletic and spectator injuties is flit
the school districts to pay tbe damages to avoid court proceedings
that in the trans
portation of athletes, should furnish transportation that is covered and
by liability insurance
1639. Beier, Frank Julius. A study of the
activities, policies, and objectives
of the Public school athletic league of New Orleans,
1907-1937. Master's, 1937.

Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state university.
University bulletin,
vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 111-12)
Gives the history of one of the few leagues
concerned with the adanistration of a

physical nature in elementary schools.

1640. Booher, Henry. The relationship of warming
up to maximum performance in field events. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
1641. Boyce, Samuel E: The development of badminton.
Master's, 1937
Peabody. 41 p. ms.
Traces the development of badminton in the United States.
1642. Brand, Elvin Bernard. A proposed
intramural program for Louisiana
.high schools. Master's, 1988. Louisiana State. 91 p. ms.
Plans programs of sports consisting of competitive
facilities, equipment, and directors available for -that games chosen in accord with tbe
particular group of schools, and
considered for their leisure time and carry-over value to the
individual.
1648. Browne, Harvey Drennen. A study
of Florida high-school athletic
directors. Master's, 1938. Florida.
1644. Buller, John, Ir. To discover what policies of business
and financial
administration of athletics are being employed in high schools of
200 to 000
students It the seventh Congressional district of Kansas.
Master's, 1938. Kansas.
57 p. ms.
-

Analyses data secured from 16 high schools on the administration
and financing of
-athletics and other extracurricular activities. Suggests
that
every
high
school
sell season
activity tickets to all of its students and faculty; suggests various
methods of paying for
the tickets or the formation of an organisation to provide
work by which the students who
could not afford to Purchase tickets might earn them.
Describes
the form for the student
activity ticket, the records to be kept on the various
fund for each activity, the use of complimentary tickets,activities, the building of a reserve
the price of single admission
tickets for the various activities. Discusses publicity forand
the
events, the examination of,the athletes by private physicians, the insurance of itsschool
athletes against Injury by
the school.
\40
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1645. Cretzmeyer, Francis X. A mechanical and kinesiological study of the

running broad jump. Master's, 1938, Iowa.

1646. Davis, John Elwood. An analytical study of underwriters' indemnities

as applicable to the participant in the school athletic activities program. Master's,

Iowa. 68 p. ms.
1647. Diel, Charles W. An instruction manual in the fundanwntals of tennis.
Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state university.
1937.

University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 45)
Presents a standard of technique for high-school and college coaches.

1648. Duffin, Francis Wilson.

Present-day trends in high-school athletic con.

Iowa. 43 p. ms.
*1649. Elkow, Joseph Duke. A manual of fancy diving. Master's, 1937.

ference& Master's, 1938.

New York. 119 p. mg.
Traces the history of diving and presents an illustrated manual of fancy diving.

1650. Foreman, Floyd B. A comparison of the athletes and Tion-athletes in
Laramie high school with respect to scholarship. Master's, 1938. Wyoming.

1651. Frigard, Wilho. Effect of the elimination of the center jump on the
of basketball. Master's, 1938. Mass. St. Coll. 84 p. ms.
1652. Gharrity, Martin Peter. A study of organizations exercising legal and
extra-legal control over high-school interscholastic athletic contests. Master's,
game

1

1937.

Virginia.

1653. Gwynne, Albert

C.

The history of intercollegiate wrestling in the

United States. Master's, 1938. West Virginia. 44 p. ma.

1654. Haber, Seymour R. A genetic case study of learning to swim. Mas-

ter's; 1!,;:.

Michigan.

'1655. Haislet, Edwin Lee. Boxing in education. Doctor's, 1938. New York.
886 p. m&

Discusses the historical background, value, and interpretation of boxing ; methods 01
teaching, instructions for self-direction, lesson plans, training procedures, and the conduct
of boxing for educational outcomes.

1656. Hall, Bowman Newton. A study of the medical examination of highschool athletes in the United States. Master's, 1938. Indiana. 69 p. ms.

1657. Hanley, Forney C. A practical code for relationships in athletics.
Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state university.
University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3 : 114)
Attempts to set-up acceptable standards of behavior in the management and conduct of

inter-school sports and evaluates a series of principles which may be applied to the personal

relationshire of the athletic field.

1658. Hartwig, Marie Dorothy. An experimental study of fundamental
coaching factors influencing the learning of a golf swing. Master's, 1938.
Michigan.

1659. Healey, William Albert. An investigation of the relationship of playing ability and knowledge of the rules in boys' basketball. Master's, 1938. Iowa.

1660. Heard, Ityrtis Lee. A survey and suggested program of intramural
athletics for college women. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in:
Iiouisianaldate university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 46)
Surveys the Intramural athletic programs for women of 81 of the leading colleges and

universities.
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1661. Heinzelman, Harold John.
ter's, 1938.

Iowa.

The inheritance of athletic ability.

Mas-

1662. Hollopeter, C. F. The effects of intelligence, scholastic achievement and
certain personality traits upon football success. Master's, 1938. Wittenberg.
Studies five squads in one football league during one season's performance and finds no
relationship between intelligence, scholastic success, certain personality traits, and foot ball

SUCCeSs.

1663. Huffman, A. S. Development of spectator's interests in major scholasiie
athletic activities. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana
state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 47)
fix
Shows the growth of spectator interest in major athletic activities in Louisiana
AliOd throughout the high schools and colleges of
the country.

university

8tatP

1664. Keever, Wade Edward. A suggested intramural program for boys in
the small high schools of Tennessee. Master's, 1938. Tennessee. 81 p. ms.
Offers a practical program of intramural athletics suitable to the small high schools
of
Tennessee, taking into account the limited professional training of the teachers of physical
education, limited supervision of physical activities, teaching personnel, enrollment, finances.
facilities and equipment.

1665. Kuklin, Harry H. Modern practices in the teaching of diving.

Mas-

1066. Lantz, Robert E. Extracurricular athletic participation in high

school

ter's, 1938. Peabody. 70 p. ms.

and college. Master's, 193& Nebraska. 98 p. ms.
Attempts to discover the extent of extracurricular athletic participation of representative
interest to Nebraska senior in high school and in college to determine the carry-over
interest
from high school to college and to discover implications that would lead to a more desirable
secondary school experience. Shows that 65 percent of the college men and
studied
took part in some form of high-school athletics; that basketball was the mostwomen
popular form
of athletics in both high school and college; that football and baseball ranked
high with the
men ; that softball, tennis, and swimming were popular with
women ; and that carry-over
tendencies were stronger with women than with men.

1667. Lauder, Fred E. A study of provisions for care and treatment
of
injuries of men students in required and elective physical education
activities in
large universities of the United States. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
1668. Lawrence, Helen Bennett. A handbook for women's basketball.

ter's, 1938. George Washington. 70 p. ms.

\

Mas-

1669. Longley, John H. A personnel study of the basketball coaches of
the
Class A senior high schools of Ohio. Master's, 1938. Michigan.

\

1670. McDaniel, T. C., fr. A comparative study in basketball
free throwing.
\Master's, 1938. Peabody. 38 p. ms.
A Cwares the °underhand and the chest methods of shooting the free throw,
and fluids the
underhand method best.

McDonald, Marion. Teaching fundamentals of baseball to beginners.
Master's, 193& Peabody. 162 p. ms.
167i. McNorton, Claude. Technique of the
management of *intercollegiate
football contests by Louisiana 'state university. Master's, 1937.
Louisiana State.
(Abstract, in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol.
30 N. S., no.
3: 115)
Discusses the values of football and the four phases of
the technical management of the
games as used at Louisiana state university.
1673. Maher, Charles H. The origin and development of the
game of baseball.
Master's, 1938. West Virginia. 87 p. ma
11371.
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Marshall, X. V. Sports in which men over 20 engage. Journal of
and physical education (Franklin and Marshall college)
1675. Mathews, Steve. A comparative study of intelligence, attitudes, and
ratings of high-school athletes and non-athletes. Master's, 1938. East Texas St.
T. C. 43 p. (Abstract in: East Texas state teachers college. Graduate studies
(abstracts), 1937-38: 18-19)
1674.

health

.

Cnmpares the athletes and non-athletes among the 516 high-school boys in four secondary
Finds that the nonathletes pold n slight advantage in intelligence
over the athletes on the basis of standardised scores ; principals tend to overrate the
SCholastic ability of athletes athletes are rated higher by the principal on citizenship
qualities than non-athletes; scholastic successes of athletes are penalized by participation
in more than one major sport ; and that athletes almost unanimously agree that participation
in athletics aided them in securing a well-rounded high-school education.
fichools in West Texas.

;

1676. Moorman, Howard Henry. The status of the high school athletic
coach in Louisiana. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 53 p. ms.
Studies the status of the athletic coaches in 250 approved high schools in Louisiana as
tO
Salaries, teaching experience, nativity, training, teaching load, teaching fields, size of
schools in which they are employed, age, marital status, and training for the present
position. Finds that the status of the coach is little different from that of the high school
teacher, except that his hours are longer and his salary a little higher ; and that in education,
:

training, and experience he is a member of the educational profession.

1677. Mumpower, Betty.

History and development of fencing. Master's,
Peabody. 70 p. ms.
Traces tbe history of the sword from its origin in the crude flint knife of primitive man to

1938.

the delicately fashioned foil used in modern fencing.

Compares the various schools of fencing; analyses its fundamental techniques. Discusses the status of fencing as a sport in
America.

1678. Nesom, Guy Wilburn. The place of track and field athletics at Louisiana state university. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 115-16)
Gives

a compreheksive history of track and field athletics at Louisiana state university.

1679. PermenterWalter N., jr. A study of athletes and non-athletes in the
Yazoo City, Mississippi high school. Master's, 1937. Duke. 67 p. ms.
Compares scholarship, extracurricular.partielpation, and other characteristics of athletes

and non-athletes.

*1680. Persicano, Josephine F. A comparative study of three dIvision and
two division girls' riles basketball for women. Master's, 1938. New York.
101

p. ms.

Finds the two division ¡iris' rules basketball game less strenuous and offers the players
more opportunity to shoot;at the basket, resulting in a higher percentage of points scored,
than in the three division game.

1681. Powell Frank Vavasar. The high-school athlefic associations of the
United States. Master's, 1938 WisconsTn.

1682. Sausenberger, Byron Frantz. The effect of variations in overweight
relative to strepgth on performance in athletic power events: Master's, 1938.
Iowa. 21 p. ms.

1683., Rams, R. G. A comparison of the scholastic achievement of high-school
athletes and non-athletes as measured objectively. Master's, 1938. Washington
Univ.

76 p. mg.

411

Pairs 167 athletes with 167 non-atblOtes on their mental age, aqd compares their scholastic
achievement Finds the scholastic achievement on the Sones-Harry high ichlool achievement
test greater tor non-athletes, than for athletes.

1684. Roy, Walter Dewey. A study of the factors influencing the start of
the swimming sprint. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
kft...4..;;;42
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1685. Schmidt Louis K. A desirable sports program for small 4-year

school&

high

Master'á, ;937. Michigan.
1686. genera, Dorothy Gray., A teaching handbook in
basketball !Or highschool girls. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in:
Louisiana stale
university. University bulletin, voL 30 N. S., no. 3: 49)
1687. Smith, Lenore Christine. A study of the objectives
in archery and
basketball Master's, 1988. Stanford.
1688. Springer, Ralph Walter. The analysis and
procedure of football scouting. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State.

(Abstract is: Louisiana state university.

University bulletin, vol. 30 N. 8., no. 3: 50)

Presents various features of football scouting, and gives
A) opinions of many of the
leading football coaches in tbe country as to its propriety
and usefulness.

1689. Stallcup, William Clvds, jr. A study *of the offensive
systems of team
play in baslIttball. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract
in: Louisiana
state university. UniverAty bulletin, voL 30 N. B., no. 3: 50)
Presents various systems of offensive team play in basketball, and adapts
the features
these systems to coaching situations in high schools.

of

1690. Stanger, Paul C. An objective method of
determining the success of
beginners in football. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
1691.

Stutsman, Joseph Dean. A study of girls basketball in Kansas.

Mas-

ter's, 1938.

Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 44 p. ms.
1692. Swank, C. Roland. An athletic club for
the small high schooL
ter's, 1938. Ohio State. 100 p. ms.

Mas-

1693. Sweet, Dyer N. A study to determine the factors
that affect_ the
curacy of set and running,shots in basketball Master's, 1938. Michigan. ac1694. Tomlin, John Francis. An analysis of power events
as related to track
and field activities. Master's, 1988. Iowa.
1695. Van Petten, Harry O. An evaluation of two methods
of classifying
high-school boys for track and field athletics. Master's, 1938.
Southern Cali-

fornia.

1696. Vest, George Waverly. Comparison
of teaching load of men coachey
and physical education teachers with men teaching other
subjects in Texas .colleges add universities. Master's, 1938. eexaa
.
1697. .¡Valdqn, Harold Burke. Attitudes of
northeastern Nebraska people
regarding high-school football. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll.
of Ed.
1698. Walker, Lee. Comparison of selected
athletic abilitiee-lwhite and
Negro boys. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 60 p. ma
compares the athletic abilities orwlite and Negro
In selected track and field eventi
Finds that white boys showedta definite superiority boys
in 16 instances and
ces.

Negro boys in 3

699. Waliasley, Louise Jordan. Sport attitudes
and practices_ of repre
sentative Americans before 1870. Muter's, 1984 Peabody. 68
p. ms.
Attempts to determine the part that athletics and their attitudes
toward
sport played oo
tbe lives of Oise people. Finds that practically all
the historians and biographers felt
that the great service that these representative Americans
were able to render

result of their rich pky life and their participation in sport in their
youth.

was tbe

1700. Wear, Oailos Leon. The construction of a multiple obstacle
run for
classifying junior high school boys for homogeneous groups for physical
6.! tion
activities. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
I

tir
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Wentz, Mark D., jr. A survey

(if intramural athletics for men in
colleges
and
universities.
Master's,
1937. Louisiana State. (AbAmerican
in:
Louisiana
statu
university.
University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no.
stract
1701.

3: 52)
Finds an increasing development in intramural activities and indicates that they will
take the place of formal gymnastics and exercise in the field of physical education.
"go

170z Williams, David Edgar.
wholálitic football. Master's, 1938.

An age

study of partkipation

in inter-

Texaa

1703. Wilson, Frank M. The status of athletic coaches and coaching in
secondary schools of the New Mexico athletic association. Master's, 1938. New
Mexico. 121 p. ma
a
1704. WThou, Rayma Bess. A survey of the aquatics program for women a.
in California junior college& Master's, 1938. Southern California.
1705. Wright, Theodore A. A stu(lp of the personality adjustment of northern and southern athletes .at Xavier university, New Orleans: Louisiana.
Master's, 1937. Michigan.
PLAY AND RECREATION

1706. Armstrong, Gladys. Leisure-time activities of home economics pupils
of the Amarillo,,Texas, senior high school. Master's, 1938. Iowa State. 86 p. ma.
Finds that the school and city libraries were functioning in providing reading material
for the leisure-time interests of pupils; that there should be some effort on the part of a
school or community organization to provide additional facilities or equipment for recreation
and leisure-time activities of pupils; that there should be a well-planned guidance program
for ¡rime activities of pupils in high schooL Recommends that tbe school provide more
adequate insixnetion in the physical type of leisure-time actiyities for pupils.

1707. Arthur, Mary Lennis. A survey of the playground facilities of certain
Master's, 193& Tex. Coll. of Arts and Ind. 55

Houston elementary schools.
p. MIL

Attempts to determine to what extent the playgrounds satisfy the needs of the children
and to checiThe facilities in use as to adequacy, rcessibgity, and suitability to the health
and happiness of the Houston elementary school childr6n. Finds wide variations in all
aspects of the accessory equipment of the playgrounds and that adJustivents are being made
where the facilities are weakest.
.

,

1708. Bennett, Ailvle F. A comparative study of the recreational and leisuretime activities of high-school students, CM camp enrollees, college stUdents, and
adults. Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.
Finds that the more active sports and leisure-time activities predominate with the high

school, CM camp, and college groups ; and that individual activities have a greater popularity than those in which team cooperation is a factor. Finds that swimming, reading,
dancing, and fishing are the most popular activities in which the people of all groups are
now engaged u leisure-time activities.

1709. Best, Agnes. A study of games and rhythms of the American Indian
which may be correlated with social Wadies in the second grade. Master's, 193&
.1
Iowa.

1710. Bone, Virginia. The organization and administration of the summer
day camp. Mutei's, 1908. Ohio State. 02 p. ma

1711 Boyle, Vincent Richard. A study of the after-school recreational programs of junior and senior high schools in California. Magee'', 193& Southern
lifw
1712. Camps, Ethel Elisabeth. A descri.ptive study of four N. Y. A. educaWaist camps for unemployed women. Madge& 1937. Michigan.
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1713. Cawthon, John Ardis. Recreational and leisure time interests
of
ster parish high-school seniors. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (AbstractWebin:
Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 95)

11C

Finds that some high-school seniors need guidance in the
use of leisure ; that there
is an overemphasis on athletics ; that they read a great deal,proper
but the quality of their r1,ading
is poor and that their standards in music and dramatics
are low ; and that little %orzanized
training in citizenship is given them. Recommends a cooperative
program for teachers,
principals, and administrators with the idea of equalizing the students'
interests so that
stress on athletics will not over-balance their interests in other
recreational activitip.
17144. Charles, Russell Gordon. A study of terminology and
authorship of
active games. Master's, 1938. Texas.
1715. Childers, Honera A. A study of the
posible improvement in miltor
rhythm through training in tap dancing. Master's, 1938. Southern
California.
1716. Ekdahl, George C. .4 study of the most popular games of low
orgiunizajion, grades 1 to 6. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
1717. Pirman, LaRue G. A study of recreational activities and interests
of
men and women graduate students at the State University of Iowa.
Master's,
1938. Iowa.
1718. Groh, Jean Christy. A study of physical recreations
of women gradu
ates of the University of Michigan. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
1.719. 'Haas, Florence L. Recreational
activities of primitive and tribal
4
people. Master's, 1938. Temple. 161 p. ms.
Finds that the recreational activities of primitive people are games and

dancing; that
climate and mode of living have little effect on recreational
;
that
the
objective of
these activities is to harden tbe individual and to
tribal and religious spirit ; and
that all the activities have a direct bearing on adult develop
life.
1720. Holden, Norma B. A correspondence
course in camp technique and
management Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana
state
university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3 : 46-47)

Shows the relation of current trends in the use of leisure time
discusses the aims and objectives of the summer camp and the to camping activities; and
value of camping experiences
in detail; gives particular attention to the camp personnel, all phases
of camp activities and
regulations which campers are expected to follow.

1721. Humphrey, Laura Justine. The relation
of selected factors in the
home environment to play behavior. Master's, 1938. lowa.

1722. Irvine, William Ray. A study of the relative participation

of children
of native, mixed, and foreign parentage in eight recreational
and religious agencies
of Sharon, Pennsylvania. Doctor's, 1988, Pittsburgh. (Abstract
in: University
of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researcbes in progress, and
bIbliograpy of
publications, 14 : 150-59)
Presents a percentage comparison of the number of boys and
groups wbo belong to each of the eight agencies; a comparison -girls of three parentage
of the percentages of membership and of foreign-parentage children in 10 population areas
of Sharon ; a percentage
comparison of the three parentage groups on the basis of desire for
agencies; and a percentage comparison of the membership at 6-monthmembership in certain
ages of 10 and 2) years, inclusive, in each agency. Finds that the intervals between the
foreign-parentage children do not participate in the eight agencies to the
degree as do the children of native
parentage; that there is evidence that an economicsame
factor
ticipation of the three groups, that the foreign-parentage enters into the amount of parchildren participate to a greater
extent in the activities to Which there is no expense. Indicates
that money collected for
recreational facilities should be spent in the areas and
among
the childrbn where-the
delinquency rate 4s apt to be high.
1723. Johnson, Helen A. A study comparing
reoreational activities of college
women in a large city university and a small city
women's junior college.
Master's, 1938.

Iowa.
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ice

jurgens, Katherine Williams. Games played in the rural schools of

1724.

Master's, 1938. Peabody. 180 p. ms.
played
in
50 one-teacher, 11 two-teacher, and 8 three-teacher elementhe
games
Studies
by
tary schools in Scott county. Shows that the most popular games are active, followed
in
one-teacher
schools
;
that
the
greatest
paucity
of
games
is
and
singing
games;
dramatic
that 192 games out of 380 played are found in only one school ; that intellectual games are
almost ignored; and that about 30 percent of the games played in these rural schools are
Scott colinty, Tennessee.

brought from home .to school.

Kreher, Louise Lee. The teaéhing of social dancing in the field of
coeducational physical education. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract
1725.

University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 114)
Gives standard material on the technique of steps, position for dancing, and dance
etiquette, as well as a discussion of music and of the correct relationship between posture
in: Louisiana state university.

and mdvement.

1728. Lewis, James A. An appraisal and evaluation of a community-wide
leisure-time program to meet the needs of the youth of Doeagiac, Michigan.
Master's, 1938. Michigan.

Lyons, Sister Marion. Catholic recreational centers during the summer

1727.

vacation period. Master's, 1938. Boston Coll.
1728. Mayne, Mabel DeLillian. Parallel study of ancient and classical Greek
dance and music. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 121 p. ms.
*1729. Meyering, Harry R. Behavior problems encountered in a camping
situation. Doctor's, 1937. Michigan. New York, National committee for mental
hygiene, 1937. 8 p.
Attempts to discover what kinds of behavjor problems emerge in a campivg situation in
a group of children selected by their teachers as having problems in sctfbol, and whether any
relationships exist between these problems and age, intelligence, health, socio-economic
status, emotional status, and problem tendency scores. Analyzes data obtained from narrative daily records, vitten by camp counselors during an 8-week camping period, in the
summer of 1935, describing the behavior problems of a group of 100 boys in camp, together
with the office records concerning these same boys gathered by the Ann Arbor boys' guidance
bureau. Finds homesickness and infantile behavior more frequently in the younger groups
and tardiness and temper tantrums in the older groups, while indifference, unpopularity with
other children, and lying were found to be common to both the younger and older groups.
-4

1730. Miller, John Edward.

Case study of Murray college students in recrea-

tion. Master's, 1938. Peabody.
Otudies the records of 200 Murray state teachers college, Murray, Ky., graduates and finds

that the athletes took part in more recreational activities than did the non-athletes.
1731. ItIonegan, Helen Virginia. Recreational organizations for girls in
junior high school. Master's, 1938. Southern California.

1732. Neill, R. Bruce. The place of recreation in the Future farmers of
America chapter. Master's, 1938. Va. Poly. Inst 75 p. ms.
1733. Nelson, Glen Allen. The recreations of elementary school boys. Master's, 1938. Southern California.

1734. Nolan, Kathleen M. The use of recreation facilities in the state of
New Jersey. Master's, 1938. New York. 25 p. ms.
Studies the use being made of recreation' facilities, types of activity, and instructors in
the use of these activities.

1735. O'Hara, Ruth Virginia. A study of the dances of early California.
Master's, 1938. Southern California.
1736. Quebedeaux, Carol. Energy output of college women in tap dancing.
Muter's, 1938. Texas.
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*1737. Rearick, Elizabeth C. Dances of
tbe Hungarians: A study of the
dances found today in Hungary together with
ant festivities. Aw York, Teachers cp11%ge, a description of some of the peasColumbia university, 1939. 151 p.
(Contributions to education, no. PtIM' -Doctor's, 1938.
T. C., Col. Univ.
Attempts to cumulate authentic Hungarian
folk dances,

presenting their social ignitlcance by clarifying their origin and original
purpose in folk lore ; and arranges the descriptions of the dances in such detail as to make
them useful to persons interested
ducing folk dances, particularly to teachers
in reproof physical education.
1738. Rouzer, Blarkaret Neely. A
study of modern trends in

education in
the use of leisure time and its challenge
to the church. Master's, 1937. General
Assembly's Tr. Sch. 60 p. ms.
1739. Scanlan, Emily R.
Recreational facilities for grade school children
in
Portland, Maine. Master's, 1938. Catholic Univ.
80 p. ms.
1740. Taylor, Craig Lee. Some
contributions to a theory of play. Master's,
1938. Stanford.
1741. Toogood, Ruth M. A
survey of recreational interests and activities
college women in selected institutions of the

-

of

middlewest. Master's, 1988. Iowa.
1742. Turnell, Amy Catherine.
The relationship of visual imagery
to the
ability to learn certain games skills. Master's,
1938. Iowa.
1743. Twomley, Hazel Mae. A
survey of recreational interests of highschool students in West Waterloo, Iowa.
Master's, 1938. Iowa.
Of 1744. Tyler, Arthur W. Leistire-time
activities and interests of junior high
school boys in Waco, Texas. Master's, 1938.
Texas St. T. C. 78 p. (Abstract in East Texas state teachers college.'EastGraduate
studies (abstracts),
1937-38 : ,23)
Attempt( to determine

whether the
program of the West Junior high
of Waco, Ilex., was meeting the newrecreational
leisure-time needs of the boys in terms of school
activities, Verests, and modern educationa
their
standards, änd
offers remedial suggestions.

Walker, Ruth Neal. A study of the recreational
program for young
people in the Presbyterian church in the
United States. Master's,
1745.

1937. General

Assembly's Tr. Sch. 44 p. ms.

1746. Waugh, Viola Opal. A
comparison of certain 'Phases of modern and
oriental dance. Master's, 1938. Iowa.

f

1747.

Weichselbaum, Edythe Murrel. Procedures in
community recreation
`surveys. Master's, 1938. Stanford.
.r
,s

COMMERCIAL EDUCATION

1748. Backer, Henry Orlo. A
study to determine the effeat of
tebth-grade
bookkeeping on aghievement in secretarial
bookkeeping in the twelfth-grade.
Master's, 1938. Southern California.
4
1749. Balluff, Adelaide. An
analysis of the functional method of teaching
shorthand. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
N

1750. Battle, John Albert.
Trends in secondary business education
together
with an anklirsis of consumer-business education
texts.

Master's, 1938: Brown.

65 p. ms.

Reviews the Increasing emphasis in
modern secondary business education
business education and on tbe viiwpoint of the
on socialand analyzes the content of seven
tests devoted to consumer-busipm education orconsumery
to genu4a1 business principles.
1751. Bauerbach, Harriet A. A

follow-up study of the commercial education
1982-88. Muter's, 1938. Iowa.

students at the State Universit¡ of Iowa,
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,

1752.

Baugham, Lloyd Edward. Commercial education in the white second-

ary schools of Virginia. MAter's, 1938.14,Peabod3'. 1 37 p. ms.
Fin a need for more equipment, more teachers, and for state supervision.
1.
1751 ,

,

Bean, Albert Victor.. The organization and administration of semi-

professional
California!'

business curricula in the junior college. Master's, 1938. Southern

1754. Beeler, Bernadine. A historical study of the teaching
in the United States. Master's, 1938. Southern California.

of typewriting

BennW, Elsie Mae. Trends in the teaching of t
writing as indicated
analys4 of recent literature. Master's, 1938.
uth n California.
1756. Birkett, Mary E. Proposals for improvement, of secretarial training.
1755.

by an

Nebraska. 84 p. ms.
Proposes new b9biness English materials for improving the training of secretaries and

Master's, 1938.
stenographers.

1757. Blair, Frances Olga. A synthesis of investigations and related materials pertdining to qualifications of the personal secretary. Master's, 1938.
Southern California.

1758. Brookliart, Lester Raymond.% The needs of senior high'school pupils
for training in such standands ofi ethical conduct as can be included in nonvocational business subjects. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
1759. Browder, Virginia Bishop. A survey of commercial educadon in the
public-high schoóls of Alabama, 1937-38. Master's, 1938. Alabama.
1760. Brown, Ira O. A study of the phrasing vocabulary of Gregg shorthand.
Master's, 1938. Miami. 166 p. ms.

Analypes phrase writing in shorthand, including frequency of phrases

and

teacnany

systems.

1761. Buchen,

ilarvey A. A clerical investigation to correlate 'commercial
Master's, 1938. Colo. St

vocational school training with employer demands.
Coll. 142 p. ms.

Surveys the possibility of improving commercial trainink In the West Allis Wis., vocational school in the light of the needs of the industries of the city.
,

1762.

among

Burmeititer, Harry K. A follow-up study of the bookkeeping students
the graduates of the past 5 years in the Perry, Iowa, high school. Mas-

ter's, 1938. Iowa.

1763. Butrum, Lena Heaner. A determination of the effect-

tf

on

speed and

accuracy the length of words in typewriting material. Master's, 1938. George
Washington. 33 p. ms.
Describes an experiment conducted with second semester typewriting pupils in the Eliot
Junior high school, Washington, D. C., to determine whether the class average would remain
constant or would fluctuate with the ease or difficulty caused by the change in 'the length
of words in typewriting testa. Finds that the scores made by the pupils decreased u the
4
words became more dtekult.

1764. Campbell, Gertrude Irene. Some,elements of difficulty ib typewriting.
Muter's, 1988. Iowa.
*1705. Cannon, Margaret IyUltz. A study of the school adjustment of corn-,
mercial students in the juni6r high schools, Washington, D. Q. Master's, 1988.
aeorge Washington. 72 p. ms.
compares the achievem)W of 150 children who were placed in the commercial courses of
the Anklet idol schools after having failed to pass their seventh-grade work, wins that of

150 ehlkl* la the language courses in the junior high schools after failing in their
.

4,Asdiit
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seventh-grade work. Indicates thatNiper the commercial nor the academic
curriculum
meets the needs of,children who have been unsuccessful in the seventh
grade, and that they
need a type of curriculum that does not now exist in the
junior high schools of Washington.

1766. Carlson, Ida E. A comparative study in stenography
and general
achievement of senior high school pupils from homes where a foreign language
is
used and those from homes where English Ls the only hinguage.
Master's,
193s
Ohio State. 102 p. ms.
Finds that pupils from foreign-speaking homes equal in shorthand
transcription, general
Achievement and age,r pupils frota English-speaking
homes. Indicates that there is tin
language handicap evident in the school. work of
foreign-speaking pupils-on the
twelfth

year level.

1767. Casady, Cleo P. A study of the formal education
of retailers of lawa
and northern Missouri. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
54 p. ms.
A

Attempts.% aseertaiti the amount and kind of education possessed by
the retailers of
Iowa and northern Missouri ; to determine the number
of years the retailer has spent in his
present business and its relation to his capital rating; to determine
the amount of blisin.ss
experience the retailers possess and its relation to their succéss
retailers and whether or not there is any correlation between ; to determine the age of the
determine whether or not the original investment of the age and pecuniary sum ss: tii
affects their ultimate
success in business; to determine the number and percent of retailers
the retailers who hat' a court*
in bookkeeping and on what educational level they took the
of the retailers who believe enough in the educational systemcourse ; to determine the percent
to take more schooling if they
were given the opportunity ; to give the retailers an opportunity
to express their pref..renef.
for the various commercial subjects aud to intlicate those they
would recommend for prosp.etive business men and women ; and .to give the retailers
an opportunity to impart the adviefa
they would offer to a young man or woman just starting into
business
*1768. Collins, Stanley Newcomb. An

investigation to determine what principles of commercial law Ili used most frequently by 100
business workers.

Master's, 1938. George Washingtop. 63 p. ms.

Attempts to betermine ways of improvifig the course in
commercial law on the 'watt
high school level. Analyzes replies to a questionnaire
given verbally to 100 works rs as
secretaries, clerks, salesmen, office managers, or workers engaged in
special bus1ne4 nctivi
ties. Finds that most of the *worked considered
a course in commercial law valuable for
personal as. well as for business purposes. Suggests that in
a course of comMescial law at
the high school level ; more emphasis be given to those
principles of comwercial Ww mor.t
frequently

used in business.

1769. Colvin, A. O. Follow-up study of all graduates
with majors in business
education, Juve 1925 to June 1935. Greeley, Colorado state
college of education,
1938.
*1770. Copeland, J. Dewberry. A proposed
course of study for first7year bookkeeping in Florida high schools : A social-business
course emphasizing the relationships of various business activities to successful
'ffionagement ati reflected in
accounting reCords. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 165 p. ms.
. Shows a need for a much broader
type of bookkeeping
good background for all types of office workers, not merelycourse, one which would provide a

bookkeepers.

1771. Corcoran, Anne Marie. A survey of current
practice with reference to
commercial work in Washington high schools. Master's,
1937. St. Coll. of
Wash. 145 p. ms.
Studies the objectives, content, procedures,

41

and standards of achievement in shortHand
and typewriting in the high schools of Washington.
Finds
and typewriting are using standards which are acceptable that many teachers of shorthand
to them alone and uot in harmony
with recent changes in the field.

1772. Cox, Mary Ann. The standardization
of terminology for coinmercial
education. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
1778. Crerar, Everett L. A study
of the effects of unsupervised practice in
beginning typewriting. Master's, 1908. Iowa.
4.
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1774.
1938.

Curry, Howard L. The vocational value of bookkeep ng.
Drake. 41 p. ms.

159
Master's,

Investigates the Des Moines schools and attempts to discover the extent to which the

vocational emphasis ansi direction of high-school booklabeping coincided with the demisnds of
business men wbo,khire bookkeepers from high-school students. Finds that the vocational
objectives of high-sThook coqrses do not coincide with vocational requirements of bookkeepers,

1775.
of

Diehr, Qharles H. The status of bookkeepting in the rural high schools

Illinois.
1776.

Master's, 1937. Michigan.

Ector, Julia. A follow-up study of the fraduates of the commercial

department of the Columbia high school, Columbia, South Carolina, 1933-37.
Master's, 1938. South Carolina. 58 p. ms.
Recommends additional courses and the estalÌlishment of an adeqtíate syston of guidance,
placement, and follow-up.

*1777. Emkk, Glenn Oscar. eooperative training in retail selling in the
public secondary schools. Doctor's, 1935. Indiana. Washington, D. C. Goval education bulletin, no. 186.
ernment printing office, 1936. 195 p. (V
Conmercjal series no. 101

1778. Erb, Gertrude. An occupational survey of a city subilrban to Los
Angeles as a basis for the placement of commercial pupils. Master's, '1938.
Southern California.
1779.

¡err°, Mary. A plan for improving the effectiveness of shorthand

methods couries.

Master's,,1938.

Iowa.

1780. Freeman, Frances W. An experimental study of the dictaphone mett,mxi
of teaching typewriting to retarded students. gaster's, 1938. Okla. A. and M.
Coll.
Describes

an experiment it\which 32 students were taught typewriting by the dictapbone
method and 32 were taught by the traditlonal method. All students were tested simultaneously at weekly intervals. Finds little difference in the results attained by the two groups
during the course of the experiment

1781. Glazier, Clifford Russell. An evaluatioA\of the program .of business
education in the Athens county rural high school.
aster's, 1938. Ohio Univ.
p. ms.
Attempts to determitte the general effectiveness and adequacy of the offerings of business
subjects by the rural high schools of Athens county, Ohio, and to suggest an impwement in
the program of business edtscation in order that it may more adequately meet the vocational
and social-business needs of the graduates.
Feit

p.

1782. Gray, Marie Boone. Some factors affecting the choice of commercial
courses in secondary schools, Master's, 1938. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses and reports fpr higher degrees,
1938: 58-59)

A

4

Studies 1,073 replies to questionnaires sent in by pupils in flve high schools in 'Oklahoma
to determine the relationship betwoen their reasons for taking commercial courses and their
IQ's and future plans, tbe educational status of their parents, and their tattle% occupational status and income. Finds that children who expected to attend college and those
whose parents had a high educational and economic status took commercial subjects with a
view to their petsorld use, whereas children of low educationak and economic spitus took
commercial studies so that they would be prepared to earn a living.
1783: Hagemann, Mary Lee. A comparison of eommerAkeacher-training
plans in teachers colleges and univertities 4n the North central association pf

colleges and secretarial schools. Master's, 193& Iowa.
I
1784. Hancock, /Floyd Willis. An introductory examination of the personal
values of bookkeeping 'as contrasted with vocational. Master's, 1938. Iowa.

C
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1785. Hanna, Mary G.
Recommendations as to changes in the commercial
curriculum of Bruce high school, Westernport, Maryland,
based sou sun ev:
Master's, 1938. Maryland. 64 p. ms.

Investigates the employment of Bruce high ,school graduates for
a period of 8 years
survey of the kinds and number of clerical positions open in the immediate
area. Finds
the present commercial course does not satisfy the needs
of the community.

s

in s
that

1788. Haring, Albert. What constitutes
an adequate educatiop for' huintbs.
National business education quarterly, 6: 8-9,
Deceniper 1937. (Lehigh univerfity)

States the problems of modern business education
and compaies some of the

solutions.
1787.

pussibi,

Harlan,

Marjorie. çt survey of methods of giving dictation in
idylls
loeated in Sioux Falls, South Dakota. Master's, 193&
Iowa.
1788. Hirt, Sallalee Pusey. Collegiate secretarial
training. Master's, 193i.
Southern California.
1789. Hendrick, Albert L. A study of public
secondary commercial Mucatioti--N.
in Mississippi. Master's, 1938.
Lóuisiana State. 79 p. ms.
Studies the cutricula and the status of the teachers of
chools in Mississippi between tbe school years 1926-27 commercial educatión in 17 hi\
and 1986-37. Indic kies that the N
college training of the commercial teachers and the standards
set for them improved greatl)
during the period and that the popularity of the courses and tbe
number of schools offering
commers)al training grew tremendously. Shows that the
social
business phases of Coro'
me L7._ education are being neglected and tbliPt
some of the most important job training
needs of the studentsbown by occupational
opportunities in the business world, arf
being ,overlooked.

1790.

keppard, Mabel R. Social, moral, and religlous implications

mercial education. Master's,

1938.

Temple.

165 p. ms.

in corn

1791. Heron, Lilian Elsie. An analysis of the
graduates of the School' a
merchandising at the University of Southern California
from 1930 to 1936.
inclusive. 'Master's, 1938. Southern Palifornia.
1792. Heye, Hemline. A study of idival
and touch methods in typing ill
relation to the top row of keys. Maiter's, 1938. Iowa.
1793. Holdridge, Thelma Engstrom.
Business eastion in public junior
colleges of California. Master's, 1938. Southern
California.
1794. Hosfelt, Irwin. Evidence of pupil
activities in
the junior high sabot as revealed in an analysis of commercial courses of
study, textbooks, and 'classroom practice& Master's, representative coUrges of
1938. Iowa.: 102 p. ms.
i.
1795. Houser, IT: Lester. 4 legal vocabulary
for highschool*commercial law
studenis. Master's, 1938. Penn. State. 46 p. ma

4

Surveys compreheilisively nine commercial law
textbooks, listing the legal terms therein:
determines the frequency of the words as found in each book
; lists the frequenciep according to books and * total frequency for. all books ; submits
the
complete list of words Ato 1(1
commercial law teachers who che4ed the words ,they
thought necessary for a commercial
law student's vocabulary. Presents II glossa.
r to' assist in the teaching of this vocabulary.
an4 a. test of legal terms which may be used as
a diagnostic test for dettrmining the wort%
which must be emphasised, or as a final teat after anj
course in commercial law.
1796: Hunter, Ethel IL A follow-up
study of
dal department of tbe Albany high school of We the graduates of the &minerClass of 1934. Muter's, 1937
N. Y. SC coll. for Teach.
lb

Jacobs, Henry Willard. The colent of a unified
social business course.
Master's, AIM' Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
14797.

'
p.

4
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Johnson, Dovey Alma. Trends of commercial education with special
reference to Un Antonio schools. Master's, 1938. Southwest Texas St. T. c.
1798.

104 p. ms.

g"

Johnson, Wiert G. A compilation and eva1u4tion of enrichment mate-

1799.

rials and devices for the teaching of commercial law.
1800..

Master's, 1938. Iowa.

Kirk, Mrs. Jessie Arnold. Correlation of eye span and speed in type-

writing. Master's, 1968. Indiana. 93 p. ms.

1801. Koon, Sarah Pauline.

Correlating introduct!on to business with mathe-

matics in the Royster junior high school, Chanute, Kansas. Master's,

1938:

Colo. St. ColL of Ed.

1802. Kost, Mary Alice. Reorganizing. the commercial curriculum at Silvercreek high schoOl, Jamestown, Ohio. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 71 p. ms.

1803. Lappenbusch Marie J. The history and present tendencies of commerschool in the United States. Master's, 1938.
Washington. 78 p. ms.

cial education in the secondary

Finds that commercial education represents the' largest single field of special training in
the United States today ; that the °commercial subjects judged to jtv of most value by
atirt order named are: Typewriting, shorthand,- bookkeefing, office training,
graduat
gash, salesmanship, and business law.

.1804. Leibrand, Dorothy. A comparison of stenographic and college-preparatory students and evaluation of a typewriting film. Master's, 1937. Michigan.
1805. Lobe, Charles V. A recommended program for articulating business
educatioa in the public secondary schools of Glendale, California. Master's, 1938.
Southern California.
180e. Lowrance, Adele Pitts. Shorthand for personal use. Master's, 1938.
Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of publications, 14: 732)
,

.

Devises a system of shorthand for personal use which is easy to learn and 'has adequate
speed and arranges the system on two levels so-that pupils who are obliged to withdraw
from class after & short learning period will have an adequate knowledge of the fundamental principles of the system to use it in personal note taking. Tests the adequacy of
the system by taking a sampling of the basic vocabulary characteristics of class work -in
history, English, economics, mathematics, and political science.

1807. Lowry, Robert A Status of professional thought regarding aims and
objectives of commercial education in public secondary schools of the United
States. Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M. COIL
Finds the getieraldiepted objectives of highschool commercial education are: To
elop skills which will equip pupils for handling their personal
impart knowledge an
business affairs and prove useful gin practical activities or in personal, social, and civic life..
to equip them with occupational knowledge, skills, and understanding necessiry for securving
and fungtioning competently in initial employment in business ; to contribuie to their
better understanding of our business and economic system, witb'a scientific attitude toward
bein and economic problems; to acquaint them with vocational opportunities in the field
oMnnuerce; to teach high standards of- business conduct, developing proper business and
social attitudes and a sense of social responsibility ; to develop desirable personal habits,
traits, qualities, pleasing personality; and to assist in laying a foundation for continued
study in college.
1808.

tukenbach, Walter Blvitn. A study to determine the effectiveness of

corrective drills in improving accuracy in first semester typewriting. Master's,

lift Iowa.
1800. XeConnal, Lois Naomi. Business education in the public secondary
k schools of the State of Tennehsee.. Master's, 1988. Southern California.
,

1111610111--40--!-12
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EDUCATION

Ir

McDermott, Siater Mary Scholastica. An
experimental study of the II*
of rhythm in learning typewriting.
Master's, 1938. Catholic Univ. 28 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the value of
rhythm in learning to typewrite, using 120"pnpils
divided into eight groups of 15 pupils each?for
a period of 2 years: Indicates that rhythm
is not an essential factor in
typewriting. but that
speed and accuracy are benefitpri

its use.

bv

1811. liaricle,-b-Victor Neal. The fellowship training
plan: A rnethild of
seiecting, placing, and training Y. M. C. A.
secretaries.
Doctor's,
1937. T. CI,
Col. Univ. New York, Association
press, 1938. 96 p.
1812. Meadows, Weaver. Business
educeion curricula and community !weds
as determined by a survey. Master's, 1938.
Southern California.
*1813. Meehan, James R. An office
practice course For amounting students at
Hunter college of the city of New York.
Doctor's, 1938. New York.

14

1814. Murphey,

p. ins

Garland Alexander. Business
schools for white, children in Kentucky lir"537. education in the public high
Master's, 1938. Kentucky.

41.

116 p. ms.
Describes

the present status of buMness education for
white children in Kentucky:
includes data pertaining to size, location,
in their curricula; the courses offered ; theand number of schools offering business sui.jects
business subjects; teaching and business amount and kind of preparation of teachers of
experiences of tbe teachers employed ;
loads ; and salaries.
teaching

1815. Newell, Lynn Fields.
The'development and present status of husine.s
education curriculum with special feferenee ta
possibilities for the developmont
of units of work in commercial
education. Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
1816. Norton, Georg* Mosse. A
sursTy of the extent of training for
dcpartment store salespeople in Tennessee.
Master's, 1938. Tennessee. 77 p. MS.
Attempts

to determine the quklifications of
personnel, time spent in training, and methods salespeople, subjects of instruction, teaching
of instruction used In 24 department store
in Memphis, NaMville: Chattanooga. and
Knoxville. Finds that most of the stores
ployed applicants with good health,
emstrength.
education or previous store experience ; that inand pleasing personalities regardless of their
most of the stores there was little training
other than that for beginners who
received instruction in store system
and elementary
salesmanship; that 10 of the stores used the
pick-up method of training, experienced
etnployees being responsible for teaching
system, the burden of training being' placedbeginners; that 4 of the stores used Ibe sponsor
on the spdiirs; and ttfat 10 of the stores hnd
.i.nized training under the direction
of a personnel or training director.
WI-1817. Norton, Howard Magruder.

Public
Louisiana ; its evolution, organization, and secondary business education in
adminiskration. Doctor's, 1938.
Louisiana State. 270 p. ms.

t

.,

/

Shows that the number of public high
has increased from 6 in 1910 to 148 in schools in Louisiana offering commercial courses
1937
secondary school population is enrolled in ; that approximately 25 percent of the public
either full time .or part time to teaching commercial studies; that 185 teachers devote
business subjects ; that businessmen
administrators believe there is a need for
and school
vocanal business training on the high-school
level and that vocational guidance
must
play
anmçreuIngItÏnporthnt part in businesw
training if it is to have value; that the
according to businessmen in Louisiana °is the most significant' tieficienc} of the curriculum
lack of integratflig all edvational
the development of employable
activities in
; that the business
evriatutn should include
training for general clerical jobspersonalities
and for the distributive
occupations and that practical
cooperative training should be provided for
Azigh-school teachers of commerce should be vocational commercial students; that prospective
to have actual business
part of their training; and that all studentsrequired
in secondary schools should be experience as a
tion about business and economic
relationships as a part of the training given informacitizenship.
for intelligent
1818. Novak, Ralph Ripley.

small high schooL Master's,

1!.;.:

An evaluation of 1 year of
shorthand in the
Iowa.
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1819.

O'Toole, Mary B. A study.' of the extent to which tie principle and
law should be introduced into junior high curriculum.

concept of commercial
Master's, 1938. Io*a.

gol. Parker, William R. Comparison of -approacbes in the teaching of highschool bookkeeping. Master's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abetract in: University of
Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of
Ica t ions, 14 : 375-76)
Compares the learning outcomes resulting from the use of the journal approach, the ledger
approach the financial stateni-eiii approach, and a combination approach, using four classes
of 20 students each, equated on the ¡Aim of IQ's, ninth-year marks, and the average of
these two. Indicates that no appreciable lifferences in student learning result from using
any one of the approaches.
1821.

Payne, Hazelle Mary.. Procedures and accomplishments in commercial

studies of the small high school. Master's, 1938. Ohio Univ. 98 p. ms..
Compares the enrollment in the commercial departments with the total enrollment of
the school ; the commercial subjects in the curriculum ; the training and the professional
interest of the commercial teachers; the equipment of the commercial department ; and
student achievement in the typewriting classes of 10 small high schools.

1822. Philhower, Peter Jacob.
and

The vocational value of high-school shorthand
1938. Colo. St.

lypewriting in the small 'schools in Illinois. Master's,

Coll. of Ed.

1823. Quante, Ella Viola. Survey of shorthand courliges of study and related
pedagogical literature. Master's, 1938. Texas.
t.

*1824. Query, Let ,Joseph. Commercial education in the Civilian conservation corps. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ. 80 p. ma
Presents a brief history Of the Civilian conservation corps camp education. Describes, in
more detail, the commercial education work done at camps in the First corps area, comShows that the aims and objectives of Civilian conservation
education are : Remedying illiteracy where found, vocational instruction, training on
the work program, vocational guidance, cultural and general objectives, avocational and
leisure-time activities, character and citizenship development, and assisting enrollees to find
employment. Finds that a program of commercial education is feasible and desirable in the
camps; that prognostic and diagnostic testing should be a fundamental part of C. C. C.
education ; that only such members of the camps as have proven their ability to profit vocatitfhally from the courses should be permitted to take commercial education; that funds for
education should be provided by tile United States; that suitable instructors should be prqvided in each camp by hire or by transfer; that a scientific guidance program is the dominant
need of the enrollees ; that civilian educational facilities should be utilized to the deatest
possible extent ; and that full advantage should be taken of the possibilities of training camp
commercial candidates on the job.
v ,

prising the New England states_
corps

1825. Rauscher, Walter Christian. A study of the effectiveness of senior
business training courses in secondary schools. Master's, 1930.

Iowa.

1826. Ray, Cora Miller. A history -of modern shorthand and typewrifing.
Master's, 1987. Duke. 220 p. ms.
Q

Traces the development of the Pitmann and Gregg abort nd systems, with notes on the
lives of the inventors, and describes the invention and su uent history of the typewriter.
.

..
aa

1827. Reeves, Joseph Walton. A study of commercial education iu Tangipahos parish. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state
university. University bulietin, vol: 30 N. B., no. 3: 36)
Attempts to determine the present status of commercial education in the community with
special reference to the occupational status of students who graduated In the commercial
curriculum Over the period 1982-88. Shows that the diommercial offerings are hugely traditional and that there is a great need for a complete revision of curricula and reorganisation
of the commercial departments ; and that the curriculum is meeting the needs of only a
iihority of paduates who have taken IL
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1828. Rindone, Joseph. Business
education in the public junior colleges of
California. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
1829. Rosan, Norton John. The need
for a cooperative retail merchataiiing
course for the small high schools of a rural district of
central sIllinois.

1938.

Master's,

Colo. St. Coll.of Ed.

1830. Rosenblum.
Fordharn.

Jacques

C.

Training for retailing.

Doctor's,

,V.)38

1831. Baia, Vincent. A study of
commercial education in the Lafayette 'high
school. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 65
p. ms.
Traces the origin, growth, and development of the
commercial department of the high
school and studies the occupational status of
its graduates, transfers, and dropouts
1832. Scott,

Celesta Aurel. Placement of business subjects
in the publk high
schools of Nebraska. Master's, 1938. Southern
California.
0+
Sjoquist, Andrew Leonard. Desirable
traits in clerical employees.
Master's, 1938. North Dakota.
1834. Sturtevant, Abby Lucille. An
experiment in teaching personal bookkeeping. Master's, 1938. Washington. 51 p. ms.
Gives the studies that lead to the introduction of
semester classes in nonvocational

1833.

bookkeeping in addition to the vocAtienal
bookkeeping
the work, the methods and devices used, and the classes, the outline used in presenting
student reaction to the course.
1835. Swyers, Otto Hart-on. Worker

and job analysis of store clerks. Master's, 1938. Washington Univ. ,65 p. ma.
Discusses the general qualifications and traits,
special knowledges, skills and techniques,
customer-clerk relationship, and the specific duties
considered essential for success in chain
.

stores.

1836. Tarkington,"Robert N. State university programs for
preparation of
business teachers. A siudy of State university
programs for the preparation of
secondary school teachers of business subjects in
sity programs for the preparation .of secondary comparison with State universchool teac.hers of home economics, of English, and of social science,
Doctor's, 1938. New York. 307 p. ms..
ap
1837. Thompson, Emily D. A study of
the functional value of commercial
education in certain Rochester, New York, public high
schools. Master's, 1937.
Rochester. 82 p. ms.
1838 Teti, Joseph L. A survey of business
workerikin the village of Hudson
Falls, New York. Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll. for
Teach. 33 p. ms.

Tanick, Stanley B. A study of the articulation of
high:school bookkeeping and first year college accountancy. Doctor's,
1938. New York. 236 p. mg.
Attempts to determine the extent of the articulation of the
bookkeeping taught in the
public high schools of New York City and the
first year of accountancy at the School of
business and civic administration of the City college
rinds that the high-school bookkeeping and college of the College of the City of New York
accountancy objectives are the same is
*a large measure; that, in addition, the college
ception of the laws and regulations governingcourse endeavors to create an intelligent conthe conduct
standing and analysis of accounting records and the laws of business through an underthat accountancy is considered froM a more mature point of imposing taxes upon business;
view at college than bookkeeping is at high school ; that a typical student entering
college with a background of 1 year of
high-school bookkeeping knows less than does one with
no high-school 600kkeeping bafkground
after completing 1 year of college accountancy.
*1839.

1840. Vane, Helen Catherine. Shorthand for
personal use. Master's, 1
Ohlo State. 912 P. ma.
Attempts to,
estop tbat abort

min whether of not people use shorthand for
personal pi:poses.. In&
ft not need to any appreciable degree for personal
pummels; that those
46*
.

,
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0.

teachers and high-school graduates who used shorthand in office employment
rude more use of it for persona) purposes than did people who had not been employed

commercial
in offices.

1841.
writing.

Weaver, Guy Harold. A study of the effectiveness of teaching typekeyboard locations by the sight method. Master's, 1938: Iowa. 64 p. ms.

1842.

Weikel, Earl J. A study to determine the needs for general liusiness

education

for a rural community, Master's, 1938. Ohio State.

Surveys a rural township to determine the business activities performed by the intabitants

attempts to determine the errors made in performing these activities. Finds that most
the activities performed relate to consumer education. Shows a definite need for
consumer education in a rural community.%
and

of

O

1843.

White, Ruth Winifred. An evaluation of the devices used by super-

Osory officials to aid the teachers

of business subjects in Arizona. Master's. 1938.

Southern California.

1844. Winger, Fred Everet. Proposed commercial curricula for small Iowa
high schools. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
1845.

Yerian, Charles Theodore. Collegiate secretarial training.

Doctor's,

Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. Seties on alms and progress of
research, no. 57)
Discusses the desirable personality traits for a secretary, het relations with her employer,
promotional education, obtaining business information and common sources of business
information, and getting work ; the technical equipment needed by the secretary.
1938.

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. INCLUDING INDUSTRIAL ARTS

1848. Ayey, W. C. An emOrimeutal comparison of the process model method
with the operation sheet method of teaching beginning seventh-grade woodwork.
Master's, 1938. Southwest Texas St. T. C. 112 p. ms.
Finds that the process model method appears superior to the operation sheet method as
a means of conveying to the student certain phases of instruction in beginning woodwork.

1847. Beasley, Paul Harlow. Related information basic to electrical work.
Master's, 1938. Peatiody. 162 p. Ms.
Presents a series of individual instruction sheets for high-school electrical students.

1848. Beeler, Frances Elizabeth. Opinions concerning the entrance of women 4
In industrial arts. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 72 p. ms.
Studies the reactions of women towards entering the industrial arta field, their training
and opportunities for employment. Finds that there is a bright future for women ; that traditional Customs of employment are breaking dovin ; and that the industrial arts program
is broader.

1849. Best, Edwin William. A study of the selection and organization of
material of instruction for an enkc-hed course of study for high-school industrial
et
arts. Master's, 1938. Illinois.
1850. Bishop, Myron C. Industrial arts in Y. M. C. A. programs. Master's,
Ohio State. 97 p. ma.

1938.

Indicates that the Y. M. C. A. has undergone many changes, but that it has been able to
establish its importance as an educational institutiot. c;f which industrial arts work forms
a part ; Malt is always exploring new fields of Rh* and trying to determine an ultimate
sphere of service ; that it tries to adapt subject maths:to the needs of an individual as they
arise. Finds that the Y. M. C A.,serves as a training school in the'industrial arts field for
men who wish to establish or to reestablish themselves in their mode of living *and of earnpower; and that it provides the oPportunity to follow a person's choice of a bobby or

*

avocatiom
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Black, Donald Cecil. /4tngineering detail drafting in

Cass tec1ìnicn1 high
school, Detroit. Master's, 1938. Detroit. 188 p.
ms.
Finds that the average number of graduates from
the drafting curriculum is 14; that
a large percentage of the parents of the
drafting students are of foreign ertraction;
that
drafting students are 9 months older than the typical
academic high-school studeilt
graduation ; and that marks in drafting show little
at
relationship to IQ. Finds that 98
penitent of the_graduates are employed; that
more
than
80
percent
apply their drafting
school or in industry ; that 18 percent
continue in school. Indicates that an additionalin
year of training in technical high school would
enable
increase the possibilities oi employment in drafting the school to give better training and
for the student.
1852. Bowler, Earl M. The
improvement of vocational cool-dinntiA
Moot,
city of RhinelandeA, Wisconsin, through a comparative
study of the programs of
other Wisconsin cities and of the needs to which
Rhinelander vocational school
should be adjusted. Master's, 1938. Colo. St
Coll. 86 p. ms.
Finds from an investigation of the
programs of 21 other
that there were 46 new services thatcoordination
cities
the Rhinelander vocational school Wisconsin
could introduce
to improve its program.
1853. Bray, Miller M. Opportunities
for vocational training in the trude,
and industries of Johnson City, Tennessee.
Master's, 1938. Tennessee. 72 p. ms.
Studies infoi'mation as to the yumber, sex, and color
of the workers in 31 industries it
Johnson City, their classification in occupations.
and their wage scale. Finds a need for
further development of vocational classes in Johnson
City.

1854. Brock,

Hoyt M. Unit of work on the* lumber
industry in
county, Alabama. Mastets, 1938. Alabama.
7,7
1855. Broom, Perry Morris.
A description of a functional

Mourot.

-course in occupn
tional orientation. Master's, 1938. Texas.
1856. Carney, Irvin Francis.
Automotive electricity : A study of its content
and operation. Master's, 1938. Ohio State.°
175 p. ms.
Shows that for industrial arts education
the subject calls for a program involvin.:
orientation, consumer litdacy, and technical
knowledge concerning this important phase ot
transportation, and should be a part of the industrial
arts program.
1857. Cooper, Leslis A. A survey of the
practices in the industrial
arts courses in the large cities in the Stateprevailing
of Illinois, limited to seventh and
eighth'grades of cities with population of 10,000 and
up. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
AO.

107 p. ms.

1858. Connor, Daniel J. A survey io
determine 'the establishment of an industrial arts course in a high school. Master's, 1938.
Mass.
1859. Crow, Richard R. Power: As
content
1938. Ohio State. 41.p. ms.

St. Coll. 90 p. ms.

for industrial arts. Master's,

Cutler, Virenia Farrer. The distribution
and educational status of
women workers in domestic and personal service in
California.
Master's, 1938.
Stanford.' 106 p. ms.
1860.

1861. Daniel, Julian Turk.
Cooperative vocational education. Master's, 1938.
Wisconsin.
. .

1862. Diller, Arthur D. 'A survey to determine
how adequately the indusrrial
education .program at Devilbiss high school is
meeting the needs of Toledo industries. Master's, 1037. Michigan.'

1868.'bodgen, Howard Keith. A
for the Temple public-school system. recommended program in industrial arts
Master's, 1938. An. and Mech. Coll. of
Texas. 38 p. ms.
am,

1/4
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18644 Duffy,

Leo F. The attitude of parents in

a

congested city district

toward vocational education. Mas4Er's, 1937. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 82 p. ms.
1865. Eggebroten, Hazel Henrietta. Vocational opportunities in Colorado.
.

master's, 1938. Colorado. (Abstract, in: University Of Colora(10 studies. Abstfacts of theses and reports for higher degrees, 1988: 52-53)
Describes briefly the history of vocations in Colorado before 1876. and traces vocational
deielopinent from 1R70 to 1930, and compares Colorado yocations with thoe In other states.
Shows that the percentage of gainfully employed women. increased from *-1 S70 to 19:t4)
while the number of gainfully employed men decreased; tbat, in general, the greatest percentage of men were engaged in agriculture, and the greatest percentage of women engaged
in domestk and personal occupations.

Fick, Samuel Leonard. An evaluation of the efficienvy of vocational
training and placement of the graduates from certain Los Angeles city high1866.

vocational 'classes. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
1887. Fleming, J. W. Predicting trade school success. Industrial arts and
vocational education, 27: 315-18, 365-67, 422-26; 28 : 16-17, 62-64, October 1938school

(University of Pittsburgh)
1868. Fletcher, Glenn Foster. The deyelopment, administration, and present
status of industrial arts education in Texas high schools. Master's, 1938. Texas.
tp
1869. (*amble, Milton Ernest. The use of the electrostatic machine in teaching electricity. Master's, 1938. Purdue. 61a p. ms.
1870. Gammill, Homer L. Proposals for a course in junior high school
printing. Master's, 1938. Nebraska. 108 p. ms.
February 1939.

1871.

Goode, Cecil E. A survey of job-training programs in wdustry. Mas-

90 p. ms.
Analyzes replies to a questionnaire

ter's, 1938. Purdue.

on

indatrial training, industrial psychology, and

personnel administration. Finds that 33 percent of the companies answering the quelldonna-lre have job training; that it increases with the size of the company ; that it is
more prevalent in some t pes of industries; that the main reat;ons for job traiiiin0 are
To increase quality, to br k in new men, to decrease spoilage. to increase Liroduetion, and
to decrease accidents.
:

QuaSties and Allis central Misitouri emplows seek
1872. Graf, Max
when employing apprentices. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

1873. Graves, Oliver R. The selection of youth in tl
mechanical industries of Birmingham, Alabama. Master'
110

p. ms.

Finds a

nanufacttving and
.

Colo. St. Coll.

44)

tendency to send students to trade courses after they had failed in regular

classes and a preference by 50 percent of the students for. professional occupations, when
most of tbe positifins open are in the industrial and mechanical trades. Shows that shop
foremen want pupils to have a complete high-school education and to be willing to work,
but use no measures of mental ability.

Motivation of printing in the District of Coluni-.
bia public schools. Master's, 1938. George Washington. 112 p. ms.

1874. Hahn, Paul Davidson.

1875. Hammel', Kermit William. Vocational field study Air high-school
students. Master's, 1938. North Dalota.
1876. Hardell, R. P. The history of the developmtnt of practical Arts in
McKinley high school. Master's, 1968. Maryland. 189 p. ms.
Reveals the development of a special type city high Bello& in the last quarter of the
previous century. Traces, in keeping with the emphasis on trade and technical subjects
current at that time, the modification of this idea to the point wlieres McKinley has become
nothing more than a cosmopolitan or regional high school.
o
4111
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1877. Haynes, Clarence S. The
development and organization of a course
of study in shop fundamentals. Master's, 1938.
Michigan.
1878. Hendricken, John Leo. Techniques
in art metal craft for the higher
institution. Master's, 1938. St. T. C., Bridgewater. 113
p. ms.
1879. Herr, Charles R. Determining a junior
colleje curriculum for plant.
surveying and civil technology based on a study of
employers' specifications.
Master's, 1938. Southern California.
1880. Hiles, Raymond Lee. Tbe
development of vocational training in divtir
sifted occupations in Texas high schools from
1931 to 1937. Master's, 193',
Texas.
j
1881. Hill, James Raymond. Design in
bookbinding for public schi*Hli, jt,
Colórado. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
1882. Hodgkins, Alfred Sawyer.
Predicting success at trade school. Master's, 1938. Clark. (Abstract in: Clark university.
Abstracts of dissertations
and theses, 1938: 142-45)

Attempts to determine the extent to which success in trade
school can be prespctiql from
grammar-school marks and from intelligence test scores ;
to predict which students would
drop out of trade school before graduating;
and to arrive at means of predicting success
the individual trade groups. Studies 252
in
trade-school students who attended Worcester
grammar schools. Finds that grammar-school
average and manual training marks were
found to have the, highest predictive value
for the entire group ; that mathematics
is
some value for the predictiOn, but IQ has little
or nopredictive value. Shows a strongof
,tendency for students who enter trade school with
high grammar-school marks to make
good marks in trade pchool, but those who
entered with low marks were about
likely to obtigii high or low marks.
equalli

,

1883. Horowitz, I. Lewis. The number
and nature of wage-earning oevupations in urban Philadelphia which'require
some degree of machine shop training.
Doctor's, 1938. Pennsylvania.
a
1884. House, O. J. The organization
of industrial arts courses for the southern state normal school, Springfield, South
Dakota. Master's, 1938. SoptI3
Dakota.

78 p. ms.

1885. Ingrum, Emmett W. An
analysis of
trends in vocational education. Master's, 1088. professional literature on current
Southern California.
1886. Johns, Agred Augustus. A
revfew of recent trends in appruittice
training and its present status in liochester.
Master's, 1888. kochester. 187
p. ms.
1887. Jones, John Alexander. A
educational program0for the Louisiana training institute based on an proposed
analysis of the programs of other similar
institutions. Master's, 1938. Louisiana StatC
76 p. ms.
1888. Kallina, Henry E. A
proposed
city of Victoria, Texas. Master's, DA& vocatipnal educatiA program for the
Agr. and Mech. Coll. of Texas. 30

p. ms.
Surveys the occupations in Victoria,
number of young people leaving school, the number of boys in these occupations, and the
to determine the needs for
Finds many oecupations
siring college training but a different a ,vocational program.
the present plgh-scbool o
type of trainfng than
18139 Keck, Robert IL
A study cif
industry with suggestions for selecting wbeisk and how electricity is used in
content material fcir the industrial arts
curriculum. Muter's, 1938. Ohio State.
310 p. ma.
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1890. Kenner ly, Rollin. The teaching of industrial arts in tile North Carolina high schools. Master's, 1938, Tennessee. 128 p. ms.
Studies industrial arts, not including trade training. in the high schools of North Carolina in 1936-37, as to subjects taught, extent and methods of teaching, and enrollment by
salaries, and load of teachers.
subject and by classes; training, certification, experience,
tr,

1891. Lenz, William Otto. A survey
tunities of North Dakota. Master's, 1938.

of the vocational educational oppor-

North Dakota, 96 p. ms.
Vocational education in the Eastman high school.
1892. Long, James Paul.
p.
m.
Master's, 1988. Georgia. 65
1893. Lynch, Melvin A. A follow-up study of vocational students. Master's,
1938.

Mass. St Coll. 65 p. ms.

pm. ssihilities for carter , county,
Okla.
A.
and
M.
Coll.
Master's,
1938.
Oklahoma.
Attempts to determine the present educationalOofferings ifi 9 of the 1.6 high schools of
Carter county and their correlation to the future employment of graduatee. Finds that 38
percent of the students who entered high schvol dropped out before they finished; that tbe
curricula of all of the schools studiell are classed as general education courses and prepare
all of tbe students for college although only 24 percent of the graduates of the past 6 years
have gone to college. Points out the value of different programs, especially of vocational
education programs, that will better meet the needs cif studeluts so that they will remain in

1894.

school

McCalib, Bill. Vocational education

until they are old enough to enter employment.

McGrail, Florence Elizabeth. tractors which contribute to the choice
of a vocational course at the David Hale Fanning trade school for girls. Master's,
(Abstract in: Clark university. Abstracts of dissertations and
1938. Clark.
1896.

theses, 1938: 147-60)
Analyses the replies of 192 first-year girls to a questionnaire showing their reasons for
choosing a specific course, to determine the effect their nationality, religion, pride in the
job, home ambition, gregariousness or desire to be in a large group, social iitatus of the

job, desire to earn money soon, experience of their kinsfolk and friends, attitude of the
teacher toward her job and toward the girls, and liVing and working in the country versus
living and working in the city had on choice of course.

1896. Manley, George E.

Content and organization of related instruction for

a diversified occupations program. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. 379 p. ms.
Outlines a course of study for a part-time program preparing for 14 diffe;.ent occupations
ranging from mechanist, through salesmanship, to nursing.

1897. Mardis, Joseph H. An industrial arts program. Master's, 1938. Ohio
State.

50 p. ms.,

1898. Maiham, Kenneth Edward. Constructing a course of training for electrical trade workers. Malter's, 1938. Wisconsin.
l! L Menke, Hattie Anton. The improvement of industrial arts education
in Wyoming. Master's, 1938. Colò. St. Coll. of Ed.
1900. Milburn, James L. A survey of industrial arts printing in the United
Master's, 1938, Ind. St. T. C. 50 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana state
teachers college. Teacher; college journal, 9: 180-81, July 1938)
States.

Surveys the practices in the public high-school printing department to determine aims
and teacher objectives, teacher training, size of classes, teaching material, production work,
equipment, and special shop problem&

1901. Mills, Ralph R. Industrial arts opportunities in 5d rural and village
schools in southwestern Ohio as shown by the Weber score card. Master's, 1938.
Ming. 50 p. ma.

1902. Moran, Jo

Georg electrk

tablii:
ris

study of the possibilities of cooperation between the
and
the Pittsfield school department
in The improve7
.

'44.4A
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ment of the present program of vocational
education. Master's, 1938. Mass.

Coll. 52 p. ms.

St.

1903. Moss, Louis Quentin. The
project
struction in the apprentice schools of United nwtltod applieft to curriculum eon.
States Navy yards. Doctor's, 1938.
Temple. Philadelphia, 1938. 157 p.
ei

Attempts to show the need for related
as -a part of the apprentice training
program in the United States Navy yards instruction
; to show the use of the
project method in the
field of apprentice training in the
mechanical
project curricula in the related subjects ; trades; to develop a technique for constru,.tiN
and to set up criteria and
guidance of teachers in applying this
precedents for the
technique
to similar programs of industrial education
Shows that the Navy yard apprentice
systems
are conducted under
United States Civil servrice
of the
Which places particular stress onregulations
the sChool plisw
of the trainfng program ; commission
that
the
Project
method
as been little used in
education.
industrial

*194., Myron, Elias Ferdinand. A
survey of local ibdustrial aTts units
a representative number of schools in
Washington.

104 p. ms.

1905.

in

Master's, 1937. Washington.

Pearsall,

Alice Bradley. A survey of the need
for occupational training
in T. L Handy junidr high
school,,Bay City, Michigan. Master's, 1938.
Michigan.
1906. Petersen, Chatles F. An
efficient plan of preparatory training
in
telephony. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll.
356 p. ms.
Offers a detailid course of study based
Milwaukee, following the specifications on experience at the Boys' technical high sc.h
of the American telephone and telegraph I l. un
company.
1907. Pope, Eugene B. Status
of industrial arts in Oklahoma
schools in 193s
and suggested statements of controlling
philosophy
for
industrial
arts.
Master's,
1938. Okla. A. and M. Cóll.
Finds that the subject is being
taught in more small schools than previously
average size of classes is 22, and that the
; that the
teacher averages five periods ; that
has the largest enrollment and is
woodworking
taught in more schools than any of the other
that mechanical drawing and general
32 activities:
that more girls are taking courses lashop were second and third in the list of activities;
industrial arts than in previous
1

teaching conditions have improved greatly from
1934 to 1938.
1908. Prewett, Cheryl H.

i

years ; and that

Applied physics experiments for related
working trades. Master's, 1938. Okla. A.
and M. Coll.

woo41-

Shows the need for the preparation of
more applied expeilments in science related.to the
various trades to help promote the
vocational efficiency of the worker.
1900. Randle, Eugene E.

Functions of MississiVpi industrial and
training
Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana
state. university. Univerbity bulletin, vol. 30 N. S.,
no. 3: 102-103)
Deals with the functions of the
Mississippi
industrlal and training school, emphasizing
its rehabilitation program and
school. Master's, 1937.
,k

their results as shSwn by journals of the
lature, biennial reports .of
eleemosynary institutions, records of probation Mississippi legisment papers of inmates of he
institution, personal interviews, and replies toofficers, commitquestionnaires.

1910. Reed,

Samuel Paynt Place of aviation
instruction ha modern jultor
and senior high school curiicula.
Master's, 1938. Stanford. 88 p. ms.
1911. Rice, John Andrew. The
place of liberal ediication in the
vocational
education curriculum. Master's, 1938.
Boston Coll.
1912.

Rittgers,

James Franklin. A comparison of the
methods of drying
lumber for schbol shop use. Mastes,
1938. Ohio Univ. 52 p. ms.
Attempts to learn what moisture conient is
considered correct in lugnber that is to be
used for various purposes; to determine
the moisture content of various
that have been dried, each by a different
isainplei of lumber
process, by carefully measuring the moisture
contained in each sample.

!
_
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*1913.

printing.

Robb, Theodore. A study of state anVity courses in industrial arts
Master's, 1937. George Washington. 34 p. ms.

Analyzes copyrighted, state, and city courses of study in printing. Shows a tendency
toward the cultural in the teaching of printing as a means of' general education.

A study otypite responsibilities of the Wisconsin
part-time schools relative to the provision for extension education for appren1914.

Rossow, Clarence H.

qr

Colo. St. Coll. 120 p. ms.
apprentice training in West Allis, Wis., and of the need for re
of the courses now given for apprentices in the West Allis vocational school.

tices. Master's, 1938.
Studies the need for
vision

Ruten, William Henry. The technique of developing a course of study
ill pattern making for the junior high school. Master's, 1937. Michigan.
1916. Schara, Alfred John. The curriculum of industrial education at the
Oshkosh state teachers college. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed,
1915.

1917.

Schecter, Pearl S: Fine and Industrial art in tlw activity program of
York City elementary schools. Master's, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ. 27

the New

p. ms
1918.

Schreiner, Raymond A. A descriptive analysis ofjthe tenclwr of in-

dustrial arts in the secondary schools of Nebraska. Master's, 1938. Colo. St.
Coll. of Ed.
1919.

SChultz,

Henry David. The status of industrial arts at Berea

college.

Master's, 1938. Peabody. 86 p. ms.
Analyzes 226ki. eplies to a questionnaire sent to 316 former industrial arts s delfts at
Inds 67 in Berea schools, 30 in other schools. and 129 at work. Sfcrqihat
Berea college.
4

from the beginning the labor program tuts been an integral part of school life,
as a means of self-help and baying educational, trade. and guidance values. Describes
the

reorganization of vocational work on broader and more purposeful lines in 1925.
that the industrial arts department he enlarged and its usefulness increased.

Recommends

The relation of community resources for occupational adjustment services to the problems or a Pittsburgh population group.
Master's, 1938. Ilttsburgh. (Abstract in: UnlversifY of Pittsburgh. Abstracts
of theses, researches in progress, and bibliographSi of publications, 14: 359-60)
1920. Slesinger, Reuben E.

Discusses the work of the local public secondary schools which follow it program of
decentralized homeroom vocational counseling and centralized coordinators; tt)e trade
schools which train men awl women students with the wklespread and elaborately developed programs of part-tkmeapprentice work for men ; the departnwnt of suidance of
the public schools which operates the recently, merged Junior employment service and the
occupational adjustment division ; and the public employment service ; tile work of tbe
private agencies which laclujkatiP chargIng employment exchamges and employment services
rendered by the Jewisrvices for their own group. Findthat relief consklerations
play too great a part in the filling of jobs. Recommends some Olan of centralized administration. coordinating public and private agencies. including th private offices handling
general population problems and those specializing in particular gr ups.

1921. Slothower, Lester E. Electrical drafting survey. Master's, 1938.
Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts4bf tlieses, researches in progress, and bibliography of publications, 14: 377-78)
Shows that the teaching of this phase of drqwing is essential In indtifirial arts education.
i

.

t

1922. Smyth, Leon L. Related technical information for first-year industrial
arts classes in woodwork. Master's, 1938. Agr. and Mech. Coll. of Texas. 48
p. ms.

Mows that for general educational consumer value, all schools should teach more
information about woods, furniture, and tools.

1928. Sterner, Lewis H.

The carpentry unit in the general shop program.

Master's, 1968. Michigan.
e
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ar.

1924. Stoffer, Robert John. Trade
and industrial education in California
Master's, 1938. Stanford. 130 p. ms.
1925. Tunison, Lula. A study of
a selected group of women textile enifilliythe,
in Knoxville, Tennessee. Master's,,1938.
Tennessee. 151 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the educational needs of efiese
women. Finds thaSVIgire
relatively few opportunities for skilled
a !I
wages are dependent, to a considerable women workers in the textile plants; that thilr
degree, upon the ability of the worker to
tbe production standard set up by the, plant
managers; that the management of th,.achieve
plants seems favorably inclined t ard
cooperation with schools in providing for
educational arid vocational ne
thp
of their women employees; and that
improvement in the
'standards of living for the mlly seems to depend
chiefly on meeting her
needs both from the sta point of
improving her occupational efficiency and education&
her efficiency in personal and family living.
incvcaing
1926. Van Horn, Paul J. The
manipulative performances and related
formation to be taught, in an industrial arts
course in auto

in-

mechanics. NI:Nter's,
1938. Colo. St. Coll. 167. ms.
Studies the common automotive service
shops in Bart1esville,40k1#., as the basis forpractices as followed in the five leading service
a course in the local
senior high school,

1927. Van Wyen, Adrian. The wogram of
industrial arts activity in the
elementary grades and its relation to the traiang
of eteachers. Master's, 193S.
Kent. 70 p. ms.
1928. Walter?,

G.

S.

Extra-course industrial arts 'work.

Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

Master's,

NM

Watson, Arthur Wilford. A study to determine
the causes and prevention of accidents occurring in the
secondary school shops oi Los Angeles
Master's, 1938. Southern California. 4..
1930. West, Russell Lewtis. The
trend of aviation courses in junior colleges,
1932-1937. Master's, 1938.
1929.

alk

Stanford. 44 p. ms.

1931. Winnemore, Augustine YdIvrard.
An industrial arts course of study
41
"%hating for the senior high s4htiol.
Master's, 1938. Maryland. 127 p. ms.
Determines a revised set of objectives for an
education on the secondary level, and presents a industrial arts printing course in general
subjects suggestions to accompany the practical series of problems, readings, and related
work and includes special aids and administrative helps which clarify the place, contejlt,
and procedure of graphic arts in the
realm of general secondary education.
I

,

1932. Wood, Earl McClain. The
status of related infornlation in the general
shop program of trte small high schools
of southeastern Ohio: Master's. 1938.
Ohio Univ. 65 p: ms.
1933. Woodward,

Robert Eail. Industrial arts in the white
senior
chools of West Virginia. Master's,`1937.
Kentucky. 70 p. ms.
Describes the status of industrial arts in
236 public

high

senior high schools and 14 private,.
and parochial schools in West Virginia for
the school year 4936-87, considering
sizes of the schools offering industrial
arts clam& courses agered, preparetioq, types and
and satanic% of teachers, time given
experience
to classes, and per capita cost of
instruction.

71

J

a

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
1984.

Allison, llowaF4D.

Relationship between occupational status and
certain environmental factors 'revealed by
ture students in Illinois. Master's, 193§. a study of former ;motional agriculColo. St.

-

Coll;$51 p.
Studies 121 boys in Knox, Wairen, and Henry
count_ ties who had had at least 1 year
of vocational agriculture training,,
and bad been out. orirtiool 2 years.
frpm larger schools tended to follow
Finds that bóys
oilier
well-equipped schools weni into ton-mime' occupations; that fiS percent or the boys from
while only 44 'percent Çrom poorl¡
schools 4Osso.
equipped
a

t.
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1935.

Alton, James T. Placement opportunities in farming for vocational

agriculture conducted in 10 departments in and near Pekin, Illinois. Master's,
1938. Colo. St. Coll. 92 p. ms.
Surveys the farms and farm employment possibilities of Hardin county to determine
the approximate number of young men that can be absorbed annually.
4936. Brady, Bryan Virgil. Part-time education in
men who are out ofeschool and living within the service
school. Master's, 1938. OUla..A. find M. Coll.

agriculture for young
area Of Heavener high

Attempts to determine the possibilities of serviee by the vocational agriculture teacher

to the out-ef-school farm boys biltween the ages of 14 and 25. Finds thin the part-time
class ifforded an excellent opportunity for the vocational teacher to make personal friends
and broaden the scope of his work in his community. Shows that the pupils' interest was

beld better when a prograniolif informal discussion, field trips, demonstrations, and social
*was used.

meetings

t.

..

Suggestions for teaching soil and water codservation
ericultural classes. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State.

1937. Breeden, Al
practices in vocational
303 p. nia.

-

*

in

4;

Lloyd, Talbert. How .young men became established in farming

1938.- Clark,

Richland countt, Illinois. Master's, 1038. Colo. St. Coll. 69 p. ms.
under 40 years of age and finds that the Average age at which they

t

Studies {Omen

was 21.48 years; that former vocational agriculture stildents
earlier and owned slightly larger farms; and that fewer of them were

beciune eithblik1141/41 in farming

estab
farming as t
becAtne

.e:a

iits.

1939. Dowell, William Henry. The supervised home projects in vocational
agriculture conducted in 10 departments in and near Pekin, Illinois. Master's,
1938. Colo. St. Coll. 92 D. V.
Finds thai small classes, a higher percentage of farm boys in the class, and a teacher
with enthusiasm ana a pleasing personality were important factors in home proAjects in
vocational agriculture.

1940. Drishaus, 'Roland A. Determining curriculum content for a course in
farm management and agricultural economics 1iiebraska. Master's, 1938.
Colo. St. Coll. 06 p. ms.

,

1941. Dugal, Gordon Edward. A study of certain situations isting Ju agricultural high schools. Masttei's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S. no. 3: 85)
.
Analyzes replies of 74 principals and 75 teachers of vocational agriculture is to the
methods of selection of students for vocational agriculture, the aukfiemic subjects taught,
extracurricular activities and responsibilities of teachers of vocational agriculture, the
scheduling of the subject, and the aid best given 'to the teacher of vocational agriculture
fit the Klima principal. Finds that few high-school principals and teachers actually

select students to enroll in vocational agriculture, and that in the few cases, where
selection is attempted there la 'a lack of agreement as to the admission standards to

IVRY.

v

.

1942. Feiteiraz Thomas Muria. The development of agricultural education
in the Territory of Hawaii. Mater's, 1937. Hawaii.
1943. Fox, Jesse E. Occupational selections of Yon er stMents of vocational Agriculture 'in 10 schools where vocational agric ure- his been taught
eight years or longer. , Master's, 1938. Agr. And Mech. Coll. bi Telas. 26.p. ins.
e

,

Finds that from 62 to 66 percent of former students enrolled in vocational agriculinre
4
are now in that occupation or an occupation related to farming.
_

.1944. Galbreath, Malcolm. B. The discovery of administrative policies in
vocational education in agficulture, according to statements of practice expressed
in the 1937-1942 five-Year state plans. Doctor's, 1968. Cornell.
41

'

sP
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1945. Gravois, Prangois Denis. Development of vocational agriculture
in the
high schools of Louisiana. Master's, 1938. 14Cmisiana State. 111 p. ms.

1916. Hamlin, H. X. Agricultural planning and agricultural education.
Agricultural education, 10: 64, 72-73, October 1937. (Iowa state college)
1947. Hebert, John O. The selection of boys for the vocational agriculture
course in Louisiana. Master's, 1938, Louisiana State. 83 p. ms.
1948. Holland, Royce Josepli. Vocational agriculture in high school.
Master's, 1938. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Sou.thern Methodist university
Abstracts of theses, 1939: 15-16)
-.

4

j

Surveys the history, organization, objectives, and activities of vocational agriculture
in
Texas and the United _States, stressing the curricular and co-curricular
phases of the
vocational agriculture program of 19 counties in northern Texas. Suggests that
contest's, encampments, and tours should be stressed ; that young and inexperiencedathletic
ers should be under closer supervision of an experienced state supervisor ; that onlyteach.
one
of the four vocational agriculture teacher-training institutions should train
teachers
the profession; that project work should be improved; that there should be closer for
cooperation between tbe vocational agriculture teacher and the supervisor
on
one
side
and
the superintendent and principal of the school on the other ; and that school
hbouid
encourage the transportation of vocational agriculture students in school boards
busses while
on trips.

1949. Hulsey, J. W. Occupational status of former vocational agriculture

students from 23 schools of the plains area of Texas. Master's, 1938.

Colo.

St.
65 p. ms.
Finds that of 933 former vocational agriculture students 69.3 percent were engaged
in
farmink while an additional 10 percent were in occupations related to
agriculture;
and
that of the students who had graduated 68 percent were in agriculture, while

1;¡

nongraduates 76.8 percent were in agriculture.

of the

*1950. Johnson, Ruth Victoria. Unit organization of the topic agriculture
for a seventh-grade course in occupations. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ.
243

,

p. m&
Plans units for a group of 2O2 pupils in the second half of
seventh grade in a
junior high school in an industrial city in which three distinctthenationalities
are represented. Presents units on changing farm life, the work of the market
gardener, dairy
farmer, poultry farmer, nurseryman, florist, landscape gardener, fruit
grower, stock raiser,
and tbe forester. Discusses methods of teaching the units.

.

t.

1951. Jordan, Mark Bartley. Problems of vocationallagri-cultural teachers in
newly eitablished departments. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State.
(Abstract in:
Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 25-26)
Analyses 184 replies to a questionnaire sent to vocational
workers to
determine what activities should be engaged in by teadtters in agricultural
new departments.

1

1962. Kelley, Jack. Development of vocational agriculture in Kentucky.
Master's, 1938 Kentucky. 1199 p. ms.
Traces the development and expansion of- vocational agriculture
Its beginning in 1917 to 1936, considering the development Of content ofin Kentucky from
courses, methods
of teaching. the training of teaches., evening and part-time schools,
Future Farmers of
America, meetings
and associations, and administrative control.

e

1953. Knox, Russell E. A historical survey of the secondary
agricultural
schools in Alabama. Master's, Ma Alabama.
1954. Lewis, John. Calvin. ihould vocational agriculture be
introduced in
Cullman county high schooi? Master's, 193a. Alabama.

r

.

1965.

Livingston, Abram P. Opportunity and need for an agricultural proacounty. Nkiaster's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll. for

gram, for an area of
Teach. 85 p. ma.
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boys in

1957.

Loften, William T. Part-time class in vocational agriculture for farm
Alachua high school community.

Florida.

Master's, 1938

licTaggart, Earl L. Agricultural education in American Samoa. Mas-

ter's, 1937.

Hawaii.

Martin, Durell D. Certain agpects of the history and p
Mississippi agricultural high schools and junior colleges. M

1958.,
of

nt status
's, 1938.

Alabama.

*1959. Meacham, William Maxfield. A study of the succreEN of Farm and
trades School boys after: leaving tfie school. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ.
66p. ms.
Gives a.brier history ..cif the Farm and trades school, a private school for bors established in 1814. Studies tbe records of a)1 boys who entered the school from 1927 to 1931,
Analyses replies to a questionnaire
ineluyive, who were at the school 1 year or longer.
eent to 100 boys who had ieen in attendanoe at the school for at least 1 year during the
inclusive dates of the study. Discusses the success of these boys after leaving the school,
their later education, employment status, leisure-time activities, factors affecting their
success, and .the usefulness of the school to them. Evaluates the principal activities and
helpfulness of instrtictors and boys.

1960. Milligan, Clark Carlisle. A study of the activities of *experienced
vocational agriculture teachers in 27 states. Master's, 1938. Kansas St. Coll.
1961. Newcomer, Joseph Ò. A study of tijo.y.oung men in Oklahoma who
Master's, 1938. golo. St. Coll.
have received their state farmer degree.
49p. ms.

Finds that of the young

men studied.,

62 percent had

gone

to college and 80.64

percent of those attending college studied agriculture.

1962. Orr, Raymond S. An outline of a course of study in farm mechanics
for training tachérs of vocational agriculture. Master's, 1938. Wyoming.
102

p. ms.

4.

.

s

1963. Phillips, Marie. An evOuation of the instructional media used in
teaching the farm unit in the first grade. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 137 p. ms.
1964. Pula, Elmer E. Suggestions for teaching farm credit in vocational
agricultural classes. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana
state universiti. University Mein, 30 N. S., no. 3: 26)
Bets up

teaching units for the teaching of farm credit.

1965. Putong, Cecilio. Specific objectives and contents of vocational education in agriculture in tie Philippine Islands. Doctor's, 1938. Chicago. .
.

1906. Ryan, O. T. The relationship between courses in vocational agriculture,

preparation of teachers of agriculture, and types of farming in the three types
of farming areas in northwest Texas. Master's, 1938. Agr. and Mech. Coll. of
Texas. 34 p. ms.
Studies 25 schools in three rhea of farming areas.

Combares the teacher's collegiate training and the teacher's annual teaching plan with the problems naturally arising in the type of farming area In which the school was locaied. Finds that the training
of the teacher had more influence on the teaching content than the problems of farmers
In the local community.

1967. Se.hult, Verna May. Educational, interpretive, and publicity programs
and policies of the Bureau of agricultgral economics. Master's, 1968. George
Waahington. 130 p. ma.

1968..11mith, William A. The professional improvement status of teachers
of, vocational agriculture, and its relationship to professional advancement.
Doctor's, 1938. Oornell.

RESEARCH STUDIES
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Stewart, Hamilton Arlo. A study of students of vocational
agriculture

in a small suburban high school from 1919
to 1938. Master's, 1938.
Coll.

Kansas

St

1970. Sweany, Harvey Paul. Factors contributing toward
superior programs
of farm practicejor boys studying vocational agriculture
in Iowa high schools
Master's, 1938 Iowa State.
1971. Thonipson, Clarence Tatman. Farm shop jobs for the
vocational agriculture department in Louisiana. Master's, 193&
Louisiana State. 217 p. ms.

Analyzes and classifies 51 farm shop Jobs, and offers
sheets as motivating agencies for the teaching of job suggestions for the use of these job
operations, and gives general super.
tions for their

use as teaching devices.

1972. White, Chris. Farm mechanics as a part of
the instruction in voce
tional agriculture hi Oklahoma high schools.
Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M.
Coll. 115 p. ms.
Indicates that 33 periods a year is the average amount of
time that should be devoted to
farm mechanics; that most of the farm shops were not adequately
equipped to do more than
five of the most common units of farm mechanics
; that less than one-fourth of the 106
teachers of vocatiosnal agriculture who returned questionnaires
thought thèir school shops
adequately equipped ; that there were at least 17 of the
more common milts in which the
majority-of teachers thought more college training was needed
; that the farm mechanics
units taught were affected by the type of farming
locally ; that lack of tools on thp
farm limits tbe directed teaching of farm mechanics used
tbe pupils at lome; and that most
of the teachers indicated tbat they have trouble infor
getting the necessarY materials and

implements for their shop work.

HOME ECONOMICS

OD

1973. Ahlstrom, Mildred Laura. Home
economics in the junior high school,
of Kansas. Master's, 1938. Kans. St.
Coll.
Studies the organization and teaching of home
Kansas. Finds that it has an important place in economics in 58 junior high schools of
the junior high schools ; that it was generally required in the seventh and eighth grades
and
was elective in the ninth grade ; that
home economics bstruction was given to boys in
only five schools and that the classes were
segregated ; that the 'home economics teachers were well trained
; that most of the schools
bad courses in foods and clothing; that the home
classes met daily in most schools,
with the median length of period 57 minutes ineconomics
the seventh grade and 60 minutes in the
eighth and ninth grades ; that home economics
courses
in junior high schools were less diM
cult than those in the senior high schools; that textbooks
were not in general use; that the
Kansas course of study was not generally followed
the teachers knew little about the
cost of their home econonlics courses ; that most ;ofthat
the teachers preferred a combination
of laboratory and discussion activities in teaching home economics
; that home economics
courses were of a specialised type rather than exploratory.
Recommends that the home
economics program be planned in relation to the guiding
junior high school ; and tbat the Kansas teacher-training principles and sphjectives of the
institutions recognise the need for
improving the-home economics curriculum in the junior high
schools and provide in their
program for the preparation and assistance of junior high school
teachers of home economics.
u
19744 Beck, E. 13. Effect of a high-school foods
course
tices of a selected group of homemakers of Lanark, Ill. on certain food pracMaster's, 1937. Iowa

State.

a

Studies the effectiveness of the foods course for 50 women who
graduated from tbe
Lailark county high school between 1917 and 1986.
Finds that the courts had been somewhat beneficial, but suggests the need for more functional
triad courses.
1975. Betts, ee.rle
beth. Buying habits of high-school boys. Master)
1988. Colo. stbii. 80 p. ins.
Studies the buying habits of 227 high-school boys in
Naperville, Ill., during the school year
1986-87, to determil the type Of course in consuuker buying
that should be offered.
1

e
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Bowers, D. Specifications of small equipt slit for the foods laboratory
department of a high school o 125 pupils. Master's, 1937.
of the home economics
Ohio State.
deveh ment of home economics
1977. Brabson, Catherine. The history id the
in
Tennes.
e, 1803-1936. Master's,
in certain institutions of bigher learning
83 p. ms.
1938. Tennessee.
of gi Is and boys in developing
Traces provisions made to differentiate between the needs
universities
In Tennessee. Attempts to
colleges
and
academies
and
34
in
28
tbe curiculum
b memaliing program for
development
of
a
Influenced the
discover factors which have
1 SOf; and
1976.

Finds that women were educated in academies and semi tkIrks between
1r.i4es of instruction in
offered
1860; that colleges were opened for women after MO and
1904 courses in
that
after
dlinirstic
art
;
the ornamental branches. domestic science, or
placed _on scientific
s
ja
and
emphasis
content,
broadened
in
scope
and
homemaking were
Gencral duc4tIoti laws of Tennessee
subject matter; that the Acts of 1909 and 1913 of the
departments
in high sch ls. which necessitated
homemaking
establishment
of
required the
in t w program of instriic
stimulated
expanswn
training teachers of home economies and
Acts. making appro
the
Federal
that
the
passage
of
in
the
colleges
;
tion in homemaking
economics
in the high
home
expansion
of
influenced
the
priations for vocational education.
developed
from
a study
economics
has
and
thst
home
Tennessee
;
colleges
of
schools and
responsiniiiactivities
and
study
of
the
many
prartiril
work
to
a
including chiefly skills and

women.

ties

found in the modern home.

Bradley, Lillian. A study of honwmaking Nllwation for boys. 1,1laster's, 1938. Southern California.
Consumer problems and consumer education.
1979. Burrill, Martha E.
4
1978.

Master's, 1938. California. 202 p. ms.
and
Surveys the literature of some aspects of the theory of the consumer and consumption
agencies,
Finds
that
some
the problems with which the modgrn consumer is confronted.
Including

the schools. are attempting to educate the consumer.

1980. Case, Louise. Changes occurring after removal of the legal requireof Iowa.
wents that home economies be taught in the approved high schools
...
Master's, 1038. Iowa State. 64 p. ms.
Analyzes data on 296 of the 396 approved high schools of Iowa. Finds that 28.6 percent
of the' law which had
of the schools dropped home economics immediately after theirepeal
!an rolled fewer than
schools
thatof
these
were
that
79.6
percent
;
1913
been in effect since
the subject
schools
re
notated
of
the
100 pupils ; that after a period of 62 years 26,1 percent
of school
and
attitudes
of
teachers.
conditions,
effectiveness
that
financial
in the curriculum ;
after
economics
holm%
reinstatement
of
administrators tended to affect the elimination and
of
the
law.
the repeal
1

.%

Chadderdon, Hester. Problems relating to home and family life in
family
need of research : An examination of the emphases given to home and
life under the Purnell act. Doctor's, 1938. Ohio State. 243 p. ms.
1981.

Discusses the 15 problems which appear to be most urgently in need of rEsearch, Finds
devoted
that the 562 Purnell projects of the state agricultural experiment itationm have been
physical developto aspects of four of these problems, particularly those aspects rellting to
ment of family members, and to the use of money resources of the family.

The effect of high-school home economics training
upon the academic achievement and participation in college of the student majoring in the field of home economics. Master's, 1938. Kentucky. 148 p. ms.
1982. Codell, Rose Mary.

Compares the college work and adjustments of home economics students who had had
home economics in high school with those who hmtl not had home economics in high school.
since
using academic records of the University of Kentucky gradpates in home eeOnomics
1929 and of 200 home economic students enrolled in the University of Kentucky at the
time the study was made and the results of iptelligefice tests, mathematic achievement
tests, English achievement Arts, and attitude tests.

1963. Cole, Margaret Hand-Weaving In five selected inountain communities
80 p. ms.
college, Pine mountain settlement school,
at
Berea
Studies hand-weaving as carried
Madman settlement school, Churchill weavers, and Levi Jackson state park.

of Kentucky. Master's, 193EL

Peabody.
on

i,

155103-:40-13
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e19S4. Cribben, Leo T. The
consumer cooperative movement in the 1* nito
States. Doctor's, 1937. New York. 114 p. ms.

Gives a brief history of t
consumer cooperativ
in the United State,: and
,appraises the movement. Discusses the findings of movement
the Roosevelt commission wn¡ti
1936 investigated cooperative enterprise
in Europe.
.

1985. Davies, Joseph Earl. Fundamentals of ionising
A. dcterinination of factors basic to an understanding of
American housing problems. DO4
tor's, 1937. T. ('., Col. Univ. New York,
Teachers college, Columbia univcrsitv.
1938. 355 p. (Contributions to e(Iucation,
no. 759)
1986. Davis, M. E. An historical survey of the
tea. hing of home eciiiiInk,
in the elementary and hikh schools of Ohio.
NIaster's, 1937. Ohio State.
1987. Denton-Brock, Elizabeth C.
A guidance Atli for group relatiow-hip.
among high-school home economies students.
Nlaster's, 1938. Okla. A. and M.
:

Coll.

4,

Analyzes iniormation secured from 367 students.
226 mothers. and 59 teachers on ,,tudow
reactions in group relationships. Offers
suggestions
for more effective ht,nw visits a!!,!
adult classcs; for more effective classroom
procedure and for more effective group
v ¡t,
1988. Drake, Vera Carolyn. The
growth and extension of home eeonilink,
education in Oklahoma. Nlaster's, 1938. Okla. A.
and I. Coll.
Finds that of the 946 high schools in Oklahoma.
only
60S
offer courses in honw ecommidN
and that many of these courses are very limited in
scope: that more schools have 1111(1H
home economics courses than have dmpped
the subject in the past 10 years; that thi, sui%.
ject would meet the approval of the
superintendent.
pupils, the patrons. and the board flf
education In the schools where it Is not taught ; thatthe
scarcity
of funds and inadequate room
spice lire the greatest limiting factors to the
inclusion of the subject in the curriculum
and to the extension of the course; t'lit
favor the extension of home`economics superintendents. boards of education, mild teacher:
courses; and that it is to be added soon in a nurnlwr
Of 14cho4;is where it has not previously
been offered.
1989. Duffield, Thomas John.
Teaching units on the st1104.t of housing
designed for the
i

language arts, grades 10, 11, and 12. Master's, 1938.
T. C.. Col.
65 p. ms.
Discusses methods of teaching housing units, with
suggested approaches and meiliods of
assimilating and culminating the activity with complete
student and teacher materials
1990. Edgerton, Avis E. Health claims in
advertising with special reference
Univ.

to the beliefs of certain women consmhers.
Doctor's,

p. ms.

1938.

New Yoi.k.

161

Analyzes health claims in national advertisements'
for foods, toilet supplies, drugs. miscel
laneous household supplies. clothing, tobacco,
reducing agents. etc., as advertised in ,maga
zines. newspapers. hy the radio, and On outdoor billboards.
Finds that belief In advertising
claims decreased with.an increase in schooling;
that
with schooling until skepticism in all advertising disbelief in the claims increased din ctly
claims, valid am well as invalid, was evi
dent among the college graduates; that
age
was
not
a factor in influencing the degre.
which health claims were believed. Emphasizes
44
the importance of adult education to reach
people not attending school; shows the need for
in-service trairiing

of teachers in this field
of health education; shows the need for protecting
the health
criminating between truth and falsity in advertising by making of people incapable of dis
authentic information easil)
accessible to all ; indicates the need for more adequate
dissemination of medical knowledge
'within the profefidon.

1991. Erny, Anna. Instruction in clothing in the
.public high schools.
ter's, 1938. Southern California.
*1992.

Forbes, Edith

Mas-

Colburn. Four units for a tenth-grade class in home
economies. Master's, 19384 Boston Univ. 231 p. ms.
;
Piesents 'units on food preservation. candy making,
meal
planning.
and
on tahie Netting
and serving, with direttions and comments on the teachig
of the units.
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Gallup, Gladys G. Participation in home economics extension and
effectiveuess of the program a study of 171 rural families in Franklin county,
*19.3?

:

Massachustits, 1936. Master's, 1937. George Washington. 39 p. tits.
Attempts to determine whether there are differences between the rural families affiliating
with the extension service and those %%110 are tint ; t o What extent the surial and economic

9tats of the family is

a

factor in participation the relationship between pnrtiripation in
:

service and tile extent to which Inentheesl:ips are held in other organizations :
whether the home economics extension program is effective ; whether the objectives of the
program are attained ; whether there is evidence of .the effectiveness If the procram as

the extension

I

;hown in the behavior of the participants; what reasons are given for nonpart icipat ion. and
the methods .of teaching that can hest Ken* the nonparticipants. Indicates t hat part icipa

iI extension activities is closely connected ith the socio economic status of the family
a_l_at_on
with organisations of the community that 66 percent of the limes st tidied
RI 1
reported changes in homemaking practices due to extension influence.

tion
find

;

I

1991 Graham, Virgil
ownership and housing.

Clifford. The construction if
4

Master'K. 193M.

1995. Griesse, Emma M.
grade clothing.

A

Nlaster's, 1938.

a

teaching unit on howo

Iowa.

compar:son of two methods of teaching ninthColo. St. Coll. 143 p. ms.

compares the individualized group method and the individual met hod
Finds no significant differences in results.

in

t he Junior high

Achool at Wausau. Wis.

1996. Griffin, Vera Anita. Education for marriage and family life in the
Master's, 193S. .outhern California.
1997. Griswold, Estelle. Teacher training in home economics in the denominational instituthms in Texas. Waxahachie, Tex., Trinity university, 1938.
secondary schools Of Southern California.

.

b

60

I,

p. ms.

Discusses the qualifications. supply. and demand of lime economics teachers in Texas. and
Finds
compares teacher-training programs in denominational and three state insth utions.
that denominational institutions meet the requirements for a state permanent spevial
certificate in home economics, but do not meet the requirements for a evrt Iti (':i t i f voca

tional approval; that 69 percent of home economics !Tudors in denominational institutions
take teacher training, and that 48 perce'nt of them are placed in teaching positions in
less than half teach their major.
%\

1998. Hale, Lois V. Albright. Opirtunities for helping pupils develop desirable personality traits through the teaching iof home economics in De Graff
high school. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 93 p. ms.
1909. Hassell, Dora Ann. Factors underlying failures of girls in home
economics in junior high school. 11aster's, 193S. Colo. St. roll. SKI p. ms.
Studies girls in the home economics classes of the junior high school In Cleburne. Tex..
and finds a high relationship between grades in home economics and mbvkina marks,
that disciplinary eases were closely connected with failures, 9 majority falling all subj014;
that only 15.1 percent of those with a physital or a health handicap were able to pass
their school work ; and that good home conditions were closely connected with ability to
Pigs

2000. Healey, Mary Irene. A study of achievement in clothing courses in
Purdue,university as a preparation for teaching. Master's, 1938. °Purdue.

MA. Hearn, Mary Margaret. Some improved practices in the home us a
of achievement in home economics teaching. Nlaster's, 1938. Ten-

measure

nessee. 94 p. ms.
Studies the borne life

f 50 gtrls in the home economics classes in Dyersburg high

determine how home economies affects the attitudes, interests,
and practices of the girls , to note changes in their behavior in personal qualities and
abilities, social relations, and personality traits. Finds that the activities In which the
girls engaged most often were those which could be done quickly, required little skill, or
the expenditure of little or no money; that more girls participated in the activities congerned with personal grooming than in any other group of activities; that activities in
which they had' little opportunity for partitipation in school were not done frequently at
school, Dyersburg. Tenn.,

s

*
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home. nor were they liked as well as other
and that there was greater
tion in activities in which Vs- girls assistedactivities;
their mothers than there was in the pArticipti
avtivitle.i
which they did alone.

2002. Houck, Dorothy C. Development of a functional
course of study jf,
¡mbar foods trade for secondary schools.
Master's, 1938. Roclwster 17);¡
p. ms.
2003. Hunter, Helen Hammo. Scholastic
achievements, leadership activities.
and subsequent occupations Of Iowa state college
economics student with
4H club experience. Master's, 1938. Iowa State.home
53 p. ms.

Finds that there was )ittle difference in
scholastic achievement. leadership nctiitipa
and subsequent occupations or-Iowa state college
bome economics students who bad h,,n
andwho had not been members of 4H clubs.

2004. Irwin, Ethel Bray.

Contributions homemaking classes should make to
1938. Ind. St. T. V.. lot
p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana state teachers college.
Teachers college journal,
9: 188-87, July 1938.)
tr

the future education of boys and girls. Master's,

Studies the home and community interests
and activities of the women and gir1.4
in
»flyless county, Ind., and tries to determine how nearly
the teaching of the homemaking
classes meets the needs of the student. Concludes
that
too
much attention has been
paid to cooking and sewing in the schools and
boys and girls for worthy home membership. too little attention had been paid to training

2005, Jobe, Claire W. Education for marriage
in secondary school.
Southern California.

1938.

MaNtibr*:,

2006. Jones, Floy H. Effect of high-school
home
certain homemaking piactices of a selected group of-ernnomics instruction on
homemakers of Taylor,
Texas. Master's, 1938. Iowa State. 70 p. ms.
41,

Analyzes data secured by interview on certain practices
18 who bad not taken home ecnotnies courses in high of 22 homemakers who hail and
school. Finds that although the
home economics trained homemakers tended
to use betiler practices than the non home
economIcs group, the differences were not
statistically significant.

2007. Jones, Mable Joan. Det:iiied
units for a high school. vocatiomil course
in institutional food service. Master's, 1938.
Kans. St. Coll.
Analyzes data on the present status of courses offered
in high schools and vocational
schools in institutional food service, and offers detailed
units in institutional food silt iev

for high schools.

2008. Kendall, lira. Esther Mays.
Consumer education in Louisiana
Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 57 p. rum.

sc.lolois.

Attempts to determine the present content, time
education in the Wins economics curricula of the allotment, and organisation of consumer
approved high schools. Finds that the
buyer-consumer probleinEAwst 'frequently included in the regular
courses of home economies are: Use, care, and upkeep of consumer goods;
evaluation and buying of c(msumer
goods; and the management of consumer !midst.
2009. Laxson, Anna Lee Wilson. The use of

a survey of ehanged standards
of living as revealed by recent literature ia the
construction of a course of study
in consumer education for
high-sebooMPi(lents. Master's, 1938. Colorado.
(Abstract in: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of
theses and rep)rts
for higher degrees, 19886: 86-87.)
Studies the effect of reduced income, pdpulation trends.
Increase of amount of money spent on reading matter. greater educatioN0 opportunities.
increase in marrWge rates only at
lower age levels, increasin Avon* rate, importance
attached
to modern advertising, housing conditions, decrease in the sale of household
of mpdern dress on style rather than on quality furnishings, food consumption, emphasis
or workmanship, the need for informative
labeling and standardisation of goods, and the demand
on the American !milt Constructs a course of study for more adequate medical care
on consumer education on the basis
of these*changes.
.
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Lewis, Irene. Furs:
Washington.
06 p. ins.
George
2010.

a
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handbook for the consumer. Master's, 1937.

Antows replies of 87 COTIMMIPTA to a questionnaire on their knowledge of fus, and the
quAlifications

desired in their fur shop or fur tailor.

2011. Lyster,' Alba Margaret. Homemaking and allied oeenpational training
program fer girls of the high-school age. Master's, 1938. Texas.

2012. Macy, Ruth. Methods used by three groups of home economics teachers
home projects. Master's, 1938. Iowa State. 54 p. ms.
Analyzes data on O teachers who were classified as superior, fair, and poor by their
state supervisors on the basis qf their success in supervising home projects. Finds thnt

in supervising

although the differences between the methofis used were not statistically significant, a
greater proportion of superior teachers used more methods to interest pupils in home

projects, to become acquainted with their pupils and their homes, and to guide the pupils

in

choice of a project.

1

2013. Mahin, Alberf R. Self-indueed attitude changes in high-school pupils
regarding chain stores. Master's, 1938. Purdue. 41 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the attitudes and attitude changes of a group of 100 junior and

senior high school pupils on certain aspeots of the chain store problem. Finds that the
children were relatively indifferent to the phases of the chain store problem under
consideration..

4914. Maloney, Mary Catherine. Opportunities for teaching homq economics
in the elementary schools. Master's, 1938. Ohio State.
Shows that almost every phase of home economies is being taught. in some degree, with
special emphasis on health, foods, and clothing; that home and family relationships and

personality development receive a fair share of attention ; that all of these phases of
home economics are being integrated with other subjects in the curriculum; and that
discussion, reading, and pupil activity are the methods used.

2015. Mann, Jean.
ter's, 1937.

A study of marriage attitudes as seen by 59 girls.

Nlas-

Columbia.

2016. Martin, Edna. Factors affecting students' learning during a house69 p. ms.
Describes an experiment in which 33 teachers and 821 pupils in Washington high schools
took the two iorms of the Minnesota trouse design and house furnishing test, one before

furnishing unit.

Master's, 1938. Minnesota.

after a unit on house furnishing. Finds that pupils in the larger towns, pupils
whose teachers had more than 1 year of experience, and pupils whose teachers had the
niost art training made the greatest gains.
and one

2017. May, Helen Marie. Suggestions for the integration of art in the home
economics curriculum at the high-school level. Master's, 1938. Tennessee. 83
p. MS.

2018. Meek, Mary Enid. The value of high-school home economics training
to homemakers. Master's, 1938. Kans. St. Coll.
Describes interviews with 86 married women who had taken home economics between
1926-37 in the high schools of Emporia, Manhattan, Wamego, and Williamsburi. Kans.
Finds that home economies.training was valuable to these women. Recommends that
,

home economics courses be made more general and give more consideration to homemaking
needs, esptcially in planning and using a family budget.

2019. Meinke, E. H. An integrated home economics program in a small
Master's, 1967. Ohio State.
2o2o. Nettler, Helen Feidilla. ls vocational home economics education 4101ized by the graduates of Walnut township high school. Master's, 1938. Ohio
State. 78 p. m.

college.

Finds that of The 34 graduates having 3 year's or vocational home economies Instruction,

'40 percent were helping in their homes, '25 percent went to college, and 35 percent particiPatted 'in six different occupations.
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Margaret.

Home e(4)Dotnics in the Wichita public
suhtiii:
Wichita. 158 p.

2022. Myers, Laura Martha. A study
of a personal improvement gouNp fiq
high sehookgirls.. Master's, 1938.
Penn. State. 76 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the f,frect of
on pall usage. selection of diet. cA rt. ,,f
halt!). hoice of clothing. and personalinstruction
on high-school girls. using groups InA
on IQ ratings and socio-economic tevet, behavior
to whom Ktibje( t-matter and self-rating
te-ts w4.re
administered before and after the course.

2023. Neuman, Christie* G.
Changes in
students. Master's, 1938. Nebraska. 44 p. ms. attitudes of home evonoilik,
Shows that it is possible to change
attitude toward

the social vilue (4 personal aplwar
ance and toward the responsibility of
cooperating in a group during one seme,t.r
t)OI e economics.

,

Oberhelman, Lois Marie. Detailed units in food
preservation for use
Master's, 1938. Kansas St. Coll.
2025. Oldham, Georgia. Effect of
a junior high school foodiNurse on curz:iin
food practices cif a selected group of
homemakers of Kansas City. lianNa:
Master's, 1938. Iowa State. 69 p. ms.
Describes interviews with 30
homemakers who had had the ninth-grade foods
and 24 who had not had such a gorse,
ewiNe
relation to ability to secure an &dequateto determine any delayed effects of the ow'. in
diet for their families and interest in lo uii
informed on food problems. shows that the
hom0 economics trained homemakers
,the
21124.

hy extension groups.

s

cs

exclled
.non-home economies group in certain
families, used somewhat better praclices in practices relating to adequate diets for their
informed on food problems, especially thosemarketing, and were more interested in keeping
relating to child feeding and health.
-

2026. Payson, Verna Mary. Analysis of the
teaching Of consumer education
hi vocational homemaking schools .of
Massachusetts. Master's,
..

1938.

Univ. 122 p. ms.

Boston

Describes briefly the various guides to
consumer buying. Analyses replies to a onestiondaire received from 52 directors of household
arts. general vocational. 'continuation.
and ttde schools where homemaking
is
taught
; and data secured
from 18 schools by
kits of supervisors and by study of the courses of study
on file in the state department
of education. Outlines a suggestive
course of study in consumer-purchasing
'education.
2027. Ierce, Maurine Smith. H
m
omeaking
responsibilities
of
certain highschool tx sys contrasted
.

with the homornaking responsibilities ot
younger married
men in the same area in west Tetknes.see.
CI
Master's, 1938. Tennessee.
117 p. ins
Finds that the boys and men participated
in similar

homemaking activities, which they
performed occasionally rather than regularly; that
more men than boys assumed responsi
Witty for personal and family
financing
activities *ere performed by less than 40 activities. although more than half of th.se
percent of both groups; that a relatively how
percentage of wen and boys cared for and repaired
their clothes, while a aligh.tly higher
percentage participated in versotiail grooriling activities;
that a higher percentage of Men
than boys participated in tirst-ald and home
care of the sick; that a large number of boys
and men were responsible for the care of the
hause and its repair; that as a rule more
boys than men took care of the yard and
garden. wiitie more men than boys helped
reguiarly with food preparation: and that a larg
proportion of boys and men having children
Sin the home helped

with their care and develolinent.

r

Porter, Florence Roberta. Current trends in
home economics courses
in high school and their relation to trends in
American society.
2028.

Michigan.

Master's,

1938..

2029.

Ramseyer, Edna. Possibilities of home
management laboratory in a
small college. Master's, 1938. Ohio State.

,

Studies the borne management courses and
laboratory experiences of 22 institutions of
higher learning in Ohio in, which home
economics
offered. Finds that oni.y 7 of the 22
institutions have home minagement residences andisall
of them opted the borne management residence in tbe same way; that tbe 15
institutions wbicMild not have a borne
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ii#1 and
residence tied the following means of suibplyini: experienee: I
family time and money buckets. household Inlipt»441 t fietnotNtraiims, tì1iI trips. stormier
S..1L,gestp4 the newt ggity for
lind home projects. cooperative plans and laboratory studies
tbe adoption of some real life manor twnt artivi:ies in relatif41 to the home management
cows.. at Bluffton college.

nianagement

2030. Randolph, Blariche. Commercial 'contetsts'in loiniemaking ,classes in
Oklahoma. Master's, 193.S. Okla. A. and m. 0,11.
Attempts to determine what commercial contests tiro used. how they are conducted. what
factors inhume.. the selection of contests. and the reibetions 14 parents fi id studehts ti
'them. Finds that teachers used 19 different conts"41s. and` mils repoyteS participation In
22 different contests; that although chntests related to foo(ts wi-re tho most numerous. more
teachers used sewing contests; that teachers and students felt that contest/4 made class
/IS lack of.student
aork more interesting; that tho chi41 reason for ji1 nit II n ing (*(11) t t
participation, while lack of teaching experience was the leas011 lit t Often given for never
having used commercial contest?; Lind that they are 4.4111SiderAi valuable hi tem;hers.
ir
parents. and students.
4

I

2031. Ransom, Catherine Warda. A comparative study of homemaking activities of a selected group of high-sdt(141 orris in v4)41 ti4)nal and tit )!1- wational
p. ms.
schools in Tennessee. Niast(br's, 1938. Tennessee.
mows that the high-school girls of Tevessee havo n great ilea) of rc.pon,zibi'ity for
iris 1)811 hapated ovcahomemaking activities. hilt in the majority of the activIties th
vocat 1041
sionally rather than rkutariy. and that the vocational girls exceeded the
rills In participation in homemaking activities. Finds that care of the bedroom. personal
.

grooming, and entertaining guests were the activities participated in most frequently.

.

2032. Ray, Laura Frances. Effect of a home economics course for boys in the
Ames high school upon attitudps and practices related to clothing. Master'S,
1938. Iowa State. ltn p.
VIN10.

Finds that changes In attitude towqrd eare,anii selection of their clothim; and toward
kefping themselves well groomed were too small to he significant when measured by -the
Kellar scale for measuring attitude toward any homemaking ;activity.

2033. Richardson. Ruth. History of home management residence -in Loùiskim, 1919-1937. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 1E p. ms.
Shows that home management residence is tra,pfntr to tn-et the social and economic
changes in family living; that it. has improved ta 'tidily since its beginning in 1919; that
the physical set-up and the methods of instruction in each institution have improved and
have resulted in more desirable environments for effective teaching.

2034. Rogers, Dwane Carson. A study of the types of home mechanics that
would be of benefit to high-school girls. Master's, 1938. AFr. and Mech. Coll. of
Alb
Texas. 36 p. ms.
Finds 60 Jobs that cot& be organIrAd into R 1 semester home mochnnies'course for gills.
2035. Roskie, Ereertrude. A comparison of laboratory with demonstration
110111t practice method of teaching home economics. M;tster's, 193M. Colo. St.
Coll. 60 p. ms.
441

Reports on classes conducted In the Helena, Mont., high school. and finds that In general
.sstets wider both methods were the same.

2036. Rush, Ola Day. Teaching family relationships
School

Master's, 1938.

in

the senior high

George Washington. ti5 p. ms.

2037. Settergreen, Lottie. Survey of student home economies clubs in the
public schools of the United States. Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.

\

Shows that, the club work provides additional opportunity for the development of PortaWily. leadersiiip, initiative, money-making experiences, and cooperation, and that clubs
should be part of the regular homemaking program.
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2038. Shaffer,

Mrs. Velma Eleanor. An investigation of certain
a4,1vities,
interests, and living conditions pertaining to home tnanagement
of a selected
group of high-school girls in Arkansas. Master's, 1988.
Tennessee. 97.p.
mg.

Finds that high-school girls have little time nt home
during school months; that t hey
have little opportunity to manage money ; that they
share the responsibility for buying a
wide range of commodities, and tbe guides
used for their buying are unreliable; *that t hey
hAve little responsibility for 'planning family
recreation that they assume respow-ibility
MD. or participate in. a large variety
of home activities; that storage space in their
homes
is inadequate; that all of the girls' fathers
are employed and only a small percent of the
mothers w4k otitside the borne. Recommends that
special training he given in the high.
school course of study in home economics. In time
management,
money management. huying
practices, use of leisure time, adequate storage in
and in activities that involve management as well relation to efficient home managcnirnt
am skills.
;

2039. Sherrill, Lynr, B. The organization of six
units of a course in the
fundamentals of living for college students. Master's, 1937.
(Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, Louisiana State.
vol. 30, N. S. ii(1
3: 117).

Presents units on budgeting, leisure-time
activities. soda' hygiene. first-aid training
mehtal hygiene, and modern marriage
as
preparation
for family relationship for colleev
students.

2040. Smith, D. V. The activities of a selected
group of high-school girls
with reference to clothing. Master's, 1937.
Kans. St. Coll.

Analyzes information secured from 460 girls In five high
HeirObl 01) their age. family
income, home-sewing eqüipment. nature and
number
of
garments
made at home and pur
chased ready-made, by whom made and purchased,
that the clothing course include the selection and where laundry was done. Recommends
purchase of clothing with regard to cost,
co1or4les1gn, occasion, and methods of constructing.
altering,

and making over garments

2041.

Thompson, Amelia C. A comparative study of the
professional training of the home economics teachers in the federally
aided and non-reimbursed
schools in Mississippi. Master's, 1938. Tennessee.
58 p. ms.

.

-

Compares the pkverntioyment and in-serviee
of the home economice teachers in
the federally aided white high schools and those training
In the non-reimbursed white hitch schools in
Mississippi fOr the school year 1937-38, Finds that
a larger proportion of teachers in
federally aided schools had received degrees more recently.
and bad been in service a shorter length of time than attended approved institutions.
had teachers in non-reimbursed
schools; that a wider range of home economics
courses were pursued by teachers in federally aided schools than by those in
schools ; that the majority of teachers
in both types of schools taught one ornop-reimbursed
subjects other than home economies, attended
the state home economics convention4. more
subscribed to a professional magazine: and participated In a variety of extracurricular activities; and
that the home economics supervisory
program was of more value to teachers in federally
aided schools than to those in nonreimbursed schools as this program is provided for teachers
in federally aided schools only.
2042. Tucker, Katherine knu. Detailed

units for a boy's course In homemaking for uselin Kansan high schools. Master's, 1938.
Kans. Bt. Coll.
Studies the reactions of the boys to the material
presented in class to 40 junior

and
senior boys in the Topeka high school. and the units
revised on the basis of their comments
Presents detailed units for a bigh-scbool course in homemaking
for boys.
2043. VanDeusen, Nay. A comparative
study of the effectiveness of a buying,
unit taught to first-year ho:. *king girl&
Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. 87
p.'ms.

Studies the effectiveness of a unit on buying canned
goods taught in the foods class at
the Woodward, Okla. high school. Finds that the
unit
was
effective, but not the best that
could be taught.

2044. Vaughn, Inger Scheis. The
reconstruction of home ecdnomks in the
intermediate school. Master's, 1987. Hawaii.
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2045. Weidman, Leah Edna. Home econoillics curriculum implications developing from certain practices of a selected group of boys. Master's, 1938.
Iowa State.

70 p. ms.

'Shows the need for In;truction in the selection of c'othing : in spending money to get
the maximum value for it ; fabrics. color combinations, good t:tste in dress; in fashion ; in
tbe care of clothing. Recommends that provisiops for such training be included in a

general home economics course which may be elected hy all boys (luring their senior high

school work.

b

2048. Williams, Dorothy L. Study of educational and vocational possibilities
through home economics education. Master's, 1937. N. y St. Coll. for Teach.
109 p. ms.

2017. Wilmore, H. M. nix homemaking experiences of girls enrolled in home
economics in 19 Kansas high schools. Master's. 1937. Kans. St. Coll.
Finds that the girls had hactoa wide variety of experiences in working at home and more
than half of the 400 girls w 44{ earning part or all of their spending money.

2048. Wynn, Bessie Edith. Evaluatiotw of home project work by 60 mothers
of homemakinepupils in three Texas towns. Master's, 1938, Iowa State. 87
P.

ms.

Finds that mothers of homemaking pupils believe that project experiences are a means of
pupil development but that as selected. planned, and conducted for pupils in this group.
home projects did not meet pupil needs of a large part of the group; that they rt.cognize
many values derived from home project work by the home and the family : that they prefer
tbe continuation of home project work as a part of the regular homemaking program for
high schools; and the they can furnish information knd suegestions (oncerning home
protect work of pupils that may be valuable to homemaking teachets in determining results
of borne project work and in adjustivg plans for guidance of pupils so as to meet pupil
needs.

CHARACTER EDUCATION

I4

./

2049. Aitken, Margaret Agnes. A program of temperance education for highschool Youth in the local church. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
2060. Bonney, Lucy Perkins. The church and character eaftrattti. jisAndover Newton. 38 p. ins!
2051. Costello, Mary Ethel. Character education in a school system. Master's, 1938. Villanova. 137 p. ms.
2052. Cribley, Leslie. Building morale in the public schools. Master's, 1938.
Ohio State. 85 p. ms
ter's, 1938.

Studies the factors contributing to high moralg among the staff, student body, and the

community.

2053. Cummings, Margaret M. Personnel administration ns a factor in the
Christian education of college students. Master's, 1938, Biblical Seminary.
111 p. ms.
2t144 Dayton, Charles S. Human sex beiOavior in the light of creedal postulate,' and biological discoveries. Doctor's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in:
University of Pitttiburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of publications, 14: 63-70)
Shows tbe need for the religious educator to apprpciate the natural capacities and limitations of his pupil's in planning his character education objectivet Finds that modern
biology designates definite methods by which the sexual attributes of human nature may be
directed to standards of behavior that are individually and socially acceptable.
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2055. DeLoache, Lucille Craighead. An experiment in character development through the teaching of home economics in Kimball high school. Mastccs,
1938. Ohio State.
Describes nn'expertment conducted w!th girls ratwing in age from 16 to l'St
years in thc
Kimball, W. Va., high school. in the minim; region, to determine whether
character could he
successfully developed through home economies courses.

2036. Deorocka, Sister M. Rita. Psycho-analysis of character education in
the junior high school from the Catholic viewpoint. Master's, 1938. Villanova.
126 p. ms.

*2057. Dwyer, Madeline T. Character education through biography.
1938. Boston Univ. 102 p. ms.

tei's,

M:

Defines character and character education. Attempts to ¡Wove
by specific exemplification
the lives of six fainc.us women that there are many traits worthy of acquiring.
that by the possession of them, these women did a great deal for civi'ization. Shows and
that
these
thrliough

women succeeded because they possesed characteristics which high-school
students are
being taught to adopt as their own. Studies the lives and outstanding
characteristics of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning. Florence Nightingale, Dorothea Dix,
Clara Barton, Jane
Addams, and Joan of Arc.

2058. Gray, John Ellis. A survey of the juvenile character-developnwnt
activities of social and civic agencies in Beaumont, Texas, with a proposed plan
for their coordination. Master's, 1938. Texas.
2059. Hill, J. Davis. Ethical attitudes histing among high-school student
relative to forms of deceit. Master's, 193S. West Texas St. T. C. 135 p. ms.
2060. Horan, Sister Rose Angela. An investigation of the ideals of present
day adolescents. Master's, 1938. Ind. St. T. C. 321 p. ms. (Abstract in:
Indiana state tenchelbs college. Teachers college journal, 9: 194-95, July 193m

Attempts to determine whether high-school boys and girls nre consciously selecting
ideals
as guides In their daily life; the nature of these ideals; the extent to which th% prefer
enees and attitudes of adolescents toward recreational. home, vocational. and fr:endship
interests reflect wholesome standards; and the spirit in which they approach the subject
of ideals and respond to a study of them.

2061. Hornsby, Elizabeth Jean.

A

program of training in certain character

traits for the fourth grade. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in:
L)uisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 98)
2,062. Loftus. Rey. John Thomas. Etbical concepts in recent svcondarv cur-

.
Master's, 1938. Catholic Univ. 110 p. ms.
Tabulates and evaluates the ethical concepts in character education In 120 recent highschool courses of study.
riculq.

e

'2063. McKee, Josephine Miller. A course on manners and social customs:
a study of its development, teaching, and testing as a part of the group guidanee
program for the eighth grade of the junior high school, Jeffersonville, Indiana.
Master's, 1987. Louisville. 170 p. ms.
Develops a course of Andy on manners and social customs, which
I. taught to the
eighth grade of the junior high school, and develops a test aud administers
it to the
pupils of the eighth grade to determine the gains made in good manners due to the
course.

2064. Pollock, Nary Delphine. Character education through Browning.
Master's, 1938. Arizona St. T. C. 88 p. ma.
Attempts to develop a unit for character education based upon certain of Robert
Brown
ing's poems.

2065. Russ, Ashley Roche. An experiment in character education in the
secondary schools. Master's,. 1988. Peabod7.-104 p. ms.
Finds that a program for character education is desirable
and possible ; that it is a
continuing process whose results take time to determine; that the homeroom
teacher
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be the comer of the program ; that the school and the community should work
together in the development of a character education program which will provide excellent
material for a guidance program.

should

2066. Stocklin, Edith Helen. Character deve14pment through the practice of
progressive education principles. Master's, 193S. Ohio Univ. 52 p. ms.
2067. Thompson, Doris Elizabeth. Some factors related to the expressed
attitudes of high-school seniors .with special reference to chea t i ng. Master's,
mis. Texas.

2068. Wilkinson, Herbert James. A suggested program for the teaching of

human relations in the public schools of Florida.

51aster's, 1938.

Florida.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

2069. Ahrens, Katharine G. A study of materials opproved by the boards of
the Presbyterian church in the United States of America during the past sixyear cycle for the older young people on the subject of better inter-nicial attitudes. Master's, 1938. Presbyterian Coll.
2070. Albers, Evelyn Agnes. Teaching the life of Jesus through primary

Master's, 19. Andover Newton.
2071. Alexander, Marcelle V. A study of the personnel. status, and activities

worship programs.

of directors of religious education (in local Protestant chur('hes of the United
States and Canada). Master's, 1M8, Presbyterian Coll.
2072. Bacon, Charles Marion. Christian education through recreation in
certain semi-rural churches. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
2073. Baitzer, Sister Mary Loyola. A study on' retenlion. based on A course
in religion for the elementary .whoolx. Master's, 1938. Loyola. 74 p. ms.
Studies the effect of summer vacation upon retention of materials stud!ed in religion by
children in grades 3 to 7 inclusivé. Finds a small hut significant 10.4 by the children in
each grade studied.

'2074. Barker, Earl Pickett. The contribution of NIethodism to education in
Kentucky. Doctor', 1937. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college for
teachers, 1937. 8 p.
Abstroct of Contribution to education, no. 19S)
Show that Methodism has contributed to the past. present. and future of education in
Kentucky.

2075. Barre, Rev. Aime Joseph. The history and present status of religious
Instruction among the Franco-American population of t&r--Dioeese of Fall River.
Master's, 1938. Catholic Univ. 46 p. ms.
Studies the background of the Franco-Amer&n, religious instruction in the parochial
schools. and phases of religious instruction outside the parochial schools.

2076. Beard, Marshall Rust. A history of religious activities at the Iowa
state teachers college.

Cedar Falls. Iowa, state teachers college, 11)38. tt4 p. ms.
2077. Blackstone, James H.. jr. An analysis of the recorded prayers of the
Old Testament. Master's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of publications, 14: 363-64)
Studies tbe religious development of the Hebrew nation through their rrorded prayers
which cover 16 centuries.

2078. Bresnahan, Paul X. A study of the religious training of delinquent
children as shown by 50 cases appearing before the Providence Juvenile court
between November 1936 and November 1937, 10 of which were studied intensively.
Mager's, 1988. Boston Coll.
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2079. Bruton, Marie Josephine. Religion and
modern social trends. Mas.
ter's, 1938. Boston Univ. 118 p. ms.
..
Attempts to discover the nature and extent of (he
work of tbe Christian church. and
particularly that of the Roman Catholic church in
presenf-day
social reconstruction. D.
cusses the communism of Soviet Russia, and the
fascism of Italy and Germany, and thp
attitudes of
the Roman Catholic church toward them.

.2080. Bundy, Leon F. E.

%

The emphasis on religion in courses of
study : the
relative space given to religions in courses of study
in the field of the social studies
in grades 7 to 12, inclu !ive. Master's,
1938. Syracuse. 37 p. ms.
Analyses 12 courses of st dy. state and' city.
published between 1926 and 1936.
close relationship between the
a
percentage of religious content in courses of study Finds
anti in
textbooks. newspapers, and periodicals. Shows
that a definite place has 'been giv..n tn
religion in certain grades: that in some
courses of study religion is mentioned

in the $4.%.etitb
or eighth grade and not again, whereas in others
it ig not mentioned until an upper grade
Sugggests that civilisation would be improved if
young people were taught the aims and
possible benefits of religious training.
el

2081.6Cu11y

adolescents.

Hendig Brubaker. Biography
Master's, 1938. Hartford.

in the religious education

of

2082. Eagleson, Hodge MacIlvain. A
vocabulary study of the catechismsused by the churches of the Federal council of
churches of Christ in America.
Doctors, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University
of Pittsburgh. Abstract
of theses, researches in progress, and
bibliography of publications, 14: 71-7S)
Constructs a test to measure the comprehension
of words

used in the catechisms of
the churches of the 'various denominations
the Federal council of churches
of Christ in America. Administers the test tocomposing
1,304
in McKeesport. Beaver Falls, Rochester, and West eighth-grade pupils in public schook
View. Pa. Finds that the highest
ranking group of eighth-grade pupils tested
comprehended the meaning of little more than
60 percent of the technical
methods of catecbesis.

vocabulary of the catechism. showing

a need for

improved

2083.*Eitzen, David D. The possibility of
developing studies in pastoral
counseling in the School of religion of the University
of S'outhern California.
Master's, 1938. Southern California.
;4:r

Erdman, Marjorie W. The plakbe of the
Christian euéation of youth in the Presbyterian communicants' class ill the
church in the United States of
America.
2084.

Master's, 1938. Biblical Seminary. 115 p. ms.
2085. Gates, John A. The concept
of the kingdom of God in religious education. Doctor's, 1938. Yale.
t2086. Goodier, Floyd T. The vacation
church school: a project furthered
through student teaching. Normal, Illinois state normal
university, 1938. 25 p.
(Illinois state normal university bulletin, vol. 361
no. 151)
2087. Gordon, Oliver B. Church
programs for you i
adults.
.

1938.

Doctor's,

Yale.

2088. Gwin, John L.
nessee. 59 p. ms.

Religious education in

ID

sous.

Master's, 1938. Ten-

Deals with the origin and development of the
States; tbe duties and obligations of the chaplainp son reform movement in the United
; and the programs of religious education carried on in the state and federal prisons.

2089. Henry, Tobias F. The
development of
Church of the Brethren in the United States. religious education in the
(Abstract 4s: University of Pittsburgh. AbstractsDoctor's, 1938. Pittsburgh.
of theses, researches in
progress, and bibliography of publications, 14: 122-23)

Gives a brief general history of the
church, its early program of religious education,
the development of the Sunday school to
tbe year 1881, and its later development, and
various other educational activities,
-

-

r
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2090.

Hewitt, Fenelon D.. jr. The present -problem of adult religious educaDoctor's, 1938. Southern Baptist. 191 p. ms.
Hooper, Myron T. Young people's work in Proteqant churches in the

tion in the South.
2091.

United States.
2092.

Doctor's, 193S.

Chicago.

Hoitsley, Loma Ruth. The Christian education of unreached children
Master's, 1:3S. Biblical Seminary. 120 p. ms.

and youth HI America.

2093. Iohns, Don. A study of scholastic aptitutde and religious attitudes of
Master's, 1938. Texas.

bigh-sehool seniors.
2094.

Jones, Edna Elouise. Situations for rviigious education in publie

schools,

with special reference to the elementary grades of certain Texas ('om-

munities. Master's, 1937. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southet:n Methodist university. Abstracts of theses: masters' degrees in tlw Graduate schoo),
no. 5: 43-44)

Concludes that there are many situations for religious education present in the public
schools, and some of them are being used to help children grow in Christian character ;

that attitudes of teatchers are important in most situations; that guidance by teachers

and leaders is important for growth in Christian character; that du'cating for leisure

time is of interest to religious education; that materials are not as important as point

of view; that problem children need specialists In the fields of medicine and mental hygiene

in many instances and should not be the entire responsibility of teachers; and that

educators should continue to wortidor tbe elimination of harmful effects of grading
systems and contests.

2005. Jones, John Hal
youth.

Master's, 193S.

Th e developpent of Christian personality in college
ndover Newton. 46 p. ms.

2096. Kearney, Sizter Mary Elizabeth. The Tenne&see Valley authority and
its implications for Catholic education in that region. Master's, 1938. Catholic
Univ. 50 p. ms.
Studies education in the region of the Tennessee river to show the effect of Governmental activities along educational lines, and to indicate the implications for the extengion of Catholic education.

2097. Kemp, Charles Frederick. The program of the local church for later
adolescence. Master's, 1938. Drake. 151 p. ms.
2098. Kilpatrick, Walter S. Sources of primitive Christian worship forms.
Master's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts
of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of publications, 14 : 370-71)
Shows that the early Christian church was subject 'to the direct and the indirect
influences of a wide variety of worship systems.

Mo. Krueger, E. Irene. The Christian education of the early adolescent
through a summer program.

Master's, 1938. '\ Biblical Seminary. 96

p. ms.

2100. Langford, Samuel Fraser. Survivals of primitive beliefs in presentday religions. Master's, 1938: Southern California.

a

A study of religious education in 15 rural

2101. Ludemann, Henry
churches in eastern Connecticut. Master's, 1938. Hartford.
2102. Meyer, Edgar V. The function of the Newman club in certain representative universities. Master's, 1938. Louisitna State. 43 p. ms.
¡cilkn.

11?

Studies tbe function of the Newman club in the University of Florida, the University of
Illinois, and Louisiana state university in training students in the philoSopby of education of the Roman Catholic church.
2108. Xinkler, Helen A. Sources of catechetical instruction in the first four
centuries of the Christian church. Master's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in:
University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and

bibliography of publications, 14: 874-75)
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2104. Morton, Robert B.

A comparative
study of the religious attitnilt. (if
s:ifilents and young business people before
and after leaving home.
Master's, 193s. Louisiana State. 41 p. ms.

r1)1 le2'e

Studies the religious attitudes of 40 business people
who had been working away from
not been to college. and the religious attitudes
t)f 5n
that 5.2 percent of each
ip change little: that
in the rest of each group the number
who become more relig s after leaving
home is
about equal to the number who become less
religious; that the business group and thp
students showed similar attitudes toward the church
before leaving home. but the bn:insi,,
group show little change since leaving home.
while the students' attitude is gcnoralh
less favorable and shows an increase
in range.
l'ome for 2 or more years and had
college juniors and seniors. Finds

2105.

Jesus.
2106.

or

Parsons, Joy. What the young people of today
are thinking :ow)ut
Master's, 193s. Andover Newton. 5s p. ms.
Pendell, Thomas Roy. A study of the
Methodist youth moN enient.

Master's, 1938.

Southern California.
*2107. Rankin, Fay Swogger. The
religious
a cotnparative study. Doctor's, 1937. reabody. attitudes of college students.
Nashville, George Peabody
college for teaclwrs, 1938. 81 p.
(Contribution to education, no. 206)

Analyzes responses of 815 undergraduate college
students in four undergraduate college.
two of which are liberal arts colleges under
church
control, to a questionnaire on their
Feligious beliefs and attitudes. Shows
a tendency for the more educationally advanced
groups to be slightly more liberal in their
religious beliefs than the less advanced ¡cutups:
that the church is probably a stronger determinant
of tbe students' religious attitudes
than either the students' own educational
advancement or the educational advancement
of either parent ; that the students who, while
in college, become radically more libvral
in their religious attitudes are exceptional.

Rankin, Robert P. The conflict of the creeds,
in the effort to meet the need for religious andProtestant, Catholic,
character education
mong underprivileged childt'en in tbe community.
2108.

ilnd Jewish,

Bachelor of Divinity,

Union Theological.

193$.

2109. Schlosser, M. Winifred. A
study of the use of Scripture memoriza.tion
in modern primal y church school
curricula. Master's, 1938. Biblical Seminary.
72 p. ms.

4

Spencer, Lizzie Dorothy. Jesus. a guide
to
interpretations for high-school students. Master's,
2110.

a study of

19381

-records and

Hartford.

2111. Stephens, Emma Simpson.
A study of the emphasis put upon religious
education in institutions of higher learning
in Georgia. Master's, 1937
General Assembly's Tr. Sch. 51 p. tns.

Studies the state-supported.

private. and denominational schools
in Georgia. Shows
that the private and state institutions
lag in religious educational interest and
effort.
2112. Streck, Rev. Leo J. A study
of the curriculum of the religious vacation school, elementary grades. Master's,
1938. Catholic Univ. 79 p. ms.
Presents a critical analysis of the
curriculum recommended by the
Confraternity of
Christian doctrine for the elementary grades
of the religious vacation school.
Finds the
curriculum well planned and prOtical and suited
to the purposes of the religious vacation
st hook
2113. Sweetland, Lucile E.
The study of parent-child celebrations in
selected
churches. Master's, 1938. Presbyterian
Coll.
2114. Taylor, Mary Lee. The
use of poetry in worship sewices for the
middle adolescent. Master's, 1968.
Biblical Seminary. 127 p. m&
2115. Thomson, Rev. William
David. The training of lay catechists for the
teaching of religion to the Catholic
children in the public school& Master's,
1938. Catholic Univ. 80 p. ms,
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1

and 'the actual teaching
2116. Tripp, Myra A. The preparation made by
intermediate
departments of
procedures used by the teachers in junior and
churches of different sizes where the Westtni4141ter departmental graded lessons
nre in use. Master's 1938. Presbyterian Coll.
of the pro2117. Vaught, Mau Hardin. A suggested plan for the revision
Master's,
1938.
Virginia
industrial
area.
in
1
Christian
education
of
gram
p.
ins.
120
Biblical Seminary.
2118. Wingerd, Mark. The development of the Board of Christian education
in the Presbyterian church, Iv. S. A. Master's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in:
University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and WWIágraphy of publications, 14: 380-81)

Traevs the edu-cational work of the Presbyttflan church since 1735, and the work of
the Board O'f Christian education since its organization in 1923.
*2119.

Yates, Otis Webster. History of the Sm!day school board of the

PeaboU. Nash\ Hie, George PeaSouthern Baptist convention. Iloctor's,
(Abstract
of Contribution to education,
body college for teachers, 1939. 5 p.
no. 232)
Studies educational work among Southern Baptists between 1845 and 1935.

Findfr that

.

the educational activities showed a steady growth by adding new activitit's at various
intervals.

PRESCHOOL EDUCATION
2120.

Boyle, Sister Mary Marcia. Voettintlary of nursery school children

as revealed by free conversation. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 49 p. ins.
Studies the vocabularies of a group of nursery school children as revealed by their
unstimulated conversations during all of their activities in the'nursery school. Learns that
thtbre is a marked increase in the running words after the child reaches the 3-year period:
that slang and trite expressions are used by children of all ages; that the use of incorrect
verb forms is the most frequently recorded error in all groups; and that the total number
of words used by the entire group was 1,564.
2121.

Brubaker, Miriam H. The attention span of 4-year-old children in

self-initiated activities. Master's, 1938. California, L. A.
Studies the attention span of *year-old children in a nursery school set-up where
the subjects were engaged in self-initiated play activities. Finds slight difference in the
range of attention between boys and girls at this level; that there is inconsistency in
attention span with long and short periods appearing irrespective of the kind of material
used-or its use on different days. Finds that sand, large blocks, climbing apparatus. and
clay have the greatest holding power, based on total time spent.

A study of certain mental functions and their
relation to cbanges lu the intelligence of preschool children. Doctor's, 1938.
2122. Coffey, Hubert Stanley.

Iowa.

(Abstract in: University of Iowa. Series

on

aims and progress of

.
research, no. 57)
Attempts to determine to what extent the changes in intelligence associated with

preschool attendance involve corresponding changes in certain mental functions. Describes
an experiment in which a battery of tests was administered to 65 children attending
preschool at Iowa City.

2123. Dolan, Mary Ann. Child animism and the use of pronouns. Master's,
1938. Clark. (Abstract in: Clark University. Abstracts of dissertatiops and
theses, 1938: 127-29)
Studies the produuna used by 43 4-year-old nursery school children in an attempt to
,

determine whether or not child onimiam is preceded by a mistaken use of language. Finds
that the majority of subjects conformed to tbe adult usstge, and concludes that child
animism is not generally preceded by an application of personal pronouns to, inanimate
objects.

4
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Erwin, Evalyn. A study of handwork, science,Ind
nature study at..
tivities in 33 nursery schools. Master's, 1938. Tennessee.
52 p. zns.
t2125. Iowa. University. Studies in
preschool education, I. Iowa city.
193R. 282 p. (University of Iowa
studies, new series, no. 346. Studies in child
welfare, vol. 14)
2124.

Contents: (1) Child development and preschool education,
by Ruth Updegraff. p. 12-25:
(2) Behavior of young children in failure: An experimental
attempt to discover and
modify undesirable responses of preschool
children 'td failure. by Mary Elizabeth Keister,to
p. 29-43; (3) Effect of training
upon singing ability and musical interest of 3-. 4-,
and
5-year-old children, by Ruth Updegraff, Louise
Heiliger, and Janet Learned, p. 85-133:
(4) ,Objective method for recording 3- and 4-year-old
children's enjoyment of stories, par.
ticularly applied to a study of fanciful and
studies, by Marjorie Mantor. p.
135-41 (5) Literature for 2-year-old children, realistic
by Eleanor A. Lack, p. 171-98; (6) -Preliminary study af the effects of previous nursery school
attendance upon 5-year-old children
entering kinsli4garten, by Theresa J. Peterson, p. 199-248.
2126.

Jakway, Isabel Amy. Manual achievements of
preschool

Master's, 1938.

Iowa.

2127. Little, Henrietta H.

children.

A study of the relationship

between nursery
school training and social maturity of the
pre-tichool child. Master's, 1938.
Penn. State. 29 p. mg.
Indicates that children with a superior
socio-economic environment tend to maintain
a higher IQ than those with an inferior socio-economic
environment; that nursery school
experience, tends to increase the IQ of children
that a superior intelligence does not guarantee of the same socio-economic environment;
a superior degree of social maturity; and
that the nursery school experience may cause a lowering
of the rate of social maturity.
2128. lipCandless, Boyd Rowden. The
effect of enriched educational experiences upon the growth of intelligence of very
suptiPlor pregehool children.
Master's, 1938. Iowa.

-

2129. Maddox, Edith E. A study
of the responses of 4-year-old children
to mechanical and non-mechanical play materials.
Master's, 1938. California, L. A.

Attempts to determine whether the choice and
play materials are related to age, sex, intelligence, use of mechanical and non-mechanical
the examiner. Finds that more sustained use of the father's occupation, or stimulation by
materials to which they are attracted
is evident on the part of older children; that
both boys and girls were attracted to the
mechanical materials more than to the
materials, although the boys'
preference was more outstanding than thenon-mechanical
girls' ; that there is a positive relationship
between IQ and the choice and use of mechanical
material; that there is no relation
between the child's use of this material and the father's
occupation; and that after the
examiner demonstrates the use of the material
some changes in preference are Doted,
especially on the part of the girls.
2130. Read, Katherine H. Behavior
ratings of
relation to faetois of the home environment. Master's,nursery school children in
1938. Purdue. 117 p. ms.
t2131. Skeels, Harold X.; Updegraff,
Ruth;
liams, Harold M. A study of environmental Wellmart, Beth L; and Wilstimuldtion : An orphanage preschool project. Iowa City, University of Iowa,
1938. 191 p. (University of
Iowa studies, new series, no. 363. Studies in child
welfare, vol. 15, no. 4)
Attempts to determine the effects of preschool
education
introduced into tbe lives of
underprivileged children living in an orphanage, by
comparing a control kroup living
under the same conditions with an experimental
Indicates that the preschool exerted a profound group which attended the preschool.
upon the children during the
period of preschool enrollment ; that at the endinfluence
of the experiment the preschool was
made an integral part of the school oyster, the
orphanage taking over entire responsibility.
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2132. Travis, Esther Talley. A survey of the nursery schools for white
:.hildren in the District of Columbia and vicinity. Magter's, 1938. George Washington. 108 p. ma.
Gathers factual data on the types, locations, and accommodations of the nursery schools
16

around Washington, D. C., their internal administrative organizations, their phys¡cal 4et-up, the scope of their programs for serving the children, parents, and committees,
and the activities being conducted by them in the fields of professional education and of
research. Describes a total of 27 schools. Finds the nursery schools to be of three types:
Institutions controlled by private individuals; schools connected with settlement houses,
supported by the Community chest ; and emergency nursery schools provided for by the
Works progress administration. Shows that of the 504 children enrolled in the 27 schools,
there are a few more boys than girls; that there are 76 staff members in the 27 schools;
that 9 of the schools have staff members who serve only part time, most of the group
consisting of music or dancing teachers, nutritionists. pstrhologists, or doctors; that 55
teachers give their entire time to the rem children ; that 57 percent of the group are college
graduates, 22 percent have had some college training. 15 percent are high-school graduates, and 6 percent have had from 1 to 2 years in high school. Compares the physical
set-up, lavatory facilities, and play equipment of the schools. Discusses the length of the
school year. the daily program. and the services to the community. Finds that the schools
have given little attention to educating the community to understand nursery institutions.
In and

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, INCLUDING KINDERGARTEN
*2133. Alderfer, Clement J. Administrative procedures invblved in changing
Doctor's, 1938. New York. 110

emphasis in an elementary -school program.
p.

ms.

Analyses replies from 28 elementary school principals as to the procedures used in
changing from a formalised to a vitalized school program. Vinds that the principal
must be convinced that the change is desirable &nd must have definite plans for the
change; that teachers' views were changed by a period, of innInsive training, growth of
the professional library in the school, teachers' meeting*, and school visitation; that
the classroom change was an evolving process; that the bewic tt4in f curriculum change
was to teach pupils to think, arid the use of units of work growing
of children's needs
and interests instead of the subject mastery program; that chan s In buildings and
physical equipment were accomplished by changing the type of school furniture, additions
to buildings, utilization of unused space and increasing the number of special rooms, and
by the creation of interest centers in the classrooms; that parents were informed and the
new program was appraised through the parent-teacher association, local press, school
newspaper, home-room meeting a parents, and by special school bulletins.

2134. Alexander, Martha King. Seventy-three years of kindergarten in KenMaster's, 1938. Peabody. 108 p. Ins.
Traces the history of the kin5lergarten in Kentucky from the inauguration of the first
kindergarten in 1865 to date. Mows that only five towns of more than 10,000 population
tucky.

have the kindergarten as an integral part of the pablic-school system.

2135. Bagg, John S. A comparative study of the IQ's and achievement

scores of eighth-grade
Temple. 119 p. ms.

students in Burlington county, New Jersey. Master's, 1938.

2136. Boettcher, Nita Toney. A survey and critical analysis of the educational and health status of pupils in a large Los Angeles elementary school. Mas-

ter's, 1938. Southern California.

.

2137. Brewster, Marjorie Aileen. An investigation of the factors which
%he verse writing of sixth-grade children.
Master's, 1938. Southern

affect

California,

2188. Burdettej Lela L. Integrating the work of the first and second grade
children. Master/a, 1938, Peabody. 80 p. ms.
Studies 23 first- and second-grade çhildren in an ungraded rural school in
an integrated
Indicates that children progress more rapidly in an impersonal situation than in
a formal Frogman.
program.

156103-40-24
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2139. Cansfield, Arthur Howard. The relation
of the school achie\empnt f
the pupil to the economic status of the parent. Mas;ter's,
1938. Michigan.
2140. Conzett Grace Mildred. Some attitudes
and activities of sixth grad
pupils and their implications for education. Master's, 1938.
Ohio state. 111

p.

11 Is.

Finds that the educational program needs to he
adjusted to the needs of particular
children; that worth-while activities should be supplied in order
to cure anti-social be.
havior; and that the children moed experience in democratic
living in school,
Jim

2141. Cue, James Lewis. The progress of a group of
children through no,
elementary and junior high school. Master's, 193S. Indiana.
109 p. ms.
2142. Cummings, Floyd Charles. A plan of
reorganization for the element:in
schools of Lincoln county, Wisconsin, attendance areas.
Master's, 1938. Wiseonsin.
2143. Curry, John Joseph. The eighth-grade
elementary school: An ex:mition of its possibilities as a unit in ok school organization.

Doctor's,

Boston Coll.

1938.

2144. Dale, George Allan. A comparison of two groups of elementary
school
children classified for school adjustment on a basis of teacher rating.
Doctor',
1938. Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa.
Series on aims and progress of
research, no. 571
Attempts to determine the differences in psychológical
and anthropometrie mensurvs
between two groups Of elementary school children who
were classified. respectively. b)
tfieir teachers as adjusted and maladjusted in school
relationships. Administers tests (4
intelligence, school achievement, personality charactliptics.
and knowledge of social stand.
ards to 51 boys and 20 girls classified as maladjusted.
and to 48 boys and 52 girls classified
lift adjusted. Indicates that ;here are statistically
significant differences between the two
groups of children in intelligence, sehool achievement, knowledge
of social standards, age.
and school attendance; that there were tenderies toward
distinct
differences between the
two groups in certain of the personality traft
of anthropometric measures between the two measured. Finds no difference In terms
groups; and that the groups selected 117
teachers did not differ reliably in terms e their
responses to tbe tests of personality
adjustment which were used.
2145. Davis, Thomas J. The contact trip for
education in vocations for the
elementary and high schbol. MaMer's, 1938. Washington. 72 p. Ms.

Studies the us* of school excursions in other countries, in New
York, and in Lester, Wash
Finds that the United States does not use school excursions
as much as other countries:
that excursions are possible in the schools of America : and that
more of this type of work
is being done in Washington each year.

2146. Douglass, Frank Scott.
Master's. 1938. Iowa.

The breathing capacity of whool children.

2147. Doyle, Sister Mary Clarissa. Skite department
regulations of private
elementary schools. Master's, 1938. Fordham. 144 p. ms.

Classifies mandatory and voluntary regulations,
regulatory practices, and verbatim statements of state school officers of 47 state departments
of education. Finds that private
elementary schools are independent of statutory and mandatory
state department regulations
in most of the states ; that they have affiliated voluntarily
in a quarter of the states; and
that the relationship between the state department and the
private elementary school, is

generally wholesome.
2148. Duke, Oeor ge W.

a.

The distribution, elimination,

ance of the public elementary school children of Marshallprogress, and attendcounty, Oklahoma.

Master's, 1938. Okiihoma. 100 p. ms.
Studies the records of a total of 2,100 pupils as to attendance,
progress, elimination.
Finds that a large percentage of the pupils is retarded
from one-half a year to several years;
tbe number of retarded boys is about 10 percent higher
than the number of retarded girls;

0
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ttendance of
is better

the average
there I a positive relationship between attendance and progress:
of pupils in independent schools (yi ty)
girls exceeds that of boys ; the attendance
than of pupils in dependent schools (rural).

Fleck, Theodore Allan. Relation of achievement 1)f eighth-grade graduMaster's, 1938. Kansas st.,Coll.
ates to size of school.
practicability of the accrediting system
2150. Ford, Henry T. The value and
of
Custer
county, Oklahoma. Master's, 1938.
rural
schools
for the elementary
2149.

and M. Coll.

Okla. A.

of basic subject mattcr. iblitrancy find ti mire in high school. and
subjects by j.ttiAls from accredited and non-accredited rural
high-school
marks made
the accredited schools are younger. have a
elementary Ichools. Finds .t hat pupils from
they
have
covered, are more apt to continue their
of
the
subject
matter
knowledge
better
rural
elementary schools ; and the t there
pupils
from
the
non-a(
crl
(1114,41
schooling than are
of
ig no significant difft rence in average marks made by the graduates of the two types
Compares knowINIge
in

schools.

Sex differences and educational achievement of puhli
children. Master's, 1938. Temple. 58 p. ms.

2151.

school

Forney, Roy S.

Administers the Stanford achievement test to 1.566 childmk from grades 4 to 9; matches
and girls for grade and 1Q. Find, that in literature. history. civics, geography, and
arithmetic averages the boys led in all glades. whercas dictation %VHS the only subject in

boys

which the

girls led in all krades.

t2152. Garrison, Charlotte G., Shibehy, Emma D. and Dalgliesh, Alice. The
Horace Mann kindergarten for 5-year-old children. New York, Teachers college,
Columbia university, 1937. 146 p.
Discusses the factors to be considered in making a plan for teaching; characteristics of
the 5-year-old child; the tffironment g nertil orgitnization of the kindergaltl,n ; the
;

curriculum ; home and school relationships ; and using the specific situation.

2153. Gibbens, Mary Ruth. Faefors affecting the companionship and social
activity of kindergarten children. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 56 p. ms.
Studies 23 kindergarten children in ,a college demonstration school. Finds that the most
important factor in determining choi4 and frequency of companionship is sex, as children
tend to choose friends of the same sex.

2154. Gound, Hanford D. A comparative study of the hiental abilities and
achievement of the white children in Schuller, Oklahoma, and the Negro children
in a NegrOhool. Master's, 1938. Oklahoma. 101 p.
Shows that the white children surpassed the Negro children in every instance except in
two of the four comparkons in arithmetic reasoning.

2155. Grout, Paul Asbury. Trends in scholastics, enrollment, average daily
attendance, and age-grade distribution of SpanNh-American pupils in Lyford,
Texas, public schools, 19334938. Master's, 1938. Tex. Coll: of Arts and Ind.
P. Ms.

;I

2156. Harlow, Justin E., fr. A study of school adjustment problems of (10
children in the West Deer township public schools. Master's, 1938. Pittsburgh.
(Abstract in: University 4of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, reseatches in.
progress, and bibliography of public ations, 14: 419-20)
Studies 60 of the 1,820 overage pupils in a school system in a eoal mining area of Allegheny
county, Pa.. using scores made on intelligence and educational tests, .records of school marks
and promotions, and interviesis with the pupils in an attempt to determine the causes of
maladjustment. Finds that the outstanding reason for retardation was insufficient intelligence to do the work of a standard elementary school curriculum. Recommends that a
modifi

tion of Terman's "five track" plan with homogeneous grouping be put into practice

in thor on]] of a departmental system, whereby each pupil may take his class work in the

Important tool subjects with the grade in which his achievement test results, MA. and
previous school experience indicate he can do the work ; that special classes be made part
who cannot profit from the traditional academic curof the school system.' so that
-
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St.,

riculum can learn simple motor skills and a minimum of
training classes should be offered with the ultimate aim ofacademic work; and that Imam*
equipping-an entire building for
use by shop classes.

\

2157. Hernandez, Arcadia. A study of
retarded Spanish-speaking chihirm
in the second grade. Master's, 1938. Texas.
2158. Hickey, Loretta Agnes. Endocrine
disturbances, physical, mental alifi
emotional; and types found in school children. Master's,
1938. Southern
California.
2159. Hipskind, Sister M. John Frances.
Measuring attitudes of cleniciiion
school children toward their teachers. Mayier's,
1938: Purdue. 62 p. nis.

Describes an experiment in which the Thitretone-Remmers
technique was employed in the
construction of an attitude'scale measuring the attitudes of
toward their teachers. Shows an absence of a relationship elementary school childrin
between attitudes toward
teachers on the one band and intelligence, achievement. and
chronological age on the otber;
that girls rate their teachers higher than do boys; that childt4n
from rttral schools rate
their teachers higher than children from urban scho9ls
teachers higher than do northern children ; that thee is; that southern children rate their
no difference between the rating);
assigned to their teachers by public-school c,hiitiren
and by parochial school chihlren ; that
the scales seem to have practical value insofar as they
differentiate between teachers toward
whom the children have desirable attitudes and
those toward whom the children have
undesirable attitudes.
tio

Cloy St. Claire. The status Of elementary and
ikivondar
schools in dual and in unit districts in Illinois. Doctor's,
1936. Chicago.' Chicago,
University of Chicago libraries, 1938. v. p.
'
*2160. Hobson,

2161. Holmes, Kathleen. The
construction and use of marionettes
larly with reference to Spanish-American elemental
school children.

Texas.
2162. Jones, Lyman

1938.
de

partivu
Mister's,
.

L. A comparative stfidy of the size

of elementary shuois
in relation to certain factors affecting personnel.
Master's, 1938. Louisiana
State. 157
tt

p. ma

Studies the else of the elementary school in
of dependents, annual salaries, professional relation to : Living In the community. ntinihvt
training, college issuing degree, type of teaching
certificate, number of positions held, number of parish
taught in, tenure in present Iasition, total teaching experience, types of
work engaged I
s of school, size of community
separate building, separate principal, and marital sta
there is a relationship between the sine of the school e of the teacher. Indicates that
and all of the factors except tbe
number of dependents and total teaching experience:
2163. King, Lester An experimental
problem in home study. Master's,
193& Peabody. 56 p. ans.
Attempts to determine the value of.home
Finds no significant difference between the study to students 0 the fifth and sixth grades.
group doing no home work and the group doing
about 1 hour of home work per day.
2164. Knoop, Paul C. Factors
conditioning scholastic achievement in subject-matter fields in an intermediate school. liasterN,
1937. Detroit. 39 p. all
Studies the scholastic achlevnient of 200
boys
who
bad
been
at the Foch intermediate
'school continuously through the eighth
and
between mechanical drawing and the other ninth grades. Finds a positive correlation
and MA ; between mechanical drawing and school subjects; between' mechanical drawing
chronological age ; and between Per-hanks1
drawtng and shop work. Indicates that age has
and that attendance is not an outstanding factor no bearing on achievement in shop work.
to considered in the degree of scholastic
achievement attained.
I

..

2165 Kovalewski, Ann F. Effect of
reward and punishment on success of
children's work. Master's, .1937. Fordham.
(Abstract ire: Fordham university.
'Dissertations accepted for higher degrees in the
Graduate school, 19B8;
81-82)
Investigates the effect of reward and punishinent
on the success of children's work. and
studies the attitudes '6f children award
reward and punishment, using as subjects, children

Ç.

r

4

-
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Finds the
divided as to the value of reward and punishment ; that the majority agreed
of poorwork ; and that children's work is
to the rewarding of good work and the punishing
affected to a small degree by reward and punishment.
2166. LaBudde, Frank R. Possible reorganization of the elementary schools
Master's, 19:K Wisconsin.
oif Racine county.
in

the seventh and eighth grades of a small elementary school on Staten Island.

children equally

2161.

Livesay, Virginia Nelle. A study of the learning !ability of seconddetermined by achievement levels. Master's, 1938. Oklahoma.

grade children as
142 p. ms.

2168. Long, Marcella.

4

ObservationA study of its purpose and content.

Master's, 1938. Ohio Unit. 134 p. ma.
Formulates the obJectives of the course in Observation in the elementary schools at Ohio
university.
2169.

Lucas, Theodore E.

Survey of Seventh-Day Adventist elementary

schools in intelligence and achievement. Master's, 1938.

Ind. St. T. C.

52

p. ms.

(Abstract in: Indiana state teachers college. Teachers college journal, 9: 191,
July 1938)
Studies the intelligence and achievement of 400 pupils in grades 3 to 8 in Seventh-Day
Adventist schools of Indiana, Illinois, and Michigan for the school year 1936-37. Shows the
group

to be well above the norm in reading, language usage, geography, physiology and

hygiene, and arithmetic computation; that the group it near the norm in dictation and
arithmettic reasoning, and below the norm in literature, history, and civics.

McFie,--Elva Lottie. The opportunities ,for diversified creathe experiences in the Held of puppetry in the public schools. Master's, 1938. Colo.
St. Coll. of Ed.
2170.

N

/

2171. McKee, Catherine Brantley. Effect of aid ta..dependent children oil
the kichpol progress of .50 white Atlanta children. Master's, 1938. Emory.

63p.ms.
Finds that these children have improved.in scholarship and attendance since receiving aid
; that the health of the group has improved, but not satisfactorily;
and that the children are reasonably careful of their personal appearance; that their initiative and leadOrship are their weak points; and that moat of the children have wbolegme
attitudes fairly free of dependency toward their obligations to the social order.
to depentlent children

2172. McKinley, Faye Reed. A comparative study of pupil growth under
varying school programs. Master's, 1938. Ohio Univ. 44 p. ms.
Seeks to discover what can be accomplished by way of personality development and
improved educational achievement by an informal nodal program.

2173. McManus, Sister M. Thowas AV:minas. The influence of two types of
interpolated activity upon the learning òf 6-year-old childreb. Master's, 1938.
146.
Catholic University. 16 p. ms.
2171. Malone, Helen Ives.' An evaluatk4of the use of classroom correction
of papers as a teaching device. Mast4s, 1938. 'Southern California.

2175. Mantor, Ruth. Principles and practices of auditorium activities
adapted to the elementary schools of Texas. Master;s, 1938. Texas.
2176. Maxwell, Myrtle V. Developmental influences of late entrance to
first grade. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 100 p. ma.
Presents case studies of 19 children who entered the first grade after 7 years df age.
Finds that late entrance had a favorable influence on these children.

2177. Morris, Neils A. An evaluation of first-hand experiences as a tiasis for
leArning in the primary grades. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 271 p. ms.
Finds that an experience curriculum is richer in content, makes better provision for
ladividual differences and tbr greater adaptability (Or adjustment on

tie part of each pupil

.
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than a curriculum of fornol subject
matter; that it makes for closer unity .between school
and home and within the rcom group; that
meanings. a readiness for vicarious learnings. experiences are the best basis for building
vital social science concepts. and tin.
education initiates a way of life consistent withand
the democratic ideal.
2178. O'Connell, Sister Margaret

enee and eye preferenee.

Mary. The relation between hand
Master's, 1938. Catholic Univ. 26 p. ms.

prefer

Describes an experiment in which the

handedness and eyedness of 50 left
50 evenly matched right-handed
children were correlated. Indicates that thehanded and
correlation
between handedness and eyedness is
relatively low. implying very little basis
postulated factor of sidedness Rs the principle
for thf

underlying this agreement.

2179.

Paecenka, Zita E. Primitive arts in the
elementary school.
1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
2180. Pate, William E. A
socio-economic study of the progress and
ment of elementary and high-school pupils.
Master's, 1938.

iaster's.
achieve_

Louisiana State
68 p.
Finds a definite relaticnahlp between the sof ial
ana economic environment of pupils
their progress in school. the difference bring
and
in favor of pupils from tbe best homes makIng
more outstanding records than those from poorer homes.

Phillips, Margaret G. A program for the
elementary school. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 88 improvement of Dayton
p. ms.
2182. Rector, Ada Jane. A study
to determine the prevalence, causes, and
prevention of accidents in the elementary schools
of Los Angeles. Master's
1938. Southern CalifornIa.
2181.

2183. Rittenhouse, Ruth Mae. A
critical analysis of daily schedules
in
progressive elementary schools. Master's, 1938.
Southern California.
2184. Robison, Janie Agnew. Relation of
parents' education to mil progress in primary grades. Master's, 1938.
Peabody. 43 p, ms.
Studies pupils in the second and third
R correlation between the fathers' educationgrades of the school at Ruleville, Miss. Finds
and the average educational progress of their
children in the
second grade.

2185. Schmidt, William Molan. A 5-year
study of achievement in an elementary school. Master's, 1968. Texas.
2186. Shepherd, Lou A. Development
of the kindergarten movement in Iowa.
Cedar Falls, Iowa state teachers college,
1938.
2187. Sherman, Ted V. Individual
differences in achievements of boys
girls in the Ada junior high school. Master's,
1938. Oklahoma.

and

89 p. ms.
Compares the results on standard tests in 10
subjects
given
to
232
girls and 228 boy4
in grades 7 and 8. Finds that the boys in
both seventh and eighth grades
girls in history. civics, geography, and elementa4
surpassed the
science; that the girls in both seventh
and eighth grades surpassed the boys in
reading speed, arithmetic computation. spelling.
health knowledge, and language tuagt.

2188. Shewman, William D. Factors
related to elementary school
Doctor's, 1938. Washington Univ.

I.

slimes&

Gives the results of Investigations in physical
and mental development, habits,
classification. attendance, sex, and extracurricular
experiences.
2189. Smith, Veronica X. A study of

grade

the attentive behavior of kindergarten
children. Doctor's, 1938. Fordham.
2190. Sohns, Harold William.
Achievement of
can and foreign parentage in the public schools of seventh-grade pupils of AmeriTrinidad,
Colorado.

Master's,
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studies. Abstracts of

Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado
for higher degrees, 1938: 134 )
theses and reports
pupils, about one-half of whom were of Ameri
Studies approximately 1,300 seventh-grade
Indicates that pupils of foreign parentage have a total cumulative achievecan parentage.
but make gains in achievement in
ment considerably lower than that of American pupils.
pupils.
of American
that grade about equal to those
Fridtjof Anderson. A study of South Dakota common schools.
19M.

2191.

Strand,

Stanford. 118 p. ms.
A scientific determination of t he facilities and
2192. Surber, Clint Erial.
Colo. St.
needs of the elementary sch()(11 of Fowler, Colorado. Master's, 1938.
Master's, 1938.

Coll. of Ed.

personality mal-

2193. Thiese, Alma Bruening. The relationship between
pupils. Minster's, 1938. Co rado.
adjustment and achievement of sixth-grade
Abstracts of Vieses and re nts
studies.
(Abstract in.' University of Colorado
for higher degrfes, 1938: 139)
maladjustment and achieveAttempts to determine the relationship between personality
srboola. Finds that girls
public
Oelwein.
Iowa,
pupils
of
the
ment of 103 sixth-grade
maladjustment
and achievement
personality
glow a more constant relationship between
maladjw4tment
personality
between
high
relationship
there
is
a
than do boys; and that
and low, or relatively low. achievement.
beginuings in telling time.
2194. Van Amburgh, Joe Gale. Out-of-school

St. Coll. of Wash. 46 p. ms.
results
of tests measuring out-of-school learning in time
Analyses
Montana. Finds that
620 second-grade pupils in Washington and

Master's, 1938.
to
hours is best

!ling

administered

fling time on the

known, with time telling on the hour-thirty next.

Terre
Walker, Pansy B. A mental educational survey of Rea school,
Indi(
Abstract
in
:
ins.
p.
98
T. r.
Haute, Indiana. Master's, 1938. Ind. S.
1938)'
9:175-76,
July
journal,
ana state teachers college. Teachers college
for
all of the children of the Rea school
achievement
scores
and
Attempts to obtain IQ's
2195.

at that time; to- adjust
in order to discover outstanding needs of the children in the school
Aystem of recording objecthe
basis
for
a
and
to
ferm
their
needs;
to
the teaching program
this school.
tive educational scores for the pupils of

Wilson, Mrs. Madg* Jones. A study of pupil-progress in the elementary
Indiana. (Z) p. ms
grades of the Bloomington public schools. Master's, 1938.
pracelementary sell(
t2197. Wrightstone, J. Wa e. Appraisal of newer
p.
221
1938.
ege, Columbia university,
tices. New York, Teachers
)ols, the
and conventional elementary
experimental
trends
in
Surveys and analyzes
well
2198.

-

conottifcted as
construction of new instruments of evaluation, and applies-the newlyconventional types of
and
in
experimental
matched
pupils
instruments
to
as conventional
curriculum programs.
the elementary department of
*2198. Yotimans, Ernest G. An appraisal of
p. ms.
Sherburne central rural school. Master's, 1938. Syracuse. 73
N.
Y.,
a village with
county.
Surveys the schools and the town of Sheiburne, Clikenango
rage in each
the
dfletermine
Attempts
to
Syrian.
a large foreign population predominantly
each subject
pcoperly
in
achieving
grade
is
grade in ability and achievement ; whether each
should be made to
changes
pedagogical
and
what
whole;
grade
as
a
and in the work of the
subject, and what adminiscorrect the range of achievement in each grade and in each
wilagogical
and administrative set-up
Describes
a
new
changes
are
necessary.
trative
the pupils were generally
under
which
1938-37.
school
year
which was tried out during the
happier, and which the teathers preferred to the old set-up.

school chilntwa. Young-Xasten, Isabel. Behavior problems of elementary
Genetic
1032.
Yale.
dren: A descriptive and comparative study. Doctor's,
psychology monographs, 20: 125-81, May 1938.
s

4
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2200. Acheson, Hamilton. Quality
of work of
ttate high schools with an enrollment of 1,000 and postgraduates in New york
over. Master's, 1937. s. y
St. Coll for Teach.
Covers the years 1930-36 and gives enrollment
of postgraduates, their reasons for
ing, the length of the postgraduate period,
attendreasons for leaving postgraduate work before
completion, and the reasons for taking
it,
individual subjects.

2201. Ackley, William J. A history
of the growth and progress of the
Edison technical and industrial high school,
Rochester, New York. Master.
1938. Rochester. 96 p. m.
2202.

Allensworth, Charles W. Organization problems of rural
high
Ohio State. 167 p. MR.

Master's, 1938

.hools

Studies the rural high schools of Jefferson
overage and underage pupils under the 6-6 andcounty. Ohio, and contrasts the withdrawals
the 8-4 plans. Finds that the schools
very limited curriculum had the highest percent of
with a
withdrawals; that the schools with the
largest percent of overage pupils had the
lowest percent of underage pupils; that
schools with a large number of colored pupils
children of foreign-born parentage the
the highest percent of eliminations; that most oforthe
had
ing certificates went into mining and agriculture ; pupils withdrawing by age and school.
that
the percent of withdrawals wft$
higher after the schools were reorganized under the
6-6 plan. except in one community.
that withdrawals have increased since the school
year 1980-81. Recommends the enriching
of the curriculum by adding vocational agriculture
courses, visual. aids, occupationc
guidance aids, and complete courses in indusirial arts and
home
the reduction
of retardation and late entrance;
the employment of better trainedeconomics;
teachers; and fi change
to a type of report card which will more
clearly indicate the specific nature of the
grade
given.
2203. Belfour, C. Stanton. Non-athletic
high-school
12:81-85, October 1937. ( University of Pittsburgh) contests. Clearing house,

2204. Bell, Margaret The relationship of motor
capacity and motor
to relative emotional adjustment in high-school girls.
Master's, 1938.
2205. Bennett, James Wyatt. A study
of certain conditions that

ability
Iowa.

affect suck
eess in high school. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 83 p. ms.
2206. Bewley, Frederick Winslow. The
correlation of social attitudes and
previous school experiences of high-school seniors.
Master's, 1938. Southern
California.

Bissell, Velma L. The dextrality quotient
with regard to hand usage. Master's, 1938. Iowa. of 100 high-school students
2208. Blair, Edmund W. Analysis of
personal problems presented by the
2207.

boys of Leon high school. Master's, 194. Iowa.
62 p. ms.
2209. Blankenship, Alden H. A
survey of
of Oregon high school
graduates to determine some recommendations occupations
for the commercial state course of
study. Master's, 1938. Washington. 75 p. ms.
Analyses data on 3,052 graduatii of 21 small
and medium-died Òreson high schools
for the
period 1938-37.

2210. Bollinger, Walter Anthony. A
critical survey of the scholarship contest in the Western Kansas educational association.
Master's, 1938.

Colorado.
(Abstract in: University of Colorado studies.
Abstracts
of
theses,
and
repoits
for higher degrees, 1938: 81412)

Analyses replies of administrator* and
teachers In the association to a questionnaire
concerning their attitudes toward the
contest
the details of procedure, and a statistical
analysis of four social science testa used inend
the
contest. Plods that 72 pereent'ot the
group wish to continue baring the contest,
but two-thirds of them desire chitnges to be
made.

_
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Bonnette, Winstead J. History of the Jesuit high school of New
Orleans. Master's, 1938. Tu lane. 138 p. ms.
2212. Bowlby, C. Earl. A comparative study of the high schoúls of Sunnier
county, Kansas, 1936-38. Master's, 1938: Kansas. 74 p. ms.
2211.

finances, classification, principals, teachers, students, and curricular
extracurricular activities of the high schools of Sumner county for a period of 2

Compares the
Ind

Years.

2213. Boyd, Lawrence Andrew. Some aspects of the status and functions
of the heads of departments in Texas senior high schools. Master's, 1938.
Texas.
2214.

Branske, Sylvester N. A comparative study of the intelligence, achieve-

ment, and

personal qualities of rural and urban pupils in the ninth grade.

Master's, 1938.

Michigan.

2215. Breidenstine, A. G. The educational achievement of pupils in differentiated and undifferentiated groups. Doctor's, 1936jTemp1e. Journal of expezimental education, 5 91-135, September 1936. (Reprinted)

2216. Brown, Clara M. and Larson, Agnes. Survey of working experience
and future plans of girls in the secondary schools of St. Paul in relation to
various

educational and economic factors. Minneapolis, University of Minnesota,

1938. 44 p. ms.
Analyses replies to a questionnaire administered to approximately 9.000 girls, repre-

the total enrollment in grades 7-12, as to the socio-economic status of the

gei

families,

the home economics instruction taken by the girls, the number of girls 'having

part-time employment and their income. tbe types of work they hoped to do after finishing
school, the courses they would like to take that they thought would help them financially,
the extent of employment among their mothers. and various aspects of the relief problem

they affected the girls and tbeir!families. Recommends the expansion of the homemaking program, the utilization of nursery schools in connection with homemaking instruction, the development of the adult education program, and the revision of tbe home

as

Points out the need for guidance. Urges that enrollment in
commercial classes be limited, and strsses the need for training for wage earning at
the secondary school level. Shows the need for more adequate placement and follow-up
economics curriculum.
services.

221T. Burke, Edward F. A study of the relationship of scholastic achievement to citizenship, extracurricular activities, activities outside the school, and
religious affiliations of high-school students in Huntington, Indiana. Master's,
1987. Ind. St. T. C. 42 p. ms.
(Abstract in: Indiana state teachers college.
Teachers college journkl, 9: 182, July 1938)
Determines the coefficient of correlation between academic rating and religious, extraoutside activities, and citizenship ratings of the Huntington. Ind., highschool students; and compares correlations for each of the freshman. sophomore, Junior,

curricular,

and senior years.

"2218. Burhkart, Mark N. A 10-year follow-up study of 102 pupps who entered Carlisle high school in September, 1926, Master's, 1938 Penn. State.
47

p. ms.
Follows the careers of 102 pupils, both graduates and drop-outs, who entered Carlisle

Iik school in September 1928, to determine what percentage of the graduates continued
their formal education ; what percentage of them were drop-outs, and their reasons for
not graduating from high school, the type of work most commonly engaged in ; what
types of work were engaged in by the pupils who continued their education; and to

learn from the former stbdents what types of additional courses they think should be
included in the high school, or what changes should be made in the set-up of the high
school to make It more valuable. Finds a definite need for a competent guidance program
is the high school; a 'need for an enriched curriculum in vocational courses; tbe retention

of the colleg-preparatory courses; and more freedom in choice of sublicts by tbe
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Harry L. A study of the relationship between the
high.
school curriculums elected by students and the work they
enter after graduation
from the schools of Flint, Michigan, 1936-37. Master's, 1938.
Michigan.
2219. Burnham,

2220. Burrell, Dorothy M. A survey of the migration education,
marital status. and recreation of out-of-school youth in

from 1930-1936. Master's, 1937.

employment

Coldwater,

Michigan.

Michigan.

*2221. Cabot,

P. S. de Q. Relationship between characteristics of personality
and physique in adolescents. Doctor's, 1985.
Harvard. Provincetown.
Journal press, 1538. 120 p. (Genetic psychology
monographs, vol. 20, no. 11
Attempts to estimate the kind and degree of concomitance
between the physique and
certain personality patterns of adolescent boys in three
high
schools and between tlif
physique and personality patterns of boys with certain
extremes of bodily build
2222. Carlisle, John Crandall. Variability of
slow-learning pupils with IIspect to school progress factors. Doctor's, 1938.
California.
Studies a group of 400 pupils who enrolled in the
tenth grade of a large high
school in the San !franc-loco Bay area in the fall of
1934.
studying especially the lowest
:tvercent of the pupils. and the pupils who dropped out after
completing more than one
nnd less than five semesters. Finds that the slow-learning
pupils
were mostly boys: wert
older; lower in IQ. M. A., and reading ability ; came from
vironment: concentrated in nonacadenVc courses in school; an unsatisfactory home en
seldom took part in student
activities: were frequently in conflict with school procedures;
and were counseled on
their various limitations In contrast to the upper
group of pupils who were counseled
with respect to extracurricular activities, goals, aims,
ambitions, and such constructiv
matters.
.

2223.

Carlton, Mrs. Edith Lord.

A study of individual differences

with

Master's,

193.

special reference to the work of secondary schools and
colleges.
Texas.
alb

2224. Carter, Winnie H. A comparative study of ninth-grade
the Lawrence, Kansps, Mgt school. Master's, 1938. Kansas. 66 students of
p. ms.
Compares 127 urban pupils with 64 rural pupils in
chronological
age.
MA. general
achievement, and reading. Finds in the 18 tests included
superior according to their mean scores in 8 ; the urban in tbe study. the ftiral group
group superior In 7 ; and the
difference
negligible in 3.

*2225. Cherot, Naomi Rosalie. Study of Summer high
school graduates,
Master's, 1934. Kansas. 74 p. ms.
2226. Chock, Mew /team. Democratic policies and
procedures in the administration of Wallace Rider Farrington high school. Master's,
1937. Hawaii.
222t. Chubb, Robert W. Trends in secondary
education from 1926
as revealed by the number of articles aliti pages in five magazines. to 1937
Master's.
1938. Temple. 48 p. ms.
Finds that more and more attention is being directed
child and less toward administration ; and that there is toward the well-being of tbe
an increased interest in cirri
culum reform and methods
1923-1933, inclusive, Kansas City, Kansas.

of instruction.

2228. Clark, Robert

Wayne. The genesis of the Philadelphia high school
¡Or girls. Doctor's, 1935. Temple.
Philadelphia, 1938. 150 p.
2229. Code, Mary. Interests of secondary school
students in a small mining
town. MaSter's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract
in: University of
stracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography Pittsburgh. Abof publication&
14: 366-67)
Analyzes replies to a questionnaire submitted
of a small mining town in Pennsylvania. Finds to all of the secondary school students
that the students bad little interest in
outdoor 'activities or In games ; were not interested
in becoming leaders; the boys were
more interested in home activities than were the girls;
that none of the students had
'Ow
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interest in writing although all were interested in reading: that the students who
bobbies were Interested in them, but that many students had had no

developed
opportunity to
bad

develop iobnles: that they were interested in all types of occupations,
specially in doing manual work. Shows that the curriculum needed to be revised to
that the students would be given the opportunity to indulge their social interest in the
best surroundings; that their energy should be directed into the outlet offered by various
organised sports ; and that studies more closely allied with their occupational Interest
should be added to tbe present academic curriculum.

no. Colvin, Mrs. Margaret Pickels. &study of the vocational interests of
:
.

'

'

1

:

hIgh-whool 4enioirs with especial reference to the accessibility of an institution
of higher learning. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 36 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the effect of the accessibility of the Louisiana state normal
Amp at Natchitoches, on the vocational and educational plans Of high-school 1..euk)rs and
on the type of student being- drawn into the vocation offered.
Finds that accessibility
has little relation to the scholarship, ROCIO-4Tonollik status, or intention to attend college
in tbe group of high-school seniors drawn to the institution; that accessibility has a
definite relation to the choicf of college and of tbe vocation offered by the accessible
college : that choice of teaching as a profession shows posithe relation to the number of
tpachers among near relatives. Shows a need for vocatignal guidance in the area
quclied.

,

2231. Concannon, Edna Lloyd.
force

The growth of Concannon high school as a
in the consolidation of Sugar Creek towns ip, Vigo county, Indiana.

Ind, St. T. C. 10() p. rns. (Abst
in: Indiana state teachers
Teachers college journal, 9: 1142, July 1938)

Master's, 1938.
college.
I

Traces the progress of consolidation as it was developed in-Sugar Creek township over
period of 20 years.

2232. Cooley, Ethel Grace. How to succeed in high school
orientation. Master's, 1938.

:

A

course in

Southern California.

22433. Cowles, Claude I.
The comparative success of the same students of
St. Joseph high school using semester marks as a basis in science, English, and
shop over a 5-year period. Master's, 1937. Michigan.
2234. Creel, Hubert M. Achievement in the Mandeville high school with
special reference to factors that influence practice. Master's, 1937. Louisiana
State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S.,

no.3: 34)

2235. Crippen, Katherine. FollowAip study of high-school pupils. Master's,
Washington Univ. 76 p. ms.

1N4:

Involves a follow-up in March 1936 of 818 St. Louis county high-school pupils who were
juniors in December 1933. Studies the educational-employment status of the pupils in
relation to high-arbool marks, mAntal ability, and parental occupation. and compares the
attitudes of 50 graduates who eritered college with those of 50 graduates who did not go
to college.

OPqr

2236. Currie, Bruce Portwood. Are high-school leaders extrovert or introvert? Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.
Indicates that extroversion is a characteristic of high-school leaders.

2237. Curry, Kenneth Vincent. Some major contemporary issues in secondary education and their implications for a (Titre teacher In one institution. Milts.tei's, 1938. Ohio Univ. 165 p. ms.
Shows that students about to enter their practice period did not display an attitude of
enthusiasm; were not sufficiently aware of recent changes in the fields in which they were
to teach and that there was little, if any, cooperation between the faculties of the college

and .the

practice-demonstration school.

2288. Davidson, Ralph E. A survey of the mental ability and the personality
adjutment of the 250 pupils of Concannon high school. Master's, 1938. Ind. St.

it1-4!wit,
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T. C. 65 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana state teachers college. Teachers
miler
journal, 9: 189, July 1938)
.

Attempts to ascertain the amount and distribution of mental ability
of
Concannon high school; to learn the degree to which they were adjusted the pupils of
to their Pawl
and home environment ; and to obtain other personal and
sociological
data
which wool('
account for the findings as to their mental ability and adjustment.
Finds the general lore!
of intelligence of these.popils to be below that for the
States in general ; a wide
variety of choice in the favorite subjects of the pupils ;United
pupils
from broken homes ,s(brf
nearly as well adjusted as those from unbroken homes; girls
were better adjusted than boy%

2239. Davis, Mabel Claire. Comparisons of girls taking vocational
and
lege-preparatory courses. Master's, 1938. Southern California.

eol-

2240. Davis, Ruthanna. A study of the problems and the
extent of ad
justment of tenth-grade girls. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
2241. Demaree, Marion Bay. A survey of 300 Fordson high
school oils.
Master's, 1938. Michigan.
2242. Dhein, Orian Irvin. Predicting scholastic achievement for
students in
the senior secondary school. Wader's, 1938. Wisconsin.
2243. Dicharry, B. J. The Romeville high school in relation
to the community. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana
state
univer.
sity. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 96)
me'

Attempts to determine the occupations that have attracted
e Row
vine high school during the 10-year period. 1924-25 to 1938-34;the graduates
whether or not the school
prepared them for these occupations; and what changes
in the curriculum would help
future graduates of the high school to be prepared for life. Shows
that the requegtg or
parents of these graduates for a broader curriculum was justified
as
many
of the graduate4
entered occupations for which the course given in the high
school did not fit them.

2244. DiVall, Percy Harold. What high-school seniors know
about
they expect to attend. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 104 p. ms.
2245. Durr, Katherine Eunice, High-school
scholarship association
Orleans. Master's, 1938. Tulane. 109 p. ma.

college,

of New

2248. Edwards, Gertrude W. The history of
the Gerstmeyer technical high
school. Master's, 1937. Ind. St. T. C. 59 p. ms.
(Abstract in: Indiana state
. teachers college. Teachers college
journal, 9: 183, July 1938)
Describes the founding, growth, and development of the
Gerstmerer technical high school.

2247. Edwards, Irving S. The relation of the study
habits of high-scbool
pupils to success in school. Master's, 1987. Michigan.
e
2248. Fallon, Thomas F. Educational and vocational
follow-up of the graduates of the Roessleville high school for the years 1933
through 1935. Master's,
1937. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
dr

Fenner, Harvey C. The, trend in the postgraduate
quality of work of the postgraduate in New York state high problem and the
schools with enrollments ranging from 200 pupils to 999 pupils, inclusive.
Master's,
19r. N. Y. St.
Coll. for
2249.

Teach. ,
Covers the years 19110-38, and shows tbe sise of
enrollment, reasons for
postgraduate attendance given by principals and by postiraduate
pupils, courses of study elected. and
compares the quality of the work done by students in their
postgraduate year and u
undergraduates.

fi

2250. Pesach, Edwin A. Secondary education hi
men's reformatories in the
United States. Master's, 1988. Ohio State. 82 p. ntp.
'Analyses the high-school subjects oared in 811 meets
rinds that tbe
reformatories offered the same course of study as publicreformatories.
high schsoolst but that their
faculties were confused in their educational philosophy.

b.
2

t We-
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Terris, Robert D. A study of factors that may have a bearing on the
comprehension ability of twelfth-grade pupils. Master's, 1937. Michigan.
2251.

Fiorucci, Americo A. Likes and dislikes of certain seniors and gradu-

2252.

ates of the Kingsford, Michigan, high school.

Master's, 1938. Michigan.

Folger, Ruth X. Vocational preferences and Opportunities in Savan-

2253.

nah, Georgia. Master's, 1938. Duke. 142 p. ms.
DIPS a special Vocational preference blank which was filled out by pupils in the ninth
and twelfth grades of both white and colored schools and compares the results with the

distribution shown In the 1930 census.

vocational

2254. Gentry, John B., jr. Post-graduation experiences of former pupils of
Batesburg-Leesville high school. Master's, 193s. Duke. 78 p. ms.

t 7255.

Gilbert, Hazel May. The intelligence of seniors : East Providence high
1929-1936. Master's, 1938. Brown. 31 p. ms.

Analyzes

data based on 1,159 boys and girls graduated from a high school. Part of the

study concerns those graduates who completed at least one semester at Pembroke college
and Brown university. Finds that the average IQ tended to increase along with the

in size of classes graduated ; that better prediction of college work was made from
Lilo-school rank and intelligence test score than from high-school rank and IQ.

Increase

2256. Goodlett, Carlton B. A comparative study of adolescent interests in two
soClo-economic groups. Doctor's, 1938. California.

:n57. Green, Mary Louise.
schools.

Commercial employment opportunities in El Paso,
reference to positions held by former students of El Paso high
Master's, 1938. Texas.

2258.

Griffin, Clementina. A sociological study of 52 senior boysthe prod-

Texas, with fipecial

ucts of junior-senior high school. Master's, 1938.

Southern California.

'2259. Gussner, Wflliam Stephen. A comparative study of the work programs in a selected group of North Dakota high sclrols. Master's, 1938. North
Dakota. 104 p. ms.
Studies the type of organization, curricula, teacher qualifications. library facilities.
extracurricular activities, and school services offered by 10 of the larger high schools of
North Dakota. Finds that these high schools have raised the local requirements for
graduation above those specified by the state. Recommends that the educational offerings
be given to a larger number of students in the vicinity-of these schools; that inequalities in
teaching load be eliminated ; and that the schools develop a planned program of guidance.

2260. Gustin, Curtis S. A vocational and educational survey of graduates
and non-graduates of Central high school, Bay City, Michigan. Master's, 1938.
Michigan.

2261. Gwynn, Thomas S., Jr. The selectivity of five rural high schools of
Prince George county, Maryland. Master's, 1938. Maryland. 77 p. ms.

2262. Habel, Elmer Albert. Social contacts in some Washington secondary
schools: A survey

of programsextra to the traditional curriculumfor social

life in some selected Washington secondary schools.
Washington. 100 p. ma.

Master's, 1937.

George

Surveys the programs in 27 selected Washington secondary schools for providing students
with opportunities for social life; indicates variations in the extent, balance, uniqueness,
and efficiency of administration of the programs in the print@ and public schools, and in
the programs in the public senior and Junior- MO schools.

2268. Harlan, F. Harold. A study to identify the personal problems of highschool students and to determine to what extent corrective measures can be
effected.

Master's, 19118.

Michigan.

2264. Harrington, Oscar IL Some problems of boys in the small high scluxil.
a basis for curriculum construction. Master's, 1987. Michigan.

As
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2265. Harris, Arthur S., jr. A study of the 1%ooperative plan for secondary
schools in Jacksonville, Florida. Master's, 1937. Duke. 100 p. ms.
2266. Harris, Raymond Paul. A study of postgraduates in New York state
high schools of less than 200 enrollment. Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll. for
Teach. 28 p. ms.
2267. Hatfield, S.' Ward. The effect of different levels of intelligence on the
subjects elected by high-school students. Master's, 193M. Iowa. 12S p.
2268. Hause, Basil F. An evaluation of high-school instruction in employment. Master's, 1937. Michiga n.
2269. Hayes, Charles Preston. Influences affecting vocational and currit Att.
choices of high-sch(N )1 sophomores. Master's, 1
Michigan.
2270. Held, O. C. Is a high-school unit a unit? (University of Pittsburgh)
2271. Henritze, Welch Hudson. A follow-up study of'the high-school graduates of 1931, McDowell county, West Virginia.. Master's, 1937. Duke. 199
a

I).

ms.

a questionnaire study of the family, educational and vocational status of
earlier graduates, with comments on the vulue of high-school courses, and offibrs sug.4o.
tions for guidance.
Describes

2272. Herman, Albert A. The budgets of runil high-school pupils. Master's,
Sopthern California.

1938.

6

2273. Hildreth, Glenn William. The graduate-patron and his school: A
study of the attitudes toward the public school held by the graduates of Fremont, Nebraska, senior high school of the odd year classes 1913 to 1931, inclu-

sive.

Doctor's, 1935.

Nebraska.

124

p. ms.

2274. Hollingsworth, alenn P. A survey of the educational program of the
NIonrovia Arcadia Duarte *high school. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
2275. Hoover, Eugene Carl. Secohdary education in Henry county, Virgiac
Master's, 1937. Virginia.
2276. Hoover, Oliver. The work of the dean as adviser of boys in tkrge high
schools. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 78 p. ms.
Analyses replies of 84 deans in 00 high schools of 28 states.. Shows that the office of
dean of boys has been In effect about 20 years; that it is growing in importance, but
that the office has not yet been fully divorced from administrative duties.
*-

%277. Hovda, Howard Beecher. A study of high-school commercial contests
in North Dakota. Master's, 1938. North Dakota. 94 p. ms.
2278. Hughes, Emily. A study of the graduates of the Haverford towns1;ip
senior high school from February 1934 to June 1936, inclusive. Master's, 193s.

Temple. 106 p. ms.

Analyses 374 replies to a questionnoire.sent to 618 high-school graduates.

that
66 percent of the girls nnd 80 percent of the boys continued some form of Finds
education
after high-school graduation ; that 34 percent of the graduates responding attended college, 6 percent attended nurses' training schools, and 17 percent attended business schools:
that 57 percent of the graduates were employed at the time of response. Shows that

the most valuable subjects they had in high -t-chool. In the opinion of the gradiaates

were

English, typewriting, 'and mathematics, and that business machine training would have

beeli desirable.

2279. Hulbert, Marie Jones. Follow-up study of girls who have left Tubman
high school. Master's, 1938. Duke. 1711p. ms.
Compam the subsequent experiences of girls wjao dropped
of high school with
those of girls who graduated. Deals with further educational,outvocational,
and social

experiences, and opinions and evaluations of high-school work.
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1280. Hunter, Henry R. 'The development of public secondary schook of
Atlanta, Georgia. Doctor's, 1938. Peabody. Nashville, George Pcahody college
for teachers, 1939. 9 p. (Abstract of Contribution to) edu('atilm, no. 244)
2281. Jarman, Arthur Merritt. What can and should lx; done to improve
the small high school. Charlottesville. Iliniversity of Virginia, 1937.
2282. Jarman, Burnice Herman. A study of Episcopal secondary schools
p. ms.
for boys in the United States. Doctor's, 193s. George Washington. 202
Ppiscopal
secondary
schools
present-day
eomprehesosive
picture
of
Attempts to draw a
(or boys, including the vital statistics concerning Episcopal schools, including their location,
tho
dates of establishment, grades offered. tuition costs. student and faculty enrolltuont
histmrical ba(kground of these schoolg their stated aims:: and the means employed by,
the schools in the achievement of stated aims through state and churcli control. facnity
Surveys 42 schools divided, into
personnel, curricular and extracurricular activities.
established since i900, and 10
18
schools
schools
founded
before
1900,
including
14
groups
military church schools. Discusses the educational background of the masters and headmasters of these schools as shown by their earned degree, teaching load. type of educational institutions attended. previous teaching experience. and the personal qualiticatLons
of teachers in Episcopal schools. Describes the curricular and extracurricular activities
of these schools. Shows that Episcopal schools are individualist k and aristgeratic in
character.

2283. Jarrell, A. P. Certain aspects of the assembly program I if small high
schools of Georgia. Master's, 1938. Georgia. (11 p. tas.
&mutts prevailing pre( tires in the assemblies in the high schools of Georgia and evaluates t`belp in the light of the philosophy of assembly programs in other states.
2284. Johnson, Bert Frank. A proposed secondary school plan for Jackson
county. Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
2285. Johnson, Elmer C. A comparative work program of eertarn schools
in North Dakota cities having a high-school enrollment between WO and 300.
Master's, 1938. North Dakota. 83 p. ms.

2286. Johnson, J. What the high-school student wishes to hear.
weekly, 31: 223-24, June 1938. (University of Pittsburgh)

Classical

'2287. Johnson, Marion E. A study of the social problems and vocational
needs of the youth of Pottsville and the program for metiOng the needs.
Master's, 1938. Penn. State. 40 p. ms.
studies the socio-economic status of the inhabitants of Pottsville, Pa.. and the
effectiveness of a guidance program which was set up in 1935. hn-ed on case studies.
Describes tbe various types of (ourses given in the guidance program. Shows concliisively that lack of educational and recreational facilities contribute to delinquency and
rograllIM qualified many unemployable
incorrigibility ; that intensive practical trainin
ing the Mentally deficient improved
youth and adults for employment ; that segr
population;
and
that
'faint
g for leisure created higher stafidards
the morale of the school
of living atuong the inhabitants of the community.

2288. Johnson, William Theodore. Pupil attitudes toward pupil-teaclwr conferences' in the high schools of Jefferson county, Iowa. NIaster's, 1938. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses and
reports for high* degrees, 1938: 74-75)
a

Finds that pupils want more conferences for help with their wasfrt7;create a titter
understarding between themselves and their teachers and to establish a friendliness that
will make their felationships more pleasant.

=W. Jones, Ward E.

Recent trends in the program of studies of small

high schools of Iowa. Master's, 1938. Iowa.

11 4

p. ms.

tr

411,

dal

oki
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2290. Kane, Anne G. Follow-up study of the January 1938
graduating class
of the Wilmington high'school, Wilmington, Delaware.
Master's, 1938.
Temple.

143 p. ms.

Finds that 13.4 percent of the graduates entered higher
institutions of learning: 69.ti
percent were gainfully employed; 3.3 percent
were married; and 83 percent were aide
to make satisfactory adjustments and secure employment
utilizing their training.

2291. Kidd, J. W. A cpmparative analysis of freshmen
honor students and
Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in:
Louisiana -tate
university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 35)
Compares scholastic and social traits of honor
students and failures in high school

-1"krailures.

Killian, Charles J. Intramural activities in the high
school, of
Nebraska. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
2293. Kinneer, John Kenneth. A study of
accomplishments and reactions Of
pupils compelled to attend high schqol. Bloser's, 1{48.
Ohio State.
2292.

101 p. rns.
Studies 201 pupils compelled to attend -highxf
scbctol at Nelsonville. Ohio. at Rome time
during the years 1933 to 1937, and finds that
retartiation was prevalent that many
of the pupils failed to pass in their work ; and that
there is a need for

more guidance

Hipfer, Frank H. College recruiting of Missouri
high-school pupijs.
Master's, 1938. Washington Univ. 58 p. ms.
2295. Kirshman, IL S. Relationship of earnings
.to vocational training of
selected high-school graduates. Master's, 19.
Peabody. 109 p. ms.
Shows that the annual earnings of the
high-school graduates studied increased
2294.

in pro-

portion to the units of vocational training they had
received.
2296. Knowles, Helen R. Adjustment

brought to a classroom teacher.
p. In8.

problems of adolescents voluntarily
Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. '20

r

Kohtz, Wesley S. History of the employment and, subseqüent
Otselopmental progress of high-school behavior problems.
Mster's, 1938.
2297.

California.

Southern

40.

4

Kreibich, Sister M. Rose. An evaluation of curriculka in 140
Catholic
secondary schools in the middle west. Doctor's, 1968. St. Louis.
2299.*Lambremont, John D. A comparative study of
outs of Romeville high school. Master's, 1937. Louisiana graduates and dropState. (Abstract in
Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no.
3: 99)
Compares the graduates and drop-outs of the Romeville
high
school
for the period from
1924-25 through 1933-84.
2298.

2300. Laughrige, Robert S. The social
composition of the
lation of Keokuk, Iowa. Master's, 1937. Iowa. :%t p. ms., high-school

2301. Liggett, John P.
Master's, 1938. Illinois.

poim-

A study of the high schools of Pike county, Illinois.

2302. Lindley, Ashlei W. Men from the 1925 class in the
Sulphur Springs
high school. Master's, 1938. South. Methodist
(Abstract in: Southern Methodist university. Abstract of theses, 1939: 18)
Analyses replies to a questionnaire sent to the 48 boys
graduated in 1925, and to
the 82 boys who entered high school with this group andwho
withdrew
before graduation.
Finds that the boys who graduated have the more desirable
occupation* larger annual
incomes, and Ikgreater interest in communiti *fairs.
2303. Lockwood, Charles Madden. Organisation and
South Carolina high-school league. Master's, 1908. South development of the
Carolina. 07 p. m&

4d,
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Joseph Thurman. A study of the influence of certain broadenand
finding
courses on the suocess of students graduated from Milby high
I/1g
school of Houston, 1937 and 1938. Master's, 1938. Agr. and Mech. Coll. of Texas.
2304. Long,

70p. ms.
2305. Love, Virginius Jefiress. The
high school. Master's, 1937. Virginia.

2306.

Luther, James Franklyn. High-school districts in Langlade county.

Master's, 1938.
3o7.

holding power of the Clifton Forge

Wisconsin.

Lybecker, Gus.. A plan for individual iirogression at the secondary

Master's, 1938. St. Coll. of Wash. 76 p. ms.
Attempts to adjust higb-school learning to individual needs in the high schools

school level.

of

Anatone and Pomeroy, Wash.

2308. Lyles, Felix Elwyn. Drop-outs and graduates of three.Franklin parish
high schools. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 59 p. ms.
Indicates that there is some relationship between persistence in school and home ownerof parents, occupational status of parents, income, distance
from school, failures. in the elementary school, marks, age, and the amount of reading
matter found in the home. Shows that graduates engage in occupations of a higher type
than tbe drop-outs ; that graduates marry later than do drop-outs ; that drop-outs show
a greater tendency to remain in their home parishes than do graduates; and that the
reasons given for leaving school were work, marriage, and illness.
2309. McCall, Walter Lemuel. The high-school social hour. Master's, 1938.
ship, tYPe of home, education

Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

McCuan, Marvin G. A comparative study -of the high schools in Texas
with other selected states. Master's, 1938. West Teias St. T. C. 141 p. ms.
4
2311. McFarland, Henry J. A study of the current belief of high-school
freshmen in popular fallacies. Master's, 1938. Kans: St. T. C., Emporia. 98
2310.

11 MIL

2312. McGuire, Arlie B. Knowledge, ability, and attitude alignments of
secondary school pupils as related to certain current social problems. Doctor's,
1938. Cornell.

2313. 31cLaren, Dallas Carlton. Eighth-year marks, eighth-year Stanford
achievement test scores and other factors as criteria of success in high school.
Master's, 1987. Hawaii.

'2314. McPherson, William. An investigation of high-school standards in
Virginia in comparison with Mississippi and New York. Master's, 1937. }limpton.

152 p. ma.

Describes the beginnings of public education in Mississippi, Virginia, and New tifork.
Compares methods orfinancing schgols, requirements in white and Negro schools, qualifications of teachers ib white and Negro schools. Finds that Mississippi and Virginia do
not provide equal opportunities -for white and Negro pupils due to lack of fundb and to
.

inadequately equipped small schools.

-

2815. Marsden, Thomas Edison. A survey of high school education in school
distsicts north of Seattle. Master's, 1837. tift. Coll. of Wash.
Studies- the status and possible adjustments of hig1-sch4 education in the districts
north of Seattle where there are more than 1,200 high-school students with high-school
provision for only 91 students, causing the pupils to be distributed Among the Seattle
high schools. Recommends the consolidation of the grade school districts, and the building of a high school to care for the pupils living in this locality.
2B1

Nartin, Eden. What the second- and tird-year high-school 'student

should be expected to know about certain phases of French culture. Master's,
1988. N, T. St. Coll. for Teach. 56 p. _ttg
11151011-40------15

1

4
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2317. Mathis, Ruth Margaret. Vitalizing the assembly in the secondary
Mass, 1938. -Southern California.
2318. Iffeeif Elizabeth B. The rainti,7 tmerit of the traditional
and the
reorganized sclpool as preparation for freshmen at the Pennsylvania state college.
Doctor's, 1938/ Penn. State.
2319. bleiiser, Mildred Hazel. The humanities in secondary schools. Mas-

school.

I.

a

ter's, 1937. Michigan.
2320. Miller, Esther L. Home background and schohl adjustment of
the
ninth-grade students in n suburban high school. Master's, 1938, N. T. St.
Coll.
for Teach. 87 p. ms.

*2321. Miller, J. Albert. The social adjustment of underage and
high-school students. Master', 193s. George Washington. :14 p. ms.

overaV.1,

Compares the relative degree of social adjustment ()f underage find overage pupils
to
normal age pupils in highs school, insofar as thIR characteristic can he measured
by an
adjustment questionnair'e; and attempts to show the relation between this adjustment
and intelligence, school marks, socio-economic status as IndVated by the father's
occupation, size of family, and participation in school activities. Describes an experiment
coll..,
ducted in the Hyattsville high school during the 1936-37 school year,
in
which
the
Symonds adjustment questkimmiaire was administered to 144 underage. 95
Ave
.
and
100 'normal age pupils selected at random. Indicates that underage pupil
e superior
in social adjustment to notmal and overage pupils.

2322. Miller, Joseph. A comparative study of well-adjusted and maladjusted
children in the WilkegBarre city schools. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 188 p. rns.
ear

.

.

%

Attempts to determine .1.in what respects ttie ...background and personality of
adjilstod high-school studelt differs .from that of an unpopular and maladjusted a wellstudent.
Finds that a high degree of security waft the chief factor in the personality development
of the well-adjusted group of students : that the unpopular, academically successful
students were RA intelligent and almost as secure economically as the well-adjusted
pupils,
but were less attractive in appearance and suffered from constant
tensions in
Ronal relationships; that the potential delinquent and delinquent children studiedtheir per.
in the elements affecting their personality development only in degree, they werediffered
underprivileged in all respects.

2323. Morris, Joycelin Irene. A study of the occupational choices of 3511
..ninth-grade girls and the attitudes of parents toward these choices. Master's!
1938. Clark. (Abstract in: ('lark unlversity. Abstracts
of dissertations and
theses,.61938: 156-52)
AnaWses replies to a vocational questionnaire given to 856 girls in the
freshman
class of a city high school in New England. Finds that 95 percent
of the girls stated
a definite vocational choice; that in 81 percent of the cases, the parent and child agreed
as to the child's occupation ; that both parents were concerned with the child's
choice of
a vocation in 55 percent of the cases, and in the other cases, the mother shelved
the
greater interest ; 'that 35 percent of the girls planned to go to a higher institution of

kind.

some

tv

2824, Mouser, Cotys X. A survey of the graduates of Larecto high school.
Master's, 1967. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: LouiMana state university.
University bulletin, vol. 30 N. 8., no. 3: 100-101)
Collects information from the graduata of Laredo high school
from- 1930 to 1935

regarding their occupations, geographical attributions, maritál status, reasons for their
entering certain fields of employment, additional training after high
school, and subjects
they regretted having omitted from their high-school programs. Suggests
changes in the
curriculum and guidance in the high school.

2325. Mulholland, Isaac IL A study of the effects of intelligence, vocational
status, part-time work, and tracurricular activities upon the ,scholarship of
high-school pupils. Master's,
. Wittenberg.
111 p. ma
:411i;

Analyses replies to a questionnaire filled out by 250 high-school pupils at
Cadiz, Ohio.
Finds that father's occupation had no influence on pupil's vocational
choice; that part-

-

il-0- '
.

time

*,
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,

work did not Interfere with academic achievement or with extracurricular participa
in extracurrkular

dal: and that good scholarship was associated with participation
activities.

2326. Murphy, Anna °Loftus. The use of the question in 100-school 'teaching.
Master's, 1938. Clazk. (Abstract in: (lark university. Atstracts of dissertations and theses, 1938: 152-54)

,

class period; the
types of questions most frequently asked'; the percent of the class period which is taken
up with teacher questioning and the percent with pupil reactions ; the mental processes
of the student which are Rthnulated by the questions of the teacher ; and the extent to
which' teachers rely on textbooLs for their questions, as shown by a series of 40 observa.
tions in while and Vivate high schools. Finds the question and answer reatation tbe
predominaiing practice the "what" question the most widely used type ; teachers often
permit test and drill questions to tnonripolize The class period; teachers do a large share
of tbe talking; and the maJoriti of teacher;i rely heavily on the textbooks as the source
of their questions. Shows that the teacher's skill in questioning is an important criterion
Ana lyiles data on the number of questions which tettchers employ in

a

t

4

4.

;

for teaching success.

2327. Nelson, Carl Albert. Out-of-school activities of higli-kchool boys.
b!g
Master's, 1938. Coloradq. lAbstract in: University of Colorad
.
stracts of theses and revortN for higher degrees, 1938 : 106)
r4
nty
Studies die activities o 135 rural and 109 city boys who att ed the Clay
eommunity high school, Clay Center, Kans. Finds that farm residents reported mar .ork
At home, and city residents spent more time in work away from home; that city 0:64 led
in the field 4f recreation and amusements. while farm boys devoted more time t(); tat
life at home and to church attendance. Recommends the inclusion of more a )
ion*: rents
coureses in music, art, and literature as part of the regular curriculum,
-a- the intramural aih6tic
as focal points of leisure-time guidance, and the enbir.
_

,

e

,

program.

t.

The relative difficillty of high-scho6i sub*232S: Osborn, Lela ,,,Q3org
93 p. ms.
Univ.
oil
1938.
Wa
jects. Dojtor's,
Describes an experiment iñ which a scale constructed according to the techniqu iwed In
preparing generalised attitude scales was used. Finds that by the use of -this -scaler
was possible to measure the relative difficulty of high-school subjects; that thete:iris
recognisable differences in the difficulty of different units of high-school subjects ; 'th'af
statistically' significant differences between the Inediah difficulty ratings of certain subjerqs.
derived from the marks of boys and .the ratings of the same subjects obtained from thp
marks of Otis were found; that there is a general trend for subjects to be considered easikr
as the IQ increases, but that there are Interesting exeelitions to this generalization ; abd
e
that the method of equal appearing intervals can be used indirectly.
O

2329.

t,.

Paterson, Hugh. A scale to measure thg, degree of freedom and re:3

spOnsibility accorded pupilA in secondary schools.- Master's, 1938. Stanford...
,
123 p. ms.

2330. Patrick, Charles M. The history of secondary education in Canal
Winchester, Ohio. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 250 p. ms.
Ptrevents a

comprehensive study of the school, village, and business organizations of

Canal Winchester,' Ohio.

2331. Perry, Ralph Waldo. Curriculum enrichment in small high schools
through correspondence study. Master's, 1988. Southern California.
2332. Pfouts, Charles R. 'The graduates of Marlboro township high school.
Master's, 19:38. Ohio State. 90 p. mg.
Recommends chabges in the curriculum in order that the high school may be more
effective in a changing scalety.

2883. Poteet, George Frederic. Secondary education in Montgomery county,
Master:0, 1937. Virginia.

177G-1986.

MS

2011. Prince, %Janet Christian. An occupational study of the graduates of
the high -schools of Montgomery county, Maryland, for the yearà 1932, 1933, 1934,
:

ISM and 1986. Master's, 1968. Geoyge Vasbingtoit. 40 p. ms.

Et-qt
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2335. Ray, Howard C. Inter-relationships between physical and mental
abilities and achievements of high-school boys. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State.
(Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no.
4.
3: 116)
Studies the age, IQ, academic grade record, first decathlon record, annual decathlon
record, height, weight, and medical record for each year, physical education grade and
participation in interscholastic sports, and point-award record of 432 boys in the pain
Alto, Calif., high schooL
g
j'2336.

Reedy, Ralla A. A study of the personal problems of

students.

high-school

Master's, 1938. Southern Califoruia.
*2337. Riddle, John Ingle. The 6-year rural high school: A comparative
study of small and large units in Alabama. Doctor's, 1933. T. C., Col. Univ.
New York, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1937. 101 p. (Contributions
to education, no. 737)
Attempts to determine whether or not large rural high schools in Alabama provide bettor
educational advantages for boys and girls than do small rural high schools, and to compare
their relative cost. Compares 10 large and 10 small, 6-year high schools in the school year
1930-31. Finds that the large schools are superior in staff, building; equipment, range
of electives available in the curriculum, and in extracurricular opportunities offered the
students, and that the total expenditures of the 4arge school lironp are less than for tbe
small school group per pupil in average daily attendance. Finds no significant difference
in the average age and native intelligence of the pupils of the two groups of schools, that
their scholastic achievement is practically the same, that progress of pupils through tbe
schools is practically the same for both groups of schools, and that a slightly higher
percentage of graduates of the large schools enter and are successful in college.
111.

2338. Ridley, Charles A. A comparative study of the satisfaction and dissatisfaction of 302 secondary school students in the Walled Lake consolidated
schools witk their school life. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
2339. Ross, Lawrence W. The influence of southern college ptesidents upon
secondary education. Master's, 1938. North Carolina.
2340. Roiissel, Elmore Louis. Secondary education in the parish of St.
James, Louisiana, 3926 to 1936. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in:
Louisiana state university. University bulletin, voL 30 N. S. no.- 3: 104)
2841 liussell, William Walter. A study of the achievement of rural and
urban ninth grade students in Lawrence, Kansas. Master's, 1938. Kfinsas.
54 p. ms.
Corppares 127 urban, pupils with 64 rural pupils in chronologifal age, MA, general
achievement, and reading, and finds significant difference in favor of the urban group in
literature, English, capitalisation, punctuation, and reading; and that the rural group rankp
higher in geography and arithmetic.

2342. tit Johi, Raymond Bailey. A history of public secondary education
In Ashtabula, Ohio. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 293 p. ms.

Studies the history and development of public secondary education lu Ashtabula, Ohio,

from 1866 to 1938.

2343. Sammis, John Huber. Why should biographical materials be taught
in secondary schools and colleges? Master's, 1988. Wisconsin.
;2344. Sargent, Chester A. A study of the 6-year Mira school in Kansas.
Master's, 1988. Kansas. 77 p. ms.
Analyses data secuied from questionnaire replies returned by 73 Kansas high school.;
of various types of organisation. Concludes that the teachers of the 6-year high schools
are better trained than those bf.the 4-year high schools; and MO there is greater economy
of time and efficiency of administration in the 6-year schools.

a
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2345. Sheehan, Mary A. A study of the social, economic, and educational
characteristics of 164 slow-moving pupils in a city high school. Master's, 1938.
Roctlester. 142 p. ms.

2348. Skipper, Mrs. Dora Sikes. Analysis of problems and necessary adjustindependent activity day in Florida high school. Master's, 1937.

ments of an
Fla. St. Coll.
2347.

Smith, Lewis S. Relief dormitories in secondary schools of South

Southern California.
2348. Smith, Newell W. Study to determine whether a broad secondary
school program can be maintained efficiently in a small central school (West
Leyden, New York). Master's, 1937. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 65 p. ms.
2349. Smith, 011ie Sanders. A comparison of drop-outs find graduates from
Dakota.

Mastfr's, 1938.

Hartsville high school.

Master's, 1938. Duke. 88 p. Ms.
Compares, on the basis of questionnaire returns, 75 pupils wbo left school, and 56 puphs
who graduated during the same year with respect t6 intelligence, scholarship, family backgrounds, and subsequent educational and vocational experience.

2350. Smith, William Clarence. An evaluation of orientation practices in
skondary schools. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
2351. Souther land, Theodore Bernard. A brief history of Deckerville high
school and the subsequent achievements of the graduates, 1904-1937. Master's,
1938. Ohio State. 52 p. ma

2352. Spar ling, Verna. A follow-uP study of commercial graduates and dropof certain high schools in Bay City, Michigan. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
2353. Stafford, J. R. Attitudes and status as related to parent schooling.
Master's, 1938. Washington Univ. 120 p. ms.

ouis

Attempts to determine the relationship of parents' schooling to the attitudes and status
of their children, .by comparing the attitudes and status of 100 individuaLs whose parents
had received schooling.beyond high-school with those of 100 individuals whose parents had
not received high-school training.

2354. Starkebaum, A. W. A study of non-resident seniors of Falls City,
Nebraska, high school. Master's, 1938. Nebraska. 58 p. ms.
Studies the mental abinty and achievements of pupils from rural sections and compares
them with the urban pupils of Falls City high school. Indicates that the non-resident
pupils have lower general intelligence, are young* do not participate to any degree in
extracurricular activities; that the country girls prefer to be stenographers rather than
borne workers and the country boys follow the occupation of their fathers.

2355. Stone, Nobie Higdon. A study of final authority in the high schools
of Florida.

Master's, 1938.

Florida.

2356. Stowell, Wilbur John. Possible reorganization of high-school districts
in Ohippewa county. Master's, 1938.

Wisconsin.

2357. Street, Morris B. Pupil mobility in the public high schools of Iowa.
Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Io*a. Seried on aims and

Doctor's, 1938.

progress of research, no. 57)
Compares the records of 1,531 pupils In the graduating classes of 14 large cities in
Iowa for 1935, 1986, and 1937, who bad transferred from one high-school system to
another, with the records of 1,531 pupils selected from the same classes who had not
transferred during high school. Shows that one pupil in every eight who graduated from
the 14 schools during the period of tbe study had transferred from one high-school system

to another; that there was no significant differelbee between the intelligence of transfer
pupils aad nontransfer pupils as measured by IQ scores; that more nontranafer pupils than
transfer pupils earned failing marks during high school ; more nontransfer pupils than
blander pupils required longer than the normal 4 years to paduate ; that 'shorthand 'and

TT
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biology were failed more often by transfer pupils after transfer than by nontransfer
pupils ; that the number of transfer pupils was sufficiently large to warrant efforts
toward
their orientation after transfer by school administrators; and that the problem olvransfer

students should be handled on a state-wide basis.

2358, Sunderlin, Glen Eugene. A personnel study of the pupils in the !,i.itior
Master's, 1938. Southern California.
2359. Talley, Claire B. A survey of the 3-year high schools in west cviltrai
Illinois. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. 88 p. ms.

high school at Salmon, Idaho.

Surveys 3-year high schools in Schuyler, Brown. Hancock, Pike, and Adams

rinds that the schools averaged 28.4 pupils and 2.3 teachers per school; that the ctitititipc
at,ragi.

per-pupil cost was $128.73, which was $25 higher than the state average for high schools.
that two-thirds of the schools had foursrooms or less available, while only two had pm
nasiums on the sctlool grounds; that the curricula offered little in electives, particu'arh

a vocational natufe; that many of tbe teachers were not fully prepared for the subjvt,
they taught ; that the libraries averaged 425 volumes per school ; and that the schools lust
only 21 percent of their students while the national average was 40 percent.

of

2360. Terio, Oiva Axel. The occupational plans of high-school boys and tbt,
relation of parental attitude to these plans. Mastei's, 1938. Clark. (Abstrat
in: Clark university. Abstracts of dissertations and theses 1938: 169-61)
Analyzes replies to a questionnaire given to 190 boys enrolled in the ninth grade
of
large high school to determine the nature and potency of parental influence In tbe formaa
fon of an occupational plan by the son. Finds that the pupils aspire to higher vocational
levels than were reached by their fathers ; that there was a lack of agreement between

the father's occupational level and the level of the son's occupational plan ; that too many
pupils aspire to certain positions to satisfy the demand; that all but 6 percent of the
boys had formed some kind of vocational choice awl that interest for work ranked firs:
and financial opportunity ranked second in degree of importance in the minds of the
students.

2361. Terrill, Rebecca Irene. A survey of metliods used in helping senior
high school pupils in improvement of personality. Master's, 1938. Ohio State
83 p. ma.
Describes an experiment in which two home economics classes were taught a class unit
method of personality development after which the girls carried on individual personality
development projects and an indirect method of teaching was used in a series of ciao

4

parties given by small groups of girls.

2362. Thompson, Claude Hamilton. A study of training for social adjustment in the small town and rural high school. Master's, 1938. Texas.
'2363. Transue, Victor H. A study of post-school activities of selected members of the Hamburg high school. Master's, 1938. Penn. State. 33 p. Ins.

Studies the educational and occupational activities of a group of pupils wbo entered
the ninth grade of the Hamburg high school in 1926, 1927, and 1928. Finds that the
high-school graduate assumes a larger part of civic responsibility and participates in
activities which the nongraduate does not choose to share; that the nongraduate has fewer
opportunities for continuing his education and loses interest because of his inability to do
the work or understand the problems understood by the graduate ; that curriculum changes
have made the high-school course much more complete, and optional and required courses
give the pupil of today an opportunity to be satisfied; that agriculture, guidance, trade
courges, art, and a different type of music are the courses most needed in the school at
present ; that tbe modern high school has gone far to remedy the deficiencies of an earlier
period ; that the activities of the graduates and the number graduating from colleie show
that the present curriculum meets the objectives of American secondary education as well

as college-entrance requirements.

2364. Vaugham, Herman L. A follow-up study of all students who entered
Ballston Spa, senior high school in 1983. Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll. for
Teach. 103 p. ms.
.

2365. Venn, John A. The relationship of intelligence and failure to highschool graduation. Master's, 1938. Miami. 87 p. ni&
Analyses data from the Covington, Hy., school system, and shows a correlation between
failure in grades and subjects and graduation, and between IQ and graduation.
4
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7366. Wade, Bailey Meadoi The development nf secondary education in
Tennessee. Doctor's, 1938. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college for
teachers, 1938. 6 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education, no. 221)
Traces the development of secondary education in Tennessee from the establishment of
tbe first institution for secondary education in 1783 through 1932 33.

2367. Waier, Elsie. Menstrual history study of the University high school
girls of Ann Arbor, Michigan. Maker's, 1938. Michigan.
2368. Warren, E. G. A study of factors that influence achievinuent In the
first yeay of high school. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in:
Louisiana state university. University bulletin. vol. 30 N. S., n(. 3:36-37)
Tries to find out whether there is R significant relationghip between the background.
home

influences, and elementary school record of pupils and achievement in the first year

of high school.

2369. Wells, George Henry. Techniques for the improvement of a student
self-registration in city high schools. Master's, 1938. Texas.
1

2370. White, Elizabeth Oliphint. History of the Ball high school. Master's,
Sam Houston St. T. C. 158 p. Ms.

N.:

*2371. Whitlow, Cyril Melvin.

The smaller high schools
Colo. St. Coll. aEd. 237 p. ms.

of Colorado.

Doctor's, 1933.
Studies teacher-pupil ratio. the source of the supply of teachers. proportion of men and
women teachers, their experience and tenure, their preparation and certification, the
curriculum of the high schools, mibject combinations, and the activity program.
14.

2372 Williamson, Aubra Carl. The 'stability of attitudes of high-school
pupils toward certain conservation issues. Master's, 1938. Purdue. 95 p. ms.
Indicates a significant change in attitude and in variability, persisting 4 months for the
urban group

and 8 months for the rural group.

Present trends and practices in the assignment
representative
secondary schools of California. Master's,
of home at* in
198. Southern California.
2374. Wilson, Marian Lavina. Teaching of social usage in the secondary
schools. Master's, 1938. Stanford. 199 p. ms.
2375. Windes, Theodore R. Survey of certain phases of the Lamar. Missouri, 6-year high school. Master's, 1938. Wyoming. 87 p. ms.
2376. Wing, Dona la H. A study of factors of a rural community which
21378. Wilson, James Fred.

affect the health and well-being of the pupils in the secondary school. Master's,
1937. blichigan.
2377. Wood, Herbert Sidney. A pupil survey of the James A. Garfield high
school, Los Angeles. Master's, 1988. Southern California.

2378. Worthington, Edward H. The vocational and educational choices of
highschool pupils in relatiop to their subsequent careers. Doctor's, 1938.
Pennsylvania.
Attempts to determine whether there is any relationship between vocationat and educational choices made in each of the 4 years In high-school and subsequent careers, studying
loch factors as teachers' marks, IQ's, shoice of college made in the senior year of high
school in relation to the college actually attended ; studying the relationship between
careers and such factors as teachers' marks, IQ's, curriculum taken, activities pursued in
high school, and hobbies. Presents detailed case studies of 72 pupils over a period of 14
years, including the 4 years in high school and 10 years after graduation. Concludes that
It Is dangerous to attempt to predict the educational and vocational careers of individual
Ida-chool pupils on the basis of data then available, as factors beyond the control of
the Individual often prevent the pupil from carrying out his plans,

4
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Worthington, Lee RusselL Some phases of the development of secondary education in Colorado. Master's, 1938. Colorado. (Abstract in:
University
of ('olorado studies. Abstracts of theses and reports for higher
degrees, 1938:
2379.

15g-60)

2380. Zechiel, Ruth L. A report of specific efforts in developing
the personalities of 23 students over a period of a year. Master's, 1937.
Michigan.
2381. Zemke, Walter H. A study of the alumni
associations of the public
high schools of Michigan. Master's, 1937. Michigan.

JUNIOR NIGH SCHOOLS
2382. Anderson, Hu lon N. The organization of a
junior high school in the
Conroe independent school district Master's, 1938. Sam
Houston St. T. .0
95 p. ms.

2383. Billhartz, William H. The derivation of
instruments for the prediction of college success on the basis of measurements made in Junior
high school
years. Doctor's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University
of Pittsburgh.
Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bipliography of
publications,
14

:

48-52)

Attempts to discover what measurements taken in tunior high
school years will yield
significant prognosis of college success. Analyses such information
as teachers' marks,
IQ's, educational plans, socio-economic status, and Stanford achievement
test scores for
4,316 pupils who entered the seventh grade of the Pittsburgh
public schools in September
1928, and the college records of 282 of these students who
went to college. Finds that be
best single predictor of college success was rank in class, based
on tbe scholarship average
in all academic subjects; finds intelligence tests and
on the Stanfotd achievement
tests of little value in4predicting college success ; andscores
that very few pupils of the lower
levels of junior high school scholarship attempted to go to college.
2384. Billings, Charles Myron. A study of the educational
results of the
establishment of a junior high school in a small city school system
upon the
quality of scholarship achieved in the senior high schooL Master's,
1938. Boston

Coll.

2385. Booth, Samuel T. The educational hievement of working and nonworking students in Chickasha junior high schooL Master's, 1938. Oklahoma.
22 p.fms.
Attempts to determine the effect of part-time work upon the educational achievement of
junior high school students, using as subjects the seventh- and the eighth-grade classes,
divided Into two groups, one group not working and one working part-time. Finds that
the groups of non-working students as a whole consistently made slightly
higher school
marks and test scores than the group of working students.

2386. Boswell, Sidney. Selected case itudies of junior high school pupils.
Master's, 1938. Duke. 194 p. ms.
Gives detailed case studies of 12 pupils representing various patterns on scholastk,
mental, physical, and social traits based on data gathered by interviews with pupils

teachers, and parents, from school records, physical examinations, intelligence tests, achieve,
ment tests, social tests, ratings of home environments, special questionnaires, and observations.

2387. Boyd, George Robert. The superstitions of junior high school pupils.
Master's, 1938. Kentucky. 59 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the relationship between the superstitiousness of junior tigh school
pupils and their intelligence, emotional stabiliti, s w s . nomic status, health,
musical
training, and
s

their experience of having been cared fo by colored nurses.
2388. "Brown, Eureal Ottis. Certain co
bits of some

school girls. Muter's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

junior high
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2389. Cason, Maurine Mills. The influence of the home background on the
social adjustment of the child in school. Master's, 1938. Colorado. (Abstract
is: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses and reports for higher
degrees, 1938: 36)

Classifies 210 junior and senior high school children of Beaumont, Tex., from different
groups based on levels of social adjustment in school. Finds a high
correlation of social adjustment of these children in school with economic status, home
ownership, automobile ownership, aesthetic lessons. education of parents, IQ's, and scholastic
ichleviment grades ; and a low correlation of social adjustment with family religious participation, size of family, nativity of parents, and whether the home uas broken or
economic levels, in five

unbroken.

2390. Castine, William Jasper. A preliminary survey of the attitudes toward
homework in the intermediate grades of Lexingt* county, South farolina,
schools. Master's, 1938,

South Carolina. 43 p. ms.

Finds that a majority of the parents, pupils, teachers, and principals favored homework.

2391. Cramer, Beatrice. Promothg desirable attitudes among national and
racial groups in junior high school through the medium of work on immigration.
Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 242 p. ms.

2392. Ensz, Elmer. Orientation practices in the California junior high
Khoo's. Master's, 1938.

Stanford. 110 p. ms.

2393. Prank, Anna. Adjustment of junior high school pupils. Master's,
1938.

Okla. A. and M. Coll.

Studies the personal and social adjustment of 200 pupils in a large junior high school in
%lemma. Finds that pupils of both high and low intelligence may be poorly adjusted and
in need of guidance ; that more pupils of low intelligence need guidance than do pupils of
high intelligence; that the boys are not as well adjusted as the girls. Shows that in planning an adjustment program such factors as general health, socio-economic status, a
retesting program, and teachers' marks must be considered.

2394. Gilchrist, Robert S. A proposed program for functional education in
the junior high school. Doctor's, ma. New York. 323 p ms.
Attempts to determine criteria by which to evaluate the effectiveness of a junior high

school, and practices and procedures which should characterize a junior high school organisation. Proposes a plan of organization in which students will be divided into basic groups

Ind their learning experiences will occur primarily in these groups; laboratories in the
school will be utilized to supplement and enrich the experiences originating in the basic
groups; ,tbe community will be utilised in the same manner ; a basic teacher will guide
students in his group throughout their school experiences with the aid of laboratory
jesultauts; the school is not departmentalised.

21395. Gillan, Alexander. An appraisal of the seventh ind eighth grades
of Glens Falls junior high school by its pupils. Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll.
for Teach. 511 p. ms.

"2396. Hamilton, Herbert H. A study of truancy in the junior high schools
of Muncie, Indiana. Master's, 1934. Ball SL T. C. Muncie, Ball state teachers
college, 1938. 56 p. (Ball state teachers college bulletin, vol. 14, no. 1)

T. Hassell, Joseph W. Occupational status of boys discontinuing work
in the junior high school. Master's, 1!.;:. Colo. St. Coll. 97 p. ms.
Studies 119 boys who dropped out of the Cleburne, Tex., junior high school during the
I-year period, 1982-4& Finds that the older students, and those with the lowest grades,
did not continue in high school, and that 79 percent of the boys were employed when the
study

wu made.

"2398. Heymann, Miriam Elisabeth. The relation between the intelligence
Master's, issa.
Louisville. 611 v. ma
and achievement of pupils grouped by parental occupations.

Dseeribes an experiment condicted with 1,560 boys and girls entering' the 7B grade of
the janitor high schools of Louisville, Ky., in September 1937. Finds a difference in inteUl
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gence in the average of children from various parental occupational groups, am shown by
results of the Otis self-administering test of mental ability for the intermediate grades
Shows that the children came from the following occupational groups : 102 professional,
123 clerical, 317 business, 459 skilled labor, 319 semi-skilled labor, 98 unskilled labor, and
140 miscellaneous ; that the children with the highest IQ were from the professional
and
business classes; that children froni these classes made the highest marks on achievement
tests in each of the subjects they studied. Indicates that different types of industrial communities should have different curricula, if the work is to be of value to the child. Shows
that the téacher must be able to identify and classify each child's difficulties, she
understand various phases of contemporary American life in order to assist her pupils.mubt

2399. Howell, Mary Davis. An analysis of conduct problem situation
ported by junior high school pupils. Master's, 1938. Southern California.

re.

t2400. Jacolls, Charles L. Status of the junior high school in California.
Santa Barbara, Calif., State college printing shop, 1938. 53 p. (Santa Barbara
state college)

Throws light on the divergence between theory about the junior high school and junior
high school practices. rinds that textbook writers do much rationalising about what
the
Junior high school is, and how it is administered. Concludes that administrators
appear to
be more influenced by past school practices and by matters of financial
expediency than by
advanced theories and improved practices.

240,1. Laubaugh, Lavern E. A study of vocational choi
of junior-senior
high school pupils. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
`2402 Mathis, Edward Winston. A study of the pupils graduating froni the
Coles junior high school in the years 1925-26 through 1934-35. Master's, 1938.
Kentucky. 66 p. ms.
Surveys a groqp of pupils who have graduated from the Coles junior
high school of Ashland, Ky., s
with the students who entered the ninth grade of this school during the
first semes
the 1925-26 school year and continuing for a 10-year period to include the
pupils who
...d during the first sense er of 1934-85. Seeks to determine the type
and
number of pupils Who have continued in attendance through the remaining 3 years of high
school and graduated, or who have witl1rawn before becoming high-school
graduates.

2403. Mead, A. R. and Glen, Edith. Study of 27 seventh grades. Caine..
University of Florida, 1938.
2404. Murray, R. C. The functions of the junior high school: An evaluation
of certain Junior high school programs with reference to specific recognition of the
special functions. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract Os: Louisiana
state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 35-36)
%Me,

Evaluates the programs of a high school in Baton Rouge, La., Columbia, S. C., Richmond,
Va., and Wichita Falls, Tex. Shows that approximately eight special functions

recognised.

can be

2405. Repp, Elma. A study of personal grooming in a junior and senior
school. Master's, 1938, Penn. State. 59 p. ms.

high

Attempts to determine whether junior and senior high school students improve in their
personal grooming habits as a result of varied methods of instruction in this field.
Finds
no significant improvement.

2406. Riley, Anne Pope. A survey of the health and leisure-time activities
of the junior high school girls of Wilbur Wright school, Dayton, Ohio.
Masters&
1937. Wittenberg. 55 p. m&
2407. Romig, Russell A. M. Achievement of resident and non-resident
pupils in the Lewistown Junior high school, ninth grade, 1935-38. Mister's, 1938
Penn. State. 25 p. ma.
Attempts to determine what, if any, differences in achievement
test results, attendance,
teachen' marks, and participation in extracurricular activities
exist
between resident and
non-resident pupils in the ninth grade of the Lewistown
Junior high who& Finds that the
nonresident group excelled the resident group in [meta)
science, spelling, narks in PAO*
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history,
excelled

science, languages, business arithmetic, and algebra : that the resident group
in language usage and in participation in extracurricular activities; and that in

this school the resident group is not superior to the non-resident group.

2408. Slade, S. Russell. The location, diagnosis,dra treatment of scholastically maladjustedlo ¡students. Master's, 1638. Colo. St. Coll. 151 p. ms.
Describes an attempt at the Wausau. Wis, junior high school to belp scholastically maladjusted pupils.

41,

2409:Stanton, Herschel V. Socio-economic status of 40 drop-outs from the
Denton junior high school. Master's, 1938. South. Methodist. (Abstract in:
Southern Methodist university. Abstracts of theses, 1939: 24--21)
Finds that most of the boys were from brines with poor socio-economic backgrounds ;
that antisocial attitudes had developed in a large number of the boys. Shows the need for
g

increased faciliti&I for vocational training and guidance, for the establihhment of an
agency to help make contact between youthful workers and available jobs, and for adjust-,
ments to be made which will make the work of the junior and the senior high schools m4e

attractive to the pupils.

2410. Swingle, E. The relationships of certain factors in the borne environment to the scholastic record of junior high school pupils.

Master's, 1937.

Ohio

State.
Finds that low intelligence and unfavorable conditions in the home wer. consistently
associated with low grades in junior high school pupils of both sexes.

2411. Taylor, Alice Blanche. An analysis of the relationship between certain
junior high school subjects and the leisure-time activities of the students. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
2412 Vasey, 'Hamilton Gibbs. Curricular practices in 16 Iowa junior high
schools. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 76 p. ms.
2413. Wise, John Robert. A comparison of the junior high school achievement of pupils froni two types elementary schools. Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
JUNIOR COLLEGES

2414. Amidon, Horton W. The need for a junior college in the capital district. Master's, 1938.

N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

116 p. ms.

2415. Atkinson, James W. Feasibility of the establishment of a public
junior college in Rome, New York. Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll. fpr Teach.
76

p. ms.

2416. Baker, Frank. A comparative study in social attitudes of graduating
Neniors at Pasadena junior college. Master's, 1938. Oregon.
2417. Cameron, Ross R. Characteristics of the personnel of the Collegiate
center students in the capital district, New York state. Master's, 1937. N. Y.
Ott: Coll. for Teach.
Analyses the student group in terms of age, high-ochool succetts. home and communitY
background, vocational purposes, andAother significant factors. Finds the students well

prepared to carry work with profit in TI program consisting of wine 50 courses planned to
fit the freshman and sophomore years of college. Indicates a definite need for additional
educational opportunity in the area.

2418. Colvert, Clyde C. The public junior college curriculuni Doctor's.
MT. Peabody. University, Lou,isiana state university press, 1939. 177 p.
(Louisiana state university studies, no. 38)
Finds that the offering in each course and subject-matter field generally increases wit*
the ease of the public junior college ; that the smaller colleges offer apOroximately -eight
times as much work In academic courses as in nonacademic courses and the largest colleges
alter about the same amount in each ; that since 1921 fairly consistent gains have been
made in the kids of English, social science and physical education, commerce, music, and
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miscellaneous courses; that decreases have tren noted in the language fields.
and slight
decreases in the fields of engineering, aviculture. and education; that great emphasis
h
placed on vocational, terminal, and semiprofessional courses; that general education
proposed as a basis of all curricula; that accrediting agencies are becoming more liberal ti
in
allowing Colleges to offer courses in line with their objectives which are necessary to
meet
the needs of their communities or territories: that the median else of the public Junior
college is 230 students; and that few of the 195 public junior colleges offer survey courses.
2419. Downing, Vernon W. The relation of success in high school to sue .

cess attained during the first semester at the Port Huron Junior college as indicated by marks given in each institution. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
2420. Hummel, Errett A proposal foi the establishment of junior colleges

in Oregon.

Master's, 1938. Oregon.

2421. Rabat, George Jule. Cu;ricular implications of the junior college
growth in the United States.. Master's, 1938. Colorado. (Abstract in: rai1 ersity of Colorado studiek (Abstracts of theses and reports for higher de-

grees, 1938 : 77)
Compares the curricula of 514 of the 553 junior colleges. Finds that 70 percent of their
curriculum offerings are preparatory in nature, of advantage to students wbo continue
their education in a 4-year college or a university. Proposes a three-division curriculum
of which one division would be preparatory, the second terminal and preparing for semiprofessional vocations, and the third socio-cultural, preparing the individual for community
life.

2422. Lindahl, Ellen Alfred& Comparative opinions, WPA freshman college
whites and blacks. Master's, 1938. Washington Univ. 86 p. m&
Compares the opinions of 97 Negro and 84 white students attending WPA freshman
college, St. Louis, Mo.,-in 1937, on 1,092 items in the youth expressionnaire designed by
the.Character research imitate, Washington university.
2423. Merkel, Russel Stoneman. Factors that affect the establishment of
Junior colleges, with special reference to Illinois. Doctor's, 1938. Indiana.
2603

p. m&

2424. Reed, James Frederick. A study of the students, curriculum, and adjacent counties of Eastern Oklahoma college. Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and
M. Coll.

Analyzes the students from counties adjacent to Eastern Oklahoma college and attempts
to determine whether the curriculum is suited to the needs of the students; and compares the college with other state junior colleges with the idea that the suitability of the
curriculum to tbe needs of the students L. state-wide in nature. Shows the need for a
more fully developed terminal curriculum in junior colleges.
2425. Roselius, William H. A follow-up study of Hebron junior college graduates. Master's, 1938. Nebraska. 120 p. ma.
Finds that the training received at Hebron junior college is an Important factor in the
success of TO percent of its graduates; that !t does not prepare for upper Minion studies
better than other colleges; that it is'deficient in the social training even, la guidance,
functions, physical plant, and equipment Shows that the college needs a more varied
curriculum and an enlarged extracurricular program.

2426. Ryan', David G. Follow-up study of junior college graduate& Fulton.
Missouri, William Woods college, 1938. 4 p zna.
Attempts to determine what the graduates of a private junior college for women are
doing. rinds that approximately 75 portent of tads continue their education,
10 percent
are teaching in elementary school, and 10 percent are teaching la esnamereial schools,
with 5 percent married and at home.

2427. launders, Richard P. The practicability of establishing a privately
controlled junior college at New London, Connecticut. Doctor'', 1988. N
York. 164 p. ms.

4IP
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t2428. Smith, Harry P. and Waitt, Russell E. The emergency collegiate
centers of central New York. Syracuse, N. Y., Syracuse university, 1937. 57 p.
Describes emergency collegiate centers, the social and educational background of their
gtudents. their psychological test scores and scholarship, their cooperative general culture
tegt scores, and their vocational outlook.

2429. Thompson, John Fawdrey. The junior college movement in New
England. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ. 113 p.*ms.
Gives a brief history of the junior college movement throughout tbe United States, with
a more detailed story of its development In tbe New England states Attempts to determine whether the New England junior colleges are following the general trend of junior
colleges in curricula; to learn the nature and extent of the recognition Fiven to the New
England junior colleges by the universities and senior colleges of the region ; and to
determine tbe attitude of the boards of education of the New England states toward the
junior colleges, and the extent to which they give recognition and approval. Indicates that
the colleges and universities 'in New England have not yet felt the influe,nce of the junior
college to any great extent ; that there are no public junior colleges; that the curricular
offerings are similar to those of the senior colleges; that the state boards of education
have not yet found it necessary to formulate a general Wiley of accreditation or supervision of the junior college except in New Hampshire.

24 0. Weitzel, Henry Irving. The curriculum classification of junior college students.

Doctor's, 1933.

Southern California. 526 p. ms.

2431. Wilson, Lurana Rownd. The junior college : a digest of significant
articles which have appeared in professional journals from 1931 to 1936, inclusive. Master's, 1938. Rochester. 260 p. ms.
A
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s.

2432. Barlow, Merrill X. "The,duties and responsibilities of the chief 'busiIll. Coll. 135 p. MS.

ness officer in the endowed college. Master's, 1938.

Studies the duties and functions of the chief business officer in 115- endowed coiled*
having enrollments ranging from 200 to 1,200 students. Finds a reasonable endeavor on
the part of endowed colleges to establish the functions of the business office as recommended by authorities, but that the reorganisation and clarification of functions and
procedure would increase the efficiency of the business office.

2438. Bedsworth, Martha Alice. Pltdiction of academic persistence. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 50 p. mg.
Analyses records of 695 students who entered the College of arts and science of Ohio
State university in 1934, and finds the entrance blank, the psychological examination
score, freshman interview blank, and the number of entrance conditions valuable in predicting academic persistence.

2434. Brace, D. K. A study of practices of Texas colleges and universities
in accepting for college-entrance high-school credits In health and physical education. Austin, University of Texas, 1938.
,

2485. Brogdon, Joseph Milton. A history of Young L. G. Harris college.
Master's, 1988. Georgia. 42 p. ma
Traces tbe growth and development of Young Harris college, its contribution to the

ministry, its aid to boys and girls without money, and its influence on the mountain seetion of Georgia.

2486. Bums, Nam. A historical background and philosophical criticism of
the curriculum of Hunter college of the City of New York from 1870 to 1938.
Doctor's, 1938. Fordham.

107. Cannock, Bernice. A comparison of the collegiate records of

a selected

group of native and transfer home economics students, University of Tennessee
Master's, 1937. Tennessee. 57 p. ms.
Amebse. the collegiate records of 14 transfer students and 43 native students registering
as Were dieing the years 19.4-113, laciasive. Pin& that the transfer students wore
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somewhat older, lived farther from the University of Tennessee. had a higher
mean IQ.
and earned a greater percentage of their college expensos than the native students.
more of the native studonts graduated; that the marks of the two groups were that
not
signifitantly different and that more of the native students took part in
extracurricular
activities than did the transfer students.

*2438. Cavan, Jordan True. The student and the financing of the college
A study of student fees. student aid. and factors affecting the proportion of the
cost of higher education borne by the student. Doctor's, 1935. Chicago. (:Iiicago, University of Chicago libraries, MR. 2 p.
:

2439. Conrad, Walter E., Jr. Some recent tendencies in higher education.
Master's, 1988. North Çarolina.

2440. Cowen, Philip A. The college tuitioil fee in relation to current

Doctor's, 1929.

New York.

141

p. ins.

income.

2441. Cowley, Odle Eugene. Relative performance of students from Junior
college to that ot the native Oklahoma agricultural and mechanical
college.
Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.
Attempts to measure the success of students in terms of grade-point averages. who have
completed 2 years of college work in a juniOr college and have finished .the
work for the
degree at Oklahoma agricultural and m&hanical college. Finds that
students
who did 2
'Tars of Junior college work were slightly below the native Oklahoma agricultural
and
mechanical college-ttained students in the Junior and senior years.

2442. Crawford, Stanton C. Course selection at the University of Pittsburgh.
School and society, 49: 427-28, April 1, 1939. ( Universtty of Pittsburgh)
2443. Deffenbaugh, Roy A. Some relationships between scholastic
success in
hI
school and college. Master's, 1938. Colorado. ( Abstract in: University of
Coloiado studies. Abstracts of theses and reports for higher degrees, 1938:
401
Compares the

high-school records of 268 Springfield. 111.,
graduates with their
records in various Illinois colleges in general averages. high-school
and marks in history.
science, and mathematics. Shows that high-school marks were effective in predictingEnglih.
success in this order : General average, English, history, mathematics, and science. college

2444. Maloney, Willie Louise.
1937.

Michigan.

2445. Downey,
1938. Alabama.

A history of l'uskegee institute. Master's,
,

J. Paul. History of Trevecca Nazayene college. Master's.

2446. Ezell, Lonnie Bryan. A Study of certain causal factors in interstate
migration of college students. Doctor's, 1937. Texas. 209 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the relationship between the number of interstate students in
an
institution and the size of the institution, its age, faculty rating, proximity of the out-ofstate students, instructional costs as shown by tuition charged out-of-state
students, curriculum, anticipated annual income of the institution, and the national
ranking
stitution in football. Analyzes data from 12 private and 22 public institutions, of the inrepresenting every geographical area of the United States. and ranging
in size from large universities
to colleges enrolling fewer than 600 students. Shows that the number of
interstate
students in the institutions studied was influenced by income. curricular
offering. faculty
rating, high tuition, total enrollment, age of the Institution, proximity of students, and
national football ranking.

2447. Fleharty, Russell Ralph. A study to compare the college
records of
students who enter the University of Michigan from large schools with those of ,
students from small schools entering as freshmen in 1932. Master's, 1938.
Michigan.
2448. Forbes, Eunice Belli. A comparative study of four criteria
for,predict-,
ing achievement in the first year M college. Master's, 1938.
Louisiana State.
44 p. m&
Compares the use of the American council psychological examination,
the Purdue Englishplacement test, tbil Nelson-Denny reading emulation, and rank
in high J64111'31 class in
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predicting achievement in the freshman year of college. Finds that rank in class and
results of the psychological examination are the hest criteria for boys. and that results of
the psychological examination followed by rank in class lire the best criteria for predicting

the success of girls; and that the reading examination is the least valuable of all criteria
as a basis for prediction.
2449. Gagliardi, Joseph G. A comparative study of the "war attitules" of

Northern and Southern college students. Master's, 1938. St. T. C., 'Fitchburg.
60 p. ms.
Describes an experiment in which the Droba-Thurston Attitude toward war wale 2
form A was administered to students at the State teachers college, Fitchburg, Masi., and to
students at Tusculum college, Greenville. Tenn. Finds' that both the men and women
students at Fitchburg were older than at Tusculum; that the Fitchburg students were less
pacifistic than the Tusculum students; that women students were less pacifistic than men
students.

2450. Graham, R. X. Ethics for the publicity department.

College publicity

(Unversity of Pittsburgh)
From log cabin to cathedral of learning. Magazine of Sigma
2451.
Chi, no. 5, December 1937. (University of Pittsburgh)
2452. Gunn, Royal Elbert. A system of devices for determining the field of
greatest probable achievement in the liberal arts college. Master's, 1938.

digest, 20, no. 3, 1938.

Washington. 68 p. ms.

Campus activities. New York, McGraw-Hill book
(Stanford university)

t2453. H.and, Harold C.
company, 1938.

357 p.

Contents: (1) Items in a philosophy of student artivities, by Harold C. Hand, p.

1--9;

(2) Governing tbe college campus, by James D. Reynolds, Barbara VA' Kimball, and Harold
C. Hand, p. 10 SW; (3) Social life on the campus, by Esther Pelton and Harold C. Hand,
p.

40-77; (4) Controlling conduct on the campus, by Roy B. Anderson and Harold e.

Hand,. p. 78-96; (5) Student faculty relationships, by Roy B. 'Thompson and Harold tt
Hand, p. 97-105 ; (6) College guidance program, by Harold C. Hand, p. 106-18 ; (7)
Self-help program, by Charles S. Franich and Harold C. Hand, p. 119-29; (8) College
clubs and societies, by Jacqueline Brown and Harold C. Hand, p. 130-46; (9) Sororities,
fraternities, and other living groups, by Annalee Whitmore and Harold C. Hand, p. 147-67;
(10) College handbook, by Irvin Jorgensen and Harold C. Hand, p. 168-92; my College
newspaper, by Irvin Jorgensen and Harold C. Hand, p. 193-221; (12) College year book,
by Ruth D. Barnes and Harold C. Hand, p. 222-33; (13) Campus forensics, by Robert M.
MallettAnd Harold C. Hand, p. 234-44; (14) Music activities, by Raymond Kendall, 1).
245-431

;

t15) Campus dramatics, by Harold C. Hand. p. 262-86; (16) Men's athletics, by

Tom Killefer and Harold C. Hand, p. 287-96 ; (17) Women'ai athletics. by Lee P. Stearim
and Harold C. Hazid, p., 297-303; (18) Religious life on the campus, by Emilia L. Rath-

bun, p. 306-18; (110 Financing campus activities, by Robert R. Gros, p. 319-32; (20)
Student-alumni relationships, by Harlow P. Rothert, p. 333 42; (21) Central purpose of
all campus activities, by Harold C. Hand, p. 343-46.
#2454. Harlow, Rex E. The daily newspaper aud higher education: a report
on certain findings and inferences of the Stanford school-press relations investigations, 1937-88. Stanford University, Stanford university press, 1938. 44 p.
Investigates the relations between 44 daily newspapers and 33 colleges and universities
in California, Oregon, and Washington, during the school year 1937-48, and offers sug
gestions for improving tbe quality and quantity of college and university news published

by tbe daily newspapers.

2455. Hedgecock, Elvin Loyal. Transfer versus non- t ra nsfer students.
Master's, 1888. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
2456. Hembree, Bilious G. A history of Union college. Master's, 1938.
Kentucky. 240 p. ms.
Traces the history of Union college from its beginning in 1879 to 437. Includes its

isgstl status, organization and administration,vgrowth, buildings, grounds and equipment,
curriculum, student body and student organization, and financial support.
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2457. Hepner, Walter B. Factors underlying unpredicted scholastic
achit.\ ement of college freshmen. Doctor's, 1938. SoUtbern California.

Shows that some of the most potentially able students do markedly inferior
work in
college, whereas some of markedly inferior promise,. previous
and adjustments attain college records higher than some students of accomplishments,
superior promise. Shows
that there is a n6ed to view the individual student as a unique
person, to work with
him, utilizing all available knowledge about him, and to avoid dependence
on the gcncral
conclusions Pa statistical analyses.
A

2458. Hill, Gilbert Kastner. Selection and retention of students by
colleges.
Master's, 1938. Lawrence. 64 p. ms.
..4

Finds the high-school percentile rank of more value in predicting
the score on a psychological examination; that the psychological college success than
test
change materially, especially for students who ranked low on entrance;score is apt to
dents left college because of insufficient money to continue their education,and that stuand becakise
of the desire to take courses not offered at Lawrence college.
10

,

2459. Hooker, Elbert L. A study of"the fraternity system as it operates
on
the Southern Methodist university campus. Master's, 1937. South.
Methodist.
(Abstract in: Southern Methodist university. Abstracts of theses:
masters'
degrees in the Graduate school, no. 5: 34-35)
Studies the fraternity system from the sociological point of view as a cultural
and
economic phenomenon, with particular reference to the social
divisions engendered. Finds
°That the nonfraternity students feel antagonism and resentment
the fraternity
system due to their feeling of being excluded from the social life oftoward
the University ; that
the mimbers of the higher ranking fraternities tend to
associate with the members of
the higher ranking sororities, the lower ranking fraternity
men with the second rank
of sorority women, and the women of the lowr rank
are ignored by both
upper and lower ranking fraternity men. Indicates that sororities
the present fraternity system
not only reveals the existing social divisions but increases social
distance between them
and produces class consciousness and class antagoniamk
2460. Humphrey, Nell Ann. A college education
for the masses. Master's,
1938. Ohio State. 110 p. ms.
Attempts to determine whether a college education for the
masses is- a 4l(bIr
able goal in a democratic social order, and concludes tentatively
that it Is desirable.

,

2461. Hurt, James Lewis. Subject offerings and enrollments
in Southern
liberal arts colleges. Master's, 1938. Duke; 143 p. ms.

Compares offerings and enrollments in 27 colleges and
analyzes them with reference to
the number of titles, and the number of credit hours, by
lower and upper division, by
individgal subject, and by subject field.

1.

is.2462. Jones, Aaron Eugene. The control and
administration of se
rships
and fellowships in unive. raffles of the Association of
American universities.
Doctor's, 1938. California.

.

Attempts to determine and evaluate the restrictive and regulative
factors under which
scholarships and fellowships are available, awarded, and held
sciences of the Association of American universities. Finds that in schools of arts and
undergraduate and 163 criteria for graduate awards mentioned of the 190 criteria for
in the publications of
the universities, those most frequently mentioned
are scholastic ability, character, prom'',f and need ; that there is no agreement among the
universities as to what information
is important in the selection of scholars and fellows;
that most awards are for 1 year
only, but may be renewed upon application; that the restrictions
placed on the awards
by donors prove to be a serious problem in the control of
and fellowships;
that many foundations, councils, and associations support acholarabi
echo's
.
-.6s
and fellowships
in Amerkan and f6reign universities, the majority
them being for post-doctoral research; and that officials administering awards seemofsatisfied
means of applying these criteria in the selection of applicants,with the criteria and the
and des* more awards
with stipends varying with the need* of the recipients.
2468. Katsuronis, Joseph J. What do we know, about
our grisluates? Masties, 1987. T. C., Col. Univ. 105 p. ms. r
Studies the economic, oocial, and professional
status
of
1,607gtaduates
of 'Teachers
college, Columbia university, receiving the Bachelor
of science degree between June 1928
and Jua1925.
lt.
_
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Kellam, Nettie Lee. The history of the Texas college of arts and

2484.

Industries.

Master's, 1938. Texas.

Kennedy, Mary Elizabeth. Predicting success at college from scholasaptitude scores, with special reference to Clark (jollege. Master's, 1938.

2465.
tic

33 p. ms.

Clark.

12466. Kirkpatrick, J. E. The 1938 freshman class at Morningside college.
Sioux City, Iowa, Morningside college, 1938. 35 p. ( Morningside college bulletin,
vol. 22, DO. 3)
Gives general data on the environmental circumstances

in the students families, churhes,

schools, communitieR, personal characteristics, interests and plans for the future;
scribes the activities engaged in by the students during their first week at college ;

describes

de-

and

and analyses tests used in the freshman testing program.

2487. Lewis, Gabe William. The dean of men at John Tarleton college apd
WE problems. Master's, 1938. Texas.

2488. Lupien, David William, Jr. Variability in attitudes of college students.
Master's, 1938. Clark. (Abstract in: Clark university. Abstracts of diOertations and theses, 1938: 145-47)
Studies the attitudes of 285 college freshmen and 115 college seniors toward war,
the Negro, the influence of God on conduct, the reality of Qod, and the church. Finds
that the attitudes were extremely variable, &pending largely on the particular aspects
of

the general question being investigated.

Maaske, Roben J. Factors in the prognosis of scholastic success in
University of Minnesota School of business administration, including sug-gested procedures for the selection and guidance of students. Doctor's, 1938.
*2469.

tile

187 p. m&
Presents a brief description of the development of collegiate schools of business, ind
of tbg, organization, administration, ald procedures followed in the University of Minhesota School of business administration. Describes the homogeneity of gruups matriculating in the School of business administration and the predictive effectiveness of variables
on experimental groups, and compares the records of transfer of native student and
specie student gioups. Discusses problenwinherent in predicting scholastic success and
suggests procedures in the selection of students.

Minnesota.

2470. Manuel, Herschel T. Abilities of college freshmen, 1937, and other
studies. Austin, Texas, Published by the Administrative board Of the Texas commission on coordination in education, 1938. 39 p. (Research bulletin no. 7)
(University of Teras)
Discusses the college freshman in Texas ; abilities and vocational interests of
freshmen; an occupational study of college 'graduates; and ability of high-school
in relation to college attendance.

colne
niors

2471. Martin, Andrew B. The aims of the church-related college in rel tion
to the accrediting procedures of tbe North central association. Doctor's, 1938.
Marquette.

2472. Miller, Dorothy Hamilton. Survey of the universities in the District
of Columbia. Master's, 1938. Gleoirge Washington. 258 p. ms.
Presents outlines descriptive of the undergraduate schools giving education in the
arts and sciences and of the graduate 'schools giving training in the arts and sciences, 'dentistry and dental hygiene, engineering and architecture, government and foreign/
affairs, law, library science, medicine, training for the ministry, training Ina music, nursing,
pharmacy, social work, and leaching. For the' undergraduate schools, it describes the
type of school; enrollment ; instructors; school hours; schoól year ; 'curriculum ; length
of courses; degrees; entrance requirements, including sex, race, age, scliooling, and other
qualifications; time of entrance; cost of attendance; placement ; and a brief descrip-

tion of the institution. Gives the same type of information for each of the graduate

schools.

158103-4 0--14
"Or

L
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2473. O'Dell, Topsy Elizabeth. A standard system for numbering
college
courses. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 146 p. ms.
Attempts to formulate a standardized system for the numbering
that can be used in any college and will be to a college what theof college coursos
Dewey Decimal
classification is to libraries.

2474. O'Hara, Rev. Charles M. A plan of curricular int.egration for
Catholic college. Doctor's, 1938. Marquette.

the

a.

t2475. On going to college: a symposium. New York, Oxford university
Press,
298 p.
Contents: (1) The ancient classics and the new humanism, by Edward Kynnard
Rand.
p. 13-35; (2) Literature, especially English literature, by James Buell
Munn, p. 17-75:
(3) Modern foreign. languages, by H. Carrington Lancaster, p. 77-95 ; (4)
History, by
Wallace Notestein, p. 97-119 ; (5) The social sciences, by Robert
Morrison MacIver, p.
121-40; (6) The natural sciences, by Arthur H. Compton, p. 141-68;
(7)
by
Joint Frederick Dashiell. p. 169-92; (8) Philosopliy, by Irwin Edman, p. Psychology.
193-212; (9)
Religion, by Charles Frederick Wishart, p. 213-34; (10) Public speaking
and the dramatic
arts, by jlerbert August Wichelns, p. 235-56 ; (11) The fine arts, by Clarence
Ward, p.
257-72 (12) Music, by Roy Dickinson Welch, p. 273-92; (13) The
litirary, by Chauncey
Brewster Tinker, p. 293-98.
1938.

;

2476. Parrish, William Salter.
South Carolina. 122 ,p. ms.
2477.

A history of Coker college.

Master's, Ms.

Pierson, Rowland. A study of unethical practices in student recruit-

ing. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 91 p. ms.
Finds that unethical recruiting...practices center about the activities of
represent:1tives and the granting of financial aid to prospective students; and that field
these
activities
are so widespread as to constitute n major problem in higher education,
t2478. Pike, Ruth E. A group of scholarship students: Their
scholastic
records, earnings, and extracurricular activities. Lincoln, University of Ne-

braska, 1938. 27 p.

(University of Nebraska publication, no. 126)
Studies tbe scholarship students matriculating in the University of Nebraska
in 1932,
1933, and 1934, based on roplies to a questionnaire sent to all Regents'
scholarship
students entering during those years, and to a group of students picked
at randonk from
the freshmen entering during the same years. Traces the history of the
awards, scholarship in college. employment, and student activities of both groups. Indicates
that the
Regents' scholarship students were superior.

2479. Powers, William Ira. The relation between intelligence test scores
and actIdetnic success of freshmen entering the University of Alabama
from
Alabama high schools. Master's, 1938. Alabama.

'2480. Rankin, Carl E. The University of North Carolina and the probleml.
of the cotton 111111 employee. Doctor's, 1934. T. C., Col. Univ. New York,
193:).

212 p.

e.

2481. Ryans, David G. Selection of students for collegiate study. Fulton.
Missouri, William Woods college, 1938. 5 p. ms.
Studies the success in college of students who were rated A, B, C,
D on the basis
of short questions asked of their high-school principal before they and
were
admitted to
college. Finds this procedure adequate as a basis for declining
admission to certain

applicants.

2482. Rich, Mateel. An attempt to predict scholastic achievement. Master's,
Kansas. 52 p. ins.

1938.

Attempts to determine whether the psychological examination and the reading test
given to all entering students at the University of Kansas have practical value
in predicting academic success in particular subject-matter fields. Studies the marks made
by
students who entered in 1933 over a 2-var period, 1933-85, in language, mathematic*,
science, history, and socio-economic subjects. Indicates that a general intelligence
is less predictive of performance in subjects of a speciallsed mature than in subjectstest
of
a general nature.
.
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the graduates of Luther

2483. Samuelson, Clarence O. A follow-up study of
college, Nebraska. Master's, 1938. Nebraska. 113 p. ms.
that the courses
Recommends that Luther college give more vocational work ; and shows
educational
courses
and
Christian
ideals,
citizenship,
given in training for leadership.
fairly
successful.
have been

Semler, Charles A. A comparative study of the entrance requirements
.of Michigan and
of the School of literature, science, and arts at the University
high schools of Michigan.
what pupils study in the North central association
2484.

Master's, 1937. Michigan.
.

tional

Slaughter, Maxine. Analysis of National youth administration vocastudents at Oklahoma agricultural and mechanical college. Master's,

1938.

Okla. A. and M. Coll.

2485.

tbat of the regularly

Shows that the achievement of Ihe NYA atudents is inferior to
made. and that in the other three
enrolled college group in 17 of the 20 comparisons
is not significant. Indicates
groups the difference between the groups is so slight that it
adequately
prepared for economic and
people
might
be
more
of
young
that this group
that now given by the
different
from
of
training
self-sufficiency through a type
Nodal

college.

-

Smith, Harry P. Secondary school factors and academic success at
1937. 42 p. ms.
Syracuse university. Syracuse, Syracuse university,
A study of members of the Syracuse univerity class of 1935
2487.
1937. 12 p. ms.
who did not graduate. Syracuse, University of Syracuse,
2488. Sommers, Guy H. Freshman college achievement of high-school gradu1937. Louisiana State.
ates with respect *to socio-economic statuls. Master's,
bulletin,
vol. 30 N. S., no.
(Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University
2486.

3: 105)
Studies the freshman college achievement of high-school graduates from Livingston
college
parish with respect te socio-economic status, using as subjects only those in
home and family
during the 1936-37 year. Prepares case histories based on the students'
education and vocational
background, educational and economic status of the parents,
interests of the students.
e

t2489. Sowers, Don C. and Slaton, William H. A study of comparative
costs at the University of Colorado and 22 other state universities. Boulder,
bulletin, vol. 38,
University of dolorado, 1938. 20 p. (University of ('olorado
no. 12. General series no. 416)
t2490. Tarbell, Arthur Wilson. The story of Carnegie Tech: Being a history
of Carnegie institution of technology from 1900 to 1935. Pittsburgh, Carnegie
institute of technology, 1937. 270 p.
Traces the history of the institution from the announcement made by Andrew Carnegie
Pittsburgh, to the
in November 1900, of Ns intention to found a school of technology in
end of President Baker's administration in September 1935.

2491. Upshall, C. C. Questionnaire results on the short summer session,
12 p. ms.
1938. Bellingham Western Washington college of education, 1938.
60-minute
with
session
of
9
weeks
Finds that students approved the shorter summer
tbe
faculty
periods;
that
with
50-minute
11
weeks
the
session
of
periods, which replaced
in previous summer
felt that the work of their courses had not been done as ;well as
sessions; and that both faculty and students felt that laboratory courses suffered most.

.*2492. Veit, Mathilde. The Oregon state board of higher curricula ; a
Oregon
sequence of its actions relating to the University of Oregon and the

.agricultural college. Master's, 1929. Oregon. 74 p. ma.
2498. Whitney, F. L. The trend in the college fees of oul-of-state students.
School and society, 47: 191-92. February 5, 1938. (Colorado state college of
edft9it1on)
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2494. Wiley, Roy W. An analysis of the current practices
used by thp
liberal arts colleges of Pennsylvania in recruiting students.
Doctor's, 10.
Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of
theses, ro.
searches in progress, and bibliography of publications, 14 : 329-36)

Analyzes replies to a check list sent( in by 450 high-school
graduates who had howl,
the college they hoped to attend. 397 of whom expected to attend
arts colleges in Pennsylvania, tó determine tbe recruiting practices one of the 57 iihpral
employed with these
students and their reactions to the practices; and replies to a
check list sent to evn 1116
school principals and to the directors of admissions
in the 57 collegei to determine their
reactions to current .reeruiting practices. Finds that the colleges
use personal contactg
with the student or his parents in his home community, contacts through
literature about
the college, and personal contacts with the student at the college;
that the stwiont Con
eider the standing of the college as shown OP its rating by
which college is best prepared to give him the training be accrediting organizatinns and
desire& Recommends that the
colleges grant scholarships to worthy students and give sufficient
guidance to the tuclentA
so that they will enroll in schools where they have a chance to succeed
in courses in which
they are interested and which lead to goals in keeping
with their abilities.
2495. Williams, C. C. Educational survey University
of Delaware. Wilining.

ton, University of Delaware, 1938. 60 p. (Lehigh university)
Appraises existing conditions at the institution, reviews
administrative and
policies, and outlines
a program for the future.

educational

2496. Williams, Paul Edgar. The Y. M. C. A. college. Doctor's,
Western Reserve. St. Louis, Educational council of the Y. M.
C. A.,
218 p. ma.

1938.

1938.

Studies the history and development of the formal

work of the Y. M. C. A.
and its setting in the parent organization and theeducational
present status of certain college

organisations which have emerged as individual educational units;
presents a picture of
these institutions in relation to their fulfillment of the
stated purposes of tbe Y. M. C. A.
Attempts to discover to what extent these institutions have become
standard; how like
and unlike they are to other colleges; what are their strengths
and weaknesses and their
fields and opportunities for service. Evaluates critically the
colleges are making to the solution of the problems of education. contribution which these

2497. Wing, Herbert, Jr. Reorganization of tlie curriculum
of Dickinson
college. Carlisle, Pa., Dickinson college, 1988. 15 p. in&
Describes the evolution of the college, the financial liftuation, student
enrollment. char
acter of the college, the personnel of the faculty, the objectives of
the
college,
methods of
instruction, and extracurricular activities. Recommends adjustments
establishment of sophomore comprehensive examinations, provision in the curriculum.
for distribution of
electives, and requirements for training in the field of
concentration
and
for senior comprehensive examination& Summarizes the general reqbtrements
for graduation.
t2498. Woodmore, T. B. College business. Nashville, Tenn.,
Parthenon press,
1938. 104 p. (State teachers college, Murfreesboro,
Tenn.)
Discusses college business organisation and personnel;
in coiltfe; budizets.
reports, and audits; college buying ; handling invoices andaccounting
ness activities; plant operation and maintenance; creditsupplies; supplementarY busiextensions and collections;
financial assistance to students; college athletic
programs; and efficiency and economy.
.

Zimmer, Brother Agatho Peter. Changing concepts of ¡higher
education
in America since 170o. Doctor's, 19118. Catholic Univ.
Presents the changes that have taken place in the con ' non
America, and analyses both past and present ideas of the !nation of higher education in
of American education
Surveys and evaluates the changes which have occurred due
to religious, philosophical.
2499.

political, and economic factor& Studies the various
functions now commonly assigned to
graduate and undergraduate institutions. Explains the
Catholic ideal of higher education.
Finds that the university is regaMed u a center for the
preservation, pursuit, and discovery of truth ; that state universities cannot restrict
themselves
to these !unctions because
of the demands of their clientele; that liberal arts college,
fundamental cultural courses as distinguished from technicalshould be retained to provide
courses, not only for their
Intrinsic value, but as requisites for the more soccessiti
pursuit Cor higher studies.

Il
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STUDENT PERSONNEL PROBLEMS

Addison, Phoebe Wilhelm. A study of student living conditions in the
teachers colleges of Oklahoma. Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.

2500.
six

Finds that students live in residence balls.ilapartments, in homes of students living in
rhe couege town or in other communities, in rooming and boarding houses, in rooming
places not offering board, in homes offering light housekeeping facilities, in places wl;ere
they may work for their room and board, in fraternity houses, and in hotels; that all places
where students were permitted to stay were inspected and approved by college authorities ;
that there was no uniform standard for approving student living quarters.

Albright, Preston Bailey. Student employment at the University of
Colorado for years 1932-33 and 1936-37. Master's, 1938. Colorado. (Abstract
1501.

in: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses and reports for higher
degrees, 1938: 21)
Analyzes 4.580 activity blanks of University of Colorado students for 1932-33 and
1936-37, to determine the amount of remunerative term-time and summer employment of
men and women students, hours worked, occupations, and earnings by social groups, schools.
and academic classes. Finds the percentage of employment lower in 1936-37 than in
1932-33; that sources of employment, especially for women, had been changed since the
introduction of the NYA; that 72 percent of the men and 28 percent of the women were
partially self-supporting; that the range of earnings WAS large ; that many more men
worked in summer than in term time. Shows a'need for a centralised employment
department to assist, guide, and instruct working students.
of

2502. Beck, Hubert Park The relation between the grades and the types
living environment of freshmen at the University of Chicago. Master's, 1931.

Chicago. 88 p. ma.

2503. Blue, Betty Margaret.

A personnel study of selected National youth

administration college aid students. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
2504. Brady, Pansilee. Study of food selections made by students eating at
the University of Tennessee. Master's, 1938. Tennelpgee. 120 p. ms.
Records and compares the eating habits of 52 students eating at the University of
Tennessee cafeteria, with especially set-up standards for a nourishing diet. Finds thitt none

of the students ate adequate diets according to the standard. Recommends that students
be given indirect guidance in proper food selection.

2505. Chin, Ettie Len Toy. Leisure-time activities of the Chinese students
at the University of Michigan. Master's, 1937. Michigan.
2506. Colesie, Helene Bose. An experimental investigation of the problems
of college students and an analysis of agencies consulted in attempts toward
adjustment. Master's, 1938. Ohio Univ. 104 p. ms.
2507. Crow, Ralph E. A study of the high-school student-aid program of the
National youth administration. Doctor's, 1938. Western Reserve.
2508. Elliott, Leo. A surveglikf leisure-time activities and interests of Louisiana state university men. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in:
Louisiana state university. thiivendty bulletin, vol. 30 N. B., no. 3 : 45)
Finds a marked relation between the place of living and grade averages, and between
method of financing and grade average, the students living on the campus having the higher
grades, tha students not working having higher grades than those who do work ; a
general tindency to neglect the physical activities ; a positive relation between physical
activities and amount of time spent in study ; a more definitely planned program of training
and participation is needed to meet the demands of the college student's physical, social,
and cultural life.

2509. Hale, Olive. The effect of an educational program in selected phases
of self-development. Master's, 1938.

Iowa.
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2510. Harrell, Imogen. Nutritive value of food consumed by college
students:
a study of two cost level dietaries in the home management houses
at Mississippi
state college for women. Master's, 1938. Tennessee. 48 p. ms.

Findh that the diets at both cost levels fulfilled the
of the college women:
and that, in general. tbe nutritive value of the dietaries requirements
MI more money was spent
for food; that these home economics trained women spentincreased
relatively little for meat, a lilwral
amount for fruits and vegetables, very little for cereals, and
extra large amounts for milk

products.

2511. Karsner, Milo Gist. A study of
leisure-time interests, needs. mid
opportunities of University of Kentucky men. Master's, 1937.
Louisiana State.
(Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol.
30 N. S.. no.
3 : 47-48)

Analyses data obtained from 1,072 questionnaires answered by
students and from :01
questionnaires answered by members of the faculty on the leisure-time
activities and
interests of these students.

2512. Liu, Bangnee Alfred. Student self-support through col
and cooperative plans. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 69 p. ms.

industries

Analyzes the self-help industries operated by 24 colleges, and the
cooperative plans used
by 10 colleges, and discusses the possibility of adapting
them for schools in China.
2513. Robertson, Arrie Elizabeth. Does
college life affect personality.!
Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.
Attempts to determine, as measured by the Royer
personality inventory, whether self
ratings of personality at the college level remain constant
over a period of 2% years of
college life ; tbe relationship of associates' ratings and
wit-ratings;
whether personality
rating is related to low college aptitude ; and whether there is
any difference between the
personality scores of rural and urban freshman girls. Shows that
girls changes slowly, if at all; that there is a- general consistency personality of college
the friendship
ratings and the Pel f-ra tings of the group as a whole ; that there is nobetween
statistically
significant
relationship between any division of the rural and urban
grouping; nor between the grade
average and the personality scores of the non-matriculate
group.
training has little influence on personality, and that tbe fundamental Indicates that college
traits of tbe student's
personality were formed Wore she entered college.

2514. Shoun,

Frances Nelle. A study of the dietary habits of university
borne economics students. Master's, 1938. Tennessee.
59 p. ms.
Analyses the dietary records of 398 home economics students of
the University of Tennes
see. Indicates that the diets as a whole were fairly adequate
fruits, and meat, cheese, and dried legumes; and tbat the lu the use of milk, vegetables,
infrequent use of whole-grain
products was the poorest feature of the diets. Finds a marked
improvement in freshman
dietaries after a study of nutrition.
*2515. Smith, Coleen M. A study of the academic
adjustment problems of
103 freshmen girls living in the dormitories at Syracuse
university. Doctor's,
1938. Syracuse. 190 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the adjustment problems of the

girl living in a dormitory
at Syracuse university, whether they are due mainly freshman
to ber physical and intellectual
abilities, to her educational background, to the new methods of
educational procedure. or
to her new environment. Describes the Syracuse university
housing plan in which small
groups of girls live in houses accommodating from 10 to 20 girls
by graduate
students in training for personnel work. Analyses records of 103chaperoned
any effective service set up in a university to help students with their girls. Indicates that
academic adjustment
problems should be available for all students; provide for the
study of the
individual student ; classify the students into groups so that comprehensive
specific problems may be
attacked; provide definite and specific aid for the individual; and provide
sonal contacts for the purpose of talking over problem&
2516. Thompson. Jane Elizabeth. The contribution

group and

Per-

of the church to the

solution of the problems of later adolescents. Master's, 1938.
Biblical Seminary.
127 p. m&
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Elliott, Virginia B. Compilation of the most common ailments among
State. (Abstract
Louisiana state university women. Master's, 1937. Louisiana
vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 46)
in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin,
2517.

frequency of ailments; and recom-

Analyzes records for 4 years showing the variety and facilities for isolation and control
mends a course in health practice; additional hospital
diseases; and tbe éwployment of a full-time woman physician
of infectious and contagious
in addition to the present staff.

McMullen, Mary Irwin. A critical palysis Of ertain factors in perof college women. Master's, 1938. Stanford. 68 p.
sonality and ec
the University
2519. Qu edeaux, Çhloe Lee. Housing women students at
of Texas. Master's, 1938. Texas.
college women as influenced by
2520. Schmidt, Lola. Basal metabolism of
Iowa.
1938.
race and activity. Master's,
of the women students
2521. Stumberg, Jo. A study of the economic status
Louisiana
State. (Abstnict
1937.
at the Louisiana state university. Master's,
30
N.
S., no. 3: 51)
bulletin,
vol.
in: Louisiana state university. University

n.

2518.

student's representing women
Analyzes replies to a questionnaire filled out by 750 women
and do not work. and

t>iudents

Vo work part-time, women students who live in tc.vvn

work.
Fomen sfflents who live in the dormitory anerdo not
occupations and interests
\2522. Talbot, Palmer. A survey of the leisure-time,
IAmisiana State. (Abof Louisiana state university women. Master's, 1937.
S., *no.
stract in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N.
:51-52)
leisure time; whether or not
Attempts to determine what these women do with tbetir
grade
averages ; if the method of
leisure
and
there is any relationship between the use of
balance
of their leisure life
t
affects
grade
averages
or
college
career
financing their
Shows that a very
college
women
are.
life
of
and what the unmet desires in the leisure
activities; that most of the
physical
in
leisure
time
is
spent
of
their
proportion
small
physical activities, especially these of a
unmet desires of the women students are for
relation
between place of living and grnde
strongly social nature. Finds no apparent

averages or between method of financing and grade averages.
of girls
2523. Tibbets, Talitha _Belle. The education

and young women in

South. Methodist.
the New England states from 1800 to 1865. Master's, 1938.
1939:25-26)
theses,
Abstracts
of
university.
Methodist
(Abstract in: Southern
through
apprenobtained
girls
and
wcmen
was
Shows that prior to 1800 the education of
schools ; that the

elementary town
ticeship in the home, dame schools, adventiire schools, and
in advancing young women's
dominating
factor
the
movement
was
academy and seminary
seminaries
reached their peak
education for three-quarters of the nineieenth century; that
between 1820 and 1840
the
period
1860;
that
dtclining
by
1836
and
were
between 1825 and
which were becoming coeducational by
was the greatest experimentation in high schools
of teachers were firmly established
the
preparation
schools
for
normal
1860; that state
1860;
and that the colleges did not offer
after
to
rise
in Massachusetts by 185$ and were
offered to nien until after 18410.
with
those
on
a
par
opportunities
to
women
educational

Tobias, Marjorie Faye. A personal problems coprse for girls. Master's,
1968. Southern California.
effect of social conditions upon the
2525. Tompkins, Neva Middleton. T
education of women in California. Ma Ws, 1938. Southern California.
metabolic rate of Texas col2526. Weaver, Helen Sue. Changes in the basal
Texas.
1938.
Master's,
lege women during a menstrual cycle.
2524.

so
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2527. Ahrens, Robert E. An experimental investigation
of police training
requisites. Doctoi's, 1938. Southern California.
Reports an investigation into the recruiting of police
personnel and into instruction
methods and classroom procedure; a critique of police
training;
a résum4 of preservice
training facilities at the University of California,
Junior college, and Civic center of the University of San Jose state college, Los Angeles
Southern California ; a digest of accepted and available police methods
and techniques

with extensive annotations; and the
police application of laboratory techniques and
procedures with which the police officer

must be familiar.
.2528. Beardsley, Seymour Willis.

Psychological factors in the nontechnical
training of engineers. Master's, 1937. Columbia.
2529. Bowman, Neal B. The need for
a commercial pharmacy curriculum.
Doctor's, 1938. Rutgers.

2530. Clarke, Rosa Heyward. iistory and
development of pihblic health
nursing in South Carolina. Mastet's, 1938. Peabody.
78 p. ms.
Traces the development of public health nursing from
1814 to 1936.

2531. Conrad, Charles William. Military law of
the United States as related to the Army reserve officer. Doctor's, 1935.
Northwestern. 96 p. ms.
2532. Cooper, Sonoma. The development
of the medical school at Mont44r.
Doctor's, 1938. California.
2533. Cunnin :
le , Josephine Darlington.
Earnings of mechanical engineers, 1921- ' . t. MastN, 1937. Columbia.
2534. DeLancey, Frances P. The licensing
of professions in West Virginia.
Doctor's, 1938. Duke.
2535. Doan, 'Gilbert E. Engineering education. American
council on education handbook on general education, 1938. (Lehigh
university)
Surveys current curriculum trends in the leading
shows that several of them have broadened the American schools of engineering, and
educational foundation
of. engineering

training.
2536.

Engineers as leaders. Journal of engineering
education, 29:
(Lehigh university)
2537.
Genesis of the engineer's outlook. Journal of higher
education, 9: 21. January 1938. (Lehigh university)
Traces the typical life of an -engineering graduate
from its early struggles to final
Success.
275-77, December, 1938.

2538. Ford. Friendly L. A survey of graduate
students holding agency fellowships, Division of social work, University of
Pittsburgh. Master's, 1938.
Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh.
searches in progress, and bibliography of publications, Abstract of theses, re14: 482-83)
Studies the preparational background, professional
training,
and period of professional
employment of 72 of the 111 alumni who had held
agencj fellowships from 1932 to 1936.
*2589.

Gambrell, Mary

Latimer. Ministerial training in eighteenth century
New England, Doctor's, 1937. Columbia.
New York, 1937. 171 p.
',Discusses the Puritan theories of clerical education,
ministerial training in early New
England, tle developments of the eighteenth
of divinity at the colleges, the Schools of thecentury, collegiate education, graduate study
procedure in
these schools, and the coming of the theological Prophets and the educational
.
seminary.
2540. Guenther, Louis C. Graduate
school requiremen for the degree of
master of arts. Master's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract
: University of Pitt44-
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of publica-

burgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress and bibliography
tions. 14: 369-70)
Studies the requirements for the master of arts degree in 30 graduate schools, compares
entrance requirements, residence, programs of study, marks, thesis, and final examinations.
2541.

Hay, Leon Robert. The ability and achievement of transfer graduate

students. Master's, 1938.

Colo. St. ColL of Ed.

Laguna, Virginia. An analysis of admission requirements and curricula of member schools of the American association of schools of social work,
183G-37. Master's, 1937. Grad. Sch. for Jewish Soc. Work. 70 p. ms.
*2543. Landreth, James Russell. The status of graduate work in colleges
of education in the United States. Master's, 1938. Butler. 76 p. ms.
2542.

Attempts to ,determine methods of admission to gradtlate schools, what degrees are conferred, residence requirements, foreign language requirements, time limit set for\achievement of the master's degree, tbe required number of credits for the master's degree,
required credits in education, required marks, credit accepted from outside sources, extension
course credit, hours allowed for tbe thesis, and what final examinations are given ; requirements for the doctorate, length of time, foreign language requirement, residence requirement. dissertation requirements, and the nature of the final examination. Analyzes data
on 100 graduate schools chosen at random throughout the United States.
2544. McCullough, Constance M. Prediction of success in the ,chool of
dentistry at the University of Minnesota,, by mean's of tests and certain other

factors. Doctor's, 1938.

Minnesota.

2545. Mercer, Margaret M. An analysis of the factors of scientific aptitude
as indicated by success in the engineering curriculum. Doctor's, 1938. Penn.
State.
2546. Murphy, John J. Can a training program for field work students in
dealing with delinquents?
a school of social work be developed in public agencies
Master's, 1937. Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordham university. Dissertations
accepted for higher degrees in the Graduate school, 1938: 92)
Discusses the underlying philosophy and practical measures involved in a training prowho were interviewed ; presents
pam as formulated by the field workers and executives with
reference to their training
the attitudes and recommendations of former students
for workers in the field
for
future
training
programs
experience; and offers suggestions
04 delinquency.

2547. Palmer, Mary L. The development of professional education for nonministerial service in the church. Doctor's, 1938. Northwestern.
2548. Pearson, Gaynor. The United States Marine corps institute. *Master's, 1938. George Washington. 85 p. ms.
Discusses general education in the Army, Navy, and Canst Guard; correspondence
instruction; the story of the United States Marine corps institute and its present status.

Describes the courses offered by it when it opened at Quantico, Va. on January 5, 1920, to
train officers and men for promotion, or to fit them vocationally for jobs after their enlistment had expired. Discusses the transfer of the institute from Quantico to Washington,
D. C., and the close cooperation between the Institute and the International corregpondence

schools at Scranton, Pa. from the inception of the Institute. Shows that the Institute
functions as a military company and as a correspondence school, with tbe commanding
officer of the Marine Barracks as the director, directing instruction of men and officers in
schools throughout the United States; that each school has a principal in charge of the
functioning of the school and of keeping the records, inspecting papers graded by instructors,
designating pupils to be encouraged or dropped from the rolls. Describes the duties of the
inspectors and of the instruction staff of the schools.

2549. Philip, William G. A personnel study of Colorado hank 'executives
with special reference to age, education, experience, and other factors. Master's,

\.,\)
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1938.

Colorado. (Abstract in: Unlvertnty of Colorado studies.
theses and reports fdr higher dègrees, 1938: 112)

Abstracts of

Analyzes 398 replies to a questionnaire sent to 630 bank

in Colorado. Finds
that the officials range in age from 22 to 91 years; that it executives
took from 10 to 13 years to
attain the various executive positions; that about 22 percent of the
college graduates; that they are predominantly sons of farmers and bank executives are
businessmen. Recommends that banks recruit employees from college graduates to a greater
future than they have in the past ; and that an effort be made to keep extent in the
unqualified men
It ont of banking by establishing a regulatory board to set up requirements and administer
examinations to prospective bank executives.

2550. Pierce, Donald G. A stud/ of social service positions under
the act
ministration of New York City, from 1925-1936. Master's, 1937. Fordham.
(Abstract in: Fordham university. Dissertations accepted for higher
degrees in
the Graduate school, 1938: 93)
Sots forth the qualifications, age limitations. salaries, and other data
connected with
social work positions under municipal civil service;
and. treats the subject of professional
education as a preparation for the positions in detail. Shows
constant and growing recognition of the importance of technical training as one of the qualifications
for employment
in the field of public welfare.

2551. Roys, Francis William. Reaction of an engineering
educator to pertinent criticisms i f engineering education from industrialists. Journal of
engineering educatis
: 511-16, April 1938.
(Worcester polytechnic institute)
t2552. Sayre, Wallace S. and Mandell, Milton.
Education and the Civii
service in New York City. Washington, United States Government
printing office,
1938. 78 p. (Office of Education. Bulletin, 1937, no.
20. Project in ipesearch in
universities) (New York university).
.

I

:

Discusses the education-experience requirements; the
oral tests; Civil service as a career in New York City experience-education, written and
; education and pre-entry training
for the Civil service in New York City ; and education and
in-service training in New York
City.

2524. Schwab,
1937. Fordham.

Marie R. Social work and education, cognate fields. Master's,
(Abstract in: Fordham university. Dissertations accepted
for higher degrees in the Graduate school, 1938: 93-944

Compares reports of the National conference of social wort
and the National eduCation
association and shows the points of contact in the fields
tion. Finds common aims and similarity in techniques of social work and general educaused. Shows that innovations in
PedagogY, sponsored by the social work group, in many instances
were tested under the
auspices of social work agencies before adoption by school
systems.
2554. Shanks, Thelma. A study of the relation

of the ease workers' PhiSouthern California.
2555. Stribling, Rebecca Marshall. Central
control of position 'classification
in the federal field service. Master's, 1938. Stanford.
2556. Sullivan, Elizabeth Eleanor. Ethical and sociological
implications in
tbe ideology of modern nursing. Doctor's, 1938. Boston Coll.
t2557. The United States nilval academy : a sketch containing
the history,
entrance requirements, curriculum, athletics, after graduation
service, and other
factual information. Washington; D. C., Superintendent
of documents, 1938.
71 p. (Seventy-fifth tongress, third
session. Senate document, no. 191)
losophy to professional practice. Maste'r's, 1938.

4

;
re
;

'.

r

Discusses the midshipman and the Naval acadenv---a
historical sketch : The Naval
academy today ; entrance requirements; tbe curriculum; athletics and
extracurricular
activities; and after graduation.
i

[

2558. Viehoever, Arno. Experimental
pharmacology as a teaching tool.
American journal of pharmaceutical education, 2 :
46-50, 1938. (Philadelphia
college of pbatmacy and science)
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2559. We llen, Edith. A study of the subsidiary workers in the community
nursing program in Los Angeles. city. Master's, 1938. Southern California.

2560. Young, A. C. Dentistry as a career. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania department of public instruction, 1938. (University of Pittsburgh)
ADULT EDUCATION

2561. Allen, Garvin H. The history of adult education in Mississippi. Master's, 1938. Louis' lirna State. 62 p. ms.
Traces the history of adult edu9gtt1on in Mississippi since November 15. 1933, when the
program was initiated as a cooperative enterprise between the Federal emergency relief
administration and the state department of education. Finds that illiterate adults were
made literate arid that work relief was given to unemployed teachers; that Illiteracy among
the white and colored races was reduced approximately 60 percent and 40 percent, respectively ; that the program enrolled 406.815 adults, approximately 60 percent of whom were
white, under the instruction of 6,110 teachers, most of whom were womén : that the
program grew from mainly a literacy curriculum in the first session, to incltide curri( ula
such as parent education, public affairs, and general education, with instruction offered
chiefly accprding to tbe unit method of teaching.
2562. Bassett, Octavia Revere. Health and culture in the C. (I. C. camps.
Master's, 1938. George Washington. 65 p. Ins.
Evaluates the, effects of Civilian conservation corps upon the health, cultural. and
social outlook of the youth enrolled in its camps. Presents a composite Oh tire okf life
ilpese camps.
2563. Callahan, Ernest W. A survey of the student personnel of the evening
schools and adult education at Schenectady, New York. Master's, 1938. N. Y.
St. Coll. for Teach. 97 p. ms.
2564. Chumbler, Boy O. A study Of adult education in 19 Kentucky emui-v
ties. Mastges, 1938. Kentucky. 65 p. tus.
Studies adult education being carried on in Kentucky by the Works progress administration in 19 counties employing 147 adult education teachers. Considers the state set-up:
the program of studies; age, sex, race, marital status, training, and experience of teachers
employed; reason given for unemployment of these teachers in the regular day achi)ols;
salaries paid for instructional services; enrollment in W. P. A. adult education schools ; and
methods used to improve the type of service rendered.

2565. Crowe, J. Gordon. A study of adult social education : its importance
and development. Master's, 1938. Kent. 136 p. ms.
2566. Fenton, Alva R. .Adult education in Appanoose county, Iowa. ,Milster's, 1'938. -Iowa. 103 p. ms.

2567. Green, Leo John. A course of study for adult social recreation leadership. Master's, 1938. Iowa.

2568. Harby, Samuel Farkas. A study of education in Ow Civilian Con-

servation corps camps of the second corps area, April 1933March 1937. Doctor's,
Ann Arbor, Edwards brothers, 1938. 264 p.
1938. T. C., Col. Univ.
Attempts to determine the educational opportunities offered to the members of the camp.;
the extent and nature of their responses; to measure thfiesults of the educational program.
and to analyse the difficulties of the present situatIon. Gives a brief history of the
youth work camp movement here and abroad; discusses 'work projects, informal leisuretime activities, and the life of the camp community. , Analyses the monthly educational
reports of 95 camps over a period of 6 months.

2569. Hodson, Janet E. A partial survey of adult education in America and
some pri.nciples of adult education for India. Master's,'41938. Kans. St. T. C.,
Emporia.

126 p. ms.

2570. Howard, Purl R. The place of adult education in the proxram of a
central rural school. Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll. f(ir Teach. 124 p. ms.

dr
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A

2571. Knight, Homer T.
ton. 161 p. ms.

Seattle public forums. Master's,

1937.

Washing:

rinds that half of the people attending the forums had more
than a high-school
education; that the forums stimulated reading, and
that participation improved as the
forum season progressed.
i.

2572. Larson,

Richard Joseph. An adult education survey of San Benito
county. f Master's, 1938. Stanford. 116 p. ms.
2573. Nelson, Everett James. History of education, Sparta,
Wisconsin, rc('
district, 1933-1938. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
2574. Olander, H. T. Need for adult education.
&tool and society, 48: 3.<1-91, September 24, 1938. A University of
Pittsburgh)
2575. Ott, Fred Carl. An experiment in adult education
in the rural community of Upham, North Dakota. Master's, 1938. North
Dakota.
t2576. Seay, Maurice F., ed. Adult education: a part of
a total educational
program: a description of the educational and training
program of the 'Tennessee
valley authority. Lexington, University of Kentucky,
1938. 194 p. (Bulletin of
the Bureau of school servic4, vol. 10, no. 4)
Contents: (1) The Tennessee valley and the Tennessee
valley authority, by Maurice F.
Seay, p. 13-264 (2) Development of an educational
program for employees and their
children, by Maurice F. Seay, p. 27-42; (3) Some principles of
an educational program. by

'.

Maurice F. Sear, p. 43-56 ; (4) Administration, sdpervision,
F. &bay, p. 57-68 ; (5) Education for children, by Virginia and coordination, by Maurice
W. James and J. D. Williams,
p. 69-90; (6)

Training ,opportunities for the professional staff, by George F.
Gant.
training for craft workers, by George F. Gant, p. 111-80;p
(8) Library service, by Mary U. Rothrock, p. 131-48;
(9) Recreation service, by Willard
L. Hayes, p. 149-60; (10) Negro
training, by J. Max Bond, p. 161-74; (11 ) General
adult oducation, by R. 0.-Niehoff, p. 175-92.
2577. Sessions, Elden Bryson. Educationhl work
of the Civilian conservation corps camps in Ohio. Doctor's, 1937. Ohio
State. (Abstract
state university. Abstracts of docior's dissertations, no. 25: 401-406) in: Ohio
Attempts to determine the fectiveness of the existing
educational program in certain
of the CCC camps in the Fifth corps area and to suggest
means and methods for strengthening 'and improving the educational programs, especially
vocational education programs hi the camps in Ohio and elsewhere. Studies the the
social and educational status
of the enrollees; the selection, assignment, training,
and educational philosophy of
the educational adviller ; the non-vocational educational
program; camp library and reading
facilities; health and hygiene programs; athletic interests
in the camps ; social interests and activities; arts, crafts, and activities and facilities
and hobbies interests and
activities; organised guidance; and the present vocational
edutational program.
91-110

'

;

(7) Apprentice and Job

. 2578. Sloper, Kirkland.
The effect of individual guidance
and quality of work in a voluntary CCC program. Master's,upon particiPation
193& St. T. C.,

.

I

sA
North Adams. 93 p. ms.
Shows a definite adyantage for individual guidance
in all mental ability groups and
age groups, and indkatesIts possible application ha secondary
education.
,
t2579. Soren,pon, Herbert. Adult abilities
: a study of university extvision
students. Minneapolis, Univirsity of Minnesota press, 193?..
190 p. (State
teachers college, Duluth)

Discusses characteristics of extension students ; their
mental abilities and claseroom
achievement ; teaching methods, problems, and personnel ;
and' the relationship between
age and mental ability.

.

i2580.
,

,

Stewart, Gentry. An adult activity analysis of a rural school
district.
Master's,
1938. Colo. Bt. Coll. of Ed.
.
2581. Stukes, Samuel Guerry. The study
of adult education in Blythe.wood
and surrounding communities in Richland county, South
3aroUna. Master's,
1938. South Carolina. 51 p. ms.
,
\,,
r
.

.
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t2582. Walker, Helen X. The CCC through the eyes of 272 boys: a summary of a group study of the reactions of 272C1eve1and boys to their experience
in the ()Milan conservation corps. Cleveland, Western 4eserve university press,
1938.

94 p.

the reactions of the boys to the location and general nature of the camp,
clothing, medical care and health, work projects, attitudes toward work with
superintendents and foremen, educational program, leisure-time activities, religious obzervance, reactions to officers and discipline, propaganda, relationships with other boys
at camp, reactions to use of allotment, reasons for leaving camp and types of discharge,
employment status at time of interviews, relation between job and experience pined at
camp, earnings and working hours, general benefits and values of the camps, attitudes
Studies
food and

toward re-enrollment, and improvements needed in CCC.

2583. Warren, Stella B. Some phases of adult education in Dallas. Master's,
South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university. Abstracts of theses, 1989: 27)
Traces the history, organisation, support, curriculum, activities, and enrollment in
tbe adult education programs maintained by the Dallas civic federation, the public
1938.

evening

sehooig, arid Dallas college of Southern Methodist university.
PARENT EDUCATION

2584. Bowes, Fern Painter. Study of parent education work done by an
elementary teacher.

Master's, 1938. George Washington. 51 p. ms.

t2585. Folsom, Joseph Kirk. Plan- for marriage: an intelligent approach
to marriage and parenthoqd prepared by members of the staff of Vassar college.
New York, Harper and brothers, 1938. 305 p. (Vassar college)
2586. Gillespie, Ardis L. Informal educational methods in parents' groups.
Master's, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ. 79 p. ms.
Finds a need for more variety in methods of teaching parent education.

2587.-O'Neill, Loretta S. A survey of the buying problems of members of
parent-ediwation study groups. Master's, 1938. Iowa.

2588. Payne, Constance. The development of certain concepts related
marriage and family life.

Master's, 1938. Iowa.

to

gip

2589. Prieur, M. H. Some techniques for promotion and concurrent evaluation of objectives in family relationship's. Master's, 1937. Ohio State.
Describes a unit on family relationships in which the girls attemp.ted to discover for
themselves what they thought were the desirable trnits of personality and character,
tried out plans they formulated, and reported results to the class or confidentially to the
teacher.

2590. Reinhardt, Wilma Elizabeth. Parental supervision, of children's allowances. Master's, 1938, Ohio Univ. 115 p.
Outlines 2Eactices and procedures which are recommended inAhe literature for parents

In training*Children in the wise use of money ; studies the parental supervision of
children's allowances at certain age levels; and compares the parental practices with
the recommendations that were found in current literature.

in
2591. Spence, Elizabeth Rowan. A survey of parent education
the Distritt of Columbia during the school year 1937-38. Master's, 1938. Geo e
Washington. 62 p. ms.
Finds that there were 33 8MM-study group4 of parents functioning In Washington,
D. C., during tbe school year 1937-38; that this work was centered around the public

schools, the nursery schools and the churches. Shows the dOirability of extending the
program; that lack of leadership was the most frequent reas9n 'given for discontinuing or
failing to organise study groups. Suggests the importance of continuous publicity and of
a central organisation to integrate and to foster parent feducatIon work on a city-wide

scale; adequate provision for the training of leaders ; integration of thé work through
a central organisation.

.41
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2592. Warner, Wilma', t Adult vocational
homemaking
1938. Master's, 1938. Iowa State. 109 p. ms.

in Iowa from

191g_

Indicates that the adult vocational homemaking
seems for the most tart to to
the product of spasmodic interest in the various program
centers
rather
than the product of a
carefully considered plan for the development of the
program in the centers and in the
state as a whole; that there has lpen a concentratioq
of adult vocational homeloakinc
centers in a few counties and that other counties have been
depriviid of possible benefits
from these classes; that more cohsideration should be
to offering phases of etlueli
tion for family life which rill interest men as well asgiven
women;
that-713 percent of ft,
%omen enrolled were homemakers, 6 percent were teachers,
the remainder N\ ere
gaged in a variety of occupations or were unemployed ; that and
the
majority of the women
onrolled in 1937-38 were between 26 and 50 years of age.
Finds that the greatest weakneszo
of the program were; lack of planning on the long-time basis
for a continuous program V:
the various centers ; a lack of provision through school
appropriations
for adequate funde
for supplies needed in the adult homemaking classes; and
a
predominance
of food and
clothing units in the majority of cebters ; that the greatest
strengths were : community
support of the program ; evidence of real effort of superintendent
and teachers to fit the
program to the needs of tbe women concerned; and variety of
teaching procedurvs
411

reported.

,
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2593.

,

Baxter, Idariin

The equalization of educational opportunitie.: jh
Washington county, Alabama, in terms of education .and
training of white eV
nientary school teachers. Master's, 1938. Alabama...
2594.
C. Franklin. The equakzation of olducational
Lauderdale county, Alabama, with referenc'e to education ind opportunity in
training, enrollment, aiid salaries (*white elementary teacpers. Master's,
1938. Alabama.
2396. Brown, oht),;?iforgan. The equalization of
educational opportunity in
the white elerneptarf .sChools of Fayette county, Mabama,
accordiug to the edu
cation and training cif the teachers. Master's, 1938.
Aktbakma.
..
it
,
2596. Buckner E. L. Equalization of educational
opportunity in Cullman"
4/
county, Alabama, as maintained for the year 1936-37, with
reference to education
and training of white eleinentary teachers. Master's, 1938.
Alabama.
---t597. Carltn, Kenneth Palmer. The academic
preparation and teaching
combinations of secondary Mathematics teachers of Nebraska.
Master's, 193s.
.Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
2598. Clay, James Leslie. Education and training
of white elementary
school teachers in Marshall county, Alabama, 1934-35.
Master's, 1938. Alabama.
2599. Clewell, Geraldine. Evaluation of methóds
used in teacher
institutions to prepare prospective homemaking teachers to supèrvise training
home -project programs. Master's, 1938. Iowit State. 100 p. ms.
Finds that all of the institutions replying to the questionnaire
provide some opportunity
for discussion of the home project program
as a part of the methods courses; that topics
included in the discussion of home project programs %ere liinIted
to the formal phases
of home projects; that projects were required as a patt of
a subject-matter course in
three-fifths-of the institutlions, and of education courses in half
of the institutions; that
bases used for selection of college projects were similar to those
selection of the high-school pupil's home projects ; that most of the used In 'guiding the
institution; provided
opportunity for student teachers to supervise urojects in the
visiting and conftrences with high-school girls were provided high-school class; that home
for. student teachers in most
histances; that high-school class time was diked by student teachers
for home project work
in half of the institutions; that student teachers kept limited
records and reports of the
home project programs ; that observation of the high-school
home projects was reported as available for the ,tudentteacher's methods of supervising
teachers in four-fifths of the
Institutions; that anticipated changes in the teacher-Oat ing
program for hire project
supervision were indicated in
O.

more than half of the Institu

ns.

.

t
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260(). Evans, W. A. Tip equalization of educational opportunity in the
elementary schools of Lamar county, Alabama, in terms of the educatiim and
traing of the teachers. Master's, 1938. Alabamaè.
2601.

French, William Cullen. The trends of topics in certain general

courses in education as shown by popular textbooks. Doctdi's, 1929.

New York.

if#4 p. ms.

2602. Grieder, Calvin. A critical analysis of the required professional courses
in an undergraduate program for training secondary school teacluirs. Doctor's,

Iowa City, University of Iowa, 1939. (University of Iowa studies,
Studies in education, vol. 10, no. 5. Doctoral theses in edu4:
23-65)
cation,
1988.

Iciwa.

new series, no. 368.

jtvaluates critically the content of professional education as taught during the past year
of the state board of edu

at the University of Iowa to satisfy the specified requirements
rational examiners for standard secondary teaching certificates.

Offrrs suggestions on the

teachen, greater use of the laboratory schools for observation and
demonstration, and the development of more interrelationship among the areas of profes
selection of prospective

sionnl education.

A study for the improvement of teacher training in thejndiana state teachers college. Master's, 1938. Ind. St. T. (1. 46 p. ms.
(Abstrpct in: Indiana state teachers college. Teachersocollege journal, 9: 176,
26(k3. Hochstetler, Orville C.

July 1938)
Analyzes psychological ratings, scholarship indexes. student-tenching ratings, and superintendents' 'ratings of students of the Indiana state teachers college to determine bow

the four ratings agree in rating the individual teacher ; to determine i'he closeness
of agreement for the average teacher and percent rated above "C'' in the various subject
major groups ; to determine the rating levels for teachers of the various subject major
groups; and to determine the rating items most responsible for low teacher rating. Finds

closely

that with a few exceptions the four ratings used closely agreed in rating the average
teacher and percent above "C" for each subject major group ; that In all subject major
groups. low teacher rating is largely due to a need of improvement in the technique of
teaching and a few closely related items that would automatically improve with it.

2604. Hoshall, Clifford Earle. Teachers' judgments with respect to 26 educational issues. Master's, 1938. Colorado. (Abstract in: University cif Colorado
studies. Abstracts of theses and reports for higher degrees, 1938: 67-68)
Analyzes miles to a questionnaire given to 180 teachers attending the 1938 summer
quarter of the University of Colorado. Finds that their judgments tend to favor experimental thought and practice as theoretically desirable in education ; that they tend to
lieve that the practical position on most issuei is near the mid-point between the contive and experimental concepts; that theory and practice in the judgment of teachers
are me distance apart on most issues, the distance varying from issue to issue ; that
Individual patterns of thought manifest wide variations; and that many teachers are
fer
unawati of experimental thought in the field of education.
20. Hurd, A. W. A synthesisof survey cOncepts in 'the field of teacher
preparation. Educatioilal administration and supervision, 24 : 355-59, May 1938.

(Hemline university)
Centers around 689 specific and differential statements collected from more than 300
state and nation-wide surveys conducted in the United States during the last 20 years, and
related to the preparation of teachers.

,

2606. Lawson, Mary Florence. The training of teachers of physical education for high-school girls. Master's, 1938. Illinois.
itx
quantitative evaluatiot of tl;e preparation of 92
2607. Palmer, Hariad.
high-school teachers. , Master's, 1988. Oregon.
2608. Parks, George Leon. An analysis of the transcripts `of high-school
teachers 'to determine their graduate status in Louisiana state university.
Master's, 1937. Loursiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state university.
University bulletin, vol. SO N. S., no. 3: 38)

k

.
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2609. Pegues, Ira. The equalization of
educational opportunities in Etowah
county, Alabama, In terms of education and training of white
elementary school
teachers. Master's, 1938. Alabama.

2610. Porter, M. Roseamonde. The development of
professional insight
judgment in teachers. Doctor's. 1938. Ohio State. 500 p. ms.

and

Shows that the teacher-training institutions must select
teachers those individuals who show promise of contributingfor education as prospective
most professionally to pro
motion of tbe common welfare; that continuous evaluation
of these individuals should occur
throughout their college experience, eliminating from the
program those who do not
continue to give promise of teaching success; that
prospective
teachers should have active,
first-hand experiences with a broad range of social problems
in order that they may davelop
clear insight into the causes of cultural conflicts and
into possible means of solving them
Sets forth six hypotheses which were projected into teaching
procedures and tested expert
mentally at Ohio state university during 1936 and
1937. Evaluates and interprets the
experimental results.
.

2611. Renfroe, Carl Gilbert. Teacher
preparation, certification, and salarie
in Georgia. Master's, 1937. Duke. 78 p. ms.
2612. Robeits, Joe A. The equalization of
educational opportunities in
Geneva (booty, Alabama, in terms of education and training
of white elementary
school teachers. Master's, 1938. Alabama.

2613. Schellenhammer, Fred X. Personality
evaluation and the prospective
teacher : a study of personality traits and techniques used in
their evaluation in
teacher-training institutions. Doctor's, 1938. Fordham. 267 p. ms.
.

Analyzes replies to a check list and questions returned
by 142 teacher-training Institutions in f2 States. Finds a wide variation in standards
methods of determining the
personality qualifications of prospective teachers; a wideand
variation
of opinion regarding
various traits of personality ; little agreement aa to techniques
applicable to tbe measurement of individual traits or as to the methods to use in applying
the techniques. Shows
that some techniques are preferable to others in
of nine techniques May be used for tbe study ofmeasuring 'personality traits; that eight
all traits, and that each technique Is
applicable to a definite number of personality traits; that
ality study must provide for coordination of all the data an adequate program of personadministrative officers ; and that much of the-slowness in under the supervision of expert
developing programs of personality study and development has been due to state
regulations, per meta apportionment of
funds, and to public opinion.

2614. Seamster, Frederick C.
Doctor's, 1938. Yale.

The evolution of teacher education, 1890-1935.

2615. Simon, Henry W. Preface to teaching.
New York, Oxford university
_press, 1938. 98 p. (Teachers college, Columbia

university)

t2616. Smith,

California, 1117.
Describes an

Nila Banton. Adventures in teacher education. Ban Jose.
200 p.
(Indiana university)

xperiment in teacher training carried out at Broadoaks
.school of education, Whittier college, in which the students were
oriented in the educational field by
sending them into all of the types of schools in the
contacts with children, teachers, and the school community and giving them first-band
college level as an integrating care for the usually plant; uses an activity unit at the
isolated teacher-training courses.
2617. Stansbury, Paul William. The
master's degree for secondary school
teachers. Doctor's, 1938. Ohio State. (Abstract
in: Ohio

state university.

Abstractg of doctoral dissertigons, 27: 167-74)

Traces the development of the degree, through the
period oSits use as a license to teach,
a social distinction, an honorary certificate
of academic merit, and an earned diploma
attesting superior attainment in scholarship in terms of the
socio-economic conditions of
each period. Shows that work for the degree should
contribute directly to the promotion
of a truly democratic society and offers
suggestions for making the graduate
teactiers more functional for thvimerican way of life.

work of

1

s

\s,
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Sterne, Lucas Frederick. The status of teacher-training program for
Master's, 1938. Iowa.

2618.

distributive occupations under the George-Deen act.

Watson, Goocl
Redirecting teacher ed4a
t2619.

.

Cottrell, Donald P. and Lloyd-Jones, Esther M.

New Yorkjeachers college, Columbia university,
105
p.
1938.
Discusses the need for better teachers, the objectives of teachers colleces, selection for
the educational profession, the guidance of professional students, achievement standards,
breadth in general and professional education. participation as a part of professional
preparation. research as a part of professional preparation, new curriculum areas, the
organization a professional education, special needs in the physical plant of the modern
n.

teachers college, and professional growth in service.

2620. Watt, James Walter. Equalization of educRional Opportunity for
Marengo county, Alabama, in terms of education and training of white elementary
.
teachers. Master's, 1938. Alabama.
2621.

Welch, Robert L. A flan for the .efficient selection and training of

circuit teachers for Wisconsin vocational schools. Master's, 1937. Colo. St. Coll.
15 p. ms.
Describes the work of the circuit teachers in their teaching of vocational subjects under
the direction of a circuit relations committee. Sets up standards for the training and
appointment of these teachers based on opinions submitted by a selected list of directors
of vocational training and circuit teachers.

'r*

2622. Wohlschlaeger, Thomas Jacob C. Items in which teachers desire preMaster's, 1938. Washington Univ. 61 p. ms.

service and in-service training.

Studies the activities performed by primary teachers which should be emphasized in preservice training, and those which should be left for in-service treatment.

=3. Zimmerman, Russell Daniel, jr. A study of the professional training
of teachers of Calhoun county, South Carolina, in 1937-38. Master's, 1938. South
Carolina. 51 p. ms.

NORMAL SCHOOLS AND.TEACHERS COLLEGES
*2624. Beu,

Frank Andrew. The legal basis for the organization and ad-

ministration of the publicly supported normal schools and teachers colleges in
the territory of the North central association. Doctor's, 1930. Chicago. 'Chicago,
University of Chicago libraries, 1936. 99.p.
Analyzes the laws touching the organization and administration of the public normal
schools and state teachers colleges in the territory of the North central association of
colleges and secondary schools from the time of the establishment of the first public
normal school in 1849 through the year 1933.

2625. Byers, Loretta Margaret. Classroom difficulties .met by education
graduates of the Southern branch with implications for changes in the existing

.

curriculum. Master's, 1938. Stanford.
#

150 p. Ms.

*2626. Corneae, James Percival. A history of the Western Kentucky state

Doctor's, 1938. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college
for teachers, 1938. 8 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education, no. 220)
Discusses events and influences leading to the establishment of state normal sçhools

teachers collOge.

in Kentucky, *e Mell and Williams school, the Cherry brothers' school, the Western state

,normal school, arid the teachers college.

2627. Decker, Charles E. A survey of correspondence study for teachers,
with suggestions for improvement (a study of the correspondence work that is
being offered in the publicly supported teacher preparing institutions of the North
:

Central association). Doctor's, 1938. New York. .139 p. ms.
Finds that 64 of the 104 institutions that are members of the North central association of
colleges and secondary schools, offer correspondence work in teacher training; that the

166108-40-47
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faculties for correspondence work are as strong 1113 the 'resident faculty
nesses in correspondence study are in the organization of the curricula.

;

that the \\vat

2628. Diebolt, Alfred E. Economic-social practices in Clinton county as riL
lated to the problems of the State normal school, Plattsburgh, New York. Di lc-

tor's, 1938.

New York. 124 p. ms.

2629. Endicott, Frank S. Selection, advisement, and teacher placement in
schools and colleges of education in universities. Doctor's, 1938. Northwestern.
2630. Hannum, Calvin S. Student personnel service- s at the Massachut'tt
state college. Master's, 1938, Mass. St. Coll. 95 p. ms.
2631. Harden, Edgar L. An analysis of the formal college content prt.dtion of prospective high-school teachers. .Master's, 1938. Iowa. 209 p. ms.

2632. Hensal, Irwin. A personnel study of teachers college and liberal art
college students. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
2633. Howell, John Tatum. The evaluation of the training program at
Appalachian state teachers college. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 49 p. ms.
Shows that there is a great deal of overlapping in the psychology, education, and rnethiiii,

courses; a demand for a longer period of student teaching and for more contacts .itt,
children in the methods courses.

*2634. Hunter, Robert B. A statistical evaluation of six standards of n(l

mission to the Pennsylvania state college School of education. Master's, 193S.
IP
Penn. State. 28 p. ms.
Uses a battery of six items to determine bow well success in the School of educnton
can be predicted as indicated by an average of junior and senior marks, an average
of marks in education courses, and by the mark in practice teaching; to determine
the flative value of each item in this battery for predicting succipp in the
tio(11
of education. Finds that the battery of six items serves as a better prefirctive device tl;an
any single item in it.

2635. Inman, Earl A. A survey of entrance credits presented in extracurricular subjects afthe Western state teachers college in 1923, 1928, 1933, and 1936.
Master's, 1937. Michigan.-

2636. Iowa state teachers college. Relation of placement test score to
mortality and scholastic 'ratings, 5-year summary, classes entering fall quarters
of 1929-1933, inclusive. Cedar Falls, 1938. 36 p. ms. (Research report no. 31)

Attempts to determine the extent to which placement test scores predict the later
scholastic achievement of entering freshmen. Finds an appreciable difference in the
ability of the group of students enrolled on the degree curriculums and the group enrolled
on the diploma curriculums; students who secuie the higher placement test scores tend
to remain in school longer and earn more hours of credit than those who make the
lower scores; there is a distinct difference in the quality of *ork done by students
the lowest and the highest test scores. Indicates that the placement tests predictmaking
with
considerable accuracy the probability 'of a student's doing creditable college work and
successfully completing a teacher-training curriculum; and that there is a need for
selective admission to teacher training.

Alb

2637..iones, Alyce Marie. The collateral reading of students in connevtion
with their courses at Colorado state'college of education. Master's, 1938. Colo.
St. Coll. of Ed.
*2638. Lecron, Wilbur R. A plan for allocating funds to state teachers colleges in Pennsylvania. Doctor's, 1938, Penn. State. 121 p. ma
Considers the procedures used in the different states for appropriating funds to the
state teachers college& Analyzes the 'expenditures in the 14 state teachers colleges in

Pennsylvania, based on enrollments; receipts; per capita expenditures in administration,
instruction, and in teacher training; credit hour cost of instruction
in the variouR
subjects; per capita expenditure for housing,
the college plant, and in auxiliary
agencies. Offers a plan for allocating funds to"fte colleges based on instructional costs,
non-instructional costs, housing costs, and the application of the equalisation plan.

1
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'2639. Santee, Joseph Frederick.

The history and status of public elementary

teacher training in Oregon. Doctor's, 1937. Washington. 268 p. ms.
Traces the early history of education in Oregon and discusses certification standards;
educational associational activities; the early teachers' colleges; the Oregon normal
school; teacher training at Ashland, Drain. and Weston to 1909 ; teacher training in the
high schools of Oregon; the re-established normal schools of southern and eastern Oregon;
and the Oregon normal schools under the unified system.

2640. Scott, Winfield and Paul, J. B. The methods and practices in training
teachers in agriculture in teachers colleges and normal schools. Cedar Falls,
Iowa state teacheis college, 1938. 6 p. ms.

2641. Shanedling,/ Lenora Anna.

Student opinion and personnel factors at

Teachers college, University of Hawaii.

Master's, 1937.

Hawaii.

*2642. Siedle, Theodore A. Curriculum patterns in the prOaration of highschool teachers : an analysis and comparison of programs of study of 370
students who were gradtiated from the secondary curriculum of the School
of education at the University of Pittsburgh. Doctor's, 1938. Pittsburgh. 176
p. mS.

Analyzes the records of majors in 12 different teaching fields during the years 1933-1937,
using the records of students who completed their degrees through full-time study in a 4year period. Studies the relationship of preparation to certification. Finds that changes
should be made in the secondary teacher-preparation pattern; teachers must be given a
pattern of courses that will be progressive, yet basic and in keeping with general
community social conditions and public-school curricula ; that a fifth year should be
added which would enable a student to obtain contact with more fields beyond his major
interests and more depth of contact with the cultural and liberalizing areas which ase
now scarcely being touched; that subject-matter requirements for certification to teach
should be adjusted among the states, even to the extent of reciprocal licenses, especially
where there is likely to be rather free transfer of teachers between states; that regional
certificating boards might be established and standards fixed which would satisfy the
needs of all groups within a given geographical area ; that the spread of courses taken
by students should be limited, the acquaintance with fields beyond the major widened
and deepened; more effective personnel procedures should be established to help guide
students toward the completion of the major and in the general pattern of work so
that mandatory regulations can be met and individual interests be satisfied; and more
common advanced
same field.

courses should be included in the pattern of work for majors in the

2643. Stewart, Charles J.
school.

Master's, 1938.

A history of Eastern South Dakota state normal

South Dakota. 64 p. ms.

2644. Wells, Fray Stallings. A study of student opinions and attitudes at
Sam Houston state teachers college. Master's, 1938. Sam Houston St, T. C.
246

p. ms.

2645. White, Mr8. Annie Mae V. The development of the program of studies
of the Prairie View state normal and industrial college. Master's, 1938. Texas.
PRACTICE TEACHING

2646. Ames, Junia. Opportunities afforded student teachers to study children
in teacher-training institutions. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 56 p. ms.
Studies the opportunities afforded student teachers to study children in the laboratory
schools of 105 teacher-training institutions. Finds that they bad a chance to assist
pupils in subject matter and general routine, in the library, In play activities, dismissal

period, time before school, special activities, by taking part in testing and recording
activities, in community activities, and in their home environment.

2647..Drack1ey, Dorothy 3L Laboratory opportunities afforded elementary
teachers. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 66 p. ms.
Finds that there are more laboratory schools operated during the summer sessions
of teachen colleges than in 1931, although there are not as many as during thevegular
school year.
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2648. Eberly, Jay H. A statistical study of some factors influencing suces
in student teaching at Kent state university. Master's, 1938. Kent. 69 p. ins.
2649. Grant, Margaret Annan. A study of the difficulties of student teachers. Master's, 1938. Cornell. 76 p. ms.
Studies 82 difficulties reported by 100 persons who had recently completed student teaching experiences in six colleges and universities. Finds that personal limitations and relationships with people were the most persistent and disturbing.

2650. Graybeal, Lyman B. A proposed plan for the administration of stinkiit
teaching at the secondary level in the School of Education of New York unittii.sity. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 193 p. ms.
Studies practices in universities and colleges relative to the selection, *cement, direction, andNpervision of student teachers.

2651. Persinger, Helen. . Problems connected with student supervkion
group work for girls. Master's, 1938.

of

Southern California.

2652. Reynolds, O. Edgar, Kinder, James S. and Baugher, J. I. Desirable
standards for student teaching in liberal arts colleges. Educational administration and supervision, 24: 401-10, September 1938. (Lebanon Valley college)
Studies facilities, finances, personnel, selection of students, supervision, and organization
of the curriculum for student teaching.
.

*2653. Roberts, Keith A. Attitudes of teachers in service toward their practice teaching course. plaster's, 1938. Kansas. 65 p. ms.
Studies the attitudes of 163 Kansas teachers toward their practice teaching course.
Finds that they feel that more time should be devoted to practice teaching; that little

help was given them in understanding the pupil and the community from which he came,
and that these factors need more emphasis; and that too much emphasis was placed on the

mechanics of teaching.

2654. Sipe, Harry Craig. Cadet teaching in American secondary schools.
Master's, 1938. Virginia.

2655. Waldron, Jesse Calvin. Pre-employment records and activities of
student teachers in Agricultural education. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State.

t,

p. ms.
Attempts to determine certain pre-employment records and activities which deal with
student teachers in agricultural education at Louisiana state university in the 1936-37
session, and to relate these records and activities to factors generally accepted as predictive of teaching success. Finds that the 27 student-teachers in the apprentice teaching
course, as a whole, stand high scholkstically and should make successful agricultural teachers insofar as scholastic success is concerned; that they are normal personalities; that
they are weak in occupational experience and farming abilities, which will doubtless handicap a few of them in their work as agricultural teachers.
71

,

A

TEACHER TRAINING IN SERVICE
1

r.

356. Johnson, Pieston Clarence. Practices in in-service education of teachers

in institutions of higher learning in the United States. Master's, 1938.

Temple. 55 p. m.
rinds that only 49.1 percent of the institutions accept responsibility for their graduates;
41 percent supervise the teaching of their graduates; 40 institutions* use some form of
follow-up procedure ; 18.1 perceht publish bulletins for teachers; 78.2 percent offer extension
courses.

'2657. Liveright, Alice- Kaufmann. Demonstration schools for teachers in
service: a study representative of practices to and including the school year
1934735. Doctor's, 1938. Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, University of Penniylvania, 1938. 168 p.
Describes the functioning of the demonstration school for the in-service training of
teachers u a specialized educational agency at the elementary school level. Discusses

Jam
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the rural, the composite, and the curricular specialization type demonstration

schools, and differentiates bctween them. Indicates that the curricular specialization type
of demonstration school which runs counter to well-established prevailing trends, will
pass, but that the other types will continue and will grow in number.

*2658. Meyersohn, Maxwell. Educational and legal aspects of in-service
training and certification, with special reference to New York state. Doctor's,
1938. New York. 294 p. ms.
Discusses the educational aim and its relation to present practice; in-service training
nnd excellence in teaching ; certification and excellence in teaching; certification and inservice training; certification and tenure; the evolutionary development of teacher certification in New York state, and related subjects; and regal aspects of recertification, with special

reference to New York state.

*2659. Ried, Harold O. Cooperative institutionai in-service training for
teachers: an experimental investigation with selected Nebraska secondary school
teachers.t Doctor's, 1938. Nebraska. 158 p. ms.
Tries to ascertain the features of in-service or internship training used in industry and
tbe professions; the present status of in-service training for teachers in teacher-training
institutions in the United States; the value of a cooperative institutional in-service training
program for teachers as shown by certain evaluation techniques carried out by the author ;
and offers a plan for cooperative institutional in-service teacher training.

2660. Stakly, Gerald B. A program for the in-service training of teachers.
Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 118 p. ms.
.

Describes a program which was developed and used in a rural centralized school in Craw-

ford county, Ohio.

TEACHERS STATUS
2661. Anderson, Elsie N. The teacher. Master's, 1938. North Dakota.
2662. Anderson, Walter V. A survey of the teacher personnel of centralized
junior and senior high schools in New York state. Master's, 1937. N. Y. St.
Coll. for Teach.
Analyzes data supplied by 1,487 teachers in centralized junior and senior high schools.

2663. Andirws, Neva. A study of teachers reactions to different teaching
Mgster's, 1938. Michigan.
2664. Armstrong, Charles Louis. The teacher's load in the Van, Texas,
high school. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 51 p. ms.
2665. Armstrong, Wesley Earl. The relationship of certain teacher characteristics to three criteria of teaching effectiveness. Doctor's, 1038. Stanford.
(Abstract in: Stainford university. Stanford univsersity bulletin, vol. 13. Sixth
series, no. 72: 1161120)
situations.

Analyzes data gabered from 6 commercial, 20 English, 5 languages, 6 mathematics,
16 science, and 17 *Octal studies teachers of secondary schools of Salt Lake City. Administers pupil-interest and pupil-achievement tests to the pupils in two classes selected by

each teacher- in hie major teaching field, at the beginning and at the end of the school
year. Finds that pupil-interest inventewies and pupil-achievement tests are more valid
and more reliable than administrative ratings by teachers ; that teaching personality defies
statistical analysis; that tbe greatest hope for finding measures which will discriminate
between effective and less effective teachers seems to lie in the development of a few
general meaiures that will yield minimum scores above which all effective teachers fall ;
that teachers with 5 years of training are more effective than teachers with 4 years ; that
thpre are no significant sex differences in teaching effectiveness ; and that age and ex
perience correlate negatively with teaching effectiveness.

2666. Barrow, Maurice T. A comparison of the status of rural and city
elementary teachers in the 10 selected counties ofa. Oklahoma. Master's, 1938.
A

1

Oklahoma. 109 p. ms.
Cowins the records of 865 rural elementary teachers and of 684 city elementary teachers
oa certification, training, tenure, expdrience, and salary.
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2667. Bigge, Morris L. The teaching combinations,
preparation, and
tions of employment of men physical education teachers in the Class condiB high
schools of Kansas during the second semester of 1936-37.
Master's,
193s.

Michigan.

#
2668. Bosl, Florence Barry. Contractual rights and
obligations with spvtial
reference to teacher contracts in Texas. Master's, 1938. Texas.
Shows that the present system of contract formation
has left many clauses in teati:s.r
contracts that cannot be legally enforced according to the
precedent of the

community.
Finds that there is no uniform contract in Texas among independent
school districts ; that
few contracts contain promotion scales; that few
contracts give salary schedules; that only
one contract specified permanent tenure ; that a large percentage of the
contracts contained
non-enforceable clauses pertaining to marriage during its term of
existence;
that few dsmanded health certificates of the teachers. Recommends that
a
uniform
contract
be set up
for Texas schools with sufficient elasticity to provide for school
systems of varying sizes:

that the contract contain promotion scales, salary schedules, a basis for
permanent tenure,
provisions for periodic health examinations, legally enforceable
demands on both parties,
arrangement clauses for sick leave and compensation if necessary.

2669. Btatcher, Emmett Evart. A comparison of resident
and non-residcnt
teachers in village andjr(nall city school systems in Kentucky.
Doctor's, 1936.
Chicago. Chicago, University of Chicago libraries, 1938. 207 p.
2670. Brown, Ernest Edward. The selection and education
of Oklahoma
high-school teachers. Doctor's, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ.
Oklahoma City, Harlow

.

publishing corporation, 1938. 211 p.
Analyzes data about all of the hightschool teachers 4n Oklahoma
one of its 13 colleges during the period 1925-1929, inclusive, and who graduated from
high school in Oklahoma in 1930. Finds that the teachers were were teaching in an
more highly selected on
the scale of occupational levels than were the high-school pupils
; that there is no convincin.:
evidence that one college or group of colleges graduates a product
superior to the whir
colleges; that special field majors tended to be larger than academic
colleges tended to graduate people with smaller net specializations majors; that teachers
than the other group,
of colleges; that the subjects of the general education
program are not integrated ; and
that the university, the land/grant college, and the arts colleges
have been inconsistent and
deficient ln the provision of practice teaching.
2671. Burke, Sister Mary Chrysostom. The
status of teachers of mathematics in the accredited North central high schools of Michigan.
Master's, 1938.

Michigan.

2872. Burton, Floyd Bayne. Trends in qualifications
of teachers in the
independent school districts of Texas. Master's, 1938, Texas.
2673. Charlesworth, Alois. A survey of the
source, salary, and mobility of
the Oregon high school teachers and administrators for the
school years 1935,
1936, and 1937. Master's, 1938. Oregon,
2674. Denney, William E. A comparison of the status of
rural and urban
high-school teachers in 39 counties of Oklahoma.
Master's, 19384 Oklahoma.
147 p. ms.
Compares the status records of837 urban high-school teachers
school teachers in 39 counties. Finds that the average of college and of 1,866 rural high
ru al high-school teachers vr.s 140 and for the urban high-schoolhours of training for ill,.
teachers 151; that tile
v rage annual salary for rural teachers was $965, and for urban teachers
$1,870.74 ; that

e average total experience of rural teachers was 6.5

years, and for urban teachers 12 years ;
that the average high-school experience for rural teachers
was 5.1
teachers 9.6 years; that the average tenure for rural teachers was years, ind for urban
2.7 years and for urban
teachers 7.8 years; and that the average age for rural teachers
was 28.8 years, and for

.1D

urban teachers 84.5 years.

2675. Diesseroth, John. Shall I teach? Master's, 1938.
N. Y. St. Coll. for
Teach. 78 p. mt.
4-

.
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Ehrhardt, James Jeffries. What high-school subject combinations do
teachers trained at Sam Houston state teachers college actually teach as com2676.

pared to their fields of specialization. Master's, 1938. Sam Houston St. T. C.
59 p.

ms.

2677. Emens, John R. A study of state administration of teacher personnel.
Doctor's, 1938. Michigan.

2678. Froggatt, William Ellsworth. The social beliefs nd attitudes of
teachers in the secondary schools of California. Magter's, 1938. Southet;:l
California.

2679. Gauthier, Lillian Marie. The status of the teachers of English in the
public high schools of Louisiana accredited by the Southern association of colleges
and secondary schools. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in:
Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3 97)
Analyzes data for the school year 1935-36 on the status of the teachers with respect
to

salary, teaching load, experience, tenure, and college preparation.

2680. Goius, William R. The stttus of rural and urban high-school teachers
Master's, 1938. Oklahoma. 107 p. ms.
in selected counties of Oklahoma.
high-school
teachers with the status of 930 rural
Compares the status of 731 urban
high-school teachers in 38 counties of Oklahoma.
2681. Hall, Albert C. The influence on the teaching load of high-school
teachers to the ability level of the classes taught. Master's, 1938. Kentucky.
59 p. ms.
Undertakes to determine what teaching loads are involved in teaching inferior, average,

superior, and heterogeneous classes; in addition to revieing the literature on this
subject, the study classifies and tabulates the opinions of 510 junior and senior high
school teachers.

2682. Haswell, Harold M. Relationship of -college preparation. to subjects
taught after graduation by graduates of the New York state college for teachers.
Master's, 1937. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
Studies the teaching programs of 274 persons who had graduated with the A. B.
degree and 116 who had graduated with the degree of B. S. in commerce. Indicates
that usually the major part of the teaching is in lbe fields of special preparation, and
that the need for teachers of general scienCe aneienchers of social studies seems to be
greater than the need for specialists.

Ma Head, Albert Leslie. A comparative study of the status of elementary

teachers in approved and non-approved schools of Louisiana in relation to certain
factors affecting personnel. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 79 p. ms.
Studies the status of the schools; the sex, degrees, training, certificates, present type
of work, types of work in different positions, number of positions held, and tenure of the
teachers; the number of schools and the number of parishes employed in, teaching and
living in same community, total teaching experience, separate principals, size of schools,
Rise of communities, marital status, number of dependents, and, salary of the teachers in
white elementary schools in 33 parishes in Louisiana. Finds that men and women in
approved schools have had longer tenure, longer total teaching experience, teach in

larger schools and in larger communities, and a greater percentage are single than
men and women in non-approved ichoola ; that men teachers in both approved and

non-approved schools receive higher Tsalaries, are better trained, and have bee4 employed
in more schools, and have more dependents than women teachers in approved and
non-approved schools.

2684. Hukriede, Walter Henry. The extrácurricular duties of tvachers in the
smaller Kansas high schools. Master's, 193a Kansas St. Coll.
2685. Irwin, Frank L. A comparative study of the college preparation,
teaching combinations, and salaries of Kansas high-school teachers, 1938. Master's, 1!';.: Kans. St, T. C. of Emporia.' Emporia, Kansas State teachers college,
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1938. 38 p.
no. 15)

(Bulletin of information, vol.

18, no. 9.

Studies in education,

Analyzes the daily teaching programs of approximately 5.200 high-school teachers in
Studies the sex. hours of preparation for each subject taught, kind of dPgrpp
held, salary, fields in which work was done, and subject combinations of the teachers.
Kansas.

2686. Jackson, Edward E. A survey of the rural teachers of MahnAa
county, Iowa. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 79 p. ms.
2687. Jacobson, William Lorentz. The personnel relationships 'of highschool teachers in North Dakota. Master's, 1938. North Dakota. 98 p. ms.
2688. Jenkins, Roy Brown. Social and recreational activities of the teachers of. Sullivan county, Tennessee. Master's, 1938. Duke. 74 p. ms.

Presents a questionnaire study of non-professional activities of 300 teachers, makinz
comparisons between classes of activities, rural and urban teachers, men and Wouli n.
newer and older teachers, and analyzes evening, Saturdiy, and summer activities.

2689. Jupenlaz, Mattie Sophie.

Extra-class activities of vocational hin

economics teachers in 18 counties in Pennsylvania.
98 P. ms.

Master's, 1938.

Iowa State.

2690. Lahr, Ben George. A study of the time spent by elementary teachcN
in 20 school systems in Wisconsin in all phases of their work. Master's, 1938.
Wisconsin.

2691. Latshaw, Mary Lewers. Interchange of teachers. Master's,

193.s.

George Washington. 122 p. ms.
Investigates the present extent of the interchange of American elementary and secondary
pubitc-school teachers, its legal complications, its advantages and disadvantages;
discusses some of the professional problems involved. Discusses the benefits receivedand
by
the participants in the exchange of superior teachers for a year within the local school
system and the greater benefits received in an interstate exchange as has been done by
cities in 17 states since 1930. Shows that interchange of teachers bas been participated
in by American teachers in American posbessions and with foreign educational systems.

2692 Liston, Leslie Cole. Regulations regarding the welfare of teacherin the public schools of Texas. Master's, 1938. Téxas.
2693. Lund,
1938.

Yale.

John. The qualifications of high-school teachers.

Doctor's,

2694. McCune, Wilma_ Opportunity for a visiting teacher in the Tanncr
school in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 212 p. ms.
2696. Marshall, Clarence William. Social and recreational activities of
teachers in Lawrence county, Pennsylvania. Master's, 1938. Duke. 101 p. ms.
Compares the kind of activity and frequenci of participation between men and women.
urban and rural teachers, and summer and winter periods.

2696. Molex, James Milton. Professional status and in-service training of
teachers in Jeffeison county, West Virginia. Master's, 1938. Duke. 138,p. ms.
T. Morris, George S. Marital status of elementary school teachers in
Louisiana. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 92 p. ms.
Studies the marital status of 1,603 white elementary school teachers in 33 parishes in
Louisiana in relation to the status of the school, salaries, number of dependents, training,
college where trained, number of positions beld, number of parishes in which employed.
types of work, types of certificates, residence during employment, tenure in present position,
size of school in which employed, and size of community.

2696. Olson, Edna. Teaching combinations in accredited schools of Nebraska.
Master's, 1938. Nebraska.
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2699. Osborn, Edward f.1- Factors determining teaching success as shown by
opinions of 2,000 teachers in service. Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
142 lact ms.

2700. Peterson, Arthur George. Community activities for teachers prescribed by commercial and school law. Mastei's, 1938. Wyoming. 80 p. ms.
2701. Pollack, Richard S. A comparative study of various methods for computing teaching load. Master's, 1938. Temple. 88 p. ms.
Studies 11 methods of computing teaching load and applies each method by computing
the load of a specimen teacher, and computing the loads of 25 teachers by each method
and submitting the results to the teachers wbo ranked the methods on the basis of understandability, meaningfulness, and accuracy a load portrayal.

2702. Price, Robert Forman. A study of teaching problems and their supervisory implications in Montgomery county, Maryland. Master's, 1938. George
Washington. 95 p. ms.
Attempts to determine, by vestionnaire technique, the frequency with which various
types of problems are encountered by teachers in this county. Finds that the largest
number of problems were in individual differences, teaching materials, and pupil control;
and that problems of profet-sional growth and those dealing with the selection of subject

matter were the least troublesome to these teachers; that mort problems dealing with
community conditions were encountered by elementary school teachers than by highschool teachers; that questions of administration were raised most frequently by teachers
in the secondary school and in the suburban and urban areas ; that a large percentage of
the teachers received no supervisory aid in tbe problems presented.

2703. Pugh, James L. Outstanding traits of best and poorest teachers as
reported by school administrators In Indiana. Master's, 1937. Ball St. T. C.
p. ms.

130

2704. Quigley, Rev. Thomas J. The lay teacher in the American Catholic
school system. Master's, 1938. Catholic Univ.
Gives,a brief history nf the lay teacher in the Catholic schools from Their earliest fundaflow; to the post-Reformation schools of Europe, and the part played by the lay teacher
in the foundation, development, and growth of the Catholic schools of the United States,
and his status in the modern American schools. Concludes that the lay teacher should
be accepted as n integral part of tbe system and that steps should be taken to provide
for his training and tenure.
2705. Rose, Jennie. A study of the dress of women teachers. Master's,
.4

1938.

Southern California.

2706. Schmidt, Lillian. Preparation of teachers of homemaking for supervision of extracurricular activities. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. 90 p. ms.
Finds that vocational homemaking teachers in Kansas secondary schools are most active
in extracurricular food service, advisory mork, and organizations, and least active in
music, publications, and sewing; that three-fourths of the principals and superintendents
queried felt that homemaking teachers had been adequately prepared for such supervision,
but the author felt that too many of the teachers had bad no training for activities in
which they engaged.

2707. Smith, Henry B. A comparison of the status of rural and city elementary teachers in 12 selected counties of Oklahoma. Master's, 1938. Oklahorns. 100 p. miL
Compares 1,000 rural Oementary teachers and 380 city elementary teachers as to college hours of training, tenure, experience, salary, and age.

2706. Snively, Arthur William. Certain aspects of the professional status
of the ruraLschool teacher for the eastern half of North Dakota 1925-26. Master's, 1937. North Dakotti. 139 p. ms.
Atteinpts to determine the age, preparation, certification, and salary of the rural school
teacher in the eastern half of North Dakotia. Finds that the median age of rural teachers

-
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was 21 years; that 90 percent of the rural school teachers were women ; that 27 percent
of all teachers had had no previous experience; that 70 percent of all teachers held eIt
mentary certificates ; that 72 percent had taught 3 years or less, while the average length
of time spent in each school was 1.37 years; and that the median salary was $89.38,
.

2709. Sollars, S. K. A study of the causes of teacher failure in the consolidated schools of Crawford county. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 131 p. ms.
Studies 30 cases of teacher failures. Finds that 25 percent of all teacher changes in
Crawford county during a 4-year period were due to failure; that personality traits were
the most important factors in a teacher's success; and that the lack of or partial lack of
discipline caused more teachers to fail than any other single factor.

2710. Starrak, J. A. And this is why I teach. Midland 'schools, 52 :
(Ipwa state college)

102 103,

November 1937.

Knowledge and the teacher. Midland schools, 52 249-51, April
state college)
2712. Stephenson, Kenneth Vance. A personnel description of the teachers
in the one-room rural schools of Bremer county, Iowa. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
2711.
1938. (Iowa

:

137 p. MS.

2713. Stigall, Milferd David. A study of the social background of elementary
and high-school teachers of Wyoming. Master's, 1938. Wyoming. 95 p. ms.
2714. Stocker, Chester G. Teacher load in public secondary schools. Doctor's, 193a Pennsylvania.
2715. Watson, Rachel Inez. Status of elementary teachers in representative
cities of Texas. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 56 p. ms.
Finds that 67.5 percent of the teachers had at least 4 years of college training; that
they most frequently majored in English, with education ranking first as majo,rs in the
irrofessional subjects ; that their teaching experience ranged from no previous experience
2F-71 t)o 45 years; that their tenure of service ranged from the beginners
to those With 41 years;
that their monthly salaries ranged from $50 to $244.44; that the greatest percentage held
permanent certificates, 32.82 percent held high-school certificates, and 30.8 percent held
elementary certificates; and that 75.39 percent of the elementary teachers were single.

2716. :Wiebe, Leslie S. A comparative study of the rural elementary teachers
and the city elementary teachers as to certification, training, tenure, experience,
and salitry in 14 selected counties pf Oklahoma. Master's, 1938. Oklahoma.

101 p. ms.

Compares the status records of 1,025 rural elementary teachers and of 492 city elementary teachers. Finds that of the rural teachers 8.4 percent have degrees; of the city
teachers 38.7 percent have degrees; that in college hours of. training the rural teachers
average 76.4, the city teachers average 100.9; that in tenure Vibe rural teachers average 2 3
yeara, the dty teachers 4.7 years; that in #experiencelthe rural teachers average 6.5 years,
the city teachers 8.2 years ; and that in salary the rural teachers average $626, the city
teachers $785.

2717. Wulber, Zehner Waldo. The migratory rapge of rural educators of
Master's, 194 Ohio State. 79 p. ms.

Ohio.

Finds that most of the 750 educators studied traveled over a small area in securing their
education and their teaching positions.
(4,
APPOINTMENT AND TENURE

2718. Anderson, Holger W. Trends in causes of teacher dismissal as shown
by American court decisions. Doctor's, 193& Peabody.
2719. Bates, Louis A. Contractual relationships between teachers and school

officials in Utah. Master's, 1938. Southern California.

r'
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Belleville, Vernon S. A summary of investigations and comments
agencies. Masrelating to the location or contacting of teachers by employing
.
2720.

ter's, 1938.

Michigan._

Briggs, Henry E. A study of the continuity of employment among
Master's, 11):37.
1,000 teachers in the supervisory districts of New York state.
mg?
p.
43
N. Y. St. Coll. for Tea&
4/2722. Burke, Paul B. Teacher tenure in secondary schools of KansAs. Master's, 1938. Sans. St. T..C., Emporia. 49 p. ms.
270. Cleveland, Thomas Franklin. Selection and appointment of teachers,
Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 81 p. ms.
2721.

Attempts to determine the principles governing the selection and appointment of new

Miss., for 1936 -37. Find.;
teachers in Lauderdale, Neshoba, Newton, and Scott counties,
for elementary schools
of
18
years
teachers
with
minimum
ages
non-local
that experienced
that
boards of education
d
high
schools
are
pr
and 21 ptrs for junior and senior

lly against married women;
uA
discrimiSate against relatives of their members but
and
all
types of schools require
es
college
gradu
employ
only
that senior high schools
training in education ; that teachers are best located tlirouly individual applications and
is hest obtained through
college-placement bureaus; that information about candid es
records, and letters of
personal inVrviews, individual applications, examination of college
subject
to the board's approval.
teachers
superintendents
nominate
and
that
recommendation;
or rejection alitti assign teachers to positions in the system.
4

Selection of teachers 111 large city school systems.
Columbia uniDoctor's, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college,
740)
versity, 1938. 177 p. (Contributions to education, no.
0
applicant write?
should
the
job
of
letter
'What
type
/javis,
Frank
Q.
2725.
university)
(Bucknell
May.1938.
408-409,
School executive, 57:
Describes an experiment conducted by sixmembers of the graduating class at Bucknell
2724. Coulbourn, John.

a teacher ; these
university wfio wrote various types of letters applying for a position afi

to 189 Pennsylletters were printed and sent, together with pictures of the applicants, letters
be ranked
request that the
and
brevity,
clearness,
should
stick
to
that
he
prospective
teacher
Warns
the
by them.
buperintendent
to
a
new
type
prospective
educate
his
conciseness, and should not try to
of correspondence while he is trying to sell his services'.
Master's,
2726. Dunton,' W. K. The tenure of high-school teachers in Ohio.

vania superintendents and supervising principals with the

1938.

.

to.

Miami. 84 p. ms.

Gilbert, Levi Francis. Certain factors in teacher selection in Pennsylvania since 1834. Doctor's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstracts in: University of
Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches Nn progress, an4 bibliography of
publications, 14: 92-96)
2727.

shows the
Analyzes the development of teacher selection in Pennsylvania sIne 1884 ;
functions
exercised
the
important
and
presents
through
legislation;
changes brought about
change in the policy of
by school boards in selecting teachers. Finds a need for some
catering to native teachers that the trenT in teacher certification is upward ; that school
that indirectors have, in most cases. represented the best in Pennsylvania citizenship;
valuable to
selection
would
be
procedures
in
teacher
methods
and
the
best
on
fortation
with permissive local necessary
many school districts; and that uniformity of procedure,
changes, would improve teacher selection in Pennsylvania.

Gottschalk, Stewart M. Teacher turnover in certain Ohio school districts: reasons and analyses. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 104 p. ms.
2728.

Finds
Studies teacher turnover in 20 school districts located in four different counties.
a
four basic reasons for the turnover : marriage or ill health, professional tautly, accepting
diinniisal.
and
better position,

2729. Ham, Marcus Lafayette, Jr. A study of certain aspects of teacher
turnover in the schools of North Carolina. Master's, 1938. North Carolina.
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2730. Johnson, Er land WAldernar. Some aspects of the legal status of
the
tenure teacher. Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
2731. Knight, Eward Broughton. The placement of teachers of vocation:il
agriculture. Doctor's. 1938. M ssonri. (Abstract in: University of Missouri.
Abstracts of (1issertai ions in edufnim: 31-32)

Analyzes data received from placement bureaus, questionnaires sent to
of schools. and from other related agencies in Missouri, Illinois, Iowa, superintendents
Kansas, and N.
tjrnka. Finds that state supervisors play the leading role in the placement
of beginnirw
teachers of vocational agriculture, aithough teacher-trainers participate to almost
as large
a degree ; that college-placement bureaus rank third; that degree of
success, amount of
experience. and professional growth contribute to the advancement of teachers;
and that
Missouri pays highfr Rotaries for vocational teachers than the other
states. Shows a
need for more effective placement of agriculture teachers; that the
institutional placement
bureau and the teacher-training "department should be the agency to
nominate tbe begin.
ning teacher; that there should be a more intimate contact and a better_follow-up
between the recommending,agencies and .the man in the field ; that the experienced policy
teach, r
should be placed primarily by the state supervisor df,vocational
agriculture; that the rela
tionships between the salary of tile teacher, that of his superintendent,
and the size and agri.
cultural prosperity of the community be deteimined; that the background
and personal
characteristAa of succibssful teachers should be studied ; and that
diAgnostic devices should
be prepared as an aid in predicting teaching success.

2732. Leech, Dewey Calvin. Teacher tenure in consolidated and
separatp
schools of certain Mississippi counties. Master's, 1938.
Louisiana
State.
1-9
p. ms.

Finds that tenure in present position is longer in separate schools; total ten9re
in Oil
profeasion is longer with teachers in separate schools; salaries
are higher in
k

schools; and teachers In separate schools have bad more college training.

separate

2733. Long, Charles Milton.. The undesirable criteria often
used in Ow
selectkon and retention of teaobers. Master's, 1938. col°. St. Coll. of Ed.
*2734. Maxey, John W. A study of some factors related to ibe
placenwnt
of graduates of New York-state normal schools with particular reference to the
placement of graduatesof Pottdam state normal school. Doclor's, 1938.
New

York. 171 p. ms.
Covers factors influencing the placement of graduates of
Potsdam state normal school
from 1923 to 1935, inclusive, based on replies to a questionnaire
sent to 1,372 graduates.
Finds that graduates of thisochool are finding emploxment in rural
schools in annually
increasing numbers; that they depAd more of their own initiative in
positions and less on recommendations of school-placement authorities; securing teaching
the service
areas of the state hormal schools are becoming more clearly defined and, that
consiseof territoties contiguous to these institutions; that rural schools are being manned
by a higher
grade novice than formerlY; that religious affiliation plays
an
important
role
in
the placement of graduates of this normal school; that high scholastic standink
securing teaching positions in village and city school systems but of little is of value in
school appointments; that provilicialism and nepotism are widely practiced value in rural
appointments in nqrthern New York, but less frequently met with in in rural school
villagt and city
school appointments; and that graduates of this school favor
a broad general elementary
school training in preparation for teaching .rather than specialisation
for grade level
teaching.

2735. Miller, William Hugh. Tenure of teachers in Louisiana
elementary
Doctor's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, voL 30 N. S., no. 3: 74-75)

fichools.

Attempts to determine the tenure of elementary scilool teachers in Louisiana;
in their
present positions and the relation of their tenure to the status of tbe
school,
native
parish,
home parish, salaries, number of dependents, marital status,
trained, number of positions held, number of parishes where training, college where
employed, size of schuol,
and size of the community, as shown by a study of 1.603 white
elementary teachers
from 33 parishes of Louisiana. Shows that women teachers
bare longer tenure in their
present positions than men, and teachers fir approved schools
have somewhat longer
tenure than those in non-approved schools ; teachers employed at their
home addresses haVe

.
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longer tenure than those employed away from home; that salary ik an important factor in
training of teachers
tenure; married teachers have longer tenure than single teachers;
set-Ins to have no bearing on their tenure ; the work teachers are doing at present has little
benring on tenure as is true of the size of' the community Ins size of the school where the/
are now teaching.

2736. Richardson, John William, jr. The tenure and qualifications of rural
teachers tinder IWO types of county boards in Tennessge. Master's, 19M. Duke.
58 p. ms.
Compares the tenure and the Mucationnl qualtfications. of rural teachers in two types of
ounties--thrge in which the oounty board itc elected, and those in which the board is
appointed by the goutxty courts.
2737.

Shannon, Thomas Laurel.

A ttidy 44 teacher tenure

Master's, 193g.
*!fr

Texas.

2738. Smith, William Scott. The placement of inexperienced teachers in
New Jersey high schools in relation to tbeilf academic preparation. Doctor's,
New York. 115 p. ms.
Analyzes data for the school year 1933-34, on the placement of inexperienced teachers
of academic subjects appointed for the first time to teaching positions in the junior and
senior high school grades. to determine whether boards of education employed, highschool teachers prepared by instituthms outside of New Jersey, whether the teachers
prepared in other states were better prepared than those trained in New Jersey. whether
they had made specific preparation, whether
teachers were appointed to positions for w
ric nr duties assigued to them, awl
discharge
the
extra
teachers were prepared to
duties assigned to inexperienced
'the ]subject-matter combinations and extracurricu
1938.

high-school teacbers.

2739. Spencer, Terrel. The selection of teachers in Lawrence comity, Mississippi. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 122 p. ms.

Seudies methods of selection, objective qualifications of applicants, and dev4ces used in
the selection of teachers.

2790. Sweem, Ervin Leslie. kithority for, and the factors involved tn, the
selection of school teachers in the state ot Kansas. Master's, 1938. Qhlorado.

(Abstiact in: Cniversity of Colorado studis. Abstracts of these's and reports

for higher degrees, 4938: 137)

Analyzes the 235 Aplies to a questionnaire sent to 479 superintendents and board
,rnembers in schools of different saes in each county of Kansas. Indicates that, in general,
school superintendents are reseonsible for the selection of the teacher, although in some
cases the hoard of education made the selection ; that the factors_ considered most important
onality, education,-and experience; that
1iy the superintendent and the school board art%
little consideration is given to recommenclations om former coltege instructors, eme known personallY to the superinployer! , and patrons of the candidate unless they
teacher
are usually determined by personal
the
prospective
that
the
qualities
of
tendent ;
judgment and oPinion, depending entirely upon the superintendent or board member considering them. Shows the need for a measuring device-which will evalutitie more definitely
the requisites of a Successful teacher.
.

*2741. Tape, Henry A. Factors affecting the turnover of teachers of the
one-room rural schools of Michigan. Doctor's, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ. New York
Teachers college, Columbia unilersity, 1939. 85 p. (Contributions to education,
no. 773)

.

Analyzes replies to a questionnaire received from 1,834 teachers of 1-rosnn, rural schools
in 25 of the 83 counties of Michigan giving environmental. biographiVal, experiential,
academic, and professional data for the school year 1930-31. Studies reasons for turnover
Oven by the teachers, their successors, and by the county school comVsioners. Ftnds
little difference between the amount of training or the type of professionaTschool in which
the te!tchers received their training and withdrawal; that teachers witil 1 year of experience are more likely to leave positions involuntarily wpile those baying, 2 to 4 years of
experience are more likely to leave voluntarily ; teacliOrs who indlcatdd their 'plans for
.future education to be in a teachers college show less withdrawal tban teachers who

planned to attend the university or bad no plans for theinkre education ; economic
4

A
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conditions of the country affect the total amount of withdrawal
as well as the propiltdonate amount of voluntary and involuntary
teachers given by the county school commissionerswithdrawal; reasons for withdrawal of
were more analytical than those given
by the teachers.

*2742. Tobin; John M.

The

selection of teachers in Cambridge. Mastkir*.
1938. Boston Univ. 94 p. Mg.
Pzesents a historical sketch of the selection of
teachers in Cambridge in colonial (laand the evolution of the essential features
of the Cambridge system.' Discusses curt.
practices in the selection of teachers; appointment
of local residents; employment
miarried women as teachers; methods .used in the
of teachers. application Ma; kpersonal interviews, letters of reference, academicselection
and physical competitive examinati
Evaluates the system of teacher selection in Cambridge.

2743. Todd, S. J., jr. A review of educational
literature regarding te;ich. r
employment. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 125 p. ms.
Finds that more emphasis is being placed on training,
experience. and personality Th-17'
on such factors as age. marital status, residence,
and religious affiliation; that the superintendent of schools is almost universally given the
right to nominate and the board of
education to elect the teachers.
CERTIFICATION
2744. Cree, Sara H. State certification
requirements for sec4dary s&1
teachers of physical education. Master's, 1937. West
Virginia. 93 p. ms.'
")2745. Dixon, James C. Certification of teachers
in the South. Masttq's.
1938. Peabody. 107 p. ms.
es
Gives the presenirvisement in 12 Southern
states and recommends a unified

for them.

pro.:7-.111)

V.

*27441. Frazier, Benjamin Williams.
Tile
the certification of teachers. ,,Dotor's, 1938. developpent of state programs for
George Washington. -Washington,
Unjted States Government printing office, 1938.
166 p. (United States Department of the interior, Office of education, Bulletin
1938,
. , no. 12)
2747. Grabel, S. Appeals from the
decisions of the Board of examiners to
the State commisiouer of education *aft the
courts by candidates for teaching
and supervisory licenses in the New ork City
public schools. Master's, 193.
ColL of the City of N. Y. 74

p. ms.
Finds the Board of examiners to have wide
discretion in ejercising its power to grant
licenses or deny licenses to candidates for
teaching
and supervisory positions, and that
an appeal from its decision way generally
education, who, In theahsence of malice, be taken only to the State commissioner of
Board of exam1nerst4seldom reverses their bad faith, or gross error on the part of the
decisions.
2748. Hutchinson, William McKenzie.
Developrpent of state certification
of secondary schOol academic teachers
in New York state 'since the Act of
unifidation. Master's, 1937. Itochistgr. 139
p. mks.
as.

N

2749.

Maul, tay C. The

certification of teachers

in Kansas. Doctors,
1937. New York. 313. p; m&
..
Discusses the establishment of ce"Ificate
patterns; Cottnty certificates; those issued
by colleges and by the state
Wadi tot education, and by city boards
of education ; certtfletes and preparation of teachers; certificates
or 'rural third-class, second-class. and first-class and preparation tind pupil enrollment
high-chool teachers and county superintendents; 'cities; cert4Scatfm and preparation of
presents, compares; and applies nutdern
principles of certification ; and gives the
laws of Kansas dealing with
of teachers.
certification
2750: Perritt, Houston B. A study
of certification of high-school
tea6hers in
lalsaisaippl. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State.
100 p. ma.
Shows the changes that hive been made
lE itiaalesippi since the advent of high intl. system of certifying high-echool teachers
schools; vampires the certification
Mlaslasippi with the systems in neighboring
in
state& Ands that Missiadppi system
has 'made

TEACHEIIS
no
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material changes in her certifit ation system since the advent of high schools: that

of certification than
her system violates more of the principles
certification calls for
modern
plan
of
a
Tenneirseo;
and
that
and
the whole certifying System.

those of Arkansas
changing practically

do

2751.

West, Margaret Bakham. A plan for grafiting certitieaus to counselors

,the high schools of Oklahoma. Master's. 1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.
Shows that seven states have taken definite steps in setting-up requirements for guid(xperience, afid advanced work in special
ance certificates; that graduation from college,
field
guidance courses are considered the necttssary equipment for a person entering tte
life
certificate.
3
years
rt.-quire
the
holding
of
a
Oklahoma
Recommends
that
of guidance.
hours uf advanced guidance work. Offers
of successful teaching experience. and 12
hours for use by the Oklahoma agrkultotaling
24
semester
guidance
courses
a plan of
work.
advanced
guidance
college
for
tural and mechanical
in

PENSIONS AND RETIREMENT

*2752. Delaney, Henry Orlando. An evaluation of the tcaeller-retirement
Plan in Massachusetts. Master s,* 1938. Boston Univ. SS p. ms.
Tries to discover the advantages and the disadvantages of the Massa( husetts teachers'
retirement system, and to formulate criteria by which to evaluate it. Examines various

New
teacbers' pension systems, especially those of California, Massachusetts. Michigan,
in
is
_systcraln
Massachusetts
teacher-retirement
the
that
States
York. .aud.--Obio.

_Agregnent in the main with the criteria established, being in disagreement only with
those criteria involving the actuarial plan of financing.

2753. Hoff, Arthur G. A critical study of the adequacy and effectiveness of
of Minnesota and
five teachers' retirement systems operating in the states
Wisconsin. DoCtor's, 1938. -Minnesota.
27154. Hubbard. Ocheltree Seawell. Administration and effects of age tenure
termination in California. Ddctor's, 1938. California.
Attempts to detern\ine the effects of the operation of tbe law requiring the termination of tenure at 65 years of age on teacher demand in tenure districts, the adequacy
of the supply of tiichers trained in California institutions or certificated-by lexam1nati9
to meet tbe increased demand, and the methods or agencies of teacher selection used by
districts will automatically
gchool administrators. Finds that 62 percent of the tenure
dismiss teachers at 65, leavink approxinfately 074 vacancies in June 1938, with An
increase to 1.468 vacancies over a 5-year period, and that the training of teachers to
institutions
fill these vacancies can easily be absorbed by the 21 state teacher-training
the fields
trained
in
teachers
is
being
adequate
supply
of
Finds
that
an
in California.
than
adequate
that
a
more
physical
education
;
health,
and
of agriculture, art, library,
supply of teachers is béing trainedin the fields of English, foieign languages, life sciences,
physical sciences, and social sciences; and that an inadequate supply of teachers is
being trained in the fields of business, homemaking, industrial arts, mathematics, musk,
and the science& Shows that certification by examination is an uniniportant sourve of
ekmentary tescbe

pply and should be discontinued.

ri1le, ,Comparative study of retirement systems of the United
2755. Jones,
States of America. Master's, 1938, Ind. St. T. C. 102 p. ms. (AbstraCt in:
Indiana state teachers college. Teachers college journal, 9: 178-79, Juli 1938)
Compare's retirement systems in all of the states of Ole United States, the Territo.ry of
litt Hawaii, and the District of Coldmbia. Finds that 28 'states have compulsory retirement;

states have local permissive retirement ; 9 states have DO form of teacher retirement
that three general plans have been followed with respect to financing teacher-retirement
systems ; tbe free plan, whereby retirement benefits are paid entirely out of public fu s;
nwholly contkibutory plan, supported wholly by teacher astabssments; and Joint
bile
tribinory plan, whereby contributions are made by teacher assessments and from

v.11

fund?.

2756. Lafleur, Joseph Delta. A study of .tlie problem of development of state
teicher-res., went systems With special reference to Louisiana. Master's, 1938.
Louisiana State. 64 p.Ima
Compares the free plan, pild entirety out of public funds; the teacher-only contributory plan; and the joint contributory plan of teacher retirement ComPares the
10
%
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Louisiana system with that used in other. states, and finds
that the Louisiana
has been founded on a sound basis.

y!.ti.ro

2757. Morton, R. L. Preseming retirement
security of Ohio teachers. Athcns,,
Ohio university, 1938. 19 p. ins. o
2758. Sallee, Myron Loyd. Siate-wide
teacher-retirement systems in 1de
United States. Master's, 1938. Kansas St. Coll.
se,

RATING

2759. Griffin, Alton Preston. An analysis of
literature and administrative
practices in the rating of teachers. SlaOter's, 19384
Texas.
SALARIES

Itt.

2760. Banks, Reginald Goodrich.
Development
bank school rteachers. Master's, 1938. Southern

of salary schedules for BurCtilifornia.

2761. Brock, Claude Enoch. Relatidrol salaries
and ratings of Tennessee's
county high schools. Master's, 1938.
Peabody. 30 p. ms.
Studies the salaries of the teachers in the white
county high schools of Tennessee fol
the year 1937 as related to the

ratings of
schools by the high-school division of ail
state. Shows that higher *salaries tend to bethe
associated with higher ranking schools.
2762. Clark, A. Glenn. Residences in relation
to salaries of teachers ern.
pioyed in fourth and third clasS districts of
Allegheny county. Master's, 193S,
Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: Urriversity of ,Pittsburgh..
Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of
publications, 14: 365-66)
Analyzes replies to a questionnaire reWved
from 1.399 of the 2.248 teachers ernpl(iyee.
in third- and fourthJclass districts of Allegheny
determine which teachers maintained teaching. county during the school year 19:6-37. tk.
permanent, and legal residences within th
teaching district; the variations which existed in
as to residences: and the relation of reskrences salaries when teachers were distril ut
andsalaries received to the intent of Olt
Edmonds Act. Finds that these teachers received
salaries equivalent to those reeeivcd.t.)
teachers employed in fourth- and third-clash
district's
of the state at large; that mort
teachers maintain a teaching residence within the
teaching district than a Permanent i)rlegal residence; that married teachers have
a greater tendency than single teachers to lit,
within the teaching district in the fourth-class
districts; that when teachers are distritl.
uted according to residences, their salaries
are not 'equivalent to salaries revived by teachers
employed in the same districts, and in many .rases
leas than the minimurn suilar)
guaranteed to a teacher by state law who is employed innre
the district. Concludes that then
41410 should be no differential in minimum
salaries of teachers according to the
%shich they are employed until there is
districts in
evhlence that teachers live in the
in vhiclthey teach ; that the Edmondsmore
Act does not guarantee a larger salarydistricts
to th
teacher eMployed in the larger
.

1

population area.

2763. Engen, L. Pierre.

A

Real salaries in South Dakota high schools
from 1911
to 1936. Master's, 1938. South Dakota. 48
p. ms.
2764. French, Walton W. Incomes and
expenditures of the public-school
teachers of Greer and Harmon ount4s , Oklahoma,
in 1936-37. Master's, 1938.
Oklahoma. 125 p. ms.
tti
2765. Hannah, Claude R. A study of the
functioning of the teachers' minimum salary law in the San Luis valley. Master's, 193,
13111o. St. Coll. 82 p. 1ns.
Finds that in the five counties in the San Luis valley
failures
In tax collection ma(41:11.,
impossib0 for teachers to be paid minimum
according to law ; that for the selfeili
year 1935-38, ß percent of the 285 teacherswages
irk the valley were receiving less than
the
minimum salani.
2766. Horton, Harland Bates. A study
of
teachers' salaries in ilve counties of northeasternthe variationAn high-school
Ohio.

83 p. ms.

Master's, 1938. Kent.
0,

TEACHERS
2767. Ireland, Dwight Burrik
ing. Doctor's, 1938. Ohio State.
of
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The financial and tenure expectancy in teach-

(Abstract i n : Ohio state tehiversity. Abstracts
(loctoral dissertaVons, 27: 45-52)

Prepares individual record cards for efwh of 4.443 teachers whose names appeared on
of the payrolls Of six Ohio cities betweetr 1920-T1 and 1937-:;8. and studies the reindon betw$Tn teachers' salaries and living costs. turnove-r. and tenure. Shows that salaries
row markedly between 1920-21 and 1930-31; that although drastic reductions wen. watt'.
Inv

(ruin

1930-31 to 1933-34. the recovery since 1913-:4 has equalled from SO to 90 pereent

of the former peak salaries; that in unfavorable years all teachers tend to he reduced
to a common level and kv,ss regard is paid to exper.ence. training, and expertness in teach.
ing; that the relatiom3hak.between salaries and living costs was more favorable ,t-ron,

1930-31 to 1933-34 than in 1924*-45; that in thse cities 25 percent of tbe teachers remain
1 rear and 50 percent of the teachertiserve 3 years or less; and that tbe average tenure
a teachers who remain in active service approximates 14 years ;- that tbe average tenure
of teachers who retire for disability is 22 years, and for those who retirA on a superannuation pension is 30 yea rs.t
2768. Kidd, Joel Thomas. The teacher's salary in Albemarle county, Virginia, and bow it is used. Master's, 1938. Virginia.
2769. Matthews, Claude E. Teachers salaries and unit costs for salaries
in the rural high schools of Alabama. Master's, 1938, Alabama.

2770. Mead, A. R. Minor study of cost of living of teachers for December
D34 and 1937. Gainesville, 'University of Florida, 1938.
snows change, In cost of living for teachers in selected areas in Florida.
4146

2771. Miller, Charles L., jr. Recent salary and turnover history of the
présent teaching staff in the first district schools of Georgiik. Master's, 1938.
buke. 115 p. 1s.
6
Studies, by means of a questionnaire, the teaching history of 721 white teachers for the
past 6 years with reference to turnover and salary. Compares men and \\omen. high school
and elementary school teachers, urban and rural scbool teachers, and "foreian talent" and
borne talent teachers. Finds that one.third of the teachers make two third; of the changes:
and that half of the teachers make 90 perceni of the changes.

2772. Roux, Venance Joseph. Salaries of elementary school teachers in

.41

Louisiana. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 1(r) p. ins.
Stndies the relation between the salaries of elementary school teachers 'and type and
size of school, institutional training, addresses. certification, tenure in present position.
total tenure, dependents, marital status, number of different schools in which employed,
seiiarate schools, size Of community-, number of parishes in 1 ich the teacher taught,a types
of work in Various positions, and number of different pos ns held. Finds that teachers
in large schools receive better salaries than those in small schools; that teachrs in large
communities receive higher salaries than those in small communities; that teachers holding high-grade certificates, those with tbe longest perkod of training, and those with the

0

longest tenure receive the highest salaries; that men and women teachers mho live in
the communities where they are emPloyed receive higher salaries than those who comhigher salaries Ulan
mute; that teachers with 4 or more years of college training receive
.
those with 3 or less years of training.
,s

2773. Stueber, Jwphine helen. A study Of the adequacy of teachers'

salaries in El Paso, 1913--1936.

Master's, 1938. Texas.

2774. Turner, Howard. Teachers' salary 4iedules in the eight parishes of
the third congressional district of Louisiana. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State.
119

p. ms.

Finds a wide vaiiation between' the levels of teachers' salaries and tbe bases on which
such salaries are fixed; that the level of salaries paid teachers in a parish does not hear a

definite relationship to the taxpaying ability of the parish; and that factors other than
the level of salaries offered seem to influence the type of teachers found In a parish, espe

daily proximity to a teacher-training institution and the available .s.upply of trained
teachers.

.
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2775. Vinson, Raymond A. The rise of credit unions in the United Stott
.
with special reference to teacher credit unions in Florida. Master's, 1938.
Duke.
112 p. ms.
Gives a history of the movement, with an analysis of the various state laws,
and a
detailed description of the developments in Florida.

as
2776. Wagner, J. Ernest. The cost of teachers' salaries
in unit trade il)t nublion in Pennsyk-ania. Doctor's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University
of
Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and biblioFraphy
of
publications, 14 : 301-11)

Attempts to determine the student clock-hour teacher salary cost of shop and
subjects Instruction in the different classifications of school districts in Pennsylhnia other
ing the various types of unit trade training over a period of 13 years. Shows that offerment affects the teacher salary cost of unit trade training, and the number of unit enrollti..de
offerings; that in communities having similar economic and industrial
problems the uso
of unit trade trainink differs. Suggests that instead of the traditional unit
trade course.
a course designed to teach a specific occupation be included in tbe curriculum where such
a course Would suit the specific need of the community.
*4\

SUPPLY AND DEMAND

2777. Davis, S. Benton, jr. A study of the pupil and teacher population
in
Marion county, Ohio, in an attempt to forecast teacher demand. Master's,
19:1S.
Ohio State. 56 p. ms.
Finds that the number of secondary school teachers needed in 1940, 1950, and 1900

remain almost constant.

will

2778..Neagley, Roas Linn. Teacher demand and supply in the public schools
of Pennsylvania. Doctor's, 1938. Temp 14 447 p. ms.
Studies all available info.rmation on teacher supply and demand from 1928-29
to

1936-37.

COLLEGE PROFESSORS AND INSTRUCTORS

2779. Findlay,,J. F. The origin and development of the work of the

dcian

men in higher education. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 214 p.
Traces the history of the dean of men's work, emphasizing.tbe background which
gave
rise to the office, the first deans f men, significant changes in their work,
development of

of

the individual dean, and present trends.

t2780. Gray, William gr. The preparation and in-service training of college
Chicago, University of Chicago press, 1938. 230 p. (Proceedings of
the Institute for administrative officers of higher education, 1938, 'Vol. 10)

teachers.

.

Contents ; (1) Current conceptions of college education having implications
for the
preparation of college teachers, by Fred J. Kelly, p. 7-11; (2) Social change
and
the
tion of college teachers, by Newton Edwards, p. 18-28; (8) The social sciences: educarecent
changes in their organization and content at the college level, and
for the
preparation of college teachers, by Earl S. Johnson, p. 29-38; (4) Th.eimplications
humantties: recent
.changes in their organization and conteni at the college level, and implications
preparation of college teachers, by Hayward Keniston, p. 39-45; (5) The natural for thtt
sciences :
recent changes in their organization and content at, the college level, and
implications
for the preparation of college teachers, by Duane Roller, p. 46-64 ; (0)
Quality
or content of education, by Harry D. Gideonse, p. 65-75; (7) The requisites ofof teaching
successful
college teachers from the administrator's point of view, by Henry M.
(8) The requisites of successful college instructors in institutions that_Wriston, p. 76-02;
by Frank E. Baker, p. 98-105; (9) The requisites of successful college prepare teachers,
teachers from the
point of view of a dean, by Aaron J. Brumbaugh, p. 106715 ; (10) Desirable
requisites of a
college teacher trom the point of view of college instructors, by Joseph
Reginald
J. Stephenson, and James L. Cate, p. 116-36 ; (11) The recruitment J.ofSchwab,
college
teachers,
by Paul C. Packer, p. 187-52; (12) The place of the object-matter
in the
preparation of college teachers, by Homer IA Dodge, p. 153-72 ; (13)department
The professional
preparation of college teachers, by Donald P. Cottreel, p. 173-88; (14)
Professional training of conége teachers in special fields, by Edith P. Parker, p. 189-202; (15) The improvement of coi ege teachers in service, by Charles Edwin Friley, p. 203-18.
kì
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2781.

Thurston, O.

W.

The status of training of Texas senior collee and

university teachers. Abilene, Toms, Mc Murry college, 1938. 18 p. MS.
Studies the percentage of teachers holding the doctor's, master's, and bachelor's degrees
in Texas senior colleges and universities in 1937-38, and inbreeding in these institutions.
Finds that 23.8 percent
degrees. 20.1 percent had

of the teachers had doctor's degrees, 48.1 percent had master's
bachelor's degrees and 5 percent did not have a degree; that 19.8
'percent of the teachers held their highest degree from the instlytution in which they were
employed ; that 40.2 percent of the teachers received their highest degrees from Texas
institutions. while 59.8 percent received their highest degree from the instftutions outside
of Texas; that the University of Texas has furnished more college teachers in Texas than
any other institution, followed by Columbia university and Chicago university ; that of the
33 senior colleges and universities in Texas, only 10 of the presidents have earned doctor's
degrees.

41Ir

2782. Warren, L. E. The presidents of,4-year colleges in the United States.
Education, 58: 427-28, March 1938. (Mount Union college)
Studies the presidents of the 4year colleges, the societies to which they belong, and the
earned and honorary degrees they have received. Finds that they are no-t exceptional,
as

college men go.

ADMINISTRATION OF SCHOOL
2783. Alguire, Doris Becker.
high-scho9l pupils

Master's, 1938.

The effecO of increasing free periods for
Southern California.

fit

2784. Archer, Vern B. The progressive practices of school-community relatiOnships in the state of Washington. Master's,' 1938. Washington. 80 p. rns.
Studies actual practices in Junior rind senior high schools in Washington that make
for better adjustments between the school and the community.

2785. Bachman, Glen Alton.

Methods of interpretation employed by the

public schools of South Dakota. Master's, 1938. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses and reports for higher degrees,
193S: 2) -23)

Analyzes replies to a questionnaire returned by 136 superintendents of public schools
well distributed geographically and as to size. Finds that superintendents rank school
interpretation methods in the following order both as to use and as to value: school
publications, the public press, exhibits, home and school visitations, special emphasis
weeks or compt4gns, vitalized commencement programs, and radio ; that° they consider
continuous publicity wore valuable than campaign publicity ; that schools malie inadequate
provisions for school interpretation; that they overpublicize athletics and other activities.
and need more imerpretation of the curriculum, methods of instruction, and philosophy of
education: Shows that superintendents believe that proper school interpretation improves
the attitude of the public toward the schools and the morale of the teachers and pup1.1,4s.

2786. Beazley, 'William Raymond. An administrative survey of the public
schools of Alleghany county, Virginia. Master's, 1937. Virginia.
2787. Bendle, Lester C. A study of the legal status of discipline and initiisliment of pupils in Michigan.. Master's, 1937. Michigan.

2788. Bimson, Oliver H. . Participation of school persQnnel in administrastudy of the conditiont which make for effective participation and the
philosophy underlying the theory and practice of this type of administration.
tion: a

Doctor's, 1938. Nebraska. Lincoln, Nebraska, 1939. 117 p.
Discusses the history and growth of the professiorrAf school administration in America ;
the relation of the superintendent of sehoolsrlo ?lle other members of the school oretinization; the advantages and disadvantages otika- cooperative form of school participation.
Indicates that the most important consiallt. &lion in connection with the question of
participation in administration is the point of view and die attitude of mind. Recommends that all employees have the opportunity to engage in a coiverative study of
administrative problems; that' participation in administration is desirable and poissible
in all school systems regardless of size ; that the plan pf organisation should be adapted
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to, the needs of each school sygtem ; that participation should be ernployPti only tt
connection with problems of major importance ; that participation can best be brotigh,
tbout by a common desire for cooperative action on the part of all persons invoked.
2Th9. Brown, William E. School board members of Schuylkill county:
:I
survey of certain characteristics of the members of boards of school directors
in Sch'uylkill county in rehition to their desirability as such officials
Master's.
ti447. Penn. State. (Abstract in: Pennsylvania state college.
Studies in cdm ation, no. 21: 9-10)
Attempts to determine the type of persons making up the boards of school
dini.t.ir.
in Schuylkill county. from what social classes they come, and their educational
tr;tin;nz
¡Inds that the boards of school directors are composed largely of business
and
;IA.,:
slonal men and skilltid laborers ; that their educational training ranges from elementary
school through higher education ; that less than half of them Wive chilipTn
at1( num.:
the public schools; that their average years of service as a board member 11111).1;
and
that 21 percent af them had teaching experience.

2790. Bruce, David Harry. The formation and alteration of townships a,
school istricts in Pennsylvania with special reference to Allegheny
county.
Master's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstract.

o theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of publications, 14: 36ie61

Studies tbe legal basis for the 257 changes which have been made in townships
as
Finds that school districts were afforded st.c.)iatry
consideration at ON best ; that adequate opportunity was not provided all
parties conk Prnol
to oppose Ihe changes as a rule; and that the General
Assembly sometimes faih d to vividan equitable situation at the'. time of the changes.
school districts in Allegheny county.

Burgess, Hugh Otis. \ acation plans for staff rnenibers of large
city
school systems. Doctor's, 1938. Peabody. 135 p. ms.
Makes a detailed inyrtigation of current p.ractice regarding plans
vacations among
staff members in schocil systeins of cities of $100,000 population or for
more. Attempts to
ascertain principles in operation in existing plans for vacations for staff members
of largP
city school systems; and presents a plan, based on Aiodal suggestions,
the problem. Recommends that vacations with pay be granted to all staffas a solution to
members; that
the vacations should be 30 days, preferably in July or August ; that the primary
rrasoli
for vacations should be rest ; that the frequency of vacatiotis for
study should depend
upon circumstances; that the length of vacations granted to staff members
should depend
¡limn circumstances ;land that vacations for rest should be annually.
*2791.

2792. Carson, Louis Frederick. A study of boards of education
in spevial
districts in Soutp Carolina. Master's, 1937. Duke. 65 p. ms.
2793. Casey, Glenn D. Supreme Court decisions for 1934, 1935,
and 193;
with respect to educational administratio.n. Master's, 1938. Southern
California.

2794. Clark, Kentieth. A study of some common behavior
problems.

ter's°, 1937.

Michigan.

Mas.

2795. Davidson, David Nathaniel. An administrative survey of the public
'of Orange county, Virginia. Master's, 1937. Virginia.
2796. DeHaven, Foy E. School publicity in Wythe
county,4Virginia. )1as
ter's, 1937. Vittinia.
scho.ols

2797. Demorest, Merrick Albert. The content of teachers' handbooks and
sch(x)l board rule books. Master's, 1938. Duke. 119 p. ms.

I)qw;y, Henry Evert. School administration in Chicago. Doctor's,
1937. Chicago. Chicrwo, University of chicago libraries,
1938. v. p.
2799. DuBose, Noel Thedford. An administrative survey of the South Park
schools, Beaumont, Texas. Master's, 1038. Texas.
2800. Edgar, James Winfred. A study ot the êlements and
sources of public
school news. Master's, 1938. Texas.
.

s.

*2798.

e

s
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Earl S. A survey of methods used by superintendents in keepboards
informed about their schools. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
ing their
2802. Forrest, Leland Kenyon. The pupil in the home as a source of infor121 p. ms.
mation concerning the schoolMaster's, 1938. Iowa.
Master's, 1938.
2803. Garwood, Charles E. Criteria for schedule making.
Nebraska. 118 p. ms.
2801. Eidt,

Finds Nide variation in
evaluate
the schedule of any
which
could
be
used
to
soedule practices. Develops criteria
of
schools.
school
or
group
certain
Analyzes and evaluates schedules of 56 Nebraska high schools.

Noe

written rules
2804. Gilmore, John Elton. An analysis and evaluation of the
and regulations of New York state boards of education in 21 cities and,420 villages.

Master's, 1938. Rochester. 159 p. ms.

2805.

ations.

Goodman, Mary. The effect of training children to meet difficult situMaster's, 1938. Iowa.

2806. Graham, Arthur Leo. A study of the detention hall as a disciplinary
measure in Lovenberg junior high school. Master's, 1938. Texas.
2807. Groves, Vernon Thomas. The meaning of school administration as
shown by citations from various authorities. Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
2S08.

Haymond, Merle Preston. Problems in the administration of small

Kansas St. Coll.
2809. Helvey, Warren. An evaltiation of continuous public relations methods
for a city school system. Master's, 1988. Southern California.
2810. Hutchison, Keith Randell. The development of loca I units of school
administration in Iowa. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
2.811. Jones, John Edward Emmett. A survey of pupil maladjustment in
1938. Wisthe Washington school and a suggested remedial program. Master's,

Kansas high schools. Master's, 1938.

consin.

Kepdrick, Kenneth. An analysis of the functions and relptions of
school boards an4 superintendents. Master's, 1938. West Texas St. T. C.
2812.

103

p. ms.

Kooreman, Edith. An analysis of certain problems in the administration and teaching of a unit of work. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
001 organízation. Doc*2814. Langfitt, Roy E. The daily schedule in high
r,
York.
443
p.
ins.
tor's, 1938. New
2815. Leonard, Ctrtis Bernard. Problems in discipline: a questionnaire surTey of problems and methods of treatment in California high schools. Master's,
1938. Stanford. 204 p. ms.
2816. McArthur, Mrs. Mable E. Interpreting the modern school to the public.
Master's, 1938. Texas.
2817. McCullough, Carl H. A study of the causes of disciplinary problems in
the schools of Indiana. Master's, 1938. Ind. St. T. C. 99 p. inns. (Abstract in:
Indiana state teachers college. Teachers college Journal, 9: 177-78, July 1938)
2813.

Analyzes replies to questionnaires received from 76 schools in 61 counties of Indiana,
and additional data secured from experienced teachers etkrolled at Indiana state teachers
college for the mid-spring term of 1937. Finds that the offensiss reported ranged In seriousness from undesirable conduct in class to 'crimes for which the offenders were placed in
schools of ,correction ; that 170 boys and 38 girls were &ported; that 39.7 percent of the
children were retarded; that 25.2 percent of the children came from broken hopes; that
the economic status of the family wu on or baldly/ tbe bortierline of poverty in 57.1 per-

z
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cent of the cases; that 36.4 percent of the pupils partictpated in athletics but
took litHP
part in other extracurricular activities ; that children were subjected to lax home discipline
in
52 percent of the cases; that 65.8 percent of the children did below
average school work
and that there was a continuous state of disagreement in 32.7 percent of the families.
2818. McCunn, Drummond J. Analysis of the functions, orgarlization,
and
procedures in school business administration in a unit control system. Master's,
,

1938.

Southern California.

a

2819. Moser, Wilbur Earl. Teacher participation in school administration:
its nature, extent, and degree of advocacy. Doctor'sre1938. k Stanford. (Abstract
in: Stanford university. Stanf6rd university bulletin, vol. 13. Sixth series,
no. 72: 132-38)
Attempts to determine the nature and extent of teacher participation in the
develop.

ment of policies, plans, and practices affecting the various functions in
administration, and to ascertain what types of participation are recommendedschool
by teach49 and
administrators, as shown by replies of teachers in the elementary and secondary
schools
of California to a check list on 50 representative functions of school
adMinistration.
Finds that at present teacher participation is largely that of offering
and
making criticism on the part of minority groups of teachers rather than bysuggestions
the cooperative
effort of the whole teaching personnel or its recognized representatives;
that butt)
administrators and teachers desire an increase in te4tcher participation in administrative

procedures.

2820. Pate, Charles V. Advisers of girls with special reference to
their
work in Georgia high schools. Master's, 1938. Georgia. 57 p. ms.
Studies the role and status of advisers in the United States, giving
special attention
to the status of cleans of 95 Georgia schools ranging in enrollement
from 60
to 1.541.

2821. Pearson, Isatah Tillman. Administrative adjustments in a school
tem of abnormal growth. Master's, 1938. Veabody. 80 p. ms.

sy:-

Studies the D80e county,,Fla., school system.

-,

2822:13,aasoch, Harvey. Do workbooks lead to higher achievement when
a
teacher instructs more than Qne grade? Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
2823. Ragan, William Burk. the reorganization Of local school
adminktrative units in termS of social anil cconomic relationships. Doctor's, 1938. Stanford. (Abstract in: Stanford university. Stanford university
bulletin, vo-1. 13.

Sixth series, no. 27 : 139-42)

Demonstrates a technique for the determination of the boundaries

local school milninis
trative units on the basis of functional communities, and tries toofdetermine
whether or
not community areas discovered by this method will be large enough
to meet the standards
developed -for satisfactory local school administrative units.
Studies the present status
of school districts in Osage county, Okla., including the
area and population of the county,
the number or school districts of various types, the number of spools,
grades taught,
number of teachers, 1., iget, enrollipent, and area of each
school
district
in
the county
studies the social, economic, and religiolis relationships of families
having children in
the rural elementary schools of the county, and the town to which
they went for certain
social, economic, and religious purposes. Finds that neither the pro:40
school districts
nor present counties correspond to functional community areas; and that
these functional community areas, when found, are large enough to meet the
minimum
standards
for satisfactory

local school admipistrative units.

lest:

2824. Riggs, 'Sidney Noyes. Descriptive study of °gehavior
problems in

a

injxed race school. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 190 p. ms.
Studies the behavior problems in a school having a
large
of colored
children. Finds that the socio-economic statuf is more significant percentage
than rase in creating
disorders and that teaailers' rankings of behiMor disorders
place active traits as more
seriousltban recessive traits.

284 Rud, Loyal A. Status of
Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
a

esistift local Schooj units in South

Dakota.
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Sebesta, Charles F. Statutory powers and duties of the president of
four types of school administhe board of education in selected states under
(Abstract
in; University of PittsPittsburgh.
Master's,
1938.
tration units.
researches in progress, and bibliography of publicaburgh. Abstracts of theses,
2828.

: 376-77)
*Finds that the school laws of the various stairs give the president of the board
mandatory powers and duties pertaining to board organization
of education permissive and
finance,
and
to a number of miscellaneous matters; that heris primarily
to
and activities,
number of powers and duties is assigned the presia financial officer ; that the greatest
the
smallest
school administrative unit, the district unit, with
states
having
dent in the
and
that the spowers and duties of the president
;
closely
the township unit following

tions, 14

are predominantly
or to

mandatory in character and ire not common to the different states

the various school administrative units.

Integrated versus traditional type-of daily program
eighth
grade
room. Master's, 1938. North Dakota. 54 p. ms.
for the seventh and
on cur2828. Smith, Marshall Noble. Virginia newspaper editorial opin.ion
rent public school issues. Master's, 1938. Vfrginia.
2827. Smith, Lloyd A.

Sweitzer, Ralph L. A glossary of busiljess and açcounting terms for
Master's, 1937.4 Penn. State. (Abstract in: Pennsyladministrators.
school
Stu(ies;
in eduption, no. 21: 45-46)
college.
vania state
2829.

k

a financial and accounting nature, and presents them to
PrepareS a list of 300 terms
a group of prindpals and adniknistrators for checking. and proares a vocabulary test of
WO concepts chosen at randoni. Recommends that prospective school administrators be
taught a specialized vocabulary to equip them for their administrative duties.

f2830. Weber, O. F. The problem of school organization and _finance in
nois. Urbana, University of Illinois! 1938. 174 p. (University o'f Illinois
letin, vol. 36, no. 15)

Illibul-

and the status of organization and finance, and presents
indicating
the marked inequalities in educational opportunity
salient
facts
dominant and
inherent in the organization and financing of education in Illinois at present.
Discusses the development

2831.

upon

Welch, Jesse Morgan. A study of the effect of a divided term has

the achievement of seventh- and eighth-grade pupils. Master's, 19. Okla.

A. and M. Coll.
Compares the achievement of the pupils In the seventh and eighth grades of a school
with a continuous term with the achievement of tee pupils in the same grades in two
schools with split terms. Finds that the children in the school with a continuous term
did better work than did the children in the schools with the divided term.

2832. Williams, Blaine T. An analysis of the personnel
board: a study in social control. Master's, 1938. Iowa.

Of

an Iowa school

2833. Young, Charles Watson. School Maladjustments and their implications: a study of cases. Master's, 193& OhipIkate. 147 p. ms.
Analyses 50 cases of absence, tardiness, poor grades, and attitudes for causes and implications. Finds that Most causes can be prevented by fundamental school, social, and
economic reconstruction.

*28.31 Ziegenhagen, Alvii P. The legality of school board rules governlhg
pupil conduct and discipline. Master's, 1938. North Dakota. 85 p. ms,
EDUCATIONAL LAWS AND LEGISLATION

2835. Adams, Ora S. Tile effect of House bill 212 of the fifteenth legislature
thy schools of Sequoyah county, Oklahoma. Master's, 1938. Oklahoma.
113 p. ms.
Attempts to discover evidences of educational losé or gain in one county due to the
operation of a legislative act to provide state aid for schools. Finds that the total elpendi-

upon

tuna of tbe schools of the county were increased; schools were in session 17 days longer
I

'

M-
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than in 192G--27; teachers were Vetter qualified as indicated by
college hours of trninin:
in 1936-37 a higher percentaae of the enumeration.was
enrolled and the

average dad;

attendance showed greater improvements over 1926-27.
2836. Baines, Swartz Bent ly. Present
status of school

laws in Oklahoma Will,
recommended changes. Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.
Find. that under the existing school laws all of the children
are not securinz NI]
educational opportunity, and that changes will have to be wade in
the types of schuoi
districts and in the system of finance.
2837.

Carlson, Carl Adolph.

Studies in the development of Colorado

law. Master's, 1938. Colo. St: Coll. of Ed.

2838. Cressman, George R. Digest of Pennsylvania
chool law. New
Prentice-Hall, 1938. (State teachers college, West Chesfer, Pa.)

iT

school

,

York,

'2839. Evarts, Gertrude Louise. 1Iistoty of health
legislation affecting
Public pchools of Minnesota since ins. Master's, 1938.

North Diikbta.

tli

2840. Haley, Forney C. A. pradioal code for relationships
in
irs.
Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. 123 p. ms.
Studies practical sportsmanship codes for the high schools
of Louisiana in relation to
coaches, spectators, players,
and school administrators.

2841. Higgins, Frank J. The New York courts on the New York
common
schools. Doctor's, 1938. Fordham. 450 p. ms.
Surveys all the reports of tIle decisions of the New York
Appellate division of the Supreme Court from 1848 to 1936. Court of appeals, and the
principles studied, some which were more important than Finds among the 45 legal
others; that of these t wreferred to the commissioner of education, five -to the
board of education, one to th.
officers of the school. one to education as a state and not
a .municipal function, and live,
to the school corporation.
2842. Kephart, Edwin G. A legal vocabulary for school
administrators.
Master's, 1937. Penn. State. (Abstract in: Pennsylvania
state college. Sttkdies
in education, no. 21 31-32)
Constructs a checklist of words necessary for the
mentaries and administers the checklist to two understanding of school law and com.
and one student groups.
Finds that the average high-school student ready professional
to enter training for teaching needs
further traiRing in legal vocabulary, and that a legal vocabulary
study should be part of a
course for administrators.
t.

2843. Lackas, John C. A comparative study of the law
to public
and private institutions of higher learning. DoctOr's, 1937. relating
New Yog. 176
p. Ilis.
Shows tbat the differentiations in the law respecting public and
private institutions of
higher learning imply organizational and structural
in their administration ; that these differences reside differences and. necessitate differences
in the independent status of
private institutions as compared to the subordinationlargely
of public universities and convges
created by statute to the will of the legislatures.

2844. Ludlum, Russell Willard. Development of
compulsory education in
New York state during the nineteenth centuiy. Master's,
1938. Cornell. 63 p. ins.
Discusses the compulsory school attendance laws passed in
New
York in 1853, 1874. and
1894, and the probl6ma of school attendance
as they existed in the
.

passage of these laws.

ir

periods between the

e

it.
2845. McLain Naami W. Certain
regulations by state authority affecting
1
the operation and instructional program of the public schools
of Georgia. Master's, 1938. Georgia. 80 p. ms.

Analyses the present lawl pertaining either directly
or indirectly to the required
instruction in the public schools of Georgia.
2848. Mahuron, N. B. A history and
comparative study of the Barnes law.
Master's, 1938, Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 46 p. ma.
.

a

F5

q

2847.
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Marshall, Mrs. Anne. The organized opposition to the Federal child

amendment, an analysis of three groups: The National association of manufdcturers, Sentinels of the Republic, The Nat i()nal commit4 fl)r the protect ion of
the child, family, school, and church. Mastes;s, 1937. Columhia.
Mas2S1S. Micek, Frances. Iligh-school legislation in Oregon, 191( 1937.

labor

ter's, 1938.

Oregon.

2S49. Miller, O. C. Legal status Veal school boards h Mksi s`'1111)i. Master's, 1938. Peabody. os p. ins.
Covers laws relating to county and district hoards and court decisions regarding them. '-

2850. Patton, Ervan E. New administration of House bill 212 in tlw schools
of Pawnee county, Oklahoma. Master's, 1938. Oklahoma. 71 p. ms.
shows the way a bill for giving state aid affects length of term, attendance,

t ea( hi r:*

salaries, tax levks. sources of income, and valuations in one county.

2S51. Pearson, Oliver. A. study on the atiplication Of the cooperative school
law to Rush county. Master's, 1938. Kansas St. Coll.

2852. Pruet, Edgar G. Constitutional and legal status of compukory

-school

attendance in Alabama. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 139 p. ms.
Finds that the trend has been toward extending the attendance law, which is still inetlident as measured by school attendance.

2853. Pyburn, Nita R. The antecedents of the Noefh Carolina school law
of 1839. Doctor's, 1938. North Carolina.
2854. Regier, Aaron J. A sttidy of the functioning of teacher-vertilication
laws and regulations in Kansas in 1933-34. Doctor's, 1935. Kansas. Lawrence, University of Kansas, Bulletin of education; 4: 4-18, March 1938.et
k of con*2855. Rosenberg, R."Robert. A modernized presentation of tit
tracts for secondary schools. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 227 p. ras.è
*2856. Secor, Herbert W. Legal jurisdiction of the school over the pupil off
ttle scho(4 grounds and outside of school hours. Master's, 1937. Syracuse.
47

p ms.

Surveys the existing state educational codes and finds that of the 48 states only 1 4 have
incorporated sections referring specifically to control fikf pupils Outside of school hours and
off the school grounds. Discusses cases which were tried in the courts on quarreling, use
of disrespectful language, immoral and disorderly conduct, home study, rules requiring
pupils to go directly home from school, publications ridiculing school's authority. participation in athletic contests in violation of rule of school, and high-school fraternities and
sororities.

u.

2857. Sullivan, Hersman E. The Texas teacher qualification la w. Ma ster's.

I
Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
2858. Trus1eroW4,11Tird W. An analytical study of textbook legklation fir
the various states and a recommended textbook laator, Kansas. Master's, 1938.
Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 81 p. ms.
2859. Wentink, Paul H. The Child labor laWs of the United States compared
with tile laws relating to compulsory school attendance. Master's, 1938. Mich*
1938.

igan.

SCHOOL FINANCE

2860. Ashby, Clarence. The local bur4rn of school support in the publif
schools of Grimes county, Texas, as shown by an analysis of income and expenditures for 1936-37. Master's, là38. Agr. and Mech. Coll. of Texas. 97 p. ms.

2861. Asher, Melvin trancis. A financial study of 1-room 1-teacher schools
In Langlade county. Masier's, 1938. Wisconsin.

Os
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2862. Barr, Johnnie Hubert. The per capita cost of general
metal -inateri:*
in the Houston junior high schools. Master's, 1938. Agr. and Mech. Coll.
of

Texas. 51 p. tas.
Finds that costs varied from .006 cents per pupil hour to 2 cents per pupil hour.
the need for
more uniform selection of projects and use of materials.

Shows

2863. Beck, Albie Lyman. City 'school expenditures: the variability and
Interretationship of the principal items. Master's, 1938. Stanford. 112 p.
2864. Behmer, John H. A hitory and comparison of costs of medical
cryices in New Jersey schools. Doctor's, 1938. Rutgers.
2865. Bigham, Clinton Simmons. The insuring of public-school
property in
separate school districts in MI ssippi. Master's, 1938. Mississippi. ti9 p.
ms.

Attempts, to determlne pre
practices in insuring public-school property in tEe sp.p.
'irate school districts of
sissippi, to show how improvements may be made in thesp
practkes so that premi 'a costs can he reduced and the administration of the
inqirancp
program be simplified. Finds that since there are no school laws on fire insurance
in
Mississippi, school authorities may insure school property as -provided by the
gcnerat
insurance laws of Mississippi ; that the percentage of fire insurance coverage carried
hr
the schOols of Mississippi is too low in proportion to actual values ;
that the school buildings in the S3 separate school districts of Mississippi studied carry too many hazards;
and
that the location and construction of -school buildings in the future should be
carpfully
studied so as to obtain insurance at a minimum cost.

2866. Bishop, A. J. Insurance on school property in Kiowa county
from
1927-28 to 1936-37. Master's, 19' Oria. A. and M. Coll.
Finds that insurance on school building property is written in more than 35
companies
with a little more than half as many agejits .or agencies; that
of the 25 compaitles only 2
are domestic h that the smaller schools write a combined policy while the
write both combined and separate fire and wind-storm insurance; that the larger schoolsterm is 2, 3, or 5 years with more of the schools insuring fdr term of 5length of the
years; that
the Kiowa county schools received more money in losses paid athan
expended for
premiums during the 10-year period; that the insurance records of thq thOy
inadequately kept ; nnd that the only reliable source of information is various schouls are
a copy of tho policy
which is kept on file by the agent or sency writing the insurance
and that this re( ord% is
usually destroyed at the time of the expiration or renewal of the policy.

2867. Bittermann, Henry J. State and federal grants-In-aid. Dortor's,

1932.

Chicago. New York, Mentzfr, Dush.and company, 1938. 550 p.

2868. Brouillette, Joseph Vr. The third phase of
the Peabody ednOation
fund. Doctor's, 1938. Peabody.

2869. Byars, Herbert Belton. Expenditures for school
supplies in Creensboro, Alabama, public schools during th* school year 1935--36.
Master's, 1938.
Alabalna.
2870. Cale, Paul Harrell. The money raising activittes of the public
schools
of Albemarle copnty, Virginia. gaster's, 1938. Virginia.
p

2871. Calh'bun, Paul Wendell. Financial administrationof local tax/ school
districts in Georgia. Master'i, 1938. Georgia. 61 p. ms.
Analyses Georgia school laws relating to financial records
for local tax school districts, and the financial records of local tax school districts
in Montgomery county and
the first congressional district of Georgia.
41872. Carey, R. E. A comparative st'udy of t cost of instruction in
industrial arts and other forms of general education in the senior
high scliools of
fourth class distitets fn Luzerne colinty, Pennsylvania. Master's, 1937.
Penn.
State. (Abstract in: Pennsylvania state college. _Studies
in education, no.

21: 11-12)
Finds that the percentage Of college attendance in thi fpurtii-class
districts is small,
and that the schools would be Justified in offering industrial.arts amines -as preparation
for adult life fo; the majority-of the pupils. Breaks down
tbe cost of teaching

into subject

11.1.1111
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areas, and finds that the cost of teaching industrial arts, if distributed over a period of
years, is not excessive., shows that some distets which do hot offer an enriched Curriculum
bave higher salary sehetluh l. and a larger school population than other districts which

fifer an enriched curriculum.
,

Matt Drayion. The unit costs in the Pageland, South Carohigh school. Master's, 193S. South Carolina. 39 p. ms.
274. Childers, Robert A. Financial accounting and cost of cocurricular activities in Kanawha county schools. Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.

2873. Carson,
lina, centralized

E,

r.

Chun, Dai Ho. Direct expenditure; by and on behalf of public senior
students in Honolulu. Master's, 1937. Hawaii.
2876. Clampitt, Weskey D. A critical study of the actual and legal tuition
costs in the 12 grade systems in Dallas county, Iowa. Master's, 1938. Drake.
2875.

thigh school

gt.

50 p. mios

itinds that all schools charged the maximum amount for non-resident pupil attendanve
and that in more than ha.3f the school's this was ICS4 than the actual tuition costs, while
in the others tbe legal maximum exceeded stll'h costs.

2877. Conmy, Pei

Doctor's,

1849-1933.

'Thomas. History of public-sPhool support ill. California,
California.
. 8.
.

Shows that the 61lifornia public-school system was authorized in the state constitution
adopted in 1849 wiligh created a state shool fund; that'in 1864 an annual state school
general property tfix of 5 cents on each, j100 assessed valuation was levied; that county
elementary school 4.tttpres were made man.daltory in 1864; that district taxation for elementary vhools was authorized in 1858 ; that high schòois were supported locally until
1903 wha the state high-schoOl fund was authorized by constitutional amendment;
°that in IOWA county high-school fund was created ; that junior colleges, atithorized
..

-supported until 1917 by district taxation and tuition, but after 1917 were
be state high-school fund; that in 1921 Junior college districts Were authorised and a siate junior college fund crea4ed.
2878. Cox, L. Carl. The effects of the tax limitation and .cash basis laws on
educational opportunity in the secondary scb6ols of Kansas. Master's, 1938.
Southern California.

Id 1907, included Ili

.;-

'2879. Cox, William Stanley. the distribution of school costs ill Lonoke
county, Arkansal, and in Arlington county, Virginia, 1935-36." Master's, 1938.
0(4:awe Washington. 37 p. ms.
Compares the &centralized type of administrative organization used in Lonoke county,
Ark., with tbe county unit type of school administration used in Arlington county, Va.
Compares the percentage and the per capitt costs of different phases of schoorcosts in

the two counties, and attempts to determine the relationship between the type- of
organization and the distribution of costs.
2880.

Cunningham,' Oval H. How school boards in indepwident districts

appropriate and spend the school dollar. Master's, 1938. Dklahoma.fe 88 p. ms.
Analyses the budgetary expenditures of 50 independent districti for 1 year.

Finds ithat

is too great a disagreement between the estimates of expenditures and actual
expenditures; and that iniependent city districts estimate their expenditures more
there

accuratély than do dependent rural districts.

2881.- Dailard, Ralph C. An estimate of the cost of making grades 9 through
12 of the American common schlool effectively free. Docior's, 1938.

T. C., Col.

Univ.

Estimates that in 1935-36, 742,000 children were out of the secondary grades of °the
public schools primarily because of low economic status; giv e an estimate of the cost
of textbooks, school supplies, transportation, elpense for ext acurr1cUiar activities, and
for part of the clothing for all or a part ofthe group, raising tbj etst c4f secondary school
education approximately $153,774,000.

-èi

2882. DeForest, Franklin J. An analysis of the school costs yi the state of
Wyoming for ta years 1924-15. Masfer's, 1938. Wyoming. 112 p. ms.
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2883. Derrick, Rassam Omar. Sources of revenue for public educatilln ir
Lexington county, South Carolina, from July 1, 1932-iune :-30, 1936. Master's.
1938. South Carolina. 42 p. ms.
Recommends that local or district levies for school support t)e continued. that the -tate
guarantee a 9-month school torn) for all white children, that more federal aid be s..tur.ki
for public education.

2884. Drake, Lloyd B. Mandatory and optional expenditures for public klryices in Oklahoma. Doctor's, 1938. Oklahoma. 312 p. ms.
Classifies all expenditure of public money in Oklahoma for the fiscal year 1):15_,9,,
under county, township. municipal. school, state. and feder0 government as to mandatory
or optional. Finds that the state spemis more for charity than for all its coliegiat,
institutions; that debt service costs were 25.1 percent of the total cost of government tha!
mandatory expenditures total 71.4 percent, and optional expenditures 28.6 percent (.f
;

the costs of all public services.

2885. Durham, Dora. The management of extracurricular activity finance,
and accounting in high school. Mast Er's, 1938. Kansas. 76 p. s.
Analyzes 215 replies to a questionnaire, 4 from Miss(;uri high schools, 211 from Kansas
high schools. Finds that the large schools have quite complete and adequate necountirl:

systems for extracurricular activities; but many of the smaller schools are experioncing
difficulty in securing a simple, adequate, and comprehensive method of accounting.

H. A comparison of state and parish school revenues it,
Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana
state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S.,. no. 3: 96-97)
2886. Dyson, Luther

Louisiana, 1923-1935.

Cotnpares the percentage of funds which the state fúrnished the local units for operating
costs of schools with the percentage of funds which the local units raised for the same
purpose. Finds that there was a definite trend toward the state furnishing a greater
percentage and the local communities furnishing a smaller percentage of funds for the
operating costs of the schools, simiThr to the tiend toward state support-in the nation
as a whole.

2887. English, William M. Capital outlay expenditures for white schook
of Etowah county, Alabama. Master's, 1938. Alabama.

2888. Farris, Theodore Newton. Severance taxation in Louisiania.

1937. Peabody.

Doctor's.

Nashville, George Peabody college for teachers, 1937. 8 p.
(Abstract of Contribution to education, no. 197)
Discusses methods of taxation in ancient and mediaeval governments. the
collection
of severance taxes in states other than Louisiana, and the collection
of severance taxes

in Louisiana. Shows the uses made of tbe income from these taxes, including distribution
higher educational institutions, the public schools, charitable
institutions for the
unfortunate, conservation of national,resources, and free textbooks for all, the children
of Louisianp..
to

2889. Fenton, Dale. Administration and accounting for student loan funds
Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.
Shows that student loan funds have become one of the major divisions of the higher
edicatictnal institutions; that they are trust funds and should be administered
as such.

2890. Fife, Samuel Stewart. A study.of policies and procedurOs used 1n controlling high-school student body finances in large city school systems. Master's,
193& Southern California.
2891. Finley, Marshall A. A proposed severance tax to be le% ied upon the
natural retTources of the state of Kansas, the proceeds to be used for public education. Master's, 1938: Kans, St, T. C., Emporia. 68 p. ms.
2892. Fitzgerald, W4lliam L. A case study of state aid to certain mining
camp school districts. Muter's, 1937. Iowa. 107 p. ms.
2898. Fleming, Joe E. A comparison of the cosis of operation on a tier-pupil
basis for the different types of high schools In Kansas. Master's, 1938. Kans.
4
St. T. C., Emporia.. 90 D. me.
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2894. Flowers, Herbert D.

School revenue in lieu of homestead exemption in

Oklahoma. Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.
coinpres the condition of school revenues before homestead exemption became opera!Ive with the financial condition after the ffrst year the measure ( ) ated. Shows that
increased ns the
tbe homestead exemption narrows the tax base; that state aid
apparent ability of local suti-divisions of government to support the selves has declined;
that

excise boards have lessened the millage allocated to tbe schools as the state has
its support.

increased

2895. Floyd,

William Burney.

Relationship of farm practices and school

in Henderson county, Kentucky.

Master's, 1938. Kentucky. 110 p. ms.
Attempts to find out whether farm practices influence farm tax valuations and schopl

revenue

,

revenue.

2896. Forrest, Leo. 'Budgets and expemditur-ls for school purposes in Curry
New Mexico. Master's, 1938. New Mey..?.o. 64 p ms.

county,

Foster, John Flagg. The effects Of chsinging the baAs of apportio ng
major
school funds of Texas to average daily attendance. Master's, 193S.
the
2897.

Teias.

2898. Garris, Howard Franklin. Unit costs in the St. George, Smit Carorolina.
high school for the session. 1937-38. Master's, 1938. South
32p.ina.
lina,

Discusses many factors that affect unit cost and ascertains unit cost per yeaj per pupil,
per pupil hour. and per pupil expenditure.

cost of subjects

2899. Gillespie, Houston Lamar: The extent that educational o portunities
and the burden of support are equalized in the public schools o Chickasaw
county, Mississippi, for current expenses and a proposed plan for eliminating
inequalities. Master's, 1938.

Alabama.
o

2900. Gilliland, Floyd H. State workmen's compensation insurance as applied to public-school employees in North Dakota. Master's, 1937. Iowa.
110 p. trks.

2901. Griffis, Hugh Edward. Federal aid for public education. Master's,
South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university. Abstracts of theses: masters' degrees in the Graduate school, no. 5: 6-7)
1937.

Traces the development of Federal aid for public education in the United States from
the formation of the Union to the present time. Shows a rapid increase in Federal aid
in recent years for public education, and indicates that it will continue to Increase In the
future and play a greater part in providing funds to assist the states in the development of
their educational programs.

2902. Oruelle, Orie P. State ibsurance of public-school property in KenDoctor's, 1938. Kentucky. Lexington, University ok Kentucky, 1939.
( BulleOn of the. Bureau of school service, ?ol. 11, no. 3)
Reviews the legal status of insurance on public-school property with special reference
to Kentucky; compares the insurance laws of Kentucky with those of other states; and
considers the desirability and feasibility of state insurance by computing the probable
cost of such insurance and the possible savings resulting to the state.
tucky.
136 p.

,

29111. Grumbling, Hudson Virgil. The cost of operation in certain fourthclass school districts of ,Indlana county, Pennsylvania. Master's, f838. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of.Pittsburgh. Abstracts of thesiis, researches
in progress, and bibliography of publications, 14 : 368-69)
Analyses and compares the cost of operation in 13 fourth-class districts maintaining

high schools and 13 fourth-class districts not having high schools in Indiana county for
the years 19110-1835, inclusive. Finds that wages of janitors is 28.52 percent higher in
the high-school districts; fuel is 29.44 percent higher' in the distiicts not maintaining thigh
4 schools; water, light, and power is 5.97 percent higher in the high-school districts; janitor
gullgite lo 0.99 per,* higher in tbe high-school districts ; and other expenseirof operation
is 5.08 percent shigher in the non-high-school district&
,
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2904. Gyte, Millard Ellsworth.
An analysis by function of the
of the schools of South Dakota.
expenditure
Master's,' 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
2905. Harrison, Dwight
Thomas. An evaluation of salary r es
paid employees in selected noncertificated
service positions of the Los An es c,ity
school
districts. Masters', 1938. Southern
California.
2906. Heise, Leonard. Study of
University of Wisconsit _raduates aided by
vocationab rehabilitation funds.
Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
2907.

Hill, Foster Carl. An analysis

of the revenues and expenditures of
school districts maintaining
high 'schools in Essex county, New
York. Master's,
1937. .i.Itochester. 124 p. ms.
2908. Hill, E. N. An
investigation of the actual percent of tax
monies paid
by the citizens of Allen county,
Kansas, used for the support of the
schools.
Master's, 1938. Kansas. 39 p. ms.
Shows that only 29.84 'percent of
every tax dollar collected in Allen county is
education.
spent

for

2909. Hill, Johnnie Guy. The school
carnival as an educational and fintincial
agency for the small school. Master's, 1938.
%Okla. A. and M. Coll.
Studies carnival programs presented, in the
year 193/7-38, by 59 schools in 40
Finds that the school carnival
counties.
has been used extensively by small
as a financial agency ; that many
schools in Oklahoma
features
of the carnival program are of
ialue; and that the plan used for the
educational

organization and presentation of the
not efficient in many places.
carnival
2910. Hill; Walter B. A critical
evaluation of the method of
the

was

distributing
state equalization fund in the State of
Georgia for the 'year 1936. Master's,
Michigan.

1937.

'2911. Hitchcock, Clarence C.
Devolution of assets and liabilities in
alteration of school district boundaries
the
as determined by judicial decisions. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 121 p. ms.

Studies higher court decisions
when school district boundaries on questions of the devolution of assets and liabilities
are altered.
pretation of the law ; that courts may create Finds that courts have wide powers of interlegal bodies, terms, or situations;
times the work of the courts amounts to
that somehave laid down rules governing the legislation ; that in the absence of legislation courts
devolution of assets and liabilities,
districts, secession of part of a district,
consoiidation of
and annexation of part of
another district ; that
constitutional guarantees must be
safeguarded.
2912. Hoffman, Joe R. Some
aspects of the federal land funds
and the
legislative appropriations of certain
state universities of the Old
Northwest.
Master's, 1938. Iowa.

2913. Hollis, Ernest Victor.
tion. Doctor's, 1938. T. C., Col. Philanthropic foundations and higher educaUniv. New York, Columbia
university press,
1988. 365 p.
Studies the philosophy, administration,
activities, and funds of philanthropic
tions to determine whether foundation
foundainfluence has been wielded to maintain
in education, or to accelerate
tile status quo
the processes of cultural and social
change. Finds that In
general, the foundations making grants
to higher education closely parallel
universities in ideals, attitudes, organisation
endowed
and
administrative personnel, but that they
differ in many ways from tite
Analyses and synthesizes grants by
fa which they were made 'induniversities.
purpostis
by the
trends of these grants through tbe areas and institutions receiving them. Indicates
more than a third of a century of
to Influence American higher education.
foundation effort
Concludes that the extent of
ence on American higher education
foundation influis
at
least
$680,000,000, andlhat the direction of that
Influence has beed increasingly towards
supporting cultural and social ideas
tions that art adapting themselves
and Instituto meet the needs of a rapidly
changing civilisation.

t5
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2914. Hopkins, Wilfred C. Significant costs to the Commonwealth of Penngylvania involved in the preparation of teachers in state teachers colleges. Doctor's, 1938. Pennsylvania.

2915. Horner, Meyers B. Indebtedness of the school districts of Pennsylvania under the superi-ision of the county superintendent of schools. Doctor's,
1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh; Abstracts of theses,
researches in progress, and bibliography of publications, 14 : 134-41)
Surveys

financial and statistical data on the

2,4-08

school districts in Pennsylvania under

of schools in 1935-36 ; analyses the practices
the supervision of the county
of the various states with respect to the allocation of indebtedness upon .the merging or

consolidation of school districts. Offers three plans for the allocation of indebtedness on
consolidation or merger of school districts.

2916. Hull, Loran R. Financing junior high school athletics. Master's, 1938.
Penbody. 82 p. ms.
Studies methodd of financing athletics in the West Virginia junior high schools, and states
that they shot. i be financed from the annual school budget.

2917. Hunn, Frank L. An insurance program for the Atchison county community high schooL Master's, 1938. Kansas. 69 p. ms.
Shows the changes that have been made in this school to improve the insurance program and to eliminate unnecessary premium costs and losses. Discusses the common types
of insurance policies, the information needed by school administrators to secure an adequate insuiance program, the insurance program in the Atchison county community high
school prior to 193g, the present program, and an adequate insurance program for the

3

future.

2918. Hurst, William B. A study of the relation between state support and
the education program of schools in 'Cows county from 1929 to 1936. Master's,
1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.
Shows that state aid was not an important factor in the finances of the schools of
Mows county before the depression ; that as the severity of tbe depression increased,
the quality of the schools decreased ; that startitt in 1932 with state aid the schools
ll
improved in enroment,
jn the employment of bett r teachers, in an enriched cferriculum
and in better school buildings. Indicates that state aid is beneficial and therefore

desirable.

2919. Hutchins, Clayton Darius. The distribution 6f state funds for pupil
transportation. Doctor's, 1938. Ohio State. (Abstract in: Ohio state university.
Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, no. 26: 101-10)
Studies the various factors affecting the cost of pupil transportation, the effect of managerial policies on its cost, and offers suggestions for adjustIng the local cost of pupil
transportation to tbe state program.

2920. Jones, William Anderson. A survey of the charges made against highschool students by South Dakota schools. Master's, 1938. South Dakota. 31
p. ms.
a

2921. Kindred, Leslie W., Jr. Public funds for private and parochial schools :
legal study. Doctor's, 1938. Michigan.

2922. Knapp, Harry G. A comparative study or the actual and legal tuition
costs in the 10 school systems of IsItinggold county, Iowa, 1933-36, inclusive.
Master's, 1938. Drake. 31 p. ms.
FInkithat all schools qharged the maximum amount for nonresident pupil attendance,
and the' in more than half the schools this was less than the actual tuition costs, while
in the others the legal maximum exceeded such costs.

2923. Lewis, Robert E. A history of tile county as a taxing, unit for elementary schOols in° Oregon since 1900.
e

294 Littlepage, Hamilton

S.

Waster's, 1938. Oregon.

A study of the distribution of special state

aid in Knox counO, Illinois. Master's; 1938. Illinois.
7

.
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2925.' McCoy, Frank Alexander. A
study to formulate a plan for the financial support of the public schools in
Kansas. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
,
2926. McLean, Ritchie L. The
non-payment of taxes in Lenore (1)Iinty.
Oklahoma. Master's, 1938. Oklahoma. 73
p. ms.
Investigates the records on tax payments, tax levies,
and collections and
Lenore county for 4 fiscal years.
of
Finds that It is a policy of taxpayers of expenditures
Lef lore (ounty
to forego the payment of tax assessments;
that there has never been any sale or recalp
of delinquent property in the
county
tax payments for the years studied; ; that 7 of the 10 county officials were delimit's nt in
that all,public services in the county,
stiffer greatly from the lack of
including sch si.)
income due to nonpayment of taxes.
2927. Maddox, J. C. Unit cost by
subject in nine Kentucky high schtuil..
Master's, 1938. Peabody. 85 p. ms.
Studies the unit cost per subject in the
nine high schools in Carlisle and Hickman co unto
of Kentucky for the school
s
year 1937-38.
2928. Merideth, George Hudson. A study
of the relationship of school ex
penditures to educational services provided. Doctor's, 1938.
Southern California.
2929. Miller, Grace D. Carrying
through a school tax levy campaign. Nins
ter's, 1937. ColuThia.
%.

2930. Montgomery, R. Cecil. The
cost of education compared with the cost:
of other governmental functions in Morgan
county, Colorado. Master's, 1938.
Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
J
2931. Moss, Herschel L.
A study of the equalization of
educational opportunity in the United States. Master's, 1938. Ind. St.
T. C. 134 p. ms. (Abstract
in : Indiana state teachers college.
Teachers college journal, 9: 193, July 1938)
Shows almost half of the states without
an equalization fund law that is able to take
care of the differential between the poor unit
and the wealthy unit ; and that the stutes
with a poor equalization set-up

are satisfied with their programi, while those haN ing
to make needed improvements.

efficient set-up are dissatisfied and are anxious
2932. Olson, Marie.E. Trends in

an

support of secondary education in Nebraska
Master's, 1938. Nebraska. 38 p. ms.
Relates expenditures in 50 Nebraska high schools
to enrollment, instruction, building
program, operation, and Maintenance of the school
plant.
12933. Owen, Ralph Dornfeld. Cost
of public
sylvania. Philadelphia, Temple university, 1938. education, 1933,34, in Penn-.
36 p.
*Discusses cost of instruction, auxiliary
agencies, operation,
high school.

A

maintenance, and fixed

charges.

k

Palmer, Paul. Alfred. The development of state
support. of public education in West Virginia. Doctor's, 1938. Pittsburgh.
(Abstract
in.: University
of Pittsburgh. Abstra4ts of theses, researches in
progress, and
2934.

bibliography of
publications, 14: 211)--25)
Traces the evolution of state support of public education
in West Virginia from the
beginning of public education in old Virginia, before
West Virginia was created as
a separate state, to the present time.
2935.

Perry, Harold M. A study of costs of teaching
bookkeeping in Elgin,

Illinois. high school.

Master's, 1938. Iowa.

Pizor, Raymond. The use of public-school funds
for other than publicschool purposes. Doctor's, 1938. Temple.
2937. Platt, Nevin J. Financing extracurriculai activit
n the small high
schools of South Dakota. Master's, 1938. South
Dakota. 4
.

2036.

MEL
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2938. Ragland, Jim J. A survey of educational costs in
from 1926-27 to 1935-36. Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.

Hughes county

Shows ttAtt the smaller districts are more expensive to operate than the consolidated
districts. and that wherever pbasible smaller districts should be annexed to larger districts, which could be done without lidditional cost to the larger unit.

2939.

Raley, Novil Hester. A statistical financial report of the white public
Louisiana, for the year 1936-37. Master's, 1937.

schools in Claiborne parish,
Louisiana State. 60 p. ms.

Finas the average cost per pupil in average daily attendance in the elementary schools

of Claiborne parish is $83.38 for 'transported and $50.48 for nontransported pupils; the
average cost per pupil in average daily atténdance in high schools is $114.43 for transported and $91.65 for nontransported pupils ;' and the average costs in Claiborne parish
are

higher than thOse for Louisiana at large.

2940. Raub, Norman and Daugherty, David M. A survey of 'costs of public
in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania for the fical year 1933-34;

education

a study of the cost of auxiliary agencies for the public schools of Pennsylvania.
Master's, 1938. Temple. 686 p. ms.
2941. Ray, Dennie Ezell. Unit costs by gubjects in 10 Tennessee high schools.
Master's, 1938. Peabody. 125 p. ms.

Studies all of the 4-year high schools for white children under the control of the Madison
county board of education.

Finds that the smaller the school, the higher the unit cost.

2942. Resume, William Joseph.

Instructional costs of health education in
Detroit. 33 p. ms.

the public high schools of the City of Detroit. Master's, 1988.

Finds that unit costs in health education vary greatly from one field to another, and
for individual teachers within each field of health education instruction ; that instructional

cost per yearly student hour in each of the five phases of health education varies from
$8.96 to $17.28,

2943. Reazin, Bruce David. The administration of the permanent school
fund of Arizona. Master's, 1938. Southern California.

2944. Rice, Harold A. Tht financing of education in West Virginia.

Doc-

tor's, 1938. New York. 445 p. ms.
Traces the evolution of the system of financing elementary and secondary schools in
West Virginia and finds that the sistem is inadequate and unsound.
2945. Ridgway, Paul M. A critical study of public-school costs in Kansas
from 1928 to 1936. Master's, 1938. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 84 p. ms.

2946. Ribdel, Esmond Robert. Financing co-curriculum activities In the A
class high schools in Virginia. Master's, 1937. Virginia.
*2947. Robert,. E. B. The administration of the Peabody education fund from
1880 to 1905. Doctor's, 1936. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college for
teachers, 1936. 5 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education, no. 225)

2948. Roberts, David R. The dependence of high schools on tuition revenue.
Muter's, 1938. Iowa. 44 p. ms.
2949. Bauder, Leroy S. A survey of the cost of.public education in the commonwealth of ti1n8y1vanla for the fiscal year 1988-34. Master's, 1938. Temple.
130 p. mi.
2950. Sellers, John Milton. Taxation and support of education in Indiana.
Doctor's, 1937. Chicago. Chicago, University of Chicago libraries, 1938.
151

p.

Investigates the financial support attorded to civil and school corporations in Indiana
during the period from 1924 to 1988 in order to determine the productivity of the new
tu measureu and their contribution to the solution of problems involved in the support
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of public functions. Prams the legislative acts pertaining
to taxation from the ea
tax acts down-. to the present time. Compares the school and
civil debt as to ami.unt,
trends, and rate of retirement.

2951. Sexson, John Amherst. A study of the relationship of
school expcmij.
tures to educational services provided. Doctor's, 1938. Southern

California.
Siemens, Curt. A study to determine the percent of the
dollar devoted to education in Kansas. Master's, 1938. Kansas. 30 total tax
p. ms.
Shows that the portion of the tax dollar spent to
support
education
in
Kansas
Was
31.8 percent in 1932, 24.8 percent in 1934, and 27.5
percent in 1936.
2953. Simmermacher, H. A. CompariSon of pupil
costs- in Ohio high schools.
Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 56 p. ms.
Compares the minter of courses offered, the number of
teachers, pupil-teacher ratio, and
per pupil costs. Finds that the maximum efficiency was not
attained in high schools until
the average daily
2962.

:

attendance reached 850.

2954. Sowers, Robert Morris. A comparison of the current
cost of the different types of public schools in Houston county for school
year, 1936-37. Master's, 1938. Agr. and Mech. Coll. of Texas. 52 p. ms.
2955. Staats, WilliamP. Financing
extracurricular activities in high school.
Master's, 1938. Wyoming.. 98 p. ms.
2956. Atricker, Christian P. A survey of costs
of public education in the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania for the fiscal year 1933-34: a study *of the
cost
of fixed charges for the distrfcts of the fourth class ranging in
population
from
4,990 to 800. Master's, 1938. Temple. 409 p. ms.

Finds the amount spent on fixed charges approximately
one-half percent of the gross
expenditures for public education; thal the average cost per
pupil was $2.02 ; that 84
percent of the 1,315 districts contributed to the State retirement
reported expenditures for rent, 82 percent for tire insurance, and bgard ; that 28 percent
91 percent for compensation insurance.
2957. Stuart, Fred William. The cost of
education
with the
of other functions of government in Crawford county,compared
Iowa.

Master't!,

cost
1938.

Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
2958. Sundelson, Jacob Wilner. Budgetary methods
in national and state
governments. Doctor's, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ. Albany, J. B. Lyon
winters, 1938. 640 p. (Special report of the State tax commission, company,
no. 14)

Discusses budgetary comprehensiveness and unity ; budget
program preparation, adoption,
and execution.

2959. Tilley, Merlin B. A study in Texas public-school
fire insurance.
Master's, 1938. Southwest Texas, St, T. C. 120 p. ma.
Finds that there is too liqk sonsideration
of coverage varies from a srairpercent to given to fire insurance and that the ¡mount
overcoverage; that economies might be effected
by a more careful analysis or the fire insurance
program to prevent overcoverage.
a
2900. Tolle, Vernon Ottis. Budgetary procedure in the
municipal and othe;
independent school units of New Mexico. Doctor's, 1938.
California.
Attempts to determine the present constitutional' and statutory
provisions for public
school budgetary

procedure in New ifexico ; the relationship of the existing
budgetary procedures In the municipal and other independent school
units of New Mexico to accepted
standards of school budgetary procedure ; and to recommend
desirable changes in procedure
$o as .to conform to accepted principles and standards.

2961. Trout, Geoige Glenwood. The financial
status of special day and etcning classes in California. Master's, 1938. Southern
California.
2962. Walcott, Clifford F. The cost of
consolidating the rural schools of
Allen, Payette, and Scipio townships, Hillsdale county.
Muter's, 1988. Michigan.
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2963. Weinlick, Henry C. A financial study of the reorganization of Lincoln
Master's, 1938. Wisconstn.
2964. Wilt, Titus T. Opinions of representative groups of citizens concerning
the financial support of public schools. Master's, 1937. Michigan.
2965. Wineinger, F. W. The cost of education in Woodbury county. Town.
compared with the costs of other functions if government. Master's, 1938.
county, Wisconsin.

Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

2966. Winther, Adolph I. An investigation into the cost of interscholastic
athletic budget for Wisconsin schools. Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
'2967. Witmeyei, Paul E. Educational implications of the tax duplicate in
third class school districts of Pennsylvania. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 73
4

p. ms.

Studies the Pennsylvania laws relative to taxation, and analyses replies to a questionnaire sent to 126 superintendents of schools in third-class districts requesting informadon on the method used by the boards of education in checking receipts. Finds that
scbool districts have been vested with the power to tax, but are obligated to perform
their duties within limitations prescribed by the legislature; and that ¿here is au
obvious need of a sympathetic check of all revenues and their sources, so Witt school
districts may receive all of the monies to which they are entitled.
2968.

Zetrouer, Horace

Alachua county.

F. A study of the

Master's, 1938. Florida.

special tax school districts in

RURAL EDUCATION

Oa

2969. Ahlstrom, Clyde J. A proposed school reorganization for Hartford,
Lyon county, Kansas. Master's, 1938. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 111 p. ms.
2970. Allinder, Allen F. Community school districts of Monte Om county,
Michigan. Master's, 1937. Michigan.
2971. Beaumont, Glenn R. Effects of county unit of school administration
upon teaching stability. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 77 p. ms.
2972. Blanchard, Marvin C. Possibilities for structural reorganization of
public-school education in Cass county, Michigan. Master's, 1937. Michigan.
297S. Bordine, K. T. The organization and development of a rural community school. Master's, 1937. Michigan.

2974. Byrum, Irvin B. An evaluation of the efficiency of instruction in a
rural school. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
2975. Ca.ssell, Hugh Kent, Ten years of public school education in Wise
county, Virginia. Master's, 1938. Duke. 103 p. ms.
Analyses trends in finance; pupil population, teacher personnel, and building situation.
2976. Dancer, Mattis Epperson. Improvement of instruction in Lamar
county, rural schools. Master's, 1968. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university. Abstracts of4 theses, 1939: 1142)
2 Compares
the results of standardised achievement tests given in 24 schools with the
norms of the tests in English and arithmetic, and the results of equated activity and
40nact4vit7 schools in Englist, arithmetic, word-meaning, and geography.
Trices the
develop ent of an activity unit in a typical rural school of the county. Finds that the
test results indicate that the aci+ity schools excel the nonactivity schools in proficiency
in subject matter as well as in the development of proper attituges, Ideals,
and hibits.
Recommends that the number of county supervisors be increased, and that therebe
A
closer integration between the department of education
and rural school supervisory
propane fe order to meet the demands of social conditions.
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2977. Danielson, Jalmer Erndst. A fiscal survey of the school situation
Benson county, North Dakota. Master's, 191$. North Dakota.

hi

2978. Douglas, D. F. Educational inequalities in Franklin county. Mati.r's,

East Texas St. T. C. 91 p. (Abstract in: East Texas state. teacher'?
college. Graduate studies (abstracts), 1937-38: 11)
Presents data on existing inequalities in educational opportunities
Tex.. and offers a plan of reorganization based on the county unitin Franklin county:
system of school
administration.
1938.

2979. Dribben, William Barnett. A study of the eighth grade white
poplila
tion in Bolivar county, Mississippi. Master's, 1937. Duke. 90 p. ms.

Presents a socio economic study of eighth:grade pupils, comparing those
transported
der,, with such factors as time dis-at

public expense with those, not transported, and
tribution, 'mobility; and economic background.

$1,

2980. Fleming, MUlard F._ A reorganization of the public schools of
Franklin county, Texas. Master's, 1938. Texas.
2981. Fobar, Richard W. The rural elementary and secondary
schook of
Calhoun county, Iowa, and spossibilites for their reorganization.
Master's, 1938.
Iowa 'State.
2982. Geiger, Joseph. The application of a single district plan to the
schools
of Meade county, South Dakota. Mastees, 1938. South Dakota. 66 p. ms.
2983. Hendren,_ Mark Zell. Possibilities for
reorganizing rural elenwntary
education in Taylor county, Iowa. Master's, 1938. Iowa State.
2984. Honnold, Claude L A comparison of schools of
various sizes in Grady
county, Oklahoma. Master's, 1938. Oklahoma. 38 p. ms.

Compares 1-teacher, 2-teacher, 3-teacher, and larger schools as to pupil achievement,
cost,
attendance, teacher qualifications, length of term, and physical- plant.
Finds
that
in
1
teacher schools pupil achievement is poorest, cost is highest, attendance is
are least qualified, school term is shortest, and the physical plant ranks poorest, teachers
41b

2985.

lowest.

Huffman, Robert L.

Comparative(*) achiewment in the larger and
smaller rural 'schools of Dallas eounty, Texas. Master's, 1938. East Texas
St.
T. C.' 113 p. (Abstract in: East Texas state teachers college.
Graduate studies

(abstracts), 1937-38: 16-17)

Compares grades 4, 5, 6, and 7 in all of the rural sChools of Dallas
county on achievement in reading, la,nguage usage, and arithmetic computat,ion
as measured by the New
StanfOrd achievement test, advanced examination, form V. Finds little
difference in
achievem nt in the two types of schools, and that there is
no justification of the claim
of superi rity for any school en basis of size.

i

2986. : ulme, George WEird. Some aspects of
equalization of educational
opportunity in DeKalb county, Alabama, 1036-37. Master's, 1938.
Alabama.
2987. Jorgensen, Arthur William. A comparison
of the academic achievement of rural and urban students and certain enviro4ment factors
conditioning
.
learning. Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
2988.'fr.XcBride, Roy G. A proposed plan for local school
administrative units
in Cimarron county. Master's, 1938. Okla. A. aild M. Coll.
Studies the attendance areas, transpration, cost of instruction,
valuation, buildings,

physicild conditions, number of pupils, average daily
attendance,
curriculuni in the county. FormulAtes a plan fa the reorganisation and limitation of the
of the present districts
so as to give better educational opportunity to lib pupils in the county.
2989. McElroy, Wilbui L. A survey of attitudes

of rural school board
members toward certain basic school problems. Master's, 1938,
Kansas. 50 p. ms.
Considers 146 answers to a questionnaire sent to school board
members
in Jackson and
Woodson counties, Kans. sConcludes that if a distriekhu
a goal teacher, the 1-teacher
.

r
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school is

still on a par with the city schools; that

is opposed to

a

large percent of the rural population

consolidation, even _if it coAts less.

McKinnon, Alexander. A. supervisory rural school unit in Saslatche-

2990.

Washington. 7i) p. ms.
Recommends the creation of larger administrative units to replace the present local
Nichool units.
wan. Master's, 1938.

IP

2991. Mason, Martha Nunn. Changing schools in rural areas. Master's,
1938. Emory. 85 p. ms.
Indicates that there is a growly conviction in the rural Rreas that the life of the
child in the open country can be invade more meaningful and that the schml can contribute
to his social and educational welfare in a more effective manner than that which has
been characteristic of his school in the past.
2992. Nelson, Horace Malcolm.

County unit plan for Edgefield county,

South Carolina. Master's, 1938. South Carolina. 32 p. ms.

243. Partington, Stephen A. A study of the comp:trAive achievements of

village and rural trained pupils in Cedar Springs high school, Cedar Springs,
Michigan.

Master's, 1938. Michigan.

2994. Reed, Malcolm H. A survey of pupil progress in a large central rural
school of-Nestern New York. Master's, 1937. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 88 p. ms.

2995: Rhoades, Charles Arthur.
county.

Master's,/1938.

The one-teacher schools of Santa Cruz

Stanford. 95 p. ms.

2996. Shanks, Carl H. A proposed reorgmization .of the Clinton county,
Master's, 1938, 'Miami. 80 p. rasp
2$117. Smith, Clarence Evert.
Socially creative leadership as illustrated by
,
studies in theory and practice n the administration of a rural supervisorrdistrict.
Ohio, school system.

Doctor's, 1938.

Buffalo. 242 p. ms.

2998. Smith, Marion Bush. A sociological analysis of rural education in
Louisiana. Doctor's, 1937. Louisana State. University, Louisiana state university, 1938. 130 p. (Louisiana state university studies, no. 36)
Studies schdels for white children in Louisiana in general, and 12 schools in different
sectioneof the state in particular, using 1 school from the French and 1 from tbe
Anglo-Saxon culture areas as reptesentative of the rural consolidated high schools; cónsolidited high schools in urban centers which educate transported rural children ; and
rural elementary schools.

Finds that the consolidated school does not solve sthe.educational

problems in rural districts; that the rural school and the rural community need to be
brought closer together in a common bond of understanding; and that there is neild for
the small neighborhood school in rural sections for the children of the lower grades.
2999. Smith, Selby Frank. Mississippi municipal separate schools serving
rural territory. Master's, 1938. Mig!sissippl. 58 p. ms.
Gives a brief histbry of the separate schools as they were permitted to serve rural
territory ; the extent to which they are now serving it; the revenue now received for
this service; and whether or not a large or a small separate district hi better folk,- thiii
- purpose frOm the revenue point of view. Finds that in 1870 thp Mississippi state
lekislature passed a law permitting incorporated cities of 5,000 or 'more in population
to organize a separate school district ; that in succeeding years the population requirement

was lowered until finally in 1906 the population requirement was entirely removed;
that rural territory adjacent .to the municipality was permitted to be taken into the
separate district in 1886 ; that approximately two-thirds of the separate districtk nOw
include some rural area ; that since 1886 the Counties of Mississippi have been permitted to pay tuition for the children attending schools in -separate districts; and' that
the counties have never paid tuition sufficient' to coir the per capita cost of education
in the separate districts.
3006.

Eats

r.

Stickle, Ralph L. The natural centers and commtwity schvl areas of

county, Michigan. Master's, 1937. -Michigan.
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3001. Stromberg, Eugene T. The influence of the central rural school on
community organization. Doctor's, 1938. Cornell.
3002. White, Guy Merritt. The relation of the age-grade status of
children
to the educational level, type of home, and' occupation of parents.
Master's,
1938. Louisiana State. 47 p. ms.
Studies the occupational status, type of home, and educational
status of the parents
of 9,013 white children of St. Landry parish, La. Finds that 70 percent
*live on farms; that more than four-liftlis of the children live in cabins ot the childrpn
and cottages:
that nine-tenths of the fathers had less than a high-school
education.
agriculture and related subjects should receive major emphasis in the schools.Shows that

3003. Wrather, Marvin Otis. Proposed reorganization of the public
schiluls
of Callbway county, Kentucky. Master's, 1938. Peabody. ,86
p. ms.
CONSOLIDATION

3004. Bell, Henry Griffin. The comparison between achievement
in cons411i.
dated schools and one room schools in Renville county. Master's, 1938.
North
Dakota.
3005. Bobo, William Pervy. A study and comparison of
two county whool
systems in Mississippi: Lincoln, a consolidated, and Webster, a super-consoliduted
system. Master's, 1937. Duke. 86 p. ms.
3006. Bower,

Lynford C. The attitude towards consolidation in the Brandon,
Iowa, district after 20 years. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 98 p. ms.
3007. Chaffin, Virgil. An administrative survey and proposed
plan of re-

organization for the public schools of Bell county, Texas. Master's,

Texas.

1938.

.

L_
3008. Chambers, Millard K. Twenty years of consolidation in Louisa
county,
aster's, 1938. Iowa. 50 p. ms.
3009. Duncan, Carl Gracie. A study of school
consolidation in Colorado.
Master's, 1938. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado
studies. Abstracts of theses and reports for higher degrees, 1938: 50-51)

Studies 27 factors in each of 78 consolidations to determine conditions
in each area for
the 3-year period immediately preceding consolidation, the 3-year
period immediately following consolidation, and the most recent 3-year period that could
and 1937. Finds that after consolidation high-school enrollment, he studied, 1935, 1936,
number of high-school
graduates, and numben of accredited high schools increased tremendously
; that average
daily attendance improved; that the total number of teachers increased
and better teacht.rs
were employed; that school costs increased because of provisions for improved
. opportunitifs,
transportation of pupils, new and modernized school buildings withhigh-school
adequate
equipment, and well-paid teaching MOTs; that-costs per pupil enrolled
and
per
pupil in
average daily attendance increased sharply with consolidation, but each
hows a slight
reduction at present; that assessed valuations increased during
the period after co n
solidation but are now lower than during the period. before consolidation
; and that tax
rates hare risen continuously.
I

3010. Eikey, George. Possi6le reorganization of the schools of
Grand Traverse county, Michigan. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
3011. Fegley, Paul. County plan for reorganization. Master's,
1938. Washington Univ. 82 p. ma
Studies existing educational conditions in Shelby county, Ill.,
tions, teachers' preparation, salaries, experience, and tenure. including financial condiSuggests a reorganization
program to more nearly equalise educational opportunity for the
school children of the
county.
3012. Fulton, David Owen. An administrative
survey and proposed plan of
reorganisation for the schools of roard county, Texas. Master's, 1938.
Texas.
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3013. Hammers ley, Ward. A 'plan for the reorganization of the public
schools of Tillamook county, Oregon. Master's, 1938. Oregon.
3014. Harken, Urban. Proposed school district reorganization for Delaware
county, Iowa. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 141 p. ms.
3015. Hepker, William Oval. A comparative analysis of large and small
consolidated schools.

Master's, 1938. Iciwa. 79 p. ms.

*3016. Hyatt, Vernon McKay. A limited school survey of the GorhamSeneca, New York,

area. Master's, 1938. Syracuse. 62 p. ms.

Surveys the territory in tbe Gorham-Seneca area to determine whether or not it wouhl
Oactical for *certain districts bordering on an existing rural school district to join
that district. Outlines a program of education for the new district which would enable
tbé district to offer a wider choice of subjects better adapted to the individual needs of
tbe Mils; discusses the necessary school building expansion, and transportation, and
the financing of the building program and of the educational program.
be

3017.

XannenbergWthn Harvey. A proposed plan for reorganizing the

gchools of Dimmit county, Texas. Master's, 1938. Texas.

3018. Korb, Otto J. Reorganization of schooCdistricts for Cuyahoga county.
Doctor's, 1938. Western Reserve.

_1

3019. McNeill, Edward L. A program of consolidation for Texas county,
Oklahoma, schools. Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.
Finds 'that many districts are operating wifh fewer than 10 pupils enumerated in an
area ; that the pupil-teacher ratio is low. Suggests a method of consolidation and redistricting of the area into five community centered districts, and one transferred distrkt,
uhich would improve the educational opportunities of the children of Texas county.
3020. Meacham, E. D. A. plan of consolidation for the rural schools of Ellsworth county, Kansas. Aster's, 1938. Kansas. 53 p. ms.
Finds that the proposeè plan would cost about $4,000 more annually than the present
rural school setup, but would offer 9 months of school to the chibirvi of the rural distrkts instead of 8 months.
.

3021. Miller, Herbert Henry. A proposed consolidation plan for the schools
of Erath county, Texas. Master's, 1938. Texas,
3022. Moffett, Virgil B. Reorganization of schools of Richland county,
Ohio. Master's, 1937. Ohio State. 118 p. ms.
Surveys all of the schools and school districts in the county, and recommends their

reorganization into larger and more efficient school districts.

3023. Padgett, Grover Cleveland. A survey and plan of reorganization for
the public schools of Rusk county, Texas. Master's, 1938, Texas.

3024. Riekena, Jake

T.

Patron evaluation of consolidattbn in the Lewis,

Iowa, school district Master's, 1938. Iowa. 75 p. ms.

3025. Smith, Hubert T. 'IA. survey of educational factors in Livingston
county as a basis for possible reorganization. Master's, 1938. Michigan,

3026. Spencer, David E.

Comparative achievements of boys and girls in the

consolidated school of Moore, Oklahoma. Master's, 148. Oklahoma. 64 p. ms.
Compares the records of classification and achievement of 248 girls and 263 boys. Finds
that on a mental test the girls rate higher than the boys in every grade from 1 to 12,
inclusive; that in classification as to progress in grades 1 to 8, boys and girls have the same
percentages overage and normal ; that in grades 9 to 12 the boys have 70 percent overage
and 47 percent normal ; that in reading comprehension the girls excell ; that in mixed
fundamentals the girls excell in all of the 5 comparisons made ; that in 8 comparisons
in reasoning problems the girls surpass in only 8; that in 10 comparisons on word
knowledge the girls excell in 6; that in 9 comparisons in composition, the girls surpass
in every case, that girls surpass the boys in algebra ; and that the toys surpass in general
science and in American history.
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3027. Stickney, Mildred J. An
educational
of the Wakonda consolidated school. Master's, survey of the elementary grades
1938. South Dakota. 70 p. ma,
3028. Test, Everett H. A proposed
program of school district reorganization
centering in Keithsburg, Illinois. Master's, 1938.
Iowa. 77 p. ms.
3029. Thomas, Pete Fred. A
reorganization plan for the public schook- of
Roger Mills counfy, Oklahoma. Master's,
1938. Oklahoma. 107 p. ms.
3030. White, Walton Ernest. A proposed
plan for the reorganization of the
schools of Frio county, Texas. Master's, 1938.
Texas.
3031. Williams, Bruce Harold.
Consolidation as a means of improving
the

schools in Gonzales county, Texas. Master's, 1938.
Texas.

.101P
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3032. Adams, John Carl. A comparison
of problems and cost of transportation of school children in five east Texas
eouuties. Master's, 1938. Agr. and
Mech. Coll. of Texas. 44 p. ms.
3033. Bell, William Dale, Jr.
Transportation of school children in Bolivar
and Coahoma counties, Mississippi. Master's,
1938. Mississippi. 104 p. ms.

Compares a county-owned system of school
transportation in Coahoma county with the
contract system in Bolivar comity as to cost and
quality of service obtained. Finds that
neither county showed any marked
superiority in
contract system of school transportation In Bolivarcost or quality of service, though the
county showed slight superiority in
quality of service.

3034. Christensen, Chris J. The
significance of the school garage as a factor
in phpil transportation. Doctor's, 1938.
Cornell.
30.18. Cook, Harod H. Relationship of the
bus driver personnel to the school
program. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 60 p. ms.

Dyer, Everett Raymond. An -Tinnlysis of literature
relating to the
transportation of school children. Master's, 1938. Rochester. 126
p. ms.
3037. Ferguson, William Otto. Cost of
transportation for teachers of vocational agriculture in Louisiana. Master's, 1937.
Louisiana State. (Abstract in:
Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S.,
no. 3: 85-86)
3036.

Attempts to determine the'expiNnditures of teachers
of vocational agriculture in operating
their automobiles each year for official duties.

3038 Foucht, Byron Ralph. A study of the
effects of the reorganization plan
on the transportation system of Perry county.
Master's, 1938. Ohio State.

65 p. ms.

3089. Frey, Norman L. A study of the
school transportation costs in
Lebanon and Becks counties. Master's, 1937. Penn. State.
(Abstract in: Pennsylvania state college. Studies in education, no. 21: 17-18)
Attempts to determine the unit costs of transporting
pupils in the consolidated school
districts of Lebanon and Berke counties, Pa., and compares
these costs with state-wide

costs.

3040. Fugate, G. W. Transportation administration in Pontotiv
county,
Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.

Oklahoma.

Studies the problems of drivers' applications,
certificates, and contracts; regulations
for drivers; distribution of pupil load; care of the busses
during the day; their permanent
housing, checking of equipment, and condition ; making
of maps ; licenses and titles;
checking and 'assembling of dayiero reports; making
annual
reports; laying out bus
routes ; transportation equipment; accounting system
;
selection
of drivers; bonds; accidents ; salaries; special trips; purchasing of
equipment and materials.
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3041. Hamrick, Clarence Rudolph. Principles underlying the transportaof pupils at public expense as revealed by Court decisions. Doctor's, 1938.
Virginia. (Abstract in: Virginia.
University. Abstracts' of dissertations ...
tion

1938: 44-46)
Traces briefly the early history of transportation of pupils at public expense.

a

Dis-

the constitutionality of transportation of pupils at public expense; providing for
their transportation ; powers, duties, right.k under statute; wbo is entitled to transportation; transportation in lieu of school in a local community; permissory and mandatory
statute; prerogatives under statute ; toll exemption and reduced fares; distance, routes,
and character of conveyance ,,contracts; remedy and appeal; and liabilities.
cusses

3042. Hartman, Chester James. Cost of transportation in 25 consolidated
school districts in west central Iowa. Master's, 1938. Iowa State.
3043. Hinkhouse, Kenneth R. The transportation problem in a consolidated
school in Kansas, 1936-38. Master's, 1938. Kansas. 60 p. ma
Finds the transportation cost per pupil-mile, $.0058; per bus-mile, $.094.; per pupil per

day, $2.39.

3044. Kreger, James Lee. Public-school transportation in Missouri. Taster's,
Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

1938.

3045. Lambert, Asael C. School transportation. Doctor's, 1936. Stanford.
Stanford University, Stanford university press, 1938. 124 p.

3046. McGlone, Orin G. The regulation of pupil transportation in the 48

states. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 87 p. ms.
Presents a compilation of the latest laws, rules, and regulations of the various states
as to requirements or permission to prdivide transportation for school pupils. Finds that
85 states use distance u a criterion in determining the need for some phase of pupil
transportation ; that whenever a minimum distance is specified, transportation under
that limit may be provided at the discretion of the local board of education or on
authorization by the voters of the district. Shows that the age and sex of the child,
his physical condition, hazards of traffic, and the effort that lutist be expended .by the
child due to road and weather conditions should be taken into consideration in determining
whether or not transportation should be provided.

3047. Mitchell, Enoch L. Relativity between transportation and scholastic
achievement, Fayette county, Tennessee. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 35 p. ma.
Finds no relationship between transportation and scholastic achievement

3048. Murphy, Ila A. Effect of transportation on scholastic achievement

Master's, 1938. Arizona St. T. C. 22 p. ms.
Compares marks on tests of ,Foups in high-school algebra and English of transported

and nontransported pupils.
ment

F11. that tranoortation has

no effect on scholastic achieve-

8049. Pittman, Carley Calvin. An examination of the school transportation
system of Tangipahoa parish, Louisiana, with special reference to the probable
cost of transporting pupils living less than one mile from school. Master's,
1937. Louisiana State.
(Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University
bulletin, vol. 80 N. S., no. 3: 102)
Gives a brief history of transportation in Mississippi and North Carolina ; shows the
growth of transportation of pupils in different sections of the United States; describes
the growth of transportation in Louisiana and especially in Tangipahoa parish ; shows
the relation between consolidation of schools and increase in the number of pupils transported and the relation between transportation and attendance of pupils in school.

Ma Rogers, Malcolm È. Cost of transportation in 25 consolidated shool
districts in northwest Iowa. Muter's, 1988. Iowa State.
8051. Ruegsegger, Virgil R. Measuring the quality and the effectiveness
of pupil transportation service. Doctor's, 1938. Cornell. 105 p. mi.
Constructs and validates a score card for measuring. Use quality and effectivenesat of
papa traupportation sorties In New Tack State.
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3052. Seaton, Donald Francis. A study
of transportation contracts, rulK
and regulations in Iowa public consolidailad
school& Master's, 193S.
IOS D. mg.

Iuwa.

Ìh

3053. Streyffeler, Ralph Sherk. Cost of
transportation in Z consolidated
school districts in north ce.ntral Iowa. Master's,
1938. Iowa State.

3054.

, Richard Martin. A uniform system of
cost accounting of
rtationc Doctor's, 1938. Cornell. 201 p. ms.
Attempts to anatyse existing methods of school
transportation accounting nd to s'et
up a suggestive system based on the principles of the
uniform system of accounting as a
step in the

school

I

.4

\

major problem of evaluating this form of public
expenditure.

3055. Wyllie,

Edward Barret. Pastors affecting cost of transportation
in
consolidated school districts in southeast Iowa.
Master's, 1938. Iowa State.
3056. Zernott, Gerald Atwood. The cost of operation
of school transportation in Aroyelles parish, Louisiana. Master's, 1938.
Louisiana State. 46 p. ms.
rinds that the cost of transporting the children of Avoyelles
25

parish to_school is strikingly

low.

SUPERVISION AND SUPERVISORS

3057. Akins, Charles W. A survey of the
preoccupations, training, and school
experience of the county superintendents in Mississippi.

64

Master's, 1937. Duke.

p. ms.

3058. Atwell, Ruth E. Supervision of instruction
in homes of missionaries
in China. Master's, 1938. Tennessee 110 p. ma.
Describes a program of supervision by
correspondence carried on for the children of
missionaries in China from 1934 to 1937 in grades
1 to 6. Includes a description of the
techniques employed, samples of outlines and teaching
suggestions for the motherteachers, and samples of tests and blanks used_ Shows
that
as a result of the program of
supervision, there has developed better coordination
the children supervised ; better preparation of the of the entire CditIOU&1 program of
children of isolatar misdonaries to fit
into the work of a regular school when such an opportunity
by correspondence lends itself well to unusual provision ill offered to Win ; supervision
for individual differences ; test,'
prepared with care and with

regard for objectivity and pertinence to the local cciurse
of study
may bold a place of importance, along' with
standardised tests, in the testing procedure of
a supervisory program.
.

3050. Bierbaum, Milton W. The status of city
and town school superintendents in Missouri. Master's, 1938. Washington
Univ. 86 p. m&
3060. Coleman, Maurice Lea. The selection
and
of city superintendents in the State of Missouri. D9ctor's, 1938. training
.
:.14, #
)(Abstract in:
University of Missouri. Abstracts of dissertations
in
It. tion :
)
.

Analyses 618 mass to a questionnaire
superintendents of first-ciao.
high schools la Missouri. Recommends that areceived
1t
be made at the junior college
and senior °tales* levels with regard to the type
txaining offered to tbe future superintendents; that the University of Missouri evol '7:
a program for the selection of students
to be trained in the field of school
e 8n
that some method of measuring the
personal traits of Missouri superintendents be
s and used ; and that a study be made
of the requirements of special certificates for
administrators.
3001. Cotton, Elmer Thomas. Supervision
in relation to curricuium making
and !tool guidance. Master's, 1938. Southern
.

.

.

,

1

California.

Theron
cation in Alabama.
3082. Darst, S. L.
Mastees, 1988. Ohio
3082. cox,

-or

Oscar. Development of the state
superintendency of eduMaster's, 11108. Alabama.

The judicial decisions on school administrators*
contract&
State. 141 p. ms.
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bavis, Harold Cullen. An eraltiation of present supervision in middll
high schools in Oregon and Washington. Master's. 1937. St. Coll. of Wast

3064.
size
62

p. zns.
Analyzes replies to a check list sent to supervisors and teachers in 29 representative schoc

Finds that teachers welcome supervision but do no
greatly from the small amount they receive ; that the theory and knowledge ,0
good gupervision surpass actual supervisory practices; that more time should he devoted ti
Fystems of Washington and Oregon_
benefit

constructive supervision, both for visitation and for conferences; and that the attitud

and practice of the supervisor toward supervision is reflected in his teachers' attitude towar
superrision.

3065. Derrick, Walter Clinton, jr. A survey 11tfi* training and qualifica
tions

of the county superintendents of education serving in South Carolina ii

1936-37. Master's, 1938. South Carolina. 51 p. ms.
Recommends that there should be definite educational and professional standards to b
wet by

all candidates for the office of county Fuperintendent of education.

3066. Dilworth, Bernice Louise. An analysis of supervisory program makinl
and its implications. Master's, 1938. Peabocjy. 145 p. ms.
Studies the 1937-38 county supervisory programs of Alabama, Mississippi, and Tennessei
3067.

Freshour, Jesse S. Some important phases of public-school supervisior

Master's, 1938. °East Texas 8t. T. C. 113 p. (Abstract is:
teachers college. Graduate studies (abstracts), 1937-38: 14)
3068.
.

East Texas stat

Gil1espie,4ary 0L. Personality of supervisors of student teaching o

bome economics. Master's, 1x938. Colo. St Coll. 136 p. ms.
Finds that home economics teachers were of the extrovert and dominant personalit
classes, and that the successful supervisors had these qualities to a greater jegree ; tha

adaptability was considered the most important trait by teacher trainers and stat

supervisors, while cooperation, judgment, enthusiasm, friendliness, leadership,, and indi
pendence were Important

1069. Gleitz, Florence X. Supervision of education in the community : al
analysis of significant cases in present practice. Doctor's, 1937. New York
271 p. m&
Attempts to determine the nature of significant practice in community adult educatiot
and to interpret this practice in terms of principles of procedure for the supervision c
education in tbe community. Compare critically the significant experiences in communit
adult education in representative cities and suburban areas.

OW. Griffith, William H. A study of the salary, training, and ;enure

o

administrators and teachers of the smaller accredited high schools of Kansa
for 193641, and a comparison, with the year 1926-27. Master's, 1938. Kamm
106

p. ms.

FInds that there has been an increase of 15 percent in the number of rural high school
in the past 10 years; that the smaller city village schools turned to the rural high who(
type of organisation; that tbe superintendent of schools %having five or fewer teachei
received a much larger cut in salary during the depression Nan did the superintendent I

schools with mores than five teachers; that administrators without a degree have

bee

eliminated tram the high schools of Kansas ; that during the depression superintendents wit
a bachelor's degree received greater salary cuts than did those with an advanced degree

that turnover Is much greater in small than in large schools; that rural high school prii
Silt& received greater reductions in gamy during tbe decade than did the city-villas
school superintendents; that less than one-fourth of the city-village schools list a higl
school principal and a large majority of these are in- ochobis with more than five teacher'
that the median salary of teachers in schools with Dees than five teachers is less than 1190e
that rural high school teachers received a greater reduction in salary during the depressio
than did tbe city-village school teachers; that the median salary of all classroom teachei
was reamed 31 percent ; that there is a gradual increase in salary with lengthening tenur
although ths annual increment ho neither regular nor continuous.

1,11. Han, Ernest C. The status of county and parish superintendents
schools of Oklabcona and Louisiana. litotes, 19B8. Oki! !omit. .112 p. ms,

o
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Hanford, Earnest Reynolds. A plan of supervision for small
school.

Master's, 1938. Georgia. 40 p. ms.

Sets up, demonstrates. and evaluates a p
solidated chool, and makes recommendation

m of supervision in a small Georgia
future improvement.

eon.

3073. Harvey, Clinton Bernard.
Supervisory techniques . and practices of
high-school superintendents in South Carolina.
Master's, 1938. South Carolina. 108 p. ms.
3074. Hayley, Mary Ling. Evidences of
effectiveness of
supervisors of home economics in Alabama. Master's, 1938.supervision
Iowa

p. ma.

by

state

State.

160

Analyzeg data collecteci from the supervisor's
office and from the files of 15
who graduated from college the
same year, started teaching the same year, andteachers
whose
teachtng experiences had been similar. Finds that
in Alabama the technique for measuring
teacher progress was based entirely on the opinion
of the supervisor without any guide
other than study of the

supervisory records.

3075.

Herre, Ralph. A surv.ey of noon-hour supervision.

Master's, 1938.

N. Y. St Coll. for Teach. 31 p. ms.

3076. Kamp, Vernon B. The status of
superintendents of the publis schools
of Oklahoma. Master's, 193& Oklahoma. 89
p. ms.
Analyses data on 730 superintendents on the items of
training, experience, age, salary,
subjects taught, sex, marital status.
3077. Kelley, J. T. Present and proposed status of
the county superintendent in Florida. Master's, 1988. Duke. 91 p. ms.
Presents a status study based on questionnaire
interview data, including preparation, selection. tenure, salary, powers, duties, and and
practices of county superintendents,
and compares these with what would
result under a proposed change in the state
constitution.

3078. Hersh, Howrey H. Administration of state
superintendents of education in Mississippi. MasteS's, 1938. Peabfidy.
144 p. ms.
Studies the administrations of state superintendents of
education in Mississippi from

1869 to 1988.

*8079. Ketcham, M. Kathleen. Functional
analysis of supervision; the application of scientific procedures to a program of
supervision over a three-year
period in grades 1 through 6 in the five
elementary sèhools of a city in western

.

New York. Master's, 1938. Syracuse. 157 p. ms.
Describes briefly the conditions in the elementary
schools prior to the initiation of the
supervisory program. Gives an account of the
scientific procedures to a supervisory program in actual functioning of the application of
a city school system.
3080. O'Shea, John Michael. Supervisory
practices of health education
supervisors in the public schools of New York City.
Master's, 193& Fordham.
41 p. ms.
Finds that there are variations in practices
teacher visitation, and demonstration teaching; of observation, supervisory conferences.
teachers with assembly programs, in graduationand that there is uniformity in assisting
exercises, in festivals and meets; and
that special interest is shown in new teachers.
.m11*

Phillips, Wallace Andrew. Status of superintendents
in the small
independent school districts of Texas. Master's, Ite03&
Texas.
3081.

3082. Robson, Zohn Basim. History of
high-school supervision in Louisiana.
Masterli, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in:
Louisiana state university.
University bulletin, vol. 80 N. S., no. 8: 108)
Traces the evolution of vital phases in the
materially influenced by the policies of the fivedevelopment of the high schools which were
sent of the olloit of state high-olhool supervisor.high-school supervisors, since the establisha

,4;11
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308a Schaeffer, Jacob. The development of the superintendency of scho<
in ihe city of Albany, New York. Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll. for Tea(
117 p. mg.

Smith, Anion. The selection of the chief executive officers of the pub
schools. Doctor's, 1938. California.
3084.

Attempts to determine the practices known to have been used by administrators

securing positions ; whnt practices are professional and proper, undesirable but toleral
under existing conditions, intolerable ; what methods used by school boards in selecti
administrators are desirable or undesirable, and what methods of establishing prof
sional practices are acceptable. *Analyzes data from cheek-liats sent to 427 perso
including professors of school administration. California superintendents, high-schi

principals, and school board members.

Lists the desirable and undesirable practices.

*3085. Snow, Charles Augustus. The hifilory of the development of puhl
school supervision in the State of Maine. Master's, 1937. Maine.' Orono, U;
versity of Maine, 1939. 99 p. (The Maine bulletin, vol. 41, no. 7. University
Maine studies, second series, no. 46)
Discusses the beginnings of local supervision of schools in the province and distr
of Maine, 1692-1820; the development of state and local superrision under the distr
system, 1820-1898 ; the -expansion of state and local supervisio" umker the town systc
1893-1918 ; and the growth of state and local supervision under the system of uni
of towns, 1918-1936.

3086. Tangney, Sister Theophila.

Supervisory trends in parochial hi

school's in Leavenworth diocese. Master's, 1938. Creighton. 135 p. ms.

3087. Turner, J. C. The supervisory practices of the superintendents in t
smaller schools of Georgia. Mast6D's, 1938. Georgia. 40 p. ms.
Analyses present practices in the supervision of instruction in the smaller schools
Georgia, and offers suggestions that will be helpful to superintendents in setting up
program of supervision.
PRINCIPALS

SOS& Boulwoore, Richard Clyde. Duties of Texas high school principa
Master's, 1938. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist universi
Abstracts of theses, 1939: 8:-9)
Finds that supervision of classes is not being adequately taken care of in Texas (
to the heavy teaching load in most of the high schools ; that the holding of teache

meetings-and of conferences with individual teachers is being performed more in acco
ance with the recommendations of authorities; tbat principals do not permit th
teachers to benefit from visiting other schools or froth visiting other teachers in the sa
system; that many supervisory duties are not receiving due consideration ; that mi

of the principals note problems of attendance, take an active part in extracurricu

activities, take an interest in the professional development of their teachers ; that mi
of the principals do not recognize the importance of giving their teachers a voice in sch

policies; that they are aware of the value of helping the community in the wider i
of the school plant; that they are performing clerical duties at the expense of MI
important tasks; and that they recognise the importance of participating in commtin
activities and the Value of increasing their professional ability through propei reading.

3089. Boyles, Robert E.

The administration of the high-school program

studies. ,Doctor's, 1938. Pittsburgh.

(Abstract in: University of Pittsburl

Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of publications, 1
5348)
Analyzes the duties of the principal hai administering the high-school curriculum,
shown br the replies of 805 principals from 46 states, to 'a questionnaire listing ni
administrative probkma.

Inditates that these-principals accept the responsibility for de

ing with the programs of studies; that there is a definiie effort to meet the needs

the pupil, of tbe community, and of society in determining the subjects and the curricul
that they emphasise general education
well u college preparation ; that they comb

u

discovering the aptitudes, abilities, needs, and interests of the pupils essential to a
plan of development of the curriculum ; that tbe prinicipal should be responsible for 1

41,
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in-service training of his tea0ers; that
there is need for further development of
publicity programs; that curriculum plans
should' be kept within the physical andorganized
limitations of the community.
financial
3090. Brodie, Arthur Louis. 1 The

qualifications of elementary school principals in the State of Florida. Master's,
1938, South- Carolina. 62 p. ms.
3091. Clarke, Sister Mary Cyril.
Possible supervisory functions of the teaching principal in the elementary school.
Master's, 1938. Catholic Univ.
Shows the way the teaching principal
supervises
the work of the teachers by analyzing
replies to a questionnaire received
from 72
was accomplished through classroom visits, teaching principals. Shows that supervision
teachers' meetings and conferences, testing,
supervising weekly and daily plans, and model
to supervision was 2fi hours a week ; that the lessons; that the average time devoted
time which can be devoted to direct
vision was short for the teaching
who' must use the indirect method;Riperthat she must do tbe greatest part ofprincipal
and
her work outside of school hours.
3092. Cobb, Jacob Ernest. The
status of the high-school principal of
the
State of North Carolina. Master's, 1937.
Duke. 100 p. ms.
...Presents a questionnaire study of the
training, experience, and salaries of
,

o-

C.

principals.

high-school

am. Day lis, Fred T. The duties of
vice-principals in senior high schools.
Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
3004. Drysdale, Walter Char lei.
Duties
high schools of California. Master's, 1916. of boys' vice-principals in Junior
Stanford. 93 p. ma.
3095. Emrick, John E. The
consolidated high school principalship in Indiana.
Master's, 1937. Ball St. T. C. 196 p. ms.

Analyses personal data, education,
teaching experience, and facts concerning
school and position of 345 principals of
the present
consolidated high schools.
3096. Geddes, William Stoddard.

A check list and standards for
a highschool principal. Master's, 1938.
Stanford. 117 p.
3097. Gernes, Elisabeth A.
Trends in the Nebraska high-school
ship. Master's, 1938. Nebraska. 88
principalp. ma.

NM Harris, Robert H. The elementary
principalship of Corpus Christi,
Texas, school. Master's, 1938. Tex.
Coll. of Arts and Ind. 94 p. ms.
3099. Hilbert, Lyle 'Warren.
A study of the status of the
rural high school
principals in Kansas. Master's, 1938.
Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 44 p. ms.
3100. Ko, Te-fa. A comparative
study of the principalship of six
high schools from observation.
Michigan
Master's, 1938. Michigan.
8101. Lawrence, Rianzo gray.
Turnover
credited high schools in the county school among the principals of the a(
systems of Alabama. Master's, 193s.
Alabama.
3102. Martin, Edward W. A
case study of the problems encountered
upon
assuming a high school principalship.
Master's, 1988. Mass. St. ColL 188 p. ms.
3103. Martin, Lewis A. The
secondary school principal and thé
community.
Master's, 1988. Kansas. 107 p. In&
Discusses the participation of the
secondary school principals of the
city schools in Kansas is various
larger erst-clam;
Open of
8104.

Xesaingsr,

counsunity activities.

'lark G. The non-teaching elementary school

the State of New Jersey. Doctor's,
principal in
1938. Temple. 276 p. us.
Plods the non-teaching damn
'School principal a MO
point of pieparation, continued
tyPe Psalm frets the standtraining, professional attitude,
!stem*.
NW community
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3105. Priest, Clarence Patrick.

I

The ways in which Florida principaLs hE

Master's, 18. Fla. St. Coll.
3106. Smith, Gerald. A study of the duties and activities of supervisi

beginning teacher&

4.

elementary principals of Vancouver, Washington, schools and a proposed nl
distribution of the principals' time. Master's, 1938. Oregon.

3107. Spahr, William Isaac. The turnover of principals in the accredit
Virginia.

high schools of Tennessee. Master's, 1937.

3108. Stable', Evert Fred. The supervising principal in Pennsylvania
relation to administrative functions. Doctor's, 1938. Pittsburgh. ( Abstract i
University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bit
ography of publications, 14: 268-76)
Discusses the preparation and certification, experience and tenure, salaries of supervisi
principals in Pennsylvania, their performance of function and the initiation of the functio
Shows that their authority varies u greatly from district to district as do flier salari
Shows the need for laws defining the powers and duties of supervising principal&

moo. Waterhouse, Ralph R. Training 'elementary school principals. MI
ter's, 1988. Ohio State. Akron, Akron board of education, 1938. 81 p. (Public
tion no. 39)

SCHOOL MANAGEMENT
ATTENDANCE AND CHILD ACCOUNTING

4

311o. Beatty, Charles L. The classification and attendance of the publ
school children in Carter county, Oklahoma. Master's, 1938. Oklahoma. 84 p. n
Studies the records of 3,901 children as to degree of progress and attendance. Finds tl
the number of days attended by a child is positively related to his rate of progress
school; that the degree of regularity of attendance is greater for city children than
rural; and that almost twice WI many in 100 graduate from the eighth grade of t
larger schools u in the smaller schools.

3111. Cherry, Ralph. Techniques and procedures in maintaining the cc
tinuing,school census in Kentucky. Master's, 1938. Kentucky. 102 p. ms.
Seeks to determine the extent and nature of the problem of maintaining a continui
school census in each local attendance district in Kentucky ; the organization for
ministing the census and attendance laws; and the techniques and procedures emplo)

4

in maintaining the census.

3112. Crawford, Stanton C. College attendance problems. University pla(
(University of Pittsburgh)
3111 Pineberg, Fanny. Suspensions and later adjustments of senior hii
school pupils in Hartford, Connecticut, 1935-36. Muter's, 1938. Grad. Bch. f
Jewish Soc. Work 290 p ms.
ment review, 9, no. 4, 1938.

8114. Pinneasy, John J. Promotional plans for securing registrations
private day schools: An analysis and evaluation of current plans in schools
New York City, with recommendations for future practice. Doctor's, 1938. N(
York. 172 p. ma.
Analyses and evaluates current plans in schools of New York City, and offers reco
madations for future practice.

3115. alirdoti, Alexander H. Achievements of Valley Brook Akmentik

u

pupils
related to their attendance. Master's, 1968. Oklahoma. 94Ig ma.
Studios the relationship between achievement and attendance of about 1500. children I
a period of 2 years. IrindsNthat during a term of 90 days pupils in attendance less tit
913 days achieve less than those in attendance more than 73 days; girt( attend better a

mere thjn boys ; a stricter enforcement of the attendance laws increased I
enrage WS of
dana oi retarded popes; thie increased atteddance was accompani
achieve

by bottle

.4,

t in school work of the retarded group.
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Higgins, Marguerite Mivrie. Administration of attendance
service
large senior high schools in Texas. Master's, 1938. Texas.
3116.

3117.

Hinds, ,Elwin Francis. An analysis of non-attendance in
Azusa

scAools, 1935-38. Master's, 1938,

in

city

Southern California.
3118. Jelsma, Lillian Knollenberg. The
factors that have influenced Public
school attendance during the past 30 years in Oklahoma.
Master's, 1938. Okla.
A. and M. Coll.
Finds that one of the most important factors in
increasing attendanceAvas the Passage
of the compulsory attendance laws; that the
more accurate scholastic census and standard

ization of rural schools were effective; that
consolidation tended to draw and hold the
pupils in the schools; that higher educational
of the teachers, improved
courses of study, and specif4 vocational training qualifications
were valuable
influences.

Lambert, Emma F., liadesch, W. H. and others.
Regulations on class
attendance at the Iowa state teachers college. School and societjr;
47: 408-400,
March 26, 1938. (Iowa state teachers college)
3119.

Describes an experiment conducted at Iowa state teachers
college compiking the amount
learned by the students under required and optional
different subjects in the experiment. Indicates that attendance, using 13 classus in 9
optional attendance did not have a
deleterious effect on learning in the 13 classes studied.

3120. Layne, Raymond Lee. A study of
age-grade-progress and attendance
in the white schools of Madiscob county, Kentucky.

Master's, 1938. Kentucky.

54 p. ms.

9,

Loessin, Arthur Lawrence. Educational survey of
young people between the ages of 12 and 20, Inclusive, not in school
attendance,
Brown county,
South Dakota. Master's, 1988. North Dakota. 123 p. ms.
*3121.

Analyzes replies to a questionnaire filled out by 126
county to determine the reasons for their nonattendanceyoung people in 1937-38, in Brown
in school, studying their previous
education, social and home life, economic situation,
that most of the young people stated that lack of vocational and personal desires. Finds
sufficient finances to continue their schooling was tbe main reason for leaving school,
many of them having been out of school more
than 3 years; that illness, work, lack of interest,
of school, marriage, and expulsion
were other reasons for nonattendance; that mostdislike
of them discontinued school at the close
of the school year; that more boys than girls dropped
out of school; that more boys
than girls disliked the curriculum ; that the
were weak in vocational training;
that the economic status of the parents of theseschools
children was lo*; that many of the young
people were enjoying their amusements and
recreation
in educa on. Recommends part-time work for school to the detriment of their interests
vocation training, community and school guidance, pupils, a type of education to include
and more emphasis on amusement and
recreational activities.
.
8122. Magee, Louifo A. Study of the effect
of attendance on scholarship in
a cooperative high school. Master's, 1938. Wittenberg.
74 p. ms.
Finds that pupils with poor attendance records
are below Oie aveige achievement of
pupils of equal ability with good attendance;
that achievement in the various subjects is
affected uniformly by poor attendance; that
percentile ranking of pupils falls rapidly
as abiences increase after 2.5 fkbsences
a
semester
is reached; and lhat eipployment on
the cooperative part-time basis has little effect
on attendance.
3123. Mouton, Dalton V. A study of
attendance in the elementary schools
ot 14fayette parish. Master's, 1988. Louisiana
¡gate. 40 p. ma.
Finds that illness causes most of the absences
of
the
elementary school children ;
other significant causes are work, indiffeeence
attendance L. poorest in the first grade, with of parents and pupils, and poverty; that
grade Elbows that attendance can be improved an upward gradation through the seventh
by improving the child's health, providing
an interesting program of work, and by cooperation
with parents and agencies interested
in the child's welfare.
%.

te
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3124. Nelson, Helmer A. CAuses a non-attendance based on a nine-month
in the Rapid River, Michigan, schools. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
3125. Newton, Aubie Lee. School attendance and school achievement. Mat
ter's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
survey

3126. Price, William Kenneth. A reorganizatioq of elementary school at
tendance areas in Kenosha county, Wisconsin. Master's, 193s. Wisconsin.
3127. Rich, Earl D. A survey of the number and causes of absences atv
effect of absences upon English marks in the Crystal Falls high school. Masterl
1938. Michigan.
3128. Robinson, Eva Ella. Factors of pupil attendance and their relation
Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
3129. Runde II, William C. A socio-economic analysis of the Jonesboro
Hodge school population with reference to pupil persistence. Master's, 193S
ship to school efficiebcy.

a

Loufkiana State. 59 p. ros.
Studies 728 elemetitary and high-school pupils in grades 4-to 11, inclusive, during till
school year 1937-38. Finds that pupils of all classes tend to leave school before gradua

don; shat pupils from higher economic levels, and thope whose parents are hette
educated tend to stay in school longei than do children from the lower economic levels an(
whose parents are less educated ; and that children from farms tend to stay in ichool longei
than formerly in spite of their socio-economic disadvantages.

*3130. Schultz, Joseph LeMart. An analysis of present practices in city at
tendance work. Doctor's, 1938. Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, University oi
Pennsylvania, 193& f88 p.
Attempts to determine the nature of the administrative features, types of personnel, ant
typical procedures, of attendance work in certain cities reputed to have subordinated th(
compulsory, legal bide of the workthe truant officer conceptionand to have emphasize
the discovery and the correction off the causes of absence. Studies attendance work in 1(
cities, stressing its administration, personnel, supervision, field work of attendance staffs
school medical service and attendance work ; the relation of the psychologist, psychiatrist
and visiting teachers to attendance work ; the relation of differentiated education to at
tendance work ; land the relation of guidance and of the courts to attendance work.

3131. Seymour, Fred. An evaluation of the census and attendance system
Master's, 1938. Wyoming. 160 p. ins.
3132. Teitsworth, Marjorie Nelson. A -study of attendance and scholastic
achievement of working students in a senior high school. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
3133. Williams, Robert C. Type of school district as a factor in high school
attendance in Iowa. Doctor's, 1938. Iowa. (Abstragt in : Univertity of Iowa.
Series onalms and progress of research, no. 57).
in Wyoming.

4

Studies the records of 28,304 pupils who completed the eighth grade of Ioya public
Finds thie 42 percent of the pupils in countte 'which do
not maintAin high school, do not go from the eighth grade to high school, although the
district is required to pay the tuition to high school for those who complete the eighth
grade; that in consolidated districts which transport their high-school pupils at public
expense and in city and town districts, more than 90 percent of the eighth-grade graduates
go to high school; that those who live at a greater distance enter high schsol to a lesser
degree 'than those who live nearer; and that the consolidated district shows a larger
percentage of its eighth-grade graduates entering high school and completing their highirbool work than those from other types of districts. Suggests state participation in the
transportatirural pupils to high schools as a means of equalising educational opor
I
tunity in Iowa.
r
515108- 40
20
schools in 69 counties in 1932.

.11
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Wilson, Joseph Jeffries. Analysis of some factors affecting
attemlance
Master's, 1938. Kansas. 131 p. ms.

3134.

in high school.

Studies a random selection of 100 pupils from the 315
enrolled in the Moore high school,
Waco, McLennan county, Tex. Finds little
relationship between attendance and' intelligence, distance from school, and economic status,
and a markeil relationship between ottendance and achievement, and

attendance seems to have tiome relationships with
behavior.

Wolfe, Leslie C.-4he cause of pupil absenie in the
Woodruff and
Harriet Street schools of Ypsilanti, Michigan, public
school systet. Master's,
3135:

1938.

Michigan.

CLASS SIZE

6

3136. Kukuk, Cleotis F. A ,comparative
study of the achievement of elementary school pupils on the batils of class size
and.state classification. Master's,
1938. Kans. St. T. C., EMporia. 44 p. ma

L

',

`1

1!

..

3137. Stubbs, Edward W. An evaluation
ter's, 1638. Ohio State. 186 p..ms.

of

experiments in class size.

Mas-

i
.

i

CLASSIFICATON AND_PROMOTI61N

,

,

%

3138. Chew, Lloyd M. A factual study of grouping
in John Gorrie junior
high school. Master's, 1938 Florida.
3139. Goius, Robert E. A comparison of classification and
attendance in the
rural schools of Bryan county, Oklahoma, and the city
scbools of Durant, Oklahoma. Mather's, 1938. Oklahoma. 70 p. mi.

0:4
?

&'.1

;

i I.

&
.
Compares 925 rural school children and 921 city school
children as to clasitification and
Finds that the city children attend more regularly than
the rural children;
that there is less variation in age of entrance among city
children than among rural
children; that the bolding power of the schools beyond
the fifth

attendance.

t

!t
i
,

grade is greater in the
city than in the rural schools; and that retardati n Is
greatest among the rural schools,
'3140. Heuer, Reuben M. Classification nd progre.ss
of pupils. Master's,
1938. Wisconsin.

. I
..1.

1
..

..¡

3141. Jones, Mary Sneed. First grade
achievement and promotion in three
Davidson county schools. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 76 p. ms.
Studies the promotion records of 200 children in the first grade in
three Davidson county
schools. Finds that all of the children did below
normal and below their capacity ; that
the older children did better than the younger children,
children were promoted; and that the girl]] had a highor but that only 33 percent of the
percentage of promotions

I

than did

the boys.

.

Juckett, Anson Earl. The status of the mental level of the
child .with
respect to his grade placement in schools of, different IQ
average Master's, 1938.
3142.

Southern California.
c

Rivers, Adele. Pupil progress under' conditions of transient
tenancy
and government rehabilitation. Master's, 1`4:.
Peabody. 38 P. Mg.
3143.

Studies 20 families including 50 children ranging
in age from O to 15 years, in the first
grade, living in a resettlement community. Finds marked
improvement in pupil progresr
under government rehabilitation.
6

EXAMINATIONS

8144. Allen, Harold Gates. How much testing and
in school to feral the !Ails for dependable 'marks.examining should be done
Master's, 1938. Clark.
(Abstract in: Clark university. Abstracts of
dissertations

139-41)
r

alld theses, 1938:

Attempts to determine bow frequently classes should
be tested to give dependable marks,
by studying data on three high-school classes, and
.ttiree college courses. rinds that it is
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better to omit parts of tests rather than to eliminate whole tests; and that the Jinn
examination in college could be cut from 8 hours to one-half its length if a series of frou
8 to 10 quizzes were given during a semester course.

3145. Bacon, Elizabeth C. Determination of musical ability by means
musical talent and musical achievement tests. Master's, 1938.. Temple.
p.

of
DE

ms.

Finds that existing musical aptitude tests do not test with any high degree of accuracy
the capacities in which the teacher of music is interested.

3146. Barber, Dixie. Comparisons of the New-south achievement test scores
and the New Stanford achievement test scores. Master's, 1938. Southwest
Texas St. T. C. 30 p. ms.

3147. Carstater, Eugene D. The contribution of social-cOneept materials in
comprehensive examination in the social 'sciences at the college levels. Doctor's, 1938. Minnesota.
a

3148. Danforth, Lily. A comparative study of three ways of answering
Master's, 1938. Southwest Texas St. T. C. 80
3

multiple-choice test questions.
p. ms.
,

Attempts to determine if the test scores in English of pupils of low mechanical transfer
ability were reduced when the pupils were required to answer multiple-choice test items
on the marginal space by writing the key numbers of the correct responses or by marking
x s in appropriate spaces on a separate answer sheet. Finds that ,a itubject-matter test
taken under the requirement of mechanical types of responses becots, in part at least,
a measure of certain mechanical abilities its well as a measure of t e subject.

3149.: Douglass, Wilda. A ctimparative study of two types of examinations
in science. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state
university. Univeisity bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 96)
Shows that the objective form is a better test of a child's knowledge than theAsubjective
A

form.

E

3150. Ellis, Thomas Edward. A study of results of stitte elementary accrediting tests (n Beaver county, Oklahoma. Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M.
Coll.

e

Analyzes 1,701 scores made by seventh- and eigh.th-grade pupils on accrediting tests for
elementary schools. Finds that the chance for making a higher score is better iu the
consolidated school than in the 1- or 2-room schools; that. 1-room schools which enroll
12

or fewer pupils a year have better teaching, than 2-rgom schools; that ettoerienced

teachers are significantly superior to inexperienced teache6; thai4here is no consistent
relation between the number of college hours complet.,I
teacher and the achievement

of the pupils; and that 2 to
1 and 4 yore or more twe p

4 years' tenure is significantly superior to ,no tenure, while
e..

bly superior to no tenure.

3151. Evans, Marie Garrison. The revision and standardization of a first
grade reading test. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
,

8152. Plottmaii, Edward Albert. Arne prediction of high school success from
.Master's, 1938. Washington. 66 p. ms.
8158. Garvin, Carolyn. A study of pupil responses on an informal objective
test and teachers' comments regarding the content, scope, 'and iormof the test
as a basis for suggesting content and teaching procedures for experimental units
on the house and its equipment, to be taught at the high school level. Master's,
achievement tests.

1938.

Fla. St. Coll.

8154. Halinlin, W. Scott The preparation and partial standardization of a
set of 12 100-word vocabulary tests covering the anniversary edition of the Gregg
Shorthand "moat. Master's, 1988. Michigan.
.4
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3155. Herkelmann, Leo Emil. The study of the
use of the separate answer
sheet with achievement tests at the four-six grade level. Master's,

1938.

49 p. ms.

Iowa.

3156. Johnson, Loaz Whitfield. Evolution of the Examination
in Subject
at the University of California. Doctor's, 1938. California.

A

Finds that from 1898 to 1907 the Examination in Subject A, as a matriculation
requirement of the University of California, served as an instrument
for giving direction and
assistance to the secondary schools, especially in
matters pertaining to oral and written
expression : that from 1907 to 1919, while it was a requirement
for the junior certificate
and not for matriculation, it functioned less directly as an instrument
for giving dire'ctlon
and assistance to the secondary schools; and that since 1919
its major emphasis has been
to assure the University of California that its
entrants are adequately' trained in writti.n
expression, the Examination has functioned as an instrument
for giving direction and
assistance to the secondary schools of California in
matters
pertaining to English
composition.
3157. Joines, Gerald A. A ct:itical analysis
of two types of mixed-error
proofreading examinations in capitalization and punctuation.
Master's, 1938.
Iowa. 53

p. ms.

3158.

Kirlin, Warnel. Motivation as a factor in achievement
test performIowa. 23 p. ms.

ance. Master's, 1938.

3159. Kniss, F. Roscoe. The construction of
an achievement test in tenth
grade world history. Doctor's, 1937. Penn. State.
(Abstract in: Pennsylvania
state college. Studies in education, no. 21:33-34)

Describes the construction and validation of the test,
which was found to be a valid,
reliable, and discriminatory measure of pupil
accomplishment
in tenth grade world
history.

3160. Lafayette, Norman Wilfred. The
construction and standardization
an objective test in high school chemistry. Master's, 11$38.

of

George Washington.

57 p. ms.

3161. McDonald, Della. A history of the testing practices
in high school
English from 1845 to 1938. Master's, 1938. Southwest
Texas St. T. C. 112

p. MEL

3162. McGough, Thomas Ryan. The predictive
value of entrance tests
the University of Detroit in the College of Engineering.
Master's, 1938.

at

Detroit.

63 p. ms.

Studies the relationship between scores made by freshmen in the
College of engineerinz
for the year 1936-37 on American council on education
edition; and the 1936 ediiions of the cooperative general psychological examination, 1936
mathematics and the cooperative
English tests, and their subsequent scholastic
during their freshman year.
Finds the correlations between the examinationsachievement
and
averages
in various subjects too low
to be used for the -prediction of college success, but the
mathematics and in English showed them to be fair indices correlation between tie tests in
of achievement in these subjects.
3163. Pettiss, John Oliver. An evaluation
of college achievement examinations in social science through an analysis of
discriminatory properties of the
individual items. Doctor's, 1937. Louisiana State.
(Abstract in: Louisiana
state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no.
3 :15-79)
Attempts to evaluate college achievment in achievment
examinations in subjects included
in two freshman college courses in social sciences
the school year 1936-37. Indicates that the items at Louisiana state university during
of the examinations used as measures
of student achievement in the social science courses
measure the course objectives are
highly reliable and valid.

8164. Pulliaa, Earl V. Variability in results
from new-type achievement
tests. Doctor's, 1936. Duke. Durham, Duke
university press, 1937. 100 p.
(Duke university research studies in education, n6.
2)
Alp
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3165. Ritter, E. L. and Cram, Fred D. Comparison of test results in reading,
following a program of drill. Cedar Falls, Iowa state teachers college, 1938.
3166. Ryans, David G. Differential performance of intelligence groups on
repeated tests. Schosol and society, 47: 549-51, April 23, 1938. (William Woods
college)

studies changes in relative position on repeated subject-matter tests as shown by indi-

viduals of different intellectual status. Finds that the higher intelligence groups tend to
gain on repetition, middle groups tend to remain about constant, and low groups tend to
lose.

Schrammel, H. E. Report of the results of the 1937 English testing
program of college freshmen. Emporia, Kansas state teachers college, 1937. 14
3167.

P. II113.

31

and Wharton, La Verna. Report of the sixteenth annual Kansas
Emporia, Kansas state teachers col-

state scholarship contest, May 2-7, 1938,
lege, 1938. 16 p. ms.

Report.. of the twenty-seventh nation-wide evel'y pupil
31
scholarship test for high schools and elementary schools, April 12, 1938e Emporia, Kansas state teachers college, 1938. 20 p. ms.
Report of the twenty-eighth nation-wide every pupil
3170.
scholarship test for high schools and elementary schools, April 12, 1938. Emporia, Kansas state teachers college, 1938. 28 p. ms.
3171. Simmons, Charles W. and Stoughton, Bradley. Sophomore compre;
bensive examinations at Lehigh university. Journal of engineering education,
28: 378, January 1938. (Lehigh university)
Reports on the development of a satisfactory comprehensive examination for sophoGives typical questions and analyzes the variation in grades.

mores in engineering.

3172. Stroup, Esther Langlois. A study of the possible diagnostic significance of reading test errors. Master's, 1938. Purdue. 65 p. ms.
Finds that

Investigates the use cf standardized readIng tests for diagnostic purposes.

rcading errors were ideutifled, beyond chance performance, in more than half of the 80 items.

3173. Swanson, Ernest William. Tbe evaluation of quick scoring answer
sheets in testing punctuation and capitalization. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 97p. ms.
3174. Taylor, Hazel Elizabeth. Achievement tests with especial reference to
objective teacher made examinations: their development and appraisal. Master's,
1938. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of
theses and reports for higher degrees, 1938: 137-38)
Shows a trend towards the development of a broad philosophy of evaluation in which the
pupil, rather then mastery of subject matter, is the subject ; towards focusing attention on
tbe kinds of evidence which indicate attainment of tbe various outcomes of the educative
process; towards a shift in interpretation from achievement fi each subject to achievement
in each important objective of a course; towarcts a growing reaJIian at the major
utility of testing is educational guidnnce, based upon comprehenaiv iv, cumulative

evaluation.
17

3175. Taylor, M. Harrison. Correlating examinations and currk11um as a
supervisory activity.

Master's, 193& Iowa. 81 p. m&

317a. Thoson, John 'Anderson. An experiment with a testing remedial
program in the public schools of Renton, Wishington, with reference to English,
punctuation and arithmetic fundamentals. Master's, 1938. Washington. 51
p. ms.
Describes a remedial program carried on in the English department of the seventh and
drab grades ; and in arithipetid la grades 8 through T.
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3177. Townsend, Basil Leroy. A comparative study of the
norms of the
Metropolitan achievement tests and the Iowa every pupil tests
of basic skills.
Master's, 1938. Iowa. 34 p. ms.
3178. Upshall, C. C. Report of Gates primary
reading tests, form 3, types
1, 2, and 3 given to the second grades of the

Bellingham city schools, March 193S
Bellingham, Western Washington college of education, 1938. 4
p. ms.
3179.
Report of the Progressive achievement test, intermediate
lyittery, form B, given to the seventh grades of the Bellingham
city school, October
1937. Bellingham, Western Washington college of
education, 1938. 10 p. Ins.
Finds that the highest achievement was on the reading
comprehension test and tbe
lowest achievement wu on the language test.
3180.
Report of the Progressive achievement test, form B, given
to
the fourth grades of the Bellingham city schools, October 1937.
Bellingham,

Western Washington college of education, 1988. 17 p. ms.
Finds that the children did best on the reading comprehension

test and worst on tbe
arithmetic fundamentals test.
3181.
Report of the results of the achievement tests given to pupils
in the training school, October 1967.
Bellingham, Western Washington college
of education, 1938. 42 p. ms.
Describes an experiment in which the Gates primary reading
tests were given in grade 2.
and to some children in grade 8 ; and Progressive
tests were given to *Wren
in grades 4 to 9, inclusive. Finds that in generalachievement
the children are younger than typical
children of their grade but do better on the testa.

3182. Wright, Lucile V. A critical evaluation of four reading tests.
62 p. ms.

ter's, 1938. Nebraska.

Mas-

Attempts to determine the usefulness of four reading tests in
a remedial reading program
and to discover the functions which they measure.
EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

3183. Allhiser, Norman Charles.
1938.

Promoting a guidance program. Master's,

Wisconsin.

3184. Amy, Florence Corley. The organization of a counseling
program for
girls in Iota high school. Master's, 193S. Louisiana State. 84
p. ma.

Recommends the establishment of a simple, amble cumulative record
system, tbe setting
aside of a definite time for counseling girls on their educational!
and vocational needs, and
on their special problems.

3185. Anderson, Robert A. A study of vocational opportunities in AlbuquerMaster's, 1938. New Mexico. 157 p. ms.
3186. Barnes, Dorothy H. The provisions made by representative
churches
for the vocational guidance of high school age young people.
Master's, 193s.
Presbyterian Coll.
que.

8187. Bart*, Anna Lillian. Possibilities for guidance
in high school mathematics. Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
3188. Belworthy, Catherine U. A study to discover to what
extent personal
adjustment can be made through a one-semester guidence course in junior high
school. Master's, 1938. Michigan.

3189. Bennett, Xargaret Maine. An evaluation of an odentation
or group
guidance program in a four year junior college. Doctor's,-1938. §tanford. ( Abstract ifs: Stanford university. Stanford univetsity bulletin, voL 13 Sixth
series, no. 72: in--28)
Wollaston the outcomes for students of experience in the semester course in orientation at
the Pasadena junior college required of students entering the eleventh and the thirteen*
a

_
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Selects, from the 1,080 students to whom tests were given at the beginning of
semester in 1933, an experimental group of 468 students and a control group of
134 students. Finds that the orientation course functioned satisfactorily in its informational aspects ; that these activities had an appreciable effect on the thinking and planning of students; thatNstudent interest in mental hygiene and in the study of personality
justified devoting a larger portion of the assigned time in the orientation program to this
field; finds practically no difference between tbe orientation and the non-orientation groups
grades.
the fall

in

scholarship.
3190.

Billington, Mable Marg. A study of personal problems as recognized

by the child, home, and teacher and an evaluation of a guidance program for 40
junior high school girls. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
3191.

Blocksma, Douglas Dewey. A survey of live guidance problehy-arealt-----

in South high school, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Master's, 1938.

Michigan.

3192. Boniface, Ralph M. A survey for guidance purposes of college opportunities and entrance requirements as revealed\ifi college catalogues. Master's,
,
1938. N. Y. St Coll. for Teach. 69 p. ms.
3193. Brand, Edward Z. A case study of guidance activities in certain small

Iowa. 142 p. ms.
3194. Caron, Sister Claire Anna. A curricular guidance program for high

consolidated schools of Iowa. Master's, 1938.
school placement..

Master's, 1938. Boston Coll.

3195. Carroll, Thomas W. A series of units in Junior high school prevocational guidance work. Master's, 1938. Alabama.
3196. Conrad, Basil. Home-school relationship in the guidance program of
Scotia public scboola Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 56 p. ms.
3197. Davis, Frank G. Status of guidance in 131 Pennsylvania secondary
schools. Pennsylvania school journal, 86:325-26, June 1938. (Bucknell university)
Finds that only 3 schools employ u much as one full-time worker ; that only 89 give
intelligence tests to all their pupils ; that only 50 percent of the smaller schools and 63
percent of the larger schools have as much as one 30 minute home room period a week ; and
that the personnel function of the home room teacher is recognized in not more than
one-third of the schools.

3198. Davison, Joseph H. Problems of guidance in a city high school.
Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 98 p. ms.
Surreys parental attitudes toward the entire school program in one high school.
3199. Ehrhardt, Fred John. A study of vocational choices within a single
school.

Master's, 1938

Iowa.

104 p. m&

3200. England, John L. An evaluation of the needs for guidance in the
secondary schools of Newton, Kansas.

Master's, 193&

Stanford.

112 p. mg.

3201. Zppa, Marietta Fowler. Guidance in the small high schools of Texas.
Master's, 1938. Sam Houston St. T. C. 101 p. ms.

3202. Farber, Herbert Otis. A study to collect and present information to
be used for vocational guidance in bookkeeping. Master's, 193S. Iowa.

8203, Masks, Marian Louise. Educational guidance for the high school
girl in relation to personality development. .Master's, 1938. Colorado. (Abstract
in: Unliersity of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses and reports for higher
dOgrees, 1938: 55)
Deecribss an experiment conducted with high-school girls during the school year 1937-38,
in which questionnaires, ex..rcisen, and character study were given to prepare the student

for the personality inventory and personality test given in October, after which home
projects were given the girls and class discussions centered around tht activities which
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the girls founil most helpful to them, and a similar personality
test given in June to
determine the (vent of the students' development Finds
that
most
of the 'students bad
made definite improvement in personality traits, the
greatest improvement being made by
the average mentality group.
3204. Genovese, Clarence T. A study of the
origin and the factors affecting
the stated choice of vocation of 876 high school
boys and girls in a one industr
town. Master's, 1937. Penn. State. (Abstract in:
Pennsylvania state College.
Studies IL education, no. 21 : 19-20)
Finds that most of the boys and girls had chosen a vocation
at the beginning of the
school year; lists the 12 vocations most popular
with the boys, and the 5 most popular
with the girla. Indicates that liking for and interest
in the work
reason given by both boys and girls for their choice of vocation; and was the outstanding
the most important
influence back of tbe choice was observation of the
workers at their work, followed by

bobbies engaged in by tbe pupils.

3205. Gleason, John F. Methods of arousing community
interest in vocational guidance. Master's, 1938. St. T. C., North Adams.
114 p. ms.
Examines techniques for promoting interest in vocational
guidance, and finds that it is
lagging because of lack of interest.
Develops methods for stimulating interest in
a typical

community.

3206. Graham, Fern. Changing conceptions of
guidance since 1915 as revealed by a study of our periodicals, 1915-1934. Master's,
1938., Oregon.
3207. Gulson, James Arthur. A guidance program for
a mall high schooL
Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.

S. A surirey of personality and guidance problemb in a
small Ohio community school. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 80
p. ms.
3209. Hall, Charles A. The need for an occupational
guidance program for
the boys of the S'im Houston senior high school, Houston,
Texas. Master's, 1938.
Agr. and Mech. Coll. cf Texas. 68 p. xns.
Studies the occupational choices and preparation of 419 boys
in the high school and
finds little or r.o occupational preparation; little or no
occupational Information taught;
and
3208. Hadley, Loren

a need for organized occupational instruction.

3210. Hanson, Leland Townsend. Guidance program for
the Leaf River
community high school. Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
3211 Hinderman, Roy A. An experiment in
secondary school guidance.
Doctor's, 1938. Wisconsin.

s

8212. Hutson, P. W. Selected references on guidance.
School review, 46:
(University of Pittsburgh)
8213. Jesson, Ralph William. An evaluation of the
guidance program in
a large city senior high school. Master's, 1838. Southern
California.
3214. Johnson, Berna Louise. The possibilities
of rural guidance. Master's,
53D-46, September 1937.

1938,

Wisconsin.

9

,

3215. Johnson, Joe B. Guidance needs and
practices
teachers colleges. Master's, 193S. Wisconsin.

in Wisconsin state

3216. Jones, Dayton L Guidance work in the Methodist
Episcopal churches
of Troy conference and suggestions f9r improvement.
Master's,s1938. N. Y. St.
Coll. for Teach. 129 p. ma.

At-

3217. ¡ones, Evelyn A. The development of a guidance
prograin for diagnosing individual problems ill the home room and the
measurement of degree of
adjustment made through group guidance and personal
interviews. Master's,
1987. Michigan.
1
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3218.

Keck, Demetrious Hiawatha. A suggested program of vocational

guidance for the Washington high school of Raleigh, North Carolina.
1938. Michigan.

Master's,

3219. Kunz, Theodore R. A tentative guidance program for Eau Claire junior
high school. Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.

3220. Lewis, Murle Violet. Counseling problems of girls in the Crowley
high school. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 93 p. ms.
Emphasizes the vocational interests, educational intentions, social and personal activities,
and health of girls in the Crowley high school, and finds an urgent need for their individual
counseling._

3221. McClendon, William C. A survey of the needs for guidance of first
year high school students. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in:
Louisianti state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3 : 101)
Studies the guidance needs of firstyear students in the Acadia parish high school.
3222.

McEnroe, Rosemary P. A study of the problems prestpted guidance

counselors.

Master's, 1938.

N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

45 p. ms.

Brut A study of guidance activities found in

3223. Mc Goodwin, Sully
Negro high schools of 19 states.
A

master's, 1937. Wittenberg.

121

p. ms.

Surveys the scope and kinds of guidance activities carried on in Negro high schools in 19
states. Finds a large number of activities, usually directed by persons with little or no
special training in this field; that the number of activities dealing strictly with vocational

guidance was small as compared with activities concerned with educational and other
phases of guidance.

3224. McKaye, Mrs. Vera Leta. A study of the work of thE National youth
administration in the fields of guidance and placement and )f college aid.
Master's, 1938. Texas.

3225. Matteson, Ross W. An experimental study of the effect of a program
and individual guidance upon school success as reflected in scholarship

of group

and citizenship averages. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
3226. Meyers, Lawrence. Vocational guidance of attendance cases. Master's,
1937.

Columbia.

t

3227. Miller, Howard E. X. Analysis of guidance afforded 214 high school
students by a college guidance bureau. Master's, 1938.

Iowa.

154 p. ms.

3228. Miller, Mildred Elizabeth. Guidance activities of classroom teachers
Master's, 1938. Southern California.
3229. Milus, Stanislaus B. A public employment office as an index of the
need of more adequate vocational gui.dance. Master's, 1938. Boston Coll. 70

in high school.

p. Ms.

eS230. Murray, Sister X. Teresa Gertrude. Vocational guidance in Catholic
secondary schools: a study of development and present status. Doctor's, 1937.
T. C., Col. Univ. New York, 'Teachers college, Columbia university, 1938. 163 p.
(Contributions to education, no. 754)
3281. Nash, Robert L A guidance program for West Junior high school,
Columbus, Ohio. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 115 p. rns.
.

.3282. Neely, Twila E. A study of error in the interview. Doctor's, 1937.
T. C., Ool. Univ. [Sewickley, Pa., The author, 1937] 150 p.
Discusses errors caused by the interviewed person and by the interviewer; gives illustrations of the various types of errors and methodq for overcoming them.
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3233. Nugent, Florence E. A survey of vocational guidance in
Algonac high
school, Algonac, Michigan. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
3234. Packer, Edward E. A pupil guidance program for Toledo, Ohio.
ter's, 1937. Ohio State. 200 p. ms.

Mas-

Describes the develovment and recommendations of a guidance
program participated in
by 300 teachers. Shows that Toledo is badly in need of
an organized and administered
guidance program.

3235. Palmerton, L. R. Counseling based on measurement.
South Dakota
education association journal, 13: 323-24, May 1938. (South Dakota
state school
of mines)

3236. Paterson, Donald G., Schneidler, Gwendolyn,
and Williamson, Edward G. Student guidance techniques: a handbook for counselors
in high

schools and colleges. New York, McGraw Hill book company, 1938.
(University of Minnesota)

316 p.

*3237. Porter, Raymond Willis. The testing for
counseling program of the
Young men's Christian association for National youth
administration members
in Boston. Doctor's, 1937. Boston Univ. 215 p. ms.
Presents a picture of certain phases of personality as reveal's
tbe measuring instru...)

ments .of 528 unemployed boys; to discover whether or not 118 employed
individuals differ
in any respect, as revealed by tbe tests administered,
from the unemployed remainder of
the original

number; to determine what tests might be
from the battery without reducing the differentiating tendency of the battery. eliminated
Shows that the program as now
organized is producing helpful and vajuable guidance for the youths
it serves; that thp
program is planned for the "average" youth and the individual yith special
talents may
*not be discovered ; that the employed members of the
group do not differ markedly in any
respect from the unemployed members; suggests the discontinuance
of tbe "vocabulary"
test and the substitution of another general test of intelligence
; suggests the use of a more
reliable test of mechanical aptitude than that now used; urges
a wider ¡poring of the
Strong vocational interest blank; shows that some individuals
be directed toward
the semi-skilled or the unskilled levels of occupational activities;must
and
that the battery of
tests should be extended to include tests of special aptitudes for selected
individuals; and
that an enlarged staff should be provided in order to give adequate
counseling.

3238. Price, Ralph G. A report of vocational guidance in rural high

Master's, 1937. T. C., Col. Univ.
3239.

57

p. ms.

schools.

b.

Quinn, Bidd William. Odd ways of making a living and their

rela-

tion to guidance programs14n Texas high schools. Master's, 1938.
Texas.
3240. Raines, Ona C. Co
of study in occupations for the ninth grade.
Master's, 1938. Okla..A. and M. Coll.
3241. Richard, Velxna Kemp. Determining the guidance
needs of a small
high school. Master's,' 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract
in: Louisiana state
university. University bulletin, vol. SO N. S., no. 3: 103)
Studies the family background, home life, physical history,
ilistory;vocational choices, and educational expectancy of pupils personality traits, school
graduated.from the Judice
high school during the years 1833416.

ft

3242. Riches, Thomas J. Survey of guidance activities in 10 junior high
schools in Manhattan having licensed counsellors. Master* 1937.
Fordham.
(Abstract in: Fordham university. Dissertations accepted for higher
degrees in
the Graduate school, 1938: 84)
Shows a deplorable lack of both guidance personnel and guidance
facilities in the 10
schools 'studied and the frequent departure, in the individual
schools,
from the uniform
guidance activities program outlined by the board of education.

8243. Rogers, Thomas H. Guidance in
Texas. Master's, 1938. Texas.

4 San Jacinto
I I.

high school, HOuston,-
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3244. Romeo, Andrew Lawrence. A history
Orleans. Master's, 1938. Tulane. 101 p. ms.
3245.

Saur, Gladys

G.
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of vocational guidance in New

An experimental study of the effect of a group

guidance program on the problems of 29 girls in Godwin Heights high school.
Master's, 1938. Michigan.
3246.

Scheitlin, Frieda Marie. A study of the guidance program of the

Puyallup Junior-senior high school. Master's, 1938. Washington. -18 p. ms.
Evaluates the program on the basis of the guidance recommendations made by the state
board of education. Finds the greatest weakness in the program in the lack of adequate
guidance personnel with trained workers and insufficient time for advising, and lack of
provisions for longer time pupil-teacher contacts. Finds a definite need for a placement service for the graduates who do not go on to higher institutions of learning.
3247.

Shannahan, Helen I. DevelQping a course in guidance on the eleventh

and twelfth year level for a village high school. Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll.
for Teach. 82 p. ms.
3248. Sorick, Henry W. A survey of educational guidance in the secondary
schools of Oregon. Master's, 1938. Washington. 68 p. ms.
Finds that educational guidance is not widespread in Oregon partly ' because of tbe
predominance of small high schools, with an enrollment of 150 or fewer.

3249. Taylor, Harland V. Guidance nyeds peculiar to graduates from oneMaster's, 1938. Nebraska. 87 p. ms.
Finds tbat in general rural pupils from one-room schools are inadequately prepared to
do bigh-sehool work in the tool subjects; there is no se1ecti6n of pupils of rural groups ;
the rufal pupil is fairly active in cocurricular activities and does not need special guidance

room

rural schools.

in the first year or two of bigh-school attendance.

3250. Temple, Paul R. A critical study of the principles and practi6es of
guidance in secondary education.

Master's,. 1937.

Ohio State. 155 p. ms.

3251. Tolhurst, Mildred Clee. An analysis of guidance problems discovered
Master's, 1938. Southern

through a personnel study of 182 eighth-grade pupils.
California.

3252. Ullensvang, Gulla. The administration of guidance in junior high
schools with particular reference to the home room. Master's, 193S. Colorado.
(Abstract in: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses and reports
for higher degrees, 1938:140-41)
Studies reports received from 105 schools in 43 states and the District of Colunibia.
Finds that increased eMphasis is being placed on the use of cumulative records ; that only a
small percentage 'of the schools use personality, aptitude, prognostic, interest, trade, and
physical examinations, and less than two-thirds use achievement and intelligence tests; that
none of the school require that home-room teachers have special training in guidance but
some

provide in-service training; that adequate time and personnel are not provided for

guidanee actMties in home rooms, especially for individual and group counseling; that most
of the educational guidance techniques included in this survey are used in less than one-half
of the schools ; that fewer special guidance techniques are used for the benefit of superior
pupils than are used for handicapped pupils; that only a little more than half of the
schools have vocational guidance programs ; and that most of the schools do not provide a
means for evaluating the effectiveness of guidance programs.

3258, Upshall, C. C. Composite faculty judgment RS a predictive factor in
guidance. Bellingham, Western Washington college of education, 1937. 17
p. mg.
Attempts to determine which students would be least likely to succeed as elementary school
t eviler*.
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*3254. Wells, Elva Coughlin. A survey of educational and vocational guidance programs in the senior high schools of the District of Columbia. Master's,
1938. George Washington. 103 p. ms.
Attempts to determine what is being done in the seven senior high schools of the District of Columbia to provide educational and vocational guidance to the 12,617 pupils enrolled ; to see whether guidance practices are uniform as to purpose, functionnairies, and
records; and to determine what part of the student body is reached by the present guidance
plan. Finds that while all of the high schools in Washington are interested in the guidance
movement, and are doing some work in the field, Washington is lagging far bellind in the
organization of a general guidance program ; that little has been dope to survey local
occupational opportunities; that apprentice training is not used in any of the high schools;
that no two high schools have the same guidanc
nctionnairies, records, nor objectives.
3255. Welch, George W. A study of the guidance needs of elementary school
pupil& Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 00 p. Ms.
Attempts to determine the information concerning tbe pupil which is necessary in or
ganizing an effective guidance program in the elementary school. Administers a pupil
putobiography to 230 seventh-grade pupils of the Crosley grammar school, West Monroe. Le.,
during the 1937-38 session. Finds a need for pupil guidance iq the elementary school which
should be provided by the school ; that the school should compile a cumulative recgrd card
for each child containing homelife information, school records, mental and achievenknt test
results, physical defects, and health conditions; that adequate library facilities should be
provided; and that occupational information should be available to the pr!oils; that the
school should stress the correction of physical defects and encourage good Lealth habits;
that the school should bring the need for pupil guidance before the community through the
press, the parent-teacher organizations, and the radio; and that a program of in-service
training in pupil guidance should be instituted in order to prepare the teachers to guide
the pupils properly.

/

3256. Werner, Eugene. Guidance practices in certain elementary schools of

Illinois. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 47 p. ms.

3257. William, Ira
and vocational) in hi_

le. An analysis of guidance programs (educational
schools of various sizes with a proposed program for
Linton-Stockton high ses s il. Master's, 1938. Ind. St. T. C. 94 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana state chers college. Teachers college journal, 9: 179-80,
July 1938)
Finds that in practically all of the s :11 schools the principal acted as the guidance
director ; that guidance, organizations °were lacking in the majority of the schools with
enrollments of fewer than 200 students ; that s otne rooms were utilized for guidance in a
number of schools with enrollments of fewer
n 200 pupils; that in the medium-sised
school little or no guidance work was done, a d there was a pronounced lack of interest
shown in the placement of students; that th high school that needed development more
than any other was the medium-sized school that in the large high schools the work of
guidance was in the hands of a guidance d .vor or counselor; that the visiting teacher was
utilized in schools with more than 1,000enrollment to the same extent as the guidance
committee ; that most large schools weie able to finance a guidance prograko rather extenaively ; that the home room adviser, dean of girls and dean of boys were most commonly
i

the guidance officers.

3258. Williams, C. C. Limitations to vocational guidance. School and
(Lehigli university)
.

ciety, 48: 577-81, November 5, 1938.

so-

Shows that educational effort in vocational guidance should be founded on a knowledge

of the native capacity in teems of basic education rather than in terms of the
requiEements of a vocation, which have never been adequately cataloged.

complex

3259. Williams, Ray E. Employment study of men alumni of the Parsons
junior college and a survey of 30 occupations in Parsons, Kansas. Master's, 1938.
Òolo. St, Coll. 121 p. ms.
Studies the need for occupational ebunselling in Parsons junior college.

3260. Young, Barbara Jane. The autobiographies of high-school freshmen:
a guide to guidance. Master's, 1938. Stanford. 179 p. ms.
ir

a
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3261.

Athford, Chester. 4-11 and non4-H club members in Pottawatomie

county high schools. Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M Coll.
Studies the enrollment, drop-outs, transfers. graduates, college attendance, continuation
of high-school work, postgraduates in high 'school, activities, and grades of 271 freshmen
enrolled in 11 rural high schools in 1933, VI, the following 4 school years. Finds the
students in the 4-II clubs superior in their work to the non-4-II club group.

Ashton, Leon W. Scouting in Nebraska secondary schools. Master's,
Nebraska. 85 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the cooperative relationF.hips between public schools and scout
3262.

1938.

troops in Nebraska communities of 5,000 or fewer.

Finds that the schoóls recognize scouting

as an educational agency ; that few schools give credit for scouting ; that the outstanding

difference between scouts and non-scouts is leadership; that scouts offer valuable service
to schools in citizenship and safety education; and that scouting should remain an
out-of-school activity.

3263. Bouton, Frances. Trail signs : The development' of the adolescent girl
as shown through the Girl scout organization. Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll. for
Teach. 124 p. ms.
3264. Brice, Agnes U. A study of leisure-time activities of rural high school
Igipils in three high schools in Caldwell parish. Master's, 1937. Louisiana
State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30
N. S., no. 3: 95)
3265. Briggs, Lawrence E. The Boy scout skiing merit- badge. Master's,
1938. Mass. St. Coll. 162 p. ms.

3266. Bruce, Edna May. An investigation of glee club activities in the
secondary schools of California.

Master's, 1938. Southern California.

3267. Burton, Nelson R. The relation between extraclass activity participation and academic marks in a 4-year village high school under a superintendent.
Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 17 p. ms.

3268. Clarke, Hubert N. Extracurricular sur4ey of grades 7-12 in five
town schools of Branch county, Michigan. Master's, 1938.

Michigan.

3269. Davis, Kenneth. Present status of the Future farmers of America
with special application t 'Wyoming. Master's, 1938. Wyoming. CZ p. ms.

3270. Douglass, /Earl R. and Monson, A. R. A comparison of school records and ratings of Boy scouts anciwilr-scsouta. School review, 45: 764-68,
December 1937.
,

(UniversitY of Minnesota)

3271. Duval, Paul. Relationship of personality traits to leadership in ettracurricular activities. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. o1l. of Ed.
3272. Edwards, Delbert. A club program for the small high school. Master's, 1938. Oregon.
f

banks, Wilton William. A suggested annual program of work for
Future farmer chapters of Louisiana. Master's, 1938. 1 Louiiiana State. 93
3273.

p. m&
Suggests an annual program of work for Future farmers of Lkuisiana, organized by
calendar months; and builds a program of work around the 11 por$oses of the organization
of the Future farmers of America ; and sets up a uniform annual program of work that may
be uatd at; a guide by future chapters in tbe state in setting up annual programs of Work.
v.
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3274. Fo lmar, Sister Mary Roberta. Extracurricular activities in Catholic
secondary schools : a study of selected schools in New York state. Master's, 1938,
FordhaM. 124 p. ms.
Analyses replies to a questionnaire from 66 Catholic high schools. Finds that there are
115 activities which were grouped under the headings of journalism, speech arts, music,
athletics, and clubs ; that there has been a marked increase in the number of activities in
the last 10 years; that there is a tendency toward adding the journalistic and speech arts
activities to the curriculum ; and that the actIvities usually last about 66 minutes.

3275. Fowler, Velda Louise. A suggested plan for improving activities of
clubs in Milford high school, Michigan. Master's, 1938. Mich. St. Coll. 48 p. ms.
Analyzes club activities in the high schools of Oakland county. Shows a total of 9,927
club members ln 261 clubs in 29 high schools.
e

3276. Fudge, Helen* G.fjOirl' clubs of national organization in the United
States: their development and present status. Doctor's, 1938. Pennsylvania.
450 p. ms.
Investigates tbe status of 84 nationally organized clubs for girls of school age, and describes their background, objectives, organization and administration pf their
programs,
and the methods of cooperative relationships with the school.

327T Fulmer, Lemos Leroy. A study of current practices and trends in the
administration' of extracurricular detivities in the high schools of Louisiana.
Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 143 p,/ms.
Studies the use of the home room, clubs, publications, musical organisations, assemblies,
and pupil participation in school government.

,

3278. Green, Valmore A. A °study of the relationships between 4-H club
work and vocattonal agriculture. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. 78 p. ins.
Finds that of 147 vocational agriculture boys 19 five high schools nearly 50 percent
were enrolled in 4H club work, and 46 percent orlbe 50 vocational agriculture teachers

were club, luilers. Shows considerable duplication of projects,
cooperation which should prevent such duplication of walk.

And

proposes plans for

3279. Hays, Laroy Smith. A study of leadership in the extracurricular
activities of high-school pupils. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in:
Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 97-98)

Shows that high-school programs are not providing adequate training for leadership.
8280. Heath, Leona C. School club prograni. Master's, 1938. Nebraska.
96 p. 1118,
Attempts to determine tbe- extent of participation' and carryover of interest of dub
activities in high school and college. Finds that participation was greater per pupil In
smaller schools; that the larger schools offered a more inclusive program; and that stu .
dents who participated in club activities, in high, school participated in college clubs to
a greater extent than did those who bad not participated in such activities in kligh school.

3281. Hetrick, Charles Raymond. The developmegt of au extracurricular
activity program for Bellwood, Pennsylvania, high school. Master's, 1937. Duke.
118 p. ms.

3282. Hurt, Mary Lee. Evaluation of the activities of a selected group of
high-school home economics clubs. Master's, 1938. Iowa State.
p. nIa
IValuates activities reported by 92 high-school home economics clubs in 87 states. Finds
thaiPthe clubs were attracting relatively few of the girls and very few of the boys in the
high schools ; that some opportunities were offered for the development of democratk
ideals and practices in their members; that opportunities for the development of individual personalities through the activities of the clubs were limited ; that many of the
activities of the clubs included experiences which would seem to contribute to the improvement of tbe home life of the members; and that practically all of the clubs offered opportunities for_tise development within their members of Increasing interest in and willingness
to participate in the social-civic life of the school and community ; and that less opportunity
was provided for developing the understanding of underlying social conditions.

I.

4110
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3283.

Jackson, Joseph. An analysis of Boy scout projects and practice with

of what should prove helpful in public-school industrial arts classes.
Master's, 1938. Detroit. 129 p. m.
a suggestiqn

olives a brief history of the Boy scouts and their organization in the United Stales.
Finds a relationship between the Boy scout handicraft activities and the public-school industrial arts classes ; that vocational guidance information should be more fully developed
and embodied within the industrial exploratory scout tests, which are not on the level
of the industrial arts program.

3284. Kraft, Keith Marvin. The influence of high-school clubs on choice of
vocations and avocations. Master's, 1938. Southern California.

3285. Langstaff, Carabel Eileen.

May day festivals. Master's, 1938. Ohio

State. 62p. ms.
Describes 5 years of experimentation with May day festivals in two public school systems.
Finds that it is one of the finest creative projects for unifying the music activities and other
departments in a school system.

3286. Lauritzen, Adolph E. An approach to a unified student-administered
high-school extracurricular activities progrsm. Master's, 1938. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses and reports for
higher degrees, 1938: :.;
Describes the activities program developed in a small high school of 75 pupils, and compares its principles with those currently advocated, evaluating variant principles as to
applicability to the particular situation as evidenced by a questionnaire canvass of pupil
and alumni opinion.-

3287. Lewis, Hal Graham.. A study of the out-of-school activities of highschool pupils in the P. K. Yonge laboratory school. Master's, 1938. Florida.
3288. .L9wman, Lawrence Gilbert. The high-school fraternity as anadministrative problem. Master's, 193§. Texas.
3289. McCurdy, Harry Henry. A leisure-time program for junior high
school boys. Master's, 1938. Texas.
3290. McInerney, Martin Henry. Procedures for determining, organizing,
and directing extracurricular activities in a high school. Master's, 1938, Boston
Coll.

3291. McIntyre, Lloyd Prank. An investigation of the relationships existing
between mental ability and participation in extracurricular activitiei among
junior high school pupils. Master's, 1938. Michigan.

3292. Manning, Critington Elmo. Extracurricular activities in the .high
schopfs of St. James parish. Master's, 1938, Louisiana State. 100 p. ms.

3293. Martin,- Jesse W. A historical treatment of Boy scout troop no. 1,
of Commerce, Oklahoma, as an extracurricular Activity in á small Oklahoma high
school. Master's, 1938. Okla. A. and M. Coll.
Indicates that, a Boy scout troop is a profitable rxtracurrkulaç activity that could be
sponsored by any high schooL

3294. Martin, Joel N. An investigation of extracurricular activities and
league afilillationi in 21 small high schools in,Kansds. Master's, 1938. Kans. St.
T. C., Emporia. 79 p. ms.
3295. Miller, Antoinette. Extracurricular activities fouild in Sam Houston
state teachers college, the extent of student participation, and tfle guidance given
in selecting the activities. Master's, 1938. Sam floustDn St. T. C. 77 p. ms.

3296. Molpus, lichard Grady. The development of the Future
America in Arkansas. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. 73 p. ms.

farmers of
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3297. Nathansen, Al %rt. A study of the club preferences of boys in the
fThite junior high schools of Washington, D. C. Master's, 1938. Maryland.
.
,- 113

/p. ms.
Covers the extent of in abd out-of-school club membership of boys In white junior
high
fichools in the city of Washington. Finds that boys interests in particular
with age and that many of the clubs are not in harmony with the preferences clubs chimp
as expressed
by the boys.

3298. Ort, Vergil. A study of after school activities in a junior and
senior
high school. Master's, 1937. Michigan.
3299. Oxford, Mary Lea. The leisure-time activities of girls
enroilled in the
freshmen home economics survey course, 1936-37. Master's, 1937.
Louisiana
State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30
N.
Se., no. 3: 119)

Attempts to determine what freshman girlsjconsider leisure time,
its use, to find out what part previous planning has bad in the wise their attitudes toward
whether or not they are using the available facilities in leisure-time use of leisure time. and
activities.
3300. PAM' Tarmo A. A survey of Boy scouts
e general Herkimer
council. -Master's, 1938. N. Y. Se. Coll. for Teach. i s. ms.
3301. Price, L. L. Suggested programs for Futupe farmers of America
ter meetings. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana chapstate
university, University bulletin, 30 N. S., no. 3:'26)
wal

3302. Purdue, Arthur Vernon. The determination of the program of
extracurriculum iictivities for the seconditry school. Master's, 1938. Purdue.
3303. Roberts, William: Harold. The 141-.2, an extracurricular activity,
in
preparation for 'leadership. Master's, 1938. Florida.
3304. Rusheon, Theodore Owen. A survey of the extracurricular
activities
in Bossier parish high schools. Mastér's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract
in:
Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no.
43: 104-105)
Sets-up criteria for the evaluation of extracurricular program lu high
schools, and

evaluates The programs in six high schools.

t

I

3305. Sease,.Grace Elea. The extracurricular activities
program in Wardlaw
junior high school, Columbia,.South Carolina, 1927-1938. MasteF's, 1938.
South

Carolina. 82 p.
Traces the development of extracurricular activities -in Wardlaw junior
high school
for the first 11 years of the school's existence and shows some of the
underlying principles
giving direction to the program.
p.

.3306. Sherman, Ethel Tholas. School auditoriums and audifortum activities. Master's, 1938. South, Methodist. (Abstract bn:. Southern
Methodist university. Abstracts of theses, 1939 : 23-24)
Discusses the various phases of auditorium activities in the Dallas, Tex., public
f;chools,
and the training and experiénce needed by tellers for this"type of work.
Gives types of
programs for the beginnineteacber and programs that may be given by the more experienceiprogram director.
3307. Thomas, George H. Some factors affecting the organization and administration of extracurricular activities in American secondary schools. Master's, 1938. East. Texas St. T. C. 154 p. (Abstract in: East Texas
state teachers
Allege. Grad ul studies (abstracts), 1937-88:22)
.,
3306. Thompso I , Esther Magic Classification And correlation of refill
traits of boys hi clubs at the All-nations boys' club. Master's, 1938. Southern
California.

t
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3309. Upshaw, Mary Estelle. Pupil evaltation of dub activities in the
Roosevelt Junior high school of Tulsa, Oklahoma. Master's, 1938. Solthern
California.

3310.. Westerville, Lawrence W. A itudy of the students' appraisal of club.
participation, club organization, and administration at Grosse Pointe high school,
Grosse Pointe, Michigan. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
3311. Woodiln, Mrs. Neva Bennett. Extracurricular activities In small high
schools. Master's, 1938. Texas.
-0

FAILURES

3312. Askew, Avis Louise. A study of the failing students of the seventh
grade of Boude Storey Junior high school of Dallas. Ma
s,
vre?tas.
3313. Corciell, Joel James. A study of highechool itires in North AUgusta,
South Carolina, high school for the five-year period, A932-1937. Mastts, 1938.
.

.

,
,
earkina. 41 p. ms.
:)314. Douglas, Ottie Paul. A study of pupil failures

Soutb
_
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high school during the school years 1928-1934. Master's, 1038.
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3315. Homer, Ruth. A study of a group of individuals tIlIng ,¡;:"-e or
;

1

more courses in the College of liberal arts of Syracuse univerF4ti during
1936-37. Master's, 1937. Syracuse, 77 p. ms.
Compares 16_4 students who had failed in oil- or more courses.:m atche4 co
toclass and psyCOMbgical rating, with an equal number of non-faillng students. Analyses_
data as to theoccupation of the father, occupation of the mother p(ibt to marriage, number
of children in the family, employment of itudent betore entering cililioke, jitné elapsing between high-school graduation and matriculation, student's vocationil -listerest and ,desiré
for vocational guidance. Indicates that the problem of failure is a *nit* of inli7idu
concern, irrespOctive of psychological or reading test score, home backfirounO, cmitImati
in college.

.
ItS

r;

3316. Jackson, HOward L. The characterikics of boys who e,re jcholtts
failures in Flint Central high school. Master's:41938. Michigan.
r
o
3317. Person, W. E. Causes of failures in the elementary schools Uf Te
parish. Muter's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisia4a state
versity. Univei-sity bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 101)
. Studies the causes of failure in the elementary schools of Tensas parish, 'and
pare
.

s'

5

the number of failures in the Waterproof elementary school in 1928-29 and fn -.01 3647.
04.3318. Petteys, Manville Robey. A study of failures in two Calif() a high
schools. Master's, 1938. Stanford. 138 p. Ins.
J

sank Sheiter, Samuel Ray. Student failures in academic subjects of the
%est Chester Junior high school. Master's, 1938. Temple. 44 p. ms.
?

Analyses data collected from student records, student questionnaires, and personal
interviews with 44 pupils, 61 of whom were boys. Finds the chief causes of failure as
given by students, ieachers, wed parents, mere lack of4 preparation, lack of interest, outside
interest, lack of concentration, laziness, weakness in fundamentals, and carelessness in study
habits\
3320.

Stakes, Mrs. Lela Dawson. An analytical study of failures in the

Thomas A. Edison junior high school of Houston, Texas. Master's,

Texas..

1988.

,ar

I

.

MARKS AND MARKING

8821. Bailey, Edward Nona. Chart for calegulating examination grades.
Master's, 1938, Peabody. 44 p. ms.
At
to devise a chart by which a numerical grade might be detIrmined more quickly
and ballteb, Mali la now the case, and* to devise a scale for averaging any aeries of
marks from B to 10.

usaios-4a1.21
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3322. Bell, Philip Brookt. A study of marking in the Springfield, Tennessee,
high school. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 66 p. ms.
Studies the marks given in this saisool from 1926 to 1937. Finds an upward trend of
marks in the school; a striking similarity in the distribution of marks by subjects and hy
total marks; a greater variation in the distribution of marks in elective subjects than in
required subjects; a greater variation in the distribution of marks assigned by individual
teachers than in the distribution of marts by years or subject ; patterns of distribution
of individual teachers did not remain constant from year to year. Gives lack of appliestion, lack of aptitude, failure in examinations, lack of interest, and absence as the chief
reasons for failure in tbe opinion of the teachers.

3323. Bigham, Virgil Lee. A study of marks and test scores in Leland,
Master's, 1938. Duke. 48 p. ms.
3324. Bohannon, Alice N. Value of different kinds of school marks in
predicting the high-school and college success of a small group of students.
Master's, 1938. Emory. 70 p. ins.
Mississippi.

Attempts to determine whether or not accurate prediction could have been made from
intelligence test scores, school marks, and standard achievement test scores at the end
of the-sixth grade as to the pupils who would not finish high school, who would not attend
college, who would stay in college for a short time only, who would fail in college work,
or who would become outstanding tollege successes. Finds that the IQ in the sixth grade
offered the highest degree of accuracy of prediction of both high-school and college ,suceess
of any of the measures need.

'

3325, Itretsch, Lawrence E. The development of a typewriting grading
scale. Master's, 1937. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
Attempts to develop a means for translating "words per minute" scores into grades.
Constructs a chart, in dial form, making it possible to translate a base score of strokes
and errors into "words per minute" rates, and into percentage grades at one operation.
The scale is adaplyble to different courses and different systems of marking.
3326. Collins, Dwane Rolland. The effect of self-support on the academic
Master's, 1938. Iowa State.
3327. Creutzer, Willard A. Study of the relationship between grades made
in introductory psychology and scores made on the American council on education
psychological examinations. Master's; 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography
grades of freshmen.

Oa

of publications.

14 : 416-17)

Usim 1,307 men ane women psychology students who had completed the first semester

of introductory psychology at the University of Pennsylvania between the years 1032 and
1936, to 'determine the relationship between grades made in the course and scores made on
the American council on education psychological examinations. Finds a moderate degree
of correlation between marks in the course and test scores, and that tbe relationship is
co4sistent from year to year ; that the women were doing more nearly what was expected
of them than were the men, as shown by their test scores; and that non-fraternity men
made slightly higher test scores than did fraternity men.

3328. Cunningham, Genevieve. .The value of high-school marks and entrance
test data for prediction of college success. Master's, 1938. Detroit. 36 p. mg.
Describes an experiment in which the American council on education psychological test.
cooperative mathematics test, and the cooperative English test were given to 87 students
who entered the College of commerce and finance of the University of Detroit in September
1988, and for whom their high-school marks were obtained. Finds that a combination of
high-school

averages and scores on tbe mathematics and the English tests furnished the

best -basis for prediction of college success.

3329. Douglass, Earl R. and Luker, L. J. Persistence and marks in the

University oi Minnesota law school. Journal of educational research, 31 : 285-88,
December 1937. (University of Minnesota)

cog

--
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3330. Ehrhardt, Theodore Herman. A study of correlation between academic
marks and teaChing marks. Master's, 1938. St. T. C., Bridgewater. 10 .p. ms.
Covers scholarship ratings at Bridgewater state teachers college and combined teaching
and discipline ratings at the training school connected with that college. Finds the
correlation between grades in the college and in the training school was low.

3331.. Puog, Russell J. A study of the effects of working upon the grades
of Marshall, Michigan, high school students. Master's, 1937. Michigan.
3332. Griswold, Charles Joe. A study of the variability of pupils whose
school marks are above average, average, and below average. Master's, 1937.
-

Hawaii.

3333. Haynes, Milo Jesless. A study of the relation of the marks made by
pupils to the distance from school. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S.,

no.

3:98)

Compares the marks made in school and the distances from the school of all the pupils
in the fifth, sixth, and seventh gradep of three high schools in Claiborne parish, La. Finds
that the pupils who live nearest the schools tended to make the higher marks.

*3334. Heil, Margaret Ellen. The value of the IQ and teachers' marks in
certain high-school subjects for predicting teachers' marks in stenography. Master's, 1936. Louisville. 95 p. ms.

3335. Kennah, Catherine J. A comparison of reading grades made on the
Iowa &lent reading test with scores made in the final examination by pupils in
tbe Albany senior high school. Master's, 1937.\ N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
Finds that homogeneous grouping is a valuable procedure and aids in fitting the curriculum to the pupils; and that the scores on the Iowa silent reading test had little predictive value in predicting success or failure in regents' examination&

3336. Landreth, Alfred. The predictive value of high-school marks it Franklin county, Indiana. Master's, 1938. Miami. 35 p. ms.
Indicates that the use of high-school marks for predicting later high-school success has
predictive value increasing with the recency of the marks and the similarity of the subjects
of the two sets of marks.

3337. Paul, J. B. A study of the grades assigned to students bk the faculty
of the Iowa state teachers college during the 1936-37 academic year in courses
giving college credit. Cedar Falls, Iowa, state teachers college, 1938. 19 p. ms.
(Research report no. 29)
3338. Rockett, Richard genry. Predicting pupil success in various subject-matter fields by reference to teachers' marks. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ:
p. ms.
Studies the records of 312 pupils, who at some time during their high-school career had
studied Latin I to determine whether or not teachers' marks in that subject could be used
to predict pupil success in Latin II and Latin III, English, social studies, mathematics,
science, and foreign languages. Discusses Latin surveys and prognosis testing, including
the statistical status of the language, aims or objectives in its teaching, co.ntent of the
course in secondary schools, methods of teaching the subject, the use of the Classics in
England, France, and Germany, and predicting pupil success in various subject-matter fields
by reference to teachers' marks. Finds that first-year 14arli and algebra teachers' marks
for the first quarter have some prognostic value in fixing the final standing of pupils for
the year, but in comparison with other subject-matter fields, teachers' marks in Latin I
and algebra have leas predictive value.
104

8339. Rolf, Mildred Maria. A statistical study of language and science
marks of high-school students. Master's, 1937. Columbia.
10

MO. Rowing, Edward Holton. A comparative study of the attitudes held
by pupils, parents, and teachers relative to a marking system. Master's, 1938.
Southern California.
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3341. Schnieders, Sister M.. Xaverius.
high-school girls. Master's, 1938. Texas.

Marking in physical education for

3342. Schrammel, H. E. and Wharton, La Verna. A comparative study of
grades given by departments and by instructors of the Kansas state teachers
college of Emporia for the 1936-37 school year. Emporia, Kansas, state teachers
college, 1938.

16

p. ms.

3343. Stafford, Thomas L. A comparative study of teachers' marks in handwriting and marks of a standard scale. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State.

75 p. ms.
Finds that teachers were inconsistent in their marking and tended to give higher marks
OD handwriting than were given by tbe scale, and that tbe teachers would be more con
sistent in their marking if the scale was used.

3344. Stephen, V. Evelyn. The relation between vocabulary test scores and
IQ's, general averages, and English marks. Master's, 1937. Michigan.
3345. Thompson, Lewis Madison. A study of factors related to school marks
in selected grades of Bryan Station high school. Master's, 1938. Kentucky.
52 p. ms.

Studies the relationshIp between intelligence, reading ability, and school marka,
data obtained from mental testa, reading and mathematic tests, and class records.

using

3346. Wood, O. Keith. Marking in the elementary schooLs of the Whittier
union high school district. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
3347. Yarberry, Cleo. Objectifying the scoring of arithmetic problem&
Master's, 1938. Oklahoma. 52 p. ms.
Finds that the scoring of subjective arithmetic tests can be materially improved In
accuracy by making an objective key and following ,simple rules in scoring.

REPORTS AND RECORDS

3348. Batchelder, Howard T. An analysis of pupil progress reports in the
-secondary schools. Master's, 1938. Michigan.

3349. Boyer, Charles V. A cumulative record card for the junior high
schools of Cabell county, West Virginia. Master's, 1937. Duke. 86 p. ms.
Produces a permanent record card to meet criteria set forth in educational literature

and the needs of the local schools.

3350. Brennan, Sister X. Florence. Report and record forms in Philadelphia
archdiocesan schools. Master's, 1968. Villanova.

3351. Brooks, Harold B. Secondary school cumulative records: their function, form and administration. Doctor's, 1938. Southern California.
Indicates that cumulative record forms improve classroom methods, assist in guidance,
provide bases of reports, assist in research, and motivate pupils' work ; that forms used In
California show diversity in use, size, form, number, and kind of individual items, with no
consistent agreement on any item except pupil's name.

3352. Corbin, Zdward Bryan. Accounting records and financial reports devised to meet the needs of small endowed colleges with enrollments of 500 or less.
Master's, _1988. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies. Abstracta of theses and reports for higher degrees, 1938: 37)
Illustrate. and describes a fund balance sheet with a supporting operating statement for
each fund, and analyses each operating statement with subsidiary statements.

31158. Curry, John H. Office management for school superintendents. Master's, 1988. Ohio State. 88 p. ma.

3854. Edgar, Thomas Cortland. The high-school and university records of
graduates from a single high school. Master's, 1988. Iowa. (2 p. ms.
**
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3355. Pinlayson, Anne. An analysis of the health record cards in the public
schools of Kalamazoo, Michigan. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
3356. Foley, Jeremiah Aloysius. An analytical study of the records used in
15 representative high schools of Massachusetts. Master's, 1938. Boston Coll.

3357. Haynes, Mary Sue. Trends in school reports to parents during the
decade 1927-1937. Master's, 1968. Southwest Texas St. T. C. 85 p. ms.
Attempts to describe the new reports that are being used and the attitude of teachers,
pupils, and pareets toward them. Finds that the formal report to parents is giving way
to a more diagnostic report on the progress of the child.

3358. Koppenhaver, Robin Dee. An accounting system for North Dakota
Master's, 1938, North Dakota.
3359. Ladd, Eva Herndon. Recent changes in pupil report cards used in
elementary and secondary schools. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
3360. Lages, C. R. The procedures and practices used by the secretaries of
the school districts in Colorado in recording and reporting the annual financial
data. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

schools.

3361. Lamb, Lawrence. A study of farm record keeping and a suggestedin farm record kating for evening classes. Master's, 1938. Colo.

course

78 p. ms.
Shows the need for better farm records, and outlines a course of

Coll.

classes.

Rtii4dr

evening

3362. McMahan, John Julia. Evaluating conferences with parents as a report technique. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 93 p. ms.
Analyzes and evaluates the refords of two conferences scheduled with the parents of a
group of first-grade children. Finds that the conferences increased both the parents and
the teacher's understanding of tbe child discussed ; that most of the parents preferred the
arinference technique to the traditional report after trying it for a ypar ; and that the educational progress of these children showed the favorable influence of the conferences when
judged by standardized test records.

3363. Miller, William John. A study of city school superintendents' reports,
particularly those from cities in New York state.

Master's, 1937. Rochester. 91

P. Ma.

I

33644 Reagt, Arthur L. The preparation of a set of industrial arts record
forms for Grand Rapids, Michigan. Master's, 1937. Michigan.
3365. Simpson, Marion R. An evaluation of three types of high-school report cards. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 82 p. ms.
Develops a report card which includes an evaluation of ability to organise, habits of work,
citizenship, and knowledge of subject, using a code shown on the card for tbe report.

3366. Smith, Ruth Eloise. Record keeping in institutions training teachers.
Master's, 193& Peabody. 138 p. m&
Analyzes record* kept by nursery schools used as practice schools by teacher-training
institution& Finds a variety of data kept on nursery school records, and muchlinplication
of certain typos of information ; a tendency toward a type of record which gives an objective picture of the child's social development ; few schools having systematic records for following-up and evaluating the work of the nursery school ; little agreement as to the physical
make-up of the records; a tendency to overemphasise types of information contributing to
the efficient functioning of tbe school to the exclusion of other valuable types.

*8887. Tamil, Rebecca Catherine. The contributions of cumulative personnel
records to a teacher education program as evidenced by their use at the State
teachers college at Towson, Maryland. Doctor's, 1988. T. C., Col. Univ. New
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York, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1939. 158 p.
education, no. 764)

(Contributions

to

Studies the use of the records and their growth, development of students through the use
of records, attitudes toward records, and the record as it portrays the individual. Shows
that faculty members and administrative officers use student records for many purposes;
that records are increasing in number and in the quality of the material given; that the
part of thé records noting personality ratings and personal comments by faculty members
have to be used cautiously with students; that records are being used for initial placement
and to help the young student adjust to his new position, and by supervisors for improvement of supervision and as a Ails for understanding and assisting the young teacher ; that
students seek conferences with records for definite purposes and espedially to receive suggestions for improvement in the development of social traits and scholarship ; that records
portray the development of the individual student; that cumulative records are valuable
instruments in predicting success in teaching. Shows how nn institution can develop a
cumulative record to meet its aims and objectives and can then utilize the record with a
minimum of centralized direction.

3368. Train, Annie Hawkes. A study of the use of cumulative pupil personnel records in certain Los Angeles schools. Master's, 1938. Southern Cali-

fornia.

RETARDATION AND ELIMINATION

3369. Anson, Bert. A study of retawled children through teachers' subjective
estimates. Master's, 1938. Ind. St. 'I'. C. 88 p. ins; (Abstract in: Indiana
state teachers college. Teachers college journal, 9: 176-77, July 1938)
Analyzes data collected to show the effect which mental, 'physical, social, or environmental
handicaps may produce upon the progress of children in school. Finds that personal and
mental traits possessed bf the child are impressed upon the teacher ; phytical, social. and
environmental aspects of the child's life are unfamiliar to the teacher or are easily forgotten ; the educational influences of these lAtter traits are not sufficiently recognited by the
teachers ; and that children are retarded in their educational careers by conditions and
traits; and the fact that various teachers notice and rate these conditions and traits
differently causing wide variation in the degree of retardation.

.5*

te

3370. Carty, Sister M. Esther. A study of
reasons why pupils withdraw
Master's, 1938. rillanova. 83 p. ms.
3371. Dammers, Clifford Russell. A review of material relating to the
elimination of children from school. Master's, 1938. Stanford. 219 p. ms.
3372. Duffy, Helen I. A study of pupil elimination in the Vare junior high
school from January 1961 to June 1936. Master's, 1938. Temple., 64 p. ms.
from school, withosuggestions.

Finds that about 10 percent of the pupils left school during this period, due mainly to

a

failure complex ; and that 47 percent of the drop-outs have had no success with employment.

3373. Eggers, Isaac D. A study of the student drop-outs of Bristol, Tennessee, high school.

Master's, 1938. Tennessee. 73 p. Ms.
Studies the students who dropped out of the Bristol high school during the years 19321938, inclusive. Analyzes their age and grade when ,they left school ; the school term and
year; size of family; occuplitions of their parents ; the subjects the students liked best, liked
least, and from which they received the molt good; reasons for leaving school; the employer and type of job at which they are working ; where they received training for the job;
their beginning and present weekly wages ; the manner in which they obtainejl their jobs;
and their desire for training which would help them on their present job.

8374. Evans, Ralph F. A study of the factors influenCi9g the elimination of
pupils from the public junior high schools of Decatur, Mlinois. Master's, 1937.
Iowa.

44 p. m&

83717: Harris, James William. A is9idy of 50 cases of elimination from the
higip schools of Tangipahoa during the years 1936-30 and 1834-87. Master's, 1938.

Loldana State. 180 p. ms.

Recommends that the parish employ a guidance counselor, have a well-organised program
of guidance, and continue a pr6gram of adult education; that aaticultural and manual
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training be introduced into every high school; that schools keep a complete reard of all

pupils, have a well-organized program of extracurricular activities, and make the requirements for graduation elastic; that the National youth administration program should continue and boys and girls be given credit for certain types of work outside the school.

3376. Hemphill, Ruby Mae. A study of subsequent academic and vocational
activities of drop-out students of the College of commerce at Oklahoma Agricultural and mechanical college. Master's, 1938. Southern California.

3377. Hightower, Pearl Elizabeth. An intensive study of factors related
pupil withdrawal from school. Master's, 1938. Texas.
3378. Hillhouse, Ruth. Religious implications
stiyent mortality.
ter's, 1937. General Assembly's Tr. Sch. 85 p. ms.

*

to

Mas-

Finds that state-supported schools are forbidden by law to teach any specific religion,
and that the denominations must care for the student's spiritual development.

*3379. Hopkins, Merritt J. Reasons for adolescents leaving school a study
of reasons given by continuation school students for leaving tull-time school.
Master's, 1937. Syracuse. 97 p. ms.
:

Surveys the continuation school of Syracuse, N. Y., to determine the reasons that pupils
leave full-time school before they are 17 years old, and what elements of their environment cause them to give up the hope of a high-school diploma in order to seek employment
and thereafter attend continuation school for one half-day a week instead of 10 half-days

Shows that students should be allowed to take subjects in high school which
they feel will be useful to them in the type of work they wish to do; and that shortsightedness on the part of the student and parent is a fundamental cause of school mor-

a week.

tality. Recommends that Junior and senior high schools offer more opportunities for the
maladjusted pupil by allowing a wider range of electives and abolishing requirements of
any subject except for students choosing college-preparatory courses; that guidance counseling be given students privately ; that teachers hold periodic personal ronferences with
each pupil,to discover abilities, aspirations, and difficulties; that short but frequent talks
be given by the teachers on the value of education, having outsiders speak at assemblies to
show the value of an education ; that information be given to parents on the value of
education ; that clubs might supply money for the purchase of textbooks to be loaned or
rented to students iiho could not afford to buy them; and that withdrawals be encouraged
to attend the evening high school.

3380. Jarrell, Chester Newton. A study of retardation in the class A schools
of Gregg county, Texas, 1937-38. Master's, 1938. Texas.
3381. Laird, Mrs. Nellie A. A study of pupils dropped from the roll of the
Kensington high school, 1936-37. Master's, 1938. Temple. 45 p. ms.
Shows that 93.5 percent of the pupils who left school were 16 years of age or over;
86.38 percent left in. the ninth and tenth grades; 63.89 percent left as soon as they could
legally do so; more than 70 percent were repeating subjects; and that junior high schools
dropped only about one-third as many of their ninth-grade pupils as did the senior high
schools.

3382. McIfurry, William H. A study of certain factors in relation to
elimination in the Ens ley high school of Birmingham, Alabama, during the school
year 1935-86. Master's, 1938. Alabama.

3383. Murray, Marion M. A study of pupil elimination at Whittier union
high school. Master's, 1938. Southern California.

3384. Paul, J. B. Relation of placement test scores to mortality and scholastic ratings, five-year summary, classes entering fall quarters of 192i*-1933,
inclusive. Cedar Falls, Iowa state teachers college, 1938. 36 p. ms. (Research
report no. 81)

8885. Peters, Donald Edward. The elimination of small high schools in
Clark county. Master's, 1938. Wisconsin
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8886. Riechers, Aubert H. A follow-up study of pupils eliminated from the
Antioch, Illinois, township high sehool, 1921 to 1937. Master's, 1938. Colorado.
(Abstract in: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses and reports
for higher degrees, 1968...120)
Finds that tbe reasons most frequently given for leaving school were : Lack of interest

in subjects taught, failure, chance to take a job, a feeling that a high-school education had
no value, lack of funds, and plans for marriage. Shows that the pupils studied had not
migrated far from the immediate vicinity ; that fely had continued with further training;
that about half of them regretted leaving school ; that their first Jobe were rarely pvmHnent ; and that as a rule tbey had engaged in many different occupations during the course
of a few years. Suggests that a more complete record be kept of both graduates and dropouts; that eliminated pupils be studied as individuals and as a group ; that curricular,
extracurricular,, and social activity programs be expanded to cover a wide range of needs
and interests; and that a functional guidance program be developed.

3387. Sievers, Prank L. A follow-up of Thayer county, Nebraska, high
school drop-outs. Master's, 1938. Nebraska.

150 p. ms.

3388. Vaughn, Gertrude G. A study of withdrawn students from industrini
high school in Birmingham, Alabama. Master's, Ilia "teistgan.

3389. Wilson, A. Gaylord. A follow-up of Pawnee City, Nebraska high
school students who withdrew. Master's, 1938. Nebraska. 122 p. ms.
Finds that the chief causes of withdrawal were : Difficulties with school or work, lack

of interest, economic, appeal of outside interests, home conditions, lack of proper adjustments, ill health, and marriage.

Wyatt, William Bernard. A study of the basic causes for

i3tudents

ng high school. Master's, IA4: Okla. A. and M. Coll.
tfidies student mortality in five
h schools. Finds that a total of 32 boys and 21
girls transferred to other schools;
t 49 boys left school the first year and 42 the
second year ; that 38 girls left school 1. first year and 38 the second year ; that the reasons
most frequently given for leaving school were: Too little practical subject matter, mari

iage, dislike for subject, lack of financial aid at home, dislike of school, too few electives,,
discipline, and dissatisfaction with marks; that other reasons for leaving school were:
Discouragement by parents, urge to seek adventure, joining the Army or Nary, enrolling
in the CCC canips, and ill health. Shows that 68 percent of the girls were married while
in school or immediately after dropping out ; that 21 of the boys studied were still unmarried; that 29 were employed as laborers; that 85 were engaged in farming; and that only
1 of the 160 pupils was earning $1,200 a year or more.
STUDENT SELF-GOVERNMENT

3391. Blank G. Dewey. The administration of cooperative student govern .
ment in the publicly supported municipal colleges and universities of the United
States. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 168 p. ms.
.
-71t

Gives the historical background of cooperative student government; reveals definite administrative problems associated with the operation of student government through a
comprehensive survey of one of the largest publicly supported municipal colleges of New
York City; analyzes conditions in 28 colleges and universities; sets up a guide to administrative procedure for the people responsible for the operation of a system of cooperative
student government at the college level.

8392. Byerly, Milton R. Student participation' in self-government activities.
Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 164 p. ms.
Studies student participation in self-government activities with spedal emphasis on the
organisation and activities of student councils and of Buckeye boys' state, an experiment
in self-government. Finds that opportunities ire being afforded for training in citisenship
through student self-government, but that there are situations in which students could

exercise more control in life in a democratic society.

8898. Fraser, Edith Irene. A study of the practices of junior schools in

Texas with reference to student participation in the control
Master's, 1988. Texas.
ft

4

4griiilent affairs.-

IPt-
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3394. Harper, Siddons, fr. Student control 'activities at the junior high
school level in tit schools of Camden counienZew Jersey. Master's, 1938.
Temple.

62 p. ms.

Finds that all of the schools investigated have some student-control activities ; that the
schools all have faculty supervision and veto of student-control activities ; that all but one

of the schools have safety patrols ; that all have monitorial duties ;* and that four have a
student court.

3305. Holder, Abe.

A study of some concepts of discipline in : igh school.
East Texas St. T. C. (Abstract in: East Teras state teachers
Graduate studies (abstracts), 1967-38: 16)

Master's, 1938.
college.

Compares the traditional and modern concepts of high-school discipline, and shows how
student government may be employed to improve school discipline.

33964 Payne, Ralph E. Student councils in secondary schools. Master's,
(Abstract in: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of

1938. Colorado.

theses and reports for higher degrees, 1968: 109)
Studies the organization, objectives, activities, and values of student councils in secondary
schools, and analyses replies to a questionnaire of 36 student councils of high schools in
Oklahoma. Indicates that the type of organization should be in keeping with the needs,
experiences, and abilities of the student body ; that the chief objectives of student councils
are to develop and maintain desirable school spirit, and to provide practice in cooperation,
self-reliance, and self-control; that the major activities are those arising from the promotion and supervision of extracurricular activities ; and that the principal values derived
organizations are citizenship training and character development.
from
I. such

3397. Perkins, Hugh V. Pupil participation in elementary school controL
Doctor's, 19f38.

Western Reserve.

3398. Peters, Sister IL Rosanna. A study of children's attitudes toward
law observance as influenced by pupil self-government.

Master's, 1938. Purdue.

3399, Scott, Evart C. A study of the extent to which Michigan high fichools
as a means of maintaining discipline. Master's, 1937.

use pupil participation
Michigan.

3400, Singleton, Cecil Andrew. Pupil participation in management and
control in the Fort Worth elementary schools. Master's, 1938. Texas.
3401. Sprague, James B. Student participation in school control. Master's,
1937. T. C., Col. Univ. 80 p. ma.
TEXTBOOKS

3402. Alderton, Lucile. An analysis and comparison of the vocabulary burden of six textbooks in elementary science. Master's, 1938. Michigan.

3403. Amundson, Carl Ludvig. A word-analysis of Book V, Healthy living
Muter's, !4: Wisconsin.
3404. Arnold, Mary S. A determination of the vocabulary burden of W. L.
Nida's Following the frontier. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
3405. Bachur, George. A survey of dominant topic's in current philosophy
series.

of &location textbook& Doctor's, 1938. Michigan.

3408. Barnhart, laisabsth. A study of 10 graded music series since MC
designed for the elementary schools. Master's, 1938. Kansas. 108 p. ms.
Compares the moat commonly used graded music series published since 1898 and designed
for the elementary schools. Concludes that changes in niusio education have been dictated by
tbe development of the aft itself, by the changing conditions of economic life in America, and
by new conceptions in the, general educatioul system.
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3407. Bartlett, T. P. A study of the vocabulary burden of Wood and Carpenter's general science text: Our environment how to use and control it,

Master's, 1937. Michigan.
3408. Bates, Austin F. A study to determine which scientific terms use('
in high-school chemistry are sufficiently important to 130 included in the glossaries
of textbooks in high-school chemistry. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
3409. Beach, Ruth Oda. Building a beginner's book. Master's, 1938. Stephen
F. Austin. J01 p. ms.
Presents theories of reading, with original primer entitled

:

Oil field full, on unit method.

:A10. Beadle, tGretchen L. Vocabulary gradation of six French texts.
ter's, 1938. Peabody. 100 p. ms.

Mas-

Grades six French texts according to their vocabulary diffichlty in order to determine
the
sequence in which they should be read, and to aid future editors who may wish to edit
their books as graded readers.
3411. Biggerstaff, Mary E. An analytical bibliography of French
grammars
published in the United States from 1780 to 1927. Master's, 1938. California,
L. A.

8412. Birch, Sister Mary Thecla. Supplementary readings in recent history
texts for upper elementary grades. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 81 p. ms.

Examines lists of supplementary reading given in 18 most recent -texts for the upper
elementary grades. Finds that the greatest number of times any one book was recommended for th 3 grades wag 8 ; that (MO readings were suggested but once by the 18 books
examined ; that recent history texts -show the influence of the recommendations
for wide
reading, in the report of the Commission on the social studies.

3413. Board, Joseph Green. Comparison of current Latin American
United States history texts. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 410 p. ms.

and

Compares basal history texts of some South American countries, Mexico, and Cuba witb
United States history texts depicting the attitudes, favorable and unfavorable. Finds
dearth of material and little knowledge on the part of the various authors of countriesa

other than their

own.

3414. Borberg, Charles E. A study of the vocabulary difficulties encountered
in Bowie's High school ohemistry. Master's, 1937. Michigan.
3415. Bradley, Leonard K. Personages in Europeap history as mentioned in
two college textbooks. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 190 p. ms.
Finds a wide variety in the type of personages mentioned, with stress
on political, mili-

tary, and religious activity.

3416. Brown, Ruth Lucille. A study of the date frequency of 12 American
history textbooks from 1894 to 1936. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
3417. Browning, Leah Katherine. An analysis of the content of readers
used in the middle grades of schools in the United States from 1800 to 1850
Master's, 1938. Texas.
3418. Bryson, Cecil Milton. The place of the adopted natural science textbook in the core field of the revised Mitisissippi curriculum. Master's, 1938.
Mississippi. 127 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the place of six adopted natural science textbook
store
curriculum of the proposed Mississippi curriculum program at the secondar ,fer,:*::', 1 level.
Indicates that certain textbooks examined do not lend themselves to treatm
of the core
based on social function procedure because of their technical nature and the
necessity for
logical development in sequential order.
s

3419. Cahill, Marie. A vocabulary analysis of a certain literature textbook,
short story section. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
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3420. Case,

Howard E. A survey of the pupil activities provided.in 20

social studies textbooks.
3421.
a

Master's, 1938. Michigan.

Chase, Curtiss Carlyle. /eh investigation of the vocabulary burden of

general science textbook. Master's, 1938. Michigan.

3422. Connolly, Charles.

A statement of methods of evaluation and a critical
N. Y. St. Coll. for

analysis of business arithmetic textbooks. Master's, 1938.
Teach. 58 p. ma.

3423. Cornutt, Mabel Clair. Vocabulary comparison of 10 sets of primers
and first readers. Master's, 1938. Oklahoma. 79 p. ims.
3424. Cox, Desse B. A study of the word difficulty of George Eliot's Silas
Marner. Master's, 1938. Kansas. 130 -p. ms.
Finds that when Silas Marner is used in the tenth grade as a textbook for the study of
the novel, it may present many vocabulary difficulties which may require special treatment.

t3425. Curtis, Francis D. Investigations of vocabulary in textbooks
science for secondary schools. New York, Ginn and company, 1938. 127

of
p.

(University of Michigan)
Analyses the results of 100 investigations which attempt to determine whether the

vocabularies in textbooks of science are toy difficult for the pupils for whom the hooks are

intended; whether there is a definite and readily detettnined level of vocabulary in the
present texts which marks a sharp increase in difficulty of comprehension by the pupils
and which 4s the level where simplification of vocabulary in science textbooks should begin;

whether the difficulty whigh the pupils encounter in reading science texts is attributable
to the use of nonscientific' and nonessential vocabulary ; whether present textbooks provide
adequately for the mastery of essential vocabulary through, definition and repetition ; and
whether there are important terms which should be mastered in the various courses of
science. Recommends that the authors of science textbooks for junior and senior high
schools simplify tbe vocabularies of their books by reducing the number of scientific terms
introduced, by confining the nontechnical vocabularies to words which °cent- in the first
6,000-word levels of the Thorndike list. and by defining with simpler words all technical
and nontechnical words they introduce which occur in thousand word levels above the
sixth in Thorndike's Teacher's word book o f 20,000 words.

3426. De Gelleke, R. Roswell. The analysis of physical geography textbooks
used most extensively in secondary schools of New York state. Master's, 1938.
N. Y. St. Coll.. for Teach. 32 p. ms.
3427. Dennert, Marion. The study of the vocabulary difficulty of a junior
high school literature book. Master's, 1938. Michigan.

3428. Dunaway, Laura Thelma. An analysis of the content of 'first-year
high-school English grammars published since

1930.

Master's, 1938.

Texas.

8429. Eaton, Hazelle S. An investigation of the vocabulary difficulty encountered by pupils reading a textbook of high-school chemistry and an investigation of the scientific tempi, desirable for inclusion in a textbook of general science
and biology. Master's, 1937. Michigan.

3430. Mott, Ralph E. Trends in textbook exposition in high-school economics. Master's, 1938.

Illinois.

3481. Erpenbeek, Sister Louise Joseph. A study of the vocabulary of three
high school physics textbooks. Master's, 1938. Catholic Univ. 38 p. ma
Studies the frequency of easy, difficult, and highly technical words in these textbooks, and
constructs word tables on a basis of frequency to show the words most frequently used by
the authors of physies textbook&

3432. 'Winger, Betty Carol. A survey of phonetic symbols used in current
textbooks of speech2q1aster's, 1988. Iowa.
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3433. Evans, Lewis D. An analysis and comparison of the vocabularies

Kix textbooks in elementary science.

of

Master's, 1937. Michigan.

3434. Evans, Nary Louise. Nationalism and children's readers. Master's,
Ohio Univ. 87 p. ma

1938.

Shows that nationalism throughout important countries of the world may well be Indicated by primary readers.
o

8435. Eyler, Loren E. The types of pupil activities and questions provided
for in eight textbooks in ecoamics for the high school. Master's, mg.
gichigan.
3436. Fisher, John A. An investigation to deiermine what scientific terms
should be included in the glossaries of high-school chemistry textbooks. Master's,
1937. Michigan.
3437. Freer, Kenneth Howard. Compilation of art references in 40 basic

high-school texts. - Master's, 1938. Peabody. 95 P. ms.

.

3488. Fry, Alderson. Noah Webster and his blue-back speller. Master's,

fit)

1938. Peabody. 145 p.
Studies the creation, continuation, content, and influence of Noah Webster's
elementary
spelling book and its 100 years of use. Shows -that it was powerful in unifying spelling
and pronunciation in the United States during the rapid expansion and change that followed the Revolution; that it sold nearly 100,000,000 copies during its existence before
it was supplanted by other and improved spelleCs; that prior to this it unified
the language and differentiated it from the English of Great Britain.

*3489. Fulton, Clara Gaines. Trends in the development of bookkeeping
textbooks published since the Civil War. Master's, 1938. George Washington.
60 p. ma
Studies textbooks at the secondary school level that appeared in a series over a numhfr
of years, or tbat were used u basal texts to determine evolutionary trends in physical
set-up, the aims of the writers, content material, and trends in empfiises. Finds that

many of the earlier books were wriden by men connected with private commercial colleges
who wrote the books for use in their own schoold; that the authors bf many of the texts
were important in the educational world and wrote texts showing the relation between
bookkeeping and other phases of education ; that the largest group of authors of tests
were teachers of the subject and combined their practical knowledge of the subject with
pedagogical principles. Shows that the content of modern bookkeeping is designed to
contribute vosptional, personal, social, economic, and ethical values.

3440. Garrett, James A. A study of materials ip biology textbooks.

Mas-

ter's, 1938. Louisiana State. 67 p. ms.
Studies the reactions of high-school pupils and teachers to the materials contained in
New biology,, by Smallwood, Revely, and Bailey. Finds this textbook better organised than
earlier books; that it provides for interests and needs by stressing economic values and
living things ; that some new topics have been added to tbe subjects contained in other
texts ;and shows a need for mote material in human biology.

3441. Gervers, Margaret Virginia. A study of materials and methods as
found in general science textbooks published since 1910. Master's, 1938. texas.
3442. Greene, Alden G. Criteria for selecting textbooks in chemistry. Mas.
ter's, 1938. Wisconsin.
e

3448. Greeuvry, Wilton D. An analysis of principles pf secondary educaMasteioa, 19(38. Temple. 72 p. m&

tion textbooks.

Analyses 15 textbooks commonly used as texts in college courrs in the principles of
secondary education ; finds that the course is unsettled u there is no agreement u to
what should be treated in textbooks an& courses:

g444. Greve, Esther B. Determination of the sentence structure difficulty
of The new workt's foundation* is the old, by West and West. Master's, 193&
Michigan.
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3445. Gunderson, Grace Farrell. The adequacy dof textbooks in 'the fulfillof the major aims of biology. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
3448. Hanlon, Sister Mary James. A comparison and an evaluation of thE

ment

Vogel-Washburne formula for 1928 with the Vogel-Washburne formula for 1938
Master's, 1938. Catholic Univ. 30 p. MR.
Takes two samplings on each of 20 books for the first evaluation of the 1928 formula
and two on the same .20 books for the evaluation of the 1938 formula. Finds that in till
first evaluation only 9 books have like grade placement, while in the second there are 1`.
books. Compares the two evaluations, and finds that only 7 of the 20 books had a simile.:
grade placement.

*3447. Hannan, Loretta.

The fables, fairy, and folk tales in second-grad4

readers. Master's, 1937. George Washington. 90 p. MR.
Attempts to determine the part played by the fable, the fairy tale, and the folk tal
in the history of the content material of second-grade readers from 1830 to 1936. Analyse
210 readers covering the period from 1830 to 1936. Finds that the period from 1830 t,
1879 was one of moralistic writings; from 1880 to 1918 was given over to tbe develor
ment of a love of good literature; from 1919 to 1925 an attempt was made to emphasis
silent reading, using informative, testable material for silent study; from 1926 to dat
an attempt hu been made to develop the imagination and the emotions, to build ideah
to exercise reason, to contribute to the joy of living, and to lay the' foundation for
later enjoyment and appreciation of literature.

3448. Redden, Carl G. Did Dr. Robert Lowth base his A. short introductiol
to English grantmer*on usage? Master's, 193g. Michigan.
3449. Hester, Kathleen Beatrice. The vocabulary of the sixth grade. 1:kx
(Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts o
theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of publications, 14: 129-33
Seeka to determine the nature and extent of the vocabulary presented to the child i
tor's, 1988. Pittsburgh.

sixth-grade textbooks, and to derive a vocabulary for that grade bArd upon the agreemer
of writers of the textbooks. Analyzes eight textbooks covering the fields of readini
geography, history, English language, spelling. science, music, nnd arithmetic. Ind1cat4
that there is a great burden placed upon the sixth-grade child by the use of uncontrolle

vocabulary in the textbooks; that to read with understanding only the basic texthooli
of this grade would require the child to learn an average of 28 new words a day durin
the entire school term of,180 days. Suggettis the teaching of the 1,769 words in ti
prepared vocabulary, as the child will meet these words at least twice in different source

Hewitt, Leslie W. A determination of the vocabulary burden of
certain textbook of general mathematics. Master's, 1938, Michigan.
8451. Hinners, Sister Mary Winifred. The vocabulary of high-scha
geometry texts. Master's, 1988. Catholic univ. 81 p. ms.
Reports the nature and frequencies of the vocabularies used by Durell and Arnold, Ne
plane geometry; Stone and Mallory, Modern plane geometry; Schultze, Sevenoak, at
Stone, Plane geometry; anØ Mirick, Newell, and Harper, Plane geometry and Us use
Finds that 98 percent of the running words and more than 93 percent of the difterei
words agreed in all of the books; and that only a small percentage of tbe abbreilatioi
agreed.

.

8452. Houston, Keith Robinson. A study of the vocabulary burden of
certain textbook of general science. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
*8458. Hunckler, Adele. The seventh grade arithmetic textbook and model
educational thought. Master's, 1967. Louisville. i1148 p. ms.
Determines standards for measuring modern seventh-grade arithmetic textbooks, ai
analyses six modern textbooks according to these criteria.

8454. Ingalls, .Edna. An evaluation of the Dutch and Indian twins as thir
grade supplementary readers. Master's, 1968. Kent. 68 It ms. e
8455. ¡anion, Palle Bea. Suggested activities for the development of co
cepts found in 10 primers. Master's, 19 38. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

11
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3450. Jordan, Harold G. Evaluating junior high school
arithmetic

textbooks. Master's, 1937. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
r Analyzes a group of arithmetic textbooks with special attention to
material-contained,
drills, tests and summaries, vocabulary allusions,
and other factors:::

3457. Joseph, Elmer J. Administration of free textbooks in
consolidated
schools in Ohio. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 110 p. ms.
Finds that the systems used in the consolidated schools in Ohio
are not uniform and
either too complicated
or too brief to be efficient

Lenhart, Bert Alvin. The vocabulary content of tiktrd-erak
language
Master's, 1938. Iowa. 115 p.qns.
3459. Lombardine, Estelle Cecelia. An
analysis of five recent textbooks in
civics. Master's, 1937. Washington. 48 p. tns.
Analyzes civics textbooks to dir:over how civics in the
curriculum is fulfilling the variong
social objectives of education. Finds that civics is directly
of iestruction in the duties and responsibilities of citizenship.concerned with a definite type
3460. Long, Myrl D. Methods utilized by state and city
textbook agencies
in textbook evaluation and a recommended procedure for
the Kansas state board
of education. Master's, 1938. Kans. St. T. C.,
Emporia. 64 p. rns.
3461. Lynch, Vida Matilda. A study of word meanings of
primers. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
3462. Lynn, William R. A comptlYative survey of 14 selected
textbooks in
biology. Master's, 1938. Kansas. 89 p. ms.
3458.

texts.

a

Finds that the portion of subject-matter content which
was formerly devoted to bofany
Is steadily decreasing; that more importance
is given to zoology ;. and that the use of
exercise and illustrative materials is gaining in importance.
3468. McCullough, Louise Middleton.
Basic and supplementary reading
materials, grades 1-3, Corpus Chrfsti, Texas: their relation
to micial studies
curriculum units. Master's, 1938. Tex. Coll. of Arts and Ind.
95 p.' ms.
3464. Magnuson, Katherine Christine.
draphs and tab in social science
textbooks. Master's, 1938., Southern California.
3465. Maher, Margaret. A determination of the
vocabulary burden of Roger,
Adams, and Brown, Story of Nations. Master's, 1938.
Michigan.
3466. Mead, A. R. Suggestions for effective use of textbooks.
Gainesville,
University of Florida, 193&

3467. Milam, Josephine. A comparison of American
history and social
science textbooks. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 57
p. ms.
Compares the personages mentioned I six American
history and social science textbooks,
and finds a great variety of personages among whom
statesmen
predominated.

3468.. Moore, Emily Tate. The vocabulary
grration of six French texts.
tricity textbooks. Master's, 1938, Boston Univ. 100
p. ms.
Studies the vocabulary difficulty of six French
texts, and 1140 that they rank closely in
difficulty, but that they contain too many
new words for secondary-school use.
4

Morse, Sarah Lailse. A study of the vocabuiftry
burden of a general
mathematics. textbook. Masteri, 1938. Michigan.
3469.

13470.

Master's,

Murray, aohn Y. An analyst and evaluation of
elementary elec1938. Peabody.

I 79 p. ms.
Analyses and evaluates 15 textbooks recommended
for secondary schools. Bets up a preliminary standardby publishers of electricity textbooks
for selecting a suitable textbook on
the subject.

,

'.
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Nall, Angie. Comparison of kindergarten experiences and first-grade

reading material. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 66 p. ms.
Analyses 20 first-grade readers, listing the concepts common to three or more of the hooks.
Finds that the concepts common to three or more of the readers Were given to the children
through stories or pictures, in most cases.

3472. O'Kelly, Vernon D. Concepts of imperialism in wArld history textbooks. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 54 p. ms.
3473. Ornstein, William. An investigation of the vocabulary burden in a
high-school chemistry textbook. Master's, 11Y48. Michigan.

Paris, Sister Francis Agatha. An analysis of Ameritan history textbooks for use in the seventh and eighth grades of Catholic schools. Master's,
3474.

°Catholic Univ. 79 p. ms.
Analyzes history textbooks published between 1921 and 1936 and intended for use in the
seventh and eighth grades. Finds little agreement among historians as to the relative importithce of many events and personages. Shows the need for Catholic authorities to
examine the colltent of the history texts to be.used in Catholic schools.
1938.

3475. Petellin, Alexander A. A course of study in hygiene for native chil.
dren of Alaska. Master's:1938. Washington. 89 p. ms.
Presents a simple and practical textbook of hygiene for native Alaskan children with
consideration of the nature and needs of the children in relation to the situat1ot4eculiar to
Alaska.

3476. Pettus, Herschel C. J. Some observationl, ion the selection of social
science textbooks in the Louisiana public schools.t Master's, 1938. Louisiana
State. 112 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the factors considered in selecting textbooks for use in Louisiana
public schools. Analyzes the civics and history texts in use in the high schools. Finds thai
the selection of textbooks is influenced by individuals who favor certain books for persona'
or other reasons, by generon-s offers of publishing companies, and by prejudices againsl
certain texts because of sectionalism and bigotry ; that the texts considered present pre
formed, biased, and prejudiced opinions for the pupil to:) accept as the truth ; and that thfi
influence of the corporations, trusts, and various national and patriotic organizations will
easily distinguished in the books examined.
,

.

3477. Planck, Carl G. A study to determine the differences between bass'
and supplementary readers. Master's, 1937. Duke. 153 p. ins.-1
3478. Plante, Leo A. A study of the fields and conten in representativ(
general biology textbooks used in New York state. Master' 1938. N. Y. St
.
Coll. for Teach. 130 p. ms.
*3479. Powell, Louise Shelley. A comparative study of the treatment of ft14
American Revolution in 1776 in some secondary school history textbooks.usec
currently in England and in the United States of America. Master's, 1937
Louisville. 160 p. nie.
Analyses vend compares five history textbooks used today in the secondAry schools o
England and five of those used today in the secondary schools of the Uniteg States as ti
significant similarities and dissimilarities in their treatmevt.of the Amerifan Revolution
Indicates that the history textbooks used in the secondary schools of the two countries var.:
in their treatment of the American Revolution ; that American books do more to foste
hero worship of one's forbears than do the English books; that the Englikth books give 1
fairer presentation of the war than do the American book's.

3480. Putnam, Marjorie Itioyris. Personages in modern European
,

Master's, 1938.

story

Peabody. 118 p. ms.

Finds a wide q;ariation'in the emphasis placed
of textbooks.

on

historical personages by the 'writer

3481. Rainey, Duane F. A study of the vocabulary burden of a textboo¡A
economic&

Master's, 1987. Michigan.

41"
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3482. Rawson, Gilbert. The treatment of insurance in 12 high-school mathematics texts. Master's, 1938. Ohio Univ. 44 p. ms.

3483. Reynard, May G. A study of the vocabulary burden of an eighthgrade civics text. Master's, -1938. Michigan.
3484.

Richardson, Sister Mary Herbert. A study of the vocabulary of

some

firgt-year plgebra texts. Master's, 1938., Catholic Univ. 49 p. ms.
Examines three first-year algebra texts for the mathematical and scientific
terms
phrases used. Finds that more than half of the terms should be familiar to the pupiland
in
view of his previous study and general reading; that the texts differ widely in the
use
of
many terms and phrases; and that the majority of the terms and phrases have
a low
frequency.

3485. Roberts, Marion Douglas. Concepts contained in 30 pre-primers.
Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed. .
*3488. Robinson, Elizabeth Winona. A study of American history selection
fourth readers. Master's, 1937. George Washington. 88 p. ms.
Traces the types, amount, and methods of presentation of latorical materials in fourth
grade readers tG determine what phases of reading material in history have been
in reading textbooks. Analyzes 81 fourth-grade readers used during the years 1866 totreated
Finds that tbe method of selecting and presenting the large amount of historical 1936
in these readers was haphazard ; that no attempt was made to build up a definite material
vocabular)
or specific background for the reading of history that most of the material was chos4.1)
for literary quality rather than for historical value; that in recent years the subject
mutter
has become more up-to-date, with familiar modern events and living
persons more ofh.n
becoming the subject matter of the stories.
3487. Schneck, John W. An investigation teo determine what scientific terms
should be included in the glossaries of high-school textbooks of physics. Master's,
1938. Michigan.
411

;

3488. Schroeder, Roy T. A determination of the vocabulary burden of
the
Chemistry guide and laboratory exercises by McGill and Bradbury. Master's,
1937. Michigan.
A
3489. Shirley, Dorothy Page. The gradation of six French texts.
Master's,

Peabody. 100 p. ms.
Grades the vocabularies of six French texts.

1938.

3490. Shultz, William, Ir. An investigation of the vocabulary used in
a
Brief course in physics by Lake and Unseld. Master's, 1937. Michigan.
3491. Silverman, Julia E. A textbook on power-machine sewing, Master's,
1937. T. C., Col. Univ. 240 p. ms.
3492. Smith, 'Ankle. Suggested books for secondary mathematics. Master's,

1938.

Peabody. 129 p. ms.

3493. Smith, Mrs. Laura Forister. Changes in composition textbooks published since 1890. Master's, 1938. Texas.

8494. Smith, Victoria F. A study of humorous situations in sixth-grade
literature. Master's, 1938 Temple. 300 p. ms.
Analyses 40 books selected from the recommeódations of children, teachers,
and authorities. Studies the reactions of 40 sixth-grade children from the Webster
school, Philadelphia
Finds that the children showed little agreement as to humorous situations
in literature, and
that their idea of humor was different from that of adults.

3496. Snow, Maurice Weed. A study of the vocabulary difficulty
encountered
in the Vannest and Smith Setiaiized history of the United States bit
a group of
seventh-grade pupils. Master's, 1937. Michigan.
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3496. Stout, Cyril Lynn. Trends of methods, contents, and beliefs in geog-

raphy textbooks, 1784-1895. Doctor's, 1937. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabpdy college for teachers, 1967. 10 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education,
no. 224)

Investigates 420 geography textbooks written by American authors between 1784 and
1N5 to determine trends in the development of the format, the %author's educational
beliefs,
the contents of the books, the methods of presenting the material, and the
teacher
aids
included as revealed by the textbooks.

3497. Sutherland, Miriam. A study of personages mentioned in four world

history textbooks. Master's, 1938.

Peabody. 128 p. ms.
3496. Teague, Dessie Eme line. Grammar in recent junior high school texts.
Master's, 1938. Okishoma. 80 p. ms.
Compares 12 recent junior high school texts as to the attention given to
grammar therein.

3499. Tyte, Wilbur Henry. A study of the vocabularies used in four high-.
textbòoks. Master's, 1938. Texas.
- 3500. Underwood, Willis O. The
analysis and selection of elementary school
textbooks. Master's, 1938. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado.
Abstracts of theses and reports for higher degrees, 1938: 141)
school

Attempts to determine how familiar teachers are with facts essential in analyzing text-

books objectively ; to ascertain criteria used in actual practice in judging
textbooks ; Ad to
develop a score card for making the study of textbooks objective.
Finds that only 46

percent of the teachers could adequately answer questions on technical facts essential in
naly sing, textbookB and that 70 different criteria were listed by 364 teachers.

3501. Walker, Dorothy. A study of references in world history seniorithigh

school textbooks. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 100 p. ms.
,Finds little agreement among authors on the references suggested, but that those
upon
which there Is the greatest agreement might be considered a reliable list for
book selection.

3502. Walker, Ella Mae. The content and proportions of representative college business English textbooks. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 123 p. ms.
Analyzes the content and proportions of the subject matter in 11 textbooks selected
by
eight representative publishing companies as their best textbooks for college
courses in
business English,

8508. Wallick, Ray G. Variability in criteria and content of
high-school
social science texts in problems of democracy and interest indices.
Doctor's,
1938. Temple. 133 p. ms.
Finds little agreement among authors of textbooks as to content to
be taught in problems
of democracy, and that their selection of subject
matter does nof agree with popular

interest.
,

t3504. Walworth, Arthur. School histories at war : a study of the
treatment of our wars in the secondary school history books of the United
States and
in those of its former enemies. Cambridge, Harvard university press, 1938.

92 Pb

Contrasts the manner in which each of our major wars is treated in tbe leading
secondary
school histories of our own and the enemy country.

3505. Weir, Leta.

Trends in the poetry included in second readers

righted since 1900. Master's, 1938.

copy....

Michigan.

350e. Westerdale, Leonard W. A determination of the vocabulary
burden
of three mechanical drawing textbooks. Master's, 1937.
Michigan.

M. Wilkinson, Lester G. A vocabulary study
general science textbook. Mastey's, 1938. Michigan.
1116103-40-22

of a certain high-school
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3508. Wilks, Gladys. In analysis of selected workbooks. Master's,

1938.

Michigan.

3509. Yinger, Floyd W. A survey of visual aids in 54 introductory
nomics textbooks. Mast 4er'8, 1938. Michigan.

eco-

SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT

3510: Andersen, Duane H. A study of Wellsville union free school district
no. 1 for program and building expansion. Master's, 1938. Cornell. 171 p. ms.
Discusses the school populati* to be accommodated in the proposed Wellsville union
free school district, the program of studies and auxiliary services to be offered, the school
plant, and the personnel required for the school center.
3511. Bartholomew, Roy Arthur. The development and application of check
lists and other procedures in secondary school shop planning. Máster's, 193.
Iowa.

141

p. ms.

3512. Beaudreault, Doris.
Massachusetts.

The evolution of the public school building

Master's, 1938.

of

Mass. St. Coll. 111 p. ms.

3513. Chase, Kermit X. Supply management in certain smaller public
schools in northwest Iowa. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 152 p. ms.
3514. Coleman, Harvey Cameron. The purchase, storage, and distribution
of classroom supplies in Wyoming schools. Master's, 1938. Wyoming. 73
p me.

3515. Davis, Orrin Chester. A study of combinations, construction costs,
enrollments, and cost per pupil in small high schools constructed in the New
England states within the past 10 years. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ. 53 p. ms.
Analyzes replies to a questionnairs *wilt to the principals of recently constructed high
schools with enrollments of 300 or less, to determine the combinatkins in use of rooms in
these buildings. Recommends that an assembly hall composed of two classrooms separated
by a movable partition be used in preferenceato the gymnasium-auditorium combination now
often used ; that chemistry and physics duties use the same classroom is absolutely necessary ; that sewing and cooking classes use the same room; that the library and study
ball, library and classroom, or study ball and classroom make good combinations; that
woodworking and metal working be combined ; that mechanical and freehand drawing use
the same room ; and suggests the use of shower and locker room in combination.

35113. Doyle, Vincent A. Community social and educational uses of the
school plant in some New York state school districts. Master's, 1937. N. Y. St.
Ooll. for Teach. 50 p. ma

3517. Edwards, William B. Changing conceptions of treating and ventilating
American school buildings. Master's, 1938. Kent. 67 p. ms.
t3518. Evenden, Z. S., Strayer, G. D., and Engelhardt, N. L Standards
for college buildings prepared for use in connection with the Evenden-StrayerEngelhardt score ¡lard for college buildings. New York, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1938. 226 p.
Discusses the site, buildings, service systems, instruction rooms. general units, and supplementary standards for 'the physical plants of normal sckools and teachers colleges.

3519. Fiester, Charles Dorman. Organizing and equipping a general shop
for secondary schoolii,

Master's, 1938. Iowa. 125 p. ms.

3520. Glazner, Willis E. A review of the literature relating to school cafeterias and a parlial survey of certain cafeteria practices in 10 Alabama schools.
Master's, 1938.

Alabama.

.
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3521. Greene, Harry Leigh. A questionnaire study of tennis court construe
tion in selected cities and schools. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
4
3522. Herber, Howard T. The influence of tbe Public works administratiot
on school building construction in New York state, 1933-1936. DoCtor's, 1938
T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1938. 107 p
(Contributions to education, no. 762)
Attempts to show the effect of the PWA program upon the costs of school building con
struction in New York state; how much the program increased or decreased costs ; wha
factors influenced the increases or decreases; the influence of the program on the type oi
quality of construction. actual building plans, and specifications. and the type of accommo
dations; how the whole program is related to the scheme of local, state, and Federa
relations to education. and to the social factors involved, particularly employment. Show
the good and bad features of the program as viewed by persons who had intimate contac
with it in one state.

*3523. /limier, Rosetta Marie. A comparative illumination survey ni
selected college buildings. Master's, 1938. Syracuse. 137 p. ms.
Compares the illumination in tbe libraries, laboratories, classrooms. and study rooms o
Colgate, Cornell, Rochester, and Syracuse,. universities. Finds the light intensities in th4
buildings of the four colleges low and uneven, permitting contrasts in the amounts o
tight ; glare factors exist frequently; the trpes of window shades found generally do no
permit diffusion of natural light into the r:ooms; the amount of light reflected from tho
walls could be improved by painting in approved colors which have higher color and re
flection factors; the best use of electric current is not being made due to the types o
fixtures provided; and the best use of natural lighting Is not being made.

t3524. Kraehenbuehl, John O. An investigation of student study lighting
Urbana, University of Illinois, 1937. 35 p. (University of Illinois. Engineerin¡
experiment station, Circular no. 28)
Finds that the lighting conditions under which students ivp attempting to work are
for tbe most part, too poor to be conducive to a desire to do nogntal work.

3525. Lincoln, Roger Nye. The high-school auditorium : itg place in high
school planning. Master's, 1938. Mass. St. Coll. 68 p. ms.

3526. Luehring, Frederick W. Standards for the swimming pool in educa
tional institutions. Doctor's, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ.
Sets up 20 criteria by which standards for the swimming pool can be formulated ant

appraised.

3527. Mahlberg, Martin Grant. A plan for a new building arrangement ol
the Stambaugh township schools. Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.

3528. Morriss, John W., jr. A study of the construction of 16 outstandinli
athletic tracks in the United States. Master's, 1937. Louisiana State. (Abstraci
is: Louisiana state unitersity. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 114-15)
Gives information on the excavation, material, drainage, length and width of straight
sways and curves, and other essential suggestions necessary in the construction of athletio
tracks.

3529. Oliver, Andrew David. School buildings in Monroe county. Master's
Rochester. 102 p. ms.

1938.

3530. Price, Clara Stancilena. Use of space and equipment for homemakinl
departments in small high schools. Master's, 1968, Colo. St. Coll. 103 p. ms.
Studies 12 schools in Texas for the school year 1936-37.
3531. Bay, Alpheus Wilson. Artificial illumination as an educational prob.
lem. Master's, 1938. Stanford. 257 p. ms.
3532. Sandin, Adolph A. A study of the use of school buildings by non
school organizations. Master's, 1938. Washington. 80 p. ms.
10
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3533. Seal, Ruby Lee. Community and home conditions affecting the selection of equipment for homemaking departments. Master's, 1938. Texas St. Coll.

for Women. I.

p. ms.
Analyses replies to a questionnaire received from live student teaching centers of Nnrtb

Texas state teachers college, and txa s state college for women on the home and com.
munity conditions that might be u4d as a basis for the selection of equipment for home.
making departments in the public schools. Finds that the number of pupils to be accommodated, the organiution of the department. the types and distribution of community
facilities, and tbe utilities used in the homes influence the selection of equipment: that
additional factors which may affect the choice of equipment are home planninz and
arrangement, marketing practices and conditions, the preparation and serving of meals. the
entertainment practices used in the homes. the choice, construction, laundering, and care
of clothing as well u the grooming practices in the homes.

*3534. Seger, Garretta K. A study of an adequate building and a recreation
field suitable to the needs of the revised program in health and phygital-Nlucadon at the State normal school, Geneseo, New York. Doctor's, 1938. ,New York.

74 p. ms.

t.

Analyses present facilities for the health and physical education program, and
remedial plans for their correction.

suggests

3535. Sheffield, R. Monroe. Class sizes and their relation to school buildiug
planning in high- schools of more than 200 enrollment. Master's, 1938. N. 'y.
St. Coll. for Teach. 78 p. ms.

3536. Smith, Harry P. School building survey of the city of Rome.
York. Syracuse, Syracuse university, 1937. 56 p. ms.

New

Studies present school plant of Rome, and recommends changes, additions to existing
buildings, and new buildings.

3537. Smith, W. C. School building requirements for reorganized Tuscarawas county. Master'', 1938. Ohio State. 90 p. nin.
Studies the buildings in permanent school centers of Tuscarawas county, Ohio. under
county supervision. Finds that three districts of the county have adequate buildings, -and
that others require alterations and additions to their school building&

3538. Stoneman, Merle A. Standards for the small twelve-grade school
Doctor's, 1968. Nebraska.
3539. Vandennast, Florence W. The wider use of school property as a
factor in public relations. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
3540. Van Zwoll, James A. A study of the use and capacity of the instructional space facilities of tbe Ann Arbor public schools. Mister's, 1937.

building.

Michigan.

3541. Wakefield, Robert Randolph. An analysis of the physical and certain
financial facts of the school districts maintaining a standard high school in
Marion county, Oregon. Master's, 1!4:. Washington. 00 p. ms.
Finds the buildings generally deficient in both natural and artificial lighting, ventilation.
"Dound-proofing, locker facilities, fire-prevention facilities, and facilities for proper cleaning
and
tion.

8542. Woodruff, Prim% RusselL A study of various factors of youth environment in their relation to school success. Master's, 1938. Miami. 54 p. ma

Finds that the physical features of tbe environment do not have as great an effect
chool achievement as is popularly supposed.

on
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31543. Bolen, Wilber Floyd. Selection and training of Janitors. Master's,
Ohio State. 157 p. ms.

1938.

Shows tbe importance of the janitor to the school system and the former methods of

lecting janitors. Recommends that selection be based on moral and social attitude, merit,
knowledge, cooperation, and healih. Suggests the, title. of a janitorial training school.

3544. Hultgren, Loyd J. Persounel survey of the janitorial staffs in WyoLaing

schools.

er's 1938.

Wyoming.

123

p. ms.

3545. Klu- el, Sister M. Cherubim Rita. Custodial care of Catholic schools.
Fordham. 267 p. ms.
Doctor's, 1
Analyzes 150 replies to a checklist sent in by schools in the diocese of Brooklyn, showing
the type of person employed, his activities, the apparatus with which he works, his care
of the building and grounds, and his status in the school.

3546. Schepman, Marvin L. The status of janitorial service in the mailer
Oregon school systems.

Master's, 1938. Oregon.

3547. Winter, Ray Ellsworth. A study of student janitorial service in the
schools and junior colleges of California. Master's, 1938. Southern

high

California.

SOCIOLOGY, EDUCATIONAL

3548. Bagby, James Willis. The function of nationalistic indoctrination in
democratic education. Master's, 1937. Duke. 101 p. ms.
Attempts to determine in what manner and to what degree American schools should
indoctrinate in socially desirable attitudes. Suggests that the schools must be outright

propagandists for democracy; that the platform foe indoctritiation should be based on an

interpretation of the American frame of reference; that liberalism demands that this

interpretation be arrived at though tolerant discussion of conflicting points of view ; that
educators and leaders in all fields of endeavor must arrive at a common interpretation of
buic national attitudes and that this ground of common agreement should be incorporated
in the curriculum of the public schools.

3549. Bartsch, Else. Contribution to the study of parent-child relationship.
Ohio State. 49 p. ms.
3550. Barber, Everett George. A 50-year review of sociological, financial,

Master's, 1938,

and population trends la_ rural areas in 63 representative Kansas counties.
Master's, 1968.

Kansas EIL Coll.

*3551. Bonney, Merle R. Techniques of appeal and of soc#1 control. DocMenasha, Wisconsin, George Banta publishing company,

tor's, 19B4 Columbia.
1934. 372 p.

3552. Brand, Dorothy. The development of socigl services in McKees Rocks
and Stowe township. Master's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract is: University of
Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progresk, and bibliography of pu!,..
lications, 14: 423-24)

W
ti013, health, housing, and tbe use of several
Studies the fields of relief, recrea ,1101
Finds
d of education the need for vocational guidance
and Mining. pre-sebool and adult
and specialised dames for retarded children
some problems, such SA unemployment, final
and that tbe area bas attempted to
relief, and recreation, but needs additional assistance in these as well as other Gelds of
service from outside agenda&
Community fund agencies.

d

;

t355i. Browder, Walter Gordon and Longford, Linwood Everett An eco.
wink and social survey of Dinwiddie county. Charlottesville, University of
Virginia, 17. 90 p. (University of Virginia record, extension series, vol. zt
no. 4)
Gives a brief history of the county ; and discusses its natural resources, population trends
seighberbeeds and communities conuaeree and industry, agriculture, wealth, debt, and
1114424,i.
1
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taxation, schools and educational trends, standard of living, health and welfare,
problems.

and

*3554. Bruce, Zilpha Foster. The contribution of the extension housing
program to the social needs of rural families. Master's, 1937. George Washington. 71 p. ms.
Discusses the social needs of rural families as shown by their family and community
relationships; health needs In the family and in the community ; educational needs In
schools, libraries, Informal study, communication, and travel; the contribution of the
previous United States Department of agriculture extension housing program to the social
needs of rural families, and tbe possible contribution of the suggested extension housinz
program to the social needs of these 'families.

*3555 Butterfield, Oliver M. Love problems of adolescence. Doctor's, 1938.
New York, Teacher; college, Columbia university, 1939. 212 p.
(Contributions to education, no. 768r )

T. C., Col. Univ.

Analyzes data collected from 671 boys and 826 girls on various phases of boy and girl
relationships. Suggests that a considerable amount of adolescent conflict and confusion
with respect to boy and girl relationships could be eased and prevented by a more adequate
educational program within the family and through the school; that few of the problemc
presented were of a type for which there is not already considerable factual information.
and concerning which both parents and teachers could do a great deal if there
understanding cooperation ; that in the case of institutional social programs there is
oppor-

tunity for the giving of mOre attention to individual guidance in the realm of boy and

girl relationshie. :s against dependence only upon mass programs.
3556. C
s, Elizabeth Frances. The educational significance of the
youth hostel movement for the secondary schools of California. Master's, 1938.
.,

Stanford.

a557. Dawson, Leroy Lendon. The relation of unemployment to certain
types of crime in Massachusetts. Master's, 1938. Clark. (Abstract in: Clark
university. Abstracts of dissertations and theses, 1938: 141-42)

Studies the relation of certain types of crime to unemployment in Massachusetts trom
1920 to 1936. Finds a striking similarity in the trends in arrests for theft and unem
p)oyment. and that trends in juvenile delinquency follow trends for unemployment for
7 of the 9 years of the pre-depression period, but that during the period of the depression,
the number of cases of delinquency have followed a general downward trend with Jr
apparent relation to the unemployment indices.

t3558. Dearborn, Walter F. and Rothney, John W. M. Scholastic, economic, and social backgrounds of unemployed yóuth. Cambridge, Harvard
university press, 1938. 172 p. (Harvard bulletins in education, no. 20)
Analyzes replies to a questionnaire received from 1,360 young people whose records were
hn file in the Harvard growth study office, giving their employment status,
means used in

trying to obtain employment, extent of schooling, occupational training, future occupa
tional plans, previous training, attitude toward existing conditions and toward education.
Finds no real differences between the employed, irregularly employed, and unemployed in
chronological age, place of residence, occupational training, number of years of high-school
training, mean absences from school, mean tardiness while in attendance at school, mean
school marks, mean intelligence test scores, points earned in extracurricular activities,
subject fields best liked while at school, attitude toward education, skeletal development,
or anthropometric measurements. Finds significant differences between the employed and
the unemployed in ethnic origin, methods of securing employment, work for remuneration
while at school, and attendance at educational institutions beyond the high-school level.
Indicates a need for guidance, and a closer cooperation between the teachers and employers

of young people.

3559. Deemer, Albert E. A study of tbe social adjustments of 100 adolescent boys who received foster home care through the Juv Ile court of Allegheny
county. Master's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: r, liversity of Pittsburgh.
Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibli
phy of publications, 14:
428-20)
Finds, that as a group, the boys were poorly educated and needed vocational
that only 88 percent of the boys became reestablished with their families or training;
relatives

e.
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to their needing boarding home care. Shows that foster home life has a vital
the needs of many children and that the foster care agency bas a great
responsibility for their constructive development.
subt4equent

place in serving

in

3560. Douma, Frank W. A comparison of youths whose fathers are engaged
vartous occupational levels in a city of 30,000. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 42

pe ma.

3561. Ferrerio, Anthony J. Social, economic, and political concepts and
their interpretation by children. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 192 p.*rns.
Attempts to determine the more important concepts of modern social, ecdnomic, and
political life, and to discover to what extent children understand and are able to interpret
such concepts. Suggests techniques for testing children's interpretations of tbe concepts
wItich might be used with city and rural children for determining si*Ificant relationships
in children's interpretations based on socio-economic status, intelligeiwe, grade, age, sex,
and race. Suggests that the concepts be used as a check list for evaluating new publications of social science textbooks and courses of study ; that a course of study based on
the concepts might be used with an experimental group to determine to what degree there

Improvement in understanding and interpretation of the concepts after the use of
materials directly related to them; and that suitable concepts might be utilized in the
formation of an attitudes' test.
is

*3562. Flynn, Donald Joseph. A study of* 35 Worcester residents paroled
from Massachusetts state penitentiary during the year August 1, 1934July 31,
Master's, 1968. SL T. C., Fitchburg. 71 p. ms.
Presents case histories of the 35 Worcester paroled residents. Discusses treatment of
the parolee, the Massachusetts requirements for parole, the educational system in Massachusetts penal institutions. Studies the nationality, religion, socio-economic status of the
family, marital status, and educational status, intelligence, criminal record, reasons for
committing crime, and the institutional history of the parolees.
1935.

3563. Fricke, Lloyd Clifford. A study of the Works progress administration
and its influence on public recreation and physical education in the state of
Illinois.

Master's, 1938. Iowa.

3564. Gentry, Clarence H. National youth administration in Kentucky.
Master's, 1938. Peabody. 90 p. ms.
Analyzes the work 'done in Kentucky by the National youth administnation, and

101

cost.

3565. Harband, Bessie.

Some social and educational characteristics of a

group of junior high school children at the poverty level.
ford. 66 p. ms.

Master's, 1938. Stan-

.

3566. Haynes, Edward Noel. A study of the educational advantages of the
resettlement project of the Cookson Hills on the eastern Oklahoma farms. MasOkla. A. and M. Coll.
Attempts to determine to what extent better economic conditions and better school
facilities offered resettlement families would be utilized. Indicates that better economic

ter's, 1938.

conditions promote better participation in available educational facilities.

3567. Jenkins, Bertha M.. Concern of parents about family problems related
to socio-economic conditions. Master's, 1937. T. C., Col. Univ. 43 p. ms.
Analyzes 1,047 replies to a questionnaire sent in by parents in New York state dealing
with problems on health, recreation, education, Jobs for young people, housing, buying, and
family income.

3568, Lau, Kwai Cheuk. Some effects of the present economic situation ou
American youth. Master's, 1938. Stanford. 132

p. ms.

3569. LeBaron, Helen Renwick. A study of some social conditions that influence family life in Vermont Master's, 1938. Cornell. 104 p. ms.

sma Lungren, Richard. The relation between young people's work and
social change.

Master's, 1968. Union,Theological.
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3571. McCown, Jean ZdacQuarrie. Services to children in a family agency,
the Family society of Allegheny county. Master's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract
in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and
bibliography of publications, 14: 439-40)
Finds that most of the families being helped by the agency wore dependent on public
relief Or maintenance, that the children who were equally divided as to sex, ranged
in age
frodt- birth to 18 years, presenting a variety of childhood problems.
Shows that assistance
was rendered in making school adjustments adapted to the children's
Recommends that further exploration be made of the children's interests andabilities.
aptitudes; that
.educetion along the lines of habit training and prevention of illness be rendered
greater utilisation of community recreational centers would add to the children's tYat
social
and physical development ; that the children be given sex education.
3572. McCoy, Georgia France. A .study of the effects of replacements
;

in

boarding homes on dependent children in Los Angeles county. Master's, 1938
Southern California.
3573. McDonald, C. C. A study of the educational values of Buckeye' boys'
state. Master , 1938. Ohio State. 97 p. ms.
3574. Id
.sam, Julian L An analysis of the vocational situation in Lake
county, Florida. Master's, 1938. Florida.
3575. Metzger, Marie. Trends of child care in Allegheny county between
1932 and 1966. Master's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract
University of Pitts
burgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress and bibliography of
publications, 14: 443)
Discusses school services and child health as applied to the average child, and
care of
-14:

the dependent, neglected, and delinquent child.

3576. Mitchell, Eleanor. The history and development of the Girls' service
chit. Master's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh.
Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of publications, 14:

444-45)
'kJ
Shows that the club, which was started in 1924, had been designed primarily as a temporary home and shelter for teen-age girls who would be adequately cared for
observed
on a short time basis until some suitable plan could be made for them; and thatand
the
present
program is to give the girls training in home management and to help them
prepare themselves to become self-sufficient and financially independent.

3577. Montague, J. B. ,The familial, educational, and occupational status
of unemployed Nationat youth administration out-of-school workers in Colorado.
Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
8578. Morton, Mary E. A study of the leisure-time pursuits of a group of
recent Syracuse university graduates. Master's, 1938. Syracuse. 117 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the present leisure-time pursuits of 500 recent Syracuse
university
graduates; which of the interests and activities are the most popular; which of the
leisuretime pursuits were acquired during college; %hat significant differences
between
the
leisure-time pursuits ormen and those of women are found ; what leirure-time
pursuits
do
graduates wish college had offered them ; and in what ways the leisure-time
pursuits of
college graduates differ from those of a group of unselected adults.

8579. Muller, Margaret Gretche4. A study of 12 foster homes with special
emphasis on relationships between the family group and the foster child. Master's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of
theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of publications,
14: 445-46)
Shows that in -some of the foster homes relationships have been established
which are
comparable with those established by children with their own parents; that
in
some
of the
homes, the attitudes of tbe foster parents is semi-professional; that in others
casual ; and that parents in two foster homes reject the children, but have, it is mutually
had no lastingly
destructive influence on the children.

ev
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3580. Palmer, Henry Howard. Family succession in vocations. Master's,
19a Ohio State. 81 p. ms.
Discusses
choice

the history of the family, the need for guidance, trends in vocations and tbe

of vocations, and father-son succession.

3581. Patrick. Olney Morton. The economic value of vocational rehahilltationln Kentucky. Master's, 1938. Kentucky. 61 p. ms.
ompares the cost Asf training of persons through the vocational rehabilitation program
with data on the cost of living, and with maintenance of charity and public-ward cases in
institutions of Kentucky.

*3582. Schroeder, Clarence Wesley.
Doctor's, 1938. Chicago.

Divorce in a city of 100,000 population.
Peoria, Bradley polytechnic Institute library, 1939.

156 P.

Studies marriage and divorce in Peoria; the social and economic characteristics of the
city ; ecological distribution of divorce in Peoria; the effects of delinquency, age, foreign
groups, proportion of male population, birth rate, church membership, economic factors,

inter-relatedness of factors, high and low divorce rate districts; the Negro and other
districts on the divorce rate; and legal versus social and 'personal factors in divorce.

3583. Shannon, Mary A. Placement of adolescent girls as mothers' helioers
and its influence on their social adjustment, based on a study of 20 cases. *Alas1938, Boston Coll. 128 p. nm.

r's,

3584. Sibley, Eloise Pearse. A study of the vocational success of 50 unmarried mothers. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 50 p. ms.
Finds that 46 percent of them are employed in 12 occupations, nearly half d whom are
employed as maids; that they get along well with their employers and with /heir fellow
employees; that 42 percent feel thtt they are capable of holding better positions; and that
28 precent hav been married.

3585. Skutt, Charles Adelbert. A housing survey of the Clearwater elementary school district. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
3586. Small, Alice Mildred. A teen-age report of the factors of happy and
unhappy family We. Master's, 1938. Michigan.

3587. Swanson, Elmer Y. The family : the organization of a sociological unit
for instruction in secondary school& Master's, 1938. Iowa.

3588. Vetter, Mary. A follow-up study of 65- children released from St
Paul's orphanage during 1935 and 1936 under care of the Catholic charities. Master's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of
theses, research6s in progress, and bibliography or publications, 14 : 448-49)
Shows tbe need for individual treatment plans, adapted to meet the requirements of each
child in educational training, vocational guidance, institutional placements, and supervision.

3589. Von Tersch, Alfred Leo. Formal schooling of applicants for old-age
Master's, 1938. Iowa State.

assistance in Page county, Iowa.

3590. Williams, Adelaide. The social cot6equences of the coordinating
Master's, 1937. California, L. A.
Finds that coordinating councils are solving various community problems relating to
environmental influences in the lives of children; that the council is a social force in the
community regardless of its size; that its success in the adjustment of problem children,
council.

its effect on the attitude of home and neighborhood, And its effectiveness in integrating the
agencies of a community depend on leadership, participation of the leading citizens of the
community who have the authority to carry through projected plans, development of worthwhile activities based on actual community problems, and that all local groups interested

in youth be represented.
35914

Williams,

Wichita. 1 00 p ma.

Minnie /Wary.

Sociology workbook.

Master's, 1938.
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8592. Wirt, Florence Mary. An evaluation of the personal services of
the
Young women's Christian association :if Los Angeles, California, based
on a 1037
study. Master's, 1938. Southern California.

RACIAL GROUPS, EDUCATION
3593. Armack,- Clifford-M.

Educational, survey of Mexican children. Mas85 p. ms.
Presents a comparateve survey of the educational achievement of the Mexican and
English.
speaking children in Williams, Ariz., schools for 1932-37. Finds Mexican
achievement lesn.
more withdrawals, and greater retardation.
ter's, 1938.

Arizona St. T. C.

3594. Badger, Angeline. An activity program for Indian children. Master's, 1938. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts
of theses and reports for higher degrees, 1938: 23)
Describes an activity program based on the history of the Pima
and Papago Indians ag it
Air

was worked out and lived by the pupils and teacher of.the fourth grade of tbe Tucson
training school at Eseuela, Ariz.. during the year 1936-37. ShOws that the formal Indian
iwogram.
whiCh is not adequate for the white child, is less adequate
for
the
Indian
child
because
of
him home'environment and pre-school experiences;
that the children grew in knowledge gained
from books, nature, and experience, sin ability to use skills and tools,
in appreciation of
beauty, art, and their own Indian culture, and that through It they developed
strength of
character.
r
Burton, Henrietta K. The re-establishment of the Indians in their
Pueblo life through the revival of their traditional crafts: a study in home extension education. Doctor's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college,
Columbia university, 1936. 96 p. (Contributions to education, no. 673)
3596. Byrd, John M. Educational policies of the federal government toward
the Sac and Fox Indians of Iowa, 1920-21 and 1936-37, with resulting changes in
Indian educational attitudes: a study in the process of assimilation. Master's,

*3595.

et.

1938.

Iowa.

3597. Coole, Mrs. Ruth Musgrave. A comparison of Anglo-American and
LatintAmerican girls in grades 5-11, with reference to their vocational, academic,
and recreational preferences and aversions. Master's, 1938. Texas.
3598. Cooper, Marcella Ruth. A study of 59 boys known to the Jewish Big
brother association at the time of the merger with the Jewish family welfare
association. Master's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses,kesearches in progress, and bibliography of publications, 14:427-28)
Describes tile work of a specialised case-working agency doing preventive
work with the
pre-delinquent, constructive work with the delinquent, and reconstructive work
with the

boys released from a reformatory or penal institution.

?mb

'3599. Cox, Lionel Conrad. A study of the intelligence of Indian and white
children. Master's, 1938; Wyoming. 128 p. ms.

3000. Craig, Anne Ludic The performince of Mexican children on the
Leiter international performance scale.' Master's, 1938. Southern California.
3601. Doekr, Marvin Ferdinand. Problem of the elimination of Mexican
pupils from schooL Master's, 1938. Teias.

8602. Dugan, E. J. Educational development and nee
children of Eoweta, Oklahoma. Master's, 1938. Okla.

'Finds that'', he early education of the Creek Indian children
and mission schools; that later education was taken over by the
Indian boarding schools; and till since rftstebood most of the
have been attending the public scos-el with the United States

for the Creek Indian
and M. Coll.
was done by missionaries
United Stites Government
Creek children of Coweta

Government paying their
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tuition. Shows that the present educational program of the' Coweta public schools does
including more
not meet the educational needs of these children, and that a program
vocational courses and extracurricular activities should be offered to them.

Dunbar, Agnes Mary. The second-generation Chinese in New York
Chinatown
(and especially the vocational problems of the American-born
city's
females in that community). Master's, 1937. Columbia.
3604. Ellis, Phyllis. A comparative study of two methods of teaching retarded first-grade Mexican children to read English. Master's, 1938. South.
Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university. Abstracts of theses,
3C.303.

1939:12-13)
Describes an experiment conducted with first-grade Mexican children in a Dallas, Tex
determine whether or not children who had learned to read Spanish mach, fewer

school .to

failures

in learning to read Englrsh than did children who did not have that ability.

3805.

Flanagan, Gertrude C. A study of the dietary habits of three geneta-

Finds that the retarded Mexican children in this school who had learned to read their own
language first made greater progress in learning to read English than those who had not
acquired that skill.

Master's, 1938. Oklahoma. 76 p. ms.
families in each of three generations of full
homemaking
practices
of
33
Studies the
blood Cherokee Indians, coverink a generation with practically no schooling, one which had
attended school put had no homemaking training, and the modern generation which had
attended school ond had homemaking instruction. Finds a definite improvement in dietary
habits and living conditions of the modern generation which indicates a carry-over of
homemaking training as taught in the Indian schools.
3806. Freeman, George Haywood. A comparative investigation of the school
dons of eastern Cherokee Indians.

achievement and socio-economic background of the Japanese American students
and the white-American students of Gardena high school. Master's, 193S. Southern California.

3607. Graham, Leon R. A comparison of the English-speaking and Latin
American students in the Metcedes, Texas, sctools. Master's, 1938. South.
Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university. Abstracts of theses,
.

1939:13-14)
Compares scholastics and enrollment, withdrawn and overage students, attendance, and
academic progress of English-speaking and Latin American pupils in the Mercedes schools,
based on school records. Finds that there were 2.792 scholastics in the Mercedes school
district during 1937-38, of whom 768 were English-speaking, and 2,024 were Spanish
speaking children ; that 9 English-speaking children and 152 Latin American children left
school to work; that less than 15 percent of the Latin AmeTicans were the normal age for the
grade in which they were enrolled, while 64 percent of thelAngltsh-speaking children were of
normal age ; that the English-speaking children haft the better academic records except in
"-t4he high schools where the English-speaking girls lanked first, the Latin American bop
second, the English-speaking boys third, and the Latin American girls fourth. Indicate*
that the English-speaking children had better home conditions, and participated in schoo,
life and extracurricular activities much more than did the Latin Americans.
.

_

3608. Hodges, Lydia Herrera. A study of the reading ability of Me eat
children in relation to their socio-economic status. 'Master's, 1938. South s1
Texas St. T. C.

37 p. ms.
pritiary
reading test, type 1, the Sims score card for socio-economic status
Uses the Gates
form C, to measure the reading ability and socia-ecgnomic status of 145 first-grade Mexicat
children in four representative schoolb in San AntQfrio, Tex.
.

3809. Holley, Tom. The educational stitus of the public schools in Karnes
Jim Wells, and Brooks counties, Texas. :Master's, 1937. South, Methodist. (Ab
stract in: Southern Methodist university. Abstracts of. theses : masters' degree
in the Graduate school, no. 5 : 9)
Finds that more than 50 percent of the scholastics of the three counties are of Mexicat
Parentage, and approximately one-sixth are of Polish, Bohemian, and German descent ; tha
4

0.
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Brooks county makes no provision for the transportation of school
; that the most
poorly trained teachers are found in Brooks county, a few schoolschildren
taught by Mexionn
teachers, and the training of teacher's ranges-from no college work are
to a master's degroe
that in this area many 'overage children are found in the primary grades
per grade, in some cases, is from 6 to 16 years, inclusive; that investments ; that this rauge
and expenditures
per child vary greitly among counties and school districts
and eien within school districts.

3610. Irish, Betty H. Reading for first-grade Mexican children.
T. C. 132 p. ms.

Mast,

Presents a method for concurrent development of oral and reading
English
with Mexican first-grade children.

v0(101118614

1938. Arizona St.

3611. Johnson, Coral Gilmore. The effectiveness of sight singing'
instruction for Mexican and Negro children. Master's, 1938. Southern
California.
4612. Kaderli, James Nicholas. A study of Mexican education in
Atuscos8
county with special reference to Pleasanton elementary sehool. Master's, 18.

Texas.

a

3613. Kay, Grace M. Personality differences in children ot Polish,
Italian,
Jewish, and American born' parents. Mastei's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll. for
Teach.

40 p. ms.

3614..kelley, Valter Keith. Educational policy of the Federal government
with iiefereve to the perpetuation of indigenous culture. Master's, 1938.
Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado. Abstracts of theses
and report for
higher degitis'i, 1938: 81)
Sfudies the educational policy u it tended to suppress
preserve culture traits of the
Indian in government boarding or day schools. Shows or
that the early policy alined at
Christianishig and civilising the Indians anA tended to suppress the deveIopmtnt
of their
native colture; that the use of Indian language and the practice of
their
religious
and
social customs were discouraged and sometimes forbidden ; that a concerted
effort is now
being made

to perVetuate Indian culture by stimulating interest, and developing
the abilities
Ian children"- who attend government schools ; that the encouragement
of native
cultu reaches out into tbe field of adult education and is extended
by legislature to protect
arts and crafts workers ; and that racial continuity- seems to be assured
through health
service and education, and there is every indication that much of the
indigenous culture
will survive.

of i

3615. Leiter, Russell G. A comparative study of the general intell
gen
Caucasian, Chinese, and Japanese children as measured by the Leiter int(
tional performance scale. Doctor's, 1938: Southern California.

.

of
la

Describes an experiment in *bleb nonlanguage mental testi,
uninfluenced by the cultural
or linguistic background of 'the three races, were administered to Caucasian
children
between the ages of 3 and 12 years, 11 months, and to Japanese and Chinese
children between 3 and 16 years, 11 months. Finds that the Caucasian children
ranked firstein general
intelligence and reached mental maturity 2 years earlier than do Oriental
children.

3616. Mendenhall, Warren O. A corfiparative study of achievement and
ability of the children hi two segregated Mexican schools. Master's, 1938.
Southern California.
361/. bliyamoto, Shichiro. A study of the Japanese
language ability of the
and third generation Japanese children in a 'Honolulu Japanese school.
Master's, 1937. Hawaii.
Necong

3618. Munoz, Rosalio F. The relation pf bilingualism to verbal
intelligence
and social adjustment among Mexican cbil4ren in the Salt Rkver
valleytArizona,
Master's, 1938. Arizona St. T. C., Tempe.
p. m&
Studies 177 sixth- and seventh-grade children in four schools typical of
other schools in
the locality, who were given tests to measure bilingualism, verbal
intelligence, social adjustment, and socio-economic status. Sham( that the Mexican children suffer
a more
severe language handicap than other groups.; that all of the children used in
the study
showed a deficiency in verbal intelligence, social adjustment, and
socio-economic -status.
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Finds no Relationship between bilingualism and verbai intelligence, socio-economic status,

or social adjustment.

3619.

Nunn, Louise Virginia. A comparison of the social situation of two

isolated Indian groups in northern North Carolina.

Master's, 1937. Columbia.
3820. Olson, Ingeborg K. The possibilities of an educational program for
improving Navaho weaving. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. 59 p. ms.
'studies the historical background, and curreyt weaving practices of the Navaho Indians,

and presents an outline of desirable practices, and a series of modifications of Indian
designs adaptable to modern demands.

3621. Perry, Neal C. An investigation of certain aspects of the social economic, and educational status of second-generation Chinese and Japanese graduates of the high schools of Fresno, California. Master's, 1938. Southern California.

3622. Pugh, William Richard. A study of the growth of Japanese boys
from

42 s.orthern California high schools over a tiw-yeer period. Master's, 1938.
,\
64 p. ms.

Stanford.

t
36Z. Rabin, Florence. A, study of adult Jewish eduotion prorrams

in

Jewish community centers, New York City. Master's, 1937. Grad. Sch. for Jewish
Soc. Work. ( 130 p. ms.

3824. Rafter, Charlotte. The role of the Jew in America's making.
Boston Univ. 142 p. ms.
Discusses current prejudice against the Jews,

Mas-

ier's, 1938.

,

I.

nd traces their history in the United

States from the discovery of America to date. Desc ibes the practice of lijniting the number
ssional schools, and the difficulty they
experience in securing employment after graduation.

of Jews admitted to the various colleges and pr

3625. Schuiling, John T.
Indian schools.

A study of community relationships in Minnesota
79 p. rns.

Master's, 1938. Peabody.

Indicates that Minnegotit Indian schools are engaged in numerous activities which contribute to the educational, material, and social. well-being of the community; thdt there 1,4
no unanimity as to which types of activitits are best suited to Indian schools ; that the

patrons of these schools feel that the program should be expapded; and that the major
obstacles to sponsoring an extensive program of community activities are a lack of ad
school plant facilities, and the small number of suitably trained teaching personne

uate

3626. Shapiro, Joseph. Education among early Hebrews with emphasis on
Talmudic period. Doctor's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Ablieract in: University of
Pittsburgh. Abstractssof theses, researches in 'progress, and bibliography of
publications,' 14 : 249-54 )
Analyses the educational principles of the early Hebrews as handed down bt tbe doctors
of the Talmud and other early Rabbinicliterature, being concerned chiefly with the systeni of education prevalent in those days and the development of the various schools existing
prior to and during the Talmudic period. Shows that the home was the forerunner of the
child's more formal education; that at the age of 6 the child entered the elementary school
where he was instructed in the Scriptures, reading, composition, writing, aifd grammar ; that
students attended the secondary school from 10 to 15 yews of age, where the Mishna was
the dk subject skudied ; that the student enlyred the academy on graduating film the
secondary school an studied Hebrew classics, o'beervatkme of the scribes and of the Bible,
mathematic*. and the sciences of the day ; that the Prophet schools and the School of the
scribes were among the earliest Hebrew instituttons for higher learning; that teaching
was regarded as the noblest career one could follow ; that much attention was given to the
private instruction of girls with emphasis placed on domestics, industrial occupations,
religion, mainers, and morals.

3627. Whitwell, Inez Margaret. A homemaking program for Mexican girls
who will be unable to attend high school.

Master's, 1938. Southern California.

6'
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3628. Abernathy, Aulette D. A study of the socio-economic status
and
.x)mprehengion of high-school pupils. Master's01938. Kansas. 54 p. ms.
Studies 40 Negro students in the tenth grade of a high school in Kansas
City, Kane
wbo ranked highest in performance on the Kuhlmann-Anderson
test
of
mental
Finds that the correlations between IQ and reading, and grade points and atility.
ab:.entees
show more substantial or marked relation than the
correlations between socio.economic
status and these measures.
.

3629. Armstrong, Byron K.
grams for Negroes.

Factors in the formulation of collegiate

pro-

Doctor's, 1938. Michigan. 125 p. ms.
Traces the development of Negro higher education; statistic& data of the Negro
Conri.
employment trends of the graduates of a typical Negro vocational
college ; employm..n!
trends of Negro college graduates in New York city ; employment trends
graduates as indicated by data from tbe files of the placement bureaus of Negro ceilf.g,
Negro liberal arts colleges; and factors as determined by the objectives of three typical
and contents of
Negro college curricula both past and present. Finds
that. the curriculum of the av..rne
Negro college should be of a vocational nature adapted
to the capacities of the student!
which it serves ; that the liberal arts college should
expand the social sciences in the curriculum to fit the social and economic needs of the
race; that tbe standards 9,t work in
the Negro colleges should be raised and should be kept
on the collegiate level; that tho
personnel program should be developed ; that problems arising from
the urbanization of tbe
race should be presented and the difficulties encountered by Negroes
in large cities be
made clear, and Negroes encouraged to remain in tbe
South where greater opportunity apparently exists ; that vocational guidance should extend to the placement
of students :Ind
to the exploration of possible new fields of occupational opportunity.
3630. Begel, Jesse H. Progress. of Negro school children
in the public schools
of Pilesgrove township, New Jersey. Master's, 1938. Temple. 58
p. ms.

3631. Bell, William McNeil. The sociological contributions Of
physical
education to the needs of the Negro. Master's, 1937. Ohio State.
93 p.
Discusses the socio-economic status of the Negro in
America, the characteristics

of
general education, occupations in which Negroes predominate,
unemployment aMong Neg!ot.s.
housing problems of the race, juvenile delinquency
and crime among Negroes. the ,.-duca
tional and health status of the 'race. Shows the value of
physical education in citizenship
trilnIng, in improvement in health and health habitè, and
in socittl training through
organized and free play, recreation, and athletics.

'3632.

Binfprd, George Haywood. A study of discipline in the Negro schools
of Buckingham county, Virginia. Master's, 1938.
Hampton. 60 p. Ens.
Describes the Negro schools of Buckingham county and the dIsCiplinari
practices in
these schools. Recommends that principals and teachers
study the problem of dkciplint.
in their individual schools In order that MI may remove tbe
some other method of punishment be substituted for corporal cause of the problems : that
by the majority of principals ; that forced apoicigies be abolished punishment which k used
studied to determine whether or not it is effective; that the; that the-use of detention
assignment of additional
o. rk be abolished as a form of punibhment
because.eof the bad effect it has on the pupils;
that buildings and surroundings be improved as a means of
eliminating causes of many
disciplinary problems ; and that parents and teachers mold sentiment
against such contributing causes of disciplinary problems as illicit liquor making and selling.
3633. Boyd, Laurence Eugene. A study of the personnel in the
Negro secondary schools in North Carolina for the school year 1937-38. Doctor's, 1938. Iowa.
(Abstract in: University of Iowa. Series on aims and progress of research, no.

57)
Studies age, training, experience, tenure, saPary, and subjects taught by
superintendents.
.principals, and teachers. Indicates a satisfactory training. a long experience
for superintendents and principals, a reasonably long experience for teachers;
a
long
tenure
for the
superintendents ; and a reasonably long tenure for the principals and teachers; an unsatisfactory salary scale for all three groups of persognel ; a need for
a teacher-training
program which Is#111 more adequately equip teachers to teach in the
numerous smaller Negro
high schools by 'providing academic training in a major subject and
two minor subjects,
or by providing composite majors and minors.
q.
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3624. Brice, Maryann. Vocational adjustment of 101 Negro high-scho
graduates in Allegheny county. Master's, 193S. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: Ur
versity of ;Pittsburgh. Ab Ai cts of theses, researches in progress, and bib
ography of pablications, 14: ..4-25)
Studies the vocational adjustment of 101 Negro gradtiates of the Schenley high sell(

It

as shown by a study of their family hackgrounes, tt!pir school histories. and their vocation

adjustments. Shows that tbe graduates live In congested and transition areas: that tho
employment was mostly menial that their general attitude seemed to he a pasive acceT
finer

of what they consider a racial handicap : that their intellizence ratings indicat

that they were of atneast average ability : and that many of them questioned the val
of their high-school training as their earnings ww relatively low, although in proporti,
to their jobs.

3635. Briscoe, Mineola I. A study of the living conditions nrnoug Negroes
Wagoner county, Oklahoma, as a basis for home economics instruction. Master
1938. Iowa.
6

Codwell, John E. The status of physical education for boys in ti
state accredited Class A high schools for Negroes in Texas. Master's, ifK
3636.

Michigan.

*3637. Cooper, Russell S. Educational services for out-of-school Negro you
in North Carolina. Master's, 193S. Hampton. 41 p. rns.
Attempts to determine the degree. causes, and probable remedies for thee failure of sock
in North Carolina to provide for Nezro youth between 14 and 21 years. Finds that t
number of Negro youth in North Carolina who are out of school is greater than the numt
in school; that they are increasing in numbers ; that the schools which are available
Negroes are not adequate for their needs; that .opportunities for informal educatior
advantages arr few ; that the young people stay out of sch.lol because the school curiict
are not adapted to their needs; that the practices of society are far apart froni tbe precc
of schools; that youth serving movements do not provide full educational service to Neg
youth; and that a. good plan for educating Negrn youth informally must be a part of
living situation normal to the race.
3638. Daniels, Virginia Romona McDonald. Attitudes affecting the occur

tional affiliation of Negroes. Doctor's. 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: Ut
versity of tPittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bib
ography of publications, 14,: 59442)
Attempts to determine the extent of iitrious attitudes which have been alleged to con
tipn the occupational affiliation of Negroes in different sections of the country. in segregat

schools and in mixed schools; and to obtain patterns of solution or evaion of the prt
lem in different sections of the country and in segregated and In mixed schools. Finds
similarity between the attitudes and practices of the North and.the South : that attitue
of the Negro students and tbe guidance officers seem to blb the direct result of the existi
economic order; that there are marked differences between Negroes and whites enrolled
the commercial curriculum and in the general curriculum: that the policy of guidance
Norrnern *hools seems to be more of evasion than of an attempted solution of the pn
lemt ; and that guidance programs haves not been developed in Southern Negro schools
the same extent as they have been in the Northern schools studied.
Imp

3639. Drake, Joseph F. Oecupationar interests and opportunities as c
terminants in the construction of curricula for a Negro land-grant collel
Doctor's, 1938.

Cornell.

3640. Duncan, Catherine W. A survey of the separate elementary schools f
Negroes in the State of New Mexico. Master's, 1938. New Mexico. 106 p. n
3641. Eilers, W. A. Negro education in Lavaca county. Master's, 19:
Soothwest Texas St. T. C. 86 p. ms

91

Burveye Negro education in Lavaca count's' from its beginning in 1870 to 1988. Fir
that Negro children are offered approximately one-half the educational opportunit
afforded the white scholastic&

4101111119
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3642. Eustace, Stella Jeanne. The
present status of extracurricular actkLities in the secondary schools for Negroes in the
State of Texas. Master's, 193s.
Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado
studies. Abstracts of theses
and reports for higher degrees, 1938: 53-54)
Indicates that rapid progress is being made in
the introduction of extracurricular activities into Negro high schools in Texas; that
a gradual establishment of activities is more,

desirable than a superimposed program which does
pupil loads of teachers have a significant bearing not consider local needs; that heavy
upon extracurricular programs that
there is greater interest and achievement in
time for them during the school day ; that theextracurricular activities in schools that allot
and administration of club and
musical activities seem to be superior to thoseorganisation
of other activities; and that more actio
interest manifested by superintendents and principals
would probably result in more extensive activity in many of the schools,
;

'3643. Faulkner, Isaac Devereaux. A study of the
high-school achievement
of a group of =5 Negro boys and girls admitted
at the end of the first term of the
eighth grade as compared with the high-school
achievement of' a group of pupils
admitted at the end of the second term of the eighth
grade during 1933-191.16,
inclusive, in the Booker T. Washington high school,
Norfolk, Va. Master's, 1937.
Hampton. 76 p. MS.
Attempts to determine whether the practice of skipping
the last
of the eighth grade
to the pupils in making satisfactory adjustment to%half
the
high schooL Com
pares the percentage of promotions or failures of the
and the normal pupils:
compares the quality of their work, their attendance,accelerated
character ratings. Indicates
that the accelerated child will succeed in the majorityand
of cases; after having skipped a
half grade, but that tbe child of normal intelligence
would hardly succeed after skipping
a half year of work. Recommends that provisions be
made for covering the essentials
missed in such fundamental subjects as arithmetic, reading,
and English.
is a handicap

3644.

Felder, Idus Derrell, jr. Recent tiends * teacher
personnel

in the
Negro schools of Georgia. Master's, 1938.
Georgia. 36 p. ms.
Attempts to determine whether improvement in quality
corresponds with increase in the
personnel of Georgia's Negro public schools from 1932-1938.
using certification status and
length 'of college training as criteria. Shows that the
amount of college training is more
than keeping pace with the increase in personnel.
*
'3645. Fountain, Hilda Hayes. Student elimination
in Person county training school : causes and proposed remedies.
Master's, 1938. Hampton. 41 p. ms.
Studies the socio-economic status of the Negroes in Person
county, N. C., and the reasons
for the elimination of students from the high schooL Finds
that
education of the parents, occupations of the parents, and broken socio-economic status,
elimination of students; that the students were poorly prepared homes had no effect on
retarded, tending to cause them to leave school; that irregularfor high school and were
attendance was a main
cause of elimination, as was an overloaded schedule. Recommends,
the inauguration of
a better organized guidance program, reducing the student
load from five to four subjects.
lowering the achievement requirements in subjects, 'extending
the curricula to include
more health and vocational courses, and improving teaching procedure
in dealing with
retarded students.

a646. Gallagher, Buell G. American caste and the Negro college.
Doctor's.
T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Columbia university press, 1938.
463 p.

1938.

Attempts to understand more adequately the meaning of democracy
as applied to American society, particularly as applied to the relationship of racial
groups,
as worked out in educational procedures at the college level. Infers.thatand specifically
there need tw
no fundamental difference between the colleges best suited to Negroes
and
the
colleges best
suited to white students; that there are points at which the segregated
college
will differ
from the non-segregated college in emphasis and in procedure; and that
the segregated col
lege which makes appreciable progress in solving the problem of how to
become socially
effectiie will make a significant contribution to higher education in
general.

8647. Harris, Nelson H. An analysis and appraisal of North
Carolina's
provisions for furnishing teachers for her Ne)efti secondary schools.
Doctor's;
1938

Michigan.

.
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3648. Hill, Lester V. A follow-up study of the graduates of three Nel
trade training institutions of Virginia for the period 1927-1937. Master's, lu
Michigan.

3649. Himes, Joseph Sandy. The Negro delinquent in Columbus, 111
Doctor's, 1938. Ohio State. (Abstract in: Ohio state university. Abstra
of

doctoral dissertations, no. 26:93-100)
Analyses the history of the delinquent Negro family,

and shows the process of cult
transmission and the controlling role of the cultural heritage in determining and shar
behavior. Shows that the cultural heritages transmitted to the children of the fan
through family. play groups, neighborhood and community control, mould, and shape
personality structure, the customary modes of behavior, and the value and attitude syst1
for all.

3650. Israel, Isaiah. The attitudes and interest); of Negroes toward requii
physical education at West Virginia state college. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
3631. JacksOn, Reid Ethelbert. A critical analysis of curricula for educat
secondary school teachers in Negro colleges of Alabama. Doctor's, 1937. 0
State, (Abstract in: Ohio state university. Abstracts of doctors' dissertatio
no. 25: 179-86)

surveys the present status and needs of secondary education for the Negro in Alabal
analyses the present aims in Negro teacher-training institutions. Develops a reconstruc
philosophy, based on the democratic conception in education, for Negro teacher-train
institutions; and formulates criteria for evaluating a democratic program bf teacher edi
tion. Finds a need for increased facilities for secondary education, especially in the rl
areas; for better prepared teachers with higher salaries, longer school termA, and incres
and modern equipment ; for a reconstructed curriculum to mi)re nearly meet the individ
and community needs of the pupil; and for more attention to be given to vocational
grams in occupations in which Negro high-school graduates are apt to be employed.

3652. Jacob, Joseph Simeon. A comparative study of the incidence of
sanity among Negroes and whites. Master's, 1938. Georgia. Athens, UniverF
of Georgia, 1938. 77 p. (Bulletin of the University of Georgia, vol. 38, no.
Phelps-Stokes fellowship studies, no. 14)
Attempts to discover the relative incidence of insanity among Negroes, as shown
reports of the state hospitals in Georgia, Alabama, Illinois, and the United States cer
summaries as compared with the incidence among whites within the same areas; and
determine the influence of environment. marital status, chronological age. economic
educational status on the patients. Finds that Alabama has approximately 10 percent
first admissions than Georgia, andi=is has more than four times as many ; Georgia
Alabama have nearly the same avera
umber of readmissions; that Georgia and Alabs
have a larger number of rural than of urban admissions, and Illinois and the United SU
have a larger number of urban than of rural admissions; that more single men and E
tied women are admitted to insane institutions; that first admissions in Georgia
Alabama are younger than in Illinois and the United States as a whole; that the rat
admissions classified as illiterate is high in Georgia and Alabama, and is much higher
Negroes than for whites.

3653. Jenkins, Samuel Martin. A study of 10 years of social and edu
tional work among the Negroes of Hartford. Master's, 1938. Hartford.
t3654. Johnson, Charles S. The Negro college graduate. Chapel 11111,
versity of North Carolina press, 1938. 399 p. (Fisk university)

T.

Attempts to ascertain the number, distribution, and occupational adjustment of the Nt
graduates of colleges and professional and vocational schools; to provide an analysis

some of the Important social factors determining the present number and status of tl

graduates; to teat the value of measures and methods employed in the higher educatior
this group; and to lay a factual basis for the further study and planning of program
advanced education with some reference to tbe social and cultural problems which conti
to be a part of Negro life.

155108-40--23
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366. Jones, Henry Smith. An analysis of the disabilities of 65

seventh

and eighth grade Negro pupils in reading and arithmetic. .Master's, 1938. Wittenberg. 80 p. ms.
Finds that pupils in both grades had many faulty habits in reading and in arithmetic
and that a program of remedial teaching, when properly organized and followed up, yipidg
marked improvement in the basic skills in both reading and arithmetic.

*3656. Jones, Walter Benson. A study of the graduates of Douglas high
school, Sulphur Springs, Texas, 1924-1937, with a view to curricular revision
along vocational lines. Master's, 1938. Hampton. 71 p. ms.
Shows the necessity of vocational training for the studeves of this high school so that
they may It better prepared for employment after graduation under a more equitable wage
stindard. Recommends that courses in homemaking and agriculture be added to the curriculum immediately. and that vocational guidance be given in the high school. Suggests a
number of industrial courses to be added to the curriculum in order to raise the standards
of wages and of living for the Negroes in this community.

3657. Keith, Ethel Hannah. The home and social background of the women
students at Samuel Houston college for Negroes during 1937-38. Master's, 1938.
Kank St. Coll.
Recommends that the home economics program he planned and carried out more in relation to the background and the actual needs of the students ; that the program should train
for better use of leisure time ; that some training should be provided for students who earn
their money by working in their homes ; that more instruction shonld be given on family
relationships, personal and family finances, the use of time and energy. and standards in
performing various borne activities; and that training for leadership should be °a definite
part of the home economics Program-

3658. Lane, C. S. The place of home economics in the curriculum for women
of Houston college for Negroes. Master's, 1937. Iowa State.
Analyzes replies to a questionnaire answered by Negro high school pupils, women students,
local alumnae, and noncollege homemakers in Houston, Tex. Recommends that all girls in
Houston college have couraes in family relationships, foods, care of the house, clothing, and
income management ; that vocational needs of students and alumni be cared for through
advanced courses in foods, clothing and income management, and teacher training; and that
the institution offer certain non-college home economics courses to homemakers.

*3659. Lee, William Edward. A study of drop-out students in the colored
high school of Madisonville, Ky., 1931-1937. Master's, 1938. Hampton. 16g

p.

AttemPts to determine the extent and cau'aes of elimination from each grade, studying
especially the effects of age. subject difficulty. and attendance on the problem. Discusses the
vocational distribution of graduates of tbe high school, and the tendency of graduates to go
to college.

3660. Lewis, Daniel Webster. Comparative achievement of Negro pupils of
normal age-grade status. Master's, 1938. Kansas. 61 p. ms.
Studies 234 puiiiis defined as of normal age in grades 1 to 6, inclusive, and finds that

these pupils of normal grade and chronological age have IQ's from 4 to 10 points lower than
the average of American children of similar ages; that these Negro children equalled or
surOassed the achievement test norms in most of the tests taken ; and that only in arithmetig
reasoning was there a definite falling below the standardised lest norm&

3661. Lewiss Vernon Gordon. Printing opportunities for Negroes in the
United States. Master's, 1938. Ohlo State. 69 p. ma.
Finds that in most localities Negroes are barred from printing unions; that their chances
of obtaining eniployment in 'union concerns are remote; that non-union employers are only
moderately favorable to the employment and apprenticing of Negroes; and that a limited
number of Negroes can obtain employment in Negro concerns. Recommends that guidance
concerning the printing industry be made available to students; that white publishers who
are favorable to tbe employment and apprenticing of Negroes be contacted ; and that the
larger Negro printing plants be requested to give apprentice training to Negro youth.

3662. Lucas, Ruby X. A comparative study of attitudes of two groups

Negro college students. Master's, 1038. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia.
8

69 p. ms.

of

RACIAL GROUPS

EDUCATION

3663. McDonough, Aurora E. The change in relationship between ed
tional achievement and mental age for Negro children in the District of Co tun
Master's, 1938. Catholic Univ. 36 p, ms.
St oldies 181 children in four schools in four different locations, using three Inteilli
and three achievement tests for each pupil. Finds that the pupils who advanced fs
had a higher mental age and made higher scores on the achievement tests.

3684. Marcus, Roslyn C. Practices in the administration of extracurric
activities in the secondary schools for Neiroes in the State of Alabama. Ma SI
1938.

Michigan.

3665. Matthews, Joseph A. A survey of physical education in the N
schools of southeastern Kentucky.

Master's, 1938.

Michigan.

'36661 Meece, Leonard Ephraim. Negro education in Kentucky : a Corn'
tive study of white and Negro education on the elementary and secondary sc
levels. Doctor's, 1938. Kentucky. Lexington. University of Kentucky,
180 p.
(Bulletin of the Bureau of school service, vol. 10, no. 3)
Compares elementary and secondary schools for Negroes and white children as to al

:

bility, accessibility, length of term, adequacy of buildings and equipment, preparation
experience of teachers, salaries paid for instructional services in the Negro schools at
the white schools, and compares Negro and white schools as to efficiency of instruct
service.

3667. Moats, Irene Eno la Chilton. A comparative study of the majoi
terests and activities of Negro high-school graduates and non-graduates in
rison county, West Virginia. Master's, 1938. Ohio Univ. 86 p. ms.
.

Compares 208 Negroes who graduated between 1920 and 1936 with 250 non-graduates
were enrolled in the high school from 1916 to 1936. Finds that of the graduates 14 pc
graduared from college or university. and 31 percent attended college for periods of
one semester to three semester& Finds the high-school graduates superior to the
graduateg in their mode of living; that graduates were employed in 16 occupations
non-graduates in 23 occupations, with '26 percent of the graduates and 39 percent of the
Faduates unemployed ; that the wages of both groups were low ; that the graduates te
iv remain in their jobs for a longer time than non-graduAtes; that graduates partici!

Tore leisure-time activities than did the non-graduates, due largely to lack of avai
that graduates read more than non-graduates, that character education and citizei
training were considered by the parents of both groups of students the most valuable But
taught in the schools. Recommends that in the revision of the curriculum for the se
of tl* county, the needs of pupils not planning to continue tht ir educations should be
sidered ; that vocational training be 'offered; that closer school and community relation
be established ; that the schools provide opportunities for lefsure-time activities.
in

ity

366. Morgan, Leon Augustus. A study of pupil participation

in sc

in the Negro high schools of Texas accredited by Southern associatio
and secondary schools. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
3069. Nicholas, James F. The present status of the principals in the
credited Negro high schools in Virginia. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
3670. O'Connor, Cecili X. A Negro Catholic parish a study of the pa
of St. Mark the Evangelist in its religious, educational, and social aspects. I
ter's, 1937. Fordharn. Abstract in: Fordham university. Dissertations acee
for higher degrees in the Graduate school, 1938: 93)
eont i
eolle

:

Depicts the work of two religious orders in a joint missionary effort to eyangelize
educate members of the colored race ; to aid the progress of Catholicism in Harlem
remove the general misunderstanding of the spiritual and cultural attainments of the NE
and to promote a more truly Christian and Catholic attitude toward the member
9
that race.

367'1. Owen, Ross C. Leisure-time actIvIt1es tif the American Negro p
to the Civil War. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
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3672. Peebles, E. M. Certain home and community conditions of rural
Negries in Arkansas as a basis for improving the home economics program at
the secondary level. Master's, 1937. Iowa State.
Finds poor home equipment and crowded living space, a low income which was not wisely
sanitary facilities, and meager social and recreational advantages typical of

used, poor
the group.

3673. Pemberton, Zelda

C.

Comparison of white and Negro education

North Carolina. Master's, 1938. New York. 70 p. ms.

3674. Porter, Betty. The history of Negro education in Louisiana.

ter's, 1938. Louisiana State. 128 p. ms.

in

.11-is-

Covers the period from 1727. when the Ursuline nuns came to New Orleans, to 1937.
Finds that the numerous and wealthy class of tree Negroes in Louisiana educated its
children, as did the whites, by employing private tutors or sending the children to schools

in France ; that convents and secular schools were established exclusively for this class of
Negro children.; that the first free school for colored children was founded in New Or leani
In 1874 by a free Negro woman ; that higher education for Negroes in Louisiana began in
1869 with the foundi9itof schools by religious agencies; and that Negro education in
Louisiana, while still loaving much to be desired, has been remarkable.

3675. Powell, Clyde Mart. Curriculum needs of Negro schools in Yazoo
county, Mississippi. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 82 p. ms.
Finds that health educational and vocational training should be emphasized in the

curricula of these schools.

"Nr.

3676. Soifer, Meyer W. A comparison of the mental and physical abilities
of white and Negro children. Master's, 1938. Temple. 68 p. ms.
Tests 391 children 14 years of age, and finds the white children mentally superior
colored children, and colored children superior to white children in physical ability.

to

3677. Taylor, Charlotte A. A study of the contribution of the Presbyterian
church in the United States to the life of the Negro woman of the South. Master's, 1938. Biblical Seminary. 147 p. ms.

3678. Terrell, Wendell P. A study of the employment of the graduates of
10 Negro high schools of Texas. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. 79 p. ms.
Finds that the schools have not provided proper vocational training in the fields in which

Negroes were employed.

3679. Wide, Sister X. Angela. A study of the social, economic,. religious,
educational, and psychological background of the Catholic Negro pupils of the
Immaculate Conception scOool, Charlestown, South Carolina. Master's, 1938
Villanora. 95 p. ms.
3680. Wallace, Janye Belle. Dominant factors in the development of the
Alexander Street school for colored elementary pupils, Charlotte, North Carolina
1918-1937. Master's, 1937. Michigan.
3681. Walls, Jean H. A study of the Negro graduates of the University ot
Pittsburgh for die decade 1928 to 1938. Doctor's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstrael
in: University of Pittelburgb. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and
bibliography of publications, 14: 312-21)
Studies the socio-economic background of the parental and present homes of 78 of the
102 graduates, facts about their undergraduate student life, and their reactions to their

undergraduate student experiences ai the University of Pittsburgh. Shows that the Negro
students studied were handicapped by poverty ; emphasises the need for mutual helpfulness
between the faculty and the minority group students; the effect of race prejudice on the
university life of the student& Finds that the group as a whole has an unusual belief in
education; that the Negro student is influenced by the theory of a t;ollege education for all
who wish it ; that because it is difficult to attain, it is all the more desirable ; and that he
believes It to be potent in breaking down racial barriers. Recommends a study of the relationships between minority groups in other large universities for better understanding and
adjulltment&

EXCEPTIONAL GROUPS

34

3682. Westmoreland, Antoinette HutchingEr. A study of requests for sp4
clalized services directed to the Urban league of Pittsburgh, Master's, 1931
Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, n
searches in progress, and bibliography of publications, 14: 450-51)
Describes the visiting teacher program carried on among the Negroes of Pittsburgh froi
1987, when it was taken over by the Board of Public education.

1921 to

3683. White, Delbert Wayman. A study of intramural programs in Negr
colleges.

Master's, 1938. Iowa.

3684. Williams, Georgia Mae. A study of the adaptation of the curriculut
to Negro pupils in public secondary schools. Master's, 1938. Southern Cal
fornia.

3

3685. Williams, Leonora Barbara. Relationship ef certain factors to supet
stitious beliefs of Negro and white high-school students of Texas. Master's, 110
Colorado. (Abstract in.e.a University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of thpse
and reports for higher degrees, 1938: 150-51)
Describeé an experiment conducted with 300 Negro pupils and 300 white pupils at Mexh
Tex.. to determine the relationship between extent of superstitious beliefs and such factor
as age, grade, sex, intelligence, and race. Finds that children are more superstitious durin
early adolescence than they are later ; that girls are more superstitious than boys; ths
tentb-grade pupils are less superstitious and have higher IQs than those of any othe

grade; that pupils with highebt superstition scores have lowest IQs-, and that there
variation in superstition scores of Negro pupils than of white pupils.

I

more

3686. Womble, Charles, W. Extracurricular activities in the county big
schools for Negroes of Virginia. Master's, 1938. Michigan.

EXCEPTIONAL CROUPS
3687. Dittemore, Lester Carson. Some personality traits of atypical chil
iren. Master's, 1938.

Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 59 p. ms.

3688. Franklin, Margaret C. Coordination of effort for the exceptiona
stimol child in Knoxville, Tennessee

Master's, 1938. Tennessee.

113 p. ms.

Studies the number, location, and provisions for the diagnosis, therapy, and curricula
adjustment of white children of elementary school age.. Offers var4ous types and schem(
of coordination to meet the need for a unified program of records, resehrch, and planninl

3689. Nichols, Walter S. Meeting the needs of the atypical child in th
elementary school.

Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
GIFTED

*3690. Blair, Glenn Myers. Mentally superior and inferior children in th
junior and senior high school: a comparative 'study of .their backgrounds, in
terests, and ambitions. Doctor's, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teacher
college, Columbia university, 1939. 87 p. (Contributions to education, no. 766
Describes a study madeof mentally superior and mentally inferior pupils in the junto
and senior high schools ot Everett, Wash., during the school year 11)36-37. Finds thn
the parents and grandparents of the gifted children came more frequently from the highe
occupational classifications and were much better %educated than the parents of the inferio
children ; mentally superior pupils had fewer siblings than mentally inferior children
that there were statistically significant differences in the ichool 'subjects preferred by th
two groups; that gifted pupils took part in school activities in grearer numbers, had mor
and different type hobbies, preferred higher type books and magazines, had greater knowl
edge of world affairs. Recommends that the mental abilities of students be considered II
working out the bigh-rehool curriculum, and that pupils of low mentality be stimulated to
greater interest In school activities, hobbies, and worth-while reading, that their interes
in national sad world affairs be stimulated, and that edutatiog should strive to aid eael
individual to make satisfactory adjustments to the realities of life.
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3891. Blatner, Henry M. An analysis of the pupils of the Albany senior
high school of the Class of 1937 whose IQs are 120 or more. Master's, 1937.
N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
Studies 19 boys and 20 girls of superior ability, and finds that 21 of the pupils hehl the
highest score on at least one of the tests used, but that no one pupil was found in either
the highest or the lowest quarter in all of the tests.

3692. Carr, Virginia. The social and emotional changes in a group of children of high intelligence during a program of increased educational stimulation.
Master's, 1938. Iowa.
3893. Henderson, Mary Ann. Development of provisions for gifted childrvn
in the elementary school from 1872-19ft Master's, 1937. George Washington.
50 p. ms.
Surveys literature giving some of the various plans in use from the monitqrial system itt
1800 to the plans.of 1936 for gifted children. Discusses special promotions; the dividing
of hch grade into ability sections ; the use of mental tests and homogeneous grouping.
Describes tbe work of the progressive schools in providing an enriched curriculum including
the organization of clubs in music, art, science, dramatics, dancing. pottery, basketry
sewing, weaving, or carving, or of hobby clubs. Shows that teachers colleges need to
provide courses dealing with the nature of the gifted child in order that the teachers may
be fitted to edlcate these children.

3894. McCarthy, Grace Carroll. A descriptive analysis of the subsequent
careers of 46 junior high school honor students. Master's, 1938. Rochester.
183 p. ms.
tAt

3695. Mortola, Iola Pauline. The gifted child in the elementary school: an
analysis of the literature from 1925 through 1937. Master's, 1938. Fordhani.

158 p. ms.
Analyzes 53 opinion studies, 13 experimental and 2 questionnaire studies, and 2 books
dealing with the methods of educating the gifted child in the elementary school. Finds
that the opinion studies deal with such suggestions and procedures ai objectives, principles,
and procedures in planning the curriculum, methods of developing creative ability, acceleration, outdoor games and recreations, enrichment, summer classes, and specific niethods;
that the experimental studies attempt to discover whether gifted children are better cared
for in regular or in special classes.

3696. Purvis, Albert William An analysis of the abilities of different intelligence levels of secondary school pupils. Doctor's, 1938. Harvard. 596

p. ms.

Attempts to determine whether the superiority in achievement of secondary school pupils
of the upper levels of intelligence over those of a lower level is due to the possession of
special types of ability, and to determine what those types of ability are. Studies the
test results and records of boys and girls who attended the schools of Medford. Mass., and
who attended school at least to the end of grade 9. Indicates that much of the superiority
of the upper levels of intelligence over the lower levels consists in the possession, to a
greater degree, of particular types of ability ; that the differences are diffe&nces in the
quality of work they can accomplish as well as in the quantity.

3897. Reinherts, Julian Stamper. Social attitudes of bright and dull pupils.
Doctor's, 1938. California.
Describes an experiment conducted with 402 members of tile high nine class of seven
public Junior high schools of Ban Francisco to determine whether or not there are differences
between the social' attitudes of bright and dull pupils. Concludes that intelligence I. a
factor in tbe determination of social attitudes but that its influence is slight ; that sex
played a very minor role iu the determination of the attitudes studied ; and that foreign
background exerted little or no discoverable influence.
DELICATE

3898. Gaffey, Mary L. A study of the reactional, educational, and recreational problems of nine cyanotie children under treatment for congenital heart
disease at the Massachusetts generil hospital. Master's, 1988. Boston ColL
63 p. ma.

EXCEPTIONAL GROUPS

34

3699. McGovern, Cecilia T. A study of the child's adJustment in

sch(

after placement in a convalescent home with tutorial supervision, taken from
study of 80 cases from records of Children's mission to children. Master's, IR
Boston Coll. 66 p. ms.
PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

3700. Burgum, Leland S. From obscurity to security : a historical
statistiebl analysis of the movement to aid physically handicapped children
disabled adults in North Dakota. Master's, 1937. North Dakota. 83 p.

a
a
n

Presents, in addition to a historical analysis of the movement to aid physically by)
capped children and adults in North Dakota. a program for the discovery and enumeratii
hospitalization and treatment. education. vocational training and placement. and preventi
and research for the physically handicapped. Shows the need for federal aid in educati
handicaPped children. as many states are unable to provide equal educational facilities
their normal children who do not need special equipment and care while they are bei
educated.

*3701. Cowsill, Catherine Matilda. A surtqly of educational facilities f
physically handicapped children in the public schools of the District of Columb
Master's, 1937. George Washington. 63 p. ms.
Surveys the educational facilities provided for the deaf and hard of-hearing. blind a
partially seeing, crippled, tuberculous, and speech-defective children in the school syste

t3702. Frampton, Merle E. and Rowell, Hugh Grant.

Education of t

handiCapped: volume 1. History. Yonkers-on-Hudson, World book compai
1938. 260 p. (Columbia university)
Discusses the history of the handicapped as a group; the visually handicapped; the hyi
cnsic; the handicapped in speech.; the crippled ; the undervitalized, tubercular, and cardia
the mentally hirndicapped; and the socially handicapped.
4

3703. Howell, James McCorkle. The effects of certain physical defects
scholastic achievement awl
Wa*hington. 145 p. ms.

mental

development.

Master's,

1938.

(

Geor

3704. Howes, Margaret hicQuiston. Effects of exclusion from school becau
of vaginitis. Master's, 1937. Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordham universit
Dissertations accepted for higher degrees in the Graduate school, 1938: 904
Studies a socio-health problem affecting 116 girls of school age. Finds that the avers
time lost from school was from 7 to 8 months ; that nonhospitalised children had no boi
study during their absence from school and no planned programs of activity or recreatio
and that 68 percent of the children were unable to make up the time lost at school. Shol
that loss of time from school, lack of a planned program for the use of this time. and t
psychological effects of treatment and school exclusion were the most important factors

the problem.

3705. Redpath, Clyde A. The- status of physically handicapped childri
in the junior high schools of the first and second class cities of Kansas. Master
1938. Kansas. 44 p. ms.
Analyses replies to a questionnaire received from the superintendents of 10 first-du
and 88 second-class cities in Kansas. Finds that approximatel} 50 percent of the juni,

high schools have some form of,program for detecting and caring for physically handicapp
junior high school children ; that little special equipment was provided for pupils wi
defective vision or for hard-of-hearing children ; that few schools teach lip-reading to pups
with 6efective hearing; that 20 schools give special attention to speech-defectives; that le
than 25 percent of the citiesehave special schools or clinics available for the treatment
physically handicapped children enrolled in the Junior high school.
11706. Richardson, Gertrude banner. Education of tuberculous pupils

4

secondary school grade in California.

Master's, 1938. Stanford. 171 p. m
3707. Scarbrough, Hartwell E. Certain effects of orthopedic defects upc
personality development. Master's, 1968, Iowa.
Ii
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3708. Silver, Harry

B.

The emotional and social development of cardiac

girls. Master's, 1937. Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordham university. Disertations accefoted for higher degrees in the Graduate school, 1938: 85)
Studies a group of 21 girls with rheumatic heart disease, ranging in age from 12 to ls

years, who bad been residents of a residential school for cardiac children. Finds that the
separation of the child from the home makes it possible to establish healthy normal mt,
tudes both in the child towards its organic defect and in the home towards its sense ilf 4,
responsibiltty.

3709. Smith, Jay F. Orthopedics as a social and educational problem with
special reference to the State of Pennsylvania. Master's, 1938. Temple. 63
ms.
Finds a need for more schools, hospitals. trained teachers, and training schook
occupational work.
p.

3710. Tomes, Cornelia Ann. The education of handicapped children

ffir

in

Master's, 1938. Washington.
Finds a need for additional legislation, trained teachers. equipment and materisl in
schools, and improved procedures in the education of the various types of handicapped

Oregon.
children.

3711. Wright, Nora R. An analysis of achievemeiit and attendance in n.ladon to physical defects in certain elementary schools in Terre Haute. Master's.
1938. Ind. Si. T. C. 83 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana state teachers college.
Teachers college journal, 9 : 193-94, July 3938)
Attempts to determine how physical defects affect achievement in school children and how
the same defects affect school attendance. Studies the records of 526 pupils in the fifth
and sixth grades of eight elementary white schools of Terre Haute.

3712. Youngs, Martha A. .Study of provisions for handicapped children in
public sOools of large cities in the United States. Master's, 1930. New York

g

65 p. ms.
CRIPPLED

i:

3713. Drake, teulith Jones.

A survey of the crippled childkn of the District of Columbia and existing facilities for their care and education. Master's,

George Washitngton. 86 p. me.
Attempts to determine the number of crippled children in Washington. D. C.. and the
type of handicap; to study the causes of tbe4, crippling conditions; to describe existing
facilities for medical and after-care services 'for this group; and to determine the opportunities for education and-for vocatiowl training provided for them. Studies 980 crippled
children ranging in age from birth to 21 years. 51 percent of whom were between 7 and 14
years of age. Shows that 75 percent of the crippled children are retarded. Finds that
1938.

the Langdon school is unable to give adequate individual Instruction to the children because
of the large attendance and lack of space; that no provision is made for junior and senior
high school classes, or for teaching the crippled a vocational skill. Describes the vocational&
rehabilitation service of the District of Columbia, and work in occupational therapy. Dis-

cusses special services for crippled children.

3714. Ernst, Ruth Helen. Vocational rehabilitation of 277 recovered polloMyelitis patients trainees of the Bureau of vocational rebabilitation of the State
of California. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
3715. Harper, Wilhelmina. Transportation and physical education in public
schools for crippled children. Master's, 1938. Peabody.. 68 p. ms.
Studies transportation methods and physical education facilities in rachoois for crippled
children throughout the United States. Finds the bus the most frequently used means of
transportation and that physical education fucilities are very limited.

3716. Klipacs, Sister Marie., The education of the crippled child in Massa-

chusetts. Master's, 1968. Boikon Coll.

4.

EXCEPTIONAL GIOUPS

Larkin, John J. A follow-up study of 25 cases Of infantile para
econovic
future was considered good in the state survey of,1931. Mast
whose
Coll.*
107 p. ms.
193S. Boston
3717.

BLIND AND PARTIALLY SEEING

3718.

Donaldson, Donald. History of the Washington state school for

blind. Master's, 1938. Washington. 66 p. ins.
Traces the history of the education of the blind in Washington 'from the terril
legislation in their behalf to the present. Finds that the Washington State School fo
Blind has been free from political interference during t
ourse of its development
had abl administrators; and is adequately training ri e bl nd children to become u!

srting citizens.

3719. Ford, Elliott Stanley. A proposed sight-saving class program
Tennessee. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 71 p. ms.
Shows that lt 114 both socially and economically better to educate children of low
in sight-saving. classes than in schools for the blind.

y

4

3720. Head, Glenn L.
Iowa.

A school project in ocular correction. Master's, I

48 p. ms.

Holland, B. F. Experimental study of the trimmer in which
pupils read Braille riiic notation. Austin, University of Texas, 1938.
3721.

3722. Morris, Sister M. Eymard. Relative methods and difficulties in
education of the blind. Master's, 1938. Villanova. 97 p. ms.

3723. Nord, martha J. Vocational opportunities for the visually
capped.

Master's, 1938.

N. Y. St. Coll. fUr Teach.

In

149 p. ms.

3724. Oberbeay, D. W. A critical study of Braille. Masters', 1938. Mil
3725. O'Rourke, Ralph W. Illutrations for the blind. Master's,
Mass. St. Coll. 71 p. ms.
DEAF AND HARD-OF-HEARING

1.4

3728. Beck, John E. A survey of hearing Impairment in the Emporia
Master's, 1938. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 73 p. ms.
3727. Constantia, Sister Rose. Educational pitki in residential school s
the deaf. Doctor's, 1938. Niagara.
3728. Erickson, Myrtle Henderson. Problems of hygiene and education
the adolescent deaf in Los Angeles. Master's; 1938. Southern California..
3729. Gertrude, Sister Rose. The Belgian method of educating the
Doctor's, 1938. Niagara.
3730. Hopkins, L6uise A. The influence of the type of audiogram upon
child's ability to interpret speech sounds. Master's, 1938. Mils& St. Coll.
schools!.

IL 1118.

3731. Huston, Harry E. K. Comparative study of,the hearing abiilt

!

rural and uKban children in Kay county, Oklahoma. Master's, 1938. Okla
and M. Coll.
Compares the bearing ability of teachers and pupils in grades 1 to 6 in rural echo°
Kay minty, and in the same grades in Blackwell, Okla. Finds that rural teachers
better hearing ability than do city teachers; and that city children hear better than
children.

¡ones, Eznaris Laster. Oral disease as a contributing factor in
males of student adjustment Master's, 1937. N. Y. St Coll. for Teach.

I

Indicates that such maladjustments as poor scbolarship, delinquency, and social :a
are frequently caused by oral dim's..
e.
e.
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0.

3733. 'Kline, Thogi
A 'study of the free association test with deaf chil&en.
Master's, 1938. Mass. St. Coll. 33 p. n.

3734. Reay, Edward W. A comparison between deaf and hearing children
in regard to the use of verbs and nouns in compositions describing a .liort
motion picture study.

Master's, 1938.

Miiss. St. Coll. 62 p. ms.

*3735.
Wallace, Mira. A study of the hard-of-hearing child with some pro,
visions for mee,ting his needs In the school program. Master's, 1938. Bo.ton
Univ. r 67

ms:
the results of the audiometer tests given to 40,462 children in 105 towns in
Massachusetts during 1937, 8,159 o( the children were retested and of this 'number '2.165
p.

Ana lyr:es

needed attention. Offers suggestions ro teachers in detecting and assisting hard-of-hearing

children.

,

3736. Ward, Herschel Rodgers. A study of the deaf children of Tennessee.

OIL

Master's, 1938. Tennessee. 128 p. ms.
Studies enrollment in the white department of the Tennessee school for the deaf

from

1927 to 1937, including,: Yearly enrollment, age at entrance, age of becoming deaf, causes

of deafness, percentage of deaf parentage, deaf relatives, number of deaf per family, 'du.
t io na 1 status of parents, social, economic and occupational.status of parents, catk-Ws
retirement of pupils, instructional classification of schoOl, academic and vocational organirition of school, ~number and qualifications of teachers, types of instruction, size of classes,
average yearly enrollment, average number of new students. Finds that the school nee&
more homogeneous grouping, broader vocational facilities, a separate hospital building, a
separate 'primary building; a broader extracurricular program, a state field agent or worker,
new program of voCational training for girls, a broader acoustic edUcation program, broad
ened physical education program, and a cooperative program wiih the University of Tennessee for purposes of research, and teacher training in special education.

41.

SPEECH DEFECTIVE
"

3737. Bancroft, Christine Hawkins. The relation of handedness, intelllgence, and speech defects. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
3738. Bart, Helen. A quantitatatve sCudy -of specific phenomena observed in
stuttering. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
3739. Callahan, Thomas J. The validity of Dunlap's theory in its applicat
tion to the treatment of stammering. Master's, 1938. Muss. St. Coll. 1.5C1p.
3740. Chotlos, John. Co-variation in frequency of types of gtuttering reactions. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
a

3741. Glass, Paul H. A survey of data pertaining to stIttterers in five districts
of the Philadelphia public schools. Master's, 1938. Temple. 93 p. ms.
Finds that 19 out of every 1,000 boys and. out of every 1,000 girls stutter ; that most
stuttering occurs at the ages of 9 and 10; that the stutter is neither subnormal nor supernormal; that only 68 percent of the stutterers are receiving treatnwnt in the schools and
only 5 percent are receiving treatment out of school.

3742. Hall, Margaret Elizabeth. Auditory factors in functional articulatory
speech defects. Doctor's, 1938. Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. Series
on aims and progress of research, no. 57)
Describes two esperiments conducted with speech defectives and normal speakers, using
83 articulatory speech defectives matched with 83 normal speakers in 'freshman zear of the
university, and 21 articulatory speech defectives matched with normal speakers in the
elementary school. Finds that at neither the freshman .nor the elementary school !evil
were functional articulatory defectives InferiOr to normal speakers in auditory acuity or
in more complex auditory processes.

3743. Moss, Margery Anne. The effect of speech defects on secona-grtede

reading achievement. Maste'r's, 1938. Peabody. 34 p.

nv.

Studies pupila in the second grade of 19 public schools in Birmingham, Ala., to determine
the relation between rank on the speed test and on a reading test.
.
I.

6

EXCEPTIOisTAL GROUPS

3744. Miller, Gladys Grace. A test of attitude toward stuttering.
1938.

39

AO

Master

Iowa.

3745.

Minchew, E. R. A joirvey of speech anomalies among teacherV

Blesnvi Ile,

Jackson, and Ited River parishes of Louishinti. Master's. 193.4. Until
4 ana,Stale. 25 p. ms.
Recommends, on the basis of the high percentage of defects found in voice and articuls
ppeech, specific speech training to improve the voice and to remove apeectAkrumes.

3746. Nelson,

Severina E. The transaissfon of dysphemia (stutterini

Doctor's, MK Wisconsin.
3747. Porter, Harriett von Kreis. An objective study of the listener
relation to the stutterer's speech. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
3748. Rotter, Julian Bernard. A study of the motor integration of stuttere
and non-stutterert Master's, 1938. Iowa.
3749. Varnado, Nellie ae. A survey of speech defects in the gramm
faster's, 1987. Louisiana State. ( Abstra
schools pf Baton Rouge, Louis
i.
In: Louisiana state university. Un 'ersity bulletin, v4 30 N. S., no. 3 : 128-2
from parent to child.

Attempts to show by sex.and grade the number and tylies of speech defectives and spee
defects in the grammar schoolA of Baton Rouge. Shows that 704 of the 1.916 pupils test
had speech defects ; that there were more male than female speech defectives; that thi
were 1.28 defects per person ; that almost half of the defects were sectional dialect erro
with stuttering and special gifficulties ranking lowest ; that the sixth grade had the great(
number of defectives of any oral grade. Shows a need for speech training and speech cl
rection in thé Baton Rouge schools.
z

MENTALLY RETARDED

3750. 441bernathy, Edwkrd Robert.

The auditory acuity of feeble-mind

children.\ Doctor's, 1938. Ohio State. (Abstract in: Ohio State I.Tniversil
Abstract of doctoral dissertations, 27: 1-6)
Studies 463 child patients in a feeble-minded institution at Columbus, Ohio, to det,
mine the effect of mental deficiency o acuity of hearing; to discover what variations ex
as to age, race. and sex in the hearin of such children ; and to develop a technique I
testing the hearing of feehle-minded chil en. determining the practical extent to which
percislon instrument can he used. Finds that 373 of the children had average heart
ability. 5 were satisfactory but were found to be definitely hard-of-hearing. and 53 w(
impossible to test or their tests were considered inaccurate. Shows that of the 373 a
dren of ,average hearing ability, there were few yminger chiklren and only a few in t
lower IQ brackets; that variations as to intelligeence are more marked than variations
to age. Indicates that the hearing tests are fairly accurate when used with children
younger and slower levels till well as when used with older and more intelligent childr4

3751. Ash., Frederick Elton. Animism among feeble-minded children. Mt
Clark. (Abstract in: Clark unlyersity.. Abstracts of dissertatio

tey's, 1938.

.

4.,
and theses, 1938: 125-26)
Studies 177 feeble-minded children in an attempt to determine whether mental
4

.

age

Indicates a
a requisite minimum amount of intelligenee may he necesaarAtefore additional experiei
is of much value in causing any advance in the concept stago of a child, and that after tl
minimum is attained the stage of a child's animistic concept will depend upon both
tritelligence and experience.
A
chronological age is the more closely related to the child's stage of animism.

.

tp,

-

3752. Cameron, Alexander D. A course of study in health edveation for t
mentally deficient boy of high school and junior.high school age. !Master's,

19:

.
61 p. gs.
,
,
Constructs a course a study in 12 units of work adapte51 to the mental level of the oh
lpys in special classes.

Washington.
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3753. Connors, Floy Chauncey. Present tendencies in the
education
mentally exceptional children. Master's, 1937. California, L. A.

of

*Analyzes the educational opportunities offered to mentally
exceptional children in spef ial
classes In the public schools 9f representative cities in different
states and in different sections of the United States. Finds a tendency to segregate children
wbo deviate frn'm
the average according to their mental, physical, or social handicap,
priate education; that various types of enabling acts have been and to prnvide npiir(effort to assure appropriate education on a state-wide basis; that passed by states in an
there is a tendency NI
recognize the education of mentally retarded children as a specialized
field for whit+ th,.
Instructional staff should have specialized as well as general trainineand
experience: tt.at
there is an inequality and a lack of understanding shown in the
admiQistering of the fiiiica.
tional- needs of ,the various groups. Indicates that the
greatest interest has been t 11 hot)
the mentally retarded.
1I1

3754. Flynn, Anthony P. A study of the methods of
treatment (If the
mentally deficient juvenile delinquent in Massachusetts as shown by
a case study
of 25 cases from the Quincy juvenile court. Master's, 1938.
_.,Boston Coll. 719
p. ms.
*3755. Foss, Gertrude Mae. Language comprehen*lon skik
tarded children. Master's, 1938. Boston Univ. 40 pi ms.
,

of *mvntally

re-

N

Attempts to determine the effect of a foreign
language background on hiti-fttrz--rormre
hension scores and on reading achievement scores;
to discover the frequency of special
reading difficulties by determining the number of children
who are reading below thtir
mental age and the number *lose reading achievement is below
Sion ILt/tOiscover the correlation between mental age and reading their hearing comprehen.
achievement and hclring
compFultension and reading achievement : to discover the
extent to which the understanding
of spoken language influences the child's reading
achievement ; and to determine ilk-holier
there is a correlation between mental age anfli hearing
comprehension, or if there is a inarked
relationship betwOen the child's ability to understand
s'poitn language and his -mental
ability. Describes an experiment conducted with 200
children
in ungraded classes in 1.nn.
Mass., who were given Form L of the Stanford
revision of the Binet-Simon test, a teq of
hearing comprehension, and a reading achievement
test. Finds that foreign language in the
home affects the child's understanding of spoken
English to a statistically significant deurw:
and that when groups wertpAired for M. A. and other factors.
but were different in he:irin
comprehension, the group Atli -the high hearing
comprehension
showed i s1gnitic;int13
higher score on reading achievement than did the low
hearing comprehension group.
3756. Gibbs, E. Delmar. The Sout1T .11Itkota school and
home for ftvhie
minded : its history and status. Master's, 1938.
South Dakota. 111 p. Ins.

'1"

3757..Glickman, Bernard. Post school careers of special
class pupils. 'Mas1938. Temple. 38 p. ms.
Invefitigates the present status, vocational
retaKded, and socially non-conformed pupils.adJustment family and sotial life of SI dull.
Finds tees than 20 percent of the csses
regularly employed; the employment secured was in the
helper clam of service jobs the
median salary of,the grow) while employed
group were gambling and moving pictureS; wasj7.23 a week; the chief activities of the
more than 50 percent of the girls were unmarried 'mothers ; about 35 percent of the boys
had records of delinquency ; and the entin.
group was poorly adjusted to life sitvations.

ter*

:

3758. Griffin, ports I. A study of the
factor of home guidance in the sw(scess or failure of mentally retarded children.
Master's, 1938. St. T. C., North
Adams. 96 p. ma

Presents a casual-comParative Study of 12
determine the relative 'effect of home guidance cases 'of mentally retirded adolescents to
in their success or failure, and finds it the
most important factor in their
seecestror failure.

qØ

*3759. Ingram, Christine P. A study
of the developmenst of education for the
handicapped child. Doctor41, 1988. New York.
127 p. ms.
Presents a historical and critical study of
the
development
of special educaticia for tho,
mentally retarded,

partially sighted, and
with partictilar reference to new tren4s deafened, in the United States from about 1820
IP child bepaviQr anti
toeptal Isnieper,

A.

oil,

.

EXCEPTIONAL GROUPS
3760.

Mutphy, Jeannie Dean. A comparison of the fluctuation of II

normal children and of subuormal children in a development school. Ma
1938. Southerh California.
'3761. Raisin, Beatrice Carol. Social factors in the adjustments of 10(
on placeRent from a state training school for mental deficients in the St
New Jersey. Master's1938. Southern California.
3762. Seyler, Louise Wood. Vocational opportunities for cbildren of h
line intelligence. Master's, 1938. California, L. A.
Attempts to determine the employment possibilities for the child with low mental

iwv contacting the personnel managers of 31 business organizations of different types
.A.ngeles. Offers suggestions for changes in procedure or emphasis in classes function

these children, in ordcr that they may be better prepared to take their place in the bi

world.

3T63. Taylor, Hazél.

,

A special unit of work

on

China for dull sixth.

pupils. Master'3, 1938. Emory. 117 p. ms.
Describes the construction ogf the unit. the method of teaching the unit to suit tilt
of the particular group ; and'eraluates tbe courseAky comparing the results of tes6
to these children with the results of tests given to gnother class which was taught tl
by a conventional method.

"'""

3764. White, Doris E. A study of the academic achievement cif me
retarded pupils in the special classeA of Albany junior high svhools. Ma
193,$.

N. Y. St. Ço11. for Teachers.

32 p. ms.

*3765. Whitney, Bahia Jane. Causative factors in the muladjustmE
children. MasteR, 1937. Syracuse. 181 p. ms.
Studies the ease histories, records, and documents of ail the problem children un
years ofi age sent to the Psychopatbk hospital. Syracuse, for treatment in the 5
1931r1936, to determine the relation of their problems to the factors of heredity
environment, school environment, physical and mental handicap, and ment aid ern
difficulties; studies the opinions of specialists tn the field' of child guidance on tits
nasis of these indlyidual probjems. and their recommendations for tbe future care
child. Analyzes case histories of 144 children.
*3766. Williams, David A. Slow-learners in the Grand ,Forks elemt
North Dakota. 53 p. ms.
3767. Wise, Randolph E. The work adjustment of the wage earning
of mental deficients who have been under the care of the Massachusetts di
of child guardianship. Master's, 1938. Boston Coll. 122 p. ms,
379 Wold, Olga Caroline. A study of school adjustment of the me
retallred. Mpster's, 1938. Stanford. 210 p. ms.
is
3769. Zuckerman, George. Comparison of the achievement of .the
learner by the cooperative teacher group and the single class teacher plan
experiment in.the intermediate grade+4 of the elementary school. Doctor's,
schools. Master's, 1938.

.

r.

New York. 88 p. ma.
Compares the grade levels of achieveinent attained by the dull-normal child. or by
of -such children, in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grpdes of a New York City school,
k

these two systems of instruction.

Finds that neither type of instruction shom

_superiority.

SOCIALLY MALADJUSTED
.

3770. Aderhold, Lessie
4bklahoma. 75 p. ms.

Wyatt.

Juvenile delinquency.

Mister's,

3771. Allen, kugene Clyde. An educational and sociological deling
Master's, 1938. Sot

factor survey of the Los Angeles boys' welfare center.
**1
California.
"lb
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3772. Allen, Robert M. Factors in success and failure in parole.
Doctor's,
New York. 128 f. ms.
3773. Anthony, F. I. Factors associated with truancy in
Harlein. Mastcr'i,
1938. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 78 p. ms.
1938.

6

.1NR?

Stn Ales the causative factors involved in truancy and the
remedial methods
various bureaus. Surveys briefly the socio-economic conditions in Harlem. employed hy
initiation of an extensive program of adult education centering around childSuggests the
and mental hygiene. a ystem of slum clearance, economic readjustment, and psychology
a great0r

opportunity for vocational trainirw.

3774. Branstetter, Eugene Charles. A study of juvenile delinqueiwy.
ter's, 1938. Ohio State. 100 p. ms.

Mas-

Attempts to determine the degree to which the schools are contributing to delinquency
of youth who come under the jurisdiction of best .school authorities.
that the Seho(11
has definite place in the battle against juvenile deolOWNency ; andShows
that society has tint
atte.mpted to work Wit A constructive program for providing the proper social
conditions
under which these children may develop.

3775. Brumbalow, Ted Winfield.

An analysis of the educational program of

the State juvenile training school, Gatesville, Texas. Master's, 1938. Texas.
3776. Burts, Mary Fawcett. Some factors associated with juvenile
dclitquency.

Doctor's, 1938. New York.
3777. Clarke, Eveprn M. Facilities rind recreational programs for girls in
Southern California detention hómes. Master's, 1938. California, L. A.
Describes visits made to the 10 detention homes in southern California counties.
Finds
that the (buildings are usuallyodesigned for use Os detention homes; that they
provide for
the segregation of the sexes, the sick and the well, and often of newcomers and
experi
enced groups; that the personnel of the homes vary in number and
in attitude; that all
hearings are held in juvenile courts or their extensions.; that girls
detained in the
jails beginning with the age 16; that ho.usehold tasks are performedare
by the girls in all
.of thè homes; that provisions are made for some type of education in all but
one of the
homes; that outdoor recreational facilities and play materials vary ; that indoor
recreational facilities include a community hall or living room in all but one of the homes,
library of some description, handwork. and celebration of various holidays ; and thata
remedial services include diagnosis and prescription in all cases, and treatment
within
the homes in some cases.

.

All
&AP

.

dot%

377$. Cohen, Irvin Edward. A comparative study of the values held by

delinquent and non-delinquent boys. Master's, 1937. Columbia.
3779. Dinardo, Louise D. A study of juvenile offenders in Schenectady for
the period, 1935-36. Master's, 1937. N. 1.\
Coll. for Teach.
'St.
Finds the age of the largest number
of offenders to be 14 or 15, and shows the need for

supervision of "teen age" children.

3780. Dougall, Edna May.
N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

A study of 41 delinquent hqs. Master's,

Compares the scores of a group of

de1inqueulh71n and of a group of normal

on the Hayes personality rating scale to d

children

mine pojential delinquency among children.

3781. Downs, Frederick H., jr. Environine*al conditions underlying
deilinquency among boys 14 and 15 years old iti a delinquency area c4.oil,dence,
r- Rhode Island, Federal Hill section, as revealed by a case study of ?A
s Aced
on probation during the period July 1, 1937, to December 31, 1967. Miisttrr's,
1968. Boston Coll. 88 p. ms.

3782 Duncan, Ralph Logan. Factors associated filth delinquency

in the Kansas state industrial reformatory. Master's, 1938. Colorado.of boys
(Abstract is: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses and reportsfitor

higher degrees, 1988: 51-52)

Attempts to determine the intellectual status and the influences contributing
to crime of
221 Juvenile delinquents of the Kansas stet industrial reformatory,

at Hutc4nson, Kans.

EXCEMONAL GROUPS
0

Finds that the low intelligence of these boys was only one of many factors contribut
deHmitienty ; that 75 percent of them came from broken or distorted homes; that ME
them had been incorrectly phKed in school. Indicateg that improvement in living
dons, strengthening of the moral-e-of the home. and adjusting the school to the needs
Community would tend to check the incidence a personal and social maladjustments,
were the fundamental causes of delinquency.

3783. Eaton, Francis Thomas. A study of delinquent and non-delim
brothers within the same families. Master's, 1937. Fordhatn. (Abstrac
Fordham untrersity. Dissertations accepted for higher degrees in the Gral
school, 1938: 89-961.
Studies 25 cases wherein one of two brothers was -on probation at the time of tl
vestigation, and the non-delinquent brother had never committN1 ant( recorded often
determine, if posiiibli-, why one brother became delinquent while the other, living
approximate conditions did not succumb to objectionable influetices. Indicates that alt
the offenders were found to consist largely of emotionally maladjusted youths. the voli
element rather than the external influences played a predominant part in their delinqi
3784. Ellinger, Harley A. The appreciation of the case study method i
adjustment of problem boys. Master's. 1938. Ohio State. 133 p. ms.
Describes an attempt at adjusting 10 problem boys through an advisory relatic

between each boy and a member of the school faculty. Finds tbe case study method
able for the solution of the maladjustments of problem boys when the method is us
tea0er8 and principals who have a knoMedge of the fundamentals of psychology.
Mk&

3785. Eng, Ransom. A study of 319 juvenile delinquents from the fill
0

the San Diego county probat ion office.

Master's, 11/48.

Southern (tilifornia
3*, Forster, Harry L. A study of 1,000'cases of delinquent' boys oi
FAlison school of Cleveland, Ohio, with emphasis on certain conditions in
backgroubd and their disposition On leaving the Edison school. Master's,
Ind. St. T. C. 87 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana state teachers college. Teal
college journal, 9: 181-82, Jtily 1938)
Attempts to determine the basic factors which ca,use delinquency ; to compare the c
of delinquency as found in Edison school pupik with the causes of delinquency fou
other studies; and to follow-up the delinquent %Edison school boy as far as his school r
permits. Analyzes case studies, permanent school records of 1.000 boys who attende
Thomas A. Edison school between 1924 and 1934. and form letters and blanks sent t
schools to which these boys were transferred. Shows that most of the boys were bei
13 and 16 years .of age; were of dull normal mentality, were retarded 1,or more yeti
school before entering Edison school, many of them were from brpken homes, and

members of fairly large families whose parents were poorly educated. Shows thai
boys received work permits; 250 ran away, moved from the city, were excluded, oi
died; 161 were sentenced to corrective 1nst4utions ; 10 graduated from the twelfth g
5 were still In school ; and 2 were sent to institutions for the feeble-minded.

3787. Friel, Leo F. The contribution of a child-placing agency maintai
a study home for problem children prior to fostr home placement: investiegi
at the Worcester children'S friend society. Master's, 1938. Boston con,
p.

4.

1115.

3788. Goen, Muriel. Teachers, a/contributing factor in delinquency.
ter's, 193& Ohio State. 58 p. ms.
Studies 200 teachers, and Ands 14 type cases contributing to delinquency and emot
disturbances due to malpdjustments and disintegration in the teachers themselves ;.and
poor or inadequate supervision and lack of psychological information pertaining to m
justments were largely responsible for such conditions.
6

37894.Nloldfeld, Abraham. Substandard h9using as a potential Nab
juvenile delinquency in a local area in New York Cit.y. Doctor's, 193T.
,

York. 194

p.

3790. Hogan, Raymond P. The relation. of mental' capacity to the

o

e

aveness of 'foster home placement as a method of treatment for male juv4
delinquents. Master's, 1938. Boston Coll. 51 p. ms.
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'13791. Jankowski, John Joseph. The sport interests
and exiwrien(-., if
Boys' club members in Washington, D. C. Master's, 1938. George Wa ;
sa1.1041111.
36 p. ms.
Investigates the sport experiences and interests ofasboys
in four boys' clubs in Washington, to determine their likes between toe ages of 13 Etna 1$
ri0 dislikes, their particiItion
and their desire to learn the various sports. Finds a
generar-Igreement
of the boys ()f all
age levels as to their interests and experiences with noticeable
traced to the facilities, economic conditions of the neighborhood. exoeptions which call be
the physics) instructor in preparing his program. Recommends and ro the interc ..t. of
that physical instructfirs
study their programs and revise them to fit in with
the boys' interest%, and that Ow
instructors consider the carry-over value of some of the sports in planning
their progninj.
3792. Kaminska, Richard C. Juvenile delinquency
in a transition
rett
Master's,. 1938. Michigan.
3793. Levy, Ruth Jacobs. The effect ,of psychological therapy
on a group
of delinquent children. Mastees, 1937. Columbia.
3794. Lunn, Stroud. A brief survey of juvenile delinquency.
Master's, Thas
Peabody. 90 p. ms.
.

Surveys echool age delinquents in Nashville, Tenn., and finds
that a non-Institutional
method of preventing delinquency is needed and could
be furnished by the public schools

379. McMullen, Bessie Florence. A study of a maladjusted group of junior

high schoolotivildren.

Master's, 1938. Oklahoma. 63 p. ins.
3796. Itesserschmidt, Ramona Oneita. A study of
potential habit regression
in boys between the ages of 'Ai and nine years. Doctor's,
1937. Ohio
(Abstract in: Ohio state university. Abstracts of doctors' dissertatiolis,State.
liu.
25: 285-95)
Describes Nt experiment conducted with 65 boys ranging in
10 9-year-old boys used to indicate possible differences with age from 6 to 7% years. and
increase in age and experience
Divides the boys into five experimental groups, each of
which contains at least 10 subjects
Demonstrates a valuable technique for experimentally isolating
potentially regressive be
bailor; shows that the adaptive possibilities of progressive,
perseverative, or progressive
responses can be elicited.

3797. Miller, s. ary Hallyburton. Problem case studies in,
East Nashville
high school. ,
ster's, 1938. Peabody. 102 p.
Studies 25 cases selected from 274 problem ,cases in high school in
Nashville, Tenn
Finds that most problem caRes can be adjusted if begun a early
kind followed through with
continuity of purpose.
3798. Moore, Jenella Bishop. The' junior high school
problem girl: A study
of her conflicts and adjustments. Master's, 1938.
Southern California.
3799. Newman-Stasin, Mrs. Florence Ellen.
The effects of ap economic
crisis on the adolescent. Master's, 1938. Wisconsin.
'3800. Owens, Albert Alexander. The behavior-problem
boy: a socio-educational survey. Doctor's, 1929. Pennsylvania. Philadelphia,
.

1929.

188 p.

3801. Patchett, Walter Cecil. A survey of certain acts of
juvenile delinquency in the Santa Rosa high school district. Mastèr's, 1938.
Southern California.
3802. Perry, Harry Maynard. A study of origin, background,
intelligence,
race, and other factors contributing to the behavior of boys
committed to Los
Angeles welfare centers, 1930-1934. Master's, 1938.
Southern California.
v.
3803. Pulling, Rowland J. An investigation to determine the
relationship
which exist's between the social competence of parents
and the social colnpetence
via their children. Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll. for Wadi. 42 p. ms.

EXCEPTIONAL GROUPS
er.

3,404. Quaton, Thomas Irving. Social background of juvenile predeling
in San Pedro district. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
3805. Quinlan, Ann E. The role of the social worker in assisting the
mother in meeting the problem of stealing: f; study of 15 cases from the
Children's friend society. Master's, 1938. Boston Coll.' 65 p. ms.
3806. Retzker, Mae B. A study of 80 truancy case records in a child gut
figency, including a systematic survey of previous studis. Master's, 1938.
.
Si .I1. for Jewish Soc. Wbrk. 176 p. ms.
*3807. Robertson', Walter Marvin. An investigation of 42 behavior pri
pupils in Central junior high school, Kansas City, Kansas, of the school

:

Master's, 1938. Kansas. 51 p. ms.
Surveys the social and economic conditions of the behavior problem children
phases of their behavior as rated by their teachers ; studies their age. IQ, sex. attendanc
scholastic records to determine their relationship to the maladjustments of these
which caused their beliavior problems. Finds that the home environment of these
was poor; that they were slightly above 13 years of age ; that most of tbeir marks
inferior and failing ; that there was a wide range in their IQs ; that there were opporti
for guidance through home room and other teacher contacts ; thatehuir b4havior pri
were mainly those that interfere with orderly class procedure that the percentage o
was larger than that of girls.
1936-37.

;

E

'OP

;

3808. Rothenberg, Ruth Gordon.

The ambiguity of the definition o

problem child in one specific public school.

Master's, 1937.

Columbia.

3809. Schnitzer, Joseph M. Adjusting the school to the needs of so
and educationally handicapped adolescents in a village school. Master's,
N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

87

p. mg.

3810. Segbarth, Stella Louise. A case study of the behavior character
Master's, 1938. Southern California,
3811. Shawcross, Elizabeth A. Psychopathic trends in the personaliti

of 30 institutionalized children_
psychotic children.

Master's, 1938. Boston Coll.

131 p. ms.

312. Swartz, Daniel V. A survey of the Colorado stite reformatory ss
View to reorganizing its educational program. Master's, 1938. Colorado.
stract in: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses and reptSrt
higher degrees, 19138 136)
Studies the history of the Institution, the records of its 258 inmates, the present
(tonal provisions, and reviews investigations of the present educational programs
similar institutions considered representative of those using the best modern rue
Recommends that an adeqtate appropriation be made to employ a psychiatric
worker, a parole director, a director of education, and ;uch other employees, a
necessary for inatigurating and administering a comprehensive educltional prograi

dulling vocational, academic, recreational, psychological, and psychiatric. departmen

3813. Thompson, hiones Bailey, fr. A stud? of 100 behavior problem
in public school. Master's, 1907. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Loui
state university. University bulletin, vol. 30 N. S., no. 3: 106)
Studies the grade, set, chronologial !me, pszchological examination, IQ, physical
lion, scholarship record, social delielpglinerit b!bhstvlor problem, and treatment and
for each of the behavior problem pupils.

.

4

b

'3814. Tucker, Louise Emery.. A study of problem pupils. Doctor's,
T. C., Col. Ufilv. New York, Teachers college, Coluffibia university, 1987. 1
Compares 100 Negro behavior problem children with 100 normal children selected
the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth grades of Public' sehool 90, New York Citf. Attem
determine the factors in the child, the parent, the teacher, the home, and the schoo
are associated with the behavior problems of the children, and to determine remellial

155103 40

24
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tires which may ameliorate conditions that underlie their troublesome
Present
case studies of troublesome children and the treatment given them bybehavior.
the principal and
the teachers of the school.
21

LIBRARIES
3815. Adams, Harlen Martin. The junior college library program:
a study
6f library services in relation to instructional procedures.
Doctor's, 1938. Stanford. (Abstract ?Pi: Stanford university. Stanford university
bulletin, vol. 13.
Sixth series, no. 72: 111-15)
Defines principles and practices for correlating
the library stirvtaa, in junior college,
with tile

instructional procedures, based on a survey of current practices in 136
institunun..
Describes the program at Menlo Junior college as shown by a study of student
book needP
the formulation of a reading program, the expansion, of library facilities
and
supplie-.
tbe
decentralization of the library organization, the appointment of a library
committee rum
vo posed of representatives from all fields, and extensive publicity.
.

3816. Best, James Harold. A study of the high-schooj and home
library
facilities and their use by the pupils of a small high school.
Master's, 1938.
Iowa. 197 p. rns.
3817. Blair Pattie Howard. A selected first-grade social
scieiwe library.
Master's, 1938. 'Peabody. 62 p. ms.
Attempts to select and make readily avilable for the first-grade
teacher, material
will meet the first-grade child's social science interests.

whIch

#3818. Carlson, Williikurt H. The development and financial
support of seven
western and northwestern state university libraries. Berkeley,
University Of

California press, 1938.

106 p.
Studies the library problems of the state universities of Idaho,
Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming. Indicates that these Montana, Nevada, North
as shown by increases in the currieulum, faculty, student enrollment,univerSities are growing
and in graduate work.
especially at the Master's level ; that they are competing with
larger
universities in all
the major fields of cultural and professional instruction ; that the
libraries falls below average expenditures of comparable libraries financial support of their
generally, as well as below
recommended standards. Finds that library expenditures in the
greatly; that their book funde are inadequate ; that staff salariesseven universities vary
are low and members
of some 'V the staffs inadequately trained; that the
chief needs of the libraries center
around improved library buildings, more staff members, and increased
funds for books and
periodicals.

3819. Ditzion, S. The public librAry movement in- the United
States
was influenced by the needs of the wage earlier, 1850-1900. Master's, as it
198.

Coll. of the City of N. Y. 155 p. ms.
Indicates that most of the agitatioh for public libraries
came from the working
'population, and that campaigns for

class

tax stwport, establishing branches, extending bours, and
working-out book selection policies were executed with regard /or
the needs aria deniands
of workers in industry and commerce.

t3820. Downs, Robert B., ed. Resources of southern libraries:
facilities for research. Chicego, American library association, a survey of
1938. 370 p.
.
(University pf North Carolina).
.

Discusses reference books, bibliography and related
materials, government publications,
mitivacripts, 'newspapers, general periodicals and society publications,
ture, philosophy aid religion, fine arts, history, social sciences, science, language and literaand technology.

3821. Dugan, Claiborne J. A study of the administration
and use of the
pariih professional library in promoting teacher growth in
Louisiana. Master's,

1938. Louisiana State. 109 p. ms. .)
Analyses replies to a questionnaire sent to

superintendents, supervisors, and principals
to determine the size of the libraries, the types
ana
of books, organisation and
maintenance of parish professional libraries, their use, selection
and means for improving the administritia and use of the libraries.
s

-
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3822. parretson*Virginia ,Louise.. A preliminary survey of Wyoming
libraries. Master's, 1938. Wyoming. 85 p. ms.
3823. Gayer, Mary- yirginia. An investigation of state supervision of se
libraries in six southern states. Master's, 1938. Columbia. 174 p. ms.
school

Corers objectives and duties of state school library supervisors in Alabama. Kenti

Louisiana. North Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia, and the effectiveness of supervisioi

Talbot. Some European architectural libraries: T
methods, equipment, and administration. New York, Columbia university p.
$3824. Hamlin,

1939.

110 p.

taS25. Heller, Frieda M. and LaBrant, Lou L. Experimenting together :
librarian and the teacher of English. Chicago, American library associai
lfV. 84 p. (Ohio state university)
Desrribes the work of a school librarian and a teacher of English at the Ohio state
Discusses the teacher-librarian pupil participal
aspects of the reading program ; pupil participation in library procedures ; extension ol
librarian's direction ; securing greater freedom for the librarian and changes in prt !
tion of teachers and librarians.
versity school over a period of 6 years.

;

1

8826riaoyle, Nancy Elizabeth. A study of the developnwnt of libi

servier in the public schools of Virginia. Master's, 1938. Columbia. 168 p.
Shows the influence of Social, economic, and educational conditions. and of the lac

public library provision. upon The type of sChool library service which is evolving, and
implications of these conditions for the future development of school librariT in the s

3827. Kellogg, Katherine Flora. Library needs of pupils in relation to t
course requirements in the secondary school of the Colorado state colleg of
cation. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

1

38. Lane, Margaret. The development of library service to public sch
in New Jersey. Master's, 1938. Columbia. 177 p. ms.
Traces the developm nt of independent libraries in the schools, county library4service.
service from the publli libraries to the schools of New Jerse3;.

3829. Leidner, Oister M. Dorothy. Libraries in Catholic secondary scho
baseeon the secondary schools in the Diocese 'of Brooklyn. Docto
1938. Fordham. 195 p. ms.
Analyzes replies to a questionnaire answered
38 high schools in the Dioces
a study

and describes visits to 29 of these school -....--, nds a shortage of trained libraril
that 75 percent of the schools have separate librit* ooms; thlit separate reading rc
and librarkns' workrooms are uncommon ; that the schools have good library equipu
well-balanitt collections of hooks. magazines, and newspapers; that more than half of t
have a definite appropriation for the libvery ; that part of the tuition, student approi
tions, and gifts are used for the library in twine of the schools ; and that two-thirds of
kbools have a program of library instruction.
Briooklyn,

'3830. MacCracken, Maisry. Library needs in Dutchess county, Mastt
Vassar. Poughkeepsie, Women's city and county club and Vassar
lege, 1937. 124 p. (Norrie fellowship report, 1933-35)
Discusses library service in New York state, and tbe loan work done by the New 1
1935.

-

state library and the L'abary extension division ; and conditions in Dutchess county w
affect library service. Surveys the schools and libraries in tbe county, and discusses
school libraries in the several communities surveyed. Describes the service givrn
rental and institutional libraries. Recommend* the establishment of a county libran
fill tbe library needs of the entire county, including Poughkeepsie, as a means of .egnalt
"
educational opportunity.

8831. 'lichen, Robert OdelL .The iireboter parish librat:y system in
relation to the Cotton Valley school and commtmity. Master's, 1938. Louis&
State. 75 p. vim Attempts to evaluate the &Rural, practical, and social effects that a library wi
Nubs the whole population would have on the/people. Indicates that
tbe cultural I
'at

T

de
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of the people is being raised

; that borrowers receive practical help
the lihrary
that people read more because of free fibrary service ; and that a'betterthrough
grade of literature
is now preferred than before the library was founded
; that right reading habits arf..lTing
formed among the pupils. Indicates that the county library sytlitem
III the best and most
economical method of reaching all of the people.

3832. McMillen, James Adelbert. Statistica of Southern
college and university libraries, 1937-48. University, Lotiksiana state university,
1938. 4 p.
3833. Miller, Daniel Long. A survey of existing library
conditions in tt)(
rnral homes and schools of, and a proposed rural library plan for,
Larins.r
county, Colorado. Master's, 1937. Colo. St. Coll. 139 p. rns.
Finds tbat the schools as well as the homes investigated in Larimer county
were iiiade.
quately supplied with books. Proposes a tax-supported library in place
of the presont
voluntary
Larimer county library, as a remedy.

3834. Osborn, Edward Everett. Investigation of home libraries in a
rural
community. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 74 p. ms.
3835. Penrose, Richard Lewis. A survey of reading materials in (vrt:lin
six-yvar high schools. Master's, 1938. Iowa. 141 p. ms.
3836. Reed, Lulu R. A test of students' competence to use the library.
I )1
tor's, 1938. Chicago. Library quarterly, 8: 236-83, April 1938.
3837. Reid, Mary Ophelia. Evaluation of home economics libraries of 3
selected grhup of secondary schools of Indiana. Master's, 1938.
Iowa state.
129 p. ms.
.

3838. Richardson, Mary C. Implementing a building for the
library and
the library school department of the State normal school at Geneseo, New York,
in terms of the curricula offered. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 92 p. ms.

Analyzes the functions of_a small teachers college library, and offers suggestions
and equfpment for a lrary school housed in the library, and gives the basic for rooms
principles
underlying construction of a building to meet the needs.
3839. Rimkis, Helen E. Analysis of needs and differences of
organizing
and distributing.the elementary library book collection in a central rural
school
area. Master's, 1938. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 81 p. ms.

3840. Robert, Peyton Charles'.

The .library and the study hall.

Mater's,

19?8. Louisiana State. 48 p. ms.
Surveys the relations ketween the libraries and study'halls in the
Louisiana
longing to the Southern association of colleges and secondary schoola, exclusive schools be
of Orleans
parish. Concludes that a 111 .arian cannot successfully supervise both
the library and the
study_ hall unless the school enrollmAnt la very small ; tivit the schools
approved by the
3.

association have the highest type of library organization in Louisiana ; thai the trend in
library organization is toward tit separate library and study hall; that
a larger percent of
pupils use library matfrials in the combined library and study bill
than in the separate
form; that the most efficient form of library organisatligh for Louisiana
schools
be the.combination library-study hall.with the beet features of tbe separate libraryseems to
system.
(
t3841. Severance, Henry O. A survey of the resources of the University

of Missouri library for researckwork. Columbia, University of Missouri, 1937.
(University ofAiissouri bulletin, vol. 38, no. 16. Library series, no. 19)
3842. Short, Alice. A program of library instruction for grades one to six.
Master's, 1938. Louisiana Stat* 47 p. ms.
30 p.

Formulates a course of study in the use ot hooks and libraries In the
elementary school.

3843. Skaar, Marti* O. Public-school libraries in Wisconsin : a historical
study of school libraries under the supervision o the State department of public
instruction. .Master's, 1938. Columbia. '93 p. ms.

.

LIBRARIES

-13844. Wilson, Louis R. The geography of reading: a study of the dis
tion and status of libraries in the United States. Chicago, American library
ciation and the University of Chieago press, 1938. 481 p.
Treats of library development ; distribution of other facilities for education am
muntcation ; and the reasons that library facilities are so unequally accessible.

3845. Wofford, Azile M.

The .history and present status of-whool lih
South Carolina, 18GS-1938. Master's, 1938. Columbia. 134 p. ms.
Attempts to determine why school libraries in South Carolina have not progres
far as those in other southern states. and offers suggestions for immediate developmet
in

BOOKSIANIVERIODtCALS

3846. Badley, Theodore Thoburn. An devaluation of picture magazin
collateral material in the social studies. Master's, 1938: Ohio State. 69
Studies seven nationally known picture magnzink to determine the materials
in the social studies. Finds lk wide variation between individual picture magazine
.
that discrimination by the teacher is necessary.
I

3847. Bailey Dorothy M. Some aspects of education in the English
of the nineteenth century. Master's, 1938. Loyola. 1542 p. ms.
4

'111

3848. Bridges, Daniel Moody.
1938.

Duke. 123 p. rns.

Professional series in education..

Ma:

Lists 200 series of profegesional books. bulletins, and m6nographs. published sinc(
and describes types of difficulty met with in this type of regearch and the safeguard
to prevent error.

3849. Cain, Lucille.

An analysis of the Jourtml of health and ph

education for years .193-1937. Miister's 1937. Michigan.
3850. Cooper, Jess V. The biologica informat iou in 10 n9n-speciali7ed
zines from June, 1936, to June, 1937.
ster's, 1937. Kansas. 54 p. ms.
Surveys 10 periodicals for 12 months anb classifies articles pertaining to hiolog;
three groups: Human biology. animal biology, and plartt biology. Finds that the Re
Digest. Time, and Colliers contain sufficient material to be used RR supplementary nu
in biology ; that the dominant biological interest of the public pertains to human h
particularly from the health aspect.
11

6

3851. Cramlet, Ruth L. A study of the changing trends in periodical I
lure from 1850 to 1936. Master's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in; Univi
of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliograp
,

publications, 14 : 388-89)
0.
rinds that periodical literature .lutti changed with the times, from the romantici
the nineteenth to the realism of the twentieth century ; that as fiction has becom
important In the literary monthlies, serials have disappeared, and stories have t
shorter and more realistic, with a shift of emphasis from fictiot to political, socia
fTonomic articles mfiecting the industrial activity and cosmopolitan interests of n
life.

3852. Fisher, Henry C. Realism and morality in English fiction before
Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. AbEsl
of theses, 'researches in progress, and bibl!ography of publications, 14 : 79-8
Doctor's, 1968.

Shows that realism and morality in English prose fiction had a historical culminat
the eighteenth century in the fictions of Defoe, Richardson. and Fielding; that the E
realistic novel bad been dependent on the favor of the middle classes ; that middll
prose fiction was submerged below the levpi of polite letters until the middle classes en
into economic, political, and social dominance in the eighteenth century.

3858. Fisher, Laura. The use of historically proven art principles In tn4
Illustrated books for children. Master's, 1838. Colo. St. Coll: of Ed.
bert, James D. The adolescent attitude toward certain a
nd religious issues as reflected' in -current literature. Master's,
iixna. 80 p. mg.
4.
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3855 Grady, Lera. American children's
books of the seventeenth century.
Master's, 1938. George Washington. 113 p. ms.
Attempts to determine what reading Matter in the form
of American books for juvenlips
were available to the children, who wrote these boilks.
such material was putiiishe1
the content of the books, and to give a descriptiop of thewhere
various works.
3856. Harrjson, Mary. An analysis
of library books recommended for firstgrade children. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 55 p.
3857. Higgins, Catherine C. Woman's
place in a changing social order as
reflected in the best:selling covels of 1910 and of 1930.
Master's, 1938. Temple
63 p. ms.
%

Finds that a chivalrous attitude toward women in the 1910
has been replaced by
revlistic attitude in the 1930 boolcsi that the place of women in books
businvEss has developed from
an obscure to a prominent one ; and that the attitude
toward divorced women has changed
from a severely disapproving to an apathetic or approving
one.
A

3858. Hoffman, Thomas Michael. An annotated
biblii)graphy of want nshit(41
books in German on education in the Library of Congress.
Master's, 1938.

George Washington.
3859.

59 p. ms.

-

Humbert, Alice Brainard. rhildren's preferences in types of
picture

book illustrations. Master's, 1938. Michigan.
. 3860. Hunt, Mate Graye.
A historical i4urvey of children's literature. Mas-`el
ter's, 1938. South. MethOdist. (Abstract in: Southern
Methodist univershy.
Abstracts of theses, 1939: 16-17)
3861.

nomics

Jenssen, Hans. Building the book collection of the Institute
of

atthe university at Oslo.

Master's, 1937. Columbia.
Factors in news-cognizamp. Master's,

eco-

3862. Loew, Climmont C.
1938.
Washington Univ. 89 p. rns.
Compares the status and attitudes of 50 men and 50
women, equated for age, as to their
news consciousness as shown by their
opinions given in the youth expressionaire.

3863. Merrill, Goldie Platner. The development of American
secular juwnile magazines. Doctor's, 1938. Washington. 168 p. ms.

Traces the development of these periodicals from 1789 to 1938, anti
shows that their
content developed from religious and moral.instruction to'activity
interests.

3864. Miller, Carolyn S. The didactic element In The
'Spectator. Master's,
1938. Tennessee. 175 p. ms.
Discusses Addison's and Steele's ideas on education,
amusements, superstitions. dress,
. women, and marriage. ShAvs that they condemned
tbe
servile
rigidly classical curriculum, and recommended more humane methods of discipline and the
treatment and a broader course
of study; that they ridiculed grotesqûe amusementi,
and suggested wholesome games arli
pastimes; that they attempted totbreak the bonds of superstition by opening
the people's
eyes to the sbsurdity of some of their beliefs; that they
laughed at foolish customs in dress
and costume, and gave pertinent advice to women ; that they
and attempted toSplate the English Mille on a firmer basis; upheld the sanctity of marriage.
that the bailie principles of their
teed:lins are not outmoded, for the sensible attitudes toward
life that they encouraged are
always tharacteristic of the good citizen.

3865. Milton, Sister Ursula. Spanish folktales of the Southwest
with vocalni1938. Peabody. 100 p. ms.
Arranges and grades the vocabulary of 20 folktales,
and concludes that the scientific
method is highly superior to the subjective method in determining
the rank of readipg
material for the modern

lary gradation. Master's,

language curriculum.

Pettus, Clyde. Subject headings in education. New York, H. W,
Wilson company, 1938. 1:4: p. (Emory university)
a
3866.

Lists, classifies, defines, apd illustrates
definitions.

tbe endings chosen ; cites authorities for the

LIBRAR1US

3s67. Pomeroy, Marie. TeacIters' mantfal for Foresman's Our ',nixie in
Master's, 1937.

New York.

103 p. ms.
Provides a guide for teachers in rural schools for instruction in elenwntary grades.

and mong.

with all phases of public-school music and adapts techniques for use in classes of chi
hods, recommends materials and equipment, and outli
of varying ages. SuggesW
philosophy of music teaching. Indicates that the manual was used successfully in
schools in Ocean county, N. J., and that it has been useful in schools using music
other than the one it was designed to accompany.

3868. Randle, Greta. The fairy world in the elementary school curricu
South. Methodist. ( Abstract in: Southern Aleth((iist univer

Master's, 1938.

Abstracts of theoes, 1938: 21-Z2)
Deals with the varying points of 'view concerning the fairy tale, with special cm'
on viewpoints of modern educators and psychologists; summarizes the various thi
regarding the origin of fairies and studies their characteristics as portrayed in
beliefs; and surveys the fairy world as a Mal land. Shows the ways in which fairy si

satisfy certain educational ends.

3869. Ratcliff, Cecil H. A study of the book using policies of county
districts of Ohio.

Master's, 1938. Ohio State.

st

89 p. ms.

Studies 74 of the county school districts of Ohio! Finds that the book using policie
largely inadequate but are being overhauled to meet nPwer conditions.

3870. Samwell, Joyce Banks. The evolution of a child's story throngl
search interests. Master's, 1938. Southern California.
*3871. Sheehan, Cornelia Eleanor. Changing attitude, 4owvd Amer
women as s.hown through the medium of the Americarr4latr4orv 1910-1
n
. %.-1Master's, 1938. St. T. c., Fitchburg. 69 p. ms.

"

.

.

Traces tbe slowly changing attitude toward American womeg In business. politics,
relationships, and in education, especially RH it affects women in the professions.

3872. Smith, Lewis Conrad. Comics ìs literature for children.
Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

1938.

Mast

-

3873. Smith, Lois. The appreciotion of Newberry medal books by
mediate grades. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 58 p. ms.

II

Finds that many more boys than girls preferred the New4erry medal books.

3874. Scrivnor, Glen F. A study of books on athletic,coaching to deten
what books should be of greatest help to coaches of athletics. Master's,
Mass. St. Coll.
f3875.

41 p. ms.

Sturtevant, Sarah M. and Reddick, Vern Swisher. pecent b

for deans, cot#IsAatrii, and other personnel workers: an annotated hibliogra
New York, Teachers college, (olumbiaiversity, 1938. 12 p.

3876. Ullius, N. Irene. Adult interes\ in child development as reveale(
a survey of artichbs appearing in leading household magazines. Master's, 1
Drake.

76 p. ms.

-.4

3877. Van Nice, Charles Ray. A study of state teachers association j
nals in the United States. Master's, 1938. Kansas. 67 p. MR.
Analyses all state teacher); association Journals 'published in the United States
July, 1935, to June, 1936. Finds that the chief purpo'se for v;hich teacher associi
Journals are published is to promote the organisation
tives

of the association; secondary
are to improve instruction, establish a sound philosophy of education among teac

(1

and to disseminete educational news.

a

3878. Young, Wilbur G. A study of 'government publications available
the teaching of general science, with suggestions for their use. Master's, 1
,

Ohio State. 100 p. ms.
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READING INTERESTS

i3879. Amps, L. Claude.

Science encountered by high-school pupils in
free
Penn. State. 26 p. ms.
Attempts to determine whether pupils read the
science found In newspapers and maga.
zines; whether the articles which they read
are
related
to the science courses they arp
taking in school; and to ascertain Iyhether they
understand what they read. Fihds that
-ft high percentage of gcience
pupjLwbave science reading material in their
homes, and that
about 50 percent of them r
this material; that the bulk of the material which
read is related to the co
thpy
they are taking in school; and that the pupils who
lift.. had
more than one course 11Íi science recognize a greater
part or the science material In thir
homes than do pupils who have had hut
one science

reading.

4

Master's,

1938.

1.

course.

Baker, Willie Alma. The reading preferences
above average in English achievement. Master's,
1938.
3881. Campaigne, William M. A suggested
list of
for voluntary Old cultural reading in a.junior
college
3880.

N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

of eighth-grade students
Texas.

twentieth century 11401cs
library. Master's, 19:17.

3882. 'Conway, Sister M. Ambrose. A study of the
tastes .of ninth-grade
girls in reading. Master's,11N. .Kansas. 64 p.
tuts.
Describes an experiment conducted with 345 girls
in the ninth-grade English class ofMount St. ficholastica academy, Atchison, Kans.
Shows that the girls had increased their'
ewloyment of reading by the

end of the year: raaintained a ninth-grade
status In/ reading
comprehension, English composition, and literatrure
appreciation ; and read several times
dB much as the course of study prescribed.
3883. Fearon, Catherine V. Professional
reading vf teachers. Master'A,
1938. Fordham. 84 p. ms.
Analyzes replies to a queSstionnaire sent in by 104
teachers of 19 public elementary schools
of Brookly.n. +Inds that mere professional
reading is done by the younger teachers: that
there is a definitg interest in, the activity program
; that supervisors
reading by
various m'ethods, but the tea
rs desired more; that teachers stretzsedstimulate
a good professional
library, clubs, definite reading
uirtmente, and less clerical work as means of
encouraging
professional reading.

crt

3884. Foreste4,- Inez. Stories preferred
by primary children. Master's,
UM. Peabody. 108 p. ms.
Shows that children prefer faiv tales
more than other types of stories, and that with
few exceptions boys and girls enjoy the
same stories.

3885. Hoffman, Harold Di A study
of the
in the intermediate grades of the town schools vacation reading of the children
of Franklin counfy, Iowa. Masleers; 1938.
Ifr

Iowa. 78 p. ms.

3886. Holderhess, Jobie Elizabeth. A
study of the recreational resoling of
the children in fifth and sitth grades in the
Dunbar elementary. school, Tulsa,
Oklahoma. Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
3887.

ter's,

Hosking, Elizabeth. A thvdy of children's
voluntary -reading.
Michigan.

1938.

Mas-

411

3888. Lambert, Edward Charles.
Reader
newsr;dperEiPin the 10 to 20,000 circulation

interest in syndicated features o
class. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
3889. Leex L. Tennent, jr. Voluntary
readinf interests of the sixth-grade
pupils of
Etta Tallassee and Wetumpka schools. Master's,
1938. Alabama.

tb

38906 Smith, Helen S.
Outside readint and home library facilities of a
Louisiana sch6ol. Master's, 1988. Peabody
112 p. ms.
Finds a wide

range in tbe education
Annie Eastman high school, Hamm'ond,and the occupations of the par4nts of pupils in the
as well as in the home libraries and reading
interests Of the pulpit. ¡Alvin that most La.,
of
the
books read were in the school library rather
than in the home libraries.
,

s.

.
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Colorado; University of, 4, 4, 52, 64, 151, 226, 772,

Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, 1497,
1863, 18811, 1922, 190, 1966, 2034, 2304, 2800, 2862,
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Arts, 597, 944, 1161, 1500, 1503, 1505, 17614 1862, 1873,
3195, M2, 3620, 3889.
1896,
1906,
1914, 19* 19341 1938-1940, 1949, 1961,
Albion Coliege, I.
1975, 1995, 1999, 2036, 2043, 2359, 2397, 2408, 2621,
Andover-Newton Theological School, 142A, 2060,
2706, 7765, 306,1, 3259, 3278, 3361, 8530, 3620, 3678,
2070, 2096, 2105.
3833.
Arizona State Teachers College, 784, 2064, 3048, 3503,

Colorado State College of Education, 62, 169, 499,

3610.

Arizona State Teachers College, Tempe,
Armour Institute of Technology, 610.

9618.

603, 514, 666, 786, 8621 861, 968, 1054, 1081, 10901, 1124,
1127, 1130, 1149, 1233, 1317, 13791 1422, 1424, 1486,
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2733, 2837, 2857, 2904, 2930, 2957, 2965, 3044, 80931
3125, 8128, 2271, 3300, 3466, 3461, 3436, 3677, 3827,
3853, 3872, 3886.

Ball State Teachers College, 1138, 1320, 1410, 2396,
2703, 3095.
Baylor University, 94.
Biblical Seminary in New York, 20f8, 2084, 2092, Columbia University, 5, 215, 25g, 348, 358, 380, 407,
412, 417-418,
2099, 211

2114, 2117, 2616, 3677.

Boston Co
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Wi Hams, Robert Leroy, 674.
WI Hams, Selina East, 1378.
Wi liamson, Aubra Carl, 237 2.
Wi liamson, Charles Braineid. 1110.
Wi liamson. Edward O., 3236.
Wi lis, James Otis, 120.

Willis, Joseph F., 176.
Wilmore, H. M., 2047.
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Wi mot, Wilbur G.. 445.
Wi son. A. Gaylard, 3389.
Wilson, Alma J., 1248.
Wilson, Carl B.. 94.
Wilson, Claude Victor, 535.
Wilson, David S. 774.
Wi ROn, Eustas DuCoie, 346.
Wilson, Frank M.. 1703'.
Wilson, Irl Clifford, 675.
Wilson, James Fred, 2373.
Wilson, Joseph Jeffries. 3134.
Wilson, Louis R., 3844.
Wilson, Lurana Rownd, 2431.
Wilson, Mrs. Madge Jones, 2196.
Wilson, Marian Lavin& 2374.
Wilson. Rayma Bess. 1704.
Wilt, Titus T., 2964.
WInbigler. Hugh Donald. 1440.
Windes, Theodore R.. 2375.
Wineinger, F. W., 2965.
Wing, Donald H., 2376.
Wing. Herbert. fr., 2497.
Winger, Fred Everet, 1844.
Wingerd, Mark, 2118.
Winnemore, Augustine Edward, 1931.
Winokur, Morris, 1139.
Winslow, Leon Loyal. 1418.
Winter, Fred Aldrich, 1560.
Winter, Ray Ellsworth, 3547.
Winther, Adolph I., 2966.
Wirt, Florence Mary, 3592.
Wirth, Bessie Coat, 8R6.
Wisdom, Paul E., 1379.

1

Gertrude E., 1214.
Wise. John Robert, 2413.
Wise. Randolph E., 3767.
Wishart, Charles Frederick, 247:i 19),

Wisman. Ilarid l'., 1561.
Vit eyer. Paul E, 2967.
Witter 8, Harold Harry.

WotTord. Azile M., 3845.

93.

Wohlschlaeger. Thomas Jacob ('
%Vold, Olga Caroline. 37(is.
Wolf, Ximena Juanita, 317.

2622..

Wolfe. Leslie C., 313 5. ,
Womble. Charles W., 3686.
Wood, Earl McClain, 1932

Wood, Everett M., 1 1 74.
Wood, Herbert Sidney, 2377.
w..od, Margaret Louise, 1482.
Wood, O. Keith, 334 6.
Woodfin, Mrs. Neva Bennett, 3:11
Woodmore. T. B., 24 98.
Woodruff. Francis Russell, 3542
oda. Miles Walker, 900.
Woodward. Jean M.. 1634
Wookiward. Robert Earl. 1933.
1Vord. Aubrey Hugh, 1111.
Worley. Meltie Dorothy. 981.
Worthington, Edward H., 2378.
Worthington. Lee Russell, 2379.
Worthley, Mary Glen. 96.
Wossman, Julia Caroline, 1112.
Wrather, Marvin Otis. 3003.
Wright, Fannie Hardin. 1202_
Wright, James T. C.. 82.
Wright, Lucile V., 3 1 82.
Wright, Nora B., 37 11.
Wright, Theodore A., 1705.
Wrightstone, J. Wayne. 2197.
Wriston, Henry M.. 27S0 (7)
Wu. Thomas M., 57 5.
Wulber, Zehner Waldo. 2717.
Wyatt. William Bernard. 3390.
Wyllie, Edward Barrct, 3055.
Wynn, Bessie Edith, 2048.
Yarherry. Cleo, 3347.
Yarborough, 011ie Jeau. 536.
Varbrttugh, Dorothy, :022,

late& Otis Webster,

2119.

Yeager, W. A., 347.
Yeakel. Sivter Mary Agnes. 97
Yeicsigian. Leo, 1623.
Yerian, Charles Theodore, 1 845.

'lager. Floyd W.. 3509.
Yoakan, G. A.. 370.
oumans, Ernest G., 2198.

Young, A. C.. 2560.
YoUng, Alfred R., 208.

Young. Barbara Jane. 3260.
Young, Charles Watson. 2833.
Young. M. M., 1203.
Young, Wesley Emil; 537.
Young, Wilbur 0.. 3 878.
Young-Masteu, Isabel, 2199.
Youngs. Martha A., 3712.
Your& R.land B., 1140.
Zechiel. Ruth L.. 23410.

Zeigler, Robert Terry. 1113.
7kmke. Walter H., 2381.
7,ernott. Gerald Atwood, 3056.
Zetrouer, Horace F., 2968.
Ziegen barn. Alvin P., 2834.
Zimmer, Brother Agatho Peter, 2409.
Zimmerman. Russell Ilanlel. fr.. 2623.
Zwald. Merwin Lester. 538.
Zuckerman, George, 3769.
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(The numbers refer to items, not to page]
A

Architectural drawing, i4N.
Architectural education, 1395.

Ability grouping. See Homogeneous grouping.

Absences, 3123-3124, 3127, 3130, 3138.

Academies. See Private schools.
Accident insurance. See Insurance, accident.
Accident prevention, 1499.
Aocideila, 1496, 1499, 1501. 1503, 1506, 1637, 1928, 2182.
Accounting, 954, 972, 1839.
Accounting, school. See School finance.
Acoustics, 1316.

Accrediting. See Standards.
Acrophobia, 771.
Acting. See Dramatics.

Aristotle, 116.
Arithmetic, 246, 289, 304, 411, 506, 751, AS-/O.f.', 2-1!4,
3347. See also Textbooks.
Arliona, education. 159, 322.1843, 2943,3618, Ph, ntl,
182; Williams.
3593.
Arkansas, education,
664, 671, 1202, 2038, 2750, 329C.
3672; Lonoke county, 2879.

Arnold, Matthew, 273.
Art-appreciation and interpretation,

1396. 1414
Art education, 483, 491, 530, /380-4 418, 1917,
3437
Articulation (education), 259, 1219, 1805, 183g. .A3A
Arts
and
crafts,
2179,
3595, 3614.
Activity day, 2346.
Activity programs, 221, 1188-04, 734, 1072, 1143, 1195, Assemb1ies. 204, 2175, =4, 2317, 3277, 3306.
Assignments, lesson, 1075.
1917, 2616, 2976, 3420, 3594.
Associations, alumni, 2381.
Addams, Jane, 2057.
Associations, athletic. See Athletic a.ssociation
Addition. See Arithmetic.
Associations,
educational, 39, 77, 122, 124, 1T. h23
Adjustment. See School children-adjustment r
1123, 2245, 2303. See also Parent-teacher as:ocis
Adle., Alfred, 258.
tions.
Administration of school.% 136, 150. 698, 2133, 2147, Aswell, James
Benjamin, 105.
2576, 2702, t783-1834. See also Current educational
Athletes, 545, 553.
conditions, United States. Foreign countries, Athletic
associations,
135, 1636, 1639, 1648, 1681
education. Junior high schools. Secondary eduAthletic dubs, 1692.
cation. Surveys, educational.
Athletic
directors.
See
Coaches and ooschinv
Administration of schools-county. See County

unit plan.
Administrators. See Principals. Supervision and
supervisors.
Adolescence, 243, 258, 465-466. See also Secondary
education.
Adopted children. See Foster children.
Adowe unit, 131.
Adult education, 34, 136, 251, 341, 346, 417, 477, 651,
971, 132g, 1500, 104, 1914, 1925, 1987, 1990, 2087,
2090, 9661-1485,

Mt 3552,

3614, 3623, 3700, 3773.

Advertising, 1990.
Aeronautic education, 1910, 1930.
Africa, education, 225, 727 243.
Age-grade proms& See Progress in school.
Agricultural education, 98,
650 1865, 1984-197t,
2640, 2655, 2731, 3002, 3037, 32178, *idly 3375.

Air, 1097.

Alabama, education, 15, 147, 664, 671, 1522.

1759, 1953,

2337, 2769, 2852, 3062, 3066, 3074, 3101, 3520, 3651,
3823; Birmingham, 1873, 3382, 338, 3743;

3664,

Cullman county, 1954, 2596; DelIalb county, 2986;
Etowah county, 2609, 2867; Fayette oounty,
2596;
Geneva county, 2612; Greensboro, 89, 2869; Jefferson county, 24; Lamar county, 2600; Lauderdale
county, 204; Marengo county, 2620; Marshall
count ,

Athletic.% 334, 18,55-1706, 1713, 2229, 2577, 284+), N16.
2966, 3274, 3791. See also Physical ability tests

and scales.

Athletit- -track and field, 548,
1695.

1640, 1645, 167S, :644-

Athletics, intercollegiate, 16531 1672.
Athletics, interscholastic, 1629,1633, 1652, 1657,
2335.
Athletics, intramural 1593, 1629, 1633, 1842,

1

Attendance and child accounting, 128, 179, 197,

i 566.

1664, 1701, 2327, 368il.

Anthropometry, 561.
Applications for positiona, 2726, 2742, 3084.
Appointment of teachers. See Teachers-eppointmeat and tenure.
Apprentice teaching. kiss Practise teaching.
=ties., 1872,

z

1087.

1_, 1, 1914, 1920, 2576, 3254.

At
children. 8es Exceptional groups.
Aud
, 3730.
Audiometer, 373A.
Auditorium activities. See Assemblies.
Auditoriums, 3515, 3525.
Australia, education, 235.

Badminton, 542, 1641.
Bands, school, 607, 1300, 1326, 1346, 1364.
Bankers, 2869.
-...
Banks and tkthg, 940.
Baptist church, education, 16, H.

Barton, JClara,
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-660,

2148, 2150, 21M, 2337, 2850, 2852, 2984, 2, 3410v,
3049, 3110-31.16, 3139, 3226, 3588, am.
Attitudes, 124, 149, 155, 220, 313, 341, 428, 5n3, roii;
819, 948, 961, 1176, 1181, 1198, 1216, 1228, 1262.
1266-1267, 1323, 1532, 1551, 1675, 1697, 1009, 1so7,
1864, 2001, 2013, 2015, 2069-2000, 2067, 2069, 2tritlVW, 2104, 2107, 2140, 2273, 2288, 2323, 2353, 2372,
2391, 206, 2449, 2468, 2644, N, 2678, 2989, 319K,
3340, 3367, 3398, 3548, 3638, iv' , WM, 3744, :oik.r4
See also Social intelligenoe-testaoand scales.

1MO, 2608; Monroe county, 1854; Tallassee,
county, 1049; Washington county,
Autobiography, 3280.
2693; Wetumpka, 3880.
Alaska, education, 312, 672, 3476; Saskatchewan, Automobile accidents. Ste Accidents.
Automobile driving, 1500, 1507.
1516, 2990.
Automobile mechanics, 1926.
Algebra, AK 104-1086. See also Textbook&
Automobiles, 1856.
Alumni associations. See Associations, alumni.
Aviation. See Aeronautic education.
American education week, 166.
A vocations. See Hobbies.
American institute, 212.
Awards. 8es Rewards and prises.
Anatomy, 1668, 1596,
Animism, 2123, 3761.
3889;

1702,

t
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BRsehitn, 1666, 1671, 1673.

Basketbs11, 1617, 1651, 1659, 1666, 1668, 1670, 1680,
1RS6-1687, 1689, 1691, 1693.

Behavior, 411, 435-436, 453, 474, 770, 988, 1296-1297,
1569, 1721, 1729, 2001, 2022, 2125, 2130, 2189, 2199,
2297, 2399, 2794, 204, 3649, 3796, 3800a 3802, 3810.
Set also Child study.
Behavior clinics. See Child guidance clinim.
Belgian Congo, education, 2245:N
Bible, 2077; 2109.
Bibliographies, 201, 531, 603.. 906, 3411, 3M8.
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Census. school. 3111, 311g. 3131.
Centralized schools. See Consolidation.

Chain stores, 2013.
Chamber music. See Music.
Character education. 137, 324, 1342, 3049-108S, 3667
Charters, W. W., 659.
Charts, 3321, 3325.

Cheating,

2067.

Chemistry, 343, 1076, 14, 1130, 1141- 1174,3160. See
also Textbooks.
Child care. See Chillren-care and hpriene
Big brother movement, 3598.
Child guidance clinics, 379.
Bilingualism, 418. 512, 707, 784, 805, 826-828. 851, 880, Child labor, 371.
943, 1006, 1766, 2155, 2157, 2161, 2190, 3593, 3601, Child labor laws, 2847, 2859.
3604, 3607, 3609-3612, 3818, 37M.

Biography, 1160, 2057, 2081, 2343, 3415, 3480, 3497.

See alto Educational biography.

Biology, 343, 345, 488, 490, 495, 1090, 1094,
1595, 2054, 2357, 3850.

Birth order, 376.
Blackboards, 996.

See also Text p,r-I

1/40,

Child study. 354, 368. .171-407, 1389, 1451. 2591, 3s7n.
See also Exceptional groups. Negroes, education.

Preschool education.
Child welfare, 2108.

Children, adopted. Set Foster children.
.
Children, backward. See Mentally retarded. %"-

Chndren-care and hygiene, 388,

1513, 2125.

-

Blind and partially seeing, 37O1-37Q7O, n184715. Children-charities, protection, etc., 371, 2171, 3572,
Boarding schools. See Private SC
3575, 3579, 3588.
Boards and foundations. See E(
tional boards Children's literature and reading, 3853, 3855-3856,
and foundations.
3850-3860, 3863 3868, 3870, 3872-887, 3884, 3886-3887,
Boards of education, 136,138, 148, 1 , 196, 2'723, 2727,
3889-3890. NY
7736, 2738, 2789, 2792, 2801, 2804, 2812, 2826, 21332, China, education, 211, 214-215, 226, 24e, 244, 3058.
2S41. 286R, 280, 2989, 3059, 3014.
Chinese children, education, 2505, 3, 3815, 3821.
Bobhitt, Franklin, 659.
Chorus singing, 1308, 1324, 1340, 1378.
Bohemian children, education, 3609.
Chorus speaking, 1378, 1455, 1462.
Bolivia, education, 212.
Christian church, education, 331.
Book lists, 871.
Christian education, 215, 231, 238. See also Religious
Bookbinding, 1881.
education.
Bookkeeping, 984, 1748, 1762, 1770, 1774-1775, 1784, Church and education, 25.
1S20, 1M4, 1839, 2935, 3202, 3439.
Church of the Brethren, education, 2089.
Books and periodicals, 216, 333, 1213, 1236, 3820, Church schools. See Parochial schools. Religious
e

3848-S878.

education. Sunday schools.

Botany, 1114-1140, 8462.
Boxing, 1655.
Roy Scouts, 3262, 32b5, 3270, 3233, 3293, 3300.
Boys' clubs, 3308, 3791.
Braille system, 3721, 3724.

Circuit teachers, 2621.
Citizenship education. Set Civics.

Browning, Robert, 2064.

Class periods, length, 190, 1633, 1973, 2491.
Class rank, 2383, 2448.

Broadcasting, radio. See Radio in educatión.
Browning, Elizabeth Barrett, 2057.

Brumbaugh, Martin Grove, 284.

Buckeye boys' state, 3392, 3573.
Budgets, school. 138, 2896, 2960, 2966.
Budgets, state, 2258.
Burma, education, 240.
Bus drivers, 3035, 3040.
Business arithmetic. Set Arithmetic.
Business depression. 145, 2918, 3070, 3557.
Business education. See Commercial education.
Buying. See Purchasing.

Civics, 824, 1190, 11149-1148, 1264, 2217, 3262, 3392, 3396,
3459, 3483, 3667.

Civil service, 1402, 2552, 25M.
Civilian conservation corps, 348, 1708, 1824, 2562, 2568,
2573, 2577-2578, 2582.

Class site, 1084, 1633, 1900, 1907, 1939, 51364137, 3585.

Classical education, 3, 2319.
Classical languages, 887400.
Classification and promotion, 744, 31384143, 3643.
Classroom management. See Discipline, school.

Clothing and dress, 404, 1973, 1991, 1995, 2000, 2014,
2022, 2032. 2040, 2046, 7705.

Clubs, athletic. See Athletic clubs.
Clubs, Federation of women's. See Federation of
women's clubs.

Clubs, 4-H. See 4-H clubs.
Clubs, Hi-Y. See Hi-Y clubs.

Cadet teachers. See Practice teaching.

Cafeterias, 3520.
Calculus, 935.
California, edeication, 40, 79, 136, 822, 664, 1228, 1704,
1711, 1793, 1828, 1860, 1924, 1996, 2373, 2392, 2400,
246k4, 2525, ,378, 2752, 2754, 7765, 2815, 2877, 2981,
3094, 866, 3318, 3351, 3547, UM, 3672, 3706, 3714,
3777; Azusa, 3117; Burbank, 2760; Clearwater,3585;
Fresno, 3621; Glendale, 1806; Kern oounty, 1315;
Los Angeles, 129, 330-331, 675, 1365, 1559, 1778,1866.
1928, 2136, 2182, 2377, 2559, 2905, 3368, 3592, 3728,
3762, 3771, 3802; Los Angeles county, 1459, 1572;
Lynwood, 194; Palo Alto, 2336; Ran Benito oounty,

Clubs, home economics. See Home economics clubs.
Clubs, school. See School clubs.
Coaches and ooaching, 1633, 1643, 16k, 1676, 1689,
1096, 1703, 2840, 3874.

Co-eurricular activities, 2874, 2946.
Coeducation, 96, 1590, 1725.
Collateral reading. See Reading, supplementary.
College entrance examinations, 3162.
College entrance requirements. Ste Colleges and

universities-entrance requirements.

College libraries. See Libraries, college.
Collars professors and instaictors, 1770-1781 .
College recruiting. See Student selection.
College studenta-bousing, 2500, 2502, 2508, 2515,

2572; San Diego 1583; San Francisco, 1334. 22229
2519, 2521, 2638.
UK Santa Cruz county, 2906; Colleges and universities: Alabama, 2479; Arkansas,
Banta Rosa, 3804* Baum county, 1591; Whittier
1586; Appoachlan state teachers, 1611, 2633; Berea,
union, 3346, 3383; Yolo county, 1501.
1919, 1983; Bexley, 57; Bluffton, 2029; Boston uniCalvin, John, XL
versity, U; Bridgewater state teachers, 3330; BuckCamps and camping, IOU, 1710, 1712, 1720, 1729.
nell, 2725; California, 16, WV, 3156; Call
at
Canada, education, 222, 1071.
Los Angeles, NH; California state teachers,
;
Capitalism,
Carnegie institute of technology, bil90; Chicago, ,
Cardiac away J17011.
2502; Clark, 3166; Coker, 2476; Colgate, $ 521; ColCaricatures and cartoons, 8672.
lege of the City of New York, 100IS, 1597; Colorado,
Carnivals, 1430, 2909.
MO, 2501, 2804; Colorado state, 2637; CommonCarpentry, NIL
wealth, 91; Coma% $S, 3623; David Lipscomb, 67;
Case med,
Delaware, N98. Detroit, 3162, 3328; Dickinson,
Cope stadia% 131, al 419 461, 4n 721, 762, 1448,
3067; Eastern Oklabomak2111;
South Da1176, -2366, 14116663143S__36g, 37M, 3768, $766,
kota
state normal, 243; marl 746; Illoridk
3781
, must 31110, 3514.
Fowler, 2192;
theological,
87;
George
WombOatalho,11$41/1,
Wont 4;
1019_
INS. Glenda/. kukior,_1810;
Catechism, PUI3, 3308.
Hawaii, Nu; I *bran junior, 14111; Hobat, IC:
3697; San Pedro,

I.
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Colleges and universities-Continued.
Hunter, 1g13. 2t36; Idaho. 381R; Illinois, 2102, 3524; Conduct See Behavior.
conforenc plan. 1192.
Indiana, 764; Indiana state teirtiers. 124, 602, 1m18. Co-i'p-enc
bc, 1ersonr0 See Interviews.
2603; Iowa, 1429, 1539, 1717. 1751. ..:6(12, Iowa stalp,
2003; Iowa state teachers. .52i-St2. 207y. mtg. 3337, C'onf-renc-s aryl Conventions. r1twatinnft1, 141I
ronnocticut, pritirmitm, 131, 1311, 666, 2101; liar
33s4: Jefferson, 22; John Tarleon.
T: ansnc. 3-,.
3113, 3653
1129, 2042; Kansas state teachers. Emporia, 3342;
l'onscrvatiln
of res,oirms, 163, 982, 1251. 2372
Kent Fin t e . 2648; Kentucky, 1982. 2511: Kentucky
state, 1331; Kenyon, 57; Lehigh, 3171; Los Angeles Consolidation, 28, 42, frit. 178, 190-191, 202- 2til. 2n2142, 2211, 2821, 2911, 2915, 2938, 2962, 299s, !(5;:
junior, 2577; Louisiana state, 99, 981, 1663, 1672;
3011.3072, 318, 3193. 3510.
" 1678, 2102, 2508, 2517, 2521-2522, 2608, 2655, 3163,
Louisiana state normal, 2230: Luther, 2483; Mary- Consumer education, 404, 1172, 1183, 1750, 1812, i97;,
1979, 1984, 1990, 2008-7010, 2026, 203S. 2043.
land state teachers, Towson, 3367; Massachusetts
21.90%
2587.
institute of technology, MI; Massachusetts state,
Contemporary
problems,
521-522, 651, 657, 12,q). 12v,
2630; Menlo junior, 3815; Miami, 931; Michigan.
1509. 1718. 2447, 2484. 2505; Minnesota, 450, 2469, Contests, 2203.
2544, 3320; M ississippi state college for women, 2510; Cont.fts, commercial. 2)30.
Missouri, 3060, 3841; Montana, 3818; Morningside, Contests, scholaNhip. 2210.
Contract plan, t96-f97, 880, 1138, 11M, 119. :21¡%,
2466; Murray state teachers, 1730; Nebraska,
961,
1950, 2561.
2478; Nevada, 3818; Newark, 1305; New Jersey
state teachers, Newark, 845; New Jersey state Contracts, 2855.
teachers, Trenton, 1467; New York, 2650; New Controversial subjects. See Indoctrination.
York state 2682; New York state normal, Platts- Cooperation, 123.
education, 510, 838, 1817, 1%1, 1902, 22fi,r,,
burgh, 2628; New York state
normal, Potsdam, Cooperative
3122.
2734; North Carolina, 2480; North Dakota,
3818;
Coordinating
councils, 3590.
North Texas state teachers, 3533; Northwestern,
35, 1262. 1287; Oberlin, 35; Ohio, 449, 969; Ohio Correlation (statistics), 941.
state, 1603, 2433, 2610; Oklahoma agricultural and Correlation of school subjects, 644, M6, 654, 670, 7n3,
845, 858, 895, 991, 1085, 1087, 1143, 1225-122C. 1237,
mechanical, 333, 1556, 1635, 2441, 2485, 2751, 3376;
1417, 1506, 1508, 1592, 1627, 1761, 1801, 2017,
Oregon, 35, 2492; Oregon agricultural. 2492; Osh2019,
2474.
2827.
kosh state teachers. 1916; Parsons junior, 3259;
Correspondence
schools
and
Pasadena junior, 2416; Patapsco female, 82;
courses, 653, 1432, 1720,
2331, 2548, 2627, 3058.
sylvania, 3327; Pennsylvania state, 1271, 2318,Penn2634: Cosmetics, 1079.
Pittsburgh, 124, 2442, 2538, 2642, 3681; Port Huron
junior, 2419; Prairie View state normal, 2645; Pur- Cost accounting, 3054.
due, 2000; Rochester, 3521; Sam Houston state Cost and standard of living, 2009, 2770, 3581.
teachers, 2644, 2676, 3295, 3657-3668; Ban Jose state, Costume, 1423, 1438.
2527; Slippery Rock state teachers, 124; South Da- Cotton industry, 2480.
kota, 3818; Southern California, 1791, 2083; South- Counselors. See Student advisers and counselors
ern Methodist, 2459; Southern state normal, 1884: Counter-chronological method. 1223.
Stanford, 2625; State teachers, Fitchburg, 434, 2449; County unit plan, 196, 2879, 2971, 2978, 2992, 3011.
Swarthmore, 8.5; Syracuse, 2486-2487, 2515, 3315r Courses of study. See Curriculum studios. Subjects of the curriculum. Units of work.
3523, 3578; Teachers college, Columbia, 2463; Ten!mane, 2437, 2504, 2514: Texu, 2519; Texas college Court reporting, 1487.
of arts and industries, 2464; Texas state college for Courtesy and etiquet, 2063.
Cramming, 353.
women, 3533; Trevecca Nazarene,
Trinidad, Creative activities,
360, 362, 1093.
2190; Trinity, 67; Tusculum, 2449; 2445;
Tuskegee, 2444; Creative education.
853, 974, 2170, 2394.
Union, 2456; Utah,
Virginia theological, 57
Creative
writing,
w. p. A. freshman,3818;
1483,
1489.
2422; Wellesley, 568; Wes Credit unions, 2775.
Texas state teachers, 1554; West Virginia state
Credits
and credit systems, 1335, 1633, 2434, 1543.
3660; Westerfl Kentucky state teachers, 2626; Wen
Crime and criminals, 3557, 3831.
ern state teachers, 935, 2635; Whittier, 2616;
Crippled children, 3701-3702, r 13-r17.
consin, 35, 2906; Wyoming, 4, 3818; Xavier, Wis1705 Critic
teachers. 2237.
Young Harris. 2435; Young men's Christian asso
Current educational conditions. United States
ciation, 2496.
111-498. Foreign countries, 109--tól.
Colleges and universities-administration, 82, 2779
Current events. See Civics.
2843.
Current
interest method, 11211.
Colleges and universities-attendance, 3112, 3119.
Curriculum revision. See Curriculum studieg.
Colleges and universities-buildings, 3518.
Curriculum studies, 180, 197, 204,290, 64f-675, 2264,
Colleges and universities-business manager, 2432.
2282, 2289, 2298, 2363, 2398, 2407, 2412, 2418, 2421,
Colleges and universities-enrollment, 2481, 2497.
2429-2430, 2436, 2442, 2625, 2642, 2645, 2652, 2657,
Colleges and universities-entrance requirements,
3061,
3089. See also Education-history. Sub2433-2434, M72, 2484, 2634-2635, 3156, 3192.
jects of the curriculum.
Colleges and universities-finance, 24381 2440, i4:46,
.
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2456, 2489, 2497, 2498, 2638, 2652, 2912-2913, 3818.

Colleges and universities-tuition fees 82, 1395, 2438,
2440, 2446, 2472, 2493.
Colorado, education, 322, 956, 1593, 1617, 1865,
1881, Daily programs. See Schedules, school.
2379. 2549, 2837, 3009, 3360, 3577; Adams county,
2359; Boulder, 1111; Brown county, 2359; Fort Dances and dancing, 1708, 1715, 1719, 1725, 172.

Collins, 343; Hancock county, 2359;
county, 3833; Morgan county, 2930; Pike Larimer
county,
2359; Schuyler county, 2359.
Comenius, Johann Amos, 116.
Comic strips. See Caricatures and cartoons.
Commercial arithmetic. Set Arithmetic.
Commercial contests, 2277.
ComMercial education, 901, 1748-1845, 2209, 2216,
2367. Set s/so Vocational tests.
Commercial geography. See Geography.
Commercial law, 1768, 1795, 1799, 1810.

1735-1737, 1746.

Dan, John Julius, 98.

Deaf and hard of hearing, 1623, 3701-3702, 3705,
ST it6-3736, 3750, 37M.
Deaf-schools and institutions, 1623.
Deans, high school. See Student advisers and

oounselors.
Deans of colleges, 2467, 2779.
Deans of women, 3&
Debates and debating, 1443, 1445, 1459, 1471-1472,
1477.
Decathlon, 2335.
Communication, 1191.
Declamation.
See Public speak
Communism, 1260, 1263, 1260, 2079.
Ps
Degrees, graduate, 2540, 2517.
Community and school, 65,2704, 2809, N67.
Delaware,
education,
1116; W mington, 2290.
Community centers, 100.
Community use of school buildings. See School Delibate ohildren, $898-4809, 3702.
Delinquent children. Set Social maladjusted.
bitildings-use.
Democracy, 1263,1218
Comprehensive examinations, 3147, $m.
Democracy
and education 62, 1 161-162, 271, 234,
Compulsory education, 128, 2293, 2844-2846, 2862,
644, 1259,3202,3=354$, 3604 .
,4 $60,3111,311&
3600, M7,3646,
2661.
,611
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Demonstration schools, 3311, 695, 794, i 099,

Educational associations. See Associations, educa-

aw, 3533, 3825, 3827.
Demonstrative geometry. See GPrrnet r V.

Educational biography. 98-!1.
Edilritinnill hoards and foundations, 2913, 2947.
Edue it ¡nnal dirertorc See Directors, educational
E(iur-iti )11-0 Ine.v:ilrprnents-tmts and scales. 197,
7)1, ;":
3n7. See also Exarnination.
Edurtt1on,i1 philosophy. See Eduobtion---thN)ries
and principles.
Educational psychology. See Psychology, educa-

I 44S,
2152-2153, 2168, 2602, 2616-2647, 2A1;7. 33;7, 333(1.

Dental clinics, 1561.
Dental h ygiene. See Teeth- care mn h.,
Dental schools and colleges. 2544, 2560.

Departments of education, 2147.
Dependent children. See Children-charities,
tection, etc.

pro-

Depression. Sa Business depression.
Design, 1410.
Detention halls.

See Discipline, school.

Detention schools, 3777.
Development schools. See Special education.
Dewey. John, 2M, 264, 283.
Diet, 1541. 3605.

Directed study. See Supervised study.
Directors, educational, 141.
Disabled-rehabilitation, 1909, 2906, 3581, 3700, 3709,
3713-3714.

Discipline. school,. 2787, 2806, 2815, 2817, 2834, 3395,
3399, 3832.

Discussion, 473.

Discussion method. See Continence plan.
Disguise. M.
Dissertations, academic, 599, 602. See also Research

educational-reports.

District schools. See Rural education.
Diving, 1649, 1665.
Divorce, 3582.
Dix, Dorbthea, 2057.
Domestic service. See Servants.

Dormitories, 10.3727.
Dormitories, high-school. 2347.
Drafting. See Mechanical drawing.
Dramatics, 204, 313, 1419-1440, 3274.
Dramatization in schools, 1421, 1424, 1427, 1430, 1440.
Drawing, 1381,1389, 1 405-1406, 1413.
Driving. See Automobile driving.
Drugs, 1079.

Dupanloup, Felix Antoine Philbert, 256.

tional.

tional.

Educational research. See Research, educational.
Educational sociology. See Sociology. educational,
Educational surveys. See Surveys, educational.
ggersdorfer, Franz X., 278.
Electives, 1,i10. 2267, 2269, 2337, 7359, 2497.

Electricity, 1847, 1858, 1859, 1R69, 1889, 1R9S, 3470,

Elementary education,

136, 1 53, 209, 292-294, 1151f199, 307Ç, 3123, 3255-3256, 3317. See also Adminis-

tration of schools. Curriculum studies. Edueatiou-history. Educational measurementstests and scales. Exceptional groups. Negroes,
educAtion. Rural education. Subjects of the

curriculum.
Nimlnat ion. See Retardation and elimination.
Eliot, Charles W., 110.
Eliot, T. S., 864.
Emergency educational program, 2132.
Emotions. 402.
Employment agencies, 2720, 3229.
,mployment management, 2687.
Engels, Friedrich, 1289.
Engineering, education, 1395, 1484, 2528, 2533, 25352537, 25451 2551, 3162, 3171.

England, education, 90, 333R, 3479.

English language-grammar and composition, 213,
226, 2.7, 429, 633,

72,1,

795-8.56. 1442, 1456-1 4M,

1489-1470, 1484, 2880, 3338-3329, 3344, 3734.

Educational
Textbooks.

measurements-tests

and

See also

scales.

Enrichment of the curriculum. Set Curriculum

studies.
Enrollment, 64, 75, 179, 1R7, 1S9-190, 196, 204, 887,

924, 967, 1099, 1145, 1349, 1817, 1821, 1890, 1980, 2155,

Economic depression. See Business depression.
Economic education. See Consumer education.
Economics, 11901/M9-1061, nip, 3435, 3481, 3509.

Education-aims and objectftls, 4, 93, 148, 221, 259,
292, 305, 309, 389, 719, 872, 898, 1054, 1179, 1212, 1318,
1395, 1589, 1595, 1807, 1824, 2282, 2400, 2471, 2619,

3485, 3596.

Education-history, 1-97, 98, 101, 108, 135, 209, 217,
219, 224, 228-230, 232, 238, 240, 30., 378, 531, 598, 648,
666, 673, 728, 2429, 2523, 2539, 2.537, 2583, 2814, 2621,
2626, 2839, 2659, 2727, 3161, 3230, 3244, 3439, 3512,
3802,3626, 3874, 3718, 3759. See a lea Administration

schools. Education-laws and legislation.
Educational biography. Elementary education.
Higher education. Libraries. School finance.
Secondary educatioQA Subjects of the curriculum.
Education-laws and legislation, 4, 46, 48, 136, 138,
of

643, 1852, 1977, 1980, 2618, 2624, 2658, 2700, 2727,
2730, 274a1 2754, 2765, 2787, 2790, 2826, t835-085P,
2871, 2878, 2912, 2921, 2950, 2A67, 2999. 3011, 3046.
Education-theories and priuciples, 27, 237, £60-1184,
1193,1306, 2604, 3379, 3626.

7216, 2. 2389, 2918, 3009, 3114, 3261, 3515, 3758.
F,nvirnnment, 50, 137, 14S, 374, 403, 68R, 1012, 1 1 12,

1118,1168, 1721, 1729, 1782 ,1934 ,2022, 2038,2129-21 31,
2139, 2152, 2180, 21g4, 2218, 2Z3S. 7187, 7108, 23202321, 2327, 2349, 2388, 2176, 2383, 23R9, 23, 24092410, 2417, 24M, 2488, 2817, 2424, 2979, 2987, 3002,
3121, 3123, 3129, 3241, 3315, 3369, 3542, 355S, 3M0-

3562, 3564, 3566567, 3577, 3594, 381R, 362S, 34131,
3645, 3849, 3681, 3758, 3765, 3773, 3781-3783, 3786,

3789, 3802, 3907, 3814.

'Epileptics. See Physically handicapped.

Episcopal church. education. See Protestant Episcopal church. education.
Equalisation. educational, 42, 48, 69, 75, 83, 178, 180,
IR8, 196-197, 20R, 2259, 2314, 2593-2596, Z0O, 2009,

2812, 2(120, 2836, 2899, 2910, 2931, 2978, 2986, 2988,
3011, 3019, 3873, 3700, 3$O.
Ethics, 1177, 1200, 17M.

Evaluation, 126, 649.

Everett, Edward, 1461.

Evening schools, 1500, 1952, 2583, 2961, 3381.
Examinations, 44S, 1763, 5144-418S. See also Educational measurements-tests and scales. Physical
ability-tests and scales. Psychological tests.

Education, adult. See Adult education.
Social intelligence--tests and scales. Vocational
Education and social trends, 27, 48, 216, 252, 912,
tests.
2079, 2287, 2312, 2460, 2525, 2576.
Examinations,
regents. See Regents examinations.
Education and the state, 36, 54, 69, 146, 307, 3596, Exceptional groups, $887-5814.
3602,3614.
Exchange teachers. See Teachers, interchange of.
Education courses. See Teacher training.
Excursions, 121, 134, 1109. 1936,
Education extension, 1914, 1993, 2579. See also Adult Experimental education. See2145.
Progressive educaeducation.
tion..
Education of women. See Women-education.
Experimental schools, 125.
Education week. See American education week
Exploratory courses, 1009, 1102, 1124.
Educational administration. See Administration Extension education. See Education extension.
of schools.
activities, 180, 188, 197, 204, 212, 337,
Educational and vocational guidance, 35, 155, 180, Extracurricular
1092, 1408, 1602, 1711, 1941, 2212, 2217, 2262, 2282,
197, 9X, 222, 234, 298, 300, 409, 447, 649, 1114, 1ne,
2285, 2325, 2337, 24.14, 2478, 2497, 2635, 2684, 2889,
1824, 1920, 1987, 2259, 2268, 2287, 2324, 2393, 2453,
2706, 2738, 2881, 2885, 2937, 2940, 2955, 5t61-3311,
2819, 2529, 3061, 3121, 1188-8$00, 3295, 3375, 3552,
3662. 8684, 8698.
368, 3129, MS, 3648, 3807. Set iliaJ Vocational Eye, 2178.
teem
Eye movements, 737, 771, 1800.
Educational articulation. Ste Articulation (educa- Eye span. See Eye movements.
tion).
Eyedness. See Eye.
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Geometry, 1014-1085. See also Textbooks.
education, 101, 664, 671. 1336, 2111, 228,3,
2910, 3072, 3087, 3644, 3884; Atlant8.2611.
20,
950, 2171, ZI80; Eastman, 18e; Montgomery
county, 2871; Savannah, 2253.
2592, 2599, 3530, 3533, 3805, 3627, 3657-3658. See German children, education,
also Home economics.
German language, 910, 914-915,3609.
932.
Farm management, 1940.
Germany-National socialist movement,
21g. 220,
Farm mechanics, 1972.
237.
Farming. See Agricultural edaation.
Germany education, 121, 210, 218, 220, 237, 2S , 333g
Fascism, 1259, 2079.
Gifted children, 990, 1418, 2128, 2291, 3890-3697
Fears, 1450.
Girl scouts, 137, 3263.
Federal aid for education, 133, 178, 764, 1824, 1977, Girls' service club,
3576.
2041, 2564, 2867, 28832901, 2906 ,2906 3224, 3700.
Glazes, 1416.
Federal emergency relief ministration, 2561.
Glee clubs, VA
Federal government and the state. See Education Goethe, Johann Wolfgang,
265.
and the state. Federal aid for education.
Golf, 1658.
Federal music project, 1345.
Grade placement, 3142.
Federation of women's clubs, 128, 170.
Graduate schoole-entrance requirements, 2542- 2.543.1
Feeble-minded. See Mentally retarded.
Graduate work, 2543. See also Research, reports
Fellowships. See Scholarships and fellowships.
Graduation requirements. See High school- graft.
Fencing, 1677.
ation requirements.
FOnelon, Franco Ls de Salignac de la Mothe, 256.
Graduates, college, 1717-1718, 1730, 1751, 1791, 24,
Festivals, 3285.
2470, 2483, 2734, 2906, 3578, 3629,
3681.
Fiction, 397, 3847, 3852, 3857.
Graduates, high school, 1194, 1762,3654,
1709, 1776. 17ss,
Field trips. See Excursions.
1796, 18661 1894, 1961, 2020, 2200, 2209, 2218-2219,
Field work, 1875.
2225, 2235, 21143, 2248-2219, 2252, 2254, 2257,
Fiji Islands, education, 229.
2266, 2271, 2273, 2278-2279, mot 2205, 2299.. 2260,
2302,
Fine arts. See Art education.
2308, 2324, 2332, 2334, 2349, 2351-2352, 2363 2364,
Finland, education, 219.
2443, 3000, 3261, 3621, 3634, 3656, 3659, 3467, 3678.First aid in illness and Injury, 526, 1502, 2027, 2039,
Graduates, junior college, ;
Fishing, 1708.
Grant, Ulysses Simpson, ..,z17:;°
Flotida, education, 334 664, 671, 1594, 1643, 177% 2068, Graphic arts, 1393, 1411.
X46, 234 2770, 2775, ion_r_ 3090, 3105; Alachua, 1956; Graphic methods, 944, 951,
1017, 3464.
Alachua county', 2968; Dade county, 2821; Jack- Graphs. Ste Graphic methods.
sonville, 2235; Lake county, 3574; Palatka, 294.
Greece, education, Illet Athens, 52.
Folk songs, M.
Greek lett societies, MO, 2856, 3288.
Folk tales, 3447, 386ti.
Group guidance. Bee Personnel service.
Follow-up studies, 1063, 1751, 1762, 1769, 1776, 1796, Group tnalrnction, 304, 841,
1831, 1M, 2218, 2235, 22431 Zi48, X00, 2271, 227W- Guidance, Bee Educational1995.
and vocational gind227% 229% M90, 2302, X08, 2324, X32, 2334, 2349,
Mee.
2361-2352, 2363-2364, 2397, 2402, 3400, 24264426, Gymnastics, 574, 1576,
1604,
1701.
2470, 2483, 3241, 3259,11373, 3376, 3384 3386-3387, 3389, Gymnasiums, 1633.
Fables, 3447.
Failures, 1999, 2125, 2291, 2308, 2365, $312-31110.
Fairy stories, 3447, 3868, 3884.
Family life, education for, 238, 313, 471, 1086, 2589,

GO2177111,11i845,

.

3390, 3558, 3578, sass, 3629, 3634,
3659, 3667, 3681, 3717, 3757, 37.86.

Ma,

36$4, 3656,

Food preservation, 2034.
Food selection, 2604 2510, 2514,
Foods, 524, 1116, 1513, 1518, 1525, 1529, 1535, 1973-1974,
1976, 1992, 2002,
, 2014, 2025, 2043.
Football, 564, 570, 1662, 1666, 1672, 1690, 1697, 1701
Football scouts, 1688.
Foreign children. See School children-foreign
parentage.
Foreign countries, education, 100-851.
Foreign languages, 887434.
Foreign speaking children. Eke School childrennon-English speaking. Spanish.
children.
Formboard tests. See Tests and scales, performance.
Forums. See Open forums.
Foster children, 399, 403, 419, 3559, 35"
°, 3787,

H
Hall, G. Stanley, 378.
Hamilton, Alexander, 1441.
Handball, 567.
Handbooks. ass Manuals and handbooks.
Handedness. Eke Left- and right-handedness.
Handwork. See Handiwork.
Handiwork, 2134.
Haodwriti Mk 775-781, 3343.
Hard
Set Deaf and hard of bearing.
Ha
education, 396, 804 1942, 2641, 2755; 1:1 ilo,

a

e

fig

1614, 2875, 3617; Kamehameha,

26;

38.
Hayes, Rutherford
ord Birchard, 278-279.
Health education, 204, 1116, 15(X-1181, 2014, 2434,
28119, 2942, 3010,
3752. See also Physical education. Textbooks.
Health
habits,
1556.
3790, 3805.
Hebrews, education. ass Jews, education.
4-H clubs, 20M, 3261, 3278.
Herbert, Johann Friedrich, 116.
France, education, 217, 228, 241, 2316, 3338.
Betel
Fraternities. See Greek letter societies.
grouping, 1007.
Hi-Y
.itubs, 3303.
Free periods, 2783.
High
w.boot
Free reading. See Reeding, supplementary. Readrequirements, 2259, 736S.
3375.
ing interests.
High schools. See Secondary education.
Free textbooks. See Textbooks, free.
Higher education 108, 136, 218, 222, 400, 429, 5911,
Free writing, 794.
French language, 902, 905, 909, 911, 916, 918-922,
MIL aft 3391, 3629, 3639. 3646.
ties miso ffroucauon-nutory. Subjects of the
926-9211, 930, 44. 3410-3411, 3418, 3480.
curricukun.
Froebel Friedrich Wilhelm August, MI.
Higteway_patrol, 1501
Frost,
118.
History, Mk 296, 616, 11511, 1190, 13M, ///5-/48, 3159.
sal
Bee Creative education.
Ssf else Textbooks.
Furniture, 2016.
History
of education. Ste ltducation-history.
Furs, 3010.
Fusion codling. Eke Correlation of school subjects. Hobbies, 9311,
2817,
IOW, MI.
Future fermis of America, 1n2, 1, 39119, 3273, 3296, Hocking, William
12 .
Home sad school, 144,21 3196.
3301.
Home eamondesinin, 450, 524,
946, 111$, 1706:
a
-

,

E. 0 4 NM

ink

ta-Meat

t

6.2437, 2680

1,37nATA

1.

1074, 3151,

.F, .t.41
Sad, 3576
f .
3837.
Home moonier dubs. 2017, MI
Rome economics far boye, Mk 1II, IMok 2027,
,

1e8, 1642, 1706, 1714, 1716, 1719,
1013, 1104 1011, MIL
James Abram, fit
ON Panay 111s, alotation for.
General seisms, 3141, 132, IS, INA 531-621, 736, /OW lismsmakkit
Bons
bows. SW Roans, practice
//1/1.
Moan
In ial
g="Thienta/1/4. Sze also
(fi,tiks.
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111,64N742, 2231
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Iowa, education-Continued.

3257, 3277, 3807.
2193; Page county, 3589; Ringgold county, 43, 2922;
Home study, 164, 811, 1023, 2163, 2373, 2390
Sioux City, 137; Taylor county, 2983; Waterloo,
Home work. See Homo study.
1743; Wooabury county, 2965.
Homogeneous grouping, SS5-187, 430, 689, 1007, 1700, Iran, education, 224.

2156, 2469, 3335,3693, 3756.

Honor pupils. See Gifted children.
Hostos, Eugenio Maria de, 263.
Houses, practioe (home economics), 2029, 2033, 2035.
ojects, 1513, 1985, 1989, 1994, 3554, 3585,
Housing
3631,

Italian children, education, 3613.
Italy, education, 210, 223, 230.
Itinerant teachers, 653.

:

Human relations. Su Social adjustment and development
Humanities. See Classical education.
Hungary, education, 1737.
Hunting, 1578.

Huxley, Thomas Henry, 259.
H ygiene, 3475.

James, Edmund Janes. 116.
Janitors, 2903, M43-3547.
Japan, education, 231, 239.
Japanese children, education, 3606, 3615, 3617, 36213622.
Jesuits. education, 40, 71.
Jesus Christ, 2070, 2105, 2110.
Jews, education, 1620, 2077, 21(øS, 3598, 3613, 36233624, 3626.

Joan of Arc, 2057.
Job analysis, 597, 1402, ins, 1971, 2034.
Illinois, education, 93, 1622, 1775, 1822, 1829, 1857, 1939, Job instruction sheets, 597.

jdaho, education; Salmon, 2358.
Illezitimacy, 871, 394, 3584, 3757.

Job training, 1871, 1873.
Chicago, =0, 709, 2798; Decatur, 3374; Downers Johnson, Andrew, 279.
Grove, 944; Edwarde, 758; Elgin, 2935; Keiths- Johnstton, Richard Malcolm, 101.
burg, 30M; Knox county, 1934. Mot Lanark, 1974; Journalism, 1483-1496, 3274.
McDowugh county, 64; Naperville, 1975; Normal, Juarez, Benito, 106.
1535; Panda, 3582; Pike county, 2301; Richland Jumping, 575.
county, 1938; Shelhy onunty, 3011; Springfield, 2443; Junior colleges, 45, 67, 655, t4/4-t431. 3139, 1547. See
Warren oounty, 1934.
also Suh)ects of the curriculum.
.
Illiteracy, 2561.
Junior high Pchools, 298-300, 2141, 2187, 2877, 2915,
Immigration, 23N.
11111-f411, 3094, 3138, 318R, 3190, 32149, 3291, 3297,
2160, 2100, 2423, 2731, 2830, 32561 3563; Antioch, 3386;

India, education. 213, 221, 225, 240, 2569.
Indiana, education, 496, 1084, 1621, 2109 7703, 2817,
2950, 3095, 3837; Bloomington, 2196; Clay county,

75; Darien county, 09, 2004; Delaware county,
1320; Evansville, 1356; Franklin county, 3336;
Huntington, 2217; Indianavolis, 11* Jeffersonville

3305, 3300-3310, 3312, 3319-3320, 3372, 3374. See
nisi) Curriculum studies. Educational and voca-

tionar guidance. Educational measurementstests and locales. Negroes, education. Special
groups. Subjects of the curriculum.

2063; Muncie, 3396, Terre Haute, 1273, 2195, 3711;
Vigo i
, 2231;
nes, 86; Wabash county,

K

_

Waseington county, 06.
Kansas, eduoation, 31, 87, 122, 322, 664, 917, 956, 1086,
Indians, education, 30, 80, 94, 225, 3504-$596, 3509,
1340, 1362, 1608, 1633, 1644, 1691, 1973, 2047, 2210,
3602, 36M, 3614, 3610, 3625.
2344, 253, 267, 2684-2685, MI 2722, 7731, 2740,
Individual differences, 461 676, 796, 808, 816, 947,
7749, 21)08, 2f164, 2858, 2g78, 2886, 2891, 2893, 2925,
102% uss, 1272, 1287, nis, 1311, 1375, 2187, 2223;
2943, 2962, 3043, 3070, 3099, 3103, 8294, 3460, 3550,
7702, 3058, 31416.
3705; Allen county, 290N; Anderson county, 528;
Individual Instruction, 804, 677, 796. 1024, MI, 1995.
Atchison, 3882; Atchison county, 208, 2917;
Individual-laboratory method, 1084.
nute, ma; Clay Center, 2327; Clements, Cha474;
Indoctrination, le&
Darby, 192; Ellsworth county, 3020; Emporia,
Industrial arts, education. See Industrial education.
20 18, 3726; Franklin county, 65; Hartford, 2969;
Industrial education, 20, 94, 838,1497, 1846-19$5, 2156,
Holton, 668; Jackson oounty, 2989; Kansas City.
Mk 2621, 2M, 2C2, 3118, 3121, 32413, 3361, 1375.
2025, 2225, 3628, 3807; Lawrence, 843, 2224, 2$41;
See also Vocational tests.
Leavenworth, 488; Manhattan, 2018; Newton,
Industrial schools. Eire Reformatories.
3300; Color county, 1349; Parsons, 3239; Pratt
1410;

county,

Infants, 386, 306, 401, 406.

Informal-(unctionsi method,

; Rush county, 2851; Sumner county.

2212; Topeka, 2042; Wamego, 2018; Wichita, 2021;
Williamsburg, 2018; Woodson count'', 2989.
Deaf-echools and insti- Kansas state teachers &mention, 122.
Kentucky, education, 58, 671, 977, 1196, 1331, T814,

Insanity, 3652.

786.

Institutional schools. See
tntions.
Instruction sheets, 838, 1847.

1962, 2374, 2134, 2564, 2550, 2927, 3111, 3564, 3581,

Insurance, 952.

Insurance, accident, 1644, 1646.
Insurance; fire, 28156-2866, VW, 2917, 2966, 2969.

Interchange of timbers. kist Teachers, interchange
of.

Integrated ettrrioulum. See
subjects.

Correlation

of school

Integration, 16111.

ae864356, zsz; Ashland, 240Z Bryan, 3346; Calloway oounty, 3003; Covington, 2366; Hardin
oounty, 18, 1O6. Henderson county, 2896. Jackson county, 13; Lexington, 493; Louisvili 292,

1188, 140a, 2398; Madison county, 31* M loonville, 3669; Oldham county, 41; Taylor oounty, 42.
Kindergarten, 871, rats, 2134, 2152-21631 21861 2189,
2471.

Intermediate education. See Junior high schools.
geociussico, Thaddeus, 1230.
International eduoation, AWOL
Interpretative reading. SIN Reading, interpretative.
Interviews, 21811, 3233, 3362, 3379.
Labor and laboring dams. 1200Intramural activities, 2292.
Labor education. See Workers' education.
Intramung athletic& kho Athletics-intramural.
Laborstories-equipment and supplies, 1147, 1165.
Introvenion, OS.
Laboratories, home economics, 1976, 2029, 2036.
lows education, ID, 901 1062, 1182, 1194, 1440, 1502,
'tories, school, 1080.
174, 184k 1., *Op
023:1': 2112, 2692, 2731, 1.4bOratariea, Odeacle, 114&
soot :c:!bI.1
2810,
,
3133, 31911, Laboratory method. See Contract plan.
3313,
. Appsnoose county,
; Brandon, Laboratory sotto*. 8u Demonstration schools.
3006;
Snit Dena Ista county, Leaguer, 1162.
1581;
eoruoLy, IOW; Cedar Rapids, IUD, Lekanal, Joseph, N.
2694; *WIWI,. i
Crawford county, IOW; Unsay Abbl, 111.
Dallas intIoLtrt_yf.-to;
all014; Des =4ir 00011re, 910.
,

Mollusk 5114
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t

win

I,
187400 33116.
cow#7.
.
county,
04p, iooa, ins, imp:74,2779v 3303,
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method, 1034, 1146.
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Left- and right-handedness, 352, 395, 778, 2178, 2207,
Massachusetts, education, 64, 85, 90, 133,
3737.
6.158,

Legal education, 3329.

Leisure, 190, 688,

1342, 1356, 1631, 1842,
2094. 22137, Z327, 2406, 2411, 2503, 2S08, 2038-2039,
2511, 2522,
2568, 3264, 3284, 3289, 3299, 3378, 3657, 3667,
3671.
See also Play

323, 6.ki,
1002, 1198, 1585, 2026, 2752, 3356, 3512,
3557:

371A, 3735, 3767;

Bellingham, 1264; Beverly, 139:Boston, 560, 871, 880, 1006, 3237; Cambridge,
?742:
Fall River, 2075; Franklin county,
1993: Lynn.
3755; Medford, 676, 3696; North
Easton,
731
Nor
wood, 676; Pittsfield, 1902;
Quincy, 3754: -'nriniefield, 491, 1010; Walpole, 1258,
1264;

and recreation.
Lesion assignments. See Assignments, lesson.
Lesson sheets. See instruction shoets.
Worroster.
1882, 3787.
Letter writing, 821, 852.
Mathematical recreations, 1041, 1057.
Lettering, M.
Letters of application. See Applications for Kai- Mathematics, 357, 501-502. 935-A8t, 1150. 11, 1Ir41170, 1176, 1801, 2.t7, 2671, 3 1S7,
Vans.
333k. .N.f (ran
Algebra and geometry. Arithmetic.
Lewis, Samuel, 104Tevok.g.,k,
Mazes, 3.10, 412.
Lewis, Sine lat, 100.
Mechanical drawing, 414, 1387, 1395f, 1401, 1 fol. igp,
Liability, legal, 1838.
1R.51, 1907, 1921, 3506.
Libraries, 1706, 2576-2577, 3816-3845 .
Medict4e1ocatiori, 1522, 2532.
Libraries-instruction in use, 3842.
MedicajjxamInatíoris. See School children moll:
Libraries, college, 3815, 3818, 3832, 3838, 3841, 3861.
. !..
pection.
Libraries, home 3816, 3833-3834.
Libraries. school, 10, 128, 1801 188, 196-197, 204, 2133, Medical service, 2%4.
Melanchthon, Philip, 266.
2259, 2350, 3,515, 3816-3817, 3822-38M,
3825-3830, Menstruation, 2367. 2526.
3835, 3837, 3832--3840, 3843, 3845.
Mental
hygiene, 1342, 1523, 166?-1671, 2039.
Library extension, 133.
20i4i.
3189, 3773, 3793.
Library instruction. See Libraries-instruction in
Mentally retarded, 375, 414, 421, 6, 727. 731, Art.
use.
979, 990, 999, 1013, ;206, 1256, 2157, 2222,
Lietz, Hermann, 257.
d.r31.",, 244%.
3309, 3690, 3702, S7504769 3782.
Life-activity curriculum. See Creative activities.
Life situation method, 1166.
Merchandising. See Retail selling.
Metabolism, 391, 2520, 2526.
Lighting-school buildings, 3523-3524, 3531, 3541.
Metal work, 5R2, 1161, 1878, 2862.
Lincoln, Abraham, 779.
aI
Methods of study, 305-306.
Literature, 387, 858 --8817, 1563. See also Textbooks.
Methodist
church,
education, 17, 2074, 210C, 316.
Literature-appreciation and interpretation, 884.
Mexican children, education, 1361, 3593,
Literature, American, 261.
3600-3(4.:,
3604, 3608-3612, 3616, 3618.
Isobbying, In.
Mexico, education, 106, 225, 245.
Ucke, John, 253.
Michigan, education, 840, 1574, 1579, 1615, 1(119. 2l0.
Lotteries, 82.
2381, 2671, 2741, 2752, 2787, 3100, 3399;
Louisiana, education, 17,47, 664,671, 1157, 1516, 1538,
Alzonac.
e

3233; Ann Arbor, M67, 3540; Bay City, 19(15, 22(4),
Branch county, 3268; Cass oounty, 2972;
Srwings, 299,3; Charlotte, 832; Coldwater, Cedar

16321 1642, 1676, 1R17, 1945, 1447, 1971, 2008, 2033
2680, 2683, 2697, 7735, 2756, 2772, 2774, 28409 2886
2888, 2998, XV, 3071, 3082, 3273, 3277, 3478, 3874
3821, 3823, 3840, 3890; Abbeville, 697; Acadia parish
3221; Avoyelles parish, 744, 3068* Baton Rouge

2231
Crystal Falls, 3127; Detroit, 330, 1018, 1h51, 2942.
Dexter, 171; Dowagiac, 1726; Eaton county, roo.
Flint, 2219, 3316; Fordson, 2241; Grand
3191, 3364; Grand Traverse county, 3010: Rapid,,
Gros*

1211, 1639, 2404, 3749; Bienrille parish.
Boa
parish, 3304; Caldwell ports , 3264;3745;
Claiborne
Pointe, 873, 3310; Hillsdale county, 2962;
parish 1, 2939, 3333; Crowley, 3220; Franklin
parish
230R; óueydan, 697; Haynesvill 1119; Iota,
157; Jackson county, 206; Kalamazoo, 3355;Jacksoc.
3184;
ford,
2252; Lansing, 1161; Livingston county.King.:
Jackson parish, 3745; Jefferson I. he 33; Kaplan,
302.i;
Macinac county, 184; Marshall, 3331;
897; Lafayette, 1831; Lafayette
h 3123; 'Ake
Montcalm
county,
2970;
Charles, 78; Livingston parish, Oakland
county, 3275;
Morse, 199;
14`.:
New Orleans, 21, 2211, 2245, 3244; I
Rapid River, 3124; St. Joseph, 2213;Pontiac.
Wyanlotte,
parish,
814;
Ypsilanti,
56; Red River parish, 3745; Romevil Its2299;
3135.
St.
James parish, 2340, 3292; St. Landry
Migratory school children,
3002; Shreveport, 1075; Tangipahoa, 3375; Tan889, Military training, 2531, 2548,2220, 3143s.
2557.
hoit parish, 1827, 3049; Tema pariah, 3317; Milton, John, 253.
Terrebonne parish, 9; Webster parish, 14, 1713,
unesota, education, 2753, 2839; Litchfield, an
3831; West Monroe, 3253.
I-,
u county: 204; St. Paul,.2216; Stevens county,
Lumber industry, 1854.
.

Macaulay, T. B., 1482.
Machine shop practice, 1883.
Maine, education, 3085; Portland, 1739.
Mann, Horace, 115.
Manners. See Courtesy and etignet.
Manual labor schools. See Industrial education.
Manual training. See Industrial education.
Manuals and handbooks, 1070, 1145,
1493, 1504, 1549.
1&g, 1647, 1649, 1668, 1686, 7797, 3236, 3867.

Manuscript writing, 781.
Map reading, 1214.
Marionettes. See Puppets and puppetry.
Marks and marking, MI 410, 418, 420, 446, 467,

488,
533, 595, 711, 744, 824, 832, 843, 893, 938,
1045, 1094,
1150, 1157, 1566, 1610, 1675, 1679,
1679, 1683, 1763,
1763, 1R42,
1999, 2150,-2156, 2233, 2255, 2308, 2313,
2321, 2328,
2335, 2365, 234, 2378, 238% 2385, 2407,
2335,
2410,
2437, 2441, 2443, 2447, 2482, 2502, 2508 2634, 2419,
3048,
3127, 3144, 3225, 3267, 3270, 511114347,
3307, 3813.

Marriage, 1996, 2005, 2015, 2039, 2585, 2588.

Mars, Karl, 1269.
Maryland education, 103, 297, 3, 652; Baltimore,
524; Carroll county, 207; Hyattsville, 2321; MglitCeurr4 oounty, 2334, 2702; Prime Georges oounty,
Mason, Lowell,

1786,

112.

Miss n schools, 225, 229, 3802.
Miss -swiss, 3058.
M
ppi, education, 664, 671, 909, 1343,
1'

1420,1789,

: 2041, 2314, 2561, 2732,
2750, 2849, 2865, 30,
305 3066, 3078, 3418; Biloxi, 1534; Bolivar
29 r, 3033; Brookhaven, 1534; Chickasaw count),
.
county.
Coahoma county, 3033; brew, 1378; Green-

:.!
7.. le, 303; Gulfport,

1534; Hattiesb
14534; Jackson, 1534; Lauderdale county,
county, 2723;
1, 1534;
Lawrence county, 2739 ; Leland, 3323; Lincoln
county, 3005; McComb, 1634;
1634; Marion county, 7,
Meridi;in 1534; Neshoba county, 2723;
2723; Neston
county, 27'23; Panola oounty, 139; Ruleville, 21S4:
Scott county, 2723; Tchula, 1508i Vicksburg, 1534,
Webster 'county, 3005; Yazoo City, 1679; Yazoo
county, 3675.
Missouri, education, 46, 136, 1096, 1147, 1226, 1767,
1872, 2294, 2731, 2885, 3044, 3059-M60; Cass
county,
1118; Joplin, 1446;
1446; Hansis City, 984, 1496; Lamar,
2376; 81 Louis, 330, 1324, 1414, 2235;
Wallston, 1835.

Models, 942.
Modern languages, 610-611, 633,
633, 90/454.

Money management, 987-988, '1, 2038, 2045, 2590.
Montana, education, 136, 2194; Helena,
2035.
Morale, 2062.
Morrison, 11. O., 281.
Morrison, John I., 66.
Mother Goon, 871.
871.
Motion
Se4 Moving Octanes.
Motivst
My 947, 1039, 1682.

I

a

SUBJECT INDEX
Moving pictures, 318, 321-324, 326-328, 331-332, 334,
336-338, 341-344, 867, 1287.

Municipal government, 138.
Museums, 156.
Minetuns and schools, 1137.
Music education, 204, 507, 124'41, ilo6--r.rp, 1728, 3145,
3266, 3274, 3721, 3867. See also Textbooks.

.ifusic-eppreciation and interpretAt ion. 1324, 1326-1327, 1333, 1347, 1353.
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Occupations Continued.
24711. 315, 3199, 3204, 3M9-3240,

3254, 3259, 3284,
3373, 3376, 3379, 3386, 3390, 3558, 3574, 3,580, 3584,
3603, 34124, 3631, 3634, 3637- 3639, 3667, 3678, 3681,
3723, 3757, 3762, 3767.

Office management, 33.53.
Office practice. 1813.

Ohio, education, 23, 341, 344, 502, 1074, 1116, 1506,
1527-1528, 1613, 1618, 1630, 1669, 1901, 1932, 1986,
2577, 2582, 2717, 2726, 2728, 2752, 2757, 2766-2767,

3;

294, 3208, 3457; Ashtabula, Z14 2; Athens,
Athens county, 1392, 1781; Cadiz, 2325; Canal Winchester, 2330; Cleveland, 330.3786; Clinton county.
2996; Columbus, 1625, 3231, 3649; Crawford county,
National socialist movenient-Oerrnany. See Oer26110, 2709; Cuyahoga county, 3018; Dayton, 2181,
many-Nat ional socialist movement.
2406; Jamestown, 1802; Jefferson county, 2202;
National youth administration, 764, 1712, 2485, 2M)1,
Lakewood, 1216; Licking county, 1336; Mansfield,
2503, 2507, 3224, 3237, 3375, 3564, 3577.
691; Maple Heights, 1126; Marion county, 2777;
Nationalism, 217, 1243, 3434, 3548.
Meigs county, 1392; Nelsonville, 2293; North BaltiNative races, 1719.
more, 774; Paulding county, 481; Perry county,
Natural science. See Nature study.
3038; Pontotoc county, 3040; Richland county,
Naturalism, 260.
3022; Ross county, 74; Springfield, 693; Toledo,
2124.
See also Textbooks.
3234; Tu_scarawas county, 3537; Walnut Crept,
Nature study, 1114-1140,
Nlivy yard, 1903.
2020.
Nebraska, education. 138, 956, 1186, 1666, 1697, 1832, Oklahoma, education, 322, 404, 523, !'1341, 819, 1447.
National collegiate athletic association, 135.
National education association, 77, 823, 1091.

1918, 1940, 2292, 2597, 2659, 2698, 2731, 2803, 2932,
3097, 3262; Falls City, 2354; Fremont, 2273; Pawnee
city, 3389; Thayer county, 3387.
Negroes, education, 10, 139, 147, 22,5, 406, 424, 1145,
1248, 1351, 1579, 1698, 2154, 2253, 2314, 2422, 2444,
2561, 2576, 2824, 3223, 3611, 36t8-3886, 3773, 3814,

New Hampshire, education; Keene, 1264; PortsMuth, 96.
New-Jerfey, education, 966, 1116, 1734, 2738, 2864,
3104: 3761, 3826; Burlington county, 167, 2135;
Camden county, 3394; Haddon Heights, 1525.
New Mexico. education, 59, 127, 322, 665, 667, 1480,
1703, 2960, 3040; Albuquerque, 3185; Curry county,

2896.

New Mexico educational association, 127, 136.
New York, education, 133, 176, 1028, 1227, 1409, 2200
2266, 2314, 2428, 2658, 2662, 2721, 2748, 2752, 21.M,
2844, 29941 3016, 3051, 3079, 3274, 3363, 3426, 347g,
3516, 3522, 3567; Albany, 1796, 3083, 3335, 3691, 3764;

Ballston Spa, 2364; Binghamton, 1460; Brooklyn,
3545; Dutchess county, 92, 3830; Essex county,

2907; Genesee county, 28; Glens Falls, 2395; Hudson
Falls, 1838; Monroe county, 1555, 3529; New Rochelle, 251; New York, 330, 424, 651, 688, 710, 913,
992, 999, 1092, 1116;1193, 1324, 1328, 1375, 1412, 1637,
1839, 1917, 2165, 2550, 2552, 2747, :841, 3080, 3114,

3242, 3623, 3670, 3769, 3773, 3789, 3814; Peekskill,
649; Renesslaer, 187, Rochester, 1837, 1888, 2201;
Rome, 2415, 3536; Saratoga Springs, 1063; Schenectady, 2563, 3779; Schenectady county, 1955; Scotia,
299, 3196; Sherburne, 2198; Syracuse, 3379, 3765;

1782, 1907, 1961, 1972, 1S8, 2030, .2393, 2SO4), 2666,
2670, 2674, 2679, 2707, 2116, 2751, M6, 2884, 2894,
2909, 3071, 3076, 3115, 3118, 3396, 3566; Ada, 2187;

Bartlesville, 1926; Bower county, 3150; Blackwell,
3731; Bryan county, 3139; Carter county, 1894, 3110;
Cimarron county, 2988; Commerce, 3293; Coweta,
3602; Cushing, 585; Custer county, 2150; Durant,

3139; Grady coutty, 2984; Greer county, 2764:
Harmon county, 7764; Hughes county, 75, 2938;
Kay county, 3731; Kiowa county,2866, 2918; Lenore
county, 2926; Mariball county, 2148; Moore, 3026;
Muskogee, 1094; Okmulgee county, 30; Osage
county. 2823; Ottawa county, 80; Pawnee county.
2M0; Pottawatornie county, 3261; Roger Mills
county, 3020; Schulter, 2154; Sequoyah county,
2835; Stillwater, 585; Texas county, 3010; Tulsa,
1600, 3309, 3886; Wagoner county, 3625; Woodward,
2043.

One-teacher schools, 180, 208. See also Rural edu.
cation.
Only child, 376, 1451.
Open forums, 1459, 2571.
Opportunit y schools, 20.
Orchestras, school, 507, 1322, 1339, 1344, 1346.
Oregon, education, 290, 1638, 2209, 2420, 2454, 2639,
2673, 2848, 2923, 3064, 3248, 3546, 3810; Morrow
county, 12; Portland, 660; Tillamook county, 3013.

Orientation course, 1099, 1102, 1124, 1127, 1139,
1855, 2232, 2350, 2392, 2616, 3189.

1175,

Orphans and orphan asylums, 383, 390, 2131, 3588.

Washington county, 198; 'Wellsville, 3510; West
Leyden, 158, 2348; White Plains, 121.

Newman club, 2102.
NewSpapers, 2454.

Pacifism, 2449.

Nightingale, Florence, 2057.

Paints. 1162.

Pageants and'pageantry, 1428, 1432, 1434, 1436.

Nobility-education, 73.

Parent-child relationship.

Noon hour, 3075.

Normal schools and teachers colleges, 82,009, 1585,
1783, 1836, SeS4-1646, 2914, 3215.

North Carolina, education, 25, 130, 664, 671, 982, 11$4,
1197, 1890, 27291 2853, 3049, 3092, 3619, 3633, 3637,

3647, 3673, 3823; Charlotte, 3680; Method, 1264;
Person county, 3645; Raleigh, 1138, 1264, 3218.
North Dakota., education, 1609, 1891, 2259, 2277, 2285,
2e67, 2708, 2900, 3358, 3700; Benson county, 2977;
Eddy county, 196; Grand Forks, 3766; Mountrail
county, 178; Nelson county, 188; Renville county,

3004; Steele county, 189; Train county, 197; Up-

ham, 257&

Notebooks, 890.
Novels. See Fiction.
N urery schools, 2120-2126, 2127, 2129-2130, 2132, 2216,
2591,

.

Nurses and nursing, 1896, 2530, 2556, 2559.
Nutrition, 1646.

0

Occupations, 577, 1114, 1135, 1634, 1778, 1785, 1827,
1831, 1338, 1866, 1865, 1873, 1S, 1896, 1920, 1925,
1984-1835, 1938, 1943, 1949-1960, 1960, 201)3, 2216,
221,-2230, 11:1110,
ZI48, 2264, 2257, 2260,
.1

no-

-

-'

.

I

I

23$4, 234

12-2352,

Po: 2363,

r's, :923-7, Ls',

See

Parents and children.

nt education, 2561, f584-f514.
t-teacher association, 129,146, 159,167.
P
ts and children, 466, 3549, 3586, 3803.
Parochial schools, 58, 1933, 2075, 2298, 2921, 3086.
Parole, 3772.

Parrington, Vernon Louis, 857.
Part-singing, 13*.
Part-time education, 838, 1896, 1914, 1920, 1935-1936,
1952, 1956, 2325, 2385, 3121 -3122, 3132, 3379.
19

Pattern making,
Paul, Saint, 2
Peace, 1216,

Pennsylvania, education, 165, 967, 1116, 1137

1333,

1345, 1427, 1494, 1582, 2220, 2494, .2638, 2689 2727,
2776, 2778, 2838, 2914-2915 2933, 2940, 2949, 2958,
2967, 3108, 3197, 3709; Al Aieny county, 2156, 2782,
7790, 3559, 3671, 3575,
B:ver Falls 2082;
Bellevue, 1020; Bellwood, 3281; Berks county, 3039;

Hamburg, 2363; Hanover*, 467; Ilaverford 220;
Indiana oounty, 2903; Kensington, 3381; Lackawanna county, 455; Lawrence oounty, 2695 Lebanon county, 3039; Lewistown 2407; Luserde
county, 2872; McKeesport, 1020, 4.:2; McKee@

Rooks, 3662; Philadelphia, 330, 624,
1348, 1398,
1643, 1628, 1883, 2228, U50 MK 3741; Pittsburgh,
330, 679, 780, 1020, 1324, 1920, ma, 3682; Potts
2287; Punzsutawney, SW;
Dag, 60; Rochester
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Pennsylvania' education-Continued.
2082; Schuylkill

oounty, 2789; Scranton, 1404;
Sharon, 1722; Stowe, 3552; Washington,
1020; West
Chester, 687, 3319; West View, 2082;
Wilkee-Barree
2322.
Pensions, 3589.
People's colleges. See Adult education.
Personal hygiene. See Hygiene.
Personal regimen. See Social adjustment
and
development.
Personality training and development, 1705.
Personality

Progress in school, 164, 2307, 2831, 2979,
24s; -29g5
2987, 2993-2994,
3004, 3110, 3115, 3120, 3122.
3128, 3132, 3136, 3140, 3143,
3270, 3593, 3630,
3663, 3693.

3rion,
3711, See also Elementary
education.
Secondary education. Student achiever:dents
Progressive education. 125, 131, 152, 154,
2K, 147t,
2066.
Project method, 1092, 1138, 1415, 1903.
Promotion. See Classification and promo t iII
Proofreading, 525, 3157.
traits, 148, 379 572, 592, 488, 753, 1201, Propaganda, 146, 3548.
1292, 1327, 1475, 1662, 18i3, 1845, 1998,
Protestant churches, education, 327, 1258, 2u7i,2,bi,
2221, 2322, 2345, 2380, 2513, 2518, 2613, 2095, 2193,
2108.
2789, 3068, 3203, 3208, 3241, 8711, 3613, 2655, 2709, Protestant Epiecopal
church, education, 57
3687, 3707,
3811, 3813. See also Social intelligence-testa
and Psychiatry, 1540-167 1 .
scales.
Psychoanalysis, 2066.
Personnel administration, 1871.
Psychoiogical
578.
Personnel relations. See E mployment management. Psychological clinics,
tests, 230, 409--4445, 1509.
Personnel service, 2630, 3189, 3225, 3245.
Psychology, 2581 1170-1306, 1596.
Pestaloul, Johann Heinrich, 116.
Psychology, educational, 220, 348-370.
Peters, C. C., 669.
Psycholog. , Gestalt, 1577.
Pharmacy scboob and education, 2529, 26
Public
health, 1522, 2530.
\.
Philippine islands, education, 114, 673, 1965.
Public libraries. See Libraries.
..
Philosophy of education. See Education-theories Public speaking, 204, 1463.
and principles.
Public works administration, 3522.
Phonetics, 690, 710, 759, 768, 784, 927, 3432.
Publicity, 146, 1573, 2454, Mi.
Phonokinesograph, 1465.
Publicity, educational, 176, 2785, 2706, 2800,
Physical ability-tests and scales, 639475, 1637.
2816. 2828, 3089.
Physical directors. See Coaches and coaching.
Physical education, 234, 599, 614, 1121, I57f-1 634, Puerto Rico, education, 60, 312, 1629.
Punishment, 2165, 2787.
2434, 2, 2t67 2744, 3341, 3503. See also Health Pupil,
hours, 901.
education. PI;rdcal ability-tests and scales%
Pupil
planning, 1624.
Physicelexaminations, 1638.
Pupil progress. See Progress in school. Stiiikt
Physical
1066, 1076-1077, 1088, 1107.
achievements.
PhyUyscience,
handicapped, 136, 312, 423, 1597, 1633,
Puppets and puppetry, 2161, 2170.
11.
Purchasing, link 2043.
Pluvial, 1094, 1141-1174. Set also Textbooks.
Physiology, 1086, 1595.
Plano-4nstruct1on and study, 1359.
Picture writing, 1399.
Placement, 1776, 1778, 1866, 2409, 2472,3257, 3629.
Question and answer method, 288.
Placement-teachers, 2629, 1723, 2731, 2734, 2738.
Questioning, Z.
Plastic materials, 1390.
Quintilian, Marcus Fabius, 116, MI.

0

.

Plato, 116, 264.

Play and recreatio 50, 247, 1582, 1706-1747, 2072,
2220, 2287, 3121, i% 3631.
Play production. Seetoramatization in schools.
Race prejudice,
Playgrounds and equipment, 1633, 1707.
,

3

.4-

8M1.

Race relations,
Racial groups, education, 3593-$6t7 . See olio Ne
gross, education.
1467, 2064, 2114, 3606,
opportunities, 1197.
Poetry-appreciation and interpretation, 865, 867- Racial
Radio broadcasting. See Radio in education.
868.
Radio in education, 146, 307417, 1262, 1349, 13.91
* Peetry-creative activities, 2137.
Ratings. Ste Marks and marking. 'ranchersPoisons, 1079.
rating.
Police training, 2527.
Polish children, education, 3009, 3613.
Readers. See Textbooks.
Political science, 11111-1969, 2561.
Reading, 727, /76-774, 1239, 3151, 3165, 3172, 3182, 1.3tS,
3604, 3610, 3743. See also Educational
Portugal, education, 200.
ments-testa and scales. Textbooks. measureuate work. See Graduate work. Gradustet, high school.
Reading abilitist See Reading-habits and skills.
Posture, 567, 1539.
Reading
3755.
Practical arts, education. See Industrial education. Reading achievement,
diMoulties, 687, 693-004, OW, 710, 735-736,
Plays. See Dramatics.
Poetry 117, W. 742, 856, 859-861, 864-866,
867-868,
875, 885,

Practice teaching, 2599, 2603, 8646-9858, 2670.
Presbyterian church, education, 249, 1745, 2089, M94,
2116, 2118, 3677.

Preschool education, I110-4139, 3552.

Primary education, 221,' 221, Ite. See also Elementary education.
Primers. Bee Textbooks.
Primitive peoples. See Native races.
Principals, 146, 2212, 3070, 3.3-8100, 3633, 3609.
prInunit, 1870, 1874, 1900, 1913, 1931, MI.
Prisons and prisoners, 2088, 3502, 3698.
Private e* °as, 10, 11), 211, * 37, 41, 63, 86, 81-90,
9646, 924, IN3, 19* 2147, 71112, 2303, 21284
N2I.
3114.
Prises. fibeiliowerd and prim.
Frei, 1)_t IM11, SUL

Problem
dt.= See Socially
Problem solving, .943, 194-011, 10134,111%
Ptchesioinal education, 1402, 26n) 1M7-0180.

VA, 1108.

Prdrudonal growth, 2019.
Prognosis of =week 07, CO, 411, 408, 114, WO, fi74 175. 177 7$0, Me 108, 10111, 1011111-N41, 11/7,
1328,

749, 756, 770.

ts and skills,

OBI, 681, 006, 691 , 697,
702, 707, 711, 714, 716, 723, 727, 733, 737, 753,
748, 700,
762, 764, 771, 832, 1266.

Reading interests, 1708, 1743, 3690, 3831, W9-3890.
Reading, interpretative, 105.
Reading readiness, 479, 0081 700 705, na.
Reading supplementary, N2, 097, 712, 717, 730, 74,
754,

140661=1657,

U79. See also
Reading
Recitation plan, 1248.
Records. Ses Reports and records.
Reform schools. See Reformatories.
Reformatories, 11, 1341, 1616, 1909, 2250, 3596, 3M,
3783, 3.02, 3812.
.
Regents axamlnations, 448, 916, 1227, WM.
Registration. See Enrollment.
AWL See Rules and regulations.
':.
iltagiON of the disabled. floe Disabled
2037, 3412,

rehabilitation.

education, 16-17, 26, 17, I09, 214 217, 231188t Wit no, um, ans, wee not asul 1449
11111-119 Mt Ike IN, 327, 32), UM. 1436, 17311,
)44(1, 21811, last
NOSt_____Sellia$166433k2184631114, 2865,
st.
19,1116,
tin
S1112, net WU, Mt FM,
Religious orders, It, 97.
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Remedial teaching, 534, 677, 680 683, 687, 703, 700-710,
724-721, 723, 732-733, 735, 749, 764, 767, 770, 975, 983,
10M, 1022, 1030, 1460, 1466, 1808, 2811, 3176.
Report cards. See Reports and records.
Reporters and reporting, 1486-1487.
Reports and records, 30, 164, 2599, 2655, 2871, 3184,
3252, 3254-3255, 5548-4368.

Reports, 803-641.

Research, educational.

Tect-

397

School size, 2149, 2162.
School supplies. See Supplies.

School tax.

See

Taxation for education.

School term. See School year-length.
School year-length, 2831, 2850, 2883, 2984, 3020, 3651,
3666.

Science education,

946, 1066-1174, 2124, 2682, 3149,

3338-3339, 3878-3879.

See also 'Textbooks.

Score cards, 1901, 3051, 3518. See also Reports and
records.
Resettlement projects, 3566.
Residence halls. See Dormitories.
Scotland, education, 246.
Retail saline, 1757, 1777, 1791, 1816, 1829-1830, 1896.
uts, football. See Football scouts.
Retardation and elimination, 481, 1882, 1894, 2148,
t work, 996.
2:202, 2293, 2299, 2308, 2349, 2352, 2359, 3121, 3369- Secondary education, 110, 136, 153, 228, 234, 241, 249,
mques, 698-60S.

.1390, 3593, 3601, 3607, 3609, 3037, 3645, 3659.

300-301, 323, 334, 370, 415, 430, 2145, 2160, tf00-1581 ,
3064, 3070, 3088, 3088, 3093, 3113, 3116, 3132-3134,

Rewards and prizes, 2165, 2478, 3265.

Rhode Island, education; Providenoe, 2078, 22M,
311.
Rural, Jos#, 114.
Roman Catholic

3318, 3331, 3334.

See also Administration of schools.
Curriculum studies. Education-history. Educational and vocational guidance. Educational
measurements-tests and scales. Exobpt Iona!
groups. Extra-curricular activities. Marks and
marking. Negroes-ed neat ion Rura: education.
Subjects of the curriculum. Supervision and
supervisors.
Secretarial training. See Commercial educat i on .
Secretaries, private, 1757, 1845.

church, education, 8, 40, 42, M, 58,

60, 71-72, 84, 97, 173, 209, 217, 230, 283, 425, 646, 829,
1511, 1727, 2056, 2075, 2079, 2096, 2102, 2108, 2115,

.

2211, 2298, 2474, 2499, 2704, 2921, 3086, 3230 3274,
3350, 3474, 3545, 3588, 3670, 3674, 3679, 3829, 3882.

Rose, Chauncey, 102.
Rounde-lay, 1338.
Rousseau, Jean Jacques, 113, 116, 262.

Servants, 1860, 1865.
Rules and regulations, 2147, 2692, 2797, 2804, 2834, Seventh-day Adventist church, education, 2169.

3052, 3119.
Sewing, 3491.
Rural education, 245, 280, 756, 819, 840, 847, 2272, 2570, Sex differences, 341, 408, 427, 440, 448, 472, 706, 808,
7580, 2657, 2666, 2674, 2679, 2686, 2707-2708, 2712.
867, 1128, 1150, 1301, 1496, 1580, 2121, 2129, 2151,
2716, 2741, 2761 S969-3003, 3099, 3139, 3141, 3238, 3249.
2187, 2193, 2222, 2229, 2238, 2328, 2393, 2449, 2683,
See also Administration of schools.
Education2771, 3026, 3115, 3121, 3204, 3327, 3390, 3578, 3607,
history. Education-laws and legislatio n.
3685, 3749-3750, 3807, 3862.
Elementary education. Junior high schools. Sex education, 1510, 1513, 1521, 1533, 1545, 1548, 2054,
School finance. Secondary education. Subjects
3555, 3571.
of the curriculum. Surveys, educational.
Shakespeare, William, 863, 882-883, 886, 1337, 1422,

Russell, Bertrand, 267.
Russia, education. See Union
Republics, educatiGn.

1431.

of Socialist Soviet 8hops, school, 1505, 1900, 1912, 1932, 1972, 3611, 3519:
Short stories, 874, 3871.
Shorthand. See Commercial education.
Sight-saving classes, 3719-3720.

8

Bikini reading. See Reeding.
Silhouettes, 1539.
Six-riar high schools. See Seoondary education.

Safety education, 1498-1507, 3262.
Safety patrols, 3394-.
Salary schedules, 2668, 2760, 7774, 2872.
Samoa, education, 1957.
Schedules, school, 653, 2183, 2803, 2814, 2827.
Scholarships and fellowships, 1811, 2462, 2478, 2494,
2538.

School administration.
,
schools.

Administration

See

Size of school, See School size.
Size of type. See Typewsize.

Slide nik, 976.
Slow learning children. See Menpilly retarded
Small high schools. See Seobndary education.
Smoking,
1299.
of
Snowden, Yates, 117.

.

Social adjustment and development, 464, 1627, WU2028, 217, too, 2063, 2068, 2127, 2193, 2206, 2238,

School bands. See Bands, school.
School boards. See Boards of education.
School budgets. See Budgets, school.
School building construction. See School buildings
and equipment.
School buildings and equipment 10, 138, 146, 204,

2240, 2262, 2361-2362. 2374, 2389. 2406, 2506, 2513, 2565.

Social behavior. See Social psychology.
Social conditions, 876.
Social consciousness. See Social psychology.
1349, 1618, 2111, 2815.4es, 294 2975, 2984, 3009, Social hours. 2300.
Social hygiene, 1128, 2039.
3016, 35104141, 3066.
intelligence-tests and scales, 155, 409, *46-477,
School buildinp--hsating and ventilation, 3517, Social
2144, 2321, $3, 3780.
3541.
Social
psychology,
870, 1249.
School b
ope.
-0... lac 351846181 3612, 36W3540.
Social sciences. *See Social studies.
School coma &se c 1.1_ school.
I fo...,.1.214,
School oh
kilsW56, 2393, 3559, Social studies, 271, 297, 337. 353, 1175-1103, 1700, 2682,
3571, $563; N10,

School children
School cha

',v

v 1766,
k

-

I

School ohlidrea-rxm.
See sloe

I tig:

811

School clubs,

204, 281

3297, 3300, /643, seek

,P -9 .0

-60 I

.

,9

3147, 3163, 3=8, 3629, 3846.

I

Social trends. Set Education and social trends.
worked-training, 2538, 2642, 2546, 2650, 2563-

tamp

133, 1722, 2190.
AlOnt 133, 1666.

chazking,

U7, 784.

Socialised education. See Education and social
trends.
%Many maladjusted, 136, 425, 439, 450, 468, 2078,

ssr4-si77, snow 3284,

2004, 2144, 27/87, m7, 2322, pee, 3567, 3598, 3649,
SchodAsy---longth, 96; Mo.
3732, 1754, 3157, 5770-8314.
%hob] finance, Ale, 76-76, 82, 111, 138, 150, 178-179, Sociology,
1190.
180, 198-197 102, IN,
4, 871 1138, 1644, 1824,
educational, 5448-8591.
loss, 2212, kin, 2314, 11181, 2119,
2830, 11111(1, 1.

0

'.*

27684758, Mk son
Soil conservation, DM

2984. 2988, 2999.
362i, 384i, woe. see

NU
Soil erosion; 982.
also College and
_tit -lice.
Surveys, Songs and singing, 1321, 1329, 1338, 2t25, 3611.
educational. TraasPertatios.
Soscrities. dEbe Greek letter
School rands. lise lehool Wain.
South Carolina, 4kincation, re),cT111,7, 1490, Mt
School libraries. z 1141 .1
mho&
31180, 2792, SOW 3073, 3146; B ythewood, 2501;
, -ti.l.:11
School nowt. 8.1
educational, .
Calhoun county 1803; C
Columbia,
School orchestra Sis
Rama
1776, Sift 3306:
county,
Lixingtono
school pubbationa. 811
newspaper. sod
county, 3390, 30114 orth A
3313; ti41000, son, 301.4 MIDI

'

-

.

84:16=1 est Mops, ich400l.

f
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Soutil Dakota, Nitration, 11, 815. SW,

1441. 1472,

tirveys, elucational. 177 tOR
MI5, 2825, 2904, 29Y9, 2937, 8756; gurveyq.
occupational. 177g
3121; Howard, 200; Meade county, Suspensions
and reinstatements, 3113.
29S2A Sioux Falls, 1787; Stanley county, 202; WaSweden,
education. 234.
konela, 3027.
Swimming,
546,
1654, 1666. 1681, 1704,
Southern Baptist church. education, 2119.
Swimming pools, 3526.
Spanish language, 903. 907, 923, 920-931.
Spanish speaking children, 707, 784, 827, 943, 2155,
2101t, 2347, 2763,

Worn count

170R.

2157, 2161, 3593, 3597. 3604, 3607.

Special dames. Set Special education.
TachIstosenp , 1311.
Special education. 85, 702, 2156, 3552, 3752-3753, 375G- Talking
pictures. See Moving
3760, 3764.
Taxation for education, 76, 178, pictures.
Spectater interest, 1663.
190, 2877, 257Ki. "NA.
2895, 2908, 2921, 2929, 2950, 2967-2968
Speech defectives, 37.17-3749.
Teacher training, 96, 180, 24, 228, 907. 97S.
Speech defects, 375, 452. 725, 1460, 1466, 1478.
1(ft
1069, 10440, 1084, 1096, 1145,
1185, 1335, 13tvt. 1174.
Speech education. 1441-148t. 3432. See also Speech
1417, 1474, 1538, 1814, 1836, 1927,
1933, 191
defectives.
1962, 1966, 1973, 1997, 2041,
Spelling, 751. 782- 79t. 3438.
1593-ret1, 267(i. .4\s.
27M, 2914, 2984, 3011, 3405, 3443, 3644, 3617,
Spencer, Herbert, 116. 255.
3686,
3753.
Sports. See Athletics.
Teacher training in service, 1990, 2622, te.;t; !Pi:6n
Stammering. See Speech defectives.
2696.
Standard of living.. See Cost and standard of living. Teacher
turnover. See Teachers-appoint nwrit
Standafds. 2150.'
tenure.
'State aid for education, 122, 133, 178, 190, 2,1315. 2850,
Teleherq-appMntment and tenure, 201, ills). 2Tr,
2867, 2883-28g4 M6, 2892, 2894, 2918, 2924.
237f, 2621, 26M, 21168. 2670, 2673, 2680, 2r,.'1,
State and education. See Education and the 2934.
state.
MK 2707, 2716, t718-t74.1, 2754, nu, 277: :r./7
State departments of education. See Departments
r--.1*
3011,
3150, 3633, 3647.
of education.
Tenehers-certification.
196.
1
State relations to ed8tobion. See Education and th.
2162. 2171. 2911.
2564, 2603, 2611, 2666,
to

state.
Statistics, 941. 951,1036.
Stephens, M. Bates, 103.
Stereotypes, 454.
Stowe, Calvin Ellis, 107.
Strength tests. %Su Physical ability- tests and
scales.
String models. Set Models.
Stuckenberg, J. 11.-W., 108.
Student achievements, i42, 148, 174, 415, 437, 451.
521-522, 534. 691, 723;913. 935, 9S1, 1042-1043, 1053,
1062,
1675,
2341,
2447,

1068,
1679,
2368,
2457,

1016, 1150, 1235, 1292, 1371, 1650, 166'2,
16143, 1765-1766, 1982, 2003, 2325, 2135,
Z184-2385, V9fi. 7407, 2413, 2419. 2441,
2478-2479, 248&-2486, 2488. 2541, 2579,
3047-3048, 3163, 3542, 3606, 3703. See also
Progrem

tot)

2708, 1144-10751. 2754,

,

2642. '2658, 26K3,
2851, 3644.

M97,

Teachers-dismissal, V
Teachere-ilress, 2705.
Teachers-failures, 7p.
Teachers-leaves of liencie, 2668.
Teachers-pensions and retirement, t75e-S7 5 R.
Teachers-placement. See Placement-teacherk.
Teachars-qualiaations, 55, 2672, 2693, 2857.
Teachers-rating, 2012, t7159.
Teachers-rating by pupils, 2159.
Teachers-recreation, 2688, 2695.
Teachers-reeidence, 2762.
Teschers--salaries, 75, 179, 189, 190, 196-197. 204, 1S14,

1890, 1933, 2564, 2594, 2611, 2666, 2673-2674,
2683, 2685, 2697, 2707-2708, 2731-2732, 2735, 42680.
r bTfrf778, 2850, 3011, 3070, 3633, 3666.
in school.
Teachers-selection,
55,
204,
651,
2670,
7723-2724, 2727,
Student advisers and counselors, 2276, 2751, 2820, 2733, 2739-7740, 2742.
3222, 3257, 3375, 3875.
Teachers-status,
10,
146,
179-180,
J88-189,
197, 1084,
Student ald--oolleges and universities, 2438, 24771960, 1968, 2162, 2212, 2282, 2371; S96/-t7/7, 21+19,
2478, 2498, 2503, 2507. See also Scholarships
and
3074, 3633, 3644, 3647, 3788.
fellowships. Student loans and loin funds.
Teachers-supply and demand, 180, 237f, 1777 t778.
Student councils. See Student self-government.
Teachers-welfare, 2692.
Student employment, 2453, 2501, 25121, 2521, 3326, Teachers,
interchange of, 2801.
3331.
Teachers, married women, 2697, 7723, 2742.
Student government. Ekx Student self-government. Teachers
and
community, M.
Sttident load, 3645.
Teachers and students,

2288, 2453.
Student loans and loan kinds, 2889.
colleges. See Normal schools and teachen
Student mortality. See Retardation and etimina- Teachers
colleges.
tion.
contracts, 2668, 2719.
Student newspapers and publications, 146, 161, 20i, Teachers'
Teaching aids and devices, 872, 1025, 1039, 1067, 1134,
8361 1488, 1490-1491, 14M-1495, 2453, 3277.
1208, 1211, 1349, 184E, 3496. **also Radio in educaStudent personnel problems, 4M, 465, 2263-2264, 2336,
tion. Visual instruction.
1400-14/6, 3184, 3190, 3245.
Teaching combinations. See Teaching load.
Student recruiting. See Student selection.
experience, 96, 180, 188, 196-197, 2Q4, 4t084,
Student selection, 510. 1941, 1947, 2261, 2294,0245R, Teaching
1096, 1333, 1814,

2469, 2177, 2481, 2404, Alo, 2619, 2529, 2650, 2652,

3060.

1890, 1933, 2041, 2162, 226K 2371,
2564, 2665-2666, 7674, 2880, 2683, 2697, 7707-2708,
2716, 2731, 2740-27411 7772, 3011, 3074, 3095, 3633.
Teaching load 179-180, 188, 1096, 1145, 1333, 1613,
1621, 1696, li14, 1890, 1941, 2041, 2259, 2282, 2371,
2591, 2597, 2664, 2667, 2676, 2693-2682, 2684-2684;
2690, 2698, 2701, 2714, 2738, 3088, 3642.

Student self-government, 1262, 3777, 3$91-4401, 3668.
Student self-help. See Student
Study ides. See Workbooks. employment.
Study habits, 305, 1119,
Study periods, 1053, 3840.2247'
Teadiing principals. See Principals.
Stuttering. See Speech defectives.
ab,
Tectlftical writing, 1484.
Subject combinatilons. See Teaching load.
Teeth-care and hygiene, 1556.
Subject headings, 3866.

Telephony, 1906.
Summer schools, 2491.
Temperance education, 2049.
Sunday school, 2070, 2089, 2119.
Tennessee, education, 36, 136, 664, 671, 1491, 1541,
Superstitions, 1074, 1108, 2311, 2387, 3685.
1602, 1611, 1664, 1809, 1816, 1977, 2027, 2031, Z366,
Supervised study, 306. 1024, 1248.
2736, 2750, 2761, 3066, 3107, 3719, 3756, 3823; Bristol,
Supervision and super
55, 103, 133, 146, 180,
3373; Claiborne county, 681; Davidson county,
196, 505, 830. 1307, 1948,
2652, 7702, 2706, 2788,
3141; Dyersburg, 1001; Fayette county, 3047;
2812, 2076, 2990, 2907, SOP
3633.
City, 18103° Knoxville, 3688; Madison
Supplementari reading. .4 ), ;Leading, supple- Johnson
county, 290 Nashville, 3794, V97; Scott county,
mentary.
1724;
132X Sullivan oounty, 2688.
Supplies, 2869, 2881, 2903, 35134514.
Tennessee v y authority, 2096, 2576.
Survey mania. See Orientation courses.
Tennis,
1647,
1
Surveying, 1879.
'Pest-titudy method, 755.
I

11,

SUBJECT- INDEX
Tests and scales; AcIevement, 542, 2665, 2976, 3152,
3155,

3158-3159, 313, 3174; American council on

education, 3327-3328; American council psycholog-

.

ical, 429, 434 442, 444, 2448; Aptitude, 587, 2465;
Arithmetic, 506; Arithmetic computation, 1019;
Arithmetic placement, 986; Art, 530, 1387; Arthur
point performance, 498; Articulation, 515; AssociPtion, 3733; Association motor, 439; Attitude, 454,

2328; Barr, 577; Bernrenter personality 446, 572;

Binet-Simon, 3755; Biology, 488, 490, 495; Brown
personality, 455; Capitalization, 480, 482, 489, 497;
Cardio-vascular, 558; Completion, 825; (.:ooperstire achievement, 691; Cooperative contemporary
,

affairs,

52T-522; Cooperative English, 429, 3328;

Cooperative general science, 521-522, 1094; Cooper-

ative mathematics. 3328; Dearborn, 443; Detroit
first grade, 739; Diagnostic, 1010; Drobka-Thurstone attitude toward wttr, 2449; Durrell reading
difficulty, 696; English language, 3161, 3167, 3173,
3176; Every pupil scholarship, 3169-3170; Farmers'
interest, 503*,, First aid, 52 Foods, 524; Oates primary

reading, 3178; Girls' mechanical assembly,

li76; Goodenough drawing, 483; Haggerty readtpg,
733; Handball, 587; Hayes personality rat ing, 3110;

Health knowledge, 1515; History, 3159; IlumniWadsworth temperament, 459; Intelligence, 409-

_110, 413, 419, 425, 430, 432-433; Iowa aptitude, 1157;

lowa every pupil', 517, 3177; Iowa silent reading,
687, 691, 758, 7M, 3335; Karime state scholarship,
3168; Kellar scale, 2032; Slat. 4fit : Knuth achievement. 1373; Kuhlmann-Anderson .144, 3628; kwalitasser-Dykema, 1375; Kwalwasser-Ruch, 1320;
Latin, 892; Leiter international performance, 483,
3600, 3615; Los Angeles, office employment, 579;
MacQuarrie mechanical ability. 585; Manchester,
. 496; Mathematics, 501-502; Merrill-Palmer, 444,
498; Metropolitan achievement, 3177; Metropolitan readiness, 739; Minnesota reading, 7M; Monroe
reading aptitude, 739; Motor ability, 541, 549;
Motor performance, 4fielMu1tiple choice 480, 482,
.

486, 497, 504. 509, 520, 537-538, 684, 825, 3148; Music

507, 3145; Nelson-Denny, form. A, 729; NelsonDenny reading, 500E/2448; New south achievement,
3146; New Stanford achievement, 523, 2985, 3146:
New type achievement, 3164; Objective, 513, 524,
526, 530, 582, 1225; Otis self-administering, 440,
2398; Park-Franzen, 614; Performance, 420, 427,

A44, 588; Persistence, 436-437; Physical fitness, 551,
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Con tivue(1

2257, 2773; EraCh county, 3021; Foard county, 3012;
Fort Wont, ICS9, 34(X); Franklin county, 297S,

2980; Frio county, 3(334); Galveston county, 203;
Oatesville, 3775; Gonzales* county, 3031; Gregg
county, 33s1); Grimes county. 2sto; Hearne, 1399;
Houston, 1707. 2:304, 2862, 3209, 3243, 1320; lioustbn
*unity, 2954; Jack county, 70; Jim Wells county,
3609; Karnes county, 3609; Lamar county, 2976;
Lavaca county, 3641; Lyford, 2155; Mason, 81;
Mason county, 32; Mercedes, 3607; Mexia, 3685;
Milani county, 6; Nash, 131;
10p; Port
Arthur. 1203; Husk county, 172,Paris,
3023: San Antonio, 62, 72, 1324, 1798; San Marcos,
1351; Smith
county, 183, 769; Stonewall cop.nty, 177; Sulphur
Springs, 3651; Taylor, 2R)6;,Teitple, 1863;
County, 191; Van, 2664; Victoria, 1888; Waco,'Fravis
1744,
3134; Washington county, 27; Weslaco, 19! ; Wichita Falls, 2404; Wilharger county,
88; Wilson
count v, 205.
Textbwik method, 292, 1126, 121
Textbook selection, 3470, 347 4R6, 35(75.-- its
Textbooks, 96, 180, 226,
676, 875, 2filat,. 2431,31,
340f-3509. See also Su ects of the
curriculum.
Textbooks, fry, 3457.
r
Textbooks, rating, 3400, 34M, 3180, 3500, :4ç0q, tr)6
Textile workers, 1925.
\Theological education, 57, 242, '
Theological schools, 57.
Theses. See Dissertations, acad
Time management, 2038.

Time study,

2194.

Time telling. See Time study..
/
Track and field events. See A thlefics-trac
field.

Tracks, athletic, 352S.
-1
Trade education, L38, lLS3, 1267, 1::2, 1S95, 1920.
1924. ,..Ver allo Industrial edue4tion.
Traffic aa'Idents. See Accidents.
Training schools. See Detpvnstrat ion schools.

Reformatories.
Transfer of trAining, 352, 364, 4JI5g.
."
Transfer students. 2357, 2437, 244,2541.
Transients. See Migratory school ob.f)firen.
Transportation, 188-189, 196, 2881 ,r 2910; 2939, 2988,
-

.

3009, 3016, Salt-S066, 3133, 3715.
Trigonometry, 10M.
Truancy, 2396, 3773, 3806.

r

.

p

r.

559; Pintner-Patterson, 421; Placement, 500-501, Tuberculosis, 1544.
2636, 3384; Power machine operat ion, 590; Prugres- Tuberculous, 3701-3702, 3706.
t
4ive achievement, 3179-3181; Proofreading, 525, Tuft )n fees, 96, 178, 180, 2282, 2876-28r7,
2922,
3157; Pulse-ratio, 543, 552, 585-566; Punctuation,
WO, 3133, 38011
485-486, 504, 509, 513, 520, 537-538; Purdue English Tumbling, 318, 574.
0
placement, 2448; Push and pull, 555; Reading, 500, Twins, 400, 737, 1451.
676, 3151, 3182; Rigg poetry, 536; R Insland reading, Type, sire, 679.
6
533; Rogers physical fitness, 572; 'Rogers strength, Typewriting. Ste Commercial
eduan ions
570; Rorschach ink-b1ot,,424; Rorschach personala
ity, 476; Royer personality, 2513; Scholarship, 481,
502; Schoen music talent, 1327; Seashore musical
ET
talent, 1387; Shank silent reading, 691; BonesHarry, 1683; Stanford achievement, 517, 2151,
2383; Stanford-Binet, 423, 444, 527; Stanford scien-

Unemployment, 3552, 3557-3558, 3577,
3667.

29481
1

47,

3631;
(

tific aptitude, 586; Strong vocational interest, 580, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, educalton.
210, 216, T36,1263.
594-595; Survey, 1157; Swimming, 546; Symonds
adjustment, 2321; Tact, 449; Teachers college per- Unit costs per student, 179, 322, 330, 1933, 1973,

sonnel usotietion 499; Terman group mental

2337, 2359, 2776, 2862, 2879, 2893, 2897-2S98, 2939

ability, 733: Tburstone clerical, 592; Thurstone
2949, 2953, 29345, 3009, 3515.
mitotic, 482; Thurstone- Remmers, 2159; Thar- Unit oasts per subject, 2638, 2776, 2872-2873, 2898,
2927, 2941-'2942.
stone vocational interest, 580; Trazler silent reading, 691, 733; Tru4a13er 825; Typewriting. r:411, Unit plan. See Contract plan.

584-585, 589; Vigotsky ooneeption-Mrmation, 417; Units of work, 134, ;89, 332, 388, 651, 662, 834, 858, 882,
Vocabulary, 3164; Wahhp_0048aPleht 448; Welles.
8R0-881, 903, 940, 052, Pik), 1002, 1006, 1079, 1082, 1090,
ley college motor, 568; Wilson inventory, 1010;
1097, 1109, *42-1143, 1 178, 1183, 1191, 1205, 1210,
Woodworking, WI; Woodworth-Wells directions,
1224, 1228,11232, 1237, 1241, 1243, 1246, 1251, 1265,
576; Youth expressionaire, 2422,3862.
1268, 1513, 1523, 1528, 1815, 1854, 1877, 1904, 1923,
1926, 1940, 1o5o, 1963-1964, 1972, 1989, 1992, 1994,
Texas, education, un, 179, 322, 443, 664, 871, 708, 781,
2007,
2009, 2016, 2024, 2026, 2039, 2042-2043, 2064,
907, 1100, 14391 14/1, 1497, 1537, 1675, 1606, 1868,
2133, 2567. 2589, 2813, 3153, 3195, 3409, 3587, 3763.
1880, 1941,-1949, 106, 1997, 2048, 2094, 2175, 2213,
231n, 2434, 9170, 2668, 2672, 262, 2715, 2781, 2857, Unmarried mothers. See Illegitimacy.
Z97, 2050, 3032, 3081 3(188, 3118, 3201, 3239, 3393, Urban, Wilbur, 267.
3530, 16361 PM, ,s i671; Amarillo, 1706; Atescost Urban league of Pittsburgh, 3682.
Utah education, 1616, 2719; Salt Lake City, 1377,
eotmty, sew
516; Beaumont,
: 2389,
2666.
t
Tfflik, Ben county,
; Brooke county, -.1 Cleburne, 1W1, Mk 111107 Commerce, W, Conroe,
V
2311%
" 719, 30011, M63; Corsicana,
3314; g=11112, *.
3312, 3804; Dallas county, Vacation church schools, 2086, 2099, 2112.
365, 3004; Del Rio, 41; Denton, 991, WOO; Dimmit Vacations,
2073, 2791.
ten*, IM17, Dooley
county, 48; Rl Paso, 6X, Vagialtis, 3704.
.
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Varnish, 1162.
Vermont education, 3560.
Verse writing. See Poetry--a-Pative activities.
Virginia, education, 10, 97, 664, 670-671, 1197, 1357,

West Virginia, education, 51, 1572, 1933, 2534,
2744,
2916, 2934, 2944; Cabell oounty, 3349;
Harrison
county, 3667;
667; Jefferson county, 2696; Kimball, 2055;
McDowell county, 2271.
Wiltae, Sara, 871.
Wisconsin, education, 1492, 1636, 2621,
2621, 2690,
2966, 3215, 3843; Chippewa county, 2356; 27r4,
county, 3385; DePere, 144; Eau Claire, 3219: Clark
1106.
1116001), 678;
678; Jackson county, M4; Kanawha county,
2874;
2874; Kenosha county, 3126; Langlade county,
2861; Lincoln county, 2142, 2963; Milwaukee, 2:106,
1906;
Racine oounty, 2166; Rhinelander, 1852;
2573; Wausau, 1993, 2408; West Allis, 1761, Sparta,
1914.
Withdrawals. See Retardation and elimination.
Wom6110, education, 35, 82, 256,
256, 556, 560, 1519--t,r120,
1549, 1570, 1723, 1741, 1925, 19r, 1517-24M, lrl.r)7.
See also A A thietics. Physical education.
Stivient
personnel prob'ems.
Woodworking, 596,
596, 1497, 1846, 1907-19081
1907-19081 1922.
Wooten, J. O., 109.
Workbooks, 351, 796, 819, 831, 1042,
1042, 1068, 1192, 122(J,

1752, 2117, 2814, 28%, 2946, 3648, 3669, 3686, '3823,

3826; Albemarle oounty, 2768, 2870; Alleghs.ny
county, 7786; Arlington oounty, 761, 2879; Blacksburg, 1090; Buckingham oounty, 3632; Clifton
Forge, 2305; Dinwiddle county, 3533; Henry
county, 2775; Lexington, 716; Montgomery county,
2333; Newpert News, 1248; Norfolk, 3643; Orange
county, 276; Richmond, 2404; Richmond county,
29; Wise county, 2975; Wythe county, 193, 7796.
Visiting teachers, 2694, 3257, 8682.
Visual 0.ruction, SI 8-347 , 722, 1211, 1804, 3509.

A

Vives, Juan Luis, 252.

Vocabulary studies. 396, 493, 684, 686, 701, 706, 713,

717,724,746,748, 761-762, 768, 808, 816, 828, 854, 894,
900,962, 1104-1106, 1110, 1120, 1172,1132, 1141, 1190,
1239, 1454, 1471, 1530, 1714, 1760, 1772, 1795, 2082,
2120, 2123, 2829, 2242, 3154, 3344, 3402-3404, 34073401t, 3410, 3414, 3419, 3421, 3423-3425, 3477, 3429,
1237-1238, 1466, 1485, 2822, 3508, 3501.
3431, 3433, $436-3437, 344944521 3458, 3458, 3481,
3465, 3468-3460, 3473,3481, 3483-3484, 3487-3490, 3495, Worker's education, 91.
Workmen's compensation, 2900.
3499, 3506-3507, 3610, 3865. See also
Works progress administration, 179, 782-783, 789,
Vocational tests, 409, 676-697 , 3237, Spelling.
2132, 2422,

Voostkmal agriculture. See Agricultural education. Wrpstling, 2564, 3563.
1600, 1635, 1653.
Vocational education. Set Industrial education.
Vocational guidance. See Educational and voca- Wyoming, education, 4, 869, 956, 1584, 1899,
2882,
3131,
3260, 3514, 3544, 3822; Laramie,
tional guidance.
Lovell, 181; Sublette county, 186.
Waddel, Moses, 120.

792,

2713,
16531

Wart 1218, 1228, 2449, 2468, 3504.

Washington, education, 1064, 1771, 2194, 2315, 34M,,
2784, 3064, 3718; Anatone, 2307; Bellingham, 867, Young Men's Christian association,
2498, 32377
3178-3181; Everett, 3690; Pomeroy, 7307; Puyallup,
3246; Renton, 3176; Seattle, 1310, 2571; Vancouver, Young Women's Christian association,
Youth, 2220.
3106.
Washington, D. C., education, 310, 739, 837, 1207, Youth hostels, W.
Youth
movement, 2106.
1240, 1324, 1763, 1765, 1874, 1876, 1904, 2132, 2262,
2472, 2591, 77615, 3254, 3297, 3863, 3701, 3713, 3791.

Weaving, 1983, 3820.
Webster, Noah, 3438.
Welfsre of teachers. Set Teachers-welfare.

Zoology, 1115, 1131, 3462.
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1811,

3592.

1s53,

